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ON THE MEANS OF

CONVEYING INFORMATION
TO THE PEOPLE.nr?

It hath pleased bjie paternal government of

this country to lay certain restrictions upon

the means of conveying information to the

people : some of these restrictions are im-

posed under the pretence of levying a reve-

nue; others, without disguise, have been

forged for the express purpose of prevent-

ing the people knowing what is being done

by their so-called representatives. It is to

the last class that, for the present moment,

I desire to call the attention of the reader.

Mr Cobbett, during the time of great dis-

tress that followed the peace of 1815, com-

menced a publication, called ' Two-penny

Trash.' This publication, from its price,

was within the reach even of the poor. Mr
Cobbett chose to indulge in strictures upon

the conduct of the then government, and he

clothed his strictures in language so strik-

ing, while his price was so low, that not

only did he render the people able, but

what was worse in this case, he made them

willing to buy and read them. The govern-

ment took alarm at this proceeding. The
people, in the widest signification of that

term, were now about to be made actually

cognizant of the conduct of their rulers.

Hating the salutary control that would

have resulted from this knowledge, the

government set themselves diligently to

work in order to put an end to the inculca-

tion of it.

What the government feared was, that

the mass of the people, that is, the labour-

ing millions, should hear of and understand

their proceedings. So long as the rich few

were the only persons informed of them,

they were perfectly at their ease : when the

poor many were enabled to pry into and
criticise their conduct, then, indeed, the

ministers were naturally and dreadfully

frightened. The grand object was to shut

out the gaze of the multitude—to build up

a high and thick wall between themselves

and the millions without. Having a shrewd

sense of the evil, they formed the remedy

with great care, and no small sinister saga-

city. When mischief is to be done, the

best instrument is an act of parliament ; so

they determined to pass certain acts, now

consigned to deserved ignominy, under the

well-known title of " the Six Acts ;
" the

precious offspring of the brains and can-

kered hearts of Lord Castlereagh and com-

pany. One of these acts was distinguished

from its brethren by the popular name of

Cobbett's " Two-penny Trash Act." The

thunders of the law were to be directed

against the means of conveying knowledge

to the poor, and the following were the

means adopted. It was rendered a crime

to convey intelligence, to relate any circum-

stances connected with church or state, or

to publish any " comments thereon " in any

publication, the price of which was under

sixpence, and which issued ofcener than

once in twenty-six days, unless the publi-

cation paid a four-penny stamp duty. The

framers of this exquisite specimen of legis-

lation knew two things. They knew first,

that the people, that is, the labouring mil-

lions, were little interested in publications

that did not convey what they signified by

intelligence,—meaning thereby the intelli-

gence of the day,—did not treat of matters

relating to church or state. They knew

secondly, that, by imposing the stamp duty

upon such publications, the price would be

raised above the means of the people.

They therefore believed that they should

thus be able to consign the people to help-

less ignorance,



The atrocity of this disgraceful enactment

deserves to be duly appreciated—and that

for two reasons ; we shall in the first place

be able fairly to estimate the character of

the statesmen who enacted this stain upon

our laws, and in the second, to understand

the patriotism of those liberal and reform-

ing ministers who continue it.

I assume that it is the first duty of a go-

vernment to take the most effectual means

of making the people obey all laws which

justly protect person, property, and reputa-

tion. I also assume it to be the duty of the

government to seek rather for means of pre-

vention, than of punishment; that is, that it

should not so much seek to deter the citi-

zens gen"erally from breaking the law through

the terror created by punishing such as have

broken it, as by taking precautions, that no

one should have the desire to break it. Now
one of the most effectual, one of the most

necessary, means of creating this desire, is

to teach the people what the law is. Let

us understand the mode in which the govern-

ment of England teaches the law to its peo-

ple. In the first place, it writes its laws in

a language totally unintelligible to any one

who has not spent a life in trying to under-

stand it; and this, in England, is called learn-

ing the science of the law. Secondly, having

promulgated the law in this jargon, it next

creates a monopoly in the printing of it.

Let us see the true working of this ma-

chinery, by taking a particular case of it.

The Parliament passes an Actof Parliament,

say, respecting combinations of the working

people : the act is totally unintelligible, and

takes its place amid a heap of other acts,

and lies hidden in the mass called the " sta-

tutes at large," of which the people, that is,

not one person in one hundred thousand,

ever see even the outside : sometime after,

the Parliament passes another act, relating

to the same subject—without which, the

former act now becomes unintelligible, even

to lawyers themselves—and this second act

is buried in the same way, and in the same

voluminous publication : both the one and

the other are completely hidden from the

persons whose conduct they are intended to

regulate. Some years after this the rich

people became frightened by the temper and

proceedings of the working classes. While

the rich are thus frightened, a few ignorant

'abourers,—say the Dorchester labourers,—

combine for certain useful purposes : the

rich go to a lawyer and ask him if they (the

poor labourers) cannot be punished for thus

combining ? The lawyer hunts up the two

acts that have lain hidden for so long in that

grand hiding place, the '* statutes at large,"

and he pounces upon these unfortunate and

necessarily ignorant men. Necessarily igno-

rant, I say, and I will prove my assertion.

A benevolent and really patriotic friend of

the working man—in fact, one of themselves

(I see no reason why I should not name

him)—Mr Place, wished to publish a small

and cheap abridgment of the Combination

Laws—but before doing so, he had a case

laid before the present Lord Chief Justice

of the Common Pleas, then Mr Tindal, to

know if such a publication would be legal,

and it was replied that it would be illegal.

The Statutes the people could not buy, if

they had wished ; the separate Acts they

knew nothing of, and they who desired to

instruct them were prevented by this trash

act, because it would be publishing intelli-

gence.* But to proceed in showing how
the Government promulgates the law:—the

lawyer, as I said before, pounces upon these

necessarily ignorant men : he condemns them

to transportation for life, and through this,

their sentence, it is expected that the labour-

ers will learn the law. But, behold ! the

newspaper which would tell the labourer the

fact of the condemnation of his fellows, is

taxed so highly, that he cannot buy it, so

that he is compelled to rest in ignorance,

and perhaps may learn the law like his un-

fortunate and guiltless fellows, by incurring

its penalties. Such, reader, is the mode of

promulgating the law, adopted by the pater-

nal Government of England, and such is

one of the blessed fruits of those atrocious

restrictions on the press, which the present

Ministry refuse to abolish.

The catalogue of evils, however, does not

end here. It so happens, that, although the

man whose mind is trained specifically to

the investigation of truth, viz. the philoso-

pher, may be content to take, as illustrations

of great principles, fictitious cases, which do

not interest his feelings, the generality of

mankind are unable to bend their attention

to such cases, and are always unwilling to

* How this opinion was arrived at baffles my
apprehension j nevertheless, the fact is as I have

stated it.



entertain them. The great majority of the

rich, for example, feel this repugnance, and
crave after the news of the day, and the law

does not prevent their thus acquiring infor-

mation through means that interest and
amuse, while they instruct. The poor, how-
ever, who are of the same frame of mind,

are cruelly shut out from this source of in-

struction. The rich are allowed, from the

passing events of the day, to reap whatever
knowledge they convey : the poor, who, like

the rich are interested in the occurrences
of the present time, are compelled to be ig-

norant of them. The law steps in and says

to the poor man, " You shall not hear of or
learn these events unless you pay a sum
above your means. It is true you ought to

be instructed—it is true that you wish to be
so—that you thirst after knowledge—and
that could you attain it, you would be both
better and happier—but all this notwith-

standing, I condemn you to ignorance, be-
cause the rich, who have made me, fear the

knowledge of the people. What do they

care for your loss of pleasant recreation—of
noble and inspiring ideas and feelings ?

They, the rich, tremble while you read

—

they dread the magnanimous spirit which
knowledge creates ; and they would rather

see you ignorant, wretched, and dependent,

than instructed, happy, and blessed with a

generous independence." Such is, in fact,

the language of the rich man's law—such is

the language of that law which the Liberal

Ministry, made by the breath of the people,

have determined to retain.

It behoves good men to learn whether
the mischievous influence of this law can-
not be counteracted. Early in the year

1833, a body of persons united for the pur-
pose of devising means of diffusing moral
and political knowledge among the people.

The chief movers in this scheme were Mr
Hume, the member for Middlesex, Mr
Grote, the member for London, Mr War-
burton, the member for Bridport, Mr Fran-
cis Place, and myself. Several others joined
us, and we hoped to be able to furnish to

the great body of the people the means of
acquiring a knowledge of their duty as citi-

zens, as well as of generally instructing

themselves. We contemplated the republi-

cation of standard works at a low price, and
also the publication of new works of solid

nstruction expressly written for our asso.

. ciation. And we further, as the great,

indeed the only means of enabling us to do
this, intended to establish a weekly periodi-

cal, which should contain moral and politi-

cal discussions, resulting from the occur-

rences of the day. The whole of this

scheme was rendered abortive by the state

of the law and the conduct of the then

ministry. We were given to understand

that Lord Althorp contemplated the aboli-

tion of the stamp duties on newspapers, as

well as the repeal of the odious " Trash

Act ;
n and it was deemed advisable to re-

main quiet until he had done so, and not to

attempt to brave the law, or to devise

means by which its enactments might be

legally evaded. The world knows but too

well what Lord Althorp did—or rather did

not do. With constant protestations re-

specting his desire to take off this impost,

he allowed it to remain, in spite of the most

cogent arguments and convincing evidence

that went to prove, first, that the revenue

would lose nothing by such repeal, and se-

condly, that the people at large would de-

rive immense benefit from it. Our society

separated, and awaited Lord Althorp's good
deeds. These good deeds were never per-

formed, and we are still labouring under the

same difficulty, and shackled by the same
mischievous law. Mr S. Rice has no inten-

tion of being wiser or better than his pre-

decessors. He cannot* be made to see

that no injury would happen to the revenue

by the repeal of the law, and having no
popular sympathies, he is careless of the

mischievous consequences resulting from
restrictions on popular instruction.

What, then, is to be done ? Are we to

rest contented with this condition ; confine

ourselves to mere complaining, and leave

untried what remains to us of instructing

one another? I have, myself, long since

answered this question, and have determined
to try the value of such means as the law
still allows. Being deprived of the best in-

strument, let us try an inferior one. Good
may be effected even by failure. To this

end of trying the means that remain to us,

* I say "cannot." I suspect the more cor-

rect phrase would be « will not." Mr Rice is

amazingly profuse of liberal professions. The
however, who judge of the worth of professions

by the character of him who makes them, will

be at no loss to estimate the value of Mr Spri

Rice's liberal declarations.
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we have organized a society similar to the

one I have described above

—

A society for

the diffusion of moral and political knowledge.

By this society I have been, and am still

to be, furnished with a variety of pamphlets

on various political and moral subjects.

These pamphlets 1 have undertaken to edite,

and to publish at such times and in such

manner as to me may seem advisable. The

plan that I have determined to adopt is as

follows :

—

Each pamphlet will form a separate work

;

but, by whomsoever written, my name will

appear on the title-page as editor ; and by

this mode they will be known to emanate

from the Society. One of these, at least,

will be published every week, though, if I

see reason, they will be issued yet more

frequently.

By this means the leading matters of pre-

sent political interest will be brought before

the people, without any infringement of the

existing atrocious law. As we do not take

advantage of the benefits of being a periodi-

cal, as each pamphlet is a separate and dis-

tinct work, we are without the reach of the

trash act. I could, indeed, bring all these

works out at once, but this does not suit

my convenience or my wishes. They must

be published by degrees, and, as 1 wish to

distinguish them from all others, 1 affix my
own name as a distinctive mark.

Agencies, extended over Great Britain

and Ireland, will disseminate these publica-

tions over every part of the land. The price

will place them within the reach of every

man; and it is hoped that the subject

matter will attract their attention, will con-

ciliate their good will, while it affords them

instruction.

Here it maybe asked of me, to what end

are these publications directed—what are

the principles they will attempt to propagate

—by what right do you assume the charac-

ter of popular instructors ? I will answer
these questions as plainly as I have put

them.

The object we have in view is to instruct

the people in their relative duties as citizens;

to point out to them the rights which they

ought to seek to attain. We believe that

no people can be well governed that does
not govern itself; but also, that the mere
possession of power by the people is not

sufficient to insure a right employment of it.

To this end knowledge, and a sound moral-

ity, are necessary : the people, if they be
wise and moral, can govern themselves well.

Their interests are all on the side of good
government; and, if good government is to

be hoped for on earth, it must be the off-

spring of democracy. The interests of any
small fraction of the people possessing the

power of ruling are powerfully opposed to

good government. The more highly you

instruct this fraction, the more necessarily

do you make them an efficient instrument of

despotism. We seek to increase and con-

solidate the power of the people, by increas-

ing their knowledge both of the principles

of government and morality.

Take an ignorant and barbarous people

and confer on them a completely democratic

government—you will create nothing beyond

a barbarous and ignorant government. The

government, under the best system, can but

be the reflexion of the people : if they be

wise, by adopting a good system, you will

produce a wise government; if they be igno-

rant, an ignorant one. A democracy, of

itself, is not all-sufficient. Tt is necessary,

indeed, to good government; but it is not

good government itself. Our ultimate end,

then, is to promote the attainment of good

government ; and we propose to do so by

making the people understand what is meant

by that oft-abused phrase. We desire to

instruct them in their rights and their du-

ties, well assured that, whenfonce the mass

of the people shall really understand them,

no power will prevent their attaining the

one and performing the other.

But the inquirer may say, can you not be

somewhat more specific in your account of

what you signify by good government? I

hope we can; but I answer, completely to

explain what we mean by this phrase is the

very object of the whole of the works we

intend to publish. This complete explana-

tion will be a long business, and will, I hope,

occupy us for many months to come. In

the mean time, however, even in this rapid

sketch, I may be somewhat more particular

and explicit.

A good government, I take to be that

which— 1, insures to every man against

oppression, whether foreign or domestic,

his personal safety, his property, and his re-

putation ; and— 2, which sagaciously em-

ploys the resources and powers of the whole



people to perform such necessary labours •

as cannot so well be done by individual

exertion.

Before these ends can be attained, many

and complicated are the matters that must

be settled, and, if the people are to be the

government, that by them must be under-

stood. For example, what degree of per-

sonal safety every man ought to be deemed

intitled to—what ought to be considered

property, what reputation : and, advancing

to the second part of the duties of a govern-

ment, what are those matters for the general

benefit, which the government can with

utility undertake for the people at large.

This then is the^ end, mark how complicated

are the means necessary to attain it, and

how many things the people must really

and thoroughly know before it can be at-

tained. For example, let us glance at the

varied duties that are imposed on every

man, merely as one of a political society.

It is clear that, although the people ought

to govern, they cannot do so directly and

by themselves. They must choose repre-

sentatives to act for them. What an im-

meuse number of questions immediately

arise, respecting this single matter of choos-

ing representatives. The elector should

have a clear conception first of the duties

of a representative. He should understand

what sort of qualities are necessary to con-

stitute a good representative. Does any

man in his senses believe that the electors

of Great Britain generally possess this

nowledge? Would they have returned

such men as now constitute the greater part

of the House of Commons if they had pos-

sessed only a tithe of this requisite informa-

tion ? Then again, the elector should

know his own duties—he should under-

stand the nature of the great duty he has

to perform, and what should be the influ-

ences by which he should be guided while

performing it. Let any man take part in

au election, and he will quickly learn how
very far the mass of the people are from

knowing or obeying. the right influences.

Private pique, prejudice, passion, whim,

conceit, vanity, and a hundred other such

despicable influences now govern nine tenths

of the votes that are given. The result the

people know—it is the present House of

Commons.—The evil composition of this

House is usually attributed to corruption

and intimidation—not a little of it, however,

is due to ignorauce. No man is a greater

friend to democracy than I am ;—unless the

people govern, good government is, in my

opinion, unattainable. But I am not so

blinded by this persuasion, as to believe

that all the people do is wise—neither can

I be 'persuaded to call the people wise,

when I believe them to be ignorant. Many

then, I say, whom the people (having the

power to choose) have sent to that House

as their friends, have proved themselves

amongst the most mischievous of their

enemies. They have been chosen under

the influence often of passion, still more

often of prejudice, and, not seldom in

downright, total ignorance. We seek to

obviate these evils, not as many advise, by

depriving the people of power, but by con-

ferring on them the knowledge requisite to

enable them to use it to their own advan-

tage.

Day by day we see the people gaining

p0wer—day by day therefore the necessity

increases for the possession of information

by the people. We do not suppose indeed,

that the mass of mankind can become legis-

lators— or ever acquire the knowledge which

a legislator ought to possess. But we do

hope and confidently trust, that the people

generally may be so far instructed as to be able

to judge accurately of the intellectual and

moral worth of those whojn they select as

their representative?. A man may be

ignorant of medicine, and of law, and yet

from the general cultivation of his intellect

be well capable of selecting with judgment

his physician and his lawyer:—so a man

may be ignorant of legislation, but yet be

able to know whether a given candidate be

fit for the difficult and responsible office of

a lean'slator. This general training, and that

sort of knowledge requisite to accurate

judgment in such matters is becoming daily

of infinite importance. The bill just pro-

posed by Lord John Russell, by which the

great body of the people in towns will be

endowed with self-government in all matters

relating to their town affairs, renders it

absolutely necessary that the people should

acquire the knowledge needed for the

risht exercise of this power. Is it not

a lamentable thing that obstacles should be

thrown in the way of those who seek to

instruct the people in such matters—who



would attempt to rouse them by discussion,

and attract their attention by making them

feel and appreciate their interests in the

great affair of corporation government?

How many thousands will be called upon to

act who never read even a newspaper I

How many will be forced to decide upon

questions respecting which they are pro-

foundly ignorant—and which have been

studiously kept out of their sight by the

operation of law. If the rich shall suffer

from this, they will reap their due reward.

They will suffer from that ignorance, which

they have engendered and maintained. The

poor have long enough suffered from the

vice and cupidity of the rich—if the rich

receive some harm from the ignorance of

the poor it will be an apt punishment—the

more so, as they have been the authors of

the evil, which thus falls upon themselves.

We have tried long enough the blessings of

an aristocracy. We have seen that good

government is wholly incompatible with

aristocratic rule. We are driven to

democracy, as an experiment, whether we

will or not—common prudence then would

induce us to try democracy under its most

favourable aspect. That is among an in-

structed in place of an ignorant people.

This however, is only one class of cases

out of many, upon which knowledge is of im-

mediate importance to the very being of the

people. Great and deplorable is the misery

which many of them are doomed to suffer.

If their exertions to relieve this misery are

directed to wrong objects, their efforts will

necessarily be ineffectual—the misery will

remain, and despair be added to misfortune.

If it be possible to alleviate this wretched-

ness by knowledge, (and whether it be so

has never yet been tried) how guilty is that

government which condemns the people to

ignorance. That instruction is the only

cure for the many bitter pangs which the

millions have hitherto been doomed to

suffer, is my firm belief. So believing, I am

impelled by a strong and paramount feeling

of duty to direct my efforts, however humble,

to improving the means by which instruction

may reach the people, as well as to con-

tribute, as far as in me lies, to the instruction

itself. It has long appeared to me that the

more instructed and intelligent of the

labouring classes have, for the most part,

mistaken the causes of their misery ; that

their efforts to relieve themselves have been

misdirected, and that many, who called

themselves their friends, have wilfully de-

ceived them. One of the chief objects that

I and my friends have in view, is to discuss

fairly with the people, the various circum-

stances upon which their happiness and

misery must be dependent, and to investi-

gate the worth and efficacy of the various

remedies which have been suggested for the

ills they have hitherto suffered. We do not

fear that while thus employed we shall lose

the people's good will. We do not claim

for ourselves any infallibility. We may be

wrong, and they right—continued discussion

will teach us all where the error and the

mischief lie ; and as we shall bring to the

investigation minds intensely desirous of at-

taining truth, we well know that, with the

people, we shall gain a fair and impartial

hearing.

More worthy ends than these, we believe,

no men ever proposed to themselves. Still

we are fully aware, that calumny, and every

species of interested and vicious opposition

await us while endeavouring to attain them.

I

Contempt and scorn and indignation wil

pour out the vials of their wrath upon us,

and every sort of interested and dis-

graceful motive will be found for our

proceeding. To all these statements our

answer must be, the works we publish

Doubtless they who are enemies of popu-

lar government, those who wish to uphold

the tottering fragments of Tory domination,

will not be satisfied with this reply. Believ-

ing that the spirit we desire to infuse into

the people is a mischievous spirit, dreading

and hating that democratic influence which

it is our aim to create and to maintain, the

more clearly they understand our purpose,

and the more we appear likely to attain it,

the more fierce will be their opposition, the

more violent and loud their denunciation,

and as they are not scrupulous as to the

means they adopt, the more horrible and

fearful will be the various objects and con-

sequences which they will predict as the

result of our endeavours. A desire to pro-

mote ruin, anarchy, and confusion—a wish

to profit by the dreadful confusion conse-

quent on popular commotion—utter reck-

lessness respecting the welfare and quiet of

the people, these, and a hundred others even

yet more appalling, will be the accusations
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that will unhesitatingly be brought against

us, not merely without proof, but in spite of

it. It will be said that we seek to destroy the

influence of the richer and more respect-

able classes ; that we are about to set up a

mob dominion, and that all that is rever-

enced, all that is worthy, all that is ancient,

all that is venerable, will, under our baneful

touch, pass away and be heard of no more.

This is the sort of language used when any

real and straightforward attempt is made to

teach the people. If we were to confine our-

selves to giving descriptions of the habits

and manners of insects—if we were to lay

before our readers pictures of bears and

tigers, or describe a plantain leaf on a cocoa-

nut, then indeed we should, like Lord

Brougham and his society, merely be

laughed at. Ridicule would be thrown upon

us, because we sought to give the people

innocent and ennobling means of recreation.

Of what use to the hard-working smith, we

should contemptuously be asked, a know-

ledge of the history of a silk-worm—how
can he be interested in the economy of the

ant or the beaver ? What beauty can the

ruins of antiquity have in his uneducated,

and unsentimental eyes ? Is he not a smith,

accustomed to the buzz and dust, roar and

clang of a forge—is he not contented as he

is, and are you not throwing away your

labour, and pretending unworthily to be

deemed popular instructors, by attempting

to accustom his coarse and vulgar mind to

delicate and refined enjoyment ? Such is

the language employed when the people are

spoken of—such the sympathy evinced with

their feelings and their pleasures. Were
we about simply to provide more mental

recreation for the people, triumphantly we
could answer this base questioning, and

laugh to scorn both the contempt and him

who evinced it. But we have higher game
before us. The language used to us will be

of a very different character— the same

spirit indeed will still incite the opponents

of popular instruction, but in our case fear

will be added to hate. We seek to make
the people participators in the business of

government, and also to render them worthy
of the office. Hitherto the ruling cry in

England has been, " that those who think

must govern those who toil.." And there-

upon it has been assumed, that all those

who do not toil, necessarily, think. We

deny the assumption and the conclusion

drawn from it. They who toil may think,

and be so instructed as to be capable of

taking a useful as well as active part in

politics. I do not mean by this, that the

mechanic is to turn legislator, though I con-

ceive him far better fitted for the task than

the idle, ignorant, extravagant, demoralized,

hi^h-born, and self-constituted legislators,

that have but too often been our rulers.

But I seek to make him an instructed and

careful witness of the legislator's proceed-

ings: to give him, in the last resort, a con-

trol over the legislator's conduct, and, by

instructing, render him capable of truly ap-

preciating it—approving where the legis-

lator is right—blaming where he is wrong.

It is because we seek this, that the cry will

be raised against us. It is for this that we

shall be called lovers of anarchy and con-

fusion. We do indeed seek to destroy-

but what ? Not that which is good, but

that which is bad. Convinced of the evils

of aristocratic domination, we wish Demo-

cracy to raise her front, and to frighten

down the corrupt demon of a dominant

aristocracy. But how do we seek to effect

this? By making the people strong in

knowledge—by teaching them—where and

how the evils which now beset us are gene

rated and nourished, and by making it im-

possible for the aristocracy to retain their

mischievous dominion, because the people

as one man shall demand that 'they relinquish

it. If confusion should follow this reason-

able and just demand, on whose head ought

the consequence to be? When the discovered

robber fights and creates disturbance, is the

fault in the thief, or him who has discovered

him. If the owner of the property be silent

and pursue not, there will be quiet indeed ;

but there will not, therefore, be safety and

confidence. The honest man will tremble

and be afraid, while the depredator will

walk the highway in safety. Such is the

quiet of despotism — any confusion that

may follow the discovery made by the

people, that this despotism is an evil

that ought to cease, is the noise and the

confusion made by the robber, who is seized

while plundering, condemned to restitution,

and driven with ignominy from the society,

which he disgraced as well as injured.

But what is really intended by this talk

about anarchy and confusion? Let us
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team the steps by which it is supposed that

we produce it. Writing on the subject of

government, we enable the people to acquire

a definite understanding of what ought to

be the nature and the form of their own

government. They perceive, for example,

amongst other things, that the mass of the

people having neglected to interfere or

meddle with the subject, a small body has

usurped the functions of government, and

employed the powers thereof to their own

especial benefit. They perceive moreover,

that so long as they (the people) are thus

inert and careless respecting government,

this small body will be able to continue

their power, and still to turn it to their pri-

vate uses. The people also learn how im-

mensely important to themselves is the

exercise of this power of government—how

numerous are the ways inwhich it affects their

well-being. Whereupon they rouse themselves

from their long lethargy, and determine to

take a part in the business. They see that

the law allows them a means of interfering,

which if properly employed will go far to

attain for them a right control. I mean

the power of choosing representatives. They

discover also, that if the law would fairly

make them the depositaries of this power,

they would be possessed of all the means

which the necessity of the case demanded.

In those cases, where they possessed the

power of choosing representatives, they

would use it wisely ; where they had it not,

they would rouse one another, and con-

stantly, and steadfastly demand that the law

should grant it to them. They have done

this already, and signal has been the result.

One grand step they made by the Reform

Bill—they will make another byCorporation

"Reform ; and they will continue thus till

they have completely attained this desired

end. They will do so, by employing the

methods which they have hitherto adopted.

They have hitherto been peaceable, and

why should we anticipate confusion, in con-

sequence of that diffusion of knowledge

which will produce more steadfast and com-

bined action among them? That same

knowledge which will create steadfastness

of purpose, and teach them the right and

powerful means of action, will teach them

also to estimate all that is worthy in our in-

stitutions, to love and to maintain it. It is

not by simply telling a multitude, that they

ought to be endowed with powers which the

law now denies them, that we create any

efficient or useful enthusiasm. The fervour

if created, quickly dies away—men cannot

feel what they do not comprehend—the

steadfast spirit is the instructed one : he

will patiently pursue his end who clearly

appreciates its worth—whose enthusiasm

springs fromknowledge thoroughly grounded,

not from a passing and fitful and evanescent

idea. The one will give birth to an enthu-

siasm which will prove,

" like straw on flame,

A fierce but fading fire"

—

while the offspring of the other will be as

enduring as it is strong, as useful as it is

enlightened. But the man thus impelled

and thus instructed is no wanton and cruel

destroyer. Where age is beautiful, he will

perceive and feel and respect its beauty

—

where useful, he will preserve its utility.

What is truly venerable need not fear him

—

he will duly estimate the value of hoarded ex-

perience ; and though not blindly wedded to

any institution because it is old, he will

esteem what our ancestors have left us worthy

of our admiration, while he will see through

and neglect the many errors and prejudices

which has alloyed the good they have

left us.

But we are accused of wishing to destroy

the influence of the rich. Now, as this influ-

ence is a thing which the rich very much de-

light in, they naturally endeavoured to find

for it an agreeable name, so they christened

it " the legitimate influence of property."

Accepting this fine name, and placing it in

the accusation against us, we find ourselves

accused of desiring to destroy the legitimate

influence of property. This charge we
strenuously deny—and we demand of our

accusers an explanation ofthe thing to which

they have given this fine-sounding name.

]
What, we ask, is, in their opinion, le-

/
gitimate influence of property ? Is it, for

j example, the keeping the people in ignorance

by means of stamp duties and trash acts ?

Is it the getting them to the National

Schools, and trying to frighten them into a

I slavish obedience to their pastors and mas-

\ ters, and all that are set in authority over

them ? Is it driving them like sheep to the

poll, and compelling the poor to vote against

their wishes and their consciences '? Is it

| the filling the gaols with offenders against
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the game laws, and thus demoralizing the

whole agricultural population? Is it the

having one law for the rich and another

for the poor, and the rendering it possible

for any rich man to ruin any poor one by

operation of law ? Is it any, or all, of these

things ?—is it anything like them ?—because,

if it be, we willingly plead guilty to the

charge. We do seek to destroy this influ-

ence ; but we, at the same time, declare that

such is not legitimate. If, however, they

should mean the influence that a rich and
really instructed and benevolent man would
attain by the beneficial employment of his

wealth; if it should mean the love and es-

teem voluntarily offered to the powerful

when good and wise ; we then say that our

efforts will in no way tend to diminish it.

An instructed people would bring to the

good man an obedience of the heart and the

head. His influence would be that of his

understanding over theirs, not of his impe-

rious will over their slavish ones. By means
of his wealth he would have means of ac-

quiring knowledge which the busy man, la-

bouring for his daily bread, does not possess

—if the rich man employ these means well,

his mind and his information will be supe-
rior to those of his poorer neighbours, and
bis intelligence would find willing followers

—willing and independent followers—men
who follow because they believe that a wise
man leads—who love him because he is good
—and follow him because he is instructed.

This is legitimate influence—the influence

that wealth might have, but which it has
seldom attained. Our institutions have
opened for it another, and broader, and
smoother road—it is easier to compel than
persuade. Having wealth, the vulgar and
the profligate can employ compulsion, while
utterly incapable of winning confidence by
their intellect or their worth. The rich,

therefore, now use compulsion. We seek

to destroy their power of doing so, and they,

seeing our intention, are profligate enough
to say that it is legitimate influence of pro*
perty against which our efforts are directed.

If they really believe such compulsion legi-

timate, then, indeed, their morality and their

intelligence are beneath our contempt ;—if,

indeed, they use the term, well knowing the
fallacy, then, though we perhaps can say
nothing against their intelligence, yet more
vehement and bitter would be our attack

upon their notions of morality. T hey seek

to sustain an accusation by the foulest false-

hood, and would woo the people to destruc-

tion by a lying pretence of consideration for

their welfare.

It is a favourite notion with the English,

that the rich are the most intelligent and

most respectable of the community, and
that therefore means should be devised by
law of throwing the ruling power into their

hands. This conclusion, supposing we allow

only for a moment the assertion that the
rich are the most respectable and intelligent,

we utterly deny. If the rich be wise and good,

they will, without any special aid from the law,

be placed by the people willingly in places

of power and trust. But if they be not
wise and honest, it is absolutely necessary

that they should be excluded from office.

If the law place them there, however, with-

out such previous ascertaining of their indi-

vidual worth, what inducement is there for

the rich to attain the qualities which are

thus supposed to inhere in their very na-

ture ? If they are to have power and dig-

nity without labour, they will be content to

have them without desert. If, on the other

hand, the law left them to what I call legi-

timate influence, they would labour to earn

the confidence and favour of their fellow

citizens, by attaining superior intelligence,

and evincing superior worth. At present,

from the frame of all our institutions, the
rich have no motive to labour, and they,

consequently are really far inferior to the

classes poorer than themselves. The two
extremes of society bear a strong resem-
blance to each other. The \ery rich and
the utterly destitute are both beyond the

reach of the public opinion—the effect is

the same on the morality of both. Ail the

great specimens of vice amongst us, are to

be found in these two classes—the highest

and the lowest. Thsy are both of them
idle, profligate, rapa<jjous of other men's

goods, and profuse of their own. There is,

in reality, very little difference, except in

the outward manner, garb, and language,

between a gambling, horse-racing, profligate

rich man, and a thieving, drinking, gambling

beggar. Both the one class and the other

are a curse to the society in which they live.

We must look to the gentry of moderate

means, who are industrious, intelligent, and

honest—to the tradesmen living by their
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own daily exertions—to the intelligent and

laborious mechanic, for virtue, knowledge,

real respectability and worth. To bring the

rich within the sphere of those motives

which render these classes thus deserving, is

not to destroy their right and legitimate

influence—not to produce anarchy and con-

fusion—not improperly to exalt the poor at

the expense of the wealthy. But such we

allow to be part of the ends we have in view.

Let any one prove them mischievous, and

the object shall be immediately relinquished.

We have still to dispose of the charge of

arrogance, in thus taking upon ourselves

the character of popular instructors.

It may be demanded of us, by whom we

have been constituted teachers of the peo-

ple; and what guarrantee there is that we

are competent to the task ? These ques-

tions we well know will be put ; we there-

fore anticipate and answer them. No one

who really knew what ought to be intended

by the term popular instructors would have

put these questions. Unfortunately they

who now seek to teach their fellow citizens,

assume the character of masters and supe-

riors. They give their lessons as if they

were commands, and look upon the great

body of the people as so many children.

The view we take of the office of a popular

teacher differs widely from this. Such a

one, in our opinion, is not a master, but a

friend—not a superior, but an equal, who,

believing that he has something to impart

which his friend might profit by hearing,

states it in a manly and straightforward

manner. He seeks not to impose on his

friend by his authority ; but attempts to

convince his judgment. He addresses his

reason, and asks him to employ his under-

standing. Suppose a man to have made a

discovery in physical science, say for exam-

ple some circumstance respecting the con-

struction of a steam-engine : suppose him

to publish his discovery. This man is a

popular instructor; but he has assumed no

superiority ; he has not taken upon himself

unduly and arrogantly an office to which he

is not intitled. Every man is intitled to

this office, and may assume it in the spirit

and after the manner here described. He
lays his intellectual store before the public;

they may select, and take what they like.

They may reject if it so please them, and

pass him by without regard. This is just

our case. We fancy that we are able to lay

before the people matters which it is im-

portant they should know. We assume no

authority—we desire no control ; and only

seek assent to our observations through the

reader's understanding. As citizens wishing

well to our fellow citizens, we have brought

our store into the common stock. We
hope by this means to be of service to the

commonwealth : if we be deceived, and

the world neglect us, no one has been in-

jured; and the only result will be that we

have lost our labour.

APPENDIX.
CONTAINING OBSERVATIONS RESPECTING THE CONDUCT OF CERTAIN

MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON MR GROTE'S MOTION,

OF THE SECOND OF JUNE LAST, IN FAVOUR OF THE BALLOT.

In illustration of some of the foregoing

remarks, I shall here bring before the read-

er's view certain contrasts pregnant with

instruction. It may be said that the facts

of which I am about to speak are known to

.

the public, and therefore any statement of

them is unnecessary. It is perfectly true

that the facts are now matter of history,

and that I shall really tell nothing new

:

still the contrast may be important, and the

conclusion or induction I shall draw from

them may be so also. Many of the most

important inductions in physical science

have resulted from facts long known to

every man : but the consequence was hid-

den till the facts were brought together.

I use this illustration to excuse my stating

old news—not in order to induce the reader
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to believe that I am about to make any

wonderful induction from it. The facts,

and even the conclusion I shall draw from

them are old ; but 1 wish the world to apply

an old rule in a given new case. The facts

relate to the conduct of certain members in

the House of Commons. They are a fair il-

lustration of the morality of that house, and

of the urgent necessity of bringing the whole

of its proceedings closely before the eyes of

the public. We must not be content with

the cursory glance which the public usually

bestows upon these all-important proceed-

ings. A man gets his newspaper at his

breakfast : he reads with much sang froid,

its various contests, lays it down, and usual-

ly forgets what it contains. This is not the

publicity that is needed to improve the mo-

rality of the House of Commons. The

public must be forced to know what is done

there— and also compelled to scan, and

judge of it according to that strict and se-

vere code of morals by which the conduct

of private life is regulated. The following

remarks of Mr Livingstone, a celebrated

American jurist, on the Code of the penal

laws of Louisiana, are apt for the matter in

hand, and deserve attentive consideration.

" Among the general provisions is also found

one, asserting the right to publish, without

restraint, the account of all proceedings in

criminal courts, and freely to discuss the con-

duct of judges and other officers employed in

administering justice. That this may be done

more effectually, it is provided that the judge

shall, at the request either of the accused or the

prosecutor, state and record his decisions with

the reasons on which they are founded. In a

subsequent part of the work it will be made the

duty of a particular officer to publish accurate

accounts of all trials remarkable for the atrocity

of the offence, or the importance of the princi-

ples decided in the course of the proceeding.

Publicity is an object of such importance in free

governments that it must not only be permitted,

but must be secured by a species of compulsion.

The people must be forced to know what their

servants are doing, or they will, like other

masters, submit to imposition, rather than take

the trouble of inquiring into the state of their

affairs. No nation ever yet found inconveni-

ence from too close an inspection into the con-

duct of its officers ; but many have been brought

to ruin and reduced to slavery by suffering gra-

dual imposition and abuses, which were imper-

ceptible only because the means of publicity had

not been secured. In modern times the Press

•is so powerful an engine to effecfthis, that the

nation which neglects to employ it in promul-

gating the operations of every department of

government, can neither know nor deserve the

blessings of freedom. The important task of

spreading this kind of information, ought not,

therefore, to be left to the chance of private ex-

ertion ; it must be made a public duty ; every

one employed in the administration of justice

will then act under the conviction that his official

conduct and opinion will be discussed before a

tribunal in which he neither presides nor offici-

ates. The effect of such a conviction may be

easily imagined, and we may fairly conclude

that in proportion to its strength will be the

fidelity and diligence of those upon whom it

operates."

On the second of June, Mr Grote brought

forward a motion in favour of the vote by

Ballot. He had, in the year 1833, made
the same motion in the first reformed par-

liament, and, as in the present case, was de-

feated. The friends of the Ballot, how-
ever, need not be down-hearted. We have

gained nearly thirty votes even in a house

far less liberal than the last ; that is to say,

the half-and-half reformers, the sham libe-

rals, have, in many cases, made way for

staunch friends of the liberal cause. Our
numbers, however, were lessened by certain

desertions, and it is to the morality of these

desertions that I am desirous of directing

the attention of every poor voter in the

kingdom, and of every man^that desires to

maintain inviolate the consciences of the

humble and weak. I do not intend to name
all the deserters, but there are some cases

so flagrant, that silence is impossible. The
parties of whom I shall speak are Sir John
Cam Hobhouse, Sir Henry Parnell, and Mr
William Henry Ord, member for Newport.
I shall speak of them in the order in which

I have here mentioned their names.

Sir John Hobhouse may be said to have

commenced his political life by contesting

Westminster in the year 1818 and 1819,

with Mr Lamb, the Whig candidate. This

contest, as regards Sir John Hobhouse, was
an important event, not because success at-

tended him, for he was unsuccessful, but
because his committee published a history

of the proceedings of that election, and
thus rendered it impossible for us to be in

the dark as to Sir John Hobhouse's politi-

cal creed. This history was addressed to

the friends of radical reform by the com-
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tnittee, and was said to have been written

by them ; but I know, and Sir John Hob-
house will not deny my assertion, that he

himself was the author of it, and actually

corrected every sheet as it went through the

press. The book is, on this account, doubly

valuable. There can be no talk in this case

of Sir John Hobhouse not being answerable

for the doings of his committee. It is his

book—the speeches reported are his

speeches, corrected by himself. It may be

said that Sir John Hobhouse was then a

young man ; he avowed, however, that he

had made up his political opinions upon
matured consideration. He was perfectly

well capable then, if ever, to form an opin-

ion ; and it must never be forgotten that he

has never read his recantation, and that his

reputation is based on the opinions he held

while member for Westminster.

During the whole of the election of 1818-

19, Ballot was one of the watchwords of
his party. During a portion of the pro-

ceedings, Sir F. Burdett and himself were
accused of having taken up a new creed, and
Mr Place was said to have framed it for

them. They repelled this accusation, and,

in a note appended to page 313, Sir John

Hobhouse strenuously endeavours to prove

that this creed was the old creed of the

radicals of Westminster, to which party Mr
Hobhouse was allied, and whose represen-

tative he then sought to be. The creed

was stated in a few words : it was asserted

that they, the radicals of Westminster, had

newly adopted the creed of Universal Suf-

frage, Annual Parliaments, and JTote by Bal-

lot. The purpose of Sir John Hobhouse
in the note is not to deny that such is the

creed of his party, but to show that it had

long been theirs. A Mr Sturch had written

a letter to the Morning Chronicle, in which

the following passage occurred :

—

" These principles a£ Mr Fox always have

been, and, I trust, always will be mine, and

upon these principles, it" I mistake not, we
elected the worthy Baronet (Sir F. Burdett}

in the year 1807. The new creed of Mr Place

— Universal Suffrage, Annual Parliaments, and

the Ballot, as indispensable qualifications for a

seat for Westminster, was not then known, and

therefore I cannot hate abandoned it."—See page

313, of the 'Authentic Narrative of the Events

of the Westminster Election,' &c.

The note to this passage runs thus :

—

"Whether Universal Suffrage, &c, is the

new creed of Mr Place has nothing to do with

the matter. Mr Place's name is wantonly in-

troduced, is invidiously introduced ; the ques-

tion is whether it is the old creed of Mr
Sturch. Let us enquire. What says Mr
Sturch's ' Society for Constitutional Informa-

tion ;' that society whose fraternization the

Whigs rejected in their famous letter to Major

Cartwright?
u In their first declaration, page 2, they say

:

' The bulk of the nation, destined to labour not

to study, &c, should enjoy, undiminished, the

constant exercise, unabridged of its legislative

or elective rights.'

M In page 7 of the above-mentioned tract

with the name, William Sturch, amongst those

who distributed them gratis, is a * declaration

of rights,' in which it is maintained that An-
nual Parliaments, and Universal Suffrage, are

rights.' In page 16 the same declaration is

repeated, but digested into four articles, and

note 2 says:— ' Any man who has
t
no vote is a

slave.'

" The declaration is followed by an address

to the people, also distributed gratis to the

people, by, amongst others, William Sturch.

The address says:—'That Englishmen could

—

can have been so infuriated as to suffer Annual-

Parliaments or Universal Suffrage to be wrested

from them—excites our astonishment.' Then

follows an epitome of the ' peoples' barrier,'

again repeating the same sentiments ; and in

this paper, page 3, are the words—' Elections

are to be by ballot. Then follows the Report

of the Westminster Sub-committee, declaring

for • Universal Suffrage, Annual Parliaments,

and the Ballot,' with a plan for taking the suf-

frages of the people.

" If any further proof be wanting that this

new creed of Mr Place's is the old creed of Mr
Sturch, and of many of the Westminster re-

formers, it may be found in the transactions of

those reformers. They have no secrets, and,

to show how unsafe it was for Mr Sturch to

talk of this new creed—of this creed not known

in 1807 though Mr Sturch had distributed

it gratis in 1783—they now remind Mr Sturch

that in 1812 he was a supporter of Major Cart-

wright, the apostle of this new old creed ; they

remind him that, in 1818, he made one at a

meeting, of which the following is a minuter

—

" • Meeting held at Mr Brookes's, June 1st,

1818, on the expected dissolution of parlia-

ment present : Mr Sturch in the Chair, and

nineteen other Electors.

« « Resolved—That a public meeting be held

on Thursday, the 4th inst., to consider of two

fit and proper persons to represent West-

minster.
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¥ * Resolved unanimously—That Sir Francis

Burdett be proposed.

u i jyjr Peter Walker proposed Major Cart-

wright.

m * j\jr place proposed Mr Douglas Kin-

naird, on the ground that he would support

Annual Parliaments, Universal Suffrage, and

the Election by Ballot.

" Some doubts were entertained whether

Mr Kinnaird could support the three proposi-

tions. The choice then was deferred till to-

morrow—Adjourned at 6 p. m.

" < June 2nd, 1818, 6 r. m.

" ' Mr Sturch in the Chair.

"'Received a letter from the Hon. Douglas

Kinnaird, in which he declared himself friendly

to the three propositions.

" Resolved unanimously— That the Hon.

D. Kinnaird be proposed at the meeting on

Thursday next, as a fit and proper person to

represent the City and Liberty of Westminster

in Parliament.

" • That Mr Mill, Mr Sturch, Mr Place,

and Mr Adams, be requested to draw up reso-

lutions for the general meeting, to be held on

Thursday. — Adjourned to the Crown and

Anchor Tavern, at 10 a. m. Thursday, 4th June.

" * Meeting at the Crown and Anchor, at the

above hour, 4th June, 1818, Mr S. Brooks

in the Chair.

*t ' Present, among others, Mr Sturch—Re-

ported that the gentlemen appointed to pre-

pare the business for the meeting, had prepared

the said business.

" ' It was then proposed that Mr Sturch

should be called to the Chair of the public

meeting, and that, under his presidence, the

Plon. D. Kinnaird should be proposed as a

supporter of Annual Parliaments, Universal

Suffrage, and Election by Ballot ; and that Mr
Sturch accordingly went into the meeting and

took the Chair, with the business sheet drawn

up for that purpose, and to that effect, in his

hand.'

*' Mr Hunt's partisans broke up the meeting,

and Mr Sturch withdrew, with great difficulty,

under Mr Hobhouse's arm, into a private

room, where the former meeting of the electors

was resumed; and Mr Kinnaird not having

yet been proposed, some discussion again took

place as to Major Cartwright. It was then

that Mr Sturch, who had made one of the

meeting unanimous for bringing forward Mr
Kinnaird, seemed not so decided about his

choice ; but did he object to the new-old creed ?

Oh no—he said * that, for his part, he had all

along been unable to understand why Major
Cartwright should not be the man. Need Mr
Sturch be told that Major Cartwright is the

. very Richmond of the day— the uncom-
promising assertor of the new-old creed the

antient associate of Mr Sturch's Universal Suf-

frage and Annual Parliamentarian Society for

Constitutional information ? Mr Sturch may
have purged his memory of all that * perilous

stuff; but we have not drunk of the waters of

oblivion with him.'

Here, then, we have Sir John Hobhouse
striving to prove, not that the creed was not

his creed, but that the creed was the old

creed of his party—that it had long been
held by Sir F. Burdett and his friends—that
it was also held by one of his own friends,

the Hon. Douglas Kinnaird. He well knows
that he was afterwards chosen for Westmin-
ster, on the ground that he was favourable

not merely to the Ballot, but that he went
the length of Universal Suffrage and Annual
Parliaments. It should, however, be ob-

served, in justice to Sir John Hobhouse,

that in another part of the same book he

makes the following remarkable obs erva

tions :—

" Let me put this question of Reform to the

Whigs distinctly.

«•' They say—I would limit your rights of

suffrage.

" I say—I would extend it.

"They say— I would not have all house-

keepers vote.

" I say—I would not stop at housekeepers.

—"Will they go as far as that? Ask them,
gentlemen,

J
« They say—I am not for Annual Parlia-

ments.

" I say—I am. Will they go as far as that ?

Ask them, gentlemen.

" Will they give you any reform that will

destroy corruption ? Will they ? Ask them,

gentlemen.

" Will they consent to cut up the borough
system altogether ? Will they destroy the pre-

ponderating influence of aristocratic families in

the elections of the people? But these are

questions of loo delicate a nature to be put to a

man who has lived all these years and yet re-

mains ignorant of the borough system. A
learned lawyer, too ! one might have thought

his very briefs would have taught him better.

" The delusion of reform being to be had from

Whigs or Whiggism is about to be dissipated.

It is for you to show that you will not be robbed

of your rights by the united factions."

Will Sir John Hobhouse say that he has

been agreeably disappointed by the Whigs,

and tell us that they have done all that they
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said they would not do ? If he should say

this, I say to the people of England, Sir

John Hobhouse went further than Household

Suffrage. Have not the Whigs refused to go

beyond Ten-pound Householders ? Ask

him, gentlemen.

Sir John Hobhouse was in favour of An-

nual Parliaments—have not the Whigs re-

fused even Triennial Parliaments. Ask him,

gentlemen.

Sir John Hobhouse was in favour of the

Ballot. Have not the Whigs stoutly resisted

the demand twice in the Reformed Parlia-

ment? Did not Lord John Russell, the

Whig leader, at the suggestion of Lord

Stanley, negative the motion in a direct man-

ner, in order, as that petulant Lord observed,

to settle the question. Ask him, gentlemen.

That a belief that Ballot was indispensably

necessary to good government, formed a part

ofSirJohn Hobhouse's political creed/during

the whole time he was member for Westmin-

ster, is well known to every one who knows

any thing of the parliamentary proceedings

of the last fifteen years. Now the contrast

that I desire to bring before the public view

is, the conduct maintained by Sir John

Hobhouse for so many years while out of

office, and his proceeding on June 2d, when

he formed portion of a Whig Cabinet. While

a popular representative—while outof office,

he believed that a good representative go-

vernment could not be obtained without se-

cret suffrage ; he acted on that opinion, and

supported by openly avowing it. He be-

comes connected with the Whigs ; and, in

the first opportunity offered him, he belies

the professions of a life, and openly votes

against a measure which he had so often and

so strenuously asserted was needed for the

very existence of good government. Un-

like some others, he had not even the

modesty to retire—he remained in the house,

and, at the command of his new friends, the

Whigs, deserted not merely his old friends,

the Radicals, but the very opinions by the

declaration of which, at other times, he had

attained the powerful assistance ofthe West-

minster electors, who made for him a politi-

cal reputation, through which—and through

which alone—he has been able to gratify his

desire of becoming a Minister. What, we

ask, is the palliation of this bold and bare-

faced apostacy ? In what manner does Sir

John Hobhouse excuse a conduct which

lays him fairly open to many painful impu-

tations, to which, at this time, I need not

further allude ? I understand that he con-

siders himself not without an excuse. That

which I have heard offered for him is two-

fold. When asked, on June 2d, he stated,

I am informed, that he was not pledged to

the Ballot, and should, therefore, exercise

his discretion, and vote with the Ministers.

The next excuse was, that the large measure

of Parliamentary Reform lately attained,

absolved him from his former opinions and

declarations. He had declared for the Bal-

lot under the old system, but now wished to

give the Reform Bill a fair trial. Let us

observe on these excuses separately.

Sir John Hobhouse says that he is not

pledged, and that therefore he followed his

discretion. I own myself completely unable

to understand this doctrine. There has

been much idle talk of pledges, and every

barefaced betrayer of his constituents boasts

that he is not pledged—that he abhors

pledges—that he deems them beneath the

dignity of a representative legislator. All

this is but a wordy warfare. An honest

man will deem himselfbound by his declared

opinions, as closely as if he had given a

direct promise. When a man goes before

a constituency with an established reputa-

tion—and says nothing to show that his

opinions have been lately changed, he must

be supposed to abide by his reputation. For

example, Sir John 'Hobhouse goes to Not-

tingham with the reputation of being a friend

of°the Ballot. The Ballot also is one of

the grand leading political questions of the

day ; he says nothing to make the people

of Nottingham believe, that he no longer

favours the Ballot—and he is returned.

Can he say he is not pledged because he

gave no promise ? I should really very much

like to know what is meant by a promise in

this case. If a man is not to be bound by

solemn declarations of opinion, his direct

promise would appear to me but a slight

guarantee. If I write books, if I make

speeches containing solemn and deliberate

expositions, in order to shew the world that

I am a Radical Reformer, would it not be

thought dishonest if I were suddenly to turn

round, and become a Tory ? Would not

the dishonesty be yet greater if I, having

been trusted because I had so earned my

reputation of being a Radical reformer,
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violently departed from my former pro-

fessions ? Of what use are such statements

of opinion if they bind not ? Are they to

be deemed only so much idle talk—and are

we to suppose, that all the many declarations

of Sir John Hobhouse concerning radical

reform were mere words and nothing more,

because not enunciated in the form of direct

promises ? Let us put a homely illustration.

Supposing a schoolmaster to tell me that

he was an inveterate enemy of all system of

corporal punishment—and I believing him,

send him my children to be instructed

—

whereupon he on the first opportunity

severely flogs them—I now complain of his

having deceived me—what would the world

think if he were to say—" deceived you in-

deed—not I. I never made you a promise

not to flog your children. I was not

pledged to abstain from flogging them, and

I used my discretion." Would not the

world say that this was adding another

species of dishonesty to deceit? Would not

this shallow roguery enhance the criminality

of his deceit? Would not all men thereafter

deem him utterly untrustworthy ? I should

like to know in what the case of Sir John

Hobhouse differs from that of the school-

master.

It may, however, be said that the electors

of Nottingham will re-elect Sir John Hob-

house, and thus prove that they have not

been deceived. We all know, that in the

present state of political parties and of the

knowledge of electors, that such a re-election

will prove no such thing. It is the fashion

of the Whigs to raise a cry of terror about

the Tories ; and the great object is said to

be, to keep the Tories out. We are told

not to risk the return of the liberal candi-

date—not to oppose the one liberal candidate

by bringing in another—lest the Tory should

come in, on the division of the liberal

interest. It is thus that Sir Francis Burdett

retained his seat for Westminster, after

having departed from important principles

advocated in his youth and manhood. But
suppose we allow that the electors of Not-

tingham are really not displeased—is it

nothing, I ask, to have rendered uncertain

the worth of public professions by political

men ? Is it no offence to have lowered the

standard of political morality ?—and has

not the world a right to complain, even

though the constituents of Sir John Hob-

house be satisfied ? Such conduct in private

life would be considered immoral ; I am at

a loss to understand why public morals

should be so lax as to permit it ; and I

cannot but deem him a great offender who
thus endeavours to set up a standard of

morality in public affairs so degrading and

so mischievous that, in private matters,

every man, having the slightest pretence to

be called honest, would scout and reject it

with scorn and indignation.

But the large measure of reform obtained

by the Whigs may have absolved Sir John

Hobhouse. His opinions respecting the

Ballot may have had regard to the then state

of affairs, and were not intended to apply to

a condition so improved as our present.

This can hardly be asserted seriously. Sir

John Hobhouse's creed respecting parlia-

mentary reform required a far wider and

more searching change than any yet made.

Parliaments have not been shortened—
household suffrage, even, has not yet been

attained ; and yet we have seen that, in his

opinion, a radical reform—the reform that

he desired, and bound himself to strive after

— required even annual parliaments, and

something very like universal suffrage. But
if, under this radical reform, this reform

requiring a suffrage more extensive than

household suffrage and that parliaments

should be annual, he still desired the ballot,

how does it happen that this measure of the

Whigs, falling so short of his proposed and
desired change, should make him deem the

ballot unnecessary ? Radical reform always

regarded three things :—first, the time for

which the parliament existed ; the second,

the extent of the constituency ; and, lastly,

the mode of taking the votes. Sir John
Hobhouse desired a radical reform ; he
gloried in the name of a Radical Reformer;
he scorned the name and the company of
the Whigs. Nevertheless the Whig reform

has so satisfied him, that he is content to

forego the most important portion even of

his own long cherished and much vaunted

radical reform. Is not this sudden satis-

faction somewhat suspicious ? It comes
when he reaches office, and he foregoes his

sympathy for the public just when his private

interests render such sympathy inconvenient.

There is, however, another excuse for the
conduct of Sir John Hobhouse, which,

perhaps, his own native modesty would
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prevent his using, but which his friends per-

haps will employ. It may be said that in

the present state of political parties, to sup-

port the Whigs is absolutely necessary.

Look at Corporation Reform, some will

sav>—would you lose that measure '? Is it

not necessary then to support the Whigs at

a crisis so momentous ? In answer to these

questions, I would ask Sir John Hobhouse

if he considered his support absolutely

necessary to sustain the Whigs'? Whether,

in fact, they would have been any weaker if

they had not made the resistance to the

ballot a cabinet question ? WT
as there any

reason why those of the Administration who

had long favoured the ballot should now risk

their reputation by suddenly opposing it ?

Does he think that the moral influence of the

whole Administration is strengthened by

damaging the character of those who form

part of it ? Farther, what need was there

in this case for the headstrong obstinacy of

the Whigs ? Suppose Sir John Hobhouse

to have had the courage to say before he

joined the Ministry, the ballot must be left an

open question. Suppose the Whigs to have

refused his request, and then suppose him to

have declined accepting office, would the

Whigs thereby have been weakened? If

they had feared such a result they would

have yielded to his demand; if they had

not, there was no reason for joining them.

Oh, but it was necessary to have a liberal

infusion in the cabinet. Yes, and you begin

by destroying the effect of the said liberal in-

fusion by destroying the characters ofthe libe-

ral members of the administration. I do not,

I confess, put much faith in the expectation,

of any advantage to be derived from a com-

promise of opinion. This sort of compro-

mise always damages the character of the

yielding party, and the great interests of

morality immediately suffer. We all know

the contempt with which the Whigs speak

of the Radical party among themselves.

There are no terms in the English language

expressive of contempt and disgust they do

not use respecting us. They speak of having

us in their power, and they affect when

together, and^the Radicals are absent, to

laugh at their own influence and contemn

our endeavours. It is useless to attempt to

keep this a secret. They desire to make tools

of us, and they have succeeded in certain

cases. We all know the cajolery that was

played off upon Mr Grote, in order to make

him put off his motion, the object of which

cajolery was, to retain, if possible, the repu-

tation for liberality on the part of the Whigs

by abstaining from bringing it to the test.

Mr Grote steadily refused to be thus played

with. It is true, the Whigs may hate him

for this, but in spite of themselves they

must respect his firmness and penetration,

while they despise the yielding temper of

those who forgot old professions, and sup-

ported the opposition to the ballot. I

would here recal to the memory of Sir John

Hobhouse then his own prophetic words,

which seem to have been uttered in antici-

pation of his own present conduct.

" I conceive that your representative," said

Sir John Hobhouse to the electors of West-

minster, "should be a steady opponent of every

iniquitous measure of government, but that he

should not look to see who is doing duty with

him ; he should be content that he is perform-

ing his own task—performing the task which

you sent him to perform. If a man should

adopt a different way of thinking, if he should

never act in Parliament but when defended by

a number, he would do nothing,—he would do

worse than nothing,—he would acquiesce in

the present system of misrepresentation,—he

would not stir a finger in the great object of

Radical Reform. In attaining this object I see

no sort of prospect of any of this famous co-

operation which is to do such wonders^in par-

liament. On the contrary, I see that those

gentlemen who call themselves moderate re-

formers have declared by manifesto that they

will do nothing while our wild, visionary

notions are afloat. These are their words, as I

find them in their accredited journal, the

Edinburgh Review:— * We must reserve for a

future occasion such thoughts as have occurred

to us on those plans of constitutional reform

which might gradually unite Che most reason-

able friends of freedom, and of which we should

not be without hope, that some part might one

day be adopted under the conduct of a firm as

well as liberal government, and when almost

all reformers shall have openly renounced those

extravagant opinions which supply the cham-

pions of abuse with the most effective weapons.'

(Edinburgh Review, Art: 'Universal Suffrage,*

for December, 1818.) Gentlemen, if this is

not deferring the intended benefit indefinitively,

if it is not adjourning reform sine die, I know

not what language is good for. First is to

come the union, but only the ' gradual ' union

of the friends of freedom ; but those friends

nre to be the ' most reasonable* friends. That
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being accomplished, there is hope, but only a

little hope, that a part, but only some part of a'

plan of constitutional reform, may one day be

adopted; but that one day is to come only

under a government of a certain description,

and when almost all extravagant opinions on a

speculative point shall be renounced—ay, and

openly renounced. If I am sent to parliament,

it will be as one of those extravagant reformers ;

and as for myself, gentlemen, believe me I shall

never feel inclined to do penance in a white

sheet for my extravagant opinions on this

subject : which opinions, give me leave to

observe, were pretty much the fashion about

twenty years ago with this very party which

now recommends their renunciation ; for it

was with them, and with their leader particu-

larly, if I mistake not, that originated the word

Radical Reform. The resolution of the

meeting of November, which first connected

me with you, is to this effect, and pledges me
to the support of the now extravagant opinion,

that the people have just claims to parliaments

of a short duration, and to a full, free, and

equal share in the choice of their representa-

tives. To these opinions, you may depend

upon it, I shall for ever adhere. If you,

gentlemen, think me the best man, under all

present circumstances, choose me—if not, choose

another."

• Here Sir John Hobhouse seems to have

foreseen that the time might come when

some radical reformer would desert his

cause and his opinions. He promised so-

lemnly, never to be that man. Let the

world put the promise and the performance

side by side, and judge Sir John Hobhouse

by the result.

The case of Sir Henry Parnell is some-

what different, and may admit of an expla-

nation. He did not vote against Mr Grote's

motion, but he did not pair ofFin its favour.

Some reason must be given to explain and

excuse- this absence. He supported Mr
Grote in the year 1832—during the last

election, he mentioned that vote to the

electors of Dundee, and considered it one

strong proof that he had correctly repre-

sented them. He was in the year 1833 out

of office, so also was he when he talked to

the people of Dundee, and boasted of his

vote in favour of the Ballot. In office, and

he is absent when the question was brought

forward. This looks suspicious, as the re-

sistance to the Ballot was plainly made a

ministerial question—not one of the minis-

try voted for it. Under these circumstances

the absence of Sir Henry Parnell would

seem a forced absence, and his neglect a

dereliction from his duty. We sincerely

hope that these suspicions may prove un-

founded, and that the name of Sir Henry

Parnell may not be added to the long list of

political apostates. Again and again it

should be insisted on, and ever remembered,

that this is no light matter. It is not mere-

ly that a great political question—one of in-

finite importance to the people, is involved

;

but that the political morality ofour country

is endangered, and that a pernicious and

degrading laxity is likely to pervade every

portion of the public conduct of public men.

Mr William Henry Ord is the next per-

son on the list of deserters. He is also

attached to the administration, holding

some inferior office in their ranks. What

he is, I know not—care not—neither do I

allude to his case because I consider his

authority of any worth : or because I believe

that any man in his senses would think of

quoting his conduct as a countenance for

his own dereliction. I mention the case,

simply because it is a flagrant one : a very

bare-faced departure from promises solemnly

made—indeed, voluntarily offered. Mr W.

H. Ord began his political career in a small

way. He issued a small pamphlet—a dia-

logue, gentle reader, between two persons

with fine Greek names, something after the

fashion of the pastorals of the ancients ; two

shepherds, in a warm day, at. noon, meet in a

cool cave, and immediately commence a

learned discourse on secret suffrage. The

thing was something of this sort, but

whether the Greeks were shepherds or not,

I will not take upon myself to say. The

subject matter, however, of this classic ef-

fusion was the Ballot, and the author, in a

tiny way, and after the measure of his

powers, supported the Ballot. Anti-Ballot,

with the fine Greek name, got the worst of

the argument—in fact, had not a leg to

stand on. This was Mr Ord's first step.

His second was a more serious affair. He
wrote an address to the electors of New-
port, and he promised to support the Ballot.

On the first motion of Mr Grote, he, Mr
Ord, being not in office, paired off in favour

of the motion. But, on the second of June,

Mr W. H. Ord, being an inferior hanger-on

of the ministry, broke his promise. Now
I, of my own knowledge, know, that no ex-
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excuse can bs made for this absence, as I

saw him a very 6hort time before the divi-

sion in the house. He must have gone

away expressly to avoid voting.

Now I ask if, when such proceedings as

these are of daily occurrence, we should

shut out the public gaze from the House of

Commons? Every action of that house

and its members ought to be thrust upon

the public ; their attention to it should be

20
% a

public ; their attention to

sought in every legitimate way. The pub-

lic should be made as large, and their in-

formation as complete, as possible. In or-

der to make the wholesome rules of private

life the guide of public conduct, we must

make the people at large intimately familiar

with the transactions of public life. When
that is effected, conduct such as T have just

described will receive that appreciation

which is so justly its due.

l
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TO THE ELECTORS OF BATH.

Gentlemen,— In the year 1832, dily in the great business of improving

when I first addressed you as a candi- our institutions, of purging the corrup-

date for the representation of the city tion that infected them, commenced a

of Bath, among other reforms which wild warfare against Ireland. He and

I stated that a Reformed Parliament his Administration lost their hold upon

would of necessity grant to the people, the affections of the people. As soon

was that of the Municipal Corporations, as that was perceived by the Court, the

You well remember the outcry with Liberal Administration, as it was called,

which this observation was received by was turned out of office with contempt,

the friends of your corporation, and by and scorn. The people, however, though

the corporation itself. I was called an their affections had somewhat cooled

anarchist—one who desired to destroy towards the reforming ministry, had not

all that was ancient and venerable in yet wholly lost confidence in them; nor

the land ; and you, Gentlemen, were were they willing to believe that their

supposed to be little better than mad- old enemies and persecutors, the To-

men for listening to me. They who in ries, had gotten rid of any portion of

your venerable city rejoiced in the their mischievous propensities. The

names of Tories and of Whigs (both people, therefore, forced the ministry of

classes among you being many years Lord Melbourne upon the Court ; and

behind the rest of their countrymen) that ministry, profiting by the mistakes

joined in this denunciation of us; and of the last three years, now seeks to

the doings of the various administra- acquire the goodwill and confidence of

tions, from that time to the 5th of this the people, by pressing forward mea-

present June, seemed in some measure sures of useful and necessary reform ;

to countenance their assertion that my in fact, is endeavouring to acquire the

prophecy was a false one, and that the love of the people by deserving it. For

view I had formed respecting the neces- mine own part, I should have been bet-

sities of the country was, in the opinion ter pleased if I could persuade myself

of our rulers, altogether erroneous, that their projected measures resulted

Lord Grey, instead of proceeding stea- from generous sympathies and really

From the Steam Pres3of C. & W. Reyxeu,, 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.
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liberal feeling's. I cannot, however, help watching, and the police of the city of

perceiving, that reform is used as a Bath, are matters of great and peculiar

means of retaining power—that amelio- interest to the inhabitants of Bath, but

rations are proposed by the ministry ra- are matters not nearly so important to

ther because it suits their own purposes the people of Bristol ; and so, in the

as regards office, than because they are same way, the lighting, paving, watch-

inspired by a desire to attain a popular ing, and police of Bristol, are of pecu-

and efficient government. Let us, how- liar interest to the inhabitants of Bris-

ever, not scan too closely when good is tol. Now there are many circumstances

offered. By whatever motive impelled, of this kind. Take, as an additional

the Ministry have proposed a measure example, the administration of justice,

which, if it retain its present excellence, These are all matters of far more inl-

and become a law, will equal, if not portance to the inhabitants of the city,

surpass the Reform Bill, in its conse- than to any one who dwells out of it.

quences upon the well-being of the Throughout life we find that all men
country. That which we have so long look best after their own concerns,

desired and looked for—that Corpo- Every man's own concerns are best ma-
ration Reform which we have so naged by himself ; and just in the same

often talked about, has at length been way that we actually do talk of a man's

proposed to Parliament, and the demon own concerns, so may we also talk of a

of corporation corruption is about to be city's own concerns ; and as a man's

exorcised for ever. The event has own concerns are best managed by him-

proved that our opinions were not self, so are a city's. That body of per-

wholly unfounded; and that we were sons who are appointed to manage the

not far from the truth when we declared city's own concerns, are with us called

that the Corporations of this country the City Corporation. The object, then,

constituted the great mischief which for which the city corporation is ap-

yet infested our institutions, and which pointed, is to manage the peculiar con-

most loudly demanded an immediate cerns of the city; and it is so appointed

and searching remedy. on the ground that all persons' peculiar

My present object is, to invite your concerns are best intrusted to them-

attention to the measure of Corporation selves.

Reform proposed by the Government, But it has so happened that the per-

m order that I may, according to my sons who have for many years past

ability, point out to you some of its managed the peculiar concerns of the

more important excellencies, and also cities or corporations of England, have

some of its great leading defects. not been, as they ought, the great

Before I can do this, however, it is body of the inhabitants of those places,

necessary that I should describe my but a very small portion thereof; and,

conception of the object which we seek although it be for the interest of the

to attain by means of a corporation. mass of the inhabitants to govern their

Every particular district of every affairs with prudence and economy, it

country has a set of interests which are by no means follows that it is for the

peculiar to itself ; that is, there are cer- interest of a very small portion of the

tain matters which interest particularly inhabitants to do so. The consequence

that district, and do not interest, to any has been, that these small governing

thing like the same extent, the districts bodies have become amazingly corrupt,

around it. Take, for instance, the city They have plundered the people in

of Bath. The lighting, the paving, the every possible way, and all for the



benefit of the members of the corpora-

tion. Going from one step of iniquity

to another, after having themselves

plundered, they proposed means of

making the right of plundering a sort

of estate. They succeeded, and, by

electing themselves, they handed down

their right from one generation to

another. It was found also that, among

the most efficient means of plunder,

was having members of their own in

the House of Commons. They there-

fore contrived to get the election of the

city members into their own hands,

and each corporation sold its members

to every succeeding ministry for a

valuable consideration. The reform bill

struck a heavy blow at this last means

of corruption. The blow was very

nearly fatal in some cases, but un-

luckily it was only very partially suc-

cessful in others. As an example of

the success of »the reform bill in this

matter, Bath itself may be mentioned.

The corporation were by it deprived of

their two members for sale in the

House of Commons. But, on the

other hand, Bristol has that valuable

commodity still amongst its many

articles of merchandize ; and even in

the case of Bath, although we have

taken from the thirty and odd old

persons who meet in the Town Hall,

the privilege of returning the two mem-
members for the city, you all know

how great an effort was needed to put

down the mischievous power of the

corporation. We all know how every

person within their control was com-

pelled to support the party they, the

corporation, favoured ; and we know
still farther the vengeance that has

pursued those who have ventured to

brave the indignation of the corrupt

body which has so long domineered

over your city.

It is plain, therefore, that the busi-

ness of any useful corporation reform

would be two-fold—first : to destroy

the existing means of corruption, and,

second, to frame afterwards an efficient

system of corporate administration.

In the business of rooting out the

corrupt instruments of Government,

the bill proposed by his Majesty's

ministry is certainly eminently useful.

For once the Whigs seem to have

taken an enlarged and liberal view of

the matter on which they were about to

legislate, and to have set to work in

earnest in the labour of pulling down

established abuses. The whole of the

machinery by which corruption and

intimidation have been maintained, is

to be swept away. You, who know

what the justice of the Town Hall has

been—that justice which has been ad-

ministered to the people by his worship

the mayor, and his brother aldermen

—

will know the worth of the enactment

which utterly abolishes the company

by which this wretched farce called

administration of justice has so long

been played ; You, who have seen a

poor man dragged before this tribunal,

and bound to keep the peace, for doing

little more than looking contemptuously

at some bloated alderman ; You, whose

feelings have been daily outraged by

persons sitting in secret conclave,

shutting out the public, and determin-

ing to have their iniquity known to the

fewest number of persons possible, de-

ciding upon the liberty, fortunes, and

the very means of subsistence, of your

fellow citizens;—you, I say, will rejoice

with me, in beholding this attempt to

purify the fountains of justice, and to

give the people some influence (too

small a one, I confess,) over the choice

of their magistrates. The charitable

funds, too, are to be taken away from

the select bodies, who have hitherto ad-

ministered them, and persons chosen

by the people are in this matter to select

active and efficient trustees. This de-

parture from the old system is an

amazing improvement ; one step more,



and the reform wGuld be complete.

The trustees ought not only to be com-

pelled to lay their accounts before the

'municipal representatives, but these

latter ought to have the power of re-

moving: them.*

However, clearly to show what is to be

effected, I will proceed somewhat more

methodically in stating it. The chief

matters of consideration as respects the

corporation government are :— 1st, the

^orm of the government ; 2nd, the

manner in which it is chosen ; 3rd,

the powers which it possesses when

chosen. In all these separate matters

great are the improvements to be intro-

duced, though I must also say, great

are some of the defects in the measures

proposed.

§ I.

First, as to the form of the govern-

ment.—The various officers who have

had power, and that municipal power,

in the corporation towns, have not all

been included by name in the corpora-

tion. The new system seeks to bring

them all into one body. Under the old

system the corporation was generally

composed of a mayor, or some such

officer, aldermen, sometimes common
councilmen, freemen, and burgesses,

and names of the same import. But

the business of the town was also shared

in various instances by many boards

of commissioners. Now in the new

bill, instead of this varying form, all

the corporations are to have one form

* Of the manner in which charities have
been administered under the corrupt system
about to be destroyed, Bath affords a curious
and instructive illustration. Bath is favoured
by nature with a supply of hot water sufficient

to enable every inhabitant of the town to bathe
every day. The corporation has been for years

composed chiefly of medical men, who knew,
or ought to have known, the immense import-
ance to the health of the population of the
cleanliness deiived from constant bathing. But
this corporation cared nothing for the health
of the people ; so they made very fine baths,

demanded a heavy fee for bathing therein, thus
excluded necessarily nine-tenths of the popu-
lation, and let the warm water nearly all run
to waste

!

of constitution, and the powers hitherto

executed by commissioners are in most

cases (they ought in all), to come under

the control of the new town council.*

In future, the municipal government

is to be composed of

—

1. A town council, to be elected by

the people as hereafter stated.

2. Of a mayor, to be chosen by the

town council.

3. In certain cases, of a recorder.

4. And rate-payers of a certain

class.

§ ii.

Now as to the manner in which

these various bodies and officers are con-

stituted.

The members of the town council are

to be elected by the privileged rate-

payers, in the following manner.

Towns having a population of 25,000

are to be divided into wards, and a

certain number of councillors are to be

chosen by the electors of each ward.

In towns of a population under 25,000,

there are to be no wards, and the whole

council is to be chosen by the whole

body of electors.

The voters are to vote by voting-

papers; the paper to state the names

of the candidates for whom the voter

desires to vote, with their respective

places of abode, and their description,

and this paper is to be signed by the voter.

All elections are to be over in one

day, and no inquiry is to be made of

the voter, except whether he be the

person on the register, and whether he

have voted before at the same election.

The new town council is to come

into office on the 25th of October next,

on which day the old corporations are

to cease for ever. The people of Eng-

land should make that day a day of

rejoicing.

Hereafter one-third of the council

will be elected every year.

* This matter will be spoken of under the

bead of the powers of the municipal govern-
ment.



The qualification for a councillor or

mayor is simply to be a rate-payer on

the register.

There are two matters which require

remark in these regulations. The

number of the councillors is far too

large, and the mode of electing them

ought to be by ballot. Liverpool, for

example, is to have a council com-

posed of 90 members. Any one who

has seen the House of Commons at-

tempt to perform any business, will

greatly doubt the wisdom of creating so

large a council, which will have not

merely to legislate, but also to deter-

mine many questions relating to the

business of administration. The ma-
chinery is too cumbrous for expedition,

neither do numbers insure even de-

liberation. Six persons would delibe-

rate with more real efficiency respect-

ing any Act of Parliament than six

hundred. In a town numbers are not

needed to represent varieties of interests.

Half-a-dozen persons would as well

represent the feelings of the inhabitants

of Bath, as will the 45 that are to be

appointed, and this half-dozen would

do twenty-times more work than will

be performed by the 45. The work

also would be better done, and

the interests of the people far bet-

ter provided for than by electing

a numerous, necessarily noisy, and

always cumbrous and inefficient

town council of 45. I say this out

of no disrespect to popular govern-

ment. But they mistake what is in-

tended by popular government who
imagine that it means a multitude cho-

sen to act. A multitude to choose,

but a very small number to be chosen

—that is the perfection of a popular

government. You thereby have an

efficient control—you have a concen-

trated responsibility—you have unen-

cumbered officers. As for deliberation

amidst a multitude, that is impossible.

Make an assembly large, and you take

the most certain way to insure want of

deliberation ; you give wide play to

passion and to prejudice, and you drown
the calm suggestions of reason by the

turbulent ravings of the noisy, empty,

but often dexterous debater. Every

town. council will become a debating-

club ; we shall have talking in place f

acting; delay for the greater part of

the year, and hurry, confusion,- and
bustle at the end of it. Such is the

House of Commons—such will be the

miniature legislatures to be called

town councils.

To enlarge upon the utility of the

Ballot to you is unnecessary—you have

already learned what open voting is,

and the many hundred tradesmen who
have nominally had a franchise, but have

either been compelled to vote against

their wishes, or not to vote at all, will

dread, rather than hail with pleasure,

the coming privilege of choosing a town

councillor. The crescents and the cir-

cus will turn out their army of old

women, headed by colonels and admi-

rals, and a general forage for votes will

precede every annual election. Every

old woman with half an idea, and every

bustling, busy, do-n&thing, empty-

headed old coxcomb with none, and
whose time hangs heavy on his hands,

will go ferreting about the town, perse-

cuting, threatening, carrying scaudal,

and making it, until the town will be-

come one wide scene of confusion, quar-

rels, backbiting, and all uncharitable-

ness. The ballot would prevent ail this.

The idle people might rave, but their

ravings would be harmless ; they might

he fussy and busy, but no result would

follow. Their power would be struck

down, and they would not see the hand,

though they would feel the blow. A
slight, very slight alteration in the enact-

ment would effect all we desire. Do
not compel the voter to sign the voting

paper, and you have the ballot in all its

efficiency.
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It may be remarked, that the annual

election of one-third of the council is a

mischievous mode of proceeding. There

is always a talk about the excitement

of the people, and a great dread is

pretended of this popular commotion.

Read the history of mankind, however,

and ascertain how often has evil fallen

upon states, in consequence of popular

apathy as compared with popular com-

motion. The truth is, that men are not

easily to be stirred up by those evils

which result from misgovernment, un-

less the evil takes some horrible and

horror-striking form. The silent sap-

ping of popular controul, by the quiet

machinations of interested officers, sel-

dom alarms the people in time. Men
see the evil, but the amount of it to

themselves, at any given moment, is

small. They look not forward to ascer-

tain the evils that will accumulate in

time, rest contented with their con-

dition, and

'* Rather bear those ills they have,

Than fly to others which they know not of."

Therefore, to me, it appears unwise to

dread the excitement of the people, or

to take means to suppress and keep it

down. Public spirit is a plant that re-

quires fostering. The legislature should

endeavour to force, not check its growth.

I therefore desire to see the whole of

the town council annually elected.

I will speak of the recorder and the

administration of justice when I come

to discuss the powers to be exercised

by the municipal government.

The next great matter is the nature

of the elective, or, as it is sometimes

called, the constituent body. The bill

provides that the old corporations shall

cease on the 25th day of October next,

meaning, by that, not only that the old

mayor and aldermen should for ever go

out of office, but that the body, which,

in these strongholds of corruption, were

called by the various names offreemen,

burgesses, commonalty, &c, should also

cease to have any peculiar municipal

privilege, excepting certain rights of

property ; and the bill establishes, in

their place, a constituent body, com-

posed of rate-payers who have paid rates

within the prescribed limits of the corpo-

rationfor three years.

There are two great and crying evils

attending this regulation. First, the

time is too long; and secondly, the re-

quiring that the rates shall all be paid

up will disfranchise many hundreds of

honest and respectable voters. The

Whigs, against the most earnest entreaty

of their friends during the passing of

the Reform Bill, adhered to this mis-

chievous regulation in that enactment.

The consequence we all have seen. The

power of the Tories was only for the

moment suppressed. They have arisen

with new strength, and corruption has

stalked abroad, and has again terrified

the land. This provision not only goes

to disfranchise many an honest man,

but it enables a dishonest one to get a

price for his vote. There are now, in

most places, Tory clubs. These clubs

have money at command : a man, not

having paid his rates, goes to this club,

and says, " If you will pay up my rates

I will vote for you. If you do not, I

shall either not pay my rates, or, if I

pay, shall vote for the opposite party/'

The man's rates are paid for him, and

his vote is sold for ever. A traffic in

votes will soon follow, and there will be

a strong tendency in the new corpora-

tions to become as corrupt as the old

ones. One year's rating also would be

quite enough. It will be found that even,

with this exception, the constituency

will be fatally small; and, did I not

believe that the spirit and intelligence

of the people were daily advancing, I

should fear that this reform was only a

temporary release from evil. Having

faith, however, in the growing informa-

tion of the mass of the people, believing

that we are steadily moving onward, I



hail the breaking up of the old strong-

holds of mischief with delight. Before

any fresh evil can be permanently re-

established, the people will have learned

its extent and the remedy, and, as their

power is daily increasing, if they demand

the remedy, it must be granted.

§ III.

I now proceed to discuss the extent of

the powers of this Municipal Government,

and the mode in which they are to be

distributed.

The powers of every such govern-

ment are of necessity

—

legislative, ad-

ministrative ai\d judicial', and I should

have been glad if the ministry had

determined to keep all these separate,

and to have passed a general law, by

which they should be rendered alike in

all the coporations of the country.

This, I allow, would have been a diffi-

cult task, and I sometime since antici-

pated that the ministry and their legal

advisers would be unequal to it.

" Thus, again, powers for the due lighting

of towns, and supplying the inhabitants with
water, should be entrusted to the corporations.

At present, an act of the imperial parliament
is required before a gas or water pipe can be
laid down for the use of the inhabitants. Im-
mense expense is thus incurred, and enormous
injury often inflicted on the poor. In this case

it is evident no interest can be affected but
those of the inhabitants themselves ; and here,

therefore, if in no other instance, the power we
contend for ought to be entrusted to them.
What is now done as a job by parties interested

only for themselves, or a small body of em-
ployers, would, under the system proposed, be
made the business of the corporation govern-
ments ; which, as we shall immediately show,
can be, and ought to be made responsible to
the great body of the inhabitants, over whose
interests they are set to watch. In the same
way all the public charities—and, advancing
one step further—all institutions of education
supported by the people, should be in a great
degree, under their immediate and direct

control. All public markets also, all

matters of police, come necessarily under the
same " management. In short, everything
affecting the well being of the neighbourhood,
considered merely as a neighbourhood, and un-
connected either with the nation generally, or
the districts or neighbourhoods immediately
surrounding, ought to be considered as the
business, and coming within the field, of corpo-
rate administration. From the incomplete list

of these matters here" given, it must be evident,
that much care and knowledge would be re-

quired to make an accurate and scientific classi-

fication of the rights to be conferred, and the
. obligations to be imposed on the Municipal
Governments ; so that a general rule might be
framed and put into the form of a law. To
draw correctly and distinctly the line between
these various small jurisdictions, and the general
government, would demand no ordinary pro-
ficiency in the science of legislation ; that is so
to draw it, that a complete conception of the
whole field of their jurisdiction could be at-

tained by an instructed man, on a perusal of
the laws. It would be easy to perform the task
in the ordinary clumsy mode of English legis-

lation, in which difficulties are avoided only by
putting them off to be settled by expensive and
doubtful judicial decisions. Any English Act
of Parliament which shall regulate the extent
of Corporation jurisdictions will, doubtless,

contain a confused, illogical, and incom-
plete list of the powers conferred; an
attempt at an enumeration willjj be made,
and appended to it will be a drag-net to
catch any forgotten or stray rights which may
have escaped the detail, in a shape, perhaps,
like the following : « And all other rights,

, powers, privileges, or immunities, necessary to

the due and proper discharge of the several

functions above enumerated.' What * rights,

powers, privileges, &c.' may be so necessary,

will lie hidden in the womb of time, till a
judgment of a court of law shall give them
birth ; so that we shall now come to the end of
the list. The decision of the courts will never
do more than settle the matter immediately in

dispute ; and on every fresh emergency, a new
suit and new decision will be requisite. To
avoid these mischiefs by a previous, complete
and exhaustive classification of the rights and
obligations necessary to the end in view, will,

we fear, never suggest itself to those whose
business it will be to prepare a bill for the con-
sideration of the legislature. To do so would
appear too much like the conduct of a philoso-
pher ; and a philosoper, as every blockhead is

supposed to know, and always asserts, is not a

practical man. The practical men are the
drag-net framers—men to whom nothing
suggests itself but what a narrow experience
teaches—men who never use thoughts to learn

what may happen, but who are content to task

their own memory to remember what has hap-
pened. They put down a confused list of par-

ticulars, in the order in which their memory
supplies them ; and then complacently crown
their work by the capital contrivance of a wide
generality, which, as it distinctly specifies

nothing, may, upon occasion, be made to specify

anything. After this manner have all our laws
hitherto been fashioned. Would that we could
reasonably hope that, in the case of Corporation
Reform, science was about to assume its proper
function, and order and logic to occupy the

place of a confused and disorderly enumera-
tion !"

—

London Review : Article on Municipal

Corporation Reform.

If, as I here suggested, one general

law had been passed giving the same

powers to all the corporations of the

kingdom, much confusion would have

been avoided. Now, according to the

provisions of this new bill, all the diffi-
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culty of arranging and enumerating

these towns has been avoided, by leav-

ing things as they were. Take as ex-

amples, Bath and Bristol. The powers

given to each corporation, together

with the towns, granted by local acts,

will constitute the powers of the future

corporations. But these are different

in these two cities; so that we shall

have two corporations twelve miles

apart differing in many important par-

ticulars. This is an evil that might

have been avoided, had the persons

who drew the bill been possessed of

the knowledge which every legislator

ought to possess. Our legislators and

our lawyers must indeed undergo a

great,"an extraordinary change, before

this necessary knowledge is acquired by

them.

In the note below,* I have extracted

•Functions of the Deliberative Assembly.

Town councils to appoint charitable trustees

to administer all charity funds vested in muni-
cipal corporations ; such trustees to appoint
secretary and treasurer.

Town councils to be trustees of all acts of
which corporators are ex officio sole trustees.

Where the members of the governiug body
or some part of them have heretofore been
trustees jointly with others for the execution of
any local Act of Parliament, the new town
council shall appoint a number of themselves to

fill sueli part of the trust.

Powers vested in trustees by local Acts of
Parliament, for lighting, cleansing, supply of
•water, Sic. may at the option of such trustees, be
transferred, together with their possessions and
responsibilities, to the new town councils.

A police or watch committee to consist of
mayor and councilmen ; such committee to ap-
point constables for the borough ; constables to

be for the county as well as borough ; watch
committee to make regulations for the manage-
ment of the constable.

All licenses of publicans and victuallers to

be granted by town council.

Council empowered to order parts of bo-
roughs not under the operation of a local act as

to lighting, to be included under such act.

Council may assume the powers of inspectors

under 3 and 4 Will. IV, c. 00, for lighting any
part of the borough not within a local act for

lighting the same.

Council to have power to make bye-laws,
and indict summary punishments for their

breach.

All corporate revenue and all fines to be re-

ceived on account of borough fund ; salaries

and election expenses defrayed therefrom ; de-
ficiencies to be made up by a rate. »

Council to provide a police-office.

from the Municipal Reformer, an excel-

lent paper lately established, an outline

Boroughs having their own courts of session

exempt from county rates, but to pay expense*

incurred by county on account of capital of-

fenders sent therefrom to assizes.

Mode or Conducting B
Council to appoint committees of their num-

ber for any purposes which would by such be
" better regulated and managed;" all questions
debated in council to be decided by a majority

|

one third of the whole number a quorum ;

and the mayor, or in his absence, the one
elected by the rest to be the chairman, to have
a casting vote.

Officers, their Ait-ointments, Duties, and
Emoluments.

Power to the town council to appoint town
clerk, treasurer, and such other officers as they

shall think necessary; to take security for due
discharge of their official duties, and to deter-

mine salaries.

Treasurers to pay no money but by order in

writing of a quorum of the town council, coun-

tersigned by town clerk, with summary power*

against officers for not accounting.

New council to have power to remove all

present officers.

Town clerks and officers removed under the

provisions of the Act, to receive compensation,

if they can agree the same with the town coun-
cils ; in case of non-agreement, the lords of

the treasury to determine amount.
Burgesses annually to choose two auditors

(not to be members of council, nor to be town
clerk, treasurer, or charitable trustee), and
mayor to choose a third ; the three, half-yearly,

to examine and audit borough accounts ; all

accounts to be annually published.

ORGANIZATION FOR THE AD-
MINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

I.

—

Magistracy.

The mayor, elected by the council, is to be, as

above stated, invariably a magistrate, and con-
sequently, the chief magistrate of the borough.

• A succeeding clause provides that there shall be
no other justices, except under special license

from the crown to the council to nominate per-

sons to the king, to be put iuto commission by
him if he choose.

Borough justices to need no qualification by
estate, net to sit in courts of gaol delivery, or

quarter sessions, nor to levy rates, or grant
ale-house licenses.

To appoint a clerk, who shall not be the

town clerk, or of the council.

County justices of the peace to have jurisdic-

tion in all boroughs which have not a separate

court of sessions of the peace under the Act,
with provisions as to county rates, and appor-
tionment of the expenses of prosecutions at the

assizes and county quarter-sessions.

II.

—

Police.

Besides the constables appointed by the

common council in watch committee, to be re-

munerated as such body shall deem advisable,

the magistrates are to appoint annually a cer-

tain number of special constables to act in case

of need, to receive pay when on duty.
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of the rarious powers possessed by the

Municipal government. From thence

it will be seen, that the town council

are a legislative body, for they have

the power to make bye-laws. They are

an administrative body, for they not

only appoint officers, but in commit-

tees, the councillors themselves transact

much of the town business. The mayor

is a legislator, as councillor ; he is an

administrative and judicial officer, as

justice of the peace, and head of the

police. All this mixing of duties is

mischievous. The town council ought

to have had t^ie power of making bye-

laws, and of appointing all the officers

of the town. These officers would

have had separate and distinct duties,

and all of them ought to have been paid,

and justice should have been admini-

stered by one efficient and instructed

judge, who, if chosen by the crown,

ought to have been removable at the

express desire of the town council.

Why the mayor should, ex- officio, be a

justice and a judge I cannot divine. He
is to be chosen annually. Suppose we

Existing provisions for watching to cease,

and accoutrements, &c. to be relinquished to

the new establishment.

Town councils in certain boroughs to ap-

point a coroner ; county coroners to act in

other boroughs.

Judicial Institutions and Officers.

/^Recorders (barristers-at-law of five years'

standing) to be appointed by the crown in

certain boroughs, if town councils petition for

quarter sessions > with powers to such recorders

to act for more than one borough. Recorder
to be justice of the peace for the borough aud
its vicinity ; not to be councillor or police

magistrate ; to be sole judge at quarter ses-

sions.

Criminal jurisdiction
; power to try capital

offences wholly abolished; limited to quarter-

sessions ; capital offenders sent to county
assizes.

Xo new civil courts created ; those existing
to retain their old constitutions, except that

recorder or mayor be sole judge; jurisdiction

extended to personal actions to sum of 20/.

;

when below that amount, judge to make rules

;

council to appoint registrar, and "other neces-

sary officers " of the court.

Burgesses to be jurors and summoned by
clerk of peace and registrar of civil court, under
fine; exemptions from serving on county juries;

regulations in regard to fees; regulations of
summary jurisdiction under the Act.

have a fresh mayor every year, and
thus behold we have the past renewed

in the future. The mayor will not be

the judge—it is the mayor's clerk that

will really exercise the high functions

of that office, under-hand and without

responsibility. A mayor coming to

the performance of new duties of which

he is ignorant, is necessarily driven for

instruction and advice to the town clerk,

and when at the end of his mayoralty

he has acquired sufficient knowledge

to encrease his usefulness, a new mayor

is appointed, whose instruction also

depends upon the same person, namely

the town clerk. An instructed trades-

man would make a very good mayor,

but what does he know of law, and of

the weighing of evidence? His life has

been passed in acquiring other know-

ledge, and a life is required to make a

good judge. A peculiar training of the

mind is needed for it, peculiar studies

and long custom and exercise. You

know what fine judges your apothecary-

aldermen make—putting aside their in-

justice, look at their perfect inaptitude.

They may be able to bleed and purge;

(though there are very few of them that

I would trust to perform either office

for me) but what, I ask, in the name of

common sense can they know of law ?

Mr George, the town-clerk, is really
;
the

mayor and aldermen of Bath, as far as

regards administering justice. Indeed,

there be many heads in the corporation,

but, spite of the proverb respecting

many heads, I in this case should be

much better content with one instructed

one. The corporation in this multitu-

dinous capacity go in procession to

church, they also in the same multitu-

dinous capacity feast at your expense.

Their numbers, too, I allow make them

a multiplied nuisance, but spite of all

this, one person, and one person alone

judges, and that person is the irrespon-

sible town-clerk, Mr George.

There^can be no objection to the
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Crown choosing a recorder for the bo-

rough, provided that he should be re-

moveable at the desire of the town

. council. This last, however, is not to

be allowed; and you will have little

security beyond publicity for the due

administration of justice, even if you

should determine to have a recorder.

If you do not so determine, the admi-

nistration of justice is almost intirely

in the control of that immaculate body,

the Justices of the county,* from whose

* As aa illustration of the oppressive cha-
racter of the administration of justice in our
corporate towns, take the following recent de-
cisions of the Bath Courts of Requests, as

reported in the Guardian :—
" To return again to the Bath Court of

Requests in this city. Two other cases have
come under our observation in this court, both
showing, if correctly stated, how oppressive this

court still is to the really poor and destitute.

The maximum of imprisonment is yet in all

cases given. A very decent looking widow
woman has been imprisoned for twenty days,

under the name of Elizabeth Maggs, which she
has not borne since 1826, her real name being
Lane, of Twerton. She had incurred a debt
of lis. 5., according to the prosecutor, which
she denies, and says she has no doubt the things,

if had at all, were had by some one else who
used the name : she would swear she never had
them. If we understood her rightly, the debt
was incurred during the lifetime of her husband;
several years ago, at all events, which frees her
from liability. She was from home when the
summons of the court was served at her house ;

and on her return she thought it was some-
thing relative to others, not herself. She never
was in court to be heard at all, but was taken
from her family of seven children, and incarce-

rated for twenty days, her family of young
children being left to run wild, or starve, having
no longer parental care. She has fourteen days
to remain. Debt, lis. 5d. ; costs, 12s. 6d."

" Another case, which says little for human
nature, is that of a poor old man named
Porter, aged 84, and completely helpless, the
whole of one side being paralyzed, and he
having been long incapable of dressing or un-
dressing himself. He has been torn from his

aged wife, who waited upon him, and flung into

prison at the suit of R. King, for 4/. 4s. 2^d.,

and costs 11. Is. 6d., and he is to pay this

by 100 days' incarceration ! A miserable wreck
of humanity, on the brink of the grave, is thus
to satisfy his creditor's demand, if death does
not sooner sign his quittance of life and debt
together. This is not all, the creditor agreed
to take the amount of the debt of a third party,

who owed the old man wages, and thus Porter
considered the matter balanced, for the account
was of old standing • but the creditor neglected

to receive the money, and the party from whom
he was to get it in the end going away, he
comes back upon the aged and helpless old

justice I pray sincerely to be for ever

carefully defended. Until a system of

local courts be introduced, we cannot

hope for any thing like a cheap and effi-

cient administration of the law. This

system must soon come, spite of inte-

rested opposition. When the people

have learned duly to appreciate its va-

lue, they will demand it in a way that

cannot be resisted.

All the various commissioners, also,

who have powers within the city, are to

be superseded by the town council, if

they (the commissioners) should so choose.

I had hoped that they would have been

compelled to have resigned their powers

to the town council. The council ought

to have the power of choosing certain

persons to perform the duties of the

several commissioners, and of removing

such persons, should it be deemed expe-

dient. This ought to have been extended

to all the commissioners in the town.

Such, Gentlemen, are some of the

creature, puts him into the immaculate Court
of Requests, and they give him the maximum
of the law. There had been no fraud, the

creditor had neglected the means of payment

—

but no matter ! It appears that the wife had
the care of an idiot, and received twenty-five

pounds a year for the office, on which they
lived, idiot and all, with a small parish allow-

ance besides. How was this poor creature to

answer a debt of four pounds out of a sum so

received, and, most likely, in driblets too?
Could Porter have lived with his wife and the

idiot upon the money thus allowed, the parish

would not have added a trifle weekly. Eight
or nine pounds per head per annum for the

support of aged helplessness can, no doubt,

afford four or five pounds to meet such a

demand ! Now is such a court not a grinder of

the poor, a great addition to the calamities

incident to humanity, and a perversion of the

intention of a court of equity, which is bound
to arrange, as much as possible/for the common
good by the law of conscience ? Of itself it

takes good care, for, debtor or creditor suffer,

the court clutches its fees, and is equally un-
relenting and excessive in its punishments.
The truth is, the Court must be put down by
Parliament. If no sense of common feeling

actuate it, if it will not fulfil the ends for which
it exists in a proper manner, it must be knocked
on the head, carrying with it alike the well-

earned anathema of the poor and needy, and of

the humane and charitable. Why has it not
acted like other courts of a similar name-.
given time, or softened the severity of creditors,

and settled debts by instalment ?"
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more material points in this important

measure. It behoves us all to watch it

narrowly—to suggest improvements, if

we be able—and also to prevent mis-

chievous alterations and additions.

There is a duty also imposed on you.

You are chiefly interested in this matter;

it behoves you, then, also, to scan it

closely—to weigh its several provisions

—and, if you think any of them inade-

quate or mischievous, to point out to

the Legislature, by petition, the parts

which you desire to see altered. If you

steadily and warmly lend your aid to

the Reformers\in the House of Com-

mons, we perhaps may be able to pre-

serve all the good which this measure

contains, and add much that it wants.

If you be lukewarm, and desert us, mis-

chief will follow. The fault and the

punishment will be yours.

I am, Gentlemen,

Sincerely yours,

J. A. Roebuck.

POSTSCRIPT.

I cannot close this Letter without al-

luding to some events connected with

the matter to which it relates, in order

to put you on your guard against the

machinations of that Tory party, who
dread that their political ruin will result

from the enacting of this reform, even

in its present state.

It was expected by most persons,

that on the introduction of this bill for

Corporation Reform, the Tories would

have made a stand in the House of

Commons. Many of the party evidently

intended to contest the matter with us,

and to make an attempt to throw it out

at once. This intention was frustrated

by Sir Robert Peel, who, in his speech

on the occasion, made some admissions

that startled both his friends and his

opponents. He had suddenly disco-

vered two very important circumstances

—one, that Corporation Reform was

absolutely necessary; and the other

was, that the only means of effecting

this reform was, to make the corpora-

tions subject to popular control. These

two popular opinions completely si-

lenced his friends, and destroyed, just

at their very birth, many furious decla-

rations of Tory adhesion to the wisdom

and institutions of our ancestors. The

bench on which the ex-premier sat was

filled with his thick- and- thin Tory sup-

porters—those who obtained seats in

the House of Commons by the most

odious and barefaced corporation cor-

ruption. Great was their dismay at the

conduct of their chief. Their faces

were pale and haggard—evincing, in a

mode not to be misunderstood, the bit-

terness of their disappointment. Nor-

wich and Liverpool, those pure seats of

corporation virtue, sighed by meansof

their noble representatives; Leicester,

too, was aghast ; and trouble and dire

dismay were in the Tory ranks.

The ingenuous reader, unused to the

wily machinations of parliamentary tac-

tics, may wonder at the doings of Sir

Robert ; and, in the guileless spirit of

a straightforward, honest heart, may

ask, was he in earnest? Aye was he,

indeed—just so in earne"st as was the

devil when he tempted Eve.

" Him there they found

Squat like a toad, close at the ear of Eve,

Assaying by his devilish art to reach

The organs of her fancy, and with them forge

Illusions, as he list, phantasms and dreams;

Or if, inspiring venom, he might taint

The animal spirits, that from pure blood arise

Like gentle breaths from rivers pure, thence

raise

At least distempered, discontented thoughts,

Vain hopes, vain aims, inordinate desires,

Blown up with high conceits, engendering

pride."

Such are the schemes and endeavours

of Sir Robert Peel. He is the evil

spirit of the House of Commons. Ma-

lignant and envious because thrust

from power, his whole life is now passed

in thwarting every good attempt, and

in trying to damage every beneficial

act attempted by his opponents. The
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character of this man's mind, his wily

machinations, his twists and turns, his

utter carelessness of truth, his daily,

nay, his hourly inconsistencies, his bare-

faced and brazen neglect of former

professions, form a wholsome though

painful study for those who seek to

know man's nature, to learn his evil

as well as his ennobling qualities. He
is distinguished from his fellows in the

political world by the practised cunning

which a life spent in office has pro-

duced and perfected. His intellect

is narrow, his views are short—he can-

not grasp a wide yet accurate gene-

rality—-though he can handle details

with great skill and dexterity for the

immediate purposes of debate. As an

orator he is without imagination ; void

of generous sympathies also, he excites

no generous emotions; and .although

he has passed his life in the House of

Commons, he has never uttered a sen-

tence which is remembered, or given

expression to an idea that was not

trite and common place. His dexterity

in debate is much the same as that of

a Yorkshire horse-jockey—a man who

winks at you when he means to cheat

you, and in order to make you think

him a clever fellow, shows plainly that

he is a rogue. The trick and ikiesse

are always apparent, the dishonest

intent is always manifest ; and men

exclaim in praise of his shifting and

tortuous v/iles, because they have been

able to see through them. How comes

it then, that a man thus poor in intel-

lect, without real vigour or excellence,

has acquired so great an ascendency in

the House of Commons ? The solution

of this difficulty must be sought in the

composition of that House, and in the

peculiar position of Sir Robert Peel.

Sir Robert Peel began life in an in-

ferior official station, and bearing the

.

stigma of a man of low birth. His

soul craved after aristocratic con-

nexions and distinction. He would

have given his fortune to have wiped .

out the stain of his parentage. He
had no self respect, no dignity of mind

and character, which, in a country like

England, are alone able to neglect and

to brave the contempt and scorn of

aristocratic insolence. He therefore

crouched, in place of resisting ; and in-

stead of trusting to his own native %

dignity of character, he sought sup-

port in the most powerful political

party of the aristocracy. He declared

himself the advocate of their most ex-

clusive opinions. He was not merely

High Tory, but High Church also. He
kneeled at the feet of Lord Eldon, and

worshipped with edifying fervour the

Tory star then high in the ascendant.

With this spirit he came into the House

of Commons. For years he never ut-

tered a word in that House that did not

find the ready echo of an overwhelming

majority. By time, he acquired flu-

ency, and the habit of marshalling his

ideas to suit the audience which the

House of Commons offered. He was

a favourite with the House, because he

always spoke their opinions, and, though

he did not shine and sparkle like Can-

ning, still the sentiments he uttered

were always agreeable to his hearers.

At the command of the Duke of

Wellington, he changed his most che-

rished opinions;—supported by the war-

like dictator, he ventured to brave his

party, and bitter was the potion which

they made him swallow. His long, and

useful,and obsequious servitude was for-

gotten, they twitted him with his birth,

Oxford expelled him from her halls,

and George the Fourth called him a

vulgar fellow. From that moment to

the present, a struggle has been going

on in his breast. He hates the party

which he leads, but he has not courage

to leave them. Having gained a posi-

tion by dint of practice and industry

in the House of Commons, he is endea-

vouring- to make himself a power sepa-
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rate from his Tory supporters. During exhibit ; and he would uot be well pleased

his. late premiership, this Tory party in- if the people of the House of Commons

suited him; The talk about the cotton- did not say of him, " What a clever,

spinner's son, so freely indulged in by cunning fellow, Peel is!" But what

his friends, sunk deep into his soul; can we think of that cunning which

and he will not forgive, even though he every blockhead can see through ? The

never desert them. Pulled thus diffe- ostrich chides its head, and believes that

rent ways, and letting, " I dare not its huge body is also shrouded from

wait upon I would,'' the latter part view ; we laugh at the bird's stupidity,

of his career has been a series of and yet is it much upon a par with that

gross political blunders. In his heart curious cunning which, by being over-

he cared nothing about Catholic Eman- done, is perceived by all.

cipation; a bigotted party made him The tactics of Sir Robert Peel are,

support bigotted opinions—he did so we are happy to say, quite plain and

until forced to^ give them up, and he manifest. He makes large professions

yielded just when to yield gained him of liberality, in vague and general ex-

no friends among the liberal portion of pressions. He allows the corporation

the public, though it made him bitter reform bill to pass a first time without

enemies among his former friends. In resistance, because he believes that re-

order to win back those friends, he sistance at that time is useless. Thejre

made a fierce stand against the Reform is not now, as heretofore, furious out-

Bill. These friends forgot his apostacy spoken opposition. " Let it even pass

in his usefulness, and being themselves a second time," he will say to his friends,

utterly incapable, were glad to have so "it is in committee that we must endeah

unscrupulous and able a leader. When vour to ruin it.'' Thus he sooths the

the proper time arrived,' he was re- indignation of his disappointed friends,

warded with the nominal premiership, and hopes to throw his enemies off their

but was evidently bound not to yield on guard. When the committee comes,

certain points—one of these was Cor- no manoeuvre will be left untried to ef-

poration Reform. While minister, he feet the following ends:—To narrow

would express no opinion concerning it, the constituency, and to throw the power

and his silence lost him his office. Out into the hands of the rich. This they

of office, and no longer shackled by will seek to effect by introducing into

his friends, he speaks out in favour of the bill the principles of votes according.

Corporation Pueform. This speech, to property—giving the poor man one

made three months ago, would have vote, and the rich man six. Another

preserved his ministry ; now, it angers object will be to destroy the efficiency of

his friends, while it does not conciliate the popular control over the magistrates,

his enemies. The one set frown, the and to deprive the town council of many

other laugh. He is doubted by both of the powers proposed to be given to

sides, and loses power with all. it ; for example, the government of the

Seeking a separate political power, charities; the patronage of the church;

Sir R. Peel has ventured on popular the licensing of ale-houses, &c. ; all

declarations; so made, however, that these things are to be attempted in

they may easily be explained away. He committee, and Sir Robert hoped to lull

fancies by this means that he can ac- us to sleep by his hollow professions of

quire popularity, and yet not injure the popularity.

causeof his friends. This is just that J. A. R.
sort of dexterity which he delights to june 15,
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The debate on the second reading before been noticed ? We never heard

verified my prediction,—no opposition of it while close corporations were feast-

was attempted ; but we were given ing at the people's expense. Is such

plainly to understand that mischief is feasting not deemed a waste of the peo-

intended in Committee. The chief actor pie's money? When self-elected and

is to be Lord Stanley, a very worthy irresponsible corporators throw away

coadjutor of Sir R. Peel. This impe- the funds in corruption and wasteful-

rious personage has told us, with great ness, there is no fear, no remark;— the

appearance of doing the people of Eng- moment that the people are to take care

lar.c a favour, that he intends to sup- f their own, then the funds become ob-

pjit the bill—but he also informs us, jects of great solicitude. Take Bath or

*hat it does not altogether meet his Liverpool as an example. So long as

wishes, and therefore he suggests, what the corporation spent money in beauti-

he is pleased to call improvements. fying their dining-rooms—in disguising

Lord Stanley, like Sir R. Peel, has and disfiguring the abbey—in paying

suddenly received a new light ; there is their mayor 1000Z. per annum—in giv-

a novelty, however, about his new light, ing splendid feasts,—where, I ask, were

that Sir Robert's could not boast of. Sir Robert's terrors ? We never heard

Lord Stanley—and the Tories vehe- of them. So long as Lord John Thynne

mently cheered him while he made the represented the corporation of Bath, so

statement—has suddenly become pos- long as the corporation represented

sessed of fear lest corporations under themselves, they might do what they

the new law should become political liked with the people's money ; but

bodies. The Tories, virtuous souls ! now, when the corporation is about to

have a similar terror. Is not this, how- represent the people, the money is to

ever, both in one and the other, a simu- be looked after. Wise Sir Robert

!

lated virtue? Up to the 5th of June, excellent Lord Stanley ! you are each of

they were utterly unpossessed by such you marvels in your generation. Look

alarms—and why ? because the corpo- after the people's money—watch lest it

rations were the strong friends of the go to useful and really popular pur-

Tory party. Now, when they are likely poses—keep a jealous eye on the cor-

to forward the wishes of the people, on poration, lest it make the grammar-

a sudden there is horror evinced at the school of use to the inhabitants of Bath

idea of corporations being at all politi- —lest it make the baths a means of

cal ; and Norwich, Leicester, Bristol, comfort and cleanliness to the poor

—

Liverpool, echo the cry of terror. Sir lest it make the town-hall the people's

Robert Peel, too, is frightened by the hall—lest it administer justice—lest, in

same evil. Did Sir Robert heretofore short, it be the people's servant, a use-

feel this alarm ? Did he, in the palmy ful and jealous guardian of the people's

days of his party, object to the interfe- interests.

rence in elections, of Tory mayors, Sir Robert Peel talked also of sur-

Tory aldermen, Tory town-clerks, Tory plus revenues. He said that Liver-

corporations, in short? This is poor pool had a surplus revenue, and was in

hypocrisy, and would be hooted at in agony lest Parliament should not di-

any other assembly. * rect how it was to be employed. I

There is also another cause of panic can suggest one means of employment

—the funds of the corporations will be to the right hon. baronet. Liverpool

dissipated ! Again I ask, how does it has a debt of 800,000J. : when that is

happen that this cause of terror has not paid off by the surplus, we will talk of
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applying what remains. Bath, too, has have fancied, that if he did fear this fer-

large funds ; but Bath, also, has a large ment, he would strike at the cause of it,

debt. She does not, certainly, equal viz. open voting;—but no, he has two

Liverpool in this respect, yet if I be not ends to obtain ; first, to maintain the

much mistaken, 70,000Z. will have to influence of the rich over the poor

be paid—a burthen created by one of voter ; and, secondly, to have no politi-

those immaculate bodies, who were al- cal excitement. The way to effect this

lowed to do as they liked with the is to preserve open voting, and to have

people's money, because composed of long periods between the elections.

respectable persons. There is more hidden under this plan

Lord Stanley, in order to avert the than meets the eye. When the elec-

mischiefs which have thus perplexed tions are annual, there is a constant and

and terrified him, suggests certain im- pressing interest in the case of every

provements.v He besought the ministers voter to pay his rates regularly. If you

not to yield one tittle in the shape of put off the election for a long period,

greater liberality, but he almost de- his interest is much smaller, and his

manded of them to make changes such enthusiasm cools. Thus, from care-

as he desired. The supercilious inso- lessness, merely, a large number of

lence of this person is a curious speci- persons will be disfranchised, and many

men of impertinence. He assumes by of the corporations will become close

his whole bearing aud manner a won- and corrupt. It is of the highest im-

derful importance, and he talks about portance to have a motive that is con-

his support, as if the fate of every stantly acting upon men, inducing them

measure depended on it. When we to take part in public affairs. They

remember his egregious blunders as a who seek to destroy such a motive,

minister ; his rashness, petulance, and seek to create that apathy which has

daring ignorance, his present self-satis- always been the chief enemy of good

faction is almost miraculous. The pro- government.

verb that tells us that fools never learn The ministry, I sincerely hope, will

wisdom by experience is not altogether not yield to the suggestions of Sir R.

false. Experience makes wise men Peel, or his amiable helpmate, Lord

wiser, but it leaves fools just where it Stanley. The only hope of the ministry

found them. » is now in the people ; if they give the

" Your dull ass won't mend his pace by beating.' people cause to doubt their sincerity.

All that experience does in such the public interest respecting their con-

cases, is to add annoyance to folly, and tinuance in office will cool down, and

thus forms a compound far more offen- the Court will quickly take advantage

Al , .
'. ,. of this state of the public mmd. Again,

sive than unsophisticated ignorance.
tfae MeIbourne Mi£gt wilj be £n0_

Lord Stanley's plan is to ensure that min iously dismissed, and the Whig
the voting shall be completely open ; party broken up for ever. Any tam-

also to render a qualification necessary pering with the popular provisions of

in the case of a town councillor, to in-
this

1

BiU
.

wiU
,

produce this dangerous

, , . „ . coolness in the popular mind. Inen
crease the duration of the town coun- m the Minigtry^ find Lord . Stan .

cil to six years instead of three, and to
iey tneir evil genius, destroying, as

have half of them elected every three heretofore, that popularity by which

years, alone they now retain office, and by

Lord Stanley professes to fear fre-
wbic

.

h alone they
wili be able t0 re"

tain it.

quent ^elections, as likely to keep the
J. A. R.

town in a state of ferment. One would jMM 17, 1835.
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THE STAMPED PRESS OF LONDON, AND ITS

MORALITY.
" Before the gates there sat

On either side a formidable shape

;

The one seemed woman to the waist, and
fair;

But ended foul in many a scaly fold

Voluminous and vast ; a serpent armed
With mortal sting; about her middle round
A cry of hell-hounds never ceasing barked
With wide Cerberean mouths full loud, and
rung

A hideous peal ; yet when they list would
creep,

If aught disturbed their noise, into her womb
And kennel there ; yet there stillj&arked and
howled

Within unseen."

The Periodical Press has done good

service to the cause of the people ; it

also has been the cause of no slight

:

important, a more truly dignified office,

than that of a teacher of the people

through the means of the Periodical

Press. His powers and opportunities are

greater than those of any other class of

teachers. He has an immense audience,

and by constant repetition he is able to

produce a certain and lasting effect.

New ideas cannot be introduced by any

sudden or singular effort, however pow-

erful or well directed-—it is the dropping

of the water on the stone, the line upon

line, the precept upon precept, that

brings about important changes. The

people can be effectually moved only
evil ; and in the present posture of po- u u •

* *i jj j
.
r

. .
v * by being constantly addressed.

litical affairs, its evil tendencies are

likely daily to increase.

The good done by the Press has arisen

from the rapid manner in which it com-

municates intelligence ; from the mode
in which it has made all the acts of those

who have authority over us subject to

public opinion, by bringing them con-

stantly and immediately before the pub-
lic. Those, too, who conduct the Press

have the opportunity, if they be honest
and intelligent, of constantly illustrating

sound and important principles by the

occurrences which they daily relate.

It is clear, however, that this power-

ful instrument may be used for evil as

well as beneficial purposes. The con-

stant repetition even of a falsehood will

produce its effect. " Tell a man, every

day for a whole year, that black is

white, and he will end in believing you.'

'

This was said as an epigram, but' an

important truth is suggested by the ex-

aggeration. The newspaper that-comes

to our table every morning, whether we

commence by agreeing with it, or not,

will eventually materially influence our

opinions. The truth or the error that
lhere can hardly be imagined a more

is constantly repeated to us will both



have a great chance, in time, of gaining

our assent.

When we consider the importance of

this power, we cannot fail to inquire

under what responsibilities it ought to

be exercised- It is evident that no

man who understands his own na-

ture, and at the same time desires

what is honest, would willingly assume

this power with all its many tempta-

tions, without surrounding it, even for

his own sake, with all the checks

and guards which the nature of the

power permitted. We are accustomed

to check and subject to serious and effi-

cient responsibility the public officers

who have trust and authority over us.

We do this, not because we peculiarly

distrust those who are thus intrusted

with authority, not because we desire to

cast a slur upon them, but because we

know that all irresponsible power will,

in the end, be abused ; and because no

reasonable man expects to find in public

functionaries a miraculous virtue, which,

unaided, can resist a constant and pow-

erful temptation. But what trust is

there more important than the one con-

fided to him who is to have a daily in-

fluence upon the opinion of the people

—what trust more surrounded by temp-

tation—what trust so likely to be, and

in reality, so easily abused ? Reputa-

tion, private and public—the happiness

of individuals and classes—is at the

mercy of the Periodical Press. Here

and there you may find a man who

laughs at the paper pellets which the

Press can shoot, but this is a rare forti-

tude, and let a man be ever so careless

respecting it, his anxious and timid

friends (and what man has not timid

friends) will annoy him by constant de-

clarations of their fears.

What, then, are the guards which a

wise people would put around the Press ?

The guards which it is possible to set

around the Press are legal and moral

guards.

The law may reader it penal to tell

falsehoods respecting individuals or

classes, or to be abusive.

And the moral code of the people

may regard it as a great and heinous

offence in any one to hazard unjust or

untrue assertions respecting individuals

or classes.

The legal restraints, however, must

of necessity be insufficient, or too

stringent.

If the law attempt to restrain abuse,

by punishment, it necessarily will bring

within its grasp the honest and neces-

sary expression of opinion. If it simply

confine itself to punishing falsehood, it

will not reach the whole evil. Much

mischief may be effected, and no such

falsehood be uttered as the law can

properly lay hold of. Legal restraints,

therefore, must prove either directly

mischievous, or wholly insufficient.

The chief, the only really efficient

and proper guard, is public opinion.

In private life, persons who indulge in

calumny are shunned—they who utter

falsehoods are banished from society

—

and thus a very efficient check is main-

tained upon private slander and malice.

Every man that repeats a story is an-

swerable for it ; he is bound either to

find an author for it, or to be responsible

for repeating it. Thus for every story,

if it be properly dealt with, a responsible

owner can be found, and this responsi-

bility is amply sufficient to restrain ly-

ing and slandering within such limits as

to be comparatively harmless.

In private life, also, there is the addi-

tional safeguard arising from every man
being able to tell his own story. If A
says anything against B, B has the

power of replying to A : one man is

exactly upon the footing of another,

and this equality defends all.

The English people call themselves a

wise people. They are very much in

the habit of praising their laws, institu-

tions, and manners, and they delight in

the name of a civilized nation ; and yet,

in this most important case, their laws,



their institutions, and their manners a potency wholly unjustified by their

seem to have been specially framed so intrinsic merit. Said under the guise of

as to render the Periodical Press an in- the " we" of the editorial writer, asser-

strument of mischief. tions are respected and listened to,

The law, for example, has spread so which if they were known merely to be

wide a net for those who may choose to the sayings of Mr A. or B. would be

criticise any matter, or thing, or person, wholly disregarded,

that no one could hazard rebuke if the The consequence of this combination

law were put in force. You may not of circumstances is, that half a dozen

say anything that has a tendency to in- nameless, obscure, and often very un^

duce a man to commit a breach of the worthy persons, assume the direction of

peace ; neither may you say anything public affairs, and deal as they list with

that has a tendency to bring the autho- private and public reputations. Ano-

rities, the law, or our religion into con- ther necessary consequence is, that the

tempt. If theYjudge and jury please, temptations to which these persons are

this may be made to include anything subjected become too great for their un-

and everything. The law being thus aided, irresponsible, virtue. They al-

oppressive, no man who has a regard low themselves, from mere private pique,

for his character likes to employ it, for to assert the gravest and most unjust

who shall touch pitch and not be de- charges against individuals; for party

filed ? purposes they hazard the most outrage-

In the hopes of restraining what le- ous falsehoods ; and for money they

gislators have been pleased to term the sell themselves—consciences, abilities,

licentiousness of the Press, they have and industry. There are one or two

made a monopoly for it—that is, have exceptions to this statement ; some few

given to certain persons only, the right of the editors do really consider their

of saying pretty much what they like, duty a great and responsible one, and

and have thus increased the evil. For are scrupulous as to their assertions

;

if the reply could circulate side by side but the great mass are such as I have

with the falsehood, the mischievousness here described them,

of the falsehood would, in great mea- There is another circumstance con-

sure, be destroyed. If abuse could be nected with our manners which^ also

answered as easily as it is uttered, the contributes greatly to degrade the mo-

evil of it would be small. rality of the writers for the periodical

Thus far the law does mischief; our Press. In our aristocratic country a

manners lend an additional and fearfully newspaper editor is not deemed a gen-

mischievous efficiency to the evil ten- tleman ; and, if any person be generally

dencies of the Press. We are accus- and avowedly known to be the editor of

tomed to sanction anonymous newspa- a paper, he would lose caste if he were

pers :—wholly beyond the reach of law, previously considered of the class gen-

the papers thus are placed beyond the tleman. This renders it incumbent on

reach of opinion also; and the irre- gentlemen, who become editors of news-

sponsible and hidden editor—irrespon- papers, carefully to keep from the circle

sible because hidden— says things in in which they move all knowledge of

his character of editor, which he would the fact, and though it may sometimes

be utterly ashamed to utter as a private be whispered that Mr A. is the editor

gentleman. f sucn a paper—men avoid alluding

Besides, from the very mystery at- to it, as they would avoid alluding, in

tached to the anonymous character, the the presence of his brother, to a man
assertions made in a newspaper assume who had been hanged.



Having carefully watched for some
years, the effect of a Press thus situated

upon the morals, and on the political

as well as social well-being of my
country, I determined to the utmost

of my ability and in my vocation

to attempt a reformation of this great

and growing evil. It appeared to

me, as well as to many others, that if

we could destroy the monopoly of the

Press, we should go far to effect the

reform desired : that is, we should

make one step towards it. Besides

breaking down the monopoly, I desired

also to create that responsibility which

arises from publicity. The Press ren-

ders every thing public, but itself. The
men, whose means of doing good, is

the making things known to the public,

hide themselves. They are like phy-

sicians who avoid their own remedies.

I desire, however, to make the public,

if possible, suspicious of all anonymous
political writers What is it keeps

the judges in Westminster Hall at all

honest? It is the fact that their doings

are made known to the public. Shut

up the hall of justice, exclude the pub-

lic from all knowledge of what is done

there, and injustice would soon be rife

over the land. But the judges, called

newspaper editors are thus hidden from

the public gaze. They work in secret,

and their deeds, as far as their morality

is concerned, are little better than those

of the Venetian Council of Ten.

With the intention of breaking up
the monopoly of the Newspaper Press,

I have done my utmost to forward the

repeal of the stamp duties on news-

papers. Of late, many persons, of

whom I was one, have been particularly

active in this matter, and it is pretty

clear, that the newspaper monopoly tot-

ters to its fall. To lose power and
money is not agreeable to these peo-

ple, though the power be mischievous,

and the money dishonestly obtained.

The Press, therefore, determined to

make an effort;, and one set of them

presented a petition to parliament in

which they explained, among other

things, that, if the stamps were taken

off', not only would the diffusion of

knowledge be seriously obstructed, but

that the periodical press would be de-

graded in its character, and descend

from the high and honorable position it

now held.

On the reading of this petition, I

took occasion to remark in substance,

that I thought it impossible to degrade

the character of the periodical Press-

as now it appeared to me, that it was

corrupt, base, and cowardly. I said

this, I observed, without reference to

party, for all parties were alike, as far

as regarded the Press. From the high-

est to the lowest there was corruption.

That a despotism more dangerous

could not be imagined. The press

struck at reputations, and no one knew

from whom the blow came. To

me it appeared, that nowT
, under the

monopoly, they were corrupt and base,

and as cowardly as they were corrupt.*

* The following report from the Spectator
is the most correct version of what I said. It

is evident, that the Spectator writer did not
read this report, but was guided by the morning
papers. I should remark, also, that the re-

porters put in exclamations of objection, as if

made by members—none such were made. I was
warmly cheered, indeed by the Tories, when I

included all parties alike. My intention was
to do so. Calumny is not confined to Tory,
Whig, or Radical. They all indulge in it,

though, as I have explained in the text, my
charge was not made against every individual of

the press, but against the Press as a whole. It

is impossible, that such clear-sighted persons,

as enlightened editors, do not comprehend this

distinction.

" Mr Roebuck said

—

*' This petition contained extraordinary and
self-contradictory statements. The petitioners

talked of the high character of the newspaper
press of this country. Now, there never was
a press so degraded, so thoroughly immoral, as

the newspaper press of this country. A des-

potism of the basest and most cowardly de-

scription was exercised by persons connected
with newspapers, who were ready on every

occasion to ruin the public reputation of indi-

viduals, in articles to which they did not dare

to put their names. Anything so perfectly

cowardly in feeling, and so despotic in execu-

tion, could not be instanced as the conduct of

the newspaper press of this country ; and they

were told, forsooth, of the high character of

that press! If the ^Stamp-duties were taken



off, it would not then have the power with im-

punity to ruin the reputation of individuals;

for its attacks would be answered, and its

slanders exposed—that alone would be a great

benefit. He would assert with confidence,

that from the highest to the lowest, the most
paltry corruption, the basest cowardice, and
the blackest immorality, were the governing

principles of the newspaper press of this

country."

This was not intended, though so in-

terpreted, to extend to every individual

of the Press. I know many belonging

to it, honourable men ; and men for

whom I have a personal regard ; but I

do mean to say that, without excepting

any party, the charge is true of the

Press, taken as^a whole. In the House

of Commons I am accustomed to hear

lawyers and churchmen accused of ra-

pacity, but no one supposes that every

lawyer and every churchman is included

in the charge.

H I hate all lawyers," said Swift,

" but I like counsellor so and so,"

and every one knew what was intended.

But it seems that the gentlemen of the

press,asthey delight to style themselves,

are not to be spoken of with impunity.

Say what you please of other classes,

but beware how you say aught of the

Press. Now I am not one of those to

be frightened by these gentry; I mean

to try conclusions with them, and I will

now proceed, after my fashion, to give

certain cases of corruption, of base and

cowardly conduct. I select first

—

THE "TIMES"
—but I beg to observe that I am not

content with speaking of the mysterious

Times, I wish to be more particular, I

shall speak of Mr Barnes and Mr
Stirling, editors of that journal.

I have often read the pages of the

Times, and great has been the abuse

and foul language therein employed;

and yet I have never found attached to

any articles the name of either of these

worthy personages. How comes this

to have happened ? These persons in-

Sinuate that I am afraid to speak my
sentiments, because I do not say in the

House of Commons what I write out of

it. What I write I put my name t6i

every one knows who and where I am,

but vain would be any attempt to find

that mysterious and important character

the editor of the Times. Let any one

make the experiment. I recollect full

well that in the Times, during their

crusade against Lord Brougham, there

was, in the true christian spirit which

distinguishes the writers of that paper,

a statement that that noble Lord was

insane. This statement was not made

in the way of invective, but seriously,

as a matter of fact : and then followed

a pretended condolence, and advice to

his friends to see that proper medical

aid should be obtained, to relieve the

noble Lord, if possible, from his dread-

ful malady. Now I say, supposing

Lord Brougham, or any friend of his,

had desired to know the name of the

charitable being who had written this

paragraph, and that he had sent to the

office of the Times, in order to learn

the name of the real author of it, would

the name have been given up ? Would

Mr Barnes, or Mr Stirling, have stepped

forward to own it ? Would they not

have shrunk into their den, and cow-

ered, and hidden their wretched per-

sons, in order to escape the punishment

which such a proceeding deserved ?

Have they not done this ? Even their

effrontery will not permit them to

deny it.

Now let me ask—first, as to that

portion of the press called the Times;

was this not base; was it not cowardly (

And second—as to Messrs Barnes and

Stirling; was it the part of honest men

to belong to a paper which could con-

tain such attacks' It is needless to

push this inquiry further; any man of

common feeling will know what epithets

are best fitted to designate it,

I have not yet done with the Times

however, nor with Messrs Barnes and

Stirling. The Morning Chronica has

been labouring, for some time past, to

show the inconsistences of the Times.
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For the purpose of so doing, it has put,

in opposite columns, its opinion of men

and things from 1832 to 1835. Now,

there is hardly one of its idols of the

first year that it has not thrown down

and trampled on in the last. There is

hardly a man whom it abused in 1832,

that it does not laud, even to the skies,

in 1835. How do men account for

this ? All allow that the proceeding is

dishonest ; there are few epithets, in-

deed, expressive of dishonesty, which

have not been publicly applied to it.*

And a solution of the problem has been

found by one of its brethren of the

press. It has been asserted that the

Times was sold to the Tory party, and

not only the Times, but its editors. In

good old feudal times, estates and they

who tilled them, were sold together.

The poor feudal slaves, the adscripti

gleba, used to do the same work under

different masters ; so these two editors

of the Times have been sold with this

estate, and do the same work under

different masters; their business being

evil-speaking, lying, and slandering.

They laboured in this vocation for the

Whigs in 1832; for the Tories in 1835.

In short, Messrs* Barnes and Stirling

may, in law language, be called villeins

regardant.

The friends of Mr Stirling are in the

habit of saying that the " blackguard"

parts of the Times (such is the phrase they

use) are not his. To me, this a matter of

indifference: by the very defence he is

allowed to belong to a disgraced and

disgraceful company; and, by the rule

laid down by the Times itself, every

writer belonging to it, is answerable for

every portion of it. On Saturday, the

Times told Mr Grote, that if he allowed

me to edite any work of his, and publish

it as a pamphlet, he, Mr Grote, would

be answerable for every pamphlet pub-

lished by me. In this case I dispute

• I shall favour the reader, in another por-
tion of this paper, with some select specimens
of newspaper rhetoric on this head.

the justice of the rule. Here is no

joint writing—the writer of each work

is known, and is answerable for that to

which he puts his name. But the rule

does apply to the Times. They are a

joint-stock company of writers, known

by the style and title of the Times-,

which portion belongs to Mr Barnes,

which to Mr Stirling, no one knows

;

and they are not to evade the just in-

dignation of the public by the anony-

mous screen they have erected.

Another excuse that is made for

these two persons, the Lockit and Peach-

um of this goodly company, is, that they

live by the trade. "We must live, my
lord," said a roguish attorney to a judge

not long since.—" Honestly, sir," was the

answer. If writing for the Times be

not a honest trade, let Mr Barnes and

Mr Stirling leave it, and find one which,

though less lucrative, may yet not be

disgraceful.

Some time since, I was in the habit

of meeting Mr Stirling in society, and

was not a little amused by the Charla-

tan game he played to hide his editor-

ship of the Times. If any one had

assumed the fact, he would have taken

it as an affront. Often has it been

whispered in my hearing, " That is the

Editor of the Times, but hush !—he will

hear us." " Well, and what then ?"

" What then—he will abuse us, to be

sure." And the man of the types was

allowed to pass unnoticed, as of the

types—because people feared him. We
live in a time in which violent atrocities

are not committed. But, assuredly,

there was a painful resemblance between

this man's position, and that of a bravo-

spy at Venice. They both used a secret

and irresponsible power ; the one slew

you—the other merely ruined your repu-

tation. The one would make a rush at

you and deprive you of life, while the

other, by a series of covert attacks,

sought to make your life a burthen.

The bravo, to me, appears the least

mischievous animal of the two.



I now come to

"THE MORNING CHRONICLE,"

and Mr Black its editor ; and I men-

tion Mr Black's name here with great

reluctance. I have had for him much

respect, and felt sincere pity for his un-

fortunate position. When Mr Perry

died, Mr Black was left as a sort of

charge upon the paper. He was editor

by the will of Mr Perry, and in that

character he did immense service to the

good cause; and in no case more, than

in daily exposing the mischievous con-

duct of the unpaid and irresponsible

magistrates of this country. But Mr

Black never had control over the whole

paper, so that many parts of it con-

tained remarks and assertions of which

he was very sincerely ashamed. Some

time since Mr Easthope bought the

paper, and Mr Black went with it. It

is now the organ of the Whigs. What

the Ministry wishes, Mr Easthorpe or-

ders to be done ; and the Morning

Chronicle is now a regular thick-and-

thin ministerial journal.

Of its various shifts and windings, it

is not now my intention to speak, but I

am going to make an appeal to Mr

Black respecting the article which ap-

peared last Saturday in his paper. I do

not make this appeal on my own behalf,

but on that of others ; and I should like

to know whether, in his inmost heart,

Mr Black be not ashamed of that

article.

The article, after some preliminary

remarks, proceeds to extract certain

portions from the Times of the day pre-

ceding". These contained the names of

persons now under persecution on ac-

count of the stamp duties. Their names

are mentioned in the Times in the most

contemptuous manner, and on purpose,

as the Times thought, of annoying me.

I am compared to these persons, and

said to be inferior to them all. But

the pith of the sarcasm consisted in first

degrading the persons themselves. Mr

Black's paper, by quoting these pas-

sages, gives them further currency, and

sanctions the attack on the suffering

and persecuted men therein spoken of.

The appeal I wish to make to Mr Black

is, whether it was just towards these

persons, for a person holding his opi-

nions, to have lent strength to any shaft

by which they might be wounded ?

Had Mr Black been a mere blundering

newspaper hack, I should not have re-

marked on such a proceeding. But if

I mistake not, Mr Black was a friend

of Mr Bentham—a participator in many

of his political opinions ; and I would ask

him, if he thinks that Mr Bentham would

have been guilty of such a proceeding ?

Mr Black does not believe these persons

dishonest ; neither does he consider the

act for which they have been punished

a crime, and yet he allows his paper

to abuse them. When he comes to

look back upon this article, when he

looks also into his own mind and heart,

and brings to recollection what he con-

siders just and honourable, sure I am
that he will blush for the deed, and feel

disgust for the actual perpetrators of it.

To a man whose code of morality was

less exalted I should never have

dreamed of making this appeal. I know

Mr Black too well not to know that he

will repent of it.

The article pretends to feel pity for

me. I care not who was the author of

the effusion ; I return him my best

thanks for his charitable feeling, and

would, in return, suggest to Mr Black,

that I have often felt that emotion when

considering his condition. The paper

of which he is nominally the editor is,

in reality, the organ of the Whig party.

What the heads of that party desire to

be inserted is immediately published.

The Treasury sends its missives, and they

must be obeyed—no matter what be the

principle advocated—no matter whether

opposed or not to all the principles

which the Editor has advocated through

life—they must be published, and are
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sanctioned by the old authority—of Mr harmless—his unfair reasonings, if not

Black. The answer made when ob- repelled, might be mischievous,

jection is taken to this, is, " he must It has suited Mr Fonblanque's pur-

live." All I reply now, is, that I sin-
p0se t0 compare me with Lord Win-

cerely regret that he should be obliged chilsea, and thereby to insinuate that

to earn his bread by such a calling. I desired to put down the Press. He

Time was, when there was vigour and knows that this is a false insinuation,

pith in the articles of the Chronicle ; I seek, and he knows it, to throw the

but they have chained their once free Press open to the widest competition;

man to the oar, and, like a slave, he to destroy an unjust monopoly, and to

now labours heavily and uselessly, curb it, not by force of law, but by

Even malice cannot now supply the force of opinion ; to make all who con-

writers of the paper with energy, wit, or duct it responsible to opinion, and to

pungencv. cleanse it from its present filthy corrup-

The best articles which have appeared tions by destroying its anonymous cha-

in its columns of late have been ex- racter
-

He knew that this was mV

tracts made to prove the Times a rene- ob
J ect> yet acting rather in the spirit of

gade. And at the present moment, his calling than of an honourable oppo-

when the heavy writers of the Chronicle nent
>
he insinuates a charge that he

wish to enliven their readers, they copy knew was false
>
even wmle he raade *

the calumny and revilings of their op- But in Sood sooth l sPoke harshly of

Donent.
tne ^ress

> and this to the mild, gentle
'

. . j, 1J? . editor of the Examiner, Mr Albanv
I now proceed to address myself to .

"

: ..

_, .
x _ . j., Jronblanque, is an offence wholly un-

Mr Albany Fonblanque, the editor * '

/
pardonable. But did Mr Fonblanque

L*j-m _„ never speak ill of classes ? Has he never
" THE EXAMINER." «. i

• *• • ^made sweeping accusations against the

Tn this case I have a gentleman to Clergy, for example ; against the House
deal with—I had almost said a friend, f Lords—the House of Commons—the

but that he, forgetting friendly offices, Bishops— the Magistracy ? And yet

has chosen rather to assume the badge n0 0I]e supposed that he thereby at-

and garb of my opponents, and to rank tacked every clergyman, every mem-
himself with a brotherhood of which I ber of the House of Lords, of the

am bound to admit he is a distinguished House of Commons, or of the magis-

member. tracy. But if the Press are to make

$ I had hoped that there was that feel- these sweeping assertions, are none to

ing of self-respect within him that he be made in return ? Are they alone

would have known that the shaft was to be gently handled ? and are all

not aimed at him. He might have men to be on their guard, lest by

supposed that the charge I made was one word they let loose the whole pack

intended for the Press as a body, and to bark and yell at them ? They, be-

that all the members thereof were not cause they fancy they have the means

sought to be included. He has not of annoyance, lay down rules for others

done this. He has taken up arms in which they do not observe themselves,

favour of the Press, and in the use of None more ready than Mr Albany Fon-

his weapons has been guided rather by blanque to indulge in wide and sweep-

the spirit of the tribe than his own. ing condemnation. Now I hope that he

Others have indulged in abuse—he will repent him of his many evil deeds

has misrepresented me. The foolish —read his recantation to the abused

ravings of his worthy brethren are Clergy, the House of Commons, and
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the Magistracy, and be careful, when he . Mr Fonblanque may deem this honest,

wishes again to characterise these bo- manly, and like a gentleman. But I

dies, to guard his general assertions by pray that fortune may keep me far-

exceptions, lest some watchful but un- from those who acknowledge such a

generous reader should quarrel with the code of morals, and that the people

wideness of his generality, and abuse rnay find more upright and high-minded

him for his carelessness. advocates. I remark upon the ravings

But now a word as to the morality of of the Times, because I wish to put

Mr Fonblanque's thus joining in the .down a nuisance. The yelping of

yell of the pack to which he has allied Others, like the Spectator or the Age,

himself. None more than himself is et id genus omne, I let pass unnoticed,

aware of the difficult task of any man but the talent of Mr Fonblanque had

who stands up in the House of Com- gained my respect. I regretted for his

mons steadfastly to advocate the cause own sake that he was found in such

of the people. ^s
rone is more aware than company, and have therefore noticed

he of the fewness of those who dare do his attack. As a gentleman he ought

so : none more ready than he to blame to have known that this was not the fit

the backward and the lukewarm in this mode or manner of attack, even if he

difficult cause. He knew, from the very desired to make one ; as a man of in-

factof my being one of the few who did telligence he should have perceived the

not fear, in season and out of season, absolute nothingness of the charge ; as

to speak for the people, that I have had a man of common candour and honesty

an uphill game to play; that the sinister he should have been ashamed to have

interests of all parties would be but too made it.

glad to cow me into silence, and to I cannot close these remarks without

destroy any influence that my steadfast- bringing before the reader specimens of

ness in the cause of the people might the language used by the Press towards

have gained for me. Suppose that, one another. When I see what is their

under these circumstances, I had spoken ordinary talk, I cannot be surprised at

unguardedlyof the Press; that is, though the outrageous language used towards

I had correctly described the body, that myself. I should really be glad to

there were persons who, though be- know if the beautiful pieces of rhetoric

longing to it, did not possess its vices, that I insert are considered as evincing

and that I had not by name ex- that high and dignified character claimed

eluded these persons ;
* and then sup- by the Press. We have here the best

pose that this body being the Press sets of them. The Standard, the Chronicle,

upon me, without regard to decency or the Times, the Globe. I allow that the

to truth, trying by every calumny to Morning Herald is below the average

blacken my character, to ruin me if in intellect; but so also does it fall

possible. Was this the time, I ask, for below its contemporaries in the use

an honest friend of the people to forget of the vulgar tongue. I am indebted

all former efforts, to disregard the stead- for the greater part of the selection to

fast advocacy of that cause in painful the Twopenny Despatch, the editor o^

circumstances, to overlook the diffi- which very significantly asks if this be

culties which necessarily surround one evidence of respectability. Let the ad-

who does his duty, and to join the vocates of the stamped Press answer,

cry of the base and the profligate ? I commence my extracts by the fol-

lowing exquisite chorus of reciprocal
* Jt should be remarked, that on a former ._ , , .__

occasion, when I made a charge somewhat like aDUSe

.

the present, 1 did by name except the Examiner. " That heap of dung, the Morning Herald."

But this, I suppose, was conveniently forgotten. — Cobbett.
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? That squirt of filthy water, the Morning
Chronicle."— Times.
* That slop-pail of corruption, the Post."—

Morning Chronicle.
H Our blubber-headed contemporary, the

Globe."— Standard.
44 That bully of Berkshire, and braggadocio

of Printing-house square, the Times."

—

Morn-

ing Advertiser.

"That spavined old hack, the Courier."

—

Morning Herald.

This should be set to music ; and if

sung by the editors in person at Covent *

Garden, might prove instructive, if not

amusing; and perhaps no bad specu-

lation.

The next is a solo by the Times, the

theme being the Morning Chronicle.

Character of the Chronicle by the Times.

" Thi * Liberal ' Liars.—In a disgraceful

morning print, which, made up of such con-

tributions as the licentiousness and leisure of

stock-jobbers may furnish, actually feeds on
falsehood and lies so largely, day by day, that

one might think that in its case 'increase of ap-

petite had grown by what it fed on,' has in

its impression of yesterday the following,

&c. &c. &c."

Again,—

"The smaller rascal, Mr Gingell, jun., copies

the paragraph of the greater blackguard. Surely

the people who have been picked up to do this

sort of dirty work, which no newspapers, not

even the most infamous, ever did before, will see

upon reflection that even sweeping crossings is a

cleaner, and likely to be a more lasting occupa-

tion, than the filthy trade they have embarked
in. There is no calumny, however gruss, that

they have hesitated to invent and publish

against this journal, from their falsehood that it

has been sold to the Tories up to the lie we now
notice. For the future, we shall not con-

descend to notice these persons ; because we
cannot help feeling that the respectable part of

the community must be shocked to know that

there are such beings as these scribblers out of
the tread-mill, and because every exposure of

the ragamuffins gives to foreigners an additional

proof that there have crept into the press of

this country a number of scoundrels, who not

only are unfit for the society of gentlemen, but

who would be a disgrace to the vilest coteries in

Europe."

—

Times of Saturday, June 13th, 1835.

The Times, still performing, thus sings

of the Standard

:

—
*• A stupid and priggish print, which never

by any chance deviates into sense or candour,

states, that we approved of Lord Northamp-
ton's bill when it was first announced. On
the contrary, we immediately denounced it as

unnecessary, as the grounds on which it rested

appeared to us visionary. By the way, why
does not this Journal coalesce with a congenial

brother of the press? They are worthy of

each other. The flippant dulness of the one,

and the noisy blockheadism of the other, would
form a very pretty harmony. They are as

pretty a pair of dunces as ever dived into FJeet-

ditch."

—

Times, June 16th, 1832.

The Morning Chronicle and Standard

are not to be outdone. Thus saith the

Chronicle

:

—
Character of thi Times by the Chronicle.

" The poor old Times, in its imbecile ravings,

resembles those unfortunate wretches whose
degraded prostitution is fast producing neglect
and disgust. The gloss of extrinsic ornament
loses its attraction—all the exhibitions of pro-
fusion which it can muster for display are in-

sufficient to conceal its vice and wretchedness.

Its rage and envy know no bounds in the case

of a rival. Its spite shows only the filthy

source whence it springs, and it deals out blows
which injure only itself. This self-styled

* Leading Journal of Europe,' that only twelve
months ago stupidly vaunted of being the
' guide of three-fourths of the people of Eng-
land,' has, within the last twelve months, lost

nearly one-half its circulation, and is now much
below this journal, which, during the same
period, has more than quadrupled its numbers.
This is, indeed, a sore subject to the Times,

and if it does not, to its remaining readers,

serve as an excuse for its Billingsgate, it will at

least account for it. Think only of the poor
Times lamenting over the degradation of the

English press ! This surely must have pro-

voked a smile from even the lowest menial in

Printing-house-square, if his fears of approach-

ing destitution could leave him a smile for such
a subject."

—

Morning Chronicle of Monday last,

June 15, 1835.

Neither is the voice of the Standard

mute.

Character of the Times by the Standard.

44 It is, therefore, either fraud or folly to

defend the sedition, the excitement to secret

assassination or mob massacre—the filthy false-

hood or base insinuation put forward by the

Times, for example—by arguments about men's
reading and writing. How many were taught
by the journal in question the use of the brick-

bat and bludgeon, and paving-stone?"

—

Standard, August 22, 1832.
44 It can scarcely be doubted that the habits

of writing down to the ignorance, and writing

below the brutality of the rabble, which that

journal has acquired by long experience (acting

of course upon original ignorance and intuitive

brutality) has rendered the Times a more power-
ful organ of excitement than a whole workshop
of tailors."

—

Standard, August, 22, 1832.

The Standard confines not its abuse

to the Times, but goes higher and wider.

The following; extracts will teach the

public how to estimate praise or blame

awarded by the brethren of the Press :

—

*' Nothing can prevent the birth of such per-

sons as Edinburgh Reviewers and Scotsman
writers ; and in a country enjoying the benefits,

and, of course, subject to the inconveniences of a

free press, nothing can prevent the dissemina-
tion of their pestilent writings."

—

Standard,

September 19, 1832.
44 Even those who are not corrupt or ambi-

tious, if they happen to be simply and sillily

aristocrat ical in their notions, can bear with
much more equanimity, the pointless, stupid
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slander of convicted blackguards, such as the

Times and Courier, than the equally unjust ac-

cusations of the Morning Chronicle or Exa-
miners—Standard, October 29, 1832.

" Journals, such as the Times and Courier,

of such notoriously blasted reputation, can do

little harm to any party."

—

Standard, Oct. 1832.

The Times, however, is not to be

outdone in the use of vulgar language.

It thus answers its foul-mouthed oppo-

nent. The Times again speaketh of the

Standard

:

—
" The public have seen with pain and indig-

nation certain Tory Journals which, though

boasting of support of what is miscalled the

Conservative part of the aristocracy, were chiefly

remarkable for pandering to the diseased and
depraved appetites of a despicable class of

readers, by loading their columns with filth

and obscenity ; but it has been reserved for the

parson-patronized print in question ( The
Standard) to set the infamous example of

outraging feelings, which in England at least,

have ever been held sacred."— Times, August 9,

1832.

I will close these choice specimens of

periodical writing by an extract from

the Standard, which may suggest, to the

reader an explanation of the attack

made upon myself. The writer who

thus plainly conceived the evil, should

surely have abstained from abuse of

him who has stood forward to remove it

" We challenge Sir James Scarlett to produce
from this so ably conducted journal ten con-

secutive sentences of ordinary good grammar,
or one fair logical deduction, written during

the period of his (Sir James's) connection with
it, now a period of about twelve years. This

is our apology for the frequency and earnest-

ness of our allusions to the Times. It is a

nuisance at which too many connive, with which
too few have at once courage and honesty to

contend, to allow that one conscious of the evil

it inflicts, and neither too timid nor too corrupt

to engage with it, should withhold exertions

demanded for the public good."— Standard,

Oct. 31, 1832.

When the reader has recovered from

he astonishment which this collection

has created in his mind, let me entreat

his consideration of the following ob-

servations.

In the warmth of action, on the spur

of the moment, I made a charge against

the Press, in a speech which occupied

about two minutes in the delivery.

Allow for the moment, which I by no

means do allow, that my expressions

were too wide, and somewhat too harsh

:

for this offence the Press, from the begin-

ning to the end, ay without any^excep-

tion, have endeavoured by the most un-

worthy means to injure my character,

and to annoy and wound me. In truth

some have gone so far as to attempt to

ruin me, by insinuations which they

knew to be false, but which they be-

lieved would be mischievous. Now if

I deserved this treatment, and that I

did so in the opinion of the Press is

proved by their conduct, what I ask is

deserved by those who deliberately, in

the quiet retirement of their study, have

thus attacked and abused each other ?

I am blamed for making no exceptions.

I go to the Press and ask what ex-

ceptions I ought to have made ? I ask

the Chronicle if I should except the

Times. The answer I have given above.

I ask the Times if I ought to except

the Chronicle. The Times has replied.

Shall I except the Standard? The

Times again replies. Shall I except

the Courier, the Chronicle, the Ex-

aminer ? Let the words of the Standard

say. Now all these charges are made

at long intervals, under no excitement

derived from speaking, or from action

;

they are the results of calm delibera-

tion. If I be guilty towards the Press,

how far more guilty is the Press towards

itself! Why does not the Editor of the

Standard attack the Editor of the Times

byname?—Because he fears that the

Editor of the Times will also name him.

These fights between the Press are

like the battles of the Condottieri of

Italy; they fight a whole day and never

slay a combatant. The Italians com-
plained that the French actually killed

their opponents. The Press, in like

manner, cry out because I have touched

them in their vulnerable side. Mine was
no sham fighting; they felt its force

and trembled at it. They themselves

allow that they deserve the character I

have given them, but are enraged be-

cause it will stick to them. The world
will believe my statement— I have
backed it by the best authority. Self-
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condemned, if a spark of decency re- son so employed, on whom they could

mains among the tribe, they will vent their rage; they have, therefore,

henceforth be silent, when dishonesty attacked me. Every man of common

is imputed to them. Was I not justi- sense sees, however, that the wrath is

tied, even on their own showing, when money wrath, and that, like other mono-

I said they were dishonest, cowardly, polists, the newspaper writers are mak-

and corrupt ? ing a fight for their monopoly. These

It may be as well to close these re- persons have the means of making an

marks by an explanation of the real outrageous outcry; and they have not

cause of the violent abuse lavished on let slip the occasion of doing so. My
me by the Press. They see that a cause, however, is a winning, theirs a

steadfast and efficient effort is being losing one. I can, therefore, easily

made to do away with the stamps ; that laugh at their rage, and set them and

means are being taken to make the their enmity at defiance. I am sorry

country aware of the evil, and to induce for their loss of bread, but am not to

the people to petition the legislature on be frightened into letting them earn it

the subject. I happen to be the first per- dishonestly.

•

PROOF OF THE SINCERITY OF TORY PROFESSIONS,
IN FAVOUR OF CORPORATION REFORM.

Sir Robert Peel, ever since the Cor- much as we have not lost any one of

pOration Reform Bill was presented to our old propensities,—inasmuch as we

the House of Commons, has been pro- love corrupt power just as well as ever,

fuse in his professions in favour of that we shall do all that we are able to ruin

reform. 1 must own that I was some- the efficiency of the bill, by cavilling

what startled by his declarations, and at and altering the important details of

also much inclined to doubt them. My which it consists.''

doubts have not been removed by the That this is the true interpretation of

frequency with which these said pro- the Tory language in support of Cor-
fessions of love and admiration have poration Reform, the debates of Monday
been repeated. and Tuesday most satisfactorily prove.

The current jargon now is, " We all The conduct of Sir Robert Peel on
agree in the principle of the bill, but Monday, that of Sir James Graham,
we have objections to some of its de- and of the Members for the most noto-

tails." Now as the pith and substance riously corrupt corporations, on Tues-
of the bill consists in its details, as by day, affords us an instructive illus-

very small alterations in point of form tration of the character of the indi-

and expression, the attempt at reform viduals, and of the party to which they

may be rendered utterly nugatory, this belong.

support seems by no means of a satis- Sir Robert Peel has said that he ap-
factory character. The assertion really proves f Corporation Reform ; that

intended under this form of appro- this reform was deservedly popular with

bation is—''We are unable to resist the people, and that a strong necessity

the bill directly and openly: we are rendered it inevitable. Sir Robert,
also unable to deny that reform is really nevertheless, in .his heart abhors this

needed, the evidence of its necessity reform, and is trying his utmost, by
being abundant and cogent ; yet, inas- various misrepresentations, to make it
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unpopular with the mass of the popu-

lation.

On Monday night he attempted, by

his ordinary sort of management, to

confuse the question really before the

Committee, hoping, thereby, to be able

to cajole them.—The sixth clause of the

Bill points out the circumstances that

are needed to constitute a man a bur-

gess—that is, one of the constituent or

elective body of the Corporation. The
Bill requires the payment of the poor's

rate for three years—Sir Robert Peel,

wished to add to this the payment of

all rates which might be imposed for

borough purposes.

The effect of this is obvious — it

would diminish the number of the elec-

tors. It would throw the power into

the hands of a still smaller number of

persons, and would exclude from all

control over the borough or corporation

government, a very large number of

persons who really contribute to the

payment of such government.

The question before the Committee
was a very plain one—should they re-

quire the payment of both rates ; viz. of

the poor's rates and the borough rates

—or should they make the payment of

one rate only, viz. the poor's rate, suf-

ficient. The ministry and the majority

of the House were for the last plan.

They wanted only the payment of the

poor's rates. Sir Robert Peel wanted
both rates to be paid; but he, not wish-
ing that the question should be thus
plainly put and conceived, began his

very dexterous manoeuvres.

He began his operations at half-past
twelve. Most members wished to ad-
journ, and gave very unequivocal demon-
strations of their impatience. Where-
upon, Sir Robert read them a lecture,

and spoke of the necessity of steady in-

dustry in carrying through a Bill of this

importance and intricacy. Hereupon,
the House became attentive ; and we all

believed that he was really about to

move his resolution to the effect, that

before a man could be a burgess, he

should have paid both the poor's rates

and the- borough rates for three years.

Sir Robert, however, did not put his

resolution at once, but reserved it, and

commenced asking a series of questions.

In the midst of these questions he was

again asked if he intended to discuss

the question then, or only half discuss

it ; the House giving him very plainly

to understand, that the half discussion

would not be permitted, as we should,

thereby, be kept till three o'clock of the

morning, merely for the sake of talking.

Sir Robert proceeded, and it was be-

lieved and understood that he was about

to put his resolution. He still continued

his questions and observations about

anything but the matter in hand. At
last, he hit upon a matter which raised

the point he desired, and got a member
to fall into the trap he was placing for

unwary feet.

He insisted upon the necessity of

being extremely careful as to the elec-

tion of burgesses, as the powers of the

Corporation would be great. He then

began to speak of these powers, and
picked out one case which he evidently

selected to throw odium on the Reform.

It seems that by local acts, in some

places, houses of a low rent are not

rated for the watching and lighting of

the town. Now Sir Robert was careful

to point out that under the new reform,

these local acts would cease, and that

the town council would be obliged to

rate all houses equally; and he put

in this sly remark :
*< Thus under the

new plan a large body of poor persons,

who are now not taxed, will be com-
pelled to contribute to the expenses of
the corporation." Seeing the intent of
this speech, I took occasion to remark,
that this consequence was by no means
a necessary one ; that now, we, the

House of Commons, exercised the ri°-ht

of taxing the people for borough pur-

poses, by local acts ; but by the new
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bill we proposed to delegate these pow-

ers to the town council, and the town

council, having the same discretion as

that which we had exercised, might, if

they pleased, follow our example ; so

that, under the new bill, the poorer

houses would not necessarily be rated,

and there was no reason for entertaining

the alarm which the right hon. gentle-

man was attempting to create. A few

minutes afterwards, Mr Baines, the

member for Leeds, fell plump into the

snare, and began to descant upon the

loss of popularity the bill would sustain

if the right hon. baronet's view of the

case was a correct one. Whereupon

Sir Robert Peel, glorying in the mo-

mentary success of his manoeuvre, began

to cheer and laugh. That cheer and

that laugh plainly discovered the real

feelings of the man. It said as plainly

as if the words had been spoken, " I

have given one blow to this measure

which I cordially hate, and am rejoiced

at the success of my attempt." These

little signs and tokens tell more of the

truth than formal protestations, and so

convinced do I now feel of his real in-

tentions, that no affirmations on his

part, however solemnly or frequently

repeated, would suffice to convince me
that he desires, what he is so constantly

asserting that he does desire, viz. a

thorough and efficient reform in the

corporation governments of this coun-

try.

The proceeding, however, did not

stop here. The discussion went on,

and the impression intended to be cre-

ated by Sir R. Peel was worn off, by

explanation. At two o'clock he saw

clearly that his proposition would be

negatived, whereupon he refuses to put

it, though he had kept us nearly two

hours discussing it, and although he had

entered into the discussion upon the

formal understanding that the discus-

sion was to be complete and the ques-

tion put. So soon as his determination

not to put the question was ascertained,

very unequivocal expressions of dissatis-

faction were manifested by the House,and

members pretty openly expressed their

disapprobation of such conduct: where-

upon the Right Hon. Gentleman became

angry, and attempted to bully Mr Shiel,

and got in return a rebuff, that silenced

him.

Such a proceeding as this is, by Sir

R. Peel's friends, called dexterity : and

thought to evince great talent and apti-

tude for business. Out of doors, how-

ever, I should hope that it would pro-

duce a somewhat different effect, and

that men will see through, and rightly

estimate, both the conduct and the in-

tention which led to it. Sir Robert

Peel is labouring hard to acquire popu-

larity—he is looking forward to office,

and hopes that his profuse professions

will be remembered,and these shifts and

wiles either not known or utterly forgot-

ten. But again and again it should be re-

peated there is no trust in such a man.

I use no roundabout or allusive phrase,

I seek no cover, no mask while I make

the declaration, but I say it plainly,

boldly, that the protestations of Sir

Robert Peel in favour of reforms are

hollow protestations ; that his whole

conduct shows him to be a friend of

the corrupt influences, and that his

liberal talk is but an instrument used to

further his own purposes, and that as a

public man he is utterly untrustworthy.

During the discussion respecting the

powers of taxation to be entrusted to

the town council, Lord Sandon took

occasion to remark, that he could not

consent to give these councils any power

of apportioning the rate, or of excluding

any persons or classes from its opera-

tion/ "For," said he, "if these town

councils are to be constituted after this

popular fashion, what shall prevent

them from taxing the rich and passing

over the poor; thus making the burthens

to fall only on one part of the com-

munity."

He could easily have been answered
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by the conduct of the House of Com- . for a Member of Parliament, I should

mons. That house represents the rich, be the first to vote for such a measure.

Has it made unequal taxation? If Lord But if you were to pick out from the

Sandon answer no, I ask why should poorest of the householders, a very few,

he then fear the town councils. If he and place them in a situation in which

answer yes, then I say the house reaps they were liable to be intimidated and

its reward ; it is punished by the ex- bribed by any one who had power in the

ample which it has itself afforded. town, I should say these persons were

But I have mentioned this remark of not in a condition to vote properly.

Lord Sandon's, to put it side by side Surround these persons with the requi-

with his statements respecting the poor site safeguards, and I should desire to

freemen on Tuesday evening. see them invested with the right in

By the present bill it is proposed to question. Give them the Ballot—and

do away with freemen entirely after the give the right to all, and thus, by their

death of thos^e who are at present pos- numbers, guard them against int mida-

sessed of the rights of freemen, and tion and corruption, then I am forgiving

entirely to take away, even from exist- them the power of voting. But the free-

ing freemen, all corporate rights. And men of Liverpool, for example, are not

this for a very plain reason. The power in this position. Being a small number

of corporate government is by the as compared with the whole body, they

present bill given to certain parties im- have an interest in selling their votes

;

mediately interested in the good go- and they do sell them. They consider

vernment of the town, viz., certain of their vote as part of their property,

the inhabitants thereof. Now if the worth so much directly in money. In

freeman be an inhabitant, and fulfil the Bristol, I remember, that during the

conditions of the law, he takes part in last election, a body of 400 freemen re-

the government of the borough; but if fused, on the first day of the election,

he do not fulfil those conditions, he is 1/. a-head-—thinking, that on the next

excluded. I desire, indeed, that these day, their votes would be in demand,

conditions should be less strict, but I do and that a greater price would be given

not desire to admit a man to power be- for them. As it happened, the contest

cause he is a freeman, but because he was really settled on the first day, and

has an interest in the good government their votes were not needed—their de-

of the town ; and this he has not if he mands, therefore, immediately fell, and

be not an inhabitant. It is as an in- they asked eighteen shillings and six-

habitant that I would admit him, not as pence—which they did not obtain. A
a freeman. body of men of this description, ready

It appears, that at Liverpool and at always to sell their votes, are a perfect

Norwich there is a large body of free- godsend to a rich candidate. He who

men ; and that, by the operation of the bids highest is sure to have them ; and

present Bill, their descendants will be as the Tories have generally most money,

deprived of their rights—that is, a free- they specially desire to retain these free-

man's children will not have the privi- men.

leges of freemen. Among these privi- What was Lord Sandon's argument

leges is that of voting for Members of in favour of this virtuous body ? Why,

Parliament, and these children will not on a sudden Lord Sandon had an im-

have the right as freemen, though, as mense regard for the people. On a

inhabitants, they may have it. sudden, spite of his alarm of the pre-

If, in Liverpool, you sought to give ceding evening at popular control, he

every householder the tight of voting became possessed of an acute sense of
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the injustice of depriving the poor of

the power of voting*. He desired, he

said, to have the poor take part in the

business of elections. It was the great

glory of our institutions that they were

permitted to do so, and he should re-

sist this encroachment on popular

rights. He was pithily answered by a

question put by Mr Charles Buller, who
asked, if such was his feeling respect-

ing poor voters, would he consent to

lower the franchise—to extend the

number of electors, by lessening the

number of years required before they

could become burgesses—would he

consent to require no payment of

rates ? It is well known that he would

not consent to either of these proposals.

It is clear that his desire is not to en-

large the number of voters, but to have

a set of voters who can be influenced

by fear and by money. Place the poor

man under the influence of a general

law, admit all of a class, and thus have

a wide constituency coming in steadily,

regularly ; and you put the voter be-

yond the reach of the corrupter ; then

the anxiety of the Tory respecting poor

men's rights ceases. They are no

longer of service to him, the Tory, and

his sympathy ceases with his interest.

Throughout England the freemen

have been used as instruments in this

degrading and demoralizing manner.

In every place where the power of vot-

ing: for a member of Parliament has

been extended to the freemen, there,

the most barefaced and foulest bribery

and corruption have existed. At Liver-

pool, at Norwich, at Bristol, at Leices-

ter, we learn to what purposes they have

been turned, and we thus become pos-

sessed of the secret of this strange

anxiety on the part of the Tories re-

specting popular privileges. Do away

with the freemen in these towns, and

you will cut up corruption by the

roots. >*03
I am not very often in the habit of

praising his Majesty's Ministers. Their

steadiness in this jBill, however, agiinst

the cajolery of Sir Robert Peel, and

his worthy assistants, Lord Stanley and

Sir James Graham, deserves the warm-

est approbation. I had hoped, indeed,

that they would have given us a more

popular elective body, and that they

would not have tied us down by the

rate-paying clause. But, seeing their

steadfastness to what they have pro-

posed, I am bound to believe, that they

supposed a more liberal measure would

have been wrecked in the House of

Commons. I am not myself assured

that their fears are not justified. The

division, last night, on this question of

the freemen, shewed evidently the true

spirit of that House, and told us, that

the Reform which Lord Grey would

have us take as final, requires many and

serious alterations. That House does

not yet represent the people of this

country, and I fear that long and ardu-

ous will be the struggle before we shall

succeed in giving to it the character

of a truly popular assembly. Let us

hope that this Corporation Reform is

one step towards that end, and that our

progress though slow, is, nevertheless,

steady and certain.

" ' —^-
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THE DORCHESTER LABOURERS,
It happened that a poor labouring an association, called a Trades' Union

;

man, named Loveless, living in a small to make certain rules for their guidance;
village in Dorsetshire, was, in the year and, at the same time, he explained the

1834, in great distress. He had a use of the Union to the labouring men.
family, and had hitherto supported them He then said that these Unions had been
by his small earnings of seven shillings in existence nearly four months : that

a-week. This sum was about to be their existence was well known to the

reduced to six shillings, and the poor authorities in London ; and that no op-
man saw that the little comforts he had position had been made to them by the

been able to gain for his wife and chil- legal officers of the crown. They had
dren out of this seven shillings (and processions, he said ; they were in the

God knows that these comforts must habit, daily, of acting together as

have been small) were about to be taken unionists ; and they (the men) expected

from him by such a diminution of his much good from the association,

wages. The poor country labourers deter-

In his distress, he writes to his bro- mined to adopt the plan of their bre-

ther, living in London, and tells him his thren in London,

situation and his fears. His brother There was, however, one circum-
writes in answer, that in London the stance in the situation of the country
labouring men had devised a means to labourer that surrounded him with diffi-

prevent the lowering of their wages. culties unknown to the working-man of
The poor labourer of Dorsetshire London. The poor men of a village are

(Loveless) was well known to his bro- few ; they are scattered ; and every
ther to be an honest, upright, and action they perform is known to their

peaceable man,—one who willingly masters. In London great numbers
would not break the law—and his bro- may unite, and, by their very num-
ther, therefore, was careful while ex- bers, place themselves in a position to be
plaining the means used by the labour- respected by their masters. In London
ing men of London to avert the lower- they did not so much dread the masters
ing of their wages, to point out that and therefore did not seek or need con-
their scheme was a perfectly legal one. cealment. In the country they had no
He told him that their mode was to form numbers to defend one another and

JVoia tiw St€*» Pre*. »f C= * W, JUvxell, 15 u*&* Pva*8*jMM* Harwwl**.
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the poor men, therefore, sought to shel-

ter themselves by concealment. In an

evil hour for themselves they formed a

secret association.

Thus far, however, they proceeded

with perfect legality.

They had a right to associate for the

purpose of maintaining or raising the

rate of their wages.

They had aright, if it so pleased them,

to form a secret association.

But, unfortunately, they determined

TO SWEAR ONE ANOTHER TO SECRECY.

Six of these men were informed by

the constable of the village, that there

was a charge against them at Dorches-

ter, and requested them to go there with

him and answer it. The poor fellows,

believing themselves perfectly innocent,

told the constable they would go with

him ; and informed their wives and

families that they would be back in the

evening. The poor men never returned!

Arrived at Dorchester, they found a

body of magistrates, who took deposi-

tions against them, and sent them to

gaol, remanding them to the next Satur-

day, the day on which they were first

examined being Tuesday. The magis-

trates, when the Saturday came, finished

the examination in the gaol and in secret,

and they were finally committed for

trial.

When the trial came on it was found that

they were indicted under an almost forgot-

ten statute made against seditious meet-

ings, the 32 Geo. III. c. 104. In the body

of the Act was a provision making it an

offence subject to transportation, to ad-

minister an oath at any meeting held

for an unlawful purpose ; and the men

Act) indicted (under this portion of the

were for having administered oaths at

•an unlawful meeting.

For an unauthorized person to admi-

nister an oath is, by the common law, an

offence, a misdemeanour—but this of-

fence can be visited only by a common-

Jaw punishment; transportation is not

I TIC*
a common-law punishment—therefore

some statute is required to allow the

infliction of the punishment of trans-

portation.

To bring the administering of the oath

by these labourers to one another, within

the grasp of those who desired to trans-

port them, it was therefore requisite to

prove, not merely that they had com-

mitted an offence against the common

law, but also against some express sta-

tute. The statute selected for this pur-

pose was the one I have above-men-

tioned.*

* There were no less than five Acts of Par-

liament dug up for the purpose of finding some- .

thing on which to found the condemnation of

these men. The following Petition, written by
one who knows the people well, points out the

Acts.

The following PETITION to the KING, for

a Remission of the Sentence of Seven Years'

Transportation, passed at the late Assizes

at Dorchester, upon Six Poor Labourers,

belonging to the Agricultural Friendly Society,

now lies for Signature at the house of Mr S. A.

Way, Surgeon, Druggist, Dentist and Herbalist

No. 4 Park street, Borough Market.

TO the

RING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY,

The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants

of the Metropolis

Humbly Sheweth,

That six men, named James Loveless, George

Loveless, Thomas Stanfield, John Stanfield,

James Hammett, and James Brine, all common
agricultural labourers, or farm servants, have

been convicted at Dorchester of administering

an illegal oath.

That the said six men, with others, were

members of a trade club, or society, called the

Friendly Society of Agricultural Labourers.

That the object of the society was to maintain

the wages of farm servants.

That the rules of the society are similar to

other trade societies, and do not violate any law.

That many societies, composed of highly re-

spectable, honourable, and dignified 'persons,

have similar rules.

That your petitioners do not, however, approve

of any society, whether it be called Agricultural

or Freemason, or by any name whatever, which

has any secret proceedings.

That your Majesty's petitioners are of opinion
• hat clubs or societies of farm servants, free froni



Before the men, however, could be sary to show that the intent of the

brought within this statute it was neces- meeting was an unlawful intent.

all secret proceedings, would be the means of

diffusing improvement among a class of your

Majesty's subjects who are greatly in need of

information, and would tend to put an end to

incendiary fires.

That the large number of such fires, and the

immense destruction of property during the

last four years, would not have taken place had

farm servants been congregated in clubs, as

tradesmen and mechanics have been.

That it seems to be a condition of our nature

that good can only be obtained through a series

of errors, the rectification of which leads to

knowledge, and that clubs of working men, as

well as clubs or associations of other men, in

various ways, from the Parliament downwards,

are means to this end.

That the words of the oath administered by

the six poor uninstructed men, if made one of

the articles of the club, would not, however im-

proper, be a violation of any law.

27 That these poor, uninstructed, unfortunate

men, have been convicted under the provisions

of no less than five separate Acts of Parliament,

namely,—37 Geo. Ill, cap. 123—32 Geo. Ill,

cap. 104—57 Geo. Ill, cap. 19—39 Geo. Ill,

cap. 79—50 Geo. Ill, cap. 104*—some or all

of which acts did not, at the time they were

enacted,7relate to trade societies.

That the poor, ignorant, unfortunate men
who have been convicted, declared upon their

trial, in writing, that if they had done anything
in violation of the act of Parliament, it was
quite unintentional.

That it may be fairly concluded these unin-

formed, • poor men were unacquainted with the

law ; and notwithstanding the maxim that igno-

rance of the law is no excuse for a breach of

the law, still ignorance of the law contained in

no less than five separate acts of Parliament,

passed for different purposes, may, it is sub-

mitted to your Majesty, be pleaded, and your
petitioners hope may be admitted, as an available

plea in the case of these poor unfortunate men.
That there is a wide difference between the

conduct of these poor, ignorant men, who did

not intentionally break any law, and those har-

dened miscreants whose practice it is knowingly
to break the law continually.

That the sentence of seven years' transporta-

tion is the same as is frequently passed on atro-

cious criminals for the commission of crimes of
great enormity.

It was said, at the time the petition was
written, that the men were indicted on all these
acts.

That, under the late regulations, transporta-

tion has been made a very severe punishment in
our penal colonies, to which none ought to be
subjected but those whose habits are inimical to

civilized society ; and your Majesty's petitioners

believe, that the recently ordered severity is in-

tended for such persons, and not for men who
may have committed an offence in ignorance.

That the punishment of transportation is not

advisable, but is greatly too severe, for farm
servants, who have not become demoralized,

reckless criminals, is shown by a despatch from
Lieutenant-Governor Arthur to Viscount Gode-
rich, dated Van Dieman's Land, February 6th,

1833, who, speaking of the farm servants sent

to that colony for rioting, says, « Several of them
died almost immediately from disease, induced,

apparently, by despair ; a great many of them
went about dejected and stupefied with care and
grief, and their situation was not, for a long
time, less unhappy.'*.

That the horrible sufferings of the farm ser-

vants, criminals as they were, were not intended

to be inflicted ; and it is to save these men,
whose conduct is 2much less criminal, and
scarcely more than venial, from such horrible

sufferings, that your Majesty's petitioners now
pray for mercy.

Your Majesty's petitioners are satisfied,^ that

if the severe sentence passed on these poor men
be carried into effect, the same misery will be

inflicted on them as was inflicted on the men at

described by the governor of Van Dieman's
Land, and will defeat the ends of justice, by
increasing the unhappy difference at present ex-

isting, and greatly extending the practice of in-

cendiarism all over the country.

Your Majesty's petitioners are satisfied that a
remission of further punishment, with suitable

admonition and caution, will greatly tend to put
an end to all illegal proceedings, secrecy, and
oaths in trade societies, to produce a better un-
derstanding between labourers and their em-
ployers, and to put an end to all attempts to

fire stacks and barns, the prevalence of whieh
your Majesty's petitioners do most deeply de-
plore.

Your Majesty's petitioners, therefore, most
humbly pray, that, for these reasons, and
because the conviction of the six unfortu-
nate men is the first which has recently
taken place, that your Majesty will be
pleased to remit the sentence passed on
these men, causing such admonition to be
given as may be honourable to your Ma-
jesty's government, merciful to the poor
men, and tend to the well-being of the
whole of your Majesty's subjects.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

'
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But the intent was a perfectly lawful necessary to terrify the labouring

one. A few years since, indeed, it was classes; this blow was given to that

an offence in labourers to combine end; so they were determined to let the

together for the purpose of raising or innocent suffer.

maintaining the rate of wages. But this Things were mentioned in Parliament

law, atrocious in every sense of the term, as aggravating this offence, which de-

was repealed, and it is now perfectly serve to be recorded in the hearts and

lawful for labourers to combine to main- memories of the English people. They

tain their wages, and to protect them- should be known to all of them, and

selves : provided that they do not vio~ handed down as a legacy to the chil-

lently coerce or intimidate any one. dren who shall succeed them. The

The Grand Jury, however, found a time may come when, by some, it may
true bill against the men. The Petty be wished that they were buried in ob-

Jury convicted them, and the Judge sen- livion.

tenced them to seven years' transporta- I pursue the narrative of this case

tion. however, rapidly and briefly, in order

An objection was taken at the trial as that I may come to the late discussion

to the propriety of the verdict. Peti- respecting it. The objections made

tions were immediately presented to the against mercy were then again repeated,

HomeOffice,* stating that serious doubts and may as well be answered once for

were entertained as to the legality of all.
(

the sentence, and praying for a remis- A year has passed away, and the peo-

sion of it. Their case was also men- pie have not forgotten their suffering

tioned in Parliament as one of peculiar brethren. The feeling of commiseration

hardship, and time was asked to learn for their lot is as warm now as when
whether they were legally convicted, they were first convicted. Though far

Everything was refused. The men were off, and many, many thousand miles of

hurried out of the country, and the un- waste waters roll between us and them,

suspecting, and as far as intention was the chain of sympathy is still unbroken,

concerned, innocent men, who had left The thorough good feeling of the Eng-

their native village in the perfect confi- lish people,, their steady and untiring

dence that they should rest that same patience, were never evinced in a mode
night under their own roof-tree, in a more honourable to themselves than in

few weeks found themselves floating the present case. Read any of the his-

upon the waters, transported convicts. torians of our wars, and they will speak

Petition upon petition was presented of the patience, the fortitude, the perse-

to Parliament. The labouring popula- verance of the English soldiery ; they

tion from one end of the kingdom to will describe him as sweeping the hill of

the other was roused and irritated. A Albuera, and showing " with what

sense of insecurity pervaded the people, majesty a British soldier fights ;" they

Injustice had been done, and no one will bring him before your eyes climbing

knew, but that he might undergo the the embattled walls of Badajoz, in the

same fate. All this, in the opinion of face of difficulties that would have ap-

Parliament, signified nothing; it was palled all other men ; they point to the

.

.

field of Waterloo, and tell you again of
The petition above quoted was signed in i • • n j j j r\ • .•

a few hours by many thousand persons, and his unrivalled deeds. Our bosoms swell,

sent to the Home Office before the men left our breath comes thick, as we read these
the country. I have an important Utter in my .1 c , . -

possession, written by Mr Place on this matter,
taies ot horr°r ; &"d, in spite of Our

which 1 shall publish in ajuture pamphlet. sickening disgust for war, we cannot
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but glory in that strange combination

of qualities which has thus greatly dis-

tinguished us from the many millions

who inhabit this earth. But I, my
Countrymen, point not to these fields :

it is not to these that I should go to rind

your worthy qualities. There are fields

of peaceful glory where those qualities

which have borne you victorious through

the brunt of many hundred battles, have

found a nobler theatre—and I would

rather that my countrymen should have

steadily pursued their course, in righting

what they consider an injustice to six

poor labourers—should for twelve long

months have thought of them, and che-

rished the hope of relieving their distress

and redressing their wrongs—I would ra-

ther that you had done these things, I say,

than have seen vou the victors in ahun-

dred fights. If we want examples of

exalted virtue, it is among the humbler

classes that we must seek it ; if we
want to learn to love mankind, let us

mingle with the poor.

From one end of Britain to the other

petitions have come up, and crowded

the table of the House of Commons

;

the people have again forced the case

before their so-called representatives,

and again they have been taught by

their conduct that the House of Com-
mons does not represent thefeelings of the

people.

Mr Wakley, on Thursday, after many
petitions from all parts of England had

been presented, was about to bring for-

ward a motion for the remission of the

sentence of these men, when Lord John

Russell addressed the house and the

Honourable Member, in order to put a

stop to the proceeding. He wished, he

said, to proceed to the discussion of the

Municipal Corporations Reform Bill,

and stated what the Government had

determined to do respecting the case in

question. He told us that four of the

men were to be pardoned at the expira-

tion of two years from the time of their

arrival at Van Dieman's Land, and that

they might return at the end of that

time ; but that the other, two, although

to be pardoned also, were not to return.

This distinction was made because the

two last, viz. the brothers Loveless, were

really well instructed persons : their in-

telligence being supposed to have height-

ened the criminality of their conduct.

Mr Wakley, not considering that this

was just, determined to persevere in his

motion, spite of the entreaties of the

friends of the Ministry. It was indeed

whispered round the House, that Lord

John Russell had actually threatened

us with his resignation if we should

dare to put him into a minority on the

occasion. This threat, however appal-

ling, did not altogether frighten us out

of our senses, so the thing went on.

Mr Wakley then stated the case of

these poor men, in substance such as I

have described it. The touching and

earnest simplicity of his manner, how-

ever, distinguished his address from al-

most everything I ever heard in the

House of Commons. The most pro-

found silence and marked attention told

plainly how powerful was the simple

narrative of these men's sufferings.

No art or trick of the rhetorician was

employed. The story was told as one

of the men might himself have told it,

and the slight provincial accent of the

speaker lent force to the illusion. The

touching letters of Loveless to his wife

were introduced without parade. You

saw that the speaker was in earnest,

that he felt all that he said, and that

his appeal to this evidence was not the

appeal of an advocate, but that of a man

full of honest anxiety lest injustice

should be done. I have, indeed, heard

more magnificent displays of oratorio

power, more passionate bursts of splen-

did eloquence, but a more touching, sim-

ple, and beautiful appeal to our sym-

pathy and our justice it was never my
lot to hear. I saw stout men, their eyes
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glistening with tears : I saw them pale

with deep sympathy in the sad tale that

was being told. They thought of their

own wives, their own children, and their

own homes. They fancied them bereft

of support and aid, helpless and forlorn

amid the wide world, with no one to

comfort, to protect, to instruct, to guide,

or to cherish them. They saw the wor-

thy, kind, and intelligent father rudely

torn from his home, and his little family

left with seven long years of dreary

helplessness before them :—No wonder

that the appeal of Mr Wakley was effec-

tive, even if it had been less powerful

in its unadorned simplicity.*

Mr Hume seconded the motion ; and

Lord John Russell, Lord Howick, Sir

R. Peel, the Attorney-General, the

Solicitor-General, and others opposed,

and Mr Aglionby, Mr Harvey, myself,

and others supported it. I will state

the arguments briefly on one side and

on the other.

Lord John Russell endeavoured to

persuade the House, that the associa-

tion of the labourers was illegal, and to

this end he read some of the rules of

the Union; one of which enjoined every

member to abstain from working for

any master who employed labourers

working for less than a certain sum per

week. The House was horrified at this

enormity. Lord John Russell produced

the effect intended, but he did not prove

the rule illegal, nor did he show that the

* There is a curious circumstance attending

this speech of Mr Wakley's. I never heard any
that produced a greater impression on the House

;

but the reporters left it out. The Chronicle

next day discovered the omission, and, with the

usual veracity of newspapers, declared it was
accidental ! And so the reporters (those gen-

tlemen !) are come to this, are they ? Mr
Hume spoke for half an hour, and his speech

was dismissed with " Mr Hume supported the

motion." I also spoke for the same time, and
was even worse treated than Mr Hume. Two
arguments were put into my mouth that I never

used. Mr Aglionby and Mr Harvey suffered

in the same way. In short, those who spoke

in favour of the poor men, were what the re-

porters call burked.

labourers alone had been guilty of this

very heinous offence.

In the first place, the^ rule was per-

fectly legal so long as the men did not

use violence or intimidation towards

master or workman, and they did nei-

ther of these things.

In the next place, the master tailors

of London last year resolved to employ

no men who would not sign a paper by

which they covenanted not to belong to

the Trades Unions. This is a case ex-

actly similar to that of the labourers in

question, only the masters do with im-

punity what the labourers were punished

for doing. So much then for that argu-

ment.

But it was said that the labourers in

administering the oath used certain

mummeries.

We allow that they did—we allow

that it was foolish to use them. To
frighten men with death's heads is a

folly, nothing more. But men are not

to be transported for a folly.

But are not the gentry the cause of

this folly ? Have they not, by playing

at Freemasons, set the people the exam-

ple of this foolish mummery, and this

improper oath-taking? The legislature,

in its kindness and wisdom, has thought

fit to allow by name this oath-taking on

the part of the Freemasons. Now, we

are constantly told that the great use of

gentlemen is to set a bright and shining

example to the poor; and in the country

particularly, we know that the gentle-

men's habits have an extraordinary in-

fluence over those of the poor of their

neighbourhoods. Is it wonderful, then,

that the men in question should have

recourse to mummery and oath-taking,

when they were and are in the habit

of seeing the gentlemen do the same

thing?

But, says Lord Howick, if the la-

bourers are allowed thus to combine,

and coerce their masters, capital will

leave the country, and irreparable evil



will be done. This cry and lamentation

comes too late. Yon must not stretch

the law. The law formally allows the

combination, and it is an injustice to

punish men for combining under the

pretence of punishing them for oath-

taking.

I had said, before the noble Lord

spoke, that these men were arraigned

for one offence and punished for an-

other — they were tried for taking

and administering oaths—they were

punished for combining. The noble

Lord acknowledged the truth of my
statement by the very use of the argu-

ment here answered.

But what is this fear of combinations

among labouring men ? Lord Howick

calls himself a political economist ; and

is just one of those who bring political

economy into hatred and contempt. I

should exceedingly like to know, by

what principle of that science the noble

Lord learned that such a combination

was an ill thing to the community at

large. It will lower profits, says the

noble Lord. I deny it. Does the no-

ble Lord mean to say that if the labour-

ers were all of them in such a position

as to be able to demand higher wages,

that the country would suffer? Does

he not know—he ought* if he knows

anything of this political science—that if

they could do so, they would really be

in that condition in which all good men

and all wise politicians wish to see them.

He should have known also, that all

these combinations, so long as they ab-

stain from violence and intimidation,

must have the effect of leading the peo-

ple beneficially to this desired position.

I am perfectly confident that there is no

man who knows the circumstances on

which the rate of wages muston the long

run depend, but must see the truth of

what I here state.

But 1 would ask, is there nothing be-

hind? Is there no secret terror lurking

in the noble Lord's mind ? Was there

no terror in the Magistrates and Grand

Jury, with Mr Ponsonby at their head I

Was this not another example of the

many shapes which the strife now going

on between Democracy and Aristocracy

is hourly assuming 1 Was it not terror

of the people—of their growing, intelli-

gence-—of their daily increasing power

—that induced the gentry to deal but

this injustice? There are too many

sig;ns and tokens of this, to make us

doubt it. But wo, I say, unto those

men who have set this evil example 2

The time will assuredly come when they

will reap their reward, and weep the

bitter tears of an useless repentance.

The two brothers Loveless are ex-

cepted from the pardon, and condemned

to linger out their long term of seven

years in banishment. Why are they

excepted ? Because they are intelli-

gent persons, and ought to have known

that their acts were culpable. But is

this a correct deduction ? First, was

there culpability in their acts ?—and* se-

cond, ought they to have known that

there was ?

Now as to the culpability. There

was none, legal or moral, in combining;

none in secretly combining. They were

wrong, in the eye of the law, for admi-

nistering oaths ; but was the legal or

moral culpability of this act so great as

to warrant so harsh a punishment? and

was the intelligence of these men of that

sort which would lead them to under-

stand legal enactments which no one

had ever laid before them ? Lord John

Russell himself acknowledged that,

morally, they were not guilty. What

did he mean by this ? He meant that;

by the ordinary rules of moral conduct;

in the common acceptation of ordinary

men, the act which they performed

would be deemeel a guiltless one. , They

were, however, he says, legally guilty.

But no degree of intelligence will tel

us what the law may have determined in

certain cases against the prdinary feel-

"
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ings of mankind. The legislature) for that he had been admitted, though a

example, to use an illustration of Black- poor day-labourer, a preacher in the

stone, lays an impost on the importation Wesleyan connection. This was strong

of wool, thereby the importing of wool proof of good conduct, of good inten-

without payment becomes an offence, tions. That steadiness and industry

But unless the law be expressly told to which, under circumstances so unfa-

a man, no degree of intelligence will vourable, had enabled him to cultivate

lead him to discover that the act is ille- his understanding to this point, to ac-

gal. So then, in this case, when we say quire the confidence of those around

the men were morally innocent, we him, were strong presumptions in his

mean that they did not know the law, favour, and yet, under a narrow and

neither could they learn it by any means vulgar view of this unhappy case, they

within their reach. have been turned to his lasting disadvan-

It is said that the country magistrates tage. Will not the poor say to the rich,

had part of the statutes printed and after this, u Yes, indeed, you pretend

circulated, and that one of the printed to care for our welfare, you make great

papers was found on the person of one show of meddling with our instruction,

of the Lovelesses, and that they there- but you have bo real wish to see us

fore did know the law. In answer, it instructed ? You turn our best endea-

has been proved that this paper came vours against us ; and that which ought

into the possession of Loveless on Sun- to serve as our safeguard you make the

day night ; he was taken up on Tues- chief instrument of our ruin."

day morning, and the act for which he " You have two weights, and two

was tried and convicted was performed measures ; and, for the same fact, one

many days before the Sunday. So that man is acquitted, another condemned."

this plea for cruelty is also insufficient. This charge may the poor bring against

One word, however, as to this instruc- the administration of justice among us.

tion, which has been turned against Love- The night after the condemnation of

less. It has been used as an argument Loveless and his brother by the House

to prove him a dangerous person : it has of Commons, we were assailed by

been used to show that his character piteous applications on the part of cer-

was an evil one. Let us learn how this tain Gentlemen convicted of bribery.

j nstruction was acquired, and see if it Much stress was laid on the fact of

be not strong presumption in favour of these persons being gentlemen ; of their

upright, rather than of evil intentions. being educated men, and on the hardship

Loveless, as I have said, was a day- of subjecting such men to the degrada-

labourer, earning seven shillings a-week, tion of a gaol, and the society of felons.

Living on this small sum, he had con- The whole Tory bench was quite excited

trived, by diligence, not merely to ac- by sympathy ; so much so, indeed, that

quire a very respectable knowledge of they seemed wholly to have forgotten

the means or instruments of instruction, the proceedings of the night before.

viz. reading and writing, but also had The case of these Ipswich bribers

attained a very uncommon knowledge affords an instructive contrast to that of

of the doctrines and precepts of his re- the Dorset labourers. In the case of

ligion. His mind had been turned to- the former, their education did enhance

wards serious things, and theology, or their guilt, and afford strong presump-

religion rather, had occupied the chief tion against their character ; while, in

part of his thoughts. So great, indeed, that of the latter, the education of the

had been his progress in this science, persons implicated did not increase
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their guilt, if guilt there were, but in the\eye of the law, it did give his

afforded very powerful presumptions in judges and the Government a strong

their favour. proof of his excellent character and

Mr O'Malley and his brother bribers previous good conduct. They ought to

were educated as their class is educated have said," From this man's previous life,

—they have acquired no extraordinary from his extraordinary attainments, ex-

knowledge, and are, in point of in- traordinary in a working man earning

struction, in no way distinguished from seven shillings a-week, we have strong

their fellows. Their education, then, is evidence that he is a well-intentioned

no proof of superior diligence, perse- man. We know that he is a good hus-

verance, or abstinence. They have band, a good son, a good father—we

been educated in the ordinary routine know that he is an upright man in all

of their class, and can lay no claim to his dealings, that he is sober, industri-

peculiar consideration. But, by their ous, patient, and persevering, also

education, they had learned that the strictly and sincerely religious. We
acts of which they were guilty were have, therefore, good reason to believe

heinous offences in the eye of the law : that his object was a worthy one, and

heinous, also, according to the morality that his ignorance alone has led him to

of the day, and of their class. Recol- do that which the law has considered

lect well what bribery is. You, for a an offence." This, I say, is what the

sum of money, induce a man always to Judges and theGovernment ought to have

lie, and often to perjure himself. You said. They did not say this— it appears

also put a temptation in his way, in they did not feel it. The ignorance

order to lead him from the path of his they evinced of their duties is to me far

duty, and make him sacrifice the pub- more extraordinary than the ignorance

lie to his immediate private well-being, of poor Loveless. They were ignorant

Remember, also, that this was done by of the very chief of their duties—he

men who thoroughly understood the was ignorant of a difficult and doubtful

nature of the offence—who were them- point of law. They are educated Judges,

selves men not pressed by want, but in and Ministers of State—he was a farm-

easy circumstances, coming with money ing man, earning seven shillings a-week,

in their hands to tempt the poor and Let the people of England look upon

the ignorant ! Who will say, that in the contrast

!

this case, the education of the offend- " But," said Lord John Russell," if we
ers did not increase their guilt? allow these men to come back, we shall

In the case of Loveless, the matter be supposed to acknowledge that we did

was wholly different. I have shown wrong;" and, thus, because they shall

that his instruction could not lead him not be said to have done wrong, they

to know that there was any guilt in the continue to do it. I am heartily sorry

act he was performing. At this moment, that the noble Lord used this argument.

I myself am strongly inclined to be- It was unworthy his position and him-

lieve that his offence was only a com- self.

mon-law offence. So are many others, It is just, or unjust, to let these men
far more instructed in these matters than return ; the punishment of seven years'

I can pretend to be. How then can we transportation was too severe, or it was
say that Loveless should have known not. If the punishment be too severe,

that it was unlawful? But, while his if it be just to let them return, as a ruler

instruction did not give him the means of the people, he ought not to ask what
of knowing that his act was an offence men will say of the punishing the men
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in the first instance. That punishment

will not be more justifiable, because

men say certain things of it now, and

no subsequent severity can justify the

first severity, if that first severity were

originally wrong; and, if it were origi-

nally right, it cannot be made wrong,

by subsequent leniency. This argument,

then, used by the noble Lord, evinces

want of firmness, and also want of con-

fidence in the first proceeding. It is

just the mode that a weak man would

pursue to gloss over a former weak-

ness.

But Sir Robert Peel has an argument

in favour of rigour towards these unfor-

tunate men. The Tories are never back-

ward in supporting the Whigs when

doing wrong. Sir Robert Peel's argu-

ment was of the true plausible stamp; it

was a pretence. He would vote against

Mr Wakley's motion, because that mo-

tion was an invasion of the King's pre-

rogative.

Let us understand what is meant by

this fine phrase. When a man is found

guilty by a jury, and sentenced by a

judge, he undergoes a second trial,

which is carried on in secret. This trial

is conducted in the chamber of the

Home Secretary. He investigates the

case, and determines whether the sen-

tence shall be carried into execution or

not

—

and as he determines, the King acts.

It is the Minister's act, and not the

King's. It is, for form's sake, spoken

of as the Kings prerogative ; but we all

know that the Minister is the person

who has really determined. It is the

Minister's act.

Now, then, what is the meaning of

Sir Robert Peel's argument? Simply

this:— I will vote against interfering

with the trial of the prisoner, carried on

in secret by the Home Secretary. What-

ever he chooses to do, I will not even

ask him to reconsider his decision, be-

cause it is called the prerogative of the

King. I am so overpowered by that

word prerogative, that I will not inter-

fere with it, though I know full well

that it means merely the discretion of

the Minister. This argument was worthy

of the armoury from whence it was
drawn.

It does so happen however, that, in

the House of Commons' jargon, we can

constitutionally interfere in this way.

The King is not responsible—but the

Ministers are. The Minister advises,

and, for that advice, is responsible. If

the House of Commons thought fit, it

could punish the Ministers for the act

in question. Sir Robert will not deny

this. But if they could punish the

Ministers, surely they may humbly re-

quest his Majesty to change the course

he has hitherto pursued. There would

not, in this, be any imputation on the

Ministers. There is no blame of the

former proceeding implied, but the re-

presentatives of the people, speaking

in the name and behalf of the people,

entreat the Sovereign to remit a sen-

tence, against which the feelings of the

people revolt. To whom shall the

Sovereign turn for information re-

specting the feelings of the people,

if not to the people's representa-

tives ? And shall it be called an

improper trenching upon the peculiar

privileges of the Sovereign, if the

House of Commons presume humbly

to state to his Majesty what the people

think and feel ?

There is another class of arguments

relating to this case that ought to have

weight with legislators, but which, un-

fortunately, are not fitted for the atmos-

phere of the House of Commons. That

House does not love to hear of its du-

ties. Flatter its vanity, talk about its

honour, speak of its dignity, and all will

listen and will cheer you. Presume,

however, to whisper that the House has

a duty towards the people, that the

people have a right to complain when

those duties are not performed, and
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then a deaf ear is turned to your obser-

vations. It was suggested to the House

of Commons, however, though coldly

listened to, that when penalties so se-

vere were affixed to offences, it was the

duty of the legislature to take care that

the law should be promulgated, that

the people should be able to learn their

duty, and that the legislature should

throw no impediment in the way of their

acquiring such knowledge. They were

also told that the Parliament of England

had not done its duty in this matter

;

that it had not promulgated the law,

but that it had done much to hinder the

people learning it. The following words

of Bentham were quoted to them, but

they heeded not the bitter reproof which

was conveyed by the illustration :

—

ASHHURST.
IV.

—

Happily for us, we are not bound by any

laws but such as every man has the means of

knowing.

In other words:—

Every man has the means of knowing all the laws

he is bound by.

TRUTH.

Scarce any man has the means of knowing a

twentieth part of the laws he is bound by.

Both sorts of law are kept most happily and

carefully from the knowledge of the people:

statute law by its shape and bulk; common
law by its very essence. It is the Judges (as

we have seen) that make the common law:

—

Do you know how they make it ? Just as a

man makes laws for his dog. When your dog

does anything you want to break him of, you

wait till he does it, and then beat him for it.

This is the way you make laws for your dog:

and this is the way the*Judges make laws for

you and me. They won't tell a man before

hand what it is he should not do, they won't so

much as allow of his being told : they lie by
till he has done something which they say he
should not have done, and then they hang him
for it. What way then has any man of coming
at this dog-law ? Only by watching their pro-

# ceedings : by observing in what cases they have
hanged a man, in what cases they have sent

him to jail, in what cases they have seized his

goods, and so forth. These proceedings they
won't publish themselves, and if anybody else

publishes them, it Js,'what they call a contempt

of court, and a man may be sent to* jail

for it.

If then you can be in" the four Westmin-
ster Hall courts, and the twelve circuit courts,

and a hundred other such places at once, if you
can hear everything and forget nothing, if the

whole kingdom can squeeze itself into a place

contrived on purpose that it may hold none but

lawyers, if it can live in those places for ever,

and has always lived in them, the ' whole king*,

dom y may have that knowledge which Mr
Justice says it has of the law, and then it will

have no further difficulty than to guess what
inference the Judge or Judges will make from

all this knowledge in each case.

Counsellors, who have nothing better to

do, watch these cases as well as they can, and

set them down in their note-books to make a

trade of them ; and so if you want to know
whether a bargain you want to make, for ex-

ample, will stand good, you must go with a

handful of guineas in your hand, and give half

of them to an attorney for him to give t'other

half to a counsellor ; and when he has told you
all is right, out comes a counsellor of , the other

side with a case of his own taking, which his

brother knew nothing of, which shows you
were in the wrong box, and so you lose your

money. Some of them to drive a penny, run

the risk of being sent to jail,
: and. publish their

note-book, which they call reports. But this

is as it happens, and a Judge hears a case out

of one of these report books, or says it is good

for nothing, and forbids it to be spoken of, as

he pleases.

" How should plain men know what is law

when Judges cannot tell what it is themselves?

Mere than a hundred years ago, Lord Chief

Justice Hale had the honesty to confess he

could not so much as tell what theft was;

which, however, did not prevent his hanging

men forf theft. There was then no statute

law to tell us what is, or what is not, theft

;

no more is there to this day : and so it is with

murder, and libel, and a thousand other things

;

particularly the things that are of the most im-

portance.

" Miserable," says that great Lord Coke, " mi-

serable is the slavery of that people among whom
the law is either unsettled or unknown." Which
then do you think is the sort of law which the

whole host of lawyers, from Coke himself down
to Blackstone, have been trumpeting in prefer-

ence ? That very sort of bastard law I have

been describing to you, which they, themselves,

call the unwritten law ; which is no more made

* Burrow's Reports, Preface.

i f Hale's Pleas of the Crown ; title, Larceny.
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than it is written ; which has not so much as a

shape to appear in, not so much as a word which

any body can say belongs to it ; which is every

where and no where ; which comes from nobody,

and is addressed to nobody ; and which, so long

as it is what it is, can never, by any possibility,

be either known or settled.

How should lawyers be otherwise than fond

of this brat of their own begetting, or how

should they bear to part with it ? It carries in

its hand a rule of wax, which they twist about

as they please ; a hook to lead the people by the

nose ; and a pair of shears to fleece them with.

The French have had enough of this dog-law ;

they are turning it as fast as they can, into sta-

tute law, that every body may have a rule to go

by ; rior do they ever make a law without doing

all they can think of to let every creature among

them know of it. The French have done many

abominable things, but is this one of them ?

Have you a mind, my countrymen, to see two

faces under one hood ? Here two Juries

charged, a Grand Jury, and a Petty. Gentlemen

~i>1 the Grand Jurv! You and every body may

know what the law is if you please; you are

hound by none that you have not the means of

knowing.—? Gentlemen of the Petty Jury ! The

fact is all you ever have to do with ; it is our busi-

ness to say what the law is ; for say what you will,

itis impossible that you should know anything about

the matter. This was the language of Mr Jus-

tice and his brethren, 'till Parliament, t'other

day, in spite of their teeth, taught them a better

lesson.—God bless the Parliament !—No dog-

law !—Parliament for ever !

Mind this teacher of "peace" and subordina-

tion. According to him, if there are any laws

which are made otherwise than " with the eon-

sent of the whole kingdom," or, that "every man

has not the means of knowing, we are not bound'

—

by them.—And this he calls a happiness for us !
*

—God ever keep us from such happiness ! Bad

as the law is, and badly as it is made, it is the

tie that holds society together. Were it ten

times as bad as possible, it would still be better

than none ; obey it we must, or everything we
hold dear would be at an end.

Obey it we must ; but to obey it we must

know it l And shall they whose business it

is to make and obey it, be suffered to keep it

from us any longer ?

Now I will tell you, my dear countrymen,
what Mr Justice knows better things than to

tell you, how it is that what he would make you
believe about every man being his own lawyer,

might be made true : If what there is good of

common law were turned into statute ; if what is

common in both to every class of persons were
put into one great book (it need not be a very

great one), and what is particular to this and
that class of persons were made into so many
Jittle books, so that every man should have
what belongs to him apart, without being loaded,

with what does not belong to him ; if the ge-

neral law book were read through in churches,

and put into boys' hands, and made into exer-

cises when they are at school ; and if every boy,

when he came of age, were to produce a copy of

it, written with his own hand, before he were
allowed a vote or any other privilege ; and if

this general law book contained a complete list

of the particular ones, and measures were taken
for putting them, and each of them, into each

man's hand, as soon as the occasion happened
which gave him a concern in it.

Such, then, is' the case of the six

poor labourers of Dorsetshire. Let the

people of England determine whether

to them Justice has been administered.

J. A. Roebuck.

* " Happily for us, we are not bound by any
laws but such as are ordained by the virtual

consent of the whole kingdom, and which every
man has the means of knowing."—Ashhurst.

ON THE QUALIFICATION CLAUSE OF THE
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION BILL

Xme chief object of the proposed sys- prevent its effecting this object, the sys-

tem of local governments is to create in tern itself, or the conditions connected

favour of all civic and local officers with it, will be mischievous. As at pre-

such feelings of respect and good-will sent framed, the Municipal Corpora*

as may secure to them the support of tion Reform Bill gives to the whole '

the majority of those over whom they body of householders in towns an im-

fcjiall exercise any power. If it fails to mediate interest in the character of

effect this object, or if any condition those who shall administer local affairs*

shall be connected .with it, that shall and it proposes that the new Corpora*
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tions shall afford all the advantages de-

rived from the old ones, while, at the

same time the Members of such bodies

shall always receive the greatest de-

gree of respect and authority, without

the necessity of any degrading exhibi-

tions of force or of military aid. To

disturb the beneficial effects which will

arise from the existence of good fecl-

ngs between the members of local

governments and the inhabitants of

towns, Sir R. Peel and others, who

lately affected so much interest in favor

of popular rights in the case of freemen,

have insisted, though happily without

success, upon a property qualification of

the members of Town Councils. If injus-

tice and vice prevailed among the poorer

classes in the degree of intensity which

should render such a qualification neces

sary, the state of society in which we

live would be intolerable, and the evils

of poverty would be of a most afflicting

character. The fears, however, that are

entertained are unjustifiable, and the

pretence for a qualification must depend

upon these reasons

:

1

.

That the majority of householders

will make an improper choice of mem-

bers of Town Councils, and therefore

should be restricted in their choice.

2. That they have not an interest in

the good government of the town in

which they live, and desire to be badly

governed, and for that purpose will

choose bad governors.

3. That if they have an interest in

the good government of their town, that

they will not be able to select those who

can accomplish their wishes.

Now all these reasons constitute ob-

jections to the franchise itself ; and a

qualification can only be suggested as

a side-blow to destroy the franchise.

All parties admit the franchise to be

proper, and they agree in selecting a

class of persons competent to discharge

SLvery^mportant duty—that of choosing

governors*, When* hpwever> this

class is to perform that duty, their in-

competence to choose is insisted on,

and another class is named to which

their choice is to be restricted. If the

new class was perfectly virtuous and

free from persons of depraved and vicious

habits, the choice would necessarily be

among those whose virtues would, with-

out exception, entitle them to respect.

To find such a class is impossible, and

the power of making a bad choice, from

the class proposed, is as great as it

would be if the choice was not limited.

Those disposed to act ill will have equal

power and equal opportunity to do so,

if a qualification is required, as they

would have, if no qualification was ne-

cessary. For good purposes a quali-

fication cannot be of any avail, and

would be productive of the most mis-

chievous consequences.

Suppose such a qualification insisted

on, and that the majority of electors

are excluded from the Town Council;

those excluded will constitute a de»

graded class. Whatever intelligence

it may possess ; however creditably

they may have acted in parish or dis-

trict offices, no industry, no ability,

nothing save money, can qualify: them
to receive any authority or power from

those by whom they may be most justly

esteemed.

Every person who has dwelt in a

town must have observed the petty title

to superiority which those living in the

best situations of the town claim over

those who are not so fortunately circum-

stanced. They generally form a dis-

tinct society from that of the great body

of householders; their affluence and

their position leads them often to adopt

airs and follies, which are sufficiently

offensive in those whom they imitate.

If these persons were to form a local

money aristocracy, entitled to peculiar

political : privileges, all the now trifling

jealousies of trade will be converted

into feelings of great animosity, On
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one side will be an insulting' superiority

added to rival feelings of commercial

competition, and on the other a bitter

and painful sense of degradation.

While, upon the contrary, so long as all

the electors are upon the same footing,

the richer classes will have an interest

in suppressing any trading jealousy, and

will have the greatest inducements to

cultivate the goodwill of their poorer

neighbours. The political position of

both parties being one of equality, there

will be no excuse for and no cause of

hostility. Both will have the same inte-

rests, and if they differ, will differ with

no malignant feelings. Their general

objects will be the same, and the sug-

gestions for public purposes that either

may make, will be considerately re-*

garded.

One pretence for a qualification is

the necessity of creating respect for

property. Now every town is divided-

into classes, or little knots of persons,

in which it will be found that a few in-

telligent and active men take the lead,

that their opinion is listened to with

respect, and that their character and

conduct is very praiseworthy. If any

duty requiring superior knowledge is to

be performed, these persons are always

selected to perform it. Their character

is the source of their influence, and will

be found to be well deserved. If these

persons should not possess a pecuniary

qualification, and should be exposed to

the offensive remarks of richer persons,

•who mav dislike their influence, will

the law which conf

lege to choose Iocj

mocks them in their

them perform an

Whatever attacks 01

feared, a property

cause the greatest ir

such attacks.
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consider a place in the Town Council

an object of ambition, will feel no hesi-

tation in giving* feasts and treats to

secure his election. The law will pre-

vent such conduct being considered as

degrading: and base, and will offer no

inducements to the electors to resist the

temptations offered. The importance of

the obligations imposed upon the electors

will be forgotten, and the Town Coun-

cil will be constituted of those who can

have no claim to respect.

In the election of the Town Council,

it is of great moment to prevent indif-

ference being felt by the body of the

people, respecting those whpm they

elect. A qualification must create this

feeling. There can be no generous

emulation, no anxiety to deserve the

good wishes and the support of electors,

no mutual endeavours to invest a trust-

worthy person with an office, which the

law deprives of its highest title to consi-

deration—the good-will of the many con-

ferred for personal merit. That which

is now witnessed in case of Commis-

sioners of Police, will occur—few per-

sons will attend the e 1

grossest misconduct wil

worst of the rich will be <

the best of the rich will

tation to undertake an c
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proceedings; his ineffi<
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will secure, on future e
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MR ALBANY FONBLANQUE XA D
MR ROEBUCK.

Athensum, June .

"^Sir,—In your paper on the stamped press

you observe, that " it has suited Mr Fonblanque
to compare me with Lord Winchelsea, and
thereby to insinuate, that I desired to put down
the Press. He knows that this is a false in-

sinuation." And in another passage you say,

with relation to the same subject, " He insinu-

The following answer w
Frances Knowles by Sir W
on the part of Mr Roebuck

" Sir,—As from your 1

no such insinuation as I (

tended by you, I have no hi

ing the imputation of wilf

I applied to you, and regre

sion of your meaning which
" I remain, Sir, your o
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"Probably, Sir, I make no mistake In iden.
tifying that name with yours.

•' The pamphlet sets out by an announce-
ment that the author means to ' try conclu-
sions ' with certain 'gentry' whom he charges
with endeavouring to " frighten ' him, and
then, as if he had the slightest reason for in-

sinuating that I was one of • these gentry,' he
applies to me a long series and extensive variety
of the foulest epithets in the English language
-—such as 'cowardice,' 'baseness,' 'skulking,*
in order to escape the punishment due to my
acts; • dishonesty,' ' selling myself to the Tory
party ;' « charjatanism in society, to hide my
editorship of The Times,' and a degree of de-
pravity worse than that of an 'assassin.'

" Now, Sir, if the folly of such expressions
were not exceeded by their iniquity as directed
against myself, I should not have deemed them
worthy of the slightest notice.

"There is only one word in the English
dictionary by which they can be fitly charac-
terized. Wishing, however, to write like a
gentleman, I shall just say that, from what-
ever quarter they proceed, they are gross and
shameful misrepresentations of every part of
my principles-and conduct.

" I cannot violate confidences reposed in me
hy going into Specific refutations of charges
which no man living has the shadow of right, in
truth or justice, to affix to my name or history.

" I never have been technically or morally
connected in any manner with the editorship of
The Times, not possessing over the course or
choice of its politics any power or influence

beside the subject of my application to you as
the avowed author of the pamphlet in question.

M My first purpose is to contradict in distinct
and unequivocal terms, generally and individu-
ally, one and all of the assertions which the
author of that pamphlet has made wiih refer-
ence to myself.

" Your absolute ignorance of every fact which
concerns me does not seem to have prevented
you from assuming such as are absolutely false
ofthemselves, and of the most discreditable na-
ture, if capable of being supported ; nor has it

restrained you from coupling them with lan-
guage the most personally offensive and wan-
tonly insulting.

r
H I state this one unvarying absence of truth

in each and e\ery one of the accusations in the

pamphlet, rather as a warning to your con-
science, against the injustice of persisting in

them, than as any indulgence of temper or

resentment on my part. My friend, Colonel
Campbell, who delivers you this letter, will

apprise you of my claim to a retractation of

those outrageous and scurrilous phrases which
the author of the pamphlet has thought proper
to apply to me.

" I cannot permit myself to doubt that you
will see the moral propriety of relieving your
own mind from the consciousness of having
given them circulation.

" I have the honour to be,

" Sir, your obedient servant,

" Edward Stirling.
" J. A. Roebuck, Esq., M.P., Gray's inn."

" 72 Pallmall, JuneS?.
" Sir William Molesworth, on the part of

his friend, Mr Roebuck, remits to Colonel

Campbell a letter from Mr Roebuck, addressed

to Mr Stirling, the contents of which Sir Wil-
liam considers as perfectly satisfactory to the

honour and gratifying to the good feelings of
both parties.

" Lieutenant-Colonel Campbell. 1'

" June!J7.

" Sir,—Your letter has been delivered to me
by Colonel Campbell. In that letter you ex-

press yourself in the following manner :

—

" ' I have never been technically or morally
connected in any manner with the editorship of
The Times, not possessing over the course or

choice of its politics any power or influence

whatsoever, nor, by consequence, being respon-

sible for its acts.*****
" ' My first purpose is to contradict, in dis-

tinct and unequivocal terms, generally and in-

dividually, one and all of the assertions which
the author of the pamphlet has made with refe-

rence to myself.'
*' In reply thereto I am ready to state my

belief that I have written the passages bearing
upon you personally under erroneous impres-

sions of your character and conduct. I there-

fore request you to consider the language
which you complain of as disavowed by me and
withdrawn, and I regret the misapprehension,

and the words which I used in consequence
thereof, and that I should have thus hurt your
feelings.

" I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

" J. A. Roebuck."

i
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ON THE AMUSEMENTS OF THE ARISTOCRACY
AND OF THE PEOPLE.

Mr Hume has brought in a bill to allow hands and seals of four or more justices

the working people to enjoy Music and there assembled (except the theatres of

Dancing. Drury lane, Covent garden, and Hay-
" Allow people to enjoy Music and market, and other entertainments exer-

Dancing!" exclaimed a foreigner, who cised by letters patent, or licence of the

having heard Englishmen boast of their crown or of the Lord Chamberlain)

liberal institutions, expected to find shall be deemed a disorderly house or

matters better here than on the Con- place, and the keeper thereof shall for-

tinent,—" allow people to enjoy dancing feit 100/., with full costs to him who
and music ; were they ever prohibited shall sue (in six months) in any of the

by law from so doing in England V* Courts ofWestminster, and be otherwise

I answered the question by opening punishabfe as in case of disorderly

'Burn's Justice,' at the article "Ale- houses : and the person who shall appear

house," and read to my friend the fol- to act as master, or having the manage-

lowing words :

—

ment of such gaming house, or other

« Any house, room, or garden, or disorderly house, shall be deemed a

other place kept for public dancing, keeper thereof, and liable as such ; and

music, or other public entertainment of it shall be lawful for any constable or

the like kind, in London and Westmin- other person, being authorised by war-

ster, or within twenty miles thereof, rant under the hand and seal of one

without licence from the last preceding justice, to enter such house or place, and

Michaelmas Quarter Sessions, under the to seize every person found therein, tkat

From the Steam Press ofC & W. Reyj*eli,,«16 Little Pnlteney street, Haymarkct.
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they may be dealt with according to lessen the vice of intoxication. You
law." English are doubtless a very wise nation,

"But," said my friend, "these jus- but nevertheless you commit some ex-

tices do allow such licences, do they traordinary follies."

not, and only use their power to limit The surprise of my friend was natu-

the number of such houses, and to curb ral, and would have been still greater

any impropriety of conduct therein?" had he known more acurately the con-

« You are mistaken," I answered. duct of our Aristocracy, as respects

" Our justices of the peace are exceed- their own pleasures, and those of the

ingly moral justices, and dislike Music Poor generally. The contrast between

and Dancing when the poor enjoy them." the two cases would have created in his

" But they enjoy Music and Dancing, mind astonishment, and perhaps indig-

and even gambling, themselves. They nation ; for he would then have known,

go to the opera—they have balls at that while they have been rigid, over-

home—they have race balls, and county righteous, and harsh in their restrictions

balls, and assemblies—they indulge in of the people's pleasures, they have pur-

horse-racing; and Crockford's is one sued their own unchecked by any regard

of the finest places in London. Surely, to the mischief done thereby to the

when they have all these things for public weal. As respects the Amuse-

themselves, they do not begrudge the ments of the People, they have pre-

poor a cracked fiddle, and a hearty tended to a super-excellent righteous-

dance." ness ; as respects their own, they have

" You little know the character of our been criminally lax and licentious,

rulers. They have no objection to Mu- Some may sav that this statement is

sic or to Dancing, or to gaming in the an exaggeration. Let us see if I can-

abstract.—This is proved by their own not bear lt out to tlie letter,

indulgence in Dancing, Music, and And first
>
as t0

even Gaming. But they dislike seeing the restrictions on the amu*e-
a man dancing in a rough coat : music ments of the poor.

is an abomination to them when the The Act which I have above quoted

poor listen, and beggar-my-neighbour cuts off the people of London and its

even becomes a heinous offence, when vicinity from all enjoyment of music or

two working men hold the cards. The dancing. Our climate prevents, for the

vice is not in the thing itself; it lies in most part, any indulgence of this kind

the fact that a poor man enjoys it." out of doors ; and if the people in and
" I am puzzled," said the foreigner

; about London were willing to dance out

" I cannot understand why this should of doors, where would they find a place

be. On the Continent we do not dread in which they would be allowed to do

Music or Dancing—on the contrary, so ? But a poor man's house is usually

they form part of the national education far too small to permit dancing within

both of Germany and France, because it, so that he is obliged to have resort

we believe that both the one and the to some public place if he desires to

other have a beneficial effect on the dance. That public place is by this Act

manners and the feelings of the people, denied him.

We believe that indulgence in this social " But conceive, if possible," says some

amusement tends to make all more sour fanatic, " the horrible immorality

gentle, kind, and good-natured,—that that would spring from such indulgence!"

it Softens asperities of language and I desire to know how—-in what manner?

behaviour, and tends very materially to You allow the public-house to be open

;
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you allow men to drink, after a sad un- have done. Day after day, upon the

social fashion, as much as they please ; same plea of immorality, we have the

drunkenness seems in no way to affright Fairs of the people put down. We do
you. You open the gin-shop, and shut not like congregations of the people,

up the dancing-green. therefore we put down Fairs. We are a

" Yes, but," says the same sour ob- decorous generation, and the boisterous

jector, " you bring men and women mirth of the populace offends us. It

together." Well, and what harm in was all very well in olden times to have

that ? The more the sexes are brought Fairs. When the great man of the place

together in public the better. Evil does and his family went out and mingled

not arise from associating together be- with their retainers, when there was a

fore a large number of friends. Deco- bow and a scrape for the Squire, and

rum will be observed by all, when all God bless your honour, and long live

are looking on. It is the hidden and the " Blunderheads," were the dulcet

secret meeting that does mischief—not sounds which saluted his ears, then

the open and known one. was he pleased, and his brother squires

"ButVauxhall is not shut up." "Oh were pleased with Fairs. But when the

no ; but none but respectable people go people went there without thinking of

there." " How do you know that?" any great man ; when it became "hail
f< Because they pay before they are ad- fellow well met ;" then the whole matter

initted." Money again, the test of all became democratical, and, being demo-

virtue in this country; and so every cratical, was therefore immoral, and

poor man who cannot afford to pay for was to be put an end to. So Fairs be-

himself and his wife, and say his daugh- came of bad odour, and the Legislature

ter or son, is not respectable, and may set its face against them,

not be admitted to the pleasures even But this was not all. It happened

of such a place as Vauxhall ! But that throughout England most parishes

I go further, and ask the Licensing Ma- had some common, green, or piece of

gistrates of Surrey, who took great land, on which the people met and en-

pains to light up the dark walks of joyed themselves. These Commons also

Vauxhall, whether they do not know afforded to the poor certain advantages

that Vauxhall is anything but respect- respecting their few geese, or pigs, and

able. It is a scene of disgraceful licen- perhaps an ass. These, in my eyes,

tiousness ; it is, for the most part, a were vested rights—very sacred rights,

meeting of drunkards, pickpockets, and too. But, in the eyes of English legis-

prostitutes ; and the virtue of the Ma- lators, rights are not always sacred,

gistrates and the Gentry can permit this though, in cant phrase, they be vested.

place, and yet be violently shocked at They are sacred when they belong to

the very idea of some poor men dancing the rich.

to the sound of a fiddle at the adjoining For generations the people of a vil-

public-house. You allow the profligate Jage have had the right of playing

and the idle to be as joyous as they cricket, or bowls," or of dancing on a

please, to assemble together, if they can certain green. For centuries, also, they

spare some shillings, but you deny to have had the right of turning out their

.the industrious mechanic, whose object geese, their pigs, poultry, &c, upon
would be innocent recreation, the power the same piece of land. It was common
of meeting his associates in such a party land—emphatically common land, be-

of pleasure. longing, as the very name imports, to

But this is far from being all that you all Is this not a right that deserves
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attention? Who has a greater right worth, far the most part, belongs to

to compensation than the poor man, Lord Egremont; and his house and

driven from his healthy common to the park adjoin the town. I >saw there a

dusty road? But has this right been rare scene for England. The towns-

held sacred by English legislators? people, all alike, had the privilege of

Look at the doings of every session of walking and playing at cricket in the

Parliament—read the inclosure bills

—

park. I saw them there after their

and see if the poor have not reason to work, assembled in groups on a fine

complain. evening in summer ; they were all

In aid of this work of the Legislature, neatly and comfortably dressed; young

come pretended sanctity and fanati- and old, girls, boys, men and women,

cism; and consequently all those scattered over the large and beautiful

athletic games, which our forefathers park, shouting, laughing, happy, and

were wont to patronize and enjoy, are contented. Was this a sight for the

now decried. A poor man must work good and the virtuous to turn away

during the week; his only day of rest from with reproach or disgust? There

and recreation is the feast day of the was much happiness—much innocent

olden church. Hi6 body and his mind pleasure, and no vice in that scene,

both want rest and recreation—not Cold must be that heart that would not

mere idleness, and perfect inactivity, warm under its influence; sad, indeed,

but such easy and pleasant exercise, that spirit, which could see aught in it

as sets the spirits in motion, and to condemn or to regret. But these

excites the mind to pleasurable feel- scenes have almost passed away ; and

ings. This recreates and refreshes pretended sanctity, an hypocritical re-

body and mind—but the parson, the gard to morality, proscribes these assem-

magistrate, the gentleman, all set blies of the people. We inclose the

their faces against any enjoyment by the commons; we thunder damnation against

poor in numbers. The gay, happy, and profanation ; we preserve a rigid and

innocent scenes of the village green are sanctimonious exterior; we compel the

fast fading away ; the care-worn pea- people to herd together and hide

sant, after six days of steady, ay and themselves in the public house; we

wearing toil, does not now forget his talk about our own morality and de-

cares at least for one day in the week, corum ; subscribe to the opera; bet

and learn to love the world by tasting on the St Leger ; throw a main

some of its sweets. His cup is one of at Crockford's ; preserve* our game

unmingled bitterness,—he toils and in the country ; convict poachers ; corn-

toils and toils—and where is his reward ? mit the drunken fool whom we have

where his ease and recreation?—We hear driven to the ale-house; we bandy

much praise of our old institutions

—

about compliments to each other re-

our glorious constitution is amazingly specting our virtues :—we are a decorous,

well-spoken of, because it is, or rather sedate, sanctified, but nevertheless an

was, old. Now there is one class of immoral people,

old customs that we do not often hear Having driven the people from the

of we do not hear of that fashion of commons, our legislators went another

our very revered ancestors, which coun- step in advance, and shut them out of the

tenanced the Recreation and Amusement fields also. The country parts of Eng-

of the People, on holidays and feast land are intersected by bye-paths,

days. I remember, some years since, through fields—short cuts for contigu-

that I was at Petworth in Sussex. Pet- ous neighbourhoods. Now the grand

i



delight of an English landowner is to of their consideration, and the dusty

hare his pleasures to himself. He hates road is good enough for those who do

his park if the people walk through it ;* not belong to it.

his fields lose their beauty if a path runs By this process the great body of

across them ; so he goes to the Legisla- the population are being gradually

ture, and there he passes an act by driven to the highway. Around Lon-

which any two justices can shut up a don this system of shutting up the

pathway, leave being given to appeal to footpaths has been carried to a drs-

the next Quarter Sessions. graceful extent, and by none has been

Let us make the reader understand enforced with more efficiency than by

this process of shutting up a pathway, that direct descendant of the apos-

Mr Broadfield is a magistrate, and has ties, the Archbishop of Canterbury.

a field disfigured by a pathway; but The high and formidable fence, with the

Mr Broadfield has also a friend and board threatening prosecution according

brother magistrate in Mr Shortlease ;
to law, meet you as a barrier round his

he invites Mr Shortlease to dinner, and princely domain, and mark at once the

when the women are gone, they prose charity and the humbleness of this lowly

over their landed affairs, complain of successor of St Peter,

hard times, talk of low prices, lament Another device of modern times has

the fine times of the war, and wax ex- been to disarm the population. Our

tremely friendly in consequence of si- old fathers used to make it incumbent

milarity of feeling. Mr Broadfield on every man to have his bow and so

mentions his nuisance, pathetically talks many cloth-yard arrows for service. The

of the mischief done to his property by bow was supplanted by the gun, and

this abominable pathway, and laments still it was thought a good thing that a

the invasion of his privacy ; Mr Short- people should be able to defend itself,

lease sympathises, and the two justices and not to be dependent wholly on a

shut up the pathway. Some meddling standing army. Not so think the poli-

fellow, who knows no better, objects to ticians of modern days. Now, although

this proceeding ; he determines to ap- »* many things we find a strange coined

peal; and to whom does he appeal? dence between actual conduct and sel-

Why, in good sooth, Mr Broadfield and nsh interests, I am not inclined to be-

Mr Shortlease seem to have resolved Keve that in all cases the one was the

themselves into a committee of some 20 direct cause of the other. In the pre-

or 30 magistrates at the Sessions, so sent instance, it may be supposed that

much do they all resemble each other, a bad Government does not like au

What are the magistrates but so many armed population, and that, therefore,

Broadfields and Shortleases? and what the disarming of our population was

do they do but do as Broadfields and the result of a deep scheme of policy.

Shortleases always do ? They scout I do not believe this to have been the

the appeal, and confirm the order of the case. A man with a gun can, if he

two justices. Whether the foot pas- please, shoot a hare or pheasant in his

sengers of the neighbourhoods joined by path ; it is plain, then, [that one good

the footpath have two miles to go about Way of preventing him shooting this hare

in consequence, is nothing to them. or pheasant, is to take away his gun,

The landed interest is the great subject Poaching was the grand mischief; and

the dread of poaching, I suspect, led to
V I have mentioned the honorable exception

th t k
-

of people's guns. I
of Lord E^remont, and regret that it is an ex-

*«».«» « j r"~r & .

ccption. . ^m further strengthened in,this-opimon
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by the conduct of our Legislature re- goes away to make room for a suceed-

specting dogs. ing customer. Here you have the vice

Dogs cannot very well affect a minis- of drunkenness, with all its deformity,

try, or put down an aristocracy; but without one shadow of a redeeming cir-

some dogs can catch hares, and point cumstance. Sulky, sullen, and alone,

at pheasants and partridges. Those the poor wretch drinks off his glass,

dogs that have this peculiar faculty feels and shares no sympathy, awakes

were therefore separated from the other no kindly feeling ; no gay conversation

dogs, and any one having a dog of this kindles mirth ; here is no laugh, no

peculiar class must pay a tax for him

;

buoyancy of the spirit ;
here is nought

and should he do so, being a poor man, but a selfish enjoyment, or the sullen

would be looked upon with no small determination to drown in brutal intoxi-

suspicion, and very likely be brought to cation the intolerable burthen of pre-

incur the penalties of another law, which sent wretchedness. Wise legislators !

renders it an offence in an unqualified you foster these horrid dens of evil

person to keep such a dog, in order to and yet dread and suppress gay and

kill and destroy game. mirthful meetings of the people.

Now look back upon this list of re- So much for the restrictions put by

strictions (and I have not attempted to our legislators on the Amusements of

make it complete), and then let me hear the Poor, now let us hazard a few

our rulers talk of their wonderful sym- words on the

pathy with the poor man. You will not license given to the amuse-

let him dance or hear music ; you do all ments of the rich.

you can to put an end to his cricket In my observations on this head, 1

and his bowls ; you shut him out of the shall try the conduct of the Rich by

green fields; you drive him from the their own standard. I wish not to

common ; you take away his gun, and subject them to any rule which they

compel him to be content with a cur do not themselves acknowledge, and it

for his dog. This is not all—in his is by this rule, that I shall convict them

hours of recreation, you not only shut of hypocrisy, immorality, and gross in-

him out from healthy, but rational, consistency.

amusement ; you close the Picture The subjects to which I shall allude,

Gallery and the Museum on holidays are the Opera, Horse-racing, Sporting, and

and feast-days, but you leave wide open Gaming. I do not confine myself to

the gin and the beer-shop ; hating con- these subjects because there are no

viviai meetings, you make the people others, but because they are enough for

unsocial drunkards. This gin-shop my purpose. In truth, there is nothing

that you love, because it increases your in the way of pleasure which the Rich

revenue, look at it, go into it, and be- desire that they may not do. They may,

hold its horrible appearance. A flaring and do break, most of the Command-

gas-light is over the door, which door ments, as a body, every day in the year,

never shuts ; push it aside, go in, look and yet there is no scandal, no horror

around—splendid windows, brass rods created by this exhibition of depravity,

and ornaments, a fine and showy coun- A polished wit once observed, that

ter, immense tubs of spirits, and gay vice lost half its deformity by losing

damsels ready to serve it. But no chair, all its grossness. Our great people,

No one sits in a gin shop. The cus- like the players of Sheridan, thinking

tcmer comes in, pays for his glass of they could not have too much of a good

poison, drinks it off at one gulp, and thing, improved upon this pithy saying.



They now act as if they had determined most exclusively frequented by the aris-

that vice lost all its deformity by losing tocratic classes, and those whom aristo-

all its grossness. We are eminently a cratic vices bring there. Here it is that
people of forms. " There is a form in young and noble legislators, who vote
these things, said Miss Carolina Wilhel- in favour of Sabbath Bills, and for giv-
mina Amelia Skeggs "— and so say ing power of licensing to the Lord
and think the Aristocracy ofthis country. Chamberlain and magistrates, exhibit

So long as vice takes no form disgusting their devotion to dancing girls. The
to them, they are not scandalized by the same man who is in a pious horror at

commission of it. The evil in their the improper proceedings that may take
eyes lies in the mode in which vice is place on the part of the poor at a fair

committed, not in the commission of it. or a dance, will drive down in his

Decorum is the great virtue ; and the cabriolet or carriage thefigurante of the

end of every endeavour is to preserve night, will attend her behind the scenes,

appearances. will wait on her as her servant, covering

When it is sought to give a reason her with shawls when she comes off' the

for the prohibitions of music and danc- stage, and taking them off when it is

ing contained in the law, it is stated her turn to exhibit. He will do this,

that immorality would be promoted if not in secret, or with any attempt at

such prohibition did not exist. And it concealment, but openlv, before admir-

is further said that the system of licen- ing and wondering crowds. And yet

sing also has in view the prevention of pious divines will solicit the youn^
immorality. Now, for myself, I deny legislator's vote, and perhaps supply
that immorality is at all likely to be him with statements to prove the im-

promoted by unlimited power to dance morality of the poor, and arguments to

and sing as much as people may desire

;

show the evils arising from the in-

but, on the contrary, I believe that such creasing depravity of the multitude,

complete liberty would have the effect And these wise and good sayings will

of checking immoral conduct. But be uttered with much force, will be re-

suppose that we allow that it is intended ceived with many " hear, hears /" and it

to put down immorality by the peculiar will be seen in the papers the next

power of granting licenses given to the morning that the noble lord, or honour-
magistrates, and by the monopoly of able gentleman, as the case may be, sat

the theatres in consequence of the down amidst loud cheerin^ from all

power given to the Lord Chamber- parts of the House,

lain, I ask, how it happens that they Is this a fictitious case ? Do we not

nightly see before their eyes the great- know that it is daily enacted before our

est immorality, and yet license it? I eyes? And no one complains. But is

make no objection to the Rich, if they it not gross hypocrisy in our rulers,

please, frequenting the opera or the while thus acting themselves, to make
theatre—but I do object to their making morality, forsooth, their excuse for

their supposed desire to check immo- checking and coercing the poor ? Let

rality a pretence for putting down the the bishops look to this, if they wish to

really innocent amusements of the Poor, be employed in arresting licentiousness,

and, at the same time, showing the ut- and not count the boats which shoot

most indifference to immorality prac- Fulham bridge on a Sunday—or en-

tised nightly by themselves. I choose deavour to learn at what hour the me-
the opera as a specimen of their conduct chanic's wife may buy her Sunday
on this head, because the opera is al- dinner.
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Let no one fancy that I desire the

legislature to interfere with the amuse-

ments of the rich. The vice connected

with them is beyond the reach of legis-

lation. It results from the manners of

the people ; and so long as these man-

ners remain what they are, the vice will

still exist. The mischief is not created

by the amusement—it forms no neces-

sary part of it; and if the legislature

were to-morrow mad enough to shut up

the Opera-house, the same amount of

vice would exist; the only difference

being that the place of its exhibition

would be changed. But what I do wish

to insist on is, that by the same rule

which induces us to leave this amuse-

ment of the rich untouched by restric-

tive laws, so ought we to abstain from

meddling with the dancing and the mu-

sic of the poor. A vicious people will

exhibit their vice in their amusements,

but they will not be more vicious sim-

ply because they amuse themselves.

Some amusements have a directly bene-

ficial tendency, . and among the most

salutary are dancing and singing ; for

they raise joyous and mirthful spirits

;

they occupy the mind, and excite no

dangerous passions, but serve rather to

soften and render gentle the manners of

those who enjoy them. On the other

hand, though some amusements have a

mischievous tendency, that tendency

cannot be safely counteracted by any

proceedings of the legislature. The

evils which result from these mischiev-

ous amusements are wholly within the

province of morals, and a wise legisla-

ture would leave to public morality the

office of putting them down.*

* An instance of the effect of public opinion,

and the utter inefficiency of law, may be seen

in the pugilistic contests of our own country.

While the people delighted in them it was im-

possible to put them down. The law failed

;

but we are growing wiser and better, and no

greater sign of this can be adduced than the

thorough disgust now entertained by all classes

for public prize-fights. When the public opinion

became correct on this subject, prize-fights at

once disappeared altogether. And I feel con-

The evil that attends the Opera doe*,

not spring from the music there. If

they who set the fashion at that assem-

blage of the rich and the powerful, would

not openly tolerate, or rather counte-

nance, the outrages nightly practised

there against the received morality of

the country, the mischief would not

exist. But so long as these leading

people act as they do, no interference

of a legislature would be effective; and

if they were to change their conduct;

no interference would be needed.

But let us turn to another class of

amusements far more mischievous, 1

mean that of

HORSE-RACING.

If we look at the amusement itself, if

we look at the circumstances by which

it is now attended, the vice and profli-

gacy that start up disgust and con-

found us.

In the first place regard the amuse-

ment. It consists of two very distinct

parts ; the first and least important is,

the exciting a certain number of animals

to run far beyond their strength ; when

their strength fails, the animals are

lashed with a brutality that shocks

every humane man. There is a gener-

ous emulation in the horse that excites

him to the most powerful efforts of

which his frame is properly capable ; he

tries his utmost—that is, the utmost that

nature intended ; but this is not enough

for the horse-jockey* of England ; he

wishes his horse to labour far beyond

what nature intended; and when his

frame fails, he excites him to unnatural

exertion by the agony of the lash. The

second part of the amusement consists

vinced that no class looks upon such fighting

with more reprobation than the honest and
industrious mechanics of this country.

* Jockey, in my phraseology, is not applied

here to the rider alone, but the master who hires

him. The riding-jockey flogs because he is

told to do so. It is the jockey-master of whom
I am speaking.
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of betting. We are exceedingly fond of

talking of the vices of the poor; it is a

pity that we do not sometimes hear re-

marks upon those of the rich. Now,

betting is a low vice—it is a degrading

vice ; it produces a mischievous moral

state in the mind of him who indulges

in it, far beyond what a superficial ob-

server would expect. It destroys indus-

trious habits, and leads men to expect

from blind chance., what generally can

only be the result of steady and continu-

ous labour. It has precisely the same

effect as a lottery, which is, in fact, a

species of bet, and all moralists are now

agreed in considering a lottery an ex-

ceedingly pernicious institution.

So much, then, for the mere amuse-

ment itself, which is seen to be almost

wholly made up of mischief. Now let

us turn to its attendant circumstances.

I shall say nothing of the large class

of idle, and far from honest, persons

created by breeding these race-horses.

Men now express themselves by way of

proverbs respecting the whole tribe, and

if you want to embody roguery, you talk

about a horse-jockey. But what shall

we say to our moral rulers who delight

in,racing, forgathering together multi-

tudes of pickpockets, swindlers, thimble-

rig gentry ? Talk to these same rulers

about a fair, and great and pathetic will

be. their lamentation over the depravity

of the lower orders, as they are contempt-

uously termed. But how does it hap-

pen that the roulette tables, the thimble-

rigs, the gambling, and debauchery

practised at Epsom, excite no corre-

sponding distress in the bosoms of aris-

tocratic legislators ? I suppose the an-

swer is, that they, the aristocracy, like

horse-racing, but are not fond of the

round-about. The gay assemblage of

brilliant equipages at Ascot or Epsom is

pleasant in their eyes, while the throng

of peasants or mechanics at a fair offers

no attraction to their fastidious tastes.

But all this notwithstanding, anything

of vice that may be seen in a fair is

seen in an exaggerated form at the race-

course, while the gaiety of the people is,

for the most part, wanting. For my
own part, my taste I acknowledge to

be of a different description from the
T ITT

reigning one. I would rather see a

parcel of urchins or peasants staring in

great wonderment, and also great en-

joyment, at the wonders of a fair, than

behold the listless gaze of a party of

fashionable frequenters of Ascot; and,

if I were to choose, I would prefer the

sight of a menagerie to those of a race-

course.

In the present state of commerce in

England, fairs, for their old use, are

necessarily no longer serviceable, ex-

cept in some peculiar cases. The evils,

however, which they are supposed to pro-

duce, are not the effect of an assemblage

of the people for purposes of pleasure,'

but the result of habits in the mass of

the people which time and encreasect

intelligence alone can change. On the

other hand, the race-course is necessa-

rily productive of mischief. In the

first place, the sight to be seen is a

gambling affair;—this leads to betting ;

and betting naturally leads to other sorts

of gambling. Thus rouge et noir ap-

pears not out of place on the gambling

ground of a race-course ; and the

swindler is not badly associated with

the man Avho picks your pocket by dex-

terous betting. This case is connected

with public morality, and yet no one

raises his voice against it. No indig-

nant and over-virtuous legislator—such

as legislate for Sabbath days, and music

and dancing—gets up and denounces

horse-racing. We hear none of the over-

righteous talking with their favourite unc-

tion on this head. They are as mute as if

they never heard of Plenipo ; or as if the

great doings of Ibrahim never reached

their ears. The House of .Commons is

certainly a curious place. Would it be

believed, that in that very sanctified
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assembly by which these biting laws the hare, is detected, and sent to prison,

against lewd places, and immoral games, Two-thirds of the prisoners in our gaols

and poor man's music and dancing, are committed for offences of this de-

have been passed with such edifying scription. The magistrate before whom
ease and rapidity, I have seen a raffle the poor fellow is brought, is usually a

openly made on the result of an election perfect Nimrod—a game preserver

—

Committee, and bets openly offered and " a mighty hunter before the Lord."

taken on the result of a division. Aber- The culprit is condemned before the

crombie and Sutton were betted on as accusation is heard ; he is consigned to

if they had been Plenipo or Ibrahim, prison at once ; and his character and

and as if the Speaker's office had been his morals are destroyed together.

a sweepstakes or the Derby! These After some months' imprisonment he

are edifying contrasts, which will teach returns home, an accomplished vaga-

us the worth of overstrained professions bond, with revenge gnawing at his

of excellence. heart, and perfect unscrupulousness as

Horse-racing, if mischievous, is still to the means of gratifying it. Having

an amusement which the rich share, incurred the disgrace of a criminal for

in some measure, with the poor. what his conscience did ot deem an

criminal act, he has become careless
sporting

even about perpetrating that which he

Is, without the shadow of a doubt, knows to be an offence. He next steals

fraught with evil to the country, while a sheep, and ends his career by the

all its pleasures are confined entirely to gallows, or transportation. The above

the rich. is the brief history of many thousands

To the selfish purpose of having par- annually of our poorer countrymen;

tridges and pheasants and hares to and yet those conservators of public

shoot at, our squire legislators have morals, who weep over the crimes of

filled the statute-book with stringent the half-choked artizan of London, when

laws, which have filled the gaols with he wanders over the green fields on a

prisoners. These hares and pheasants holiday, will enlarge upon the great

and partridges are fed at the public benefits of the game laws, and almost

expense, but the public may not kill say, and quite believe, that the safety

them. I find half a dozen hares eating of the state is dependent on a brood of

my young wheat : if I be not a qualified partridges ! We are gravely favoured

person, I may not shoot them. The with the following propositions in sup-

partridges eat my grain, they tram- port of these demoralizing laws :—It is

pie down my corn and destroy it,

—

necessary for the well-being of the state

they are not to be touched by my that the gentry should be constantly in

profane hands. The taking away the the country ; if there were no game,

lives of these favourites is a pleasure there could be no sporting ; if there

allowed only to the rich. A poor man were no sporting, the gentry would not

crossing a field sees a hare squatting in stay in the country ; if there were no

his path. A hare is a wild animal 5
game laws, there would be no game,

the morality of the people does not So that the game laws are necessary for

consider it property; to kill it is not by the safety and welfare of the state !

them deemed a crime. He knows that It is never imagined, by those who
it would make a good dinner for his reason thus, that the annual evil pro-

family ; they have had no meal for a ducedby the game laws ought to make
week ; he yields to the temptation, kills the country gentlemen contented to



forego the pleasure of shooting at par- outside of Crockford's ? Has he ever

tridges that are as tame as barn-door heard how it is maintained, and for

fowls. It is further never shown how what purpose ? Has he ever privately

these Nimrods benefit the state by an- or publicly rebuked his friends for fre-

nually visiting the country, and tiring quenting it ? I should be exceedingly

themselves by walking over the fields glad to know how many of the Bishops

after birds and hares. No one even have lifted their pious voices against this

attempts to show where the people abomination,—how many have taken

who now live in the country would go pains to root it out. Some of them

to, if a sudden change were made in made a great stand the other day to

the law, and a general emigration of the prevent Sunday travelling on a rail-road,

gentry determined on. It is not re- I wish some few of them would attempt

membered that families do not change to put down the gambling that goes on

their abodes with the same ease and every day in the week in St James's

pleasure that the swallows flit away street: not by bringing in bills, how-
from us. All this is forgotten, and the ever; legislation is not the business of

immediate flight of the gentry is at once Bishops. Let them exhort and pray,

assumed, as a necessary consequence and go humbly but earnestly to work.

of a diminution of the number of par- One of them ran about the streets to

tridges. This monstrous absurdity is count the cabbages that were sold on a

uttered and listened to, in the House of Sunday morning. Let him, by way of

Commons, so often as the game laws variety, try his hand on the Rich. I

are mentioned; and the argument I would dare to say that, in some
have stated above is deemed irrefragable, shape, he would receive ample reward

The bloody encounters between poach- for his pains.

ers and gamekeepers, the daily filling Look, then, on these two pictures,

of the gaols, and the consequent demo- and then let any one tell me whether,

ralizing of the people, are considered as by example and by precept, our rulers

nought. The pleasure of the Rich is have not worked mischief to the people,

concerned, and all other interests must Both in their sports, and in their grave

yield. Who will say that this is not legislation, have they done evil. It is

cruelty and hypocrisy ? If this be not difficult to say in which character they

vice, I know not where to seek it. have been most noxious to their coun-

A few words more, and I have done, trymen.

Did the Bishop of London ever see the J. A. Roebuck.

THE AMERICAN BALLOT-BOX.
|

In the United States of America* the who are just as grasping—just as greedy

Ballot-Box is deemed the safeguard of of undue influence, as the rich of other

the Constitution; and so, in fact, it is. countries.

It is the sole protector of the people The people of this country know
against the influence of the rich class, really very little of the people of the

. „. „ „ h ., . „ United States. Of matters connected
The Ballot does not prevail in all the ,i ,, - xl

States ; it is scarcely required in those States
Wlt" tfte government Ot that country

where the labouring population aye slaves. they know -Still less. - The reason of this
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is plain. The persons who pretend to

teach us are rather more ignorant than

we are. In fact, their ignorance is

greater than if they knew nothing. This

may seem strange; but it is, neverthe-

less, strictly true. They have imbibed

false impressions of America and of the

Americans— the necessary result of

viewing a part for the whole—and these

false impressions they impart to us by

means of " Voyages," " Tours/' and

" Six Mouths' Residences." Hence,

having read their fictions, we set about

the acquisition of real knowledge of

America in a worse position than the

child when he begins his ABC. The

child, at all events, hath imbibed no

errors; whereas the English reader

who pins his faith to the Halls and the

T,roilopes, and other writers of travels

jn America, has much to unlearn.

People talk about an aristocracy in

America; but they talk nonsense. An

aristocracy, as we understand it, is a

wealthy class, enjoying certain privileges

% constitutionally"—that's the favourite

word—belonging to the possession of

property. Now, there is no such a thing

as an aristocracy of this kind—no aris-

tocracy, properly so called, in America.

There is a rich class, very desirous of

becoming an aristocracy, and actually

calling themselves an " aristocracy of

wealth," a " natural aristocracy," and

so forth; but, I repeat it, there is no

aristocracy in America. The desire of

the rich to become such can never be

gratified. Timothy Touch-and-go,* the

English banker who ran away from

Ijjngland with his customers' money,

and set up a bank of his own in a

new town in a new state, thought it

hard that he could not purchase a seat

iaCongress with his own paper-money,

as he used to do in England. And why

could be not? Englishmen! mark well

the, reason—-the Ballot-Box prevented it.

2 ordinary talk of the wealthy

* Sea Crotchet Castle.

class in America is precisely what we

are perpetually sickened with in this

country. They prate about " the legi<-

timate influence of property," meaning

all the time undue or sinister influence.

They are not content with the great ad-

vantages necessarily inseparable from

wealth ; they thirst for privileges. They

are jealous of the political equality of

the people. They speak of the honest

mass in terms of contempt, borrowed

from the aristocratic vocabulary of fetn

dal Europe. They call the people the

mob, the herd, and so forth; and they

think the hard hands of the honest yeo^

man much better adapted to tax-paying

than to vote-giving.*

The rich class in America are pro-

fessed admirers of everything English.

They are perpetually praising the " glo-

rious constitution" and its "beautiful

harmony," and its " admirable work-

ing." They talk this sort of cant with

as much volubility as a member of the

Pitt Club after his first bottle. Twice

since the establishment of the govern-

ment have they gotten political power

for a short time, during a period of

alarm—when they did something more

than talk. They introduced a sedition

bill and a standing army bill, which

brought the people at large to their

senses. " Short Parliaments" saved the

constitution ; an election came round,

and the admirers of the English system

—the Federalists, as they are called—

with their standing army and sedition

bills, fell before the mighty influence of

the Ballot-Box,

The fine folks of America, who sigh

for distinctions which their own merits

will never give them, are known for

their absurd and ape-ish imitation of all

the vulgarisms of English fashionable

society. They stick a little bit of red

cloth or gold lace on the corner of a.

i xo3-loIk8
* The reader must not forget that I am

speaking of the States where the htmef, not the

mouth, gives the vote.
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little black boy's collar, and fancy he is

liveried like an English lord's lacquey.

They put off their dinner hour till four

o'clock—the common hour being two—

»

and fancy that by thus punishing their

stomachs they become quite " English."

In short, the most servile imitation of

everything that is bad and ridiculous

—

and the neglect of everything that is

really estimable in England—seems to

be the prevailing characteristic of the

rich class in America ; and yet it is this

very rich class which is daily pictured

to us Englishmen as an average specimen

of the character of the American peo-

ple. The Halls, and the Hamiltons,

and the whole of the travelling tribe,

have really seen nothing of the Ame-
rican people. They have seen only the

" genteel society of the cities," and they

have committed the egregious blunder

of recording the opinions and feelings

of that society as a fair sample of the

state of opinion of the whole American

community.

I have frequently heard the rich con-

demn everything which I knew the mass

of the people cherished ; and it has

often been my fate to defend, in con-

versation, against native Americans, the

most valuable institutions of the United

States. This used to puzzle me not a

little at first, till after a time I became

acquainted with this gnawing desire of

the rich people to obtain a " legitimate

influence " for their " property." A key

to the difficulty was furnished me bv

one of the hard-working and intelligent
io
people whom I found sipping his

cider at a road-side public-house. I

shall never forget his look of manly

satisfaction, when he boasted that no

possible harm could come to the people

at large while they had the Ballot-Box

to protect them, " and that," said he,

My honest friend could not give me as

many reasons in its favour as Mr Grote

could, but then he would have laughed

at me for requiring them. The people

of England are convinced of the utility

of the Ballot by the sufferings they are

subjected to by the want of it. The

people of America are convinced of its

excellence, by the impotence of the

threats with which they are assailed at

every election.

The result of the last elections in the

United States was an immense triumph

to the people. For a long series of

years the pretensions of the monied

class had been kept alive by the spirit

of monopoly and restriction which per-

vaded all classes of the American com-

munity. Up to a very recent period,

public opinion was decidedly in favour

of commercial " protection," as it is

called by those who love it. If a dozen

people desired to enter into a specula-

tion, they had no difficulty in obtaining-

an act of their Legislature to protect

them from all the consequences of

mismanagement. The effect of this

was an extension of chartered com-

panies far beyond anything in this

country. This was a very great evil,

but it was one of the people's own

choosing, and therefore not a griev-

ance. Of late years,* more correct

views have been steadily making their

way, and President Jackson boldly

brought the matter to the vote of the

people, by declaring against the

"monster monopoly"— the Bank of

the United States, a few months pre-

vious to his own election. His noble

conduct was appreciated by the people.

He was returned by large majorities in

almost every State of the Union.

The re-election of General Jackson to

u we cannot lose without our own con-

sent." The people's veneration for the

Ballot-Box is generated by a strong

conviction of the protection it affords.

* Many persons in America doubt the pro-

priety of granting charters. They contend

that passing of particular laws is inconsist-

ent with the principles of a representative

government, and that general laws oDly should

be enacted.
f
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the Presidency was a fearful struggle, bought them. This made them more

It was Monopoly and the Bank against and more confident; and as the election

the People and Jackson. The whole drew near, they proclaimed an ap-

influence of the wealthy was exerted proaching triumph. This was not a

against the favourite of the People. The mere election trick, it was their real

monied—the mercantile class have a opinion; and as the Americans are a

large portion of the press at their com- betting people, the monied class did

mand. The newspapers of the cities not fail to back the opinion of the all-

depend on advertisements for their knowing Press, by offering extensive

very existence; the merchants, ship- wagers. These wagers were taken by some

owners, brokers, auctioneers, and shop- f the popular party. Their confidence

keepers, are the principal advertisers ; had never been shaken ; but as they had

so that the papers express—not the not eleven-thirteenths of the Press to

opinions of the people, but the opinions make a noise about it, their confidence

of the class by whom they are supported. was of a quieter kind. The people

It was said that the money of the Bank knew their own opinions, and as a means

was freely used to bribe the newspapers of giving those opinions effect, they

of New York. It may be so ; but the relied firmly on the Ballot-Box.

supposition of direct bribery is not I shall now take leave to examine

necessary to account for the animosity some of the fallacies put forward in the

of the newspapers towards the principle House of Commons respecting the Ballot

of democracy. If bribery were resorted in America. In the course of the debate

to, itwas money ill laid out, as such influ- on the 2nd of June, on Mr Grote's motion

ence of these papers had was previously respecting the Ballot, there was a very

secured to the monied class by the cir- fair quantity of nonsense talked on

cumstance I have described. There this subject. First of all came Mr
are thirteen daily papers in the city of James Barlow Hoy, a gentleman

New York, out of which only two are whose chief merit lies in not often

democratic papers; and of these two troubling the House with his speeches,

one has difficulty in maintaining its He sits for Southampton, and writes

existence, though talent is certainly on himself a moderate Reformer ; in plain

the democratic side. English, he votes against moderate

The industry of the Press during the abuses, and supports those which are

late elections was untiring. They pro- immoderate. Let us listen to the sapi-

pagated all sorts of stories against both ence of Mr Barlow Hoy :

—

the public and private character of the « And then, as to America—the greatest in-

individuals who composed the Jackson stances of bribery and corruption are on record

Or democratic party. They appealed as having existed there."—Mirror of Parliament,

to all the real and supposed prejudices
une

of the people. They contrived to fasten
Wel1 miSbt Mr O'Connell exclaim

opprobrious names on their adversaries, " 0h ! oh ! oh ! " Mr James Barlow

and the democratsofAmerica werecalled H°y» however, was quite indignant at

by all the Bank prints " Tories/' and tbe interruption :—

so forth. At last the noise they raised " The honourable and learned member says

deceived not only their patrons, but even ;*
0h '' ^t I -llude to the distribution of 28 mil-

, t
_,*' -Ti i

l">ns of dollars, by the Bank of the United
themselves. They positively thought

Stateg> for the purpose of influencing the elec .

their own Opinions Were the opinions of tions against GeneralJackson."

the people. Their papers were bought, The whole capital of the United States

and they did not stop to notice who Bank is 35 millions of dollars, so that I
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do really think somebody has been

humbugging Mr Barlow Hoy about the

said 28 millions. Now, that the Bank

did try bribery and intimidation I do

believe; but, that it did not succeed even

where the Bank supposed it had enor-

mous power and influence, is most cer-

tain ; the reason why it did not succeed

is, that the Ballot- Box prevented it.

But Mr James Barlow Hoy must

needs again advert to America :

—

" By an extract which I have made from the

American papers relative to the representation

in America, it appears that the people there are

as discontented with representation under the

Ballot as any person in this House can possibly

be. It says that the Congress had ' then met

four months, and yet no measure of national

utility had been contemplated.'
"

Suppose a Member of Congress

were gravely to quote the Albion,

or the Times, and infer, as Mr James

Barlow Hoy has inferred, that it repre-

sented the people's opinions, would not

even Mr James Barlow Hoy himself

laugh at the Yankee's logic ? There is

one circumstance especially that Mr
James Barlow Hoy does not seem to be

aware of, and it is this :—the people of

America have the most perfect power

of altering whatever they are discon-

tented with. The suffrage is practically

universal, the duration of Congress is

short (two years)—that of their state

assemblies generally one year*— and

the voter, in all the states which are

* The only exceptions out of the twenty-four
states are Delaware, South Carolina, Louisiana,
Tennessee, Illinois, and Missouri, where the
assemblies are for two years ; and the state of
Rhode Island, where the assembly is only for
half-a-year.

thought to require it, is protected

by the Ballot. Of these advantages

the Americans do actually avail them-

selves freely. They are taught to do

so. Hence, the bare fact of a prac-

tice existing is certain proof that it

is popular. In the United States, if an

honourable gentleman misbehave him-

self, the people very unceremoniously

turn him out.

Then about the American papers.

Our principal connexion with America

is of a commercial nature, carried on,

of course, with the commercial metro-

polis—New York. Now, I have already

shown how the New York papers are

kept alive, and whose opinions they re-

present. Mr James Barlow Hoy might

have learned, from the very paper from

which he quoted, that the elections

would certainly go against Jackson.

But they did not go against Jackson ;

so T humbly submit to Mr James Bar-

low Hoy, that the paper which told him

a fib on one point, should not easily ob-

tain his belief on another. If the paper

had said, " the people who advertise in,

and buy our paper, do not like the

ballot," I should not have disputed the

statement; but when I read from a

paper that which 1 know to be incor-

rect, for my own satisfaction I endea-

vour to trace out and mark down the

influence that generated the lie.

The above are scarcely a tithe of the

fallacies uttered in the House of Com-
mons, on the 2nd of June, on the sub-

ject of the Ballot in America; but, at

present, I have not room for their

exposure.

H. S. Chapman.
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MR HALSE'S OPINION OF THE INDUSTRIOUS
CLASSES OF ENGLAND.

For the information of the public I

publish the following motion, now
standing on the vote -paper of the House

of Commons, in the name of Mr Halse,

Member for St Ives :

—

u Mr liaise, upon bringing up the Report

(of. the Corporation Reform Bill), to move
that all prisoners in Newgate, and the other

gaols in England and Wales, although pos-

sessing no other qualification, be, upon the

principle of the Bill, entitled indiscriminately

to an equal jparticipation in all the franchises, as

well magisterial as elective, thereby created
;

and that, to obviate all uncertainty or doubt of

the benevolent intention of the Bill and the

happy tendency thereof, being, in effect, to

render all the higher ranks of his Majesty's

loyal and respectable subjects, subordinate to

the lowest, without regard to property or cha-

racter, a clause be introduced in accordance

with the same principle, expressly enacting to

that effect ; and that it may for ever thereafter

be well understood that the whole population

of the Corporate Jurisdictions are, in all other

relations of life, placed upon a footing of perfect

equality, agreeably to the equal rights of man

;

arid also a clause to provide a suitable retreat

for the gentry residing within these jurisdic-

tions, and who, with a mind and feelings be-

coming their station, may seek an escape for

themselves from the scene of such a revolution-

ary infliction."

The people ought to be exceedingly-

obliged by the frankness of this avowal.

The cautious men of the Tory party

would not have ventured so far, because

they would have deemed such a state-

ment unwise. Mr Halse not haying

their prudence, has given us a clue to

the opinion of his party. Let the

people understand what this opinion is.

This resolution asserts, that the in<

trious and honest classes of the popi

tion, persons who reside constantly in

one place, pay largely to the main-

tenance of the Government,—the body,

in fact, of the tradesmen, and of

the more comfortable mechanics, are,

in their morality, no better than the

criminals in Newgate. Mr Halse puts

this large and important portion of his

countrymen upon a level with thieves

and robbers—aye, and murderers. He
has had the insolence and audacity to

make this assertion— I hope the people

of England will have the wisdom to

remember it.

J. A.R.

LONDON :—PUBLISHED BY JOHN LONGLEY,
14 TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.
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PERSECUTION PREACHED BY THE PARSONS OF
THE STATE CHURCH IN IRELAND.

Some Priests of the Irish State Church alarms, they see through, and properly

have of late been! wandering up and appreciate, the wretched attempts to

down the country, endeavouring to cajole them.

create discord among the people, by Half a century ago, all London was

trumpeting forth denunciations against filled with confusion by the efforts of a

the Catholic religion. Their last exhi- mad bigot, Lord George Gordon, who

bition was at Exeter Hall ; and it ap- preached " No Popery." The people

pears that they have enlarged their answered his call ; they rose in multi-

theatrical company by enlisting certain tudes to enforce his ravings, and com-

foolish Members of Parliament, with mitted many and frightful devastations,

some half dozen very silly noblemen. The same cry is now again raised by

These attractions notwithstanding, the these wandering (vagabond) Priests,

whole affair was a conspicuous failure. They are supported by half a dozen

Many-people, indeed, went to gaze at Lords, and as many Members of Par*

the folly, just as we find many persons liament. But the people do not answer

gazing at Punch. But these bigotry- the call. The Lords, the Members of

preaching Priests did not gain their Parliament, and the Priests, are all

end. They desired to make a solemn treated with contempt. Men laugh at

matter of their nonsense, but the peo- their folly, and spurn at their cruel

pie grinned broadly at them. They and grovelling superstition,

hoped to alarm the many, and to make Why is this ?

them cruel by frightening them. They The answer is, that we are wiser and

failed. The people now are not afraid better than we were fifty years since,

of the Pope. They know and feel them- These Parsons are as ignorant and as

selves secure, and being undisturbed by _vicious as their forefathers, and have

Fropi the Steam Prtsvof C. & W. Rkyxkt^, 1*. 15, and 16 Little PuUeney street, Haymarktt.
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preserved their bigotry and their super- When the Reformation commenced,

stition. But while they have stood people were told, by the Catholics of

still, the people have advanced. The those days, that every sort of vice would

Priests have lost their influence, and be the result of any change of religious

the people judge for themselves. opinions. The old Reformers, notwith-

In the days of Lord George Gordon standing these fearful denunciations,

the people of London not only differed went on in their work, and thoroughly

from the Catholics in matters of re- altered, in many countries, the religious

ligioci, but they also hated the Catholics belief and ceremonial of the inhabit-

because they did differ from them. Now ants. The result belied the prophecies

the same difference exists as respects of those who had foretold vice and li-

belief in religious matters, but the centiousness as the necessary conse-

people have learned a wise lesson, and quences of change. The various Re-

do not hate those who have come to formed communities, as they were

conclusions opposite to their own. called, were found to be quite as moral,

Is not this -a great advance in wis- good, kind, and virtuous, as the Catho-

dom? Is it not, also, a great advance lies—so the people began to doubt of

in virtue ? Let us understand the con- the importance of those knotty points

sequences of such a forbearing state of of controversial theology which had

mind, and we shall then be able to ap- perplexed and excited their forefathers,

preciate its w7orth, and the folly and the Time went on, and the mass of the

vice of those who seek to change it. people grew daily more instructed, both

This forbearance towards our neigh- in Catholic and Protestant countries;

bours in matters of religion is not and as religion always takes its form

a state of mind the consequences and character from the state of the

of which belong only to those matters, public mind, the religion of the various

If I have taught myself to treat with Catholic and Protestant countries grew

respect and due consideration the opi- better.—We Protestants are not the

nions of my neighbour as to religion. Protestants of the days of Henry VIII

I have also acquired a habit, the tend- and Elizabeth, neither are the Catholics

ency of which is to lead me to view, the Catholics of those days. Just as

with the same forbearance, all his other the people of those days differed from

conscientious opinions—and this habit their forefathers, who rushed in mul-

will lead me not merely to abstain from titudes to Palestine, so we differ From

religious, but all other Persecution. I them, who deliberately burned what

shall have learned to hear opinions op- they chose to call heretics, in Smith-

posite to my own, without offence, and field.

in a calm and dispassionate spirit. I If you take two persons of the same
shall listen, and not shut my ears to country, who have been brought up in

conviction—I shall believe that I am the same station of life, at the same

not infallible— that I may, on some oc- period, but who are of different religions,

casions, and important occasions too, one, for example, being a Catholic,

be in error, while my neighbour may be the other a Protestant, they will be both

in the right. Having acquired this mo- of them, in their moral conduct, exceed-

tlest and truly wise spirit, I shall be ingly similar. Take> for example, the

willing to hear the truth from whatever women of England who happen [to be

quarter it may come, and anxious to Catholics, and compare them with the

lenow what others may say, in order to same classes of women who are Protes-

judge of the correctness of my own tants, and you will find them equally

conclusions. good mothers, daughter,?, sisters, and



wives. So with the men : the Catholics

are just as good citizens, as good hus-

bands, fathers, brothers, as their Pro-

testant fellow-citizens. And why is

this ? Because the morality by which

both sects regulate their conduct is

similar, and because the religion of both

has been changed and purified by the

improving state of the times. Philoso-

phy has softened the asperities of the

old faith. Calvin burned Servetus,

King James burned the Anabaptists,

because it was the approved method, in

those days, of demonstrating the truth

of religion. Men then proved,

" By apostolic blows and knocks,

Their own opinions orthodox."

Calvin, in this matter, was not a whit

worse for being a Protestant, neither

was he better. Persecution was the

vice of his age. It was then generally

believed that incorrect belief was a

crime ; and as each man believed that

he himself was in the right, it followed

of course that he ought to punish all

who differed from him. So the Catho-

lic persecuted the Protestant, and the

Protestant the Catholic. Both the one

and the other persecuted the Jew. In

short, persecution was the order of the

day.

But at the present day, having got

rid of our terror of the Pope, we have

allowed ourselves to look more closely

into the truth of the statement, that in-

correct belief is a crime. It is now al-

most universally admitted that this

statement is wholly false. We have

learned that belief does not depend

upon the will. For example, a man
shows me a green parrot. I may try

my utmost to make myself believe it to

be a blue one, and I shall fail. Let a

man put his finger into the candle, and
endeavour to persuade himself that he
does not feel pain ; when he has suc-

^ceeded in this endeavour (and I will

fire him permission to try as often as

he pleases), then, but not till then, he

will have made some progress in prov-

ing belief to be dependent on a man's

own will.

But it is of the very essence of crime

to be the result of a man's intention.

If, by a spasmodic action of my arm, I

should inflict a grievous wound on one

standing near me, I should not have

committed a crime, because my will had

nothing to do with the matter. If, then,

my belief be wholly independent of my
will, there can be no criminality in it,

whatever it may be. I am no more an-

swerable for my believing that two and

two make four, than I am for believing

that the room in which I am sitting is

of an agreeable temperature.*

Now, the mass of the people having

by experience learned that their Ca-

tholic brethren were quite as good and

moral as themselves, and it having be-

come the feeling of all who really think

about the matter, that our belief is not

dependent on our will, and therefore

not the subject of reprobation or re-

ward, a spirit of forbearance to one

another has been the general and highly

beneficial consequence.

Fifty years ago, the great body of the

people of London were in the most pro-

found ignorance. A very small portion

of the labouring people could read, and

what they believed respecting Catholics

was the result of the old women's tales

with which they were constantly regaled.

It was a favourite belief of that time, for

example, that all the French people

* A hasty objector might say, that indiffer*

ence on the subject of belief would be the result

of this doctrine. Such, however, would not be
the case. Belief depends upon evidence. If

the evidence be correct and complete, our belief

will be correct also. Now, the completeness of

the evidence presented to our minds depends ma-
terially upon ourselves—and no more important

duty devolves upon a man than that of seeking

after evidence. To be content to hold an opinion

upon a really important matter without having

sought after, and weighed the evidence on which
it ought to rest, is a breach of a solemn obliga-

tion, and deserves severe reprobation.
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wore wooden shoes, that it was the oh- by the conduct we pursue, and not by

ject of the French King to conquer the opinions we hold. We are very

England, and that the result of that generally beginning to understand that

would be, that he would make all the Religion is a subject wholly between

people wear wooden shoes. The French man and his Maker, and that no one

King and the Pope were always united ought to seek to know the thoughts of

in these people's minds ; that is, they his neighbour respecting it, and that

believed them to act together for the judgment ought not to be passed by one

subjugation of our country, and the man on another for anything that he

constant cry was, M No Popery, no may conscientiously believe on this im-

Wooden Shoes." An attempt was made portant, and necessarily perplexing and

to relieve our Catholic brethren from difficult, subject. Time was., when men

some of the grievous burthens under were so haughty and dogmatic, that

which they laboured. Lord George they could not bear the slightest oppo-

Gordon raised the cry of " No Popery, sition to their own opinions on matters

no Wooden Shoes," and the people im- connected with religion. Under pretence
' mediately fancied that they were (that of propagating and maintaining the

is, all of them that were allowed to live) true faith, but in reality to punish oppo-

to be condemned to wear wooden shoes, sition to their own imperious will, our

while a very large portion of them were forefathers used to burn people for sup-

at once to be committed to the flames, posed differences upon points utterly un-

Under the influence of these appalling intelligible. The old disputes about the

ideas, it is not wonderful that they rose Trinity are without a meaning, and^yet

in thousands against a law which was thousands were sacrificed in this strange

believed to lead to such terrible conse- contest. The cut of a cape raised

quences. furious wars between rival religious

Since that time the Catholics have orders ; and the position in which the

been emancipated ; and the people have thumb was to be placed in making the

now no warmer friends in the House of sign of the Cross, kept all Christendom

Commons, than some of the Catholic in combustion. Gradually, slowly, but

Members there. Having themselves at last completely, we have gotten rid

been persecuted, these Members are of this dire intolerance ; we have laid

enemies of persecution. They sympa- aside these frivolous disputes ; we pur-

thise with the people, and have shown sue our duties in this life in an humble

that although a man be a Catholic he and cheerful spirit—modestly asserting

is not thereby excluded from being li- our own belief, and charitably listening

beral and honest. to and forbearing towards opposing

These are striking facts, and have ones. We see the Jew son following

had great weight : they have assisted the religion of his Jew father ; the

the change in the public mind; and Mohammedan, the faith of his Moham-
will overthrow ten thousand speeches or medan parent;- and the various Chris-

sermons, made and preached by ten tian sects also following each the belief

thousand interested Priests. of their parents. The Protestant father

The public now are fast tending, under has a Protestant son; the Catholic, a

the influence of this increased experi- Catholic son; a Quaker, a Quaker son;

ence of the ways of men, to a state of a Presbyterian, a Presbyterian son; and

mind that promises much happiness to so on. This coincidence the world

' those who are to succeed us. Already over teaches us humility. We see that

we have learned to judge of one another our faith depends more upon the cir-
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cumstances by which, iti infancy, wc lowest of worldly interests is really

are surrounded, than upon our own in- their sole incentive to action. They

vestigations. We see men of all these talk of the foul doctrines of the Catho-

various sects and religions, believing lie Church, and are exhibiting in then

implicitly that they alone are right, and own conduct the most damning evi-

all the remaining portions of mankind deuce against their own.

wrong. This again teaches us humi- One of them has a cure in Ireland :

lity. We ourselves believe that we are that is, he is supposed to have the car^.

right; but we know that our neigh- or charge of the spiritual concerns of a

hours, equally good and wise, believe parish in that country. He leaves his

that we are wrong. This does not charge ; he vagabondizes up and down

make us less steadfast in our faith, the country, spouting frothy and va-

though it makes us diffident in censur- pouring nonsense in the hope of creating

ing others. We hold on to our own confusion. The people of England,

belief, but are perfectly content to let with the House of Commons at their

others do the same. Harmony, peace, head, have decided that, if there be any

good- will, kindness, active beneficence, Ecclesiastical revenues in Ireland, over

—in short, virtue is the great result, and above what is necessary for the

We are daily becoming wiser and providing for the spiritual wants of the

better. people of the Established Church, that

Is not this a cheering prospect? such surplus shall not, as now, be given

Have we not good reason to think well to a set of Parsons for doing nothing,

of the times in which we live, and but shall be employed in the instruction,

ought we not to cherish and foster those of the people generally. Hereupon the

feelings of charity and forbearance Parsons have set up a howl ; " The

which hold out this prospect of happi- Church is in danger. Popery is about

uess for us and for our children ? to be dominant. We are going to rush

In the midst of this growing and in- headlong into Idolatry ."•—All which,

creasing charity come these interested being put into English, signifies, " We
Priests, to blow the coals of slumbering are about to lose what we have hitherto

discord. They seek to stir up dissen- most unrighteously enjoyed. The money

sion—to bring us back to the olden of the people is about to be employed

times of unchristian hate, of persecu- for the benefit of the people ; and we

tion, torture, ay and massacre too. are no longer to be paid for doing

And for what do they seek to bring nothing." This has stirred up these

about this hateful revolution? Money, reverend trumpeters; this has provoked

Money, Money, is the answer. The them into wrath; this has set them to

Demon of cupidity is within them, and work to find out what is evil in Den's

for the wretched purpose of maintaining Theology. About that said Theology

revenues wrung from the peasantry of they did not care a straw; but they

Ireland, at an expense, often of blood, fancied that the people of England were

and always of treasure wholly beyond to be gulled by means of their vulgar

their worth, these selfish Priests, these artifice, and they therefore have dug up

worshippers of Baal, these idolaters of Den's Theology, in the hope of raising

the Golden Calf, try to create dissension a riot. They have signally failed. The

among brethren. With charity upon times of priestly delusion have gone by;

their lips, they preach the most furious and wc may congratulate ourselves that

intolerance ; with pretended sanctity in the knavery of these runaway Parsons,

..their thoughts and demeanour, thenar- with the folly and knavery combined©

f
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their noble and honourable supporters, for the occasion. Their performances

will prove impotent to mischief. The are deemed both dull and wicked ; so

people treat them with contempt—

a

that, while they excite contempt, they

contempt richly deserved* The reverend succeed also in creating a universal

buffoons are looked upon as actors hired feeling of disgust.

TJSELESSNESS OF THE REGIMENTS OF GUARDS
IN LONDON *

Of what use are the Military in Lon- and their strength has increased in the

don ? Will it be answered, to preserve exact proportion that illegal proceedings

the public peace ? Assuredly not

:

have been avoided. By the extension

their presence does not affect public of instruction; by increasing intelli-

opinion respecting the Government, or gence, the people have learnt that their

induce those to be silent and inactive opinions are of more influence than

who are disposed to be clamourous or their hands, and that discussion has

riotous. A great change of opinion greater force than a brick-bat. No per-

has occurred among all classes, and son also of any sense, however much
they very clearly perceive the course that he might be alarmed, would now sug-

it is their interest on all public emergen- gest the employment of the Military to

cies to pursue. The errors formerly com- silence discussions which he might dis-

mitted in endeavours to gain any object like. From the experience of many
by actual force have long been ex- years, the Government itself has ac-

posed, and are now carefully avoided, quired some knowledge in this respect,

It is universally admitted, that any and it has frequently shown its sense of

good purpose to be effected must be the evils the employment of the Military

accompanied with union and agree- necessarily produces. It is not, how-

ment; that the use of force prevents ever, intended to argue this matter.

all confidence, and disunites the largest Many reasons could be advanced to

masses ; while success, if obtained by prove that in London the Military is

force, can only be temporary, as it must far from being of any assistance to the

depend upon excitement which cannot Civil Power, and that the misconduct

possibly continue. This is understood of the Government has, on every occa-

by the people ; and a mob assembled sion, led to their interference, and

for unlawful objects, or a riot, are always with the worst results. It could

events unheard of in this city for many also be shown that the Civil Power

years. Agreement and organization alone ought to interfere, and that it

among the people are cultivated in a would always be effective in quieting

more effectual manner than formerly, any disturbance of the public peace.

But the object at present intended to be

,„ ,_, .. \ . • j . . , - - shown, is an affair of pounds, shillings,
* The writer is much indebted for many of r

, . .

his facts to an article in the second number of the and pence. It is to exhibit the Military

London Remero, entitled « Retrenchment _ tem of th Horse Guards, and the
Military Abuses," published during the last J

week. manner in which what are called th©



Guards, or the Household Troops, con-

tribute to increase the public expendi*

ture of the country.

There are in London, at all times,

certain regiments called the Guards;

some are foot, others are cavalry. The

services they perform are of the most

simple character. The war ended in

the year 1815, now twenty years ago.

During the whole of these twenty years

the Guards have been engaged in tra-

velling from London to Dublin and

Windsor, and back again ; two batta-

lions being always at Windsor, and one

in Dublin. They are also employed in

London for a few hours in the day, as

sentries. They are placed at different

spots, where their use is difficult to ex-

plain. At the British Museum two stand

at the gateway, outside of a high wall

which no person would be disposed, or

has any temptation, to get over. The

Institution itself has more of a national

character than any about London, and

it is almost the only one, belonging to the

people, of which they can see the interior

without paying any money. It is, never-

theless, conducted after a niggardly fa-

shion, and the desire of every person in

London to protect itwould be greater if it

was made to administer, more than it

does, to his amusement, by being open

upon every holiday in the year. The

desire to destroy what yields amusement

does not exist among those who enjoy

it, and whatever is given up to the peo-

ple for their use, is rarely abused.

Thus, in Paris, the walks in the gardens

of the Palace of the Tuileries are always

respected, and the trees which form the

long alleys have survived the most vio-

lent popular revolutions unhurt. The

bark of the trees is as clean as if the pub-

lic was admitted among them for the first

time yesterday, and no names or notches

are to be seen upon them. And why ?

Because the public, knowing that they

are theirs, protect them. So also, in

Paris, the fine galleries of sculpture a«d

public buildings have been protected

throughout the most violentpopularcom-

motions. They were national property

—

nationally affordingamusement and en-

joyment to the people without distinction

—and therefore respected. Our British

Museum, and all public gardens and

walks, require no military protection

the moment their national and pub-

lic character is admitted and felt.

—

From the Museum we go to the Thea-

tres, and there, also, find military.

Has a riot ever occurred* outside of

a theatre requiring their interference?

Has disturbance ever taken place in

the interior requiring their presence?

Such events have never been heard of.

At the theatres, therefore, soldiers per-

form a mere theatrical part. They are

ornaments which the public pay for, but

which ought to be put to the account

of the managers of theatres. When
this change is effected, they will quickly

disappear. The manager would soon

substitute, for military ornaments, some

less expensive ones.—From the theatres

we go to the exhibitions of pictures.

At the Gallerv in Pallmall, and at

Somerset House, we make our way to

the ticket-office between a couple of

sentries. What is our business ? It is

of the most calm character. We go

not to fight, not to shoot any man, and

are far from anticipating a disturbance.

We seek amusement. In order to gain

it, our mind is inclined to the reception

of impressions of the most pleasing

kind. If we are sullen or sour, we stay

at home. Those whom we meet at

such exhibitions are certain to be en-

joying themselves, and if we are dis-

posed to be ill-tempered, it is not in

such society that we can exhibit our

ill-humour. Few can be disposed to

pay a shilling to show that they cannot

participate in pleasures which delight

those about them. If they were so in-

clined, or disposed to be ill-behaved, a

police-officer, or some of the company,



vypuld soon very properly show them at public, offices ?- Do -they .facilitate,

the way out. But such is not the case business or atibrcl protection .

; Persons

with those who go to such exhibitions, who are engaged at such places receive

The peaceable and gay character of the from them no advantage, and the dusty

exhibition humanizes and softens any and large bundles of papers which arc

harsh or ill-tempered inclinations. The kept in such offices, however useful, are

varied sight necessarily animates and not of value sufficiently tempting to

delights. The remarks of observers induce any person to disturb them. A

are too lively and amusing to create police officer would protect them more

warlike feelings. The soldier,, even as effectually than a soldier. At the Horse

a sentry, is out of place. Guards sentries are also to Jbe found

From Picture Galleries we go to the during the day-time. In two outhouses,

Palace. The gates are open. Will any opposite the official buildings, for about

person attack the Palace? Does he ten hours in the day, two mounted

dislike the Government, and therefore cavalry soldiers arc compelled to re-

desires to make such an attack ? Would main. Mere wooden figures would be

the character of the Government be cheaper and equally serviceable. At

changed if he succeeded in his object ? night they disappear and the gates are

Some police or even the host of house- shut. They are mere ornaments during

hold servants would be sufficient to the day, very troublesome to preserve,

repel him, and to protect the property and very expensive. As sentries, they

of their master. If his object was po- might be dispensed with, and there

litical, no matter what it might be, his would be no necessity to find even a

success could be of no avail. The substitute for them,

policy of our Government does not Of what use then are the Guards ?

depend upon the will or temper of any If, for twenty years since the war, they

one individual ;—it is to be traced to have existed as an excuse for costly

the character of the Representatives of expenditure, performing only these idle

the People. Whatever may be the deter- services, why need they be permitted to

ruinations of the House of Commons, exist any longer ? Why not disband the

those who administer the affairs of this whole body at once, and relieve the coun-

country must adopt them. No attacks try from the enormous charge of their

upon persons can affect the measures maintenance? The reason is, that like

of a Ministry, and no change in any SOme other public establishments, they

system can be effected by the destruc- are not maintained for the advantages

tiou of a given individual. It is not so the public derive from them. They arc

in despotic countries. But in England an excuse for making provisions for the

personal violence towards a public man children of the Aristocracy. They

is as foolish and useless as it is criminal, exist in order that the sons of the

The temptation personally to attack nobility or of rich persons may be

public men does not exist. The Mili- quartered upon the public purse, and

tary are not needed for their defence, find a permanent provision for life

or that of their houses. A palace is as without the necessity of labouring

secure as the house of the private in- for it.

dividual, and the temptation to break The Array is generally conceived to

into it is not greater than in any other be a service that often calls for many

case, though in every case criminal. privations. Some regiments are sent

Are there any other places where for several years to the hot and sultry

sentries are needed ? Are they required climate of India, others to encounter



the fevers of the- West Indies; others deducting the ordinary expenses of

the severe and piercing cold of Canada, living. Yet this occurs in the Guards,

and some few enjoy the pleasant climate and no complaints are made,

of the Mediterranean. This last is a Officers of regiments are usually

favourite station. The more favoured supposed to be of great service in main-

officers in the army seek it, and the taining discipline, and that upon their

young aristocracy who possess any diligence and activity the efficiency

influence in the navy, always obtain of the regiment depends. In the

their promotion by yachting on this Guards the details of the regimental

.station at the public expencc. The duties are performed by the Serjeants,

Guards, however, are exempt from under the control of the Adjutant and

all the inconveniences of foreign ser- Commanding Officer. The officers ac-

vice. They alone always remain in tually do not interfere in the govern-

this country. They have their private ment of their regiment, as officers of

houses in London, they know to a day the regiments of the line are compelled

when they shall remove to Dublin or to do. The work is too offensive for

Windsor, they sacrifice none of the the select of the aristocracy; When
comforts of private life, and reap with parade is formed, they fall into the tanks*

ease the honours of their profession. They fill up the complement of those

In addition to this the Guards, though necessary 'to complete a morning exhi-

well paid, and though not subject bition—from the drill and more annoy-

to the troubles of frequent removals, ing business of the regiment they are

are allowed a sum of 4,000/. for their considerately relieved,

table. This sum formerly amounted to Another privilege regards leave of

10,000/.; it was then reduced to absence. An officer of a regiment of

6,000/.; and, by the efforts of Mr the line has considerable difficulty^ to

Hume, it has at last been diminished to obtain permission to leave his com-

4,000J. It ought to cease altogether— mand. An application must be made

there is no reasonable excuse for its to the office of the Adjutant-General,

payment. Those who enter the Guards and after due consideration, it is refused

ought to seek their appointments on the or rejected. In the Guards, leave of

same terms as those who enter into absence is obtained without any appli-

other regiments. They have greater cation to the office of the Adjutant-

advantages, as shall be presently shown, General. Two thirds of the Officers

than officers of other regiments ; and are often absent on leave, at the same

their promotion is very rapid. Ought time; so that the state of the Guards

they to enjoy any peculiar privileges, is such, that if the regiments are use-

exempting them from expenses to ful, on account of the services of the

which officers of other regiments are men, the officers might be disbanded

liable? They have a superb dinner without the slightest inconvenience,

provided for them at the public ex^ A few steady Serjeants would continue^

pense; and, as it might be expected, as they now do, to perform all the

may invite their friends to it. It would duties of the officers at a cheap rate,

be thought an outrageous proposition and in an efficient manner,

to ask Parliament to grant a sum of The Officers of the Guards also

money to enable the officers of a regi- possess privileges respecting promotion

ment at Liverpool, to provide dinners not possessed by the officers of other

for themselves and friends, and to put regiments. The Ensigns have the rank

their pay into their pockets without of Lieutenants in the Army; and the
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Captains that of Lieutenant-Colonels

;

step, and his profession paid so little

and a Major of the regiment has the regard to services, that his promotion

army rank of Colonel. The evil of stopped. From a return of the services of

such an arrangement is grievously felt Lieutenant-Colonels commanding regi-

by the old veterans of the service, and ments, lately laid before the House of

is a mere aristocratic privilege, to Commons, it appears that a noble Lord,

enable young men of rank and fortune who entered the Army in 1824, com-

to rise with rapidity, and to be qualified manded a regiment in 1832, having

to receive appointments, which are only obtained an unattached Lieutenant-

given to Officers of high rank. Ordi- Colonelcy in 1830, after a service of

narily, promotion is by degrees, from six years and five months. He had

one step to another,—from Ensign to gone through all the steps of pro-

Lieutenant, from Lieutenant to Captain, motion, from Ensign upwards, in

from Captain to Major, from Major to that short space of time. Men, who

Lieutenant-Colonel, and so on. In entered the army during the war,

the Guards, the junior Ensign has and encountered all the chances of

the rank of Lieutenant in the Army, being shot, and laboured in the duties

jumps over the heads of all the Ensigns of the field, are allowed to get on as

in the Army, and as soon as he becomes they can. If they are not rich, or have

Captain, jumps over the heads of all not friends in power, they may remain

the Majors, and ranks as Lieutenant- for life in inferior ranks, while those

Colonel; and, if he becomes a Major who have entered the service at a late

of his regiment, at once gets upon the period are advanced over their heads,

list of Colonels. Other officers, un- their only title to promotion being aris-

less from some unexpected event, rise tocratic connection. And yet the service

by slow degrees. Majors pass to the of the Army is called " the King's ser-

list of Lieutenant-Colonels according to vice/' M the service of one's country," "a

seniority, and their promotion is gradual, service of honor," and other fine names,

The same course occurs in order to be- when it is evidently a service in which

come a Colonel. As the Majors and merit, during a period of peace at least,

Lieutenant-Colonels appointed from the is disregarded, and in which every

line are numerous, it is obvious that it stripling who has a fortune, is pre-

takes along time before any of them can ferred to the soldier who has been en-

attain a high rank, though it is among gaged in many battles, and honour-

them that the veterans of the last war ably distinguished himself,

are to be found. By the system of The effect of this system of promo-

promotion in the Guards, Officers who tion in the Guards, is largely to increase

have grown grey in the public ser- the number of General Officers, and to

vice, see lordlings and rich young add to the public burthens. The

gentlemen shoot past them, and receive Officers very rapidly obtain the rank of

the honors of their profession, without Colonels, and they increase the list of

enduring any of its dangers or priva- General Officers much more numerously

tions. The writer remarked a Lieutenant than officers of the line, whose pro-

of a regiment, who was a few months motion is much slower. There are one

since the senior of his rank, who was with hundred and six battalions of the line,

his regiment at the battle of Waterloo, and only seven battalions of the Guards,

and had been on active service ever since yet more than one-half of the General

— -for more than nineteen years. He was Officers are appointed from the Guards*

not rich, he could not purchase his next They have, in this respect, an undue ad-
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vantage, and a most undue preference, person would pretend to lay claim to

over other officers. They are not con- them otherwise than by solicitations,

cerned in active service ; they never go accompanied with reasons perfectly

abroad ; they are subject to no extra- unconnected with military services,

ordinary casualties ; they live quietly Such reasons Officers of the Guards

and agreeably in St James's street

;

are best able to give.

and yet half the General Officers of the With these favourable prospects

army, having acquired great military before them, it is almost inconceivable

experience in walking along Pall Mall, that any consideration should have in-

and frequenting Club-houses, are ap- duced the Government to permit their

pointed from these favoured regiments, allowances on removal, by promotion,

But what are the advantages of becom- to be greater than that of officers of

ing a General Officer ?—In the army the the line. Nevertheless, such is the

rank is of great importance. There are case. There are twenty-three General

governments of castles, forts, military Officers who receive special allowances

commands in the Colonies and in differ- in consequence of their being formerly

ent parts of the kingdom, and one hun- of the Guards ; a Major-General at

dred and thirty-nine Colonelcies of 9001. a year ; two Generals and three

regiments. These are the great prizes Major-Generals at 800/. a year each ;

of the army. A Colonelcy, particularly, one Lieutenant- General and four Ma-
is a kind of military Bishoprick, nomi- jor-Generals at 7001. a year each ;

nally an office of trouble and responsi- two Major- Generals at 6001. a year

bility, and actually little more than a each ; one Lieutenant-General and one

sinecure, and, like all sinecures, well Major- General at 5501. a year each;

paid. Thus the Colonelcy of the 1st and six Lieutenant-Generals and two

Regiment of Foot Guards is rather Major- Generals at 5001. a year. Now,

more than 4000Z. a year. These are these well paid persons have probably

considered great military baits, and acquired their rank without being out

are defended as offering inducements of the country ; or, at all events, after

for exertion among officers. They are, having seen less service than any Ge-

of course, objects of desire, and are neral Officers promoted from the line,

much sought after. They are given only Yet their pay is greater, and their future

to General Officers, and it is of great prospects are of the best kind. The

moment to be qualified to receive them, defence of the system is, that the value

If all the Officers in the Army were ap- of a commission in the Guards is very

pointed in the same manner, and rose great. The partiality shown to a parti-

gradually, or if personal merit was re- cular regiment, makes it desirable to

garded in these appointments, they attain rank in it, and the advantages it

would, no doubt, be very honourable, offers being very considerable, the value

as well as valuable. But as the General of a commission in it increases. The

Officers appointed from the Guards system is bad ; the reasons which ex-

have the best connexions, are al- plain the value of the commission are

ways near the Court, rich men, have discreditable ; great unfairness is shown

powerful relations, and are, more- to other officers of the army; there-

over, very numerous, the chances are fore, the Guards are to be better paid,

enormously great in favour of their their pensions are to be of greater

obtaining them. It is interest, not amount, aud the abuses by which they

merit, which determines to whom the have profited when connected with their

appointments shall be given ; and no regiments, are to be followed by other
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abuses when they leave them. Yet a

•Government exists which defends such

practices, and is afraid to put an end to
rthem. The Aristocracy is powerful in

high places; the Army is favoured

;

,the Officers of the Guards have ex-

tensive x\ristocraticaI connexions, and

iun Administration dares to interfere

with them,

!

These abuses also receive support from

another cause. A very large number of

the Members of the House of Com-
mons are military men ; they are influ-

enced by the spirit of their profession ;

their friends are in it; their daily ac-

quaintances derive advantages from it

;

there are many personal reasons which

induce them to attach much importance

to the discipline of the army, and its

maintenance upon a large scale. These

persons, whatever may be their opinions

—Whig or Tory—object to measures

wiiich curtail the profits of the Army as

a profession. On other questions they

£re ready to act reasonably—on this they

have a class interest, and endeavour to

protect the monopoly. Their votes are

important to the Ministry of the day,

and care is taken that their political

principles— if principles be a proper

term to use—shall not be shaken by

giving ofYence to their prejudices.

The increase of expence arising from

this
5

system of promotion is also very

great, and adds to the amount of what

is called the lc dead weight," which is

chiefly made up of military pensions,

half-pay, and retired, allowances. As

the number of superior offices increases,

the amount of the dead weight is neces-

sarily rendered more burthensome. An
economical Administration, which might

unfortunately believe that a large Army
is necessary, would so order it, that it

should not improperly add to public

burthens, and that no officer should be

advanced a single step, unless it was

unavoidable, and that promotion should

be gained by such rules as should de-

rnive the rich officer of any superiority

over a poor one. At present, the amount

oi half-pay and retired allowances is

enormously great, and the practice of

promotion in the Guards tends greatly

to increase it.

If there was any reason for supposing

that the Military did afford aid to the

Civil Power, which it never would do if

a good system of local governments

prevailed, there is less reason to ascribe

to it this merit than in former times.

The Police has been placed upon an

entirely new footing, and is efficient

for its purposes. Its expence having

greatly increased, an act of the 3d and

4th Wm. IV. c. 85, was passed, by

which part of its charge was placed

upon the consolidated fund ; or, in other

Avords, was paid out of the general

amount of taxes received by the Go-

vernment. The amount thus paid by

the Government, in 1834, was 50,o93Z.,

and to the extent of this sum, at least,

a reduction ought to be instantly made

in the charge of the Guards. The

new Police supersedes even the pie-

tended benefit which they afforded to

the Magistrate, and to the extent of the

new charge, a corresponding reduction

should be made in the old force.

When efforts are made to abolish the

Stamp Duties, and we are gravely told

that reductions have been carried so

far that the state of the Revenue will

not permit of such a measure. The

following Table will show what we

should gain by getting rid of the

Guards :

—
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Rcirinieut of Life Guards

Royal Ilegt. of Horse Guards . . .
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only be felt by the soldiers. Unfor- turbs. In the neighbourhood also of

tunately it is not so harmless. It is an Hyde Park, close to the entrance into

amusement to the great people who it, is a large hospital, called St George's

order it, and their wishes only are con- Hospital. The number of its inmates

sidered. When it takes place, as was is great, and the diseases under which

the case last week, a train of artillery they suffer are mostly of a severe kind,

is brought upon the ground. By the They are chiefly poor, and enter the

discharge of the guns of the soldiers hospital in order to receive that constant

and of the artillery a great noise is assistance which their own homes, or

created. It serves no good purpose, their limited means, cannot give. It is

and is an idle amusement for those who the severity of their sickness which

order it. To others it is a painful brings them to the hospital. What can

and annoying proceeding. In this large be said of the humanity of those who
town there are many persons always disregard their sufferings, and for mere

sick and always indisposed. Their amusement direct artillery to be fired,

maladies are various, and it matters not and a tremendous noise to be created,

what they are. In sickness the strongest which the slightest experience of sick-

wish of the patient is that he should ness must have taught them to be exces-

enjoy quiet, and nothing contributes sively painful, and often dangerous? Let

more to the restoration of his health. The a few idle boys make a shouting in the

creaking merely of a door excites him,

—

street, and some legal authority will at

his nurse therefore whispers in low voice, once silence them. The amusements of

Every anxiety exists that no unnecessary the great may be as noisy as possible;

excitement should be created, and they may create alarm, excite the fever

recovery depends upon the care that is of the sick, or distract the couch of the

thus exhibited. A great man wishes to dying; they are upon a scale which the

see a review. He alarms the neigh- poor can never imitate, and, therefore,

bourhood, and the poor and sickly in the law does not attempt to reach them,

vain sigh for the quiet which he dis- Thomas Falconer,

**i.j—r m 1 4 -. -=
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THE HOUSE OF COMMONS AND • THE DERBY."

[From the Second Number of the London Review.
]

A few nights ago, a friend of ours dreamt that

he was in the House of Commons, waiting in

anxious expectation for the motion of Lord

John Russell on Corporation Reform, when

the Noble Lord entered, mounted upon Ibra-

him, the favourite for the Derby, and informed

the House that he must postpone his motion, as

he was engaged to ride :—then, within the pre-

cincts of the Senate-house, the race was run

;

the Chair was the goal—the Speaker the judge

—

his hat was the flag wherewith he awarded his

decision, amidst tumultuous cheering from the

ministerial benches. At this moment the

dreamer, in loud laughter, awoke. He felt no

emotion of surprise; nor would he have felt

surprised if such a train of ideas had been called

up by association when awake ; or if such a

train of events had in reality occurred, and he

had been forewarned of them, and had expected

them. In either case, he would only have felt

the emotion of ridicule, which he likewise ex-

perienced in hw dream.

This dream may surprise our readers
; yet

its origin is most easily traced to the fact, that

the motion to which we have referred was post-

poned on account of the Derby.

Indeed, to those who are unacquainted with

the aristocratic senators of England—who sup-

pose that, in the illustrious assembly of our

Commons, the weal of the community is the

only abiding thought of its members, the noble

end pursued at the sacrifice of all personal con-

cerns, or at the very least of all personal recrea-

tions—the fact that a motion, so important to

the interests of the empire, was delayed, in

order that the representatives of the people might

attend the race-course at Epsom, would create

an emotion of surprise almost as strong as wouH
be excited in our minds by the appearance of

the Noble Lord in the guise represented by the

dreamer. — Extract Jrom an Article oh the

Philosophy of Dreaming, signed " W. M."
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TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE,
HI

A PUBLIC MEETING will be held for the Repeal ok the News-
paper Stamp Duty, at the Crown and Anchor, Strand, on Saturday,

July 18th, at Twelve o'clock.

LORD BROUGHAM in the Chair.

POLITICAL TRACTS.

A number of Gentlemen have formed themselves into a Society for the Diffusion of Moral
and Political Knowledge, and, as a first means of promoting this object, in addition to

publishing Mr Roebuck's Pamphlets, they have collected a number of tracts on important
political questions, and reprinted others, and left them for sale, at a cheap rate, at the office

in Tavistock street. g j

Communications from gentlemen who interest themselves in these objects, whether from
town, or country, will be promptly attended to.

'

3 # l*
I.

VOTE BY BA1LOT.
The article on the Ballot in the " London

Review," lately published (from the pen of a
distinguished political writer), being a Dialogue
between a Farmer, a Schoolmaster, and a
Squire, neatly printed in a pocket size, and
stitched in a coloured wrapper Price Two
Pence.

II.

The celebrated and masterly article on the
same subject, by James Mill, Esq., originally

published in the " Westminster Review," for

July, 1830

—
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Truth versus Ashurst, or Law as it is, con-
trasted with what it should be. A scarce tract,

by the late Jeremy- Bextham, Esq.— Two Pence.

UDUCATIOW .

The article entitled, "The Present System of
Education," reprinted from the Seventh Num-
ber of the ** Westminster Review."— Three
Pence.

VI.

The article COLONY, reprinted from the

Supplement to the " Encyclopedia Britannica."

By James Mill, Esq

—

Four Pence.

VII.

The article JURISPRUHENCE, re-

printed from the same Work. By James Mm
Esq.

—
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The article EDUCATION* reprinted from
the same Work. By James Mill, Esq.

—

Four
Pence.

IX.

TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE.
The article on this subject, published in No,

.

29 of the "Westminster Review."

—

Three
Pence.

X.

LORE BROUGHAM'S EVIDENCE
On the Stamp Tax on Newspapers, before a
Committee of the House of Commons, in June,
18tM.— One Penny.

XI.

CORN LAWS.
Viscount Milton's (now Earl Fitzwilliam)

Address to the Landowners of Great Britain on
the Corn Laws.— Three Half-pence.

XII.

ISAAC TOMKINS AND PETER JENKINS.
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TRADES' UNIONS:
THEIR ADVANTAGES to the WORKING CLASSES.

BY J. A. ROEBUCK, M.P.

FALLACIES

OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON THE

BALLOT IN AMERICA.
BY H. S. CHAPMAN.

.

EDITED BY

.
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J. A. ROEBUCK, M.P.
[PRICE THREE HALFPENCE.]

TRADES' UNIONS : THEIR ADVANTAGES TO THE
WORKING CLASSES.

That a remarkable change has, of late opinion. The moment a man gets

years, taken place in the feelings and money in this country, no matter by

habits of the Working Classes of this what means, that moment he becomes

country, as well as of those of France exclusive, claims peculiar powers for

and America, cannot be doubted by any himself, and abuses and contemns those

one who pays attention to what is going that are poor.

on around him. Former disputes and In England, besides those that are

contests in politics were between various really rich, there is a still larger class

sections of the Aristocracy : the contest who pretend to be so ; and these pre-

that is now going on is between the tenders are, if possible, more exclusive

Aristocracy and the People. By Aristo- than those possessing wealth, and the

cracy is not meant merely the nobles, or power which wealth necessarily gives,

those who are sharers in the business of These pretenders ape the rich, and a

government ; it is intended to include man who has not five hundred a-year

in that term now, all who, on account will regulate the economy of his house

of their birth, position, or their wealth, after the model of the man who has

believe that they ought to have exclusive ten thousand. He desires to have his

and peculiar political privileges. The men servants, he wishes to give dinners

noble fancies, because he is of noble and parties; and, as he plays fine

birth, that he is entitled to have power gentleman, so his wife plays fine lady--=-

over his neighbours. The landed pro- and between them they both play the

prietor talks about his land and his fool. This aping of the rich necessarily

stake in the country, and fancies the destroys the independent character of

same thing. The man who has made this pretending class. They want to be

his money by trade is also of the same thought of the class of the great—they

From the Steam Press of C, & W. Rstoell, 14, 15, & J6 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.
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hope to be distinguished from the are common to themselves as labourers,

People, and they take up and exaggerate which interests are opposed to interests

all the feelings of the powerful. The of the other classes of society. They

Tory feeling of a shopkeeper at Clap- say, moreover, that these their interests

ham, or of a citizen living in Gower have not been sufficiently attended to.

street, is often ten times more offensive They allow that in society a compromise

than that which reigns in Grosvenor must be made between all parties ; but

square. It bears the same relation to they think and say, that the compro-

the true feeling, that the acting of the mise in this case has not been a fair

Cobourg does to the acting of Talma one ;—that they have been made to

or Siddons, and becomes ridiculous yield too much, while other classes have

from its very exaggeration. They out- not given up enough.

Herod Herod, and must also, as far as This being, in their opinion, the state

feeling is concerned, be ranked with the of the case, they seek to give their

class opposed to the People. peculiar interests that weight which

The line then now divides these two they deem their due ; and they en-

great bodies of the whole nation, deavour to form a plan by which effect

broadly and distinctly. In England, in may be given to their opinions and their

France, and in America, the two parties wishes.

are ranged in hostility against each In order to attain this end, it has been

other. On the one side, the anti- proposed to the various bodies of labouring

popular party are striving hard to retain men to unite together ; toform Associations

or gain exclusive power, and the popular in which their interests may be discussed,

party are as strongly striving to render and resolutions and plans adopted which

all equal before the law, and to make it to them may appear best suited to the

impossible for any man to claim or object in view.

attain political power by reason of any This is what I understand by the

but personal qualifications. term Trades' Unions.

In addition to this, there is an im- Are such Associations useful ?

portant distinction now made by the This is an important question. It

Working Classes themselves,between the has already been often answered, by

classes that live by the wages of labour, prejudiced and interested parties, and

and those who live by the return to great has been the abuse directed

capital. It is not yet settled by per- against those who have dared to justify

sons who make this distinction, what the People's endeavours to unite. I

persons are included properly in the shall, nevertheless, again discuss the

class which lives by the wages of labour, question ; and shall presume to answer

because there is a difficulty which they it in the manner in which I believe

have raised by endeavouring to make a truth will support me.

distinction between productive and mw- The People believe that they have

productive labour. interests which require separately to be

Without at present endeavouring to looked after. That they do believe this

settle the points of difficulty involved no one will deny.

in this distinction (for it is sufficient for Whether there be such interests or

my present purpose to have mentioned not is not a matter which need be dis-

them), I proceed to state some of the cussed. The point to be determined is

consequences that have resulted from not what the state of their interests

the division I have here mentioned. really is, but what the People believe

The labouring, or Working Classes, it to be.

believe that they have interests which They believe (and, by way of paren*



thesis, I will say so do I) that they —and a hundred others of the same

have interests which are at this moment sort. All these are societies of certain

in opposition to the interests of other classes of men, who believe that they

classes of the community. These other have peculiar and special interests

classes are powerful; they protect them- which require to be watched by the

selves— they have possession of the parties specially affected. Thus we see

Government. They are banded together, the Licensed Victuallers have societies,

and unite against the People. Are not which are so many Trades' Unions, all

the People to unite against them ? over the country. And the Conservative

But it may be said, the persons Club is the Trades' Union of those who
against whom the Working Men unite make a trade of Tory politics,

are not the Aristocracy ; it is not the No voice is raised against these men
Government whom they oppose, but when uniting and protecting their pe-

the Masters—the possessors and em- culiar interests ; no speeches are di-

ployers of capital. rected against them in Parliament ; no

There might be some shadow of person calls a shipowner an anarchist

reason in this objection, if the Masters because he is a member of the Ship-

were not leagued with the possessors of owners' Society. Nor is any landowner

political power—if they were not, by considered deserving of reprobation for

their representations, able to influence joining his brother landowners, and pro-

the conduct of the Government. The tecting his own particular concerns.

Masters unite for their own ends ; and, The labouring man, however, does not

again I ask, are not the People to unite escape so easily. The moment that he

also ? joins with his fellows there is an outcry,

But let us for an instant suppose that and special commissions are sent into

the Masters stood alone ; that they were the country, and transportation liberally

not powerful with the Government

;

awarded, with the express intention of

there might still be a reason for the suppressing any attempts on his part to

Unions of the Working Men. watch over and protect his peculiar

The Working Men think and say that interests against the encroachments of

the interests of the Masters and the Men those who are opposed to those interests,

are not identical. No one who pretends Odium has been cast upon endeavours

to understand the subject of wages and that deserved none ; and the Working

profits, but must allow that the men are People have been abused, and almost

practically correct in their assertion, frightened from continuing Associations,

Well, then, if there be such an oppo- that, if properly directed, would have

sition of interests, what is the objection been the cause of incalculable advan-

entertained to the Union of the working tage.

men, to watch over and protect their How, and in what way would this

own peculiar interests ? In this country advantage have been attained ?

we have instances enough of this sort The Trades' Unions were composed

of Union. We ought not to be fright- of persons living by the wages of labour,

ened at it only when the Working Classes The object of their union was to protect

adopt the plan long ago used by the the labourer from oppression,

richer classes. What is the Ship- Before this protection could be

owners' Society but a Capitalists' afforded, even by the most numerous

Union. What are the various agricul- Union, it was necessary for the labour-

turai associations but so many Land- ers thoroughly to understand their own
owners' Unions. We see the Bankers' condition ; that is, to know what evils

Society—the Attorneys' Society resulted from oppression; what evils



arose from other sources. In order to and strikes would never have occurred

learn this, they would be obliged to but for Unions." I answer, " You say

learn the various circumstances on which strikes have been mischievous— sup-

the rate of wages depended, so that pose we allow it. To whom have they

they might be able to say, " This mischief been mischievous? To the people

arises from the conduct of this class of themselves ; that is to say, that the

men,—that mischief is the result of People have, in their endeavours to

circumstances over which that class had learn on what circumstances wages de-

no control." pended, entertained a wrong concep-

If this knowledge were really acquired tion, and gone the wrong way, while

by the mass of the labouring popula- endeavouring to remedy the evil ? Is

tion, they would direct their efforts to that what you mean?"— "Yes."—
the right places, and they would efFec- Now then, I ask, how are they to

tually abate the mischief, and protect become persuaded of their error ? It

themselves from misery. is to be hoped, that you will allow a

It is the desire of every good man to working man to be a free agent ; and

see every person in the community not permit him to work if he likes, and

merely possessed of the means of living, abstain from work if it should so please

but of living in great comfort. What him. The punishment for mistake falls

we should desire is, that with moderate upon himself, and, like other men, he

labour every man might attain a com- must gain knowledge by suffering,

fortable subsistence, and that leisure Such is the condition of humanity,

might be afforded for instruction and How many mistakes have been made

recreation. But this cannot be hoped by legislators ! How many attempts

for in a country where wages are mise- have been made by the English Parlia-

rably low. The object then should be, ment, for example, to keep down wages

to find some means of permanently by law ! Was this not a fearful mis-

raising wages. take ?—The more to be deprecated, as

But the means of doing this cannot the mischief fell, not upon those making

"be discovered in a day; many plans the mistake, but upon the labouring

must be tried before the right one is hit man. The wheel has gone round,

upon, and many circumstances explored Wages are no longer so high as to

before we discover those which perma- frighten our rulers, but are often so low

nently determine the rate of wages. as to starve our Working Men. The

The only way, however, of trying Working Men, naturally enough, wish

these various plans, of making, with to alter this state of things, and, in the

success, the requisite investigations, is hope of raising wages, have had re-

by means of the united endeavours of course to strikes. The strikes have

the People themselves. A philosopher failed. If such failure1 be a reason for

may sit in his closet, and work out for putting down Unions, the acts of Par-

himself the important truths connected liament against high wages were a good

with this subject; but this is not enough: reason for putting down Parliaments,

these truths are barren until the People If the rule be good in one case,* it is

know and understand them. They also good in the other,

must work them out for themselves : It is evident, however, that the rate

they must get at them by experience. This of wages depends upon a variety of

experience they can never attain but in causes. It is also evident, that, in their

the way of union. whole variety, they ought to be known

"But," says some one, "remember by the whole of the Working Men. As

what mischief has been done by strikes

:

an instrument by which such knowledge



may be acquired, the Unions are pecu- The working men of this country are

liarly useful. Every false move the not represented in Parliament. The

men make, when acting in a body, is Aristocracy and the Monied Interests

known to them all. Every experiment generally are represented there—but

that is made by themselves in a body the Labour Interests are not. Not being

they will conceive to have been fairly represented, it behoves them to take

made. The experiments therefore which some means of influencing the Legis-

fail, will lead to the conclusion that the lature. No plan half so efficient as

plans they contemplated were wrong, uniting for that purpose.—" You surely

Whereas, if the same attempts were do not mean to influence the Legislature

made by a few only, they would be by force ? "—I again answer to this ob-

considered only partial experiments, and jector, that he is in a hurry to be fright-

therefore not decisive. Take the case of ened. Force is not contemplated by

Strikes as an example. If only a few Unions. It is not supposed that the

men stood out, the result could not be People are to get together in regiments,

fairly considered as decisive of the effi- march up to Westminster, and there

ciency of a strike. But if the whole of frighten the Parliament into doing

the working men of a town or of a what the People~,wished. This is not

trade stand out, then the result will be Union, but Revolution. Revolution,

decisive, because the experiment has upon extraordinary occasions, may be

been made upon an extensive scale, and necessary ; but a Revolution is not an

by persons deeply interested in testing every day matter. Now, the Unions

its correctness ; so that the very ex- are for every day use, and might be

ample which is adduced to prove the turned, with infinite effect, not directly,

evils of Unions, I take as a conclusive but indirectly, upon the Legislature,

evidence of their extensive usefulness. I am given to understand that above

The interests of the working men, thirty thousand pounds were subscribed

however, may be benefitted in other by the Trades' Unions of London during

ways by such Unions. When the Le- the year 1833. I have no means of as-

gislature attempted to keep down wages certaining whether this statement be

by law, it is clear that the Legislature correct. It is certain, however, that a

endeavoured to affect, and that materi- very large sum was by them subscribed

ally, the well-being of the Working for the purposes of the Union. How
Classes. When the Legislature passed this money was spent I know not; but

Combination Laws, when it passed the certainly it produced no beneficial effect.

Factory Bill, and the Poor Law, it also Suppose, however, that the Unions had

affected, and that materially, the in- established an Election Committee, and

terests and happiness of the working that they had employed this money in

man. Now, the Unions might, if pro- endeavouring to bring into Parliament

perly directed, be rendered specially men who would represent their interests,

useful in watching the interests of the The Carlton Club employed money to

working men, and protecting them from this end during the last election, and

injury at the hands of the Government, with great success. Now, it is well

"That is to say," exclaims some known that the Tories are obliged to

shrewd objector, " you wish to give to pay highly in all their election proceed-

these working men a power of controul- ings, and that to elect a Liberal is by

ling the Government." no means so expensive a matter as to

" You are in great haste to be fright- elect an enemy of the popular cause,

ened, my good friend," I reply ;" pray If, then, the Unions had used judi-

let me explain what I do mean/' ciously the large sum I have mentioned,
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they might have materially influenced

the composition of the House of Com-

mons. If, in every large manufacturing

town, the Trades were to unite and

choose a candidate, they might them-

selves conduct the whole election, and,

in most instances, determine the result.

This would not be by processions, or

creating large assemblies of people, but

by carefully dividing the town into dis-

tricts ; by having all the voters in that

district canvassed ; by appointing to

every ten promised votes one man to

bring them to the poll; this one man to

be answerable, and to give an account

of the ten. Then, again, there ought

to be a leader of every hundred, whose

business ought to be to look after the

leaders of the tens. All expense, by

such means, would be reduced to the

smallest amount, and every elector who

was favourable to the popular cause,

would be rendered effective. This is no

idle scheme. I know places in which

such a system is established, and the

result has been triumphant success to

the popular cause.

The true and most effective mode for

the Working Men to attain the due pro-

tection of their interests by the Legisla-

ture, is the one here pointed out. This

contemplates no force, no confusion.

It is a mode of giving to numbers a

power which numbers will never acquire

while their efforts are uncombined. A
dozen men in the House of Commons,

really and completely representing the

"Working Men, would be of more service

to theWorking Men than petitions signed

by ten thousand persons. That House

wants information respecting the feel-

ings of the Working Classes, which in-

formation can be given by none but

themselves.

" But," says the opponent of Trades'

Unions, " suppose that the people were

to turn these Unions to account in this

manner ; suppose that they succeeded,

do you desire to see the House of Com-

mons filled with the representatives of

the Working People ? Do you wish the

ignorant to rule the enlightened ? Do
you desire that the rich should succumb

to the poor ?
"

In the first place, I answer, there is

little danger of our filling the House of

Commons with representatives of the

Working Classes. Do what they like,

the People can never prevent the Aris-

tocracy putting a very large majority

into that House, while the present sys-

tem continues. All that we can hope

for at present is, to obtain a small num-

ber of sturdy and hearty advocates of

the people, who, in season and out of

season, will speak the truth for the

people, and state what they consider to

be their feelings and their wishes. Good
of an amount that cannot easily be

duly estimated, would result from the

existence of such a body: good, both

as respects the House and the People.

The House would learn distinctly the

People's wishes, and the People, by the

aid of their advocates, would acquire

an accurate knowledge of what the

House of Commons was doing; and, by

constantly having their minds directed

to the effect of the Legislature upon

their interests, would come to have a

correct conception of the real good and

evil that was, and could be, done by the

Government.

Such would be the actual state of the

case if the power of union was effi-

ciently directed in this particular. I

will now, however, answer the remain-

ing portions of the question I have

supposed the objector to put to me.

The Working People are supposed to

have erroneous notions respecting capi-

tal, profits, and wages. For my own part,

I believe that many of them do entertain

erroneous opinions on these subject!.

It is further supposed, that if the Work-

ing People were represented in the

House ofCommons, that these erroneous

opinions would be acted on, and a

minimum of wages be established by

law.



For my own part, I am not at all physician, but yet is not able to direct

inclined to believe that any such enact- the physician in the management of a

ment would be the result of power being disease, so the public generally are able

placed in the hands of the nation at to choose their representatives, but are

large. That a majority of the People not able to direct those representatives

entertain an opinion adverse to the in their conduct of the Government:

existence of capital, or that they desire that therefore the People should content

that wages should be regulated by Act themselves with judging of the fitness

of Parliament, I do not believe; neither of the representative by his previous

do I believe that the working men are habits and studies, and should not pre-

persons wishing to thrust their own tend to interfere with him in his pro-

opinions upon those who are opposed ceedings while acting for them.

to them. There is every reason to There is much truth in what is here

expect that a far greater liberality said ; but the statement must be taken

towards the feelings of the minority with a limitation. A Government is,

would be exercised by a majority having in fact, but the representation of the

power, than is now evinced by the People ; and no Government could

minority who are in possession of it. exist except by means of external force,

A majority has none of the fears and which should in fact be very far in

petty jealousies that naturally beset a advance of the general instruction of

minority. They would be liberal in the People. The People may be, and,

their concessions, and treat with con- in all popular systems, are inclined to

sideration the opinions and the interests have a large confidence in their Govern-

of all. ment ; but there is a point beyond which

If, however, we should assume that this confidence will not be conceded.
•

the majority of the People have these We may take as an example of this our

supposed erroneous opinions, and that own nation during the seventeenth

they would desire to have them acted century. The large body of the people

upon, 1 ask on what ground are their were at that time so hostile to the

desires resisted? The answer is, that Catholic religion, that no Government,

the desires are mischievous. But in however liberal, would have been able
1

whose opinion are they mischievous ? to have allowed full and complete free-

In that of the minority, according to dom to persons of that persuasion. It

the supposition.— Is it in accordance is evident to us now, that such hostility

with correct principle to make the was baneful and pernicious, and yet it

opinions of the majority yield to those would have been in the highest degree

of the minority ? improper and unwise to have run

This question has produced a con- counter to the predominant feelings of

troversy among the friends of popular the majority, and, in spite of their

Government. There is one class of wishes, to have established by law per-

these friends of popular Government, feet toleration. The enlightened of

who, while they seek to give the whole those days would have done what John
body of the public the power of con- Milton did,—they would have en-

trouling the Government, yet desire, by deavoured to have persuaded the people

certain political machinery, to throw of their error, and when they had thus

the real direction of the Government instructed them, would have sought to

into the hands of what they are pleased have established toleration by law So,

to consider the enlightened few. The if it should turn out that the large body

argument rims thus :—They say, that of the People entertain false notions

just as a man is able to choose his respecting wages, the right course to
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pursue is not to deprive the people of of it in public. The brief tract which
the power to do as they like respecting at length he published was written with
wages, but earnestly and carefully to extreme simplicity, clearness, and per-
put the truth before them. Discussion spicuity, and has been justly charac-
will soon establish what is true, and terized as one of the most admirable
expose what is erroneous. examples of a series of arguments, de-

There is another and very striking duced from observation and experiment,
example of the point I am now insisting that ever appeared on any subject."

on, in the history of mankind. Many « Contemporaries are seldom grateful

of the philosophers of old believed that to discoverers. More than one instance

the religion of the Pagan nations was a is on record in which a man has injured

compound of folly and knavery; but, at his fortune, and lost his happiness,
the same time, they abstained from through the elucidation and establish-

shocking the prejudices of their fellow- ment of a truth which has given him
countrymen by openly declaring such immortality. It may be, that there are

an opinion. On the contrary, these physical truths yet to be brought to

philosophers paid much outward respect light, to say nothing of new applications

to the temples and statues and religious of old truths, which, if they could be
ceremonies of the People. But they announced and demonstrated to-day,

nevertheless taught doctrines which led, would be the ruin of the discoverer. It

by degrees, to the subversion of the is certain that there are moral truths to

errors of the existing religions. Since be discovered, expounded, and enforced,

that time, however, mankind has made which, if any man had now penetration

a great advance. All men are able to enough to see them, and courage enough

speak out much more openly than at to express them, would cause him to be

any time in man's history,—though the regarded by the present generation with

following observations of Dr South- horror and detestation. Perhaps, during
wood Smith, when describing the those eight years of re-examination, the

effects of the discovery of the circula- discoverer of the circulation sometimes
tion of the blood, are not without tfieir endeavoured, in imagination, to trace

application at the present day :— the effect which the stupendous fact, at

" Before the time of Harvey, a vague the knowledge of which he had arrived,

and indistinct conception that the blood would have on the progress of his fa-

was not without motion in the body, vourite science ; and it may be, the

had been formed by several anatomists, hope and the expectation occasionally

It is analogous to the ordinary mode in arose, that the inestimable benefit he
which the human mind arrives at dis- was about to confer on his fellow-men
covery, that many minds should have would secure to him some portion of
an imperfect perception of an unknown their esteem and confidence. What
truth, before some one mind sees it in musthavebeen his disappointment when
its completeness, and fully discloses it. he found, after the publication of his

Having, about the year 1620, succeeded tract, that the little practice which he
in completely tracing the circle in which had had, as a physician, by degrees fell

the blood moves, and having at that off! He was too speculative, too theo-

time collected all the evidence of the retical, not practical. Such was the

fact, with a rare degree of philosophical view taken even by his friends. His
forbearance, Harvey still spent no less enemies saw in his tract nothing but in-

than eight years in re-examining the dications of a malignant mind, that con-
subject, and in maturing the proof of ceived and defended doctrines which, if

every point, before he ventured to speak not checked, would undermine the very



foundations of morality and religion.

When the evidence of the truth became

irresistible, then those persons suddenly

turned round and said, that it was all

known before, and that the sole merit

of this vaunted discoverer consisted in

having circulated the circulation. The

pun was not fatal to the future fame of

this truly great man, nor even to the

gradual, though slow, return of the pub-

lic confidence, even during his own time;

for he lived to attain the summit of

reputation."—[The " Philosophy of

Health/' p. 380—a work which I re-

commend every body to read who can

obtain it by purchase or by loan.]

The conclusion that I desire to draw

from these various remarks is, that the

Government must, in fact, be the repre-

sentative of the national will : That,

whatever may be the wishes of any small

portion of the community, the Govern-

ment cannot be made better than what

that national will allows : That the

guide for the Government is the opinion

of the majority; that its duty is to obey

this opinion, and, while obeying, to lead

it, as far as possible, to what is correct.

In this way the most effective and most

rapid advances will be made. To set

up an individual will, no matter how

correctly framed, and to obey it, is not

the most efficient means of leading and

improving a People. Instruct and

govern. Do not compel the People first

to obey, and then to learn afterwards.

Instruct them so that they may desire

what is wise, and it will soon be estab-

lished. To establish laws opposed to

the errors of the People is to take the

most effectual means of strengthening

those errors, by making the People hate

the truth, because she comes in the

shape of an oppressor.—Such is my
answer to those who ask me if I would

make the instructed few succumb to

the ignorant majority.

There is yet another mode in which

the combined efforts of the Labouring

Menj by means of Unions, might be

rendered extremely beneficial. At the

present time the children of the Labour-

ing Classes are educated more by

chance than by any careful and regu-

lated plan. In my opinion, the Govern-

ment ought to turn its attention to this

subject, and, if we had a really popular

one, not a day would pass over before

some effective means would be em-

ployed to establish a beneficial system

of education. Until we have such a

Government, however, it behoves us to

look to the matter ourselves. Now, if

the money which is at present spent by

Labouring Men in the education of their

children, an education altogether de-

fective, and oftentimes directly mis-

chievous, were spent under the direc-

tion, not of scattered individuals, but

of the combined workmen of a town or

trade, a regular and efficient system of

useful education might easily be intro-

duced. By this means the Unions

would, in fact, perform one of the most

important duties of the Government,

and materially mitigate one of the great

evils resulting from the inefficiency and

sloth of our present rulers.

These I consider to be among the

most important of the legitimate objects

of Unions. I have not spoken of

violence or menaces, for these I do not

deem necessarily belonging to combina-

tions of the People. That ignorant men,

when joined together, may act in an

unwise and unjust manner, no one can

deny; but this folly and this injustice

is no necessary part of a system of

Unions. Violence may at times have

occurred where Unions have existed;

so it has where Unions have been un-

known. The Luddite riots were not

the offspring of Trades' Unions, for they

were unknown in the times of those

riots. Breaking of machinery has be-

come far more rare of late days than

formerly ; and attacks upon the pro-

perty of others have been most frequent

among the agricultural labourers, whb

have been least able to combine.
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The mere meeting together of a their commencement; that prejudices

number of men is of itself beneficial. of caste, of birth, of sect, of con-

It begets tolerance, it creates discussion, dition, are doomed to disappear; that

and thus advances knowledge. Igno- more liberal and kinder feelings are

ranee is the parent of vice, and ignorance about to be prevalent in society ; and

cannot long exist where there is a com- that we are not to go on to the last

plete and open communication of all mutually hating and persecuting each

opinions. other. No man of kindly feeling and

I may be asked why I have alluded humane sympathies can look upon the

to the subject of Trades' Unions—a sub- condition of the labouring millions of

ject which many Persons desired and mankind without regret. If we did not

desire to bury in oblivion. My answer hope to see this condition greatly im-

is

—

it is my earnest desire to keep the proved, despair would seize us, as to

Peoplefrom despair. I see, daily, want the improvement of mankind generally,

and misery the fate of many thousands Of what use is it that we are daily com-

of my fellow countrymen ; and I see pelling the various powers of nature to

this to be the case in spite of many and serve us, and minister to our wants ; of

painful exertions on their parts to avert what use are the advances in art and in

them. Many a bright hope faded, when science, if the great end of all be not

the Unions failed ; and thousands gave that the millions who labour, and who

up all expectation of ever improving form the immense majority of our race,

their condition, or of rescuing themselves are to be raised permanently to a con-

and their children from the situation of dition of comfort and of ease ? What

bondsmen. A sullen despair came over gratification can we derive from what is

large numbers of the workmen, and they termed increasing civilization, if it turn

now turn away from a contemplation of not to the benefit of the majority? My
their own condition, and attempt to shut belief is (a belief to which I cling with

out misery by vain endeavours to drive fervour and with hope), thatweare gra-

away the recollection of what surrounds dually and rapidly advancing towards

them. This is not a healthy state. It the permanent improvement of the con-

generates hate; it makes the Working dition of the majority; that every dis-

Classes look upon all others as their covery hastens the great and desired

cruel and wilful oppressors, and places end; that every step in science is a step

impenetrable barriers between men that towards universal happiness ; that every

ought to be friends. I hope to make advance in art pushes us to the same

the Working Classes see that they ought great result. I see the many and the

still to hope—that brighter days are in enormous obstacles that have yet to be

store for them—-and that the very in- overcome, and there is none that I so

struments which they have employed and much dread as the apathy and despair

thrown aside, may yet be the means of of the Many. Great hopes have been

obtaining for them lasting and important raised, and fatally deceived. Such,

benefits. My aim is not to stir up dis- alas ! is the condition of our nature. La-

cord, but to allay it. To .allay it, not bour is necessary, and patience, and

by quenching, but by kindling hope

—

resolution against disappointment. Ex-

by endeavouring, as far as I am periment upon experiment must be made

able, to lend a helping hand to the before we hit upon the right expedient;

industrious and the honest Working but let us not despair, because we have

Men, in permanently bettering their con- not yet succeeded. Immense steps have

dition. For my own part, I believe been made ; the People, as a body, are

that vital changes in Society are in now far advanced in comfort and intel-
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ligence beyond what they were a cen-

tury since. Another century will see

us yet farther onward. Each day brings

its advance and its increase of happi-

ness. Let us all manfully strive towards

this same great object, and we may our-

selves enjoy many increasing blessings

derived from increasing civilization. It

is to this end that I recommend Union

to the People, and ask them to recon-

sider their attempts, and to endeavour

to ascertain why those attempts were

unsuccessful. There is much good yet

in store for us, and no more efficient

instrument of good will be found,

than the Unions of the Labouring

Classes.

J. A. Roebuck.

FALLACIES OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON THE
BALLOT IN AMERICA.

The second speaker on Mr Grote's

motion on the Ballot, who thought fit

to go to American newspapers and

American travellers for a lance where-

with to tilt against that formidable

thing, the Ballot-Box, was Mr Charles
Russell, the Member for Reading. Mr
Charles Russell is another of the

Moderate Reformers. His Reform,

Reader, bears but little resemblance to

what you and I mean by Reform. Some

idea of the sort of Reform which Mi-

Charles Russell would fain bestow

upon us may be gleaned from his own

declaration, that " he is not favourably

inclined to Triennial Parliaments, or any

extensive Municipal Reform." There

is another thing of which Mr Charles
Russell is not in favour, and that is

the Ballot. Let us give him a fair

hearing :—

-

" The opinions there (in America) are so

conflicting, that it is almost impossible to re-

concile them."

I should like to know if there be

any question in the whole field of

Morals and Politics on which opinions

are not " conflicting." Where there

are conflicting interests there must be

conflicting opinions, which no wise man
will attempt to reconcile. But even

were it desirable " to reconcile conflict-

ing opinions," I am not quite sure that

it would be reasonable to expect us to

wait till Mr Charles Russell shall be

capable of performing the task.

I have here assumed Mr Charles
Russell's fact of the conflict of opinions

to be true. I must now state, from my
own knowledge of America, that there

is no political question on which there

is so little conflict of opinion as the

Ballot. The great majority of the peo-

ple positively revere it. They attribute

to it—as we are all apt to do to our

favourites—many virtues which it does

not possess—which were never expected

of it. It is only the privilege-desiring

class to whom the Ballot is obnoxious.

For my part, I believe that where the pub-
lic mind is excited, either by the agitation of
any popular question, or any struggle between
popular candidates, that then they do, in spite

of the Ballot, experience in America all the
evils of a contested election, with which we are

familiar in England, with the exception, perhaps,

of extensive bribery."

" With the exception of bribery "—
good, Mr Russell ! Add, also—of in-

timidation, which is effectually checked

in America by the Ballot, and we shall

have all that secret suffrage proposes to

afford us. The Ballot was never in-

tended to " remove all the evils of a

contested election." You might, there-

fore, just as well object that it does not

cure the Cholera. All that is expected

of the Ballot is, a means of secrecy to

all who desire it. The Ballot does actu-

ally diminish tumult, but that is not its

especial business. The proper remedy

for tumult is to limit the duration of

Elections to the smallest practicable

time—say to one day ; and by having
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many polling places, to "sub-divide the

crowd into a number of small and in-

significant sections.

The cause of tumult in New York

—

whence, owing to our commercial rela-

tions with that city, we derive most of

our knowledge of America—is to be

sought in the conduct of the rich class,

aided by the duration of elections.

Elections there last three days ; hence

they have only one-third of the polling-

houses which a single day would

require. Their election crowds are

consequently three times as large as

they would otherwise be. Much of

—

I may say all—the tumult that does

exist is chargeable upon the monied

class. The Shopocracy of New York,

I know, and of Philadelphia, I believe,

shut up their houses and turned all

their people into the streets during the

last election. Their object was to create

a fear of Democracy—a dread of popular

influence. But it did not succeed. The

People cannot be made to fear the

People. The rich class may have suc-

ceeded in deceiving each other, and the

eleven-thirteenths of the Press at their

command may have deceived Mr
Charles Russell, the moderate re-

former ; but that the People were not

alarmed at the People's influence, we

may take this as proof—that the Ballot-

Box remains.

Mr Charles Russell continues:

—

" And if bribery do not prevail in that

country, we must seek some other cause for

their exemption from it than secrecy ; for,

practically, no secrecy whatever prevails."

This is a mistake. Some secrecy does

prevail. It must not be forgotten, that

the Ballot only proposes to afford a

means of preserving secrecy to those

who desire it. The desire for secrecy is

a very important feature in the case.

I go to the poll and drop my ticket into

the box for Joseph Hume. I am an

independent man, and I care not who

knows which way I vote— 1 do not there-

fore preserve seereey. At the next

eteCtiQiai my circumstances haverchanged

—I am no longer independent ; secrecy

has become important to me. I still

vote in accordance with my principles,

but this time I keep my vote to myself.

Now, in America the people generally

are in very independent circumstances.

The industrious farm labourer is his

own landlord. He has no rich man's

frown to fear, no favour to ask, except

of his equals, on the fair manly footing

of l( aid me now, and I'll aid you to-

morrow." To him therefore secrecy is

not necessary. In the cities, on the

other hand, there is a dependent class ;

not so numerous, it is true, as the in-

dependent class, but at all events con-

siderable in point of numbers. By this

class the Ballot is used, not merely by

putting a ticket into a box, but—and I

repeat it, reader—this is the important

feature of Ballot, by keeping their own

counsel. It is because the independent

class in America is very, very large,

that the resort to secrecy is not suffi-

ciently notorious to reach the knowledge

of Mr Charles Russell living 3000

miles off.

In another place, Mr Charles Rus-

sell, speaking of the English Yeomen,

says :

—

" That sturdy independent race, which I re-

joice to think is not quite extinct among us, and
the pride and independence of whose frank and
manly character I trust we shall never expose
to the silent sap of the Ballot."

To be sure we shall not. The Ballot

is, as I have before said, for the depend-

ent, not the independent. The inde-

pendent man may perform the same

motions as another ; but, unless he keep

his own secret, it is no Ballot. The

beauty of the Ballot is, that it need not

be called into operation except where it

is wanted. From its very nature, its

use is purely voluntary.

The following is rather a piece of evi-

dence of the calibre of Mr Charles
Russell's mind, than an argument

against the Ballot :

—

" The honourable Member for Oldham him-
self, with more practical experience of America
than any other Member of the House, in the
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very last debate which took place on this sub-

ject, told us, with a very significant nod of the

head, that ' if he pleased, he could tell us some
secrets about the Ballot.'

"

I really do hope a nod or a wink,

however significant it may appear to Mr

Charles Russell, will not be permit-

ted to pass current in the House as an

argument.

The next is a specimen of what Ben-

tham calls the " Hobgoblin argument/'

It is an attempt to frighten us out of the

adoption of an acknowledged good, by

a vague fear of some hidden danger

lurking behind.

* If we once admit the principle of adapting

their Republican forms to our Monarchical in-

stitutions, where is the imitation to end ? We
may as well take—and if once we enter on the

course, depend upon it we shall be called on to

take—the example of their Presidents, and ren-

der the Sovereignty itself periodical and elective

by Ballot."

Mr Charles Russell, however, is

not half so skilful in the use of the Hob-

goblin fallacy as Elliston, the cele-

brated actor and theatrical manager,

as the following veritable history will

testify :—
" When Elliston was manager of the Worces-

ter Theatre, he advertised a splendid display of
fireworks for his benefit. Now fireworks, like

the Ballot, are very popular, and his house was
crowded. At last the play and farce were over,

and not a cracker—not a single squib, was pre-

pared for the gratification of the now impatient
audience. The cry for " Fireworks, fireworks,

fireworks!" became terrifically loud—just as the
cry for Ballot will be after the farce of the next
election. The stage-manager, one John Crisp,

and the affrighted company, expected what, in

theatrical parlance, is termed a " demolishing
row." Elliston, nothing daunted, stepped for-

ward, and thus addressed the people :
—

' Ladies
and gentlemen,—I have prepared for your
amusement the most splendid pyrotechnic dis-

play ever beheld in this or any other town in
the kingdom (deafening cheers) ; but it is my
duty to inform you, that if the fireworks be ex-
hibited, my engineer is of opinion they will po-
sitively blow off the roof of the theatre—such is

their strength and magnitude!—but you shall

have them. ( Cries of ' No, no, Mr Elliston,'

and a general rising. ) I have never deceived
you, my dear friends and patrons, and you shall

have them ! ( Cries of ' No, no,' and a partial

move. ) My stage-manager, Mr Crisp—there
lie is, in my private box—will attest the fact.

The fireworks will positively blow off the roof
of the theatre-^-but you shall have them.* The
terror generated was now complete. Theskil.
ful manager kept the hobgoblin before their
eyes by repeating, 'but you shall have them,'
and the affrighted crowd rushed from the the-
atre amidst reiterated shouts of « No, no, Mr
Elliston !•'»

I hope the advocates of the Ballot

will not be frightened away by the

stage tricks of those to whom the Bal-

lot is naturally obnoxious. After all

that has been said, I feel convinced the

reader will be prepared for the winding-

up of Mr Charles Russell's dis-

course ; for it seems to be the favourite

climax of the whole tribe of Anti-ballot-

ites :

—

" Sir, I dread as a national calamity—I de-
precate as a national disgrace—this under-
ground, clandestine, and I will not be fright-
ened from the propriety of the term un-
English practice."

Mr Russell is not content with the

example of America, to prove the un-

English character of the Ballot;, he

shows—oh ! shocking—that it is French
also. Now, with all due submission to so

great an authority as the Honourable

Member for Reading, I would submit that

this is no reason against Ballot. If you
can prove that the introduction of the

Ballot would be fraught with mischief

to the community, let it be rejected, by
all means ; but when not a single argu-

ment can be maintained against it, let

us not submit to its annual rejection,

because it is " new," and was first tried

in some foreign country. The same
reason for rejection might have been
urged against half the good things

which now contribute to our- physical

and moral well-being. Why, reader,

even mealy potatoes and souchong tea

were un-English a couple of centuries

ago. Nevertheless, they were adopted
by the people of England, and have
now become essential to our comfort,
and even to our health. They became
popular-—for the very reason that the
Ballot, is popular—because they were
good; though the Charles Russells
of that day neglected not to tell the peo-
ple they were " un-English," in a very
plaintive ditty, from which the following
sublime extract is taken :

"When good Queen Elizabeth sat on the throne
£re Coffeeand teaand such slip-slops wereknow*
llie world wasm terror whene'ershe didfrown-*.

Oh tne roan beef of Old England,*75
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Mr Charles Russell's speech of the of his career he set up as a very great

2nd of June should certainly be versi- Liberal, and, as it was really something

fied to the same tune. to have so great an Aristocrat on that

Mr John Richards, Member for side, there seemed a general disposition

Knaresborough, without intending to do to be-praise his Lordship, even to sick-

so, said a word in favour of the Ballot, ening. With all this, is it wonderful

The reason why we desire to see the that Lord Stanley became the spoiled

Ballot adopted is, that it will guarantee child of the House of Commons?
to the people a real influence in the In process of time the people began

choice of their representatives—in short, to find Lord Stanley out. Those who

the elective franchise will be stripped undertook to analyse his speeches were

of its mockery. Most of the objectors astonished to discover that there really

to the Ballot contend, with as much was nothing in them. Hence an opinion

zeal as though they really desired the arose within the House, that in point

extension of popular influence, that it of real knowledge his Lordship was

would not be an effectual means to that decidedly below mediocrity, though the

end. Mr Richards seems to be of reputation of skill in debate was still

another opinion. He objects to the awarded to him.

Ballot, " because the interference of De- But even this reputation did not long

mocracy is found to be so inconvenient endure. While Colonial Minister his

and troublesome,"—thereby tacitly ad- real ignorance of everything he should

mitting that the Ballot promotes the have known was thoroughly exposed,

said " interference of Democracy." The result was striking. His Lordship

I will here mention, incidentally, that was cowed. The lion's skin was strip-

Lord John Russell showed great skill ped aside, and the terror of the teeth

in steering clear of America. His Lord- and claws subsided with the exposure,

ship said he ' c would not imitate the After this his Lordship damaged him-

Honourable Member for Knaresborough, self still further by taking up an ex-

who resorted to America and France tremely equivocal position between the

for topics of discussion." He saw how two Aristocratic factions, the conse-

completely the example of America was quenGe of which naturally was that nei-

agaiust the Whig view of the case, and ther party trusted him. From this time

he very prudently avoided it as a quick- never was the descent of a public man
sand, whereon three speakers had al- more rapid. His fate in public estima-

ready wrecked their view of the ques- tion has been rendered more conspicu-

tion. ous by the false eminence to which he

The only speaker remaining to be had been raised. Two short years ago,

noticed is Lord Stanley. This task and Lord Stanley was a rising man

;

I feel to be almost unnecessary, as the now we scarcely ever hear his name,

people have ceased to fear aught from His speeches are disregarded. His

that Noble Lord's opposition. The opinions are no longer quoted. In

time was when Lord Stanley certainly short, he may be said to occupy a place

had considerable influence in the House in the public mind no longer. I cannot

of Commons. By the virulence of his help feeling that in this Lord Stanley
attacks he managed to keep honourable has received some injustice at the hands

members in dread of him ; and by a of the House of Commons. In a more

certain readiness of speech—a power of humble position, in a less exalted walk

uttering plausible nothings on any sub- of politics than that of a Parliamentary

ject, he gained the reputation of being leader, Lord Stanley might have

a ready debater. During the early part proved a useful member. With a hum-
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ble position he will not now be content opinion is erroneous, and his statements

an exalted one he can never occupy

;

incorrect. To answer every one of his

hence his political ruin is accomplished. Lordship's mis-statements would be to

Nevertheless, Lord Stanley cannot repeat what I have said in reply to

avoid talking of " his support," and those "moderate" men, Mr James

"his opposition," as though he still Barlow Hoy and Mr Charles Rus-

retained that influence which he cer- sell. Lord Stanley asserts that

tainly did once enjoy. The House lis- there are preliminary meetings in Ame-

tens to him for the present with most rica to ascertain how " every man " in-

praiseworthy good-nature. This is quite tends to vote. I affirm, in contradic-

right. The House was the cause of tion, that the vote of every man is never

Lord Stanley's self-delusion, and it known. There is always a considerable

would be cruel on its part to chastise number whose ultimate intention cannot

his Lordship's arrogance too severely be ascertained, and whose final vote is

or too suddenly. equally confined to their own breasts. I

On the question of the Ballot, Lord have been to these Caucus meetings, as

Stanley claimed to be deemed an they are called, and I have always

authority because he had been in Ame- heard much speculation as to the

rica. Lord Stanley certainly did " doubtful men." It is they who make

travel in America 5 but in what way ? use of the Ballot, because their circum-

He travelled rapidly through the coun- stances require it.

try, mixing, not with the mass of the But of all the trash uttered in the
people, but only with the wealthiest of House, not only on this subject, but I

the dwellers in towns, and from that will go so far as to say during the

class imbibing all his notions of the whole session, the following piece

people of the United States, and of their of matchless absurdity stands pre-
opinions. But Lord Stanley has eminent:

—

been twenty or thirty times as long in « I have no doubt that if the Ballot were
this his native Country as he has been established in England, a landlord, disposed to

a • TT i v 1 11 v- !•/. exercise his power oppressively, might declare
in America. He has lived all his life that he would not be satisfied unless he saw,

here. Reader ! do you think we should w,th his own eves
> voters put their tickets into

i, i'isj' ii- f • •
the Balloting. Box."

be justified m taking his opinion as to

our feelings and desires? The bare ,
y > m?^ Stanley, can you

-A nn •« ~Z. a re a. t j a
not Perceive that a law might be so

idea is absurd. If, then, Lord Stan- framprl a* tn ™«„Q~f *u -ji ji j' ' iramea as to prevent the said landlord,
ley be not trustworthy as a witness as or any one else, from being within hearing
to the opinions of the people of this p

r seeing distance? or do you think there

country, how much less worthy of reli-
1S anytmng in a landlord, or any other

ance must he be on the feelings of the
S° rt °f lord

' ^ ic\ should Sive him a

t A A,
'

, .

B
. .

prescriptive right thus to nullify the
people and on the popular institutions Ballot? If yOU can show that any
of America. class of men, in spite of Ballot or

Lord Stanley does not pretend to anY other contrivance, can influence the

state facts. He merely tells us that in P00r and dependant voter, then, I say,

his opinion the Ballot in America is no J?" ^
ow *hat

^e
,
class in <*uestion

4 . . ... , ,
raus t be gotten rid of.

protection against bribery, and does not a* fu„ ^ 1 . *J
. ,

As tor quoting the letter of a young-
promote secrecy. Assertion can only travelling dandy expressing an opinion
be met by counter-assertion. I have against the Ballot, and recommending
seen, perhaps, ten times as much of *he same to the House of Commons as

America and the Americans as Lord ?
n arSument >

l raus t say that I deem it

Stanley. I have mixed with the peo-
^athAe mental capacity even of

~i j * . .
J-<ora Stanley.

pie, and I assert that J.ord Stanley's H. S. Chapmak.
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THE TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE.
pg -j,. " Knowledge is Power."

So said the Philosopher Bacon, and sible to make men unlearn whatever

he spoke the truth. That knowledge is they had learned, and that knowledge

power has been constantly proved by would not only increase continually,

events, but by none more than by those but rapidly. This prediction has been,

of recent occurrence. and will continue to be, verified to the

Every "body sees 'that great changes very letter,

have taken place within a very few Knowledge has progressed among

years ; every body expects that still every class, but among no class to the

greater changes are at hand. same extent as among the Working

They who are old enough to remem- People as a class. True it is that they

ber the commencement of the Pitt and are still deficient in the knowledge of

Grenville war against the people of principles which to them are of the

France for the purpose of preventing highest importance, but the knowledge

the increase of knowledge, know that, they have actually acquired is, in pro-

spite of all the efforts of all the Aristo- portion to their ignorance half a cen-

crats and all the Despots of the conti- tury ago, much greater than that of

nent of Europe, the stimulus then given any other class of persons. The Aris-

to the desire for knowledge has been tocracy have improved the least of all,

increasing continually. and they never can improve to any con-

It was the observation of one of the siderable extent so long as the know-
best political writers of the time, that ledge they seek is confined to their own
the combination against the French grade. Of the vast body composed by
would fail, since it was utterly impos- *he Working People they still remain in

, . ,

'
.

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REYNELL, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket,
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utter ignorance ; yet, on the knowledge fore them, I have seen many striking

or the ignorance of this class the Aris- and some very extraordinary proofs

;

toeracy may, at no very distant day, and I may safely affirm, without any

have to depend for the safety or the risk of making a mistake, that, notwith-

destruction of their lives and property. standing the many impediments in their

Say what we will of the Working way to the acquisition of knowledge,

Classes, those among them who are the some of which cannot be overcome, and

best informed do, on an average of others which can only be removed with

years, guide the whole body, though, in great difficulty, they will continually

their still comparative state of igno- improve, and, if aided as they ought to

ranee, they may and will, at times, be, will improve rapidly. As certainly

think erroneously and act absurdly ; but as knowledge shall increase among

even this mode of thinking and acting them, will their condition be bettered,

is not confined to them, as the conduct and the tranquillity of the country be

shows. secured.

of the other classes but too frequently The Aristocracy are little, if at all,

Say what we will of the Working disposed to learn anything respecting

Classes, they among them who take their own real condition, or that of any

any pains to think at all—and this is an other class, and least of all of the Work-

immense number—are the least sophis- ing People, the " Lower Orders." They

ticated, and consequently the easiest to are absurdly exclusive ; they take them-

teach of any class. Whenever their selves for the world; they are the People;

attention can be fixed on some particu- to them nothing is, or is likely to be,

lar truth, whenever their attention can useful, in their estimation, which does

be commanded by those whom they be- not immediately promote some purpose

lieve sincerely disposed to treat them of their own, which has not for its ob-

honestly and candidly, they are the ject some special and peculiar advantage

most teachable of any class. There is, to their class, and to many of them

however, considerable difficulty in in- even this is too large a view of the sub-

ducing them to give their confidence to ject: yet whatever can be alone specially

those who are not, like themselves, useful to them must be injurious to the

Working Men. This is a great imped- People. Never will they see this in its

iment to their improvement, but is not true light, because they will never be

a circumstance at which any one should persuaded to care in the least for the

feel surprise, since their own experience comfort or discomfort, the plenty or

has taught them that they are seldom want, in any way, of those whom they

candidly treated, and almost always consider as placed in a caste beneath

deceived, by those who are placed in their own ; never, under any circum-

circumstances above them, who have stances whatever, will they feel the least

generally some sinister purpose to ac- interest in what may seem calculated

complish whenever they give themselves to benefit the " Lower Orders.**

any special trouble about them. But for the Aristocracy and the

Of their readiness to receive instruc- Parsons, good teaching would, ere this,

tion when assembled in bodies, of the have overspread the land, and every

ease with which they give up prejudices man and woman would have received a

when their unreasonableness in main- sound school education ; would have

taining them is clearly and fairly ex- acquired useful knowledge of many

posed, of the frankness with which they kinds, of which but too many of them

will rectify mistakes when demonstration are now deprived,

that they are mistakes takes place be- When school teaching began to spread



among the People, its great enemies, taking advantage of circumstances, laid

the Aristocracy and the Clergy, opposed the foundation of General Education

;

its promoters and impeded its pro- who, with the assistance of other such

gress; obstacles of every sort were men as themselves, have continually,

placed in its way, and the means of though not always in the wisest way,

effecting the purposes of the bene- laboured to increase the efficiency, and

volent men who devoted themselves to to extend the practice, of school teach-

it, were crippled. The establishment ing. So far have their intentions been

of schools was in some places pre- carried into effect, that they have tended

vented, in others destroyed, But for to spread the desire for information to

them every child would now be receiv- an extent unknown at any former period,

ing the rudiments of a sound and highly With the desire for and the actual

important education, to an extent which increase of knowledge, the character of

few, as yet, appear to have contem- the Newspapers changed, and, from

plated as possible. being small sheets containing little

These unpalatable truths will be besides the mere gabble of the day, at-

treated as calumnies by every enemy of tained to a state which may now be

the People ; by every cowardly creature made of the greatest importance to the

who meanly thinks his own advantage whole of the People, in everything

may be promoted, or his absurd pride which tends to promote their well-being,

be solaced, by keeping the People in both individually and collectively,

ignorance ; by every one who does not The French Revolution was the

see, and cannot extend his view far great stimulus : it roused the desire

enough to be at all likely to perceive, of multitudes of men for informa-

that good teaching, that the inculcation tion, and led to many useful changes,

of sound principles, can alone avert Among others, it led, gradually, to

the mischief which the changes in pro- the destruction of mere party poli-

gress may tend to promote. Mischief tics ; to the disuse of mere words

will be produced, and carried to a great without any useful meaning ; it put an

extent, unless provision be made to end to the cant of faction, which no

teach the mass of the People, to a much longer suffices to set multitudes of men

greater extent than it has ever yet been together by the ears, to the extirpation

the intention of any considerable body or prevention of good political inquiries.

of men they should be taught. The People are no longer deluded as

These truths shall some day be shown they used to be ; they have at least ac-

tio be simple and incontrovertible facts, quired some knowledge respecting legis-

not in the least exaggerated, in no way lation ; they begin to understand the

coloured. Observing men will find that true principles of all really useful Go-

the practices condemned still exist to vernment, and expect to see proper

some, though a comparatively small ex- measures brought under the cognizance

tent; divested, to be sure, of their former of the House of Commons, instead of

vigour and the insolent pretensions of the vague generalities with which they

superiority of the Clergy and the Aris- were formerly amused and deluded,

tocracy. The progress of knowledge was

Whatever the Working People have feared by the English Aristocracy : its

gained of Useful Knowledge is, to a consequences were dreaded. There was

very great extent, the result of the ex- at this time no body of men in the land

ertions of a few benevolent men in the who deserved the name of the Public,

middle ranks of [life ; of men who, The People generally were gulled*
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either by Ministers and their supporters, and the subservient Tory Post. Both of

or by the leaders of the Opposition, these papers occasionally contain arti-

Each party was made to believe what- cles respecting Government which no

ever their leaders wished, and they fre- paper in Pitt's time dared to insert,

quently became almost frantic against Pitt died, though young, not before

one another, for no end whatever, but his time; Dundas fell into a miserable

of being laughed at for the aid they dotage; Grenville became imbecile,

gave to one or the other faction, each and at length bed-ridden. They left

being equally inimical to the People. the scene of their extensively mischiev-

The Government of Pitt, Gren- ous exploits, but their spirit remained ;

ville, and Dundas was one of the plague continued and was propa-

pure mischief, one of sheer vulgar gated by their successors, and in respect

expediency, founded on no one sound to the stultification of the People, was

principle of legislation. They mise- supposed to have been made perfect by

rably miscalculated consequences, Castlereagh, who in 1819 put an

mistook appearances for realities; end to his own existence, when he could

they went on in the old way under no longer face the circumstances he had

new circumstances, and the conse- assisted to produce and could not con-

quences are before us. The propaga- troul. Before 'the act 60 Geo. III. c. 9

tion of opinions, even those likely to be was passed, Newspapers had been but

most useful, were feared, and the means vaguely defined; a more particular de-

of preventing the contaminationofknow- finition was now given, and information

ledge became the " order of the day.*' was supposed to be effectually inter-

Nothing was omitted which could in dieted to the body of the People. The

any way tend to stultify the People on act was drawn with all the particular

the one hand, to beat them down and and minute cunning of the narrow-

keep them down by calumny and per- minded clique, and made as plausible

secution on the other hand. Nume- as the smooth and deceptive Castle-

rous were the measures adopted : some- reagh could desire. The preamble states

times artfully contrived and insidiously that—" Whereas pamphlets and printed

propagated; sometimes openly and in- papers containing observations upon

solently avowed and acted upon. The public events and occurrences, tending to

end of all was the same. The most excite hatred and contempt of the Go-

permanently mischievous were the re- vernment and Constitution of these

strictions on the Press ; these were realms as by law established, and also

numerous, complicated, and severe: vilifying our holy religion, have lately

the Stamp Duty was increased ; presses been published in great num-
were registered ; not a hand-bill could be its and at VERY SMALL PRICES,
be printed but at a registered, i.e. a and it is expedient that the same should

licensed press, nor without the print- be restrained" It is then enacted, that

er's name being affixed to it ; heavy " all pamphlets and papers containing

penalties were enforced on all who lent any public news, intelligence, or

a newspaper for hire ; spies and inform- occurrence, or any remarks or ob-

ers were encouraged ; all free discussion servations thereon, or upon any mat-

was denominated sedition ; and many ter in Church or State, published

were the persons who were prosecuted periodically, or in parts or numbers,

for writings in opposition to Ministers, at intervals not exceeding twenty-six day*

which would now be thought mild, and between the publication of any two such

even humble, by the ultra-Tory Standard, pamphlets or papers, parts or numbers^
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where any of the said pamphlets, papers, power had no limit ; they could call

parts, or numbers respectively, shall not any Periodical Publication they pleased

exceed two sheets, or shall be published a Newspaper, seize the renders and

for sale, for a less sum than sixpence, ex- publishers, bring them before the Ma-

clusive of the duty by this act imposed gistrates, and there be certain that fine

thereon, shall be deemed and taken or imprisonment would be inflicted as

to be newspapers." The borough- often as they wished. The act says

—

mongering House of Commons, and the News, information, &c, and these

Lords, who were the owners or influ- words, large as they are, were left to

encersof two-thirds of the seats in that the interpretation of the irresponsible

House, were delighted with their perfect Commissioners of Stamps, and a wide

scheme. " Observations upon public interpretation they gave to them when

events and occurrences, public news, intel- they extinguished a small weekly pub-

ligence, and remarks thereon, and all lication called The Harlequin, wholly

matters relating to Church and State" devoted to the Play-houses, because it

were now interdicted to those who told what pieces were performed in

could not afford to purchase a stamped them, and commented upon the actors,

newspaper; the knowledge acquired by This was News, Information, and Com'

the People was to be obliterated, from mentthereon, and consequently "contrary

the want of access to information to to the act in that case made and pro-

continue it; and ignorance was to over- vided." Look at this, Englishmen, and

spread the land as the means of intro- be ashamed of yourselves for permitting

ducingf the wholesome coercion so ad- the existence of such an interdict,

mirably carried into effect in Russia and As the bad law could now no longer

Austria, the truly despotic and aristo- be evaded, it was openly violated. The

cratic modes of compelling submission time was come when acts so unsuitable

so continually and ardently desired by to the state of society could not be ob-

the Aristocracy of England and their served by the People, could not be en-

confederates. All would not do ; the forced by the Government ; no possible

Aristocracy and their boroughmonger extent of persecution could prevent the

slaves and tools legislated in ignorance publication of Unstamped Periodical

—an ignorance which, as a class, must Papers, " at very low prices," and the

always remain with exclusive Aristo- demand for what the People rationally

crats, who, from theirposition and pur- desired to have, and what the Borough-

suits, must ever remain unacquainted mongering Parliament said they should

with the condition, the wishes, the intel- not have, increased continually. The

ligence, and the actual power of the law was openly violated, and will be

•' Commonalty." openly violated, to a much greater ex-

It was now no longer possible to tent, as long as this shamefully partial

evade the law, as had been done while and unjust law shall remain unrepealed,

a Newspaper was vaguely defined; every At first scarcely any but those whom

Periodical published within 26 days was the law had made reckless of conse-

now liable to be challenged as a News- quences to themselves took the risk of

paper, and the Publisher be fined and openly violating the law, but means

imprisoned at the discretion of the were soon discovered by which com pen-

Commissioners of Stamps, who had a sation more than equivalent to the

dispensing power, and might prosecute penalties of the law could be obtained,

whom they pleased, and refrain from and the law was, by many persons thus

prosecuting whom they pleased ; their circumstanced, set at defiance. Atrial
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of strength then commenced between title of a A Letter to a Minister

the Government and the law-breakers, of State respecting the Taxes on

in which the Government was, as it Knowledge." The propositions con*

must continue to be, defeated : the vio- tained in this letter were afterwards

lation of the bad law " has increased, made subjects of enquiry, partly at the

is increasing, and cannot be diminished." instance of Lord Althorp, when Chan-

The most virulent coercion, the most cellor of the Exchequer, and communi-

malignant persecution, cannot prevent cations have since been made to Mr
the People having cheap Unstamped Thomas Spring Rice, as Chancellor

Publications ; have them they will, as of the Exchequer. Both these gentle-

the law-makers themselves will have men have been induced to confess, as

prohibited articles, as they always have others their colleagues in the Cabinet

had them when they desired them, even have confessed, that the tax was obnox-

at the very moment when they were ious to many serious objections, and

making the laws to prohibit them. It defensible on no rational grounds

was curious enough to see a grave Le- whatever. There was, and still is, a

gislator enforcing the prohibition of strong desire in both these gentlemen

India silk handkerchiefs, while he held and their colleagues to continue the

one in his hand, unconscious of the Duty ; they fear lest the People should

anomaly ; and the time has come when obtain too much information, become

an Unstamped Newspaper is no longer too well instructed, and they revert to

a rarity in the hands of Honourable the obviously absurd excuse that they

Members within the walls of the House, cannot afford to part with the revenue

If any one finds fault with the word the Stamp Duty produces. This excuse

malignant, as applied to persecutions of was made by Lord Althorp when he

publishers and venders of Papers, let had a considerable surplus of revenue

him reflect on the fact, that, after a very above expenditure, as Mr Spring Rice

large number of persons had been con- will also have. Were this not a mere

fined in various gaols, and fines had excuse, were they honestly disposed to

been inflicted upon Mr Hetherington repeal the law, so inimical to the good of

for a Paper published by him, a Jury the community, they would not resort

in the Court of Exchequer found that to the common and pitiful subterfuge of

his Paper did not come under the de- men in official situations, but at once

scription of the Act, was not a News- meet the exigency of the case, and pro-

paper, and consequently, that all the pose the Repeal of the Stamp Duty.

fines imposed were robberies, under pre- But no, the members of the King's

tences of law, and all the imprisonments Cabinet partake too much of aristo-

utterly illegal. cratic notions, and are blinded by

It required no great sagacity to fore- their own ignorance of the Peo-

tell that laws so widely at variance with pie. Untaught in this particular,

the state of society could not be exe- either by the better-informed Working

cuted, and this was clearly demon- People in the trading and manufactur-

strated to Mr Poulett Thomson, ing districts, who, under circumstances

(who, before his acceptance of office, of great excitation, amidst great temp-

had, been a strenuous advocate for the tations, and bad advice, have refrained

Repeal of the Stamp Duty on News- from every kind of outrage—untaught

papers,) in a letter sent to him on his by the contrast of the results dt igno-

acceptauce, of office, and published in ranee in the conduct oT the'farhi La-

the month of January'1831, under the bourers, whose mischievous practices

l



are even yet, perhaps, in their infancy, Is this a state of things, are such

Ministers are still willing, nay desirous, proceedings worthy of men who claim

to prevent the access to knowledge, the confidence of the People ? Would
which can alone permanently extin- it not be more advisable, more becom-

guish the evil passions generated by ing, more honest in them, to show that

ignorance, and lead to events still their claim to the confidence of the

more deplorable. Lamentable, indeed, People was, in this truly important par-

is it to see such men refuse to do that ticular, well merited by a total Repeal

which can be so easily done to preserve of the Stamp Duty on Newspapers,

the peace of the country, and save from and all its odious of prosecutions,

ultimate destruction even their own fines, imprisonments, and all the other

property. Lamentable is it to be com- ill consequences which result from a

pelled to observe the obstinacy with bad law, conferring, as it does, an

which they cling to the use of brute injurious monopoly on a very few per-

force to compel obedience to bad laws, sons, to the injury of the rest of the

when, by repealing those bad laws, the community, in several very important

force of knowledge would alone be particulars ? Every thinking man, who

necessary ; and brute force, which will has no sinister interest to influence him,

some day assuredly fail them ought no will answer Yes, and say the sooner the

longer be relied upon for a precarious obnoxious tax is repealed the better,

protection. It is lamentable to be compelled to

One great, one principal means of observe that in this, as in some other

introducing with effect the moral force cases, there should be no remedy but

of knowledge, would be the Repeal of by a constant violation of the law ; that

the Stamp Duty on Newspapers. If reasoning, however conclusive, has no

Ministers were disposed to repeal this effect on those whom it ought the most

obnoxious impost, which some of them to concern, and that with them the

acknowledge cannot be justified, and manifold advantages which would ac-

which no one of them will openly de- crue to the whole People should haVe

fend, they would be at no loss to devise no weight ;— that the absurd love of

means, either to spare the half million coercion, even when useless, or worse

it produces, or to find a substitute in a than useless, when mischievous, and
trifling postage, when by the increase of its continuance derogatory to the under-

the consumption of paper, and the num- standings of Ministers, should still be

ber of advertisements : there would [be clung to with a dogged determination

no want of just and conclusive argu- to continue the unjust law until it can

ments among them in favour of the be continued no longer, and then to

measure. abandon it with an ill grace, instead of

It is a remarkable circumstance that giving it up at a time when it would be

the Tories who passed the Six Acts, received as a boon, and greeted with

and the Ministers of that day, who as the applause of the People,

cordially hated those who did not sue- Soon after the commencement of the

cumb to them as any Ministry which present session of Parliament, efforts

ever existed, did not prosecute the were made by a very small number of

publishers and venders of Unstamped persons to ascertain the disposition of

Publications to anything like the extent the People, in various places, toward*

to which the Whigs, on their coming petitioning the Lords and Commons &r
into office, countenanced and encou* the Repeal of the Stamp Duty on
raged such prosecutions; Newspapers ; their efforts were success*
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fill, very many petitions hare been Here, then, is proof that the number of
signed, and others, in large numbers, persons who attended was very large •

are m course of signature. These it is indeed probable that never in any
ettorts led to a meeting at the Crown case, under similar circumstances, did so
and Anchor Tavern on Saturday, the many persons sign their names to any
18th of the present month, when Lord petition. It cannot be supposed thatBrougham was prevailed upon to take so many as one in every four signed his
the cha.r, and the following Resolu- name, as it is not to be expected that
tions were unanimously agreed to :— men will bear the inconvenience of

i. dep»de„
l

,

he

u
P
p

r

„7t/ ^•^TSZiS mixinS and Waitin °' in a hot day- ">ong
amongst its members : that the Newspaper has a Crowd of Others, at the table, until
been justly deemed the great insirument of thpv ran nhfalr. ~ n „.* *
<civ.lizat.on, but that the Stamp Duty tends to ,7 Can ° bta,n an PPO rtunity to Sign
destroy the efficiency of that instrument, and taeir names. It has never, perhapsJ2T * "*! °f m°ral and P0li,kaI happened, that one in four of those who

m
2. That in the opinion of the present Meet- attended, ever signed any petition, and

wig, if any portion of this tax be retained, a the numhpr? whn nn tk'. ™„™; uvery numerous and important class will con-
n™™*> who On this occasion De-

tinue to be deprived of that knowledge of pass- came petitioners, proves the number

^":X2zv
o^z:ir^^i which attended th* ^^s™ very

mere reduction of the Stamp Duty is to be great. The Meeting was a clear and

13l£Z2XUst^&& p
,.

erfr deraonstration °f the ™*- ot
firmly upon the shoulders of the People, with- tne People, and would have been treated

Sffif.maltptu
,hat W°Uld neCeSSari,5r as such by ^ three Pri«<=ipa' Morning

3. That Petitions be presented to both Houses Papers, and by their coadjutors the

,wh^SS^J^^^S^^ ^^ PrinCiPal *™°* PaP-- ^
for the abolition, at the earliest possible period, ™e subject been one by which they

W&ge"
er *" affming the Diffusion of could have «*•«> benefited. It was of a

4. That a Subscription be immediately com- different character, and each of these

ZSg&ZZtoZSZr °f thh Meeting
' PaPerS treated U accordi°S •» the no-

5. That the thanks of this Meeting be pre- *l0n tne " Gentlemen " who conduct
sented to Lord Brougham, for his indefatigable these Panpr* tKm.^f J™ r™
exertions in favour of a Free Press, and for the J

,

6
,

apeFS tn0U£ht Pr<>Per. They
zeal and ability with which he has discharged dared not suppress the proceedings

U

„W°
f

T^Z °f ,hiS M
r:

in

J-
S° th£y Save whatever a^ount eachOnly two days not.ce could be given of them Ieased . Mr 'C0NNEIxoftheMeet.ng. The time for holding it in speakin

P

g of the probab ,e 22was Saturday at two o'clock, a time of tages of « a cheap, free, and u„-a I others the least hkely to induce peo- shackled Press," said the Stamp Duty

J to attend; yet long before the time created an injurious monopoly; he in-of the meetmg, the great room, the stanced the tergiversation of the Times

cZl17 ^ T°
m
U°

LOnt,OD
•

WSS "S °ne ° f ,he evils °f the na™ - :
completely filled wuh most respect- nopoly. Mr 0-CoNNELl , in describing
able persons. Numbers could not the conductors of the Times, used some
procureadm.ss.on; many wentaway con- very coarse expressions, for which the
tmually, on account of the excessive heat, only apology which can be made is thatand the.r places were unmediately filled it was a very coarse subject. Mr
byothers. Petitions to both Houses were O'Conhell said he should be abused
tad on tables outside the large room for talking as he had done, and it must
door, when that to the Lords received have been known to him, that however
upwards of 1,300, and that to the Com- coarse his language might be, it would
mons upwards of 1,500 signatures, be outdone by the Times. No language
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that Mr O'Connell or any one else it. It commenced its leader on the

could use, could surpass the "pure Monday following thus;—" It will be
blackguardism " (these are the words of seen that Mr Daniel O'Connell,
the Times), of the language commonly Lord Brougham, and a few others*

used by the " Gentlemen " who conduct had a field day, and a sham battle

that Paper. against ' the villains, and liars, and mis-

Almost every man at all known to creants of the Times.' " The contemp-

the Public, who has advocated the Re- tuous words are taken from the speech

peal of the Stamp Duty, has been reported as spoken by Mr O'Connell,
treated with "pure blackguardism" by in that Paper, who, though the Times

that Paper, the purpose having always calls him a " Milesian savage," has a

been to deter those who had taken notion that he may call things by their

part from proceeding, and others from right names. If he were to use the

commencing. This old trick has some- Times as a vocabulary, he never could

times been played with advantage. Peo- be in want of epithets,

pie have entertained an absurd respect The Times will say that its sarcasm

for leading articles, and not long since is honest, and probably it will seem to

a prodigious number of persons took be so to the long practised " Gentlemen
''"'

their opinions from the anonymous who write for that paper, who owe no
writer of the Paper they read. Thus respect to the Public, none to truth, and
these Papers obtained great power, little to decency in, their expressions,

which the Times affects to disclaim, now It would be strange, indeed, if they

that it suits some purpose of the " Gen- did ; rare are the instances of men who
tlemen " who conduct it to disclaim it. have long been either editors of, or

Happily the day when leading articles writers of leading articles for the Daily

held this power is rapidly declining, Newspapers, having any claim to ho-

thanks to the increasing Knowledge of nesty. The Times may boast of its

the People, and the disputes which honesty, its purity, its independence;

have existed for some months past be- it may praise itself in any way it

tween the Chronicle, the Times, and the pleases, but the time has gone by when
Herald, have done much to open the such pretensions, made by either of the

eyes of those they formerly deluded, three principal Morning or Evening

The time is at no great distance when Papers, will be believed. They them-

leading articles will mislead no longer

—

selves have supplied the proofs that

they will perish with the Repeal of the they are utterly untrustworthy; scarcely

Stamp Duty. is there anything disreputable that the

The Daily Papers never would have three Morning Papers have not said of

possessed the power they frequently one another ; they know each other's

abused for the worst of purposes, had ways too well to be mistaken ; they are

the persons who wrote their leading the best possible evidences of each

articles, been well known to the public, other's conduct. Scarcely is it possible

Their power was founded on a delusion, for anything evil to be imputed which

occasioned by the mystery of conceal- they have not cast upon one another;

ment. and if they are to be judged by each

Great and highly respectable as the other's testimony, they are the " great-

Meeting at the Crown and Anchor est of rascals" (their own words), and

Tavern was, sensible and orderly as the there are no such scoundrels (their

spectators behaved, still the Times could own words again) on the face of the

not refrain from spitting its malice on earth, as the " Gentlemen" of this por»
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tion of the Daily Press~no such " vil-

lains" (their own words again) un-

hanged.

I have myself seen much of the

f< Gentlemen p of the Press, and can

affirm, of my own knowledge, and on

information which does not admit of

doubt, of the corrupting consequences

of being continually employed as

editors and leading-article-writers of

the Daily Papers. I have often seen

and heard the chuckling satisfaction,

the glee which a calumny, or a mis-

chievous article, has produced in such

" Gentlemen" I have seen such " Gen-

tlemen" glorifying themselves in the

success of trickery, which none having

any claim to respectability, who are

not " Gentlemen " of the Press, would,

on any account, take part in. Not-

withstanding all this, and much more,

which should disqualify men from ever

writing anything addressed to the pub-

lic, their writings were received almost

with reverence, and considered in the

light of oracular responses. This ad-

miration is rapidly passing away, and

will certainly die with the Stamp. We
shall then, but not till then, have

Newspapers conducted with more re-

gard to decency than our Daily Papers

ever have been, or are likely to be,

while the Stamp Duty enables them to

maintain a very narrow monopoly.

The Stamp Duty has limited the num-

ber of Newspapers sold for 7d. to com-

paratively small number; this needs

no proof, but some very curious proofs

exist. One weekly Unstamped Paper,

which sells for 2d. is as well con-

ducted as almost any one of the Weekly

Papers, and disposes of more in one

day every week than the Times publishes

in the six days of the week. Another

of these Unstamped Papers, equally

well conducted, sells about as many

every Saturday, as the Times publishes

in four or five days of each week. Were

the Stamp removed, and the price of the

Sevenpenny Papers reduced to three-

pence, as they would soon be, a mere

doubling in number, as some suppose,

would certainly not be the result—the

number would be increased, at the least,

tenfold, perhaps much more, and this

would be a great national benefit.

Almost every body has been made to

fear the power of the Daily Press. Mi-

nisters have quailed under it; they

have at times been ridiculously alarmed

at the annoyance of this absurdly called

Fourth Estate. It is time that such ap-

prehension should be dissipated.

For purposes known only to the

" Gentlemen" of some of these Pa-

pers, individuals have been attacked in

the most scandalous way possible, and

when thus attacked, have but too ge-

nerally shrunk from what they have

thought must be the consequences, or by

some contrivance have appeased their

malignant adversary. Notorious as this

is, it will probably be denied, and I shall

per/iapshave no small quantity of" pure

blackguardism" showered down upon

me. Be it so ; the " Gentlemen" may
indulge themselves to any extent they

please; nothing is so easy, and few

things so gratifying to them, as abuse. I

have never courted them, never depre-

cated their malignity, never solicited the

forbearance of the Press, never refrained

from doing whatever I thought I was

under circumstances called upon to do.

I have been perfectly careless of their

abuse, which they may again repeat,

but to which they can add little. I have

now before me cuttings from Newspa-

pers, filling a goodly-sized volume, in

which I am abused for doing things I

never did ; in which what I did, or was

occupied in doing, is distorted and mis-

represented; in which I am, in some

instances, held up to contempt, at others

scolded at, because contempt seems

not to have answered the purpose ; in

which I am represented as a miscreant,

and accused of almost every crime
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a man can commit, save swindling, has said, can be a calumny on the

highway robbery, and housebreak- " Gentlemen t of the Times, If even a

ing. Yet I am not aware that these very small part of their abuse of Lord
imputations ever did me any real in- Brougham were true, he would be

jury, nor any present mischief what- one of the greatest of miscreants. Does

ever, and long experience has satisfied any honest man believe he is such a

rae, that misrepresentations, and abuse, miscreant ? The answer is found in

and charges, however infamous, made the solicitations he receives to promote

in Newspapers, can seldom be injurious useful purposes, and the heartfelt greet-

to the character of any man whose cha- ings with which he is received. Lord
racter is of any real worth ; that such a Brougham is somewhat eccentric,

character can alone be injured by a somewhat odd, and never was there a

man's own conduct, and not at all by man who formed opinions for himself,

the efforts of the " Gentlemen' of the and acted upon those opinions, who

Press, unless he be weak enough to was not more or less eccentric and odd

;

notice them, and foolish enough to enter his very deviation from the dull and

into a controversy with these " Gentle- stupid routine of men who can origi-

men." They are, therefore, at liberty to nate nothing good themselves, nor ener-

repeat their abuse of me, the only effect getically aid those who can, constitutes

of which will be, that I shall be put to in the opinion of the generality, eccen-

the expense of purchasing a few of their tricity and oddness.

Papers for the purpose of cutting out Where, however, is the man whose
and preserving as curiosities, their ad- exertions to benefit the People so far

mirable specimens of "gentility." exceed his faults, as those of Lord

That they should have furnished Brougham? He has done as much, if

matter enough to fill a volume of abuse not more, and will no doubt continue

and ridicule, and imputation of crimes to do as much or more, for the Common

respecting me, who never aimed at People than any other man. His course

being thought a public man, in any is before him ; his utility, and he knows

sense of the word, may appear strange

;

it, lies especially in efforts which cannot

that they should abuse for months to- be thrown away. In doing real and

gether such men as Lord Brougham important services to his fellow citizens,

is not at all surprising: he is a public the Working Classes, he will achieve

man, and a public benefactor, and abuse the greatest good, and receive the

of him is perfectly consistent with the praise and honour he well deserves,

avocation of the " Gentlemen of the The Newspaper " Gentlemen
19 may

Press," one of their means of money- rail on ; it is now of but comparatively

making ; though they may, as the Times small importance. Their power is sinking

is believed to have done in respect to rapidly, and the Repeal of the Stamp

Lord Brougham, go too far, and de- Duty on Newspapers will bring them

feat their own purpose. The conduct down to their proper level, while it will

of the Times in that affair should have greatly assist to raise up the Working

convinced all, as it probably did a very People to theirs,

large portkm of its readers, that nothing Francis Place.

which MrO'CoNNELL, or any one else, Brompton, July 26, 1835.

... _ .. . . . .. .

>.. .. ..

.
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VICTIMS OF THE UNSTAMPED PRESS *

Sheffield, 25th July, 1835.

My dear Roebuck,

It would be very difficult to give you

an adequate idea of the disgust and

hatred of the present Administration

which has been generated in the breasts

of the Working Classes of Birmingham

and Sheffield, by the persecution of the

venders of Unstamped Papers. If the

Whigs had studiously sought for a

scheme to destroy the popularity they

had acquired by passing the Reform

Bill, my belief is they could not have

devised one better adapted to that

end than that which I have named.

They might have passed all sorts of bad

laws, and resisted all kinds of good

ones; they might have rioted in extra-

vagance; they might have continued to

deny cheap bread to the starving Peo-

ple, till they had goaded them on to

revolution. Yet I am convinced the

feeling of hatred would not have been

half so strong as that which the mass of

th$ People feel towards the Whigs in

consequence of this system of vie

timizing.

This is easily understood. The vic-

tims (I mean those who were resident

dealers) were men of character and

respectability among their class. Many

• Yesterday (July 28) on Mr Grote pre-
senting the Petition of the late Meeting at the
Crown and Anchor, against the Stamps on
Newspapers, I took occasion to complain of
the prosecution, or persecution, as I called it, of
certain persons at Portsmouth by the Stamp
Office. I also observed that the Government
ought to try such experiments in London,
where the People, from their increased intelli-

gence, were better able to judge of their con-
duct, and by their power to influence it. Let
the People judge of the fact I now am about to
state—the Chronicle omits even the mention ofmy
name on this occasion. They (that is, the Gen-
tlemen reporters) suppressed this statement of
mine, because their masters, who have hired
them, bade them do so. Now persons who
pretend to the name of gentlemen ought not
to be authors of an account pretending to accu-
racy, which suppresses facts. What is the dif-

ference (will these reporting GentUmen tell me)
between down right lying and not telling the
whoH^ruJh?~J.:AvJt,-

••<* ,

-;.v-

of them were among the most honoured

of their social leaders—managers of

sick clubs and so forth ; and the felon's

treatment they received was shocking to

their friends and companions.

Take the case of James Guest, of

Birmingham. A more honest, upright,

and praiseworthy citizen does not exist

in that city. He took up the trade of

a Newsvender about the time the Poor

Mans Guardian was commenced, as he

says, "on principle," to fight the battle

of unshackled reformation against the

Whiss. Suddenlv he found himself

convicted, and thrown into a common

gaol with felons. It needs no high-

wrought picture to convey a conception

of the effect of this on his friends and

associates, and from them down to every

man of his class. He received their

warmest sympathies j while upon the

Whigs were poured the expression of

their bitterest, their enduring hate.

These honest men vied with each other

in doing all in their power to alleviate

his sufferings, but they could do but

little ; so they made up for their inability

in this respect by rendering the absent

" victim's" trade prosperous, and he

returned to a business that has since

been continually increasing. Seven

thousand is now the weekly sale of the

*' great Unstamped" in Birmingham,

of which he has the largest share.

There was something extremely vin-

dictive in the conduct of Government

towards the " victims" after sentence.

In all cases, I believe, applications were

made in the proper quarter, setting

forth that the men convicted were of

good character; that they had commit-

ted no offence against morality ; that

they had violated a law, it is true, but

that they deemed that law so bad, that,

like many other bad laws, it might rea-

sonably be expected to be allowed to

remain a dead letter in the Statute
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Book, and that, therefore, they prayed they think them individually wicked,

not to be confounded with thieves and With such opinions, it is easy to c on-

ruffians of the vilest character. All ceive the intensity of the feeling of

was of no avail. The Home Office was hatred which is generated, and my firm

shut to their applications, and they were conviction is, that no amount of good

submitted to a contamination which the Whigs could possibly do, could

would have utterly ruined men of less ever wipe away the mark which they

firmness. have set upon themselves.

Now, it is this part of the conduct of It would now be utterly impossible

the Whigs which excites the deepest to make war upon the Unstamped
feelings among the Industrious Classes. Press. The Government would now
It is something quite different from po- be compelled to prosecute thousands,

litical animosity. It is perfect detesta- unless, indeed, they add to their cha-

tion and horror. The People think the racter for impartiality and justice, by
Whig persecutors of the Unstamped singling out a few examples. Examples!
" Victims" the most black-hearted of what example would be afforded, when
the human race. They draw no such the very name of " rictim" is deemed
nice distinctions as we sometimes see in an honour?

a House of Commons explanation of Henry S. Chapman.
the term " scoundrel," and others

;

THE " MORNING ADVERTISER " AND MR WAKLEY.
A LETTER TO A FRIEND IN THE COUNTRY.

My dear Sir, Paper, and found that it had never
As you have expressed a desire to spoken ill of Mr Wakley or his prin-

know something of the disputes that ciples. I found also, that the prin-
have been going on lately concerning ciples of the Paper itself are those of
the Public Press, I send you the fol- the Radical party— I may say of the
lowing account of my inquiries respect- more extreme section of the Radicals,
ing a dispute that has just occurred Mr Wakley's are, I believe, of the
between Mr Wakley and the Morning same description.

Advertiser. An example of this sort Upon this I went to a friend who is

will give you a clear insight into the a supporter of the Paper in question,in
nature of the accusations made against the hope of being able to gather from
the Press, and the sort of evidence by him the real cause of the change in the

"

which those accusations are supported. language of this teacher of public mo-
Hearing that the Morning Advertiser rality. After mutual salutations, and

had made sundry attacks upon Mr the ordinary civilities had passed be-
Wakley, I was anxious to know on tween us, I asked if he had heard that
what ground these attacks were made, his favourite Newspaper had just made
and whether any change had lately an attack upon Mr Wakley. He re-

taken place in the language of the plied that he was aware of the circum-
Morning Advertiser towards him, and, if stance
such a change had occurred, what had Ithen inqil jred if the attack origi-
ledtoit - nated in any thing doneby MrWakley

I diligently consulted a file of that in opposition to his avowed principles
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and opinions as a Member of Parlia- pressed at the Cartwright Dinner,

ment. His answer was, that the attack at which he presided. And what was
did not originate in any thing of the this opinion? Was it a mischievous

sort. I observed that I had heard from political principle, leading to public

sources very worthy of credit, that Mr injury ? No ; it was an opinion unfa-

Wak ley's conduct in the House of vourable to the talent of the Morning

Commons had, in the opinion of those Advertiser ; together with the belief

best able to judge, been marked by which he was said to have expressed,

much circumspection, care, and judg- that the confined space of the Paper

ment ; that on his coming into Parlia- rendered it an insignificant political

ment it was expected by many that he instrument. Can you state to me the

would be head-strong, self-willed, and supposed words ? I asked. He put into

imprudent, but that he had agreeably my hands the Paper which contained

disappointed these sinister expectations, the report; it ran thus—" The Morning

and had done all that lay in his power Advertiser had neither space, scope, nor

to strengthen the Liberal party, and by talent to espouse the cause of the

judgment to conduce to measures be- People, although the conductors had

neficial to the People. My friend said the will to do so."

that he also understood this to be the This the writer in the Morning Adver-

case. I then observed that it had fur- User calls " a foul slander," and talks

ther been stated to me, that in industry to Mr Warley in the following mag-

Mr Wakley was not surpassed by any nificent style :—" In justice to himself

person in the House; that he was at and us he (Mr Wakley) should re-

his post early and late ; that he had tract the expressions, if such be not his

been absent from no more than three sentiments. Under these circumstances

divisions during the whole Session, and we forbear further allusion to Mr Wax-
that on all these occasions he was acci- ley for the present, giving him a day of

dentally shut out, being actually under grace to acknowledge or retract the offen-

the roof of the House during every sive sentiment" This is the style ofa

division of the Session ; and I believed, waiting-maid attempting to copy her

I said, that very few men among the mistress.

most steady and industrious could But, said I to my friend, if this

say as much. My friend said that be the ground of attack, it is a mere

he was quite aware that all I had stated private quarrel. The opinion said to

was correct. have been expressed by Mr Wakley
" But if this be the case, and if, as no way affected his public or private

you know, the Advertiser was not accus- character. Suppose him to be sincerely

tomed to condemn Mr Wakley as a of the opinion that the Advertiser is

public man, pray tell me what has oc- poorly written ; and also suppose him

curred that should induce the writers to believe that it has not scope and

of that Paper suddenly to turn upon space sufficient to make it an efficient

and abuse him ; accuse him of being a advocate of the popular cause ; and,

speculating senator ; of being no true moreover, suppose him to have declared

Radical ; of being ready to be sold, this opinion,—has he thereby done any-

and a variety of the same description thing to forfeit the goodwill of his con-

of offences ?" stituents ? What effect has this opinion

My friend said, that the ground of on his votes, on his principles, on his

the attack was an opinion that Mr speeches ? What, I ask, can his opinion

Wakley was reported to have ex- respecting a paper like the Morning
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Advertiser have to do with his public

worth ? My friend was constrained to

answer that it could have no effect

whatever. But if so, I observed, what
is to be said of the Morning Advertiser

itself, or rather, the writer thereof, who,

from a mere private pique,
r
impelled by

an interested and mere money motive,

chooses to revile a public man as if he
had committed some public offence?

Put the accusation into the shape of a

formal argument, and then judge of its

worth.
" It is the fortune of Mr Wakley

to have a mean opinion of the talents of

the writers in the Advertiser—
" Therefore (now mark the therefore !)

he is unworthy of the public confidence

as a public man."
This said writer pretends to be a

public teacher ; he pretends to fine

feelings of justice and honour and de-

cency. I pray you, my friend, to tell

me, whether this mode of dealing out

censure to a public man, really on
grounds of mere private quarrel, but

under the guise of some public motive,

be not a flagrant departure from truth,

from justice, and from decency? The
silence of my friend when I put this

question to him, significantly marked
the manner in which a candid and ho-
nourable mind viewed the whole trans-

action.

" It appears, however," I pursued,

"that the friends of Mr Wakley have
denied the accuracy of the report."

—

" Yes," replied my friend, " but Mr
"Wakley himself has said nothing."

—

" And would you, would any man of

decent pride, have attempted an expla-

nation, after the passage I read some
time since (and which I have quoted
above). These Newspaper writers

fancy themselves a species of elevated

mortals, whom no one is to speak of

without reverence. This very writer

himself, in the mean time, does not
hesitate, in the fullest manner, to state

his opinion respecting others. He, with

the utmost complacency, calls me a

fool, and Mr O'Connell something

very like a rogue ; and asserts that we
both belong to a begging and brawling

generation ;—but if any one hint that

this said writer is not quite a Solomon,
then we have a talk about 'offensive

sentiment/ ' a day of grace/ ' foul

. slander/ and other Newspaper rhetoric.

It is evident that mere wounded vanity
set this scribe upon Mr Wakley ; and
because his vanity was hurt, he scruples
not to act the part of an unjust judge,
and, warped by passion and by interest,

to give a dishonest sentence."

On looking over the papers put into

my hands by my friend, I found various

letters contradicting the report given of
the speech in question. There were
others, however, which asserted its cor-

rectness. It is evident, nevertheless,

that Mr Wakley did speak in praise

of the said Advertiser ; but he is stated

to have qualified this his praise,—and
herein lies his great offence. He did
not think, he did not say, that the Paper
was perfect, and therefore he is " cor-

rupt," "selfish/* "brawling," "beg-
ging," " a speculating senator," " ready
to be sold/' &c. &c. Such, my friend,

is Newspaper justice—such Newspaper
fame

!

You may now, perhaps, be inclined

to ask me what effect such an attack
will produce upon the public generally?
My answer is, " the effect will be still

further to lower the Press in the public
mind." Every steady and consistent

public man is beyond the reach of
Newspaper calumny and abuse. The
illiterate person who penned the abusive
articles in question, escapes both on
account of his anonymous character and
his original insignificance. But the
Paper suffers :—I would advise his em-
ployers to look to it.

It will perhaps be gratifying to you
to learn one instance of justice done by
the public to a great criminal— I mean
to the Times Newspaper. The disgust
felt by the People generally at the bare-
faced profligacy of this paper, has led
to a serious diminution of its circula-

tion ; and this has ended in touching
the paper in its vital point. It is now
found that an advertisement in the
" Times " is not half as beneficial to the
advertiser as one in the " Chronicle;**

and I am given to understand that many
respectable tradesmen have therefore

transferred their advertisements to the
columns of the latter journal. This
will touch the pockets of the proprietors,

and make them feel, in the only way
they can feel, the effects of the public

scorn and indignation.

Believe me, yours very truly,

J. A. Roebuck.
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MR ROEBUCK'S PAMPHLETS.

T^HE following Pamphlets have
-* already appeared, and are still on Sale at the
Office :—
On the Means of Conveying INFORMATION to

the PEOPLE, &c.
A LETTER to the Electors of Bath, on the COR-

PORATION REFORM BILL.
The STAMPED PRESS of London and its Mo-

rality.

The DORCHESTER LABOURERS.
The AMUSEMENTS of the ARISTOCRACY and

the PEOPLE. The America* Ballot-Box, &c.

PERSECUTION preached by the Parsons of the
State Church in Ireland. Ushlessness of the
Guards in London.
TRADES' UNIONS: their Advantages to the

Working Classes. Fallacies of the Hoose of Com-
mons on the Ballot in America.

TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE.

HPHE following Tracts on this subject
-*- are on Sale by Mr Longley :

—

LORD BROUGHAM'S EVIDENCE on the

STAMP-TAX on NEWSPAPERS, before a Com-
mittee of the House of Commons, in June 1834.—One
Penny.
The ARTICLE on the TAXES on KNOWLEDGE,

published in No. '29 of the " Westminster Review."
—Threepence, a ]

.

A LETTER to a MINISTER of STATE, by P.

Placb, Esq., originally intended for private circu-

lation only.—One Penny.
Mr HUME'S SPEECH on the MALT TAX, deli-

vered in the House of Commons, on the Marquis of

Chandos's Motion.—Twopence.

MACKENZIE'S FAMILY LIBRARY.
Jnst published, a New Edition, price 10s. fid. bound,

FIVE THOUSAND USEFUL
RECEIPTS, in all the Domestic Arts and Prac-

tical Household Sciences, constituting a Book of ne-

cessary Hourly Reference, and an invaluable Family
Library. The 28th Edition.

By COLIN MACKENZIE, Chemist.
On the utility of this matchless volume it would he

superfluous to enlarge. It has commanded the ap-

plause of thousands of Families, and it rises every
year in general estimation and authority. It dis-

tinguishes between the good intelligence andincreased
comforts of many families, and the rude and unsa-

tisfactory practices of others in which it is not made
the daily oracle.

London : Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, Paternos-

ter row.
Also, the same Author's THOUSAND EXPERI-

MENTS in CHEMISTRY and the MANUFAC-
TURING ARTS, for the use of Philosophical Che.
mists and Improving Manufacturers.—20s. boards.

THE MILLION OF FACTS.

Just published, a new, much improved, and enlarged
edition, price 12s. bound, of

A MILLION of FACTS, DATA,
and CONSTANTS, on all subjects of Enquiry

and Discussion, Scientific, Literary, Statistical, Prac-

tical, and Speculative ; revised to the Spring of 18X5.

By SIR RICHARD PHILLIPS.

This volume is an indispensable companion to every
inquisitive person and every enquiring mind; and,

as revised in each edition, it brings down all know-
ledge to the time. Such is its variety and condensa-

tion, that competent critics have described it a.* one
of the most respectable and important books that ever

issued from the press.

Printed for Sherwood and Co., Paternoster row
;

of whom may be had the same Author's DICTION-
ARY of the ARTS of LIFE and CIVILIZATION,
price 14s.

TO PARTSH-OFFICERS. RATE-PAYERS, THE
CLERGY, AND LAND-OWNERS OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM.

Just published,

'THE PAROCHIAL LAWYER j or
-*- Churchwarden and Overseer's Guide : contain-

ing the Duties, Powers, and Liabilities of those Offi-

cers, with full and plain Instructions for their legal

and efficient discharge : and embodying all that is

useful and practical in Dean Prideaux's " Instruc-

tions to Churchwardens." Fourth Edition, price

to: (id.

By JAMES SHAW, Esq.
Of the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple,
Author of " Every Man bis Own Lawyer ; or a
Practical Exposition of the Laws of England."

%* In the New Edition of this popular Work are
now first added a Synopsis of Parochial Statistics;

—

" Suggestions" for the Amelioration of the Condition
of the" Poor;—Means for preventing the increase of
Parish Paupers, for diminishing the burthens of

Rate-payers, and for exonerating Parishes from the
profligate expenditure and vexatious proceedings of
Select Vestries; together with the New Act for the
Amendment of the Poor Laws, digested under dis-

tinct heads, for prompt reference.

Printed for Sherwood, Gilbert, and Piper, Pater-

noster row. m r .

THE CHURCH, EDUCATION, &c
Now publishing,

POPULAR HISTORY of PRIEST-
-*- CRAFT. Abridged from the larger Work of

WILLIAM HOWITT. Price Is. 6d. boards.
As this work is designed /or extensive circulation,

it has been published at an extraordinary low price.
" The qualities of Howitt's ' Popular History of

Priestcraft' are— fearless discussion, honest indepen-
dence, an obvious love of truth, and a warm interest

in everything that can promote the welfare of hu-

manity."— Scots Times.
" This is a capital book—every body should read

it."—See True Sun, &c.
%* Ask for Cleave 's Edition.

THE POOR MAN'S BOOK OF THE CHURCH.
Illustrated with Twelve spirited Engravings.

Complete, price Threepence.
" The cuts are worth more than the money."—The

EDUCATION OF THE PEOPLE!
Now on Sale, price Threepence, Fourth Edition,
An ADDRESS on the Necessity of an Extension of

MORAL and POLITICAL INSTRUCTION among
the Working Classes.

By the late ROWLAND DETROSIER.
With a Memoir of the Author.

" An interesting pamphlet, in every respect de-
serving, not only the attention of the working man,
but of the higher classes of society."—Morning
Advertiser.
" We entreat our friends to aid us in giving this

eloquent and able pamphlet an extensive circula-

tion."—Examiner.
London : Cleave, 1 Pearl row, Blackfriars road ;

Wakelin, Shoe lane, Fleet street; Watson, 18 Com-
mercial place, City road ; 126 Strand ; Purkess,
Compton street, Soho, and all Booksellers.

Just published, price fid.

T 1BERAL1SM t-m«« TORYISM ; or
-^ a REVIEW 6Tf the Causes which have led to

the present Demoralized State of ENGLAND ; with
Hints as to a Mode of it-storing it to a Moral State,

by the Reformation of its Government, and the
Adoption of a CONSTITUTION, Popular, Econom-
ical, and Impartial.

Sold by Starie, 59 Museum street ; and maybe had,
by orderj of all Booksellers.

LONDON:
PUBLISHED BY JOHN LONGLEY',

14, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

From the Steam Press of C. & W. Reynjua, 14, 15, and 16 Little Pultenry street, Havmarket.



OP WHAT USE IS THE

HOUSE OF LORDS?
By J. A. ROEBUCK, M.P.

PERSECUTION
OF THE

UNSTAMPED PRESS.
BY

J. A. ROEBUCK, M.P
[PRICE THREE HALFPENCE.]

OF WHAT USE IS THE HOUSE OF LORDS?
Mr Hume is reported to have said, a The necessity for Government arises

few days since, " that the People, if from a peculiarity of our nature, which

they were denied justice, would have to we should ever carefully remember when

enquire for what purpose either House we are discussing the subject of Go-

of Parliament existed?" vernment. Our wants, for the most

As I very sincerely believe that the part, can be satisfied only by means of

People will be denied justice, I at once labour. Now, labour is painful, and

proceed to enquire for what purpose the men, if they can, avoid it. But as

House of Lords exists? they desire to have their wants satisfied,

If the denial which I anticipate be and as they dislike labour, they endea-

quietly acquiesced in, we may be driven vour to make others labour for them :

—

to enquire also into the uses of the hence men seek to obtain power over

House of Commons. At present we other men. The strong would, if left

are content to ask, what are the services to themselves, coerce the weak, and

rendered to the nation by that body of compel them, by their labour, to minister

hereditary legislators, the Lords ? to the wants and desires of the strong.

In order that we may be prepared The weak, in other words, would be

properly to answer the question pro- made the slaves of the strong.*

posed,—viz., of what use is the House In order to prevent this, men com-
:

of Lords ? let us go a few steps back- bine and determine to protect one an-

ward, and enquire what is the end pro- other against oppression : that is, in

posed to be attained by Government as

a means ; and, secondly, what are the .* T may now once for a11 state
»

that the
• _ . i-i-i *

principles which I shall in this paper attempt
Circumstances which induce US to be- t0 illustrate, have been long since established

lieve that the end in view Can be at- ^y ^r ^ ILL» ll\ the article Government, in

«.:~,.j u ^1 i n tne " Supplement to the Encyclopaedia Bri-
tained by the means proposed ? tannica." ......-.-.

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REYNELL, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.



other words, to prevent one man taking satisfy. They therefore, like other men,

from another the produce of his labour will seek to make others work for them,

—to prevent A, the strong man who and will desire to live by the produce

has wants and desires to gratify but of other men's industry. You give them

who is too lazy to labour for himself, in the power to coerce others ;— their busi-

order to gain the means of gratifying ness is to exercise power. What will

them—to prevent this A from going to hinder their using it for their own bene-

B, a weak man, and compelling B to fit? What will prevent them gratifying

work for him, A, and then living upon their wants and desires at other people's

the proceeds of B's labour. expense ?

From this desire then which all man- To give the Government sufficient

kind feel to gratify their desires without power to control Society, and at the

the pains of toil and labour, arises the same time to prevent their using this

necessity of that combination which is power for their own purposes, is the

termed Government. But although it is great problem to be solved in the sci-

true that out of this necessity arises ence of Government—the grand prac-

Government, it is not true that the sole tical difficulty to be overcome in the

end of Government is merely to ensure actual formation of a Government,

to every man the produce of his own Now let us enquire how this difficulty

labour. Other things besides this are, has been met, and to what degree it has

or ought to be, included in the ends of been overcome.

Government ; though it may be safely Experience having taught men the

said, that if Government should really necessity of combining to prevent op-

ever succeed in completely protecting pression, the first method adopted was

every man in the quiet enjoyment of the most simple and apparent. Some
the proceeds of his own industry, the person was selected from the commu-
remaining portions of its duties will be nity who had gained their respect and

comparatively light and unimportant. confidence; this person was endowed

Men dislike labour, but they desire with power and authority, and the

the produce oflabour;—they, therefore, community submitted to his will. It

seek to make others labour for them :— was soon found, however, that the

the strong oppress the weak. power thus conferred was misused. The

The whole of a Society combines for People, therefore, endeavoured to make

the purpose of preventing the strong the person using power in their name,

from thus oppressing the weak. answerable to themselves for the use of

The body of men whom the Society it. The whole people in a body thus

has intrusted with the powers necessary participated in the business of Govern-

thus to protect the weak from the ment. In a very small community this

attacks of the strong, is called the was possible. Shut up in a small town,

Government. surrounded by walls, few in number,

But here a new difficulty arises, the Greek communities, for example,

The Government is composed of men

;

were democracies, or popular govern-

—they have the desires of other men. ments, of the sort here described. The

Now, what shall prevent the Govern- Magistrates were elected for short pe-

ment oppressing the nation ? Those riods, by the whole people (the demos,

who compose the Government, like hence the word democracy), and in

other men, dislike labour ; but, like many cases the People in a body ac-

other men, they have desires and wants, tually administered justice, and in most

which the proceeds of labour alone can cases made laws. The inconveniences



of this method, however, were enor- This Government was composed of

mous. Nothing was certain ; there was two distinct classes of persons :

—

great and constant confusion, and thus, The judges, or persons who adjudi-

in attempting to avoid the mischief cate between disputing citizens

;

arising from oppression by the persons The administrative officers, who watch

exercising the powers of Government, over the external and internal interests

they actually, in great measure, lost of the Society, and carry on the ordi-

the very benefits hey sought to attain nary business of the Government,

by means of Government. 2. Then comes the body of persons

One thing was, however, clearly per- elected by the People to watch over

ceived by the various people who at- the various functionaries composing the

tempted this scheme, and that was, that Government. These representatives are

some defence was necessary against the the guards, or watch-dogs, so to call

Government itself. It was the know- them, of the

ledge of this fact, the acute sense they 3. Third portion of the whole set of

had of it, and their constant endea- persons employed in the business of

vours to avoid the evils resulting from protection ; and this third portion is the

irresponsible power, that so peculiarly People. The People by the power of

distinguished this remarkable people election, control their representatives,

(viz. the Greeks) from all the nations by The representatives check and control

whom they were surrounded. They, the Executive Government, and the

nevertheless, did not succeed in solving Executive Government checks and con-

the great difficulty in the practical busi- trols all those persons in Society, who
ness of Government. attempt to oppress their weaker neigh-

Modern times have seen other and bours.

various attempts to get over the same Now, then, what are the conditions

great difficulty, and chance at length which are requisite to make these re-

suggested a contrivance which seemed presentatives fit and effective guardians

to promise success. of the People.

To make the rulers responsible, and 1 . Thefirst necessary condition is, that

at the same time to avoid the necessary they be responsible to the People. To be

confusion and mischief that followed responsible to the People means, that

from direct interference on the part of the People have the power of choosing

the People in the business of Govern- and rejecting them. Without this there

ment, was the great object. It was is no representation. Unless there be

suggested as a means to attain this so constant a renewal of election, as to

desired end, that the People should at make the elected feel that it is necessary

certain intervals elect persons who to shape his conduct so as to make it

should represent them ; which persons agreeable to the electors, representation

alone should directly interfere with the is a farce ; and no man in his senses

conduct of the Government. will expect to derive from it those ad-

This was a happy idea, but in order vantages which the theory of represen-

to make it of service, certain conditions tative Government promises. So, also,

were necessary. if the People only nominally elect the

Let us understand the gradations of representative, the condition of responsi-

power necessary in this new scheme. bility is not fulfilled, and before they

1. First there was the Government, can really elect their so-called repre-

that is, the body of persons who ac- sentatives, there must be secret suf-

tually put the laws into execution. frage.
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Thus then the first necessary condition, body would get by oppressing the whole
viz. responsibility, includes the necessity in his character of elector, would be

of frequent elections and secret suffrage. smaller than the portion he would lose

2. The second condition necessary in his character of citizen. Before this

to make the Representative Assembly happens, however, the number of
an efficient control over the Govern- electors must bear a very large propor-
ment, is that it truly represent the interests tion to the whole number of the People.

of the People. Experience has taught the people of
There is but one way of attaining England, for example, that an Aristo-

this condition :

—

the whole People must cracy may be very large, and yet very

elect the body. mischievous. We have seen the landed

If only apart elect the representatives, gentry (which is a large class), while it

that part of the People, having those de- possessed the actual control over the

sires, and that aversion to labour which I House of Commons, make laws for its

have so much dwelled on already, will, own especial interests; and what is still

like the strong in all other cases, desire more startling, we have seen the Re-
to oppress the weak, " Quiscustodietcusto- formed Parliament uphold those laws.

des?"—u who shall watch the watchmen?" The laws to which I here allude are

was the acute question of the ancient the Corn Laws, by which it is attempted

in a similar case. What shall prevent to make the whole nation submit to pay

this part of the People thus specially a high price for its bread, in order to

favoured, from following out their own put money into the pockets of the land-

interests, and making others minister to lords of England. From this experi-

their wants and desires. Why do men ence, and from many other facts of the

dread a single despot? Because he same description, I come to the conclu-

will thus attempt to gratify his own de- sion, that before the elective body can

sires. Why do they dread an oligarchy, be said practically to have interests the

but for the same reason ? What is the same as the society at large, it must in-

meaning, then, of making an exception elude a very large majority of the whole

for an Aristocracy? An Aristocracy adult population. There are many

means a portion of the People, generally pressing reasons (which, for my present

indeed a very small portion, who have purpose, I need not here adduce) which

distinction and power over the re- make me believe that no Government

mainder. The immutable principles of will fully attain the end for which all

human nature teach us, that when they Government is, or ought to be, esta-

are endued with irresponsible power, blished, unless it include in the body of

they will abuse it ; and it is plain that it electors, the whole of the adult popula-

is irresponsible, so long as they may tion.*

employ it as they please.

There is a point, however, at whicn, * The reader wil1 see that I here maintain

, i • , « the so much dreaded doctrine of universal suf-
by enlarging the number of electors, frage. In this opinion I know that I differ

you approach very nearly to the obiect
from man y» for whose judgment and character

" J I have the highest respect. Nevertheless, after
in View. YOU may get SO large a por- having given the subject my best consideration,

tion of the whole body, that the in- * a,n irresistib^ led to
.

the conclusion in the

. , . .
J

text. I may here mention that one chief rea-
terests Ol the selected portion shall be son that has brought me to this conclusion, is

nearly, if not altogether, the same as deduced from an argument usually brought
against it. Much stress is generally laid upon

that of the whole People. The mean- the ignorance of many of the poorer members of

ing of this Statement is, that the portion every society, and danger to every thing bene-
... / i

• •
ficial is expected from that ignorance. If while

which each person of this large elective the rich and the instructed felt thus, political



When you have attained a Represen- controul this Government constantly

tative Assembly, chosen under the con- subject to the controul of the People,

ditions here specified, an instrument is Now, what is the House of Lords ?

at length found which overcomes the It is a body possessing a negative upon

great practical difficulty I have insisted everything to be done for the good of

on. There would be a Government the People by the Government ;—that

sufficiently powerful to coerce the is, it is a component part of that body

strong wrong-doer, and to protect the by which the Government is checked

weak oppressed. There would also be and controuled. But, at the same time,

a controuling and checking body, its composition is such as to render it

which would not permit this Govern- utterly impossible that it should perform

ment to turn its powers to its own pur- its functions of a check upon the Go-

poses ; and there would also, in the vernment in a mode accordant with the

last resort, be a power in the hands of interests of the People at large. It

the People, by which this checking body exists under neither of the two con-

itself would be kept steadfast to its ditions which I stated as necessary to

duty. the efficiency of the controuling body.

In this enumeration of the parts of It is not responsible to the People for the

the machinery necessary to constitute a exercise of its powers; neither are its in-

perfect Government, there is no descrip- terests the same as those of the People.

tion of a body like our House of Lords. In other words, from its very nature it

But there have been principles of our is led to oppress and fleece the People

nature brought before the reader's for its own purposes, and it has the

mind, which would lead us to believe power to do so unchecked by the

that an institution of that description People.

would be fraught with constant danger That the House of Lords is irrespon-

to the community at large. sible for the exercise of its power all

It has been shown that all men will will allow. It cannot be deprived at

seek for power over their fellow men, the People's discretion of the functions

in order that they may, by the labour which now belong to it ; neither can it

of those others, gratify their various be punished for mischievously employ-

wants and passions. It has been shown, ing those functions. What guarantee

that out of this principle has arisen the then have we that it will not misuse its

necessity for a Government, which is powers ?

only a combination to prevent the strong Such is the mode in which any man

oppressing the weak. It has also been would reason, to whom, for the first

seen, that danger is to be apprehended time, it should be proposed to create

from any Government possessed of a body in the state endowed with the

power sufficient to coerce, because the privileges of the Lords. Reasoning

member* of the Government would be from the immutable principles of our

moved by the same desire for power nature, the conclusion to which he

which all other men feel ; and it has would be forced would be, that no pos-

been shown that this danger can only sible good could be derived from such

be avoided by making the persons who an institution, while evil might be ex-

pected from it in almost every shape,

power were conferred on the poor, we should He would observe, in the first place,^ S

T„Trrwirrate
e

d
e

L°X that the powers of the House of Lords

minds of the rich of the utmost benefit to the are hereditary. To sit in that House
society at large,—an interest not to keep the j . . fA ., x u • i r,; T1„*;An6 ^-KloK
People in ignorance. and t0 exercise the high functions which
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belong to it, needs no fitness, no know- an immense variety of wants, which can

ledge, no virtue, no ability. By blind be satisfied only by the products of

chance a man becomes a Legislator, man's industry; and at the same time

The idle, the profligate, the vicious, and he has the universal aversion to labour,

the ignorant, are alike admitted. So He is also possessed of irresponsible

long as a man can make out a peculiar power. The result will be, that he will

pedigree, he is entitled to be a member employ this power to make others labour

of the Legislature of a powerful and for him. But the business of a good

highly instructed People. Government is to protect each and every

We know that, before a man can learn man in the enjoyment of that which his

all
?
that it is necessary for a Legislator own industry has produced. The whole

to know, much labour, much patience, tendency of a man's conduct who should

much study are required. But study be placed in the situation of a Peer,

and labour are painful. A man must would necessarily be against this object

be under the influence of a strong mo- of a good Government. He would

tive before he will go through the toil steadily and strongly desire to take

necessary to acquire the vast quantity away from his neighbours what their

of knowledge which a Legislator ought industry had produced. Everything

to possess. A strong motive is neces- that tended to give him control over

sary, in order to force him to bear and other men's property would be favoured

overcome the pain of study. But the by him; everything that conduced to

members of the House of Lords are make all around subservient to his will

under the influence of no such motive, would be grateful in his eyes. In other

Whether they acquire knowledge or not, words, while he was grossly ignorant he

whether they be fit or unfit, they will would be grasping and imperious,

be equally entitled to a seat in that The evil effects upon the Peer's cha-

House. But if a man be allowed to racter, however, would not end here

;

attain a given end whether he under- I mean, evil effects arising from his

goes pain or not, it is certain that he hereditary and irresponsible power,

will not undergo it. If he is in no way If mankind could be ruled like a flock

to be bettered by his toil, we may be of sheep, the enjoyment of despotic

assured that he will not toil. All the power would not necessarily vitiate the

motives under which he acts are, then, character. But men do not obey like

motives to sloth, and sloth is the parent herds ; neither do their irresponsible

of ignorance. From thence, without any rulers preserve the gentleness and ten-

peculiar experience, we might safely con- derness of a shepherd towards his flock.

dude that a body ofHereditary Legislators " I never did perceive," says Xenophon,

would be ignorant. " a herd conspiring against its keepers,

Being thus incapable of doing good, either so as not to obey them, or so as

even should they desire it, they would not to allow them the use of the fruits

also, at the same time, be utterly averse arising from them." But men do con-

to it. That is, they would not only be spire against their rulers, when those

without the power, but also without the rulers oppress them. Suspicion, there-

wish to be useful. Their desires, their fore, haunts the mind of every despot,

wants, and consequently their conduct, and cruelty is the child of suspicion,

would all be mischievous to the com- All who exercise irresponsible power

munity at large. suspect and dread the People. No

A Peer, like all other men, has an man takes from another his property, or

insatiable appetite for power. He has anything which that other loves, without



knowing that there rankles hate and a

desire of revenge in the mind of the

despoiled ; and it will be the constant

business of the despoiler so to coerce

him whom he has despoiled, as to pre-

venthim gratifying his desire of revenge.

Thus despotism, by begetting suspicion

and fear, begets also cruelty. And thus

the Peer who exercises irresponsible power

will hourly be under the influence of

circumstances which, while they render

him ignorant, imperious, and grasping,

also have a strong tendency to render him

CRUEL.

Thus, reasoning from the principles

of our nature, without having reference

to any particular experience, a man who
knew that nature well would conclude

that persons placed as the House of

Lords now are placed, would be igno-

rant, grasping, imperious, and

CRUEL.

The peculiar experience which we
derive from the English House of Peers

does not oppose this conclusion. The

history of that body teaches us that,

from the earliest times of which we have

the slightest record, down to the pre-

sent hour, they have been as ignorant,

rapacious, imperious, and cruel, as the

manners and intelligence of the People

would permit them to be.

At the present moment, though le-

gally the power of the House of Lords

be wholly irresponsible, yet there is a

check upon them (an insufficient one,

indeed) derived from their fear of the

People. In times past this dread of

the People was as nothing, and then

was seen the full effects of irresponsible

power. England was then one wide

scene of confusion, rapine, and murder.

Then the full-blown Baron showed his

nature unchecked ;—it flourished, it

rioted—and what were the results?

Utter insecurity for person and property.

The Baron was a robber, and the People

slaves. Times improved ; the People

began to gain power, began to curb the

licence and the horrible brutality of the

Nobles. As the People gained power,

their manners softened, and they ac-

quired knowledge ; and with increased

intelligence came improved morality.

The influence of both reached the Aris-

tocracy as well as the other classes.

The member of the House of Peers

could not now satisfy his desires by

open and downright violence. He had

no longer the power of hanging the

poor peasant, or of burning him in his

house. This kind of oppression ceased,

and the luxuries of irresponsible power

were materially curtailed.

Walter Scott, while endeavouring

to describe the manners of our glorious

ancestors, by the admirable fictions of
* Ivanhoe/ stops suddenly short in his

narrative, and thus addresses the

reader :

—

" And here we cannot but think it

necessary to offer some better proof

than the incidents of an idle tale, to

vindicate the melancholy representation

of manners which has just been laid

before the reader. It is grievous to

think that those valiant Barons, to whose

stand against the Crown the liberties of

England were indebted for their exist-

ence [this I utterly deny] should

themselves have been such dreadful

oppressors, and capable of excesses

contrary not only to the laws of Eng-
land, but to those of nature and
humanity. But, alas! we have only

to extract from the industrious Henry
one of those numerous passages which
he has collected from contemporary

historians, to prove that fiction itself

can hardly reach the dark reality of the

horrors of that period.

"The description given by the author
of the ' Saxon Chronicle/ of the cruel-

ties exercised in the reign of King
Stephen by the great Barons and Lords
of Castles, who were all Normans,
affords a strong proof of the excesses
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which they were capable, when their

passions were inflamed.

" ' They grievously oppressed the

poor people by building castles ; and,

when they were built, they filled them

with wicked men, or rather devils, who

seized both men and women who they

imagined had any money, and threw

them into prison, and put them to more

cruel tortures than the martyrs ever

endured. They suffocated some in

mud, and suspended others by the feet,

or the head, or the thumbs, kindling

fires below them. They squeezed the

heads of some with knotted cords till

they pierced their brains, while they

threw others into dungeons swarming

with serpents, snakes, and toads/—But

it would be cruel to put the reader to

the pain of perusing the remainder of

this description.

" As another instance of these bitter

fruits of conquest [say, rather, irre-

sponsible power] and perhaps the

strongest that can be quoted, we may

mention that the Empress Matilda,

though a daughter of the Kings of

Scotland, and afterwards both Queen

of England and Empress of Germany,

the daughter, the wife, and the mother

of Monarchs, was obliged during her

early residence in England, to assume

the veil of a nun, as the only means of

escaping the licentious pursuit of the

Norman Nobles. This excuse she

stated before a great Council of the

Clergy of England, as the sole reason

for her having taken the religious habit.

The assembled clergy admitted the

validity of the plea, and the notoriety

of the circumstances upon which it was

founded ; thus giving an indubitable

and most remarkable testimony to the

existence of that disgraceful licence by

which that era was stained. It was

a matter of public knowledge, they

said, that after the conquest of King

"William, his Norman followers, elated

by so great a victory, acknowledged no

law but their own wicked pleasure/ and

not only despoiled the conquered

Saxons of their lands and goods, but

invaded the honour of their wives and

of their daughters with the most un-

bridled licence ; and hence it was then

common for matrons and maidens of

noble families to assume the veil and

take shelter in convents,—not as called

thither by the vocation of God, but

solely to preserve their honour from

the unbridled wickedness of man."

—

Ivanhoe
t
(vol. 2, p. 154, 3rd edition).*

Increasing intelligence and increasing

wealth enabled the People to make a

stand against these atrocious despoilers.

Then began the long battle between the

Aristocratic and Democratic principles;

a battle which is yet being fought

throughout all Europe. The result of

the strife is not doubtful, though long

and arduous will be the struggle, ere

the People are completely victorious.

From the moment at which the combat

begun, down to the present hour, the

Democratic power has been advancing.

As it has advanced, checking and dimi-

* I quote the authority of Walter Scott
rather than Henry, because Walter Scott was
a Tory, and a great lover of ancient times. The
atrocity of those times, however, overcame his

peculiar leanings ; and his gentle nature could

not but shudder at the horrid spectacle pre-

sented to his view, by the history of that period,

when power rioted unchecked by the popular
will. A history of the social state and manners
of the Nobles from the Conquest to the present

day would exhibit a picture frightful to behold.

Their rapine and cruelty in the times previous

to the Tudors ; their thoroughly savage im-
morality and oppression during the reigns of

Henry VIII, Edward, and Elizabeth, com-
bined with their frightful licence during the

days of the Stuart dynasty, would startle, and
even terrify the reader, if they' were all fairly

and faithfully described. Since the revolution

of 1688 cruelty and oppression have been

legalized, but the interior history, the social

proceedings, the every day life of our rulers

since that time, would hardly appear less frightful

than the horrors of ancient days. A more
despicable set of wretches cannot be found than

the Nobles of England under the Georges.
Licentious, mean, in every way thoroughly

corrupt and cruel, it would be difficult to find

their superiors in vice in the world's history.

The history that would fairly state all these

things has yet to be written.
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nishing the power of the Aristocracy, them congenial sympathy. All that is

happiness and virtue have advanced base, all that is mean, all that is cor-

with it ; and each day which has seen rupt, all that is cruel in our various in-

the Aristocracy weakened, has seen the stitutions, flies to the Lords for succour,

individuals of the body also improved. When an abuse is driven from every

The power, however, which yet lingers defence among the remaining classes of

with them, still produces its mischievous the People; when the popular intelli-

influence upon their morality and their gence has detected it, and the popular

intelligence. The softening of the na- will demanded its suppression, it fights

tional manners has indeed diminished its last battle, it throws up its last in-

the cruelty of the body, but their na- trenchments in the House of Peers. No
pacity is as great as ever. They can- matter how noxious it may appear to all

not, it is true, gratify this rapacity in others, among the Lords protection will

the barefaced way of the good old times; be afforded to it. The united voices of the

but they seize with avidity, and qse nation may condemn it, but still the slow,

without scruple every shred and rem- dull intelligence of the Lords, will not

nant of power which remains to them, detect its mischievousness ;—their fond-

in order to live at other people's ex- ness for an abuse seems to increase as

pense. They are as cruel as they dare the condemnation of the nation in-

be, and meaner than they are they creases. The louder the demand for

could not be. Who shall deny their Reform, the more tenaciously do they

cruelty while the Corn Laws and Game cling to the mischief. They relax not

Laws remain ? Who shall deny their their hold till terror seizes them : when

meanness while the Pension List exists? duly frightened, they yield,—but it is

Of their ignorance it is hardly necessary with groans, and sighs, and lamenta-

to speak. That has become a bye-word tions. The nation rejoices and is glad

and a proverb. They lag behind the at each advance in improvement. But

rest of the community an age at least, when the whole People are in jubilee,

When an error has been exploded from be assured the Lords are mourning,

every other nook in the kingdom, it still Each dying abuse contributes to the

finds a sanctuary in the House of Lords; well-being of the nation; but the sinister

there it clings as to the horns of its own interests of the House of Peers suffer

altar ; and at last fades away by such in proportion. The fence that is put

imperceptible degrees, that no one can round the pockets of the People keeps

tell the precise date of its disappear- out the pilfering hand of the rapacious

ance. It is true that .the House of and idle Noble.

Lords does advance; but as with the It is not intended here, while pointing

hour hand of a clock, no one sees it out the circumstances which determine

move. Long, indeed, are the intervals the character of the body, to assert that

of time needed to convince us that it every member of it has necessarily all

has any onward motion. the evil qualities which belong to the

Every amelioration in the condition class. Every man that is placed in

of the People, every improvement in circumstances tending to evil, does not

their institutions, has been made in become evil. Some will escape con-

spite of the House of Lords, and not taraination, and, in spite of mischievous

with their assistance. Every lingering influences, will become good and wise,

prejudice has been stoutly defended by Thus it is with the Lords. The tendency

this body of hereditary Legislators; of the situation I have described is in-

every sinister interest finds amongst evitable as respects the body, though
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some individuals may not yield to it; ditary legislative body necessary to a

consequently they are not all ignorant, perfect political constitution. We are

imperious, grasping, or cruel ;. but that fast losing this prejudice: the opposi-

ihe body is so their acts have long since tion to Catholic Emancipation began to

sufficiently proved. open our eyes ; the resistance to the

If, then, such be the consequences of abolition of the Test and Corporation

placing a body of men in the situation Acts further enlightened us. The do-

of our House of Peers, what have been ings of Noble Legislators on the Reform

the supposed benefits which, in the Bill determined the opinions of many

opinion of the admirers of that institu- thousands; and now the last touch has

tion, counterbalance the mischiefs I been given to the good work by the

have mentioned ? It is not to be sup- outrageous absurdities practised respect-

posed that a body so powerful has ing the Municipal Corporation Reform

wanted defenders. Arguments enough Bill. With these fresh experiences be-

have been adduced in their favour; and fore us, we "may question boldly,"

a very acute sense of fear has been ere- without any fear of unnecessarily shock-

ated at the bare idea of questioning the ing popular prejudices) and the next

utility of this branch of Hereditary Le- object I have in view, therefore, is to

gislators. What has been wanting in examine the arguments of those who

reason has been made up by threats have endeavoured to convince the Peo-

and prophecies of evil ; so that, until pie that a body of Hereditary Legisla-

lately, no man would have had the har- tors is necessary to the safety and wel-

dihood to state the question in plain fare of the state. This purpose, how

and formal terms. To doubt of the ever, I must defer for the present ; but

service of the House of Lords was worse in a pamphlet which I shall immediately

than doubting of the truth of any of the publish, I will, according to my ability,

Thirty-nine Articles. A man might be thoroughly examine some of the many

a Christian, though not squaring his pretences which have been set up in

belief to the precise number of thirty- order to blind the People to their real

nine points of faith ; but it was impos- interests on this important, and, until

sible for him to be a good citizen unless lately, somewhat dangerous subject,

he conceived an irresponsible and here- J. A. Roebuck.

PERSECUTION OF THE UNSTAMPED PRESS.

That the present Whig Ministers are awakened, vigour as these statesmen

wholly unequal to their position, was (statesmen, God wot !) call it, is all

never more completely proved than by at once exhibited, and an act of the

their conduct last week towards the grossest folly and oppression is per-

Unstamped Press of London. For petrated. What is the moment chosen

many months they have allowed the for this sudden exhibition of manful-

law to slumber. As far as mere law ness? When have they thus unex-

was concerned, offence after offence has pectedly determined to vindicate an
been committed daily, nay hourly, for unpopular and atrocious law ? At the

the last six months, with perfect im- moment when their very existence as a
punity. On a sudden, the law is Ministry is at stake; when their sole
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hope of retaining office depends upon mystify him ; wife, brother, sisters,

the extent of their popularity; when cousins, with a hundred others, all

the slightest breath of the People could besiege our unfortunate Sovereign;
blow them at once from place and from and neither night nor day brings him

power. This is the moment for the peace. His mind, even if of the

performance of the most unpopular act strongest, would waver under such

of their whole Administration—the one assaults ; and it is plainly stated by all

which the People will most deeply re- the Tory organs, that he very vehe-

sent, and the most certainly visit with mently desires to be rid of his present

punishment. advisers. No wonder. Our gracious

In order that the reader may pro- Monarch, like other men, loves a

perly understand the utter folly, to say quiet house. Now it happens that

nothing of the immorality of this pro- those who are about him, whose duty it

ceeding, let him distinctly place before is to sooth and cherish him, forgetful

himself the present situation of the of their duties, mingle in matters that

Ministry. Then let him conceive the do not concern them, and render the

nature of the proceeding itself, and the house of his Majesty little better than

present state of the popular mind on a hell upon earth, by their violence,

the subject of the Stamp Duties on petulance, and selfish intrigues.

Newspapers. When he has done this, Any man thus beset would gladly get

he will join with me in saying that ab- rid of the cause of his annoyance ; and

solute madness could not have contrived the less powerful and steadfast his

conduct more marked by signs of the mental frame, the more irritable and

most outrageous insanity. impatient would he be under this hourly

A very few months since, the House torture. The cause of this uneasiness

of Commons, in obedience to the will to the King, is the Whig Ministry. All

of the People, turned the Tories out of the interested persons about the Court

his Majesty's Councils, and thrust hate the Whigs, because they are sup-

the Whigs upon him, in spite of his ported by the People—because their

openly expressed aversion to the whole very existence as a Ministry manifests

of their tribe. It is known that the the power of the People—and because

whole Court hate the Whigs. All the it is well known that this growing in-

plotters and intriguers are daily and fluence of popular feeling bodes no

nightly endeavouring to cocker up his good to the jobbing and peculation that

Majesty, so that he may again dis- have so long flourished around St

charge them after the ignominious James's.

fashion of last autumn. Every species Such being the feeling of the Court,

of influence is employed against the they wait only for an excuse to turn the

Ministry within the precincts of the Whigs out of office. The excuse at

Court. The highest persons around this moment is at their hand. It has

his Majesty are their most determined long been the custom when a Ministry

enemies ; and there is not a single could not carry any measure, which, as

person about him, from the highest a Government, they have originated or

down to the meanest lacquey in his supported, for them to retire or be dis-

service, that does not vent his insolence missed. The exceptions to this custom

upon every member of the Administra- or rule, have arisen from the support

tion. The mind of the King is as- given to a Ministry in such a position,

sailed by every species of influence, by the People at large. Now it happens

They attempt to cajole, to frighten, to that the House of Lords have deter-
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mined to have their own way respecting must be for ever crushed. But we will

the Municipal Corporation Reform Bill, not so far libel the character of our

and have defeated the Ministry by a countrymen, as for a moment to sup-

large majority. Such a defeat, if it be pose that, when victory is about to

thought that popular support will not crown their efforts, they will weakly

be given to the Whigs, will be fatal to turn their backs upon the foe, and sub-

thera. The Court will immediately mit to be trampled on by infuriated

assail the King, in order to persuade Oligarchs. [I must stop here for a

him to dismiss them ; and if he can moment to solicit the attention of the

once be made to believe that the People reader to this passage. Suppose that

will be careless upon the matter, they it had been found in an Unstamped

will be discharged at once. The Whigs Paper, should we not have had an out-

feel and know this. Their friends are cry against the incendiaries and anor-

striving their utmost to create manifesta- chists who sell their ravings for a penny,

tions of popular excitement. They are Here you have the real article for seven-

attempting to get up public meetings ; pence.] Throughout city, town, and

they would even rejoice to see a mani- village, we expect to see the People

festo from the now defunct Birmingham once more at their posts, prepared to

Political Union. In short, they would crown the work which added so much

be delighted with any thing that would to the national glory in 1832. [Really

induce the King to believe that to dis- the Chronicle is forgetting many of its

miss these Whigs would be dangerous, old lessons. Why, what is the meaning

And this is the moment which of all of this ranting stuff? It means that the

others they have selected, for the sup- People are to meet, and frighten the

pression of popular feeling, by putting Lords. The Whigs are inciting the

down the Unstamped Press. It is idle People to run hazards for Whig pur-

to hope that the Middle Classes, they poses. National glory, indeed ! What
who read the Stamped Papers, can care we for national glory? Has na-

form large meetings. The People are re- tional glory given us cheap knowledge?

quired for that purpose ; and it will be Has not national glory put three hun-

seen throughout London that apathy dred persons into gaol for selling cheap

respecting the existing Ministry will be publications? Has not national glory

the result of the late extraordinary pro- just robbed the Unstamped Press of

ceeding of the legal authorities, acting 3,000/. ? To talk to the People, about

under the commands of the Ministry, national glory, and at the same time to

The consequences of this apathy shall shut up and beggar the most useful

be described by the Morning Chronicle, members of society, for doing more

the organ of the Whigs, which thus ex- good for the People than could by pos-

presses its fears and its wishes on this sibility be done in any other way, is a

subject:

—

fine means of making People hate na-

" The People of England," says the tional glory.] Repose from incessant

Chronicle of Wednesday, " have the and most harassing agitation they never

satisfaction of knowing that they have can expect till they humble the Oligarchy

a leader who will not desert them in the in the dust, for submission would only

hour of difficulty and danger. It now make these tyrants more insolent in their

rests with themselves whether they will exactions. This looks like agitation

weakly abandon the cause which they —agitation for Whig purposes. By
have all but won to the enemy, or make and bye, when the object is attained,

one more exertion, by which that enemy and the People begin to agitate to?
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their own purposes, we shall be threat-

ened with prosecution, and the gaol will

be the end of the long vista of cruelty

and oppression with which Whig law-

yers will favour the eyes of the seditious

populace—seditious then, but, in the

rumbling talk of the Chronicle, now it

is " a gigantic demonstration j" and the

House of Lords is called te a corrupt

and hated faction." Resistance is now

preached, and the People are supposed

likely to be excited by the braying

trumpet of the Chronicle, It will not

succeed. The People have no faith in

ye, Gentlemen. You cannot get up a

demonstration. Your efforts exhibit

your intentions, it is true, and your

weakness at the same time. The

Chronicle anticipates the result.] The

nation wishes to enjoy the fruits of Re-

form in quiet and repose ; it is tired of

political agitation, and its patience and

forbearance are just now large and con-

spicuous." And thereupon the Chronicle

proceeds to blow the trumpet of sedi-

tion.*

Such, then, is the position of the

Whig Ministry ; now let us understand

the act of which we are now com-

plaining.

Sometime since judgment was seve-

rally obtained against Messrs Cleave

and Hetherington, in the Exchequer,

for publishing Papers without a Stamp.

These judgments lay idle till last Friday,

when in virtue of them, the Government

seized certain papers, types, and presses,

belonging, as they thought, to Messrs

Cleave and Hetherington. It ap-

* :

* As a matter of taste, I would really ad-

vise the various writers of the Chronicle to

abstain from any further attempt at the sublime.

So long as Mr Black was permitted to write in

his own peculiar and admirable style, the Paper

was worthy of being read, as containing ex-

cellent essays on various political questions.

But of late the ruling powers have determined

that the Chronicle should be fine, very fine and
grand, and now it is an absolute penance to get

through one half of the lumbering nonsense

which its broad sheet contains. The figure that

always suggests itself when I see these antics

of the Chronicle, is that of a dancing bear.

peared, however, that the type and

presses did not belong to either of them,

but to other parties. In this emer-

gency, the Government authorities be-

thought them of an Act of Parliament

long since forgotten, and seized the

presses and type because not registered

in the name of the parties to whom they

belonged.

This Act of Parliament was the work
of Mr Pitt, in the year 1799, and di-

rected against the Corresponding So-,

ciety. One of its provisions requires

that every printing-press shall be regis-

tered, and imposes a fine in conse-

quence of non-registration ; and gives a

power to a magistrate, upon information

on oath, to enter upon any premises,

and seize any printing-press not regis-

tered. This act moreover prohibits all

debating societies which are not li-

censed ; and any house in which such

club or society is held and not licensed,

is declared a disorderly house.

Now it so happens, first, that nine

out of ten printing-presses in London
are not registered, because the act has

been considered a dead letter ; and,

second, that there is not a lawyer in

London who has not violated this law

as respects debating clubs. No de-

bating club ever thinks of getting: reds-

tered or licensed, and all the members,

consequently, are liable to the penalties

therein imposed.

It is under this act that Messrs

Lovett, Watson, and Savage, have
been deprived of their property.

" But," says the Ministry, hallooed

on by the Stamped Press, " the law
must be obeyed. We acknowledge the

law to be bad, but while it exists it

must be obeyed.''

Upon this I put certain questions to

the Ministry,—premising that I sup-

pose by their rule, they mean that all

laws, whether good or bad, must be

obeyed ; for if they do not mean this,

their argument is an idle one.

i
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My first question is, why do they not you say, the law, even if bad, must he en-

enforce the law which prohibits the forced,

lending of Newspapers ? By the 29 My third question to the Ministry is,

Geo. III. c. 50. s. 9. it is provided, that why did you make a retrospective law

" If any hawker of any Newspaper, or this very Session, to exempt Printers

other person, shall let out any News- from the mischievous operation of the

paper for hire to any person or persons, Printers* Act, and, at the same time,

or to different persons, or from house to punish these three men by the operation

house, he, she, or they, so offending, of a law equally mischievous. You did

shall forfeit and pay the sum of 51, to not enforce that bad law, and yet your

be recovered and applied as any other general rule is, that a law, though bad,

penalty or forfeiture may be recovered must be enforced. In the case of which

and applied, by any law now in force I speak, a common informer having laid

relating to the duties on stamped vel- information against certain printers, you

lum, parchment, and paper.*' stepped in, and by a retrospective act,

This provision was intended to in- prevented) his persecution according to

crease the sum paid to the Exchequer law. Now you take up the trade, and

for Newspaper Stamps. It was supposed wield a mischievous law, in order to suit

that if Papers were lent, the sum would your own mischievous purposes,

be less than if all lending was prohi- But my next and last question is

bited I desire greatly to know why one that you will find it difficult to

this wise law is not enforced. Perhaps answer

—

If, as you allow, the law be

I may answer my own question. It bad, why do you not repeal it ? You

would ruin the Stamped Press, and lead have the power so to do. What
to the immediate abolition of the law en- hinders you in your beneficent inten-

forcing stamps. " But," to borrow the tions ? You pretend a desire to see

language of the Ministry, <l the law, knowledge spread among the People,

though bad, must be enforced/' and yet you refuse to adopt the only

My next question to the Ministry is, means by which knowledge can be made

why, under this very act, they do not at to reach them. The conclusion that I

once prosecute the Duke of Cumber- draw from all this is, that your wish to

land and the rest of the Leaders of see the People improved is a pretence,

the Orange Lodges ? If the law is to sheer hypocrisy ; that you dread know-

be enforced against three poor men, ledge, and therefore keep on the taxes

why is not the law to be enforced against which clog and impede its dissemina-

these great and powerful offenders? tion.

You transported Loveless, and have The present Chancellor of the

kept him in banishment because he Exchequer, when a deputation, of

could read. If you were to transport which I was one, stated to him the

the Duke of Cumberland, you would various benefits that would arise from

not find his offence aggravated by any taking off the tax, and showed him, be-

superior knowledge he possesses. He yond all doubt, that no loss whatever

might, therefore, be quickly released, could arise from an immediate and total

and an effective example exhibited to abolition of the tax, began, in order, I

all powerful offenders, without any very suppose, to divert us, to talk of the tax

great expence of pain. It here appears, on glass; and shortly after, in the

that the part of the law which has been House of Commons, he distinctly

broken by the Duke of Cumberland stated that he had no intention to

is a wise provision—and remember that meddle with the tax on glass. Why,
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then, did he talk to us about it ? The

reason was evident. He thought to

put a strong mercantile interest in op-

position to us ;—and doubtless, when

the Glass manufacturers went to him,

he talked about the Taxes on Know-

ledge.

I would address myself to the Peo-

ple in this case ; and, through the

People, to the said Chancellor of

the Exchequer. He talks of the loss

to the revenue.—We proved that there

would be no loss. But supposing that

a loss had followed, did it never suggest

itself to his mind that there was such a

thing as saving ? And further, I would

ask if Mr Hume and myself did not,

this very year, point out, in the Mis-

cellaneous Estimates, means of saving

the whole sum that he feared to lose ?

And did he not refuse to make this

saving? And shall he now be per-

mitted to talk of retaining the tax, be-

cause, though he allows it to be a bad

tax, he says that he wants the money ?

The Government resisted us when we

desired to save

—

The expense of, building forts

and making canals in Ca-

nada, amounting, last year,

to something beyond . . £50,000

Also, for building Whitehall

Chapel 10,000

American Clergy .... 14,290

The Government of Western

Australia,—a job in which

Mr Peel, Sir Robert's

brother, was the chief

gainer 7,417

Indian Presents, Canada . . 20,000

The Government of Nova
Scotia 6,688

Making a total of . . £108,395

The Government opposed us in all

these items, but they could not make
the smallest defence for one of them.

And yet when this extravagance is going

on, the Chancellor of the Exchequer

talks to us of the loss that the Revenue

will sustain if this odious tax is taken

off!

The People feel that this is an odious

tax. They see themselves shut out

from knowledge on a paltry excuse

;

they see the most barefaced profligacy

in expenditure, the most reckless pro-

fusion in all matters wherein the great

interests of the country are not con-

cerned, and the most paltry economy

practised whenever the real interests of

the community is the sole object of

benefit sought from expenditure. Who
would believe, if the papers before the

House did not tell them the fact, that

we have grumbling of all kinds, when
20,000/. is given towards building

schools, and violent abuse showered

upon those who object to throwing

away that sum upon the Indians of

North America ? In short, who can

wonder at the anger of the people,.

when every pretence is made use of tc*

check improvement, and taxes, amount-
ing to prohibition, are laid upon those*

means of instruction which are by far

the most efficient ? This anger of the

public is strong and is daily increasing

—and yet in the very hour of their need;

do the Whig Ministers determine to>

brave this anger and set the people at

defiance. The supporters of the Minis-

try scoff and sneer when they are told

that this will lead to the downfall of
the Whigs. Three years since, backed
by an overwhelming majority, Lord
Grey's Government set the Radical

opposition at defiance. We persevered,

however, and that Government fell to

pieces. The present one is not able to

stand an hour without our support:

and we see in them the same reckless-

ness, the same haughty and insolent

bearing, the same contempt of the Peo-
ple. The same result will follow.

Destruction will quickly overtake them.
The People are beginning to believe

that more good would bemwrung from a



TJory Ministry, than from this amphi- Hrnr,

bious tribe, who, while pretending to

be Liberals, hate liberality ; and who,

while pretending opposition to the Aris-

tocracy, do all they can to shew that

they are of the Aristocratic faction.

The day of reckoning is at hand, and

we stall live to see Whig and Tory

swept from power, and a Government

with popular sympathies in their hearts,

as well as popular, sayings upon their

lips, ruling in their stead.

J. A. Roebuck.
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ORANGE SOCIETIES.

For what objects were Orange Socie-

ties instituted ? The answer of an

Orangeman is

—

" To support the Con-

stitution of the country, and to main-

tain allegiance to his Majesty, in op-

position to Societies of a rebellious and

treasonable nature—to join the Govern-

ment in protecting the country in case

of foreign invasion, and for purposes of

self-defence." Such was the answer

of the Deputy-Grand Master of the

Orange Society of Ireland, and its value

shall immediately be shown.

One of the first rules of Orange So-

cieties is, that no Roman Catholic can

be admitted as a Member. It at once

exhibits their party character, and ex-

plains the purpose for which they exist.

Their Constitutional objects are a mere

pretence, too evident to be concealed

by the generalities in which they are

stated. By their exclusion, the disqua-

lification of Roman Catholics must arise

from their being considered hostile to the

professed objects of such Societies; that

is, that they are opposed to the Constitu-

tion of the country ; that they object to

the authority of the King ; that they

are concerned in rebellious and trea-

sonable transactions ; or that they are

willing to join a foreign power. These

are the reasons for association, and if a

class of persons is excluded, it must be

because the class will not co-operate in

any of the objects of- the Association.

It requires little trouble to show that

the apparently laudable ends of such

Societies are not the true ones, and
-

that it is neither the Constitution of the

country, nor its Peace that they regard.

The first Orange Society was esta-

blished in the year 1795. Other So-

cieties previously existed of a similar

nature, though they did not assume

such perfect organization as those by

which they were ultimately entirely su-

perseded. In order to comprehend the

political circumstances which led to

and gave importance to them, it is ne-

cessary to refer to rather an early period

of Irish history.

For various reasons, the Irish did not

concur in the measures of the Reforma-

tion. They, upon the contrary, opposed , I

with much unanimity, the establishment

of the Reformed Church of England in

Ireland, to which had been assigned all

the ecclesiastical fabrics, the right to

tithes and other sources of income

that had belonged to the Roman
Catholic Establishments In England,

in Scotland, and in Germany, the

great body of the People were con-

verts to the Reformation. In Ireland

they resisted the authority of the Le-

gislature to force it upon them. The

country itself had been badly governed

for many years previously. Public

officers had been sent out from Eng-

land-, wlio acted With great cruelty.
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and brought the English Government which should have secured to the great

into general odium. After the Reforma- body of the people, without distinction,

tiou also, settlements were attempted to the advantages of an equal administra-

be made'of Protestants, who should co- tion of the law, and all parties had been

Ionise various districts, in order that treated with fairness and justice, there

some portion of the population might would have been no cause of irrita-

be favourable to the Government. For tion, and no violence would have

it must be remembered, that when an been exhibited. The Government

uniformity of worship was directed by would have been treated with res-

the Legislature to be observed by the pect if no advantage had been un-

people without distinction, those who justly obtained by one party over the

dissented from it opposed the law, and other. But rebellion and sedition

were generally hostile to the Govern- in Ireland have been the frequent

mentin consequence of the penalties to consequences of the power of the Go-

which they were subject. The privileges vernment being exercised in favour of

granted to the settlers added to the sus- a particular party, in direct opposition

picion with which they were regarded, to the feelings and wishes of the great

and they failed to aid the conversion of majority of the population. Those who

the great body of the Roman Catholics were favoured formed associations for

to Protestantism. Attempts were also what they termed their protection, and

made to obtain conformity to the esta- the Government accepted their assist-

blished worship by force, which being ance from the sense of its own weakness,

continually repeated, and always unsuc- If the Government had rejected the aid

cessfully, were the occasion of constant of all such bodies, resting its security

•i upon the character of its measures,

One portion of the population being many of the difficulties it .experienced

harrassed and oppressed by the Govern- would have been avoided. The country

ment, and the other favoured, neces- would have been peaceable, from the

sarily produced antipathies between conviction that no injustice was in-

them. The Roman Catholics were tended, and that no measure hostile to

numerous, and were spread over the a portion of the population could be

country; their opportunities to attack effected without being checked in the

the Protestants were frequent, and more ordinary, and, in this case, " constitu-

tion once they inflicted a barbarous tional " manner. Party societies would

revenge upon their opponents. The have fallen to the ground—they would

Roman Catholics associated to protect have dispersed from the utter worth-

themselves from the injustice of the lessness of their proffered services, and

Government—the Protestants to pre- the officers and the men would soon

serve the favour and partiality with have learnt that their religion was the

which they were regarded by the Go- subject of individual responsibility, and

vernment, and, often under the pretence not of legislative favour,

of self-defence, to attack the Roman But in Ireland all the sources of

Catholics. The one were called rebel- party animosity have been kept alive

lious, the other loyal. A continued with die bitterest feelings. The Orange-

hostility between them was produced, man boasts of his loyalty and attach-

which afforded the strongest possible ment to the constitution. The word

evidence of the badness of the Govern- « constitution " he does not well un-

ment itself. If those ends only had derstand, or he would have learnt

been aimed at by those who governed, to have acted in a somewhat different



manner than he does. His violent land, in consequence of such mea-

language is a sign that the term does sures, was composed of those in whom

not denote in his mind what it ought the People confided ; restrictions on

to do. The almost hereditary hatred the Roman Catholics were removed,

which he exhibits to those of a dif- and a general toleration of religious

ferent religious persuasion to himself, sects was offered. The Protestants,

accompanied with affected reverence of who had been the dominant party, were

the Government, is proof that loyalty discontented, the Roman Catholics were

means something beneficial to him, and satisfied. Troops were sent from Eng-

mischievous to others, while the offers land, and, at the battle of the Boyne,

of support he constantly tenders to the the Prince of Orange, known as

Government, show the wretched and William III, personally commanding

mischievous sentiments that he enter- the army, defeated the adherents of

tains. And why is this? Are Protes- James II. The anniversary of this

tants and Catholics in Ireland to be at battle has been kept by the Protestants

eternal war with each other? Do they in Ireland in commemoration of their

live in hate in Germany? Do they
t
not delivery, as they term it, from Papacy,

reside together in harmony and peace and of the establishment of Protestant

in our own possessions in Canada, institutions. Others keep it in remem-

where, as in Ireland, the great majority brance of the principles said to be esta-

are Catholic? What has prevented their blished by the Revolution of 1688. In

being united as peaceable citizens in England, there are one set of associa-

Ireland ? Simply because every ground tions connected with it ; in Ireland,

of exasperation and ill-will has been another. In England, those changes

favoured by the Government during a in the Government were effected of

long series of years, distinguished for which the People approved ; in Ireland,

misrule. those changes prevented which the

After the reformation had been fully People desired. In the one country

established in this country, and the satisfaction was felt that the wishes

art of printing had assisted the pro- and feelings of the public were re-

mulgation of its principles to a de- spected ; in the other, that they were

gree that rendered their suppression violated. England was the more power-

impossible, some persons of great in- ful country, from its wealth and its

fluence, and especially Charles II and resources, and was, therefore, success-

James II, were anxious for the esta- ful in its contest with Ireland. The

blishment of the Roman Catholic reli- errors committed arose from the misun-

gion in this country in connection with derstanding of the nature and the objects

State Institutions. The measures that of Government itself. What public

were taken for this purpose were op- opinion effected in England, it was pre-

posed to the existing regulations of the vented from doing in Ireland; the People

law, and were sought to be effected in being satisfied in the one case with the

an offensive manner. The feelings measures of the Government, the usual

of the People were outraged ; and effects were produced, and tranquillity

James II lost the crown of England, was restored ; being dissatisfied in the

In Ireland, his measures, though other, disturbances and outrages were

equally illegal, were in many respects the necessary results,

more in the nature of concessions As soon as William III was esta-

to the public than of abuses of the blished on the throne, several laws were

prerogative. The Parliament of Ire- passed for the purpose of depressing



the Roman Catholics. Protestant As-

cendancy was the general cry, and

every effort was made by the Protestant

party to suppress doctrines to which

they objected. In Ireland this was

done to a great extent, and the domi-

nant party were aided by the composi-

tion of the House of Commons, and the

extent of time for which Members were

elected. Roman Catholics were ex-

cluded from Parliament, and the Mem-
bers of the House of Commons were

elected for the life of the reigning Sove-

reign. The inconvenience of responsi-

bility was thus entirely removed, and

t^ie. Members of the House of Com-

mons acquired interests separate and

exempt from the controul of their Elec-

tors, as absolutely and as mischievously

as they would have done if they had

been made Members of the House of

Lords. Many efforts were made to

abolish this state of things; and, in the

year 1767, partly by clamour and partly

by intimidation, the House of Com-

mons was induced to pass a Bill short-

ening the duration of Parliaments. The

Lords assented to it, in the hope that it

would have been negatived by the

Crown, and that the odium of its rejec-

tion would not be thrown upon them.

To the surprise, however, and the hor-

ror of both Houses, the Royal Assent

was given to it.* In 1778, only a few

years alter, the Irish Catholic belief

Bill passed. It repealed many of the

most offensive provisions of the statute,

which ihe Dutchman " of glorious and

immortal memory " had consented to

inflict upon the country. From this

time, until the present moment, the

mass of the population of Ireland has,

step by step, extorted from the Govern-

* The 7 Geo. III., c. 3 (Irish act). The

preamble declares that the limitation of the du-

ration of Parliament may tend to strengthen

the harmony and good agreement subsisting

between his" Majesty and the People of Ire-

land, and it enacts that Parliaments shall. in

future continue for eight years only.

ment that consideration of their inte^

rests, and that regard in the estimation

of the legislature, of which it is in vain

to attempt, for any length of time, to

deprive a people who have opportuni-

ties of education,* and of which they

cannot even be temporarily deprived

without exciting great dissatisfaction.

Every advantage gained by the mass of

the population in Ireland deprived the

Protestant faction of a portion of their

power, and of the fruits of misgovern-

ment. Having for a long time enjoyed

all the benefits which the partial favour

of the Government could confer, they

were loath to permit it to diminish, and

contested every encroachment made on

them with ferocity and zeal. The pe-.

culiarity of their position they either did

not or cared not to regard. The undue

influence they had obtained was never

suggested to them,, and it was ascribed

to treasonable intentions when any sug-

gestion was made that the Roman Ca-

tholics were entitled to equal favour and

protection with themselves. But with

them the term Protestant was associated

with ascendancy—with the monopoly of

power—with the possession of all that

it is desirable for persons to aspire to

* The effects of education have always been

feared by those who know their interests differ

from that of the mass of the population. In

1714 the Schism Bill was brought into Parlia-

ment. It prohibited, in the first instance, Dis-

senters from having schools ; but, after a warm

debate in the House of Lords, schools for read-

ing, writing, and mathematics, were excepted

from its operation. The Lords thought reading,

writing, and mathematics, harmless—a moiv

extensive education might have made pupils

inquisitive and intelligent. When the Clergy

of the Established Church a few years since

were compelled to set up National Schools,

they confined their instruction to reading, writ-

ing', and arithmetic, and reading to religion:

books. The reason is obvious. The ancient

free schools of England, the grammar schools,

were established to afford to all classes of society,

enlarged, liberal, and comprehensive means of

instruction—the best the age could give. Their

advantages have since been confined to the chil-

dren officii parents; and many a child who is

entitled to be admitted into them, is sent to ft

National School, where his instruction is of the

most meagre character.



obtain. In tlie mind of the Catholic it

implied political and social degradation,

disqualification to appointments of offices

of trust and value—the unequal admi-

nistration of the law—the infliction of

the grossest injustice, under pretence of

carrying the law into effect, regulations

which interfered with all public confi-

dence, and destroyed the security of

private happiness. Nevertheless, the

Protestant now complains that the

Government acts with injustice, and

unduly favours the Roman Catholics.

Every Act of Parliament which has de-

prived him of opportunities to oppress,

has been treated as an interference with

his privileges, and his title to ascend-

ancy.

These complaints have been made by

Orangemen whenever any concession to

the Roman Catholics has been granted.

Their absurdity is easily shown. The

change effected in laws relatingto Roman
Catholics, by the mere alteration of the

duration of Parliament, shows how little

of voluntary sacrifice of Protestant in-

terests there has been in any concession.

Nor could it be otherwise. Every Go-

vernment subject to the control of a

representative body, must adopt the

principles and the feelings that are cur-

rent among the People. There may
be measures which the Government

would wish to avoid, and occasions

when resistance to particular acts is

desirable; but unless something like

despotic power is exercised, any such

wish will be unavailing, unless it is

supported by public opinion. Many
are the beneficial measures which it

would be desirable to carry into opera-

tion, if the public mind were favour-

able to them. Unfortunately it is not,

and they must remain unexecuted

until their excellence shall be gener-

ally understood. In a representative

Government changes must be made ac-

cording to the wishes and feelings of the

community. Good or bad wilt be in-

flicted by the Government according

as the community is ignorant or in-

structed ; for whatever are the pre •

valent opinions, with those the Govern-

ment will be affected.* Through any

system of representation, every class

will endeavour to obtain an influ-

ence in the Government; and in pro-

portion to their numbers, their intel-

ligence, and their wealth, they will

succeed. If the Legislature makes a

law more favourable to one class than

to another, it is not to be ascribed to

private partiality or individual favour

exhibited by those who govern, but as a

concession obtained through the poli-

tical influence of those to whom it is

granted. Parties objecting to any such

concession will strenuously resist it

;

and, provided no partial aid is given to

them bv the Government, their resist-

ance will be without evil. The contest,

in these cases, is determined by the

opinion of the community. Before the

Roman Catholics could obtain any con-

cession from the Legislature, it was ne-

cessary that the community should be

able to judge of their demands. So

long as ignorance prevailed respecting

their wishes and desires, the atrocities

of Lord George Gordon's riots were

almost unavoidable. As the People be-

came intelligent their prejudices gave

* " As it may always be alleged that a Peo-
ple's ' usages ' and ' dispositions ' are adverse to

the reforms which any body has his reasons for

disliking, this is a standing argument against

all reform ; though it is easily seen to be utterly

worthless for that purpose, because, if any man
says that such or such a measure is good for the
People, but the People do not see that it is

good for them, there is only one honest course
open to him, and that is, immediately to set

about instructing them. If anything is really

good for the People, it is rarely indeed a very

difficult matter to make them sec that it is so.

The only difficulty is with that class of persons

who see that whether good or not for the Peo-
ple, it will not be good for them ; who, there-

fore, do all they can to misguide the People.

The mistakes of a People regarding their own
interest may commonly be rectified, where much,
influence and artifice are not employed tp de-
lude them. What is only wanted is to unmask

'

the influence and detect the artifice.
1'—Fragment

on Mackintosh, by -.
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way, and they learnt that religious dif-

ferences, instead of being causes of

hate and ill-will, were to be respected ;

and that religious exercises, however

opposite in their kind, may be as ac-

ceptable to man's Maker as those which

the multitude may perform. When this

degree of intelligence prevailed in the

community, the influence of the Roman
Catholics in the Legislature was estab-

lished, and through the Legislature in

the Government itself. The measures

that have been adopted in consequence

have been subject to the same control.

There are those, and every Orangeman

is of this opinion, who think that the

advantages the Roman Catholics have

gained, will lead to the re-occurrence of

the old and black days of priestly des-

potism, and to the degrading absurdi-

ties which once fettered the thoughts of

men. Foolish and idle expectations

!

The very principles which led to the es-

tablishment of Protestantism, are those

which should lead Protestants to respect

Catholics, though they may dislike their

doctrines, and induce them at all times

strenuously to contend for religious

equality. The great principle of the

Reformation was the assertion of the

individual responsibility of every person

to ascertain, as far as his capabilities

permit, the truth of the religious doc-

trines which he professes. The Bible

was placed in the hands of the poor and

the partially educated, on the ground

that they are able to understand its

contents sufficiently well to judge re-

specting them. Individual respon-

sibility, the duty of ascertaining the

truth, were the great principles of Pro-

testant dissent. All persons were en-

couraged to deal fairly with the Bible,

and to endeavour to ascertain the

truth of the doctrines which priests or

laymen might inculcate — principles

that were too early departed from, and

which are hardly now generally acknow-

ledged, though they are the only ones

on which difference with the Church of

Rome or with the Church of England

can be justified. They have been fre-

quently urged by some of the ablest

divines of the Church of England, and

are remarkably well stated in the fol-

lowing passage from the writings of the

Rev. Dr Owen, a celebrated Indepen-

dent minister, who lived during the pe-

riod of the Commonwealth, and whose

writings are still very deservedly es-

teemed :

—

" As for religion, it is the choice of

man, and he that chooseth not his re-

ligion, hath none, for although it is not

of necessity that a man formally chooses

a religion, or one way in religion in op-

position unto and with the rejection of

another, yet it is so that he chooses in

opposition to no religion, and with

judgment about it, and approbation of

that which he doth embrace, which hath

the nature of a voluntary choice/' *

It is this doctrine of personal re-

sponsibility which should induce even

Orangemen, as good Protestants, to

respect Roman Catholics ; and which,

so long as printing as an art shall

exist, and sufficient education prevail

to enable more than a few to read,

will never expire ; it is the founda-

tion of all genuine religion, though not

of uniformity of belief; and will for

ever prevent the re-establishment of

* " Indulgence and Toleration considered."

The author, Dr Owen, received his early edu-

cation at Oxford, at a time when a very able

and intelligent race of divines frequented the

cloisters of that ancient, but now bigoted, uni-

versity. He affords a strong example of the

advantages which Dissenters would derive if

students of every sect were not compelled to

subscribe their assent to, or according to the

shallow jesuistry of Bishop Copleston, their

assent to be taught, the Thirty-nine Articles of

the Church of England. He was a very able

and learned person, and affords a strong con-

trast to those who are the ministers of many
sects now differing from the Church of Eng-
land—a contrast which an improper exclusion

from participating in the advantages of National

Institutions has produced, and which before

the lapse of many years will without doubt bb

destroyed.

I



the priestly domination of any sect, bers of a, favoured sect, they formerly

The Orangemen of Ireland, the asserters possessed, and of which they are now

of Protestant Ascendancy, the admirers deprived. It is not their love of reli-

of the doctrines of the Reformation, do gious truth which excites their lamen-

not perceive the very principles which tations, or they would not have sought

they affect to commend. There is little temporal aid to assist in the establishment

difference between the blind assent they of doctrines which must depend entirely

require, and the assent to the dogmas of upon the evidence which supports such

the Catholic Church, which they are ac- doctrines ; nor would they have em-

customed to blame. They do not know ployed any of the means they have

that it was not the law which created adopted to induce Catholics to relin-

Protestantism, that it was not the supe- quish their religious creed, if the desire

rior wisdom of some given individual to establish the truth had been their

which induced men to become Protes- chief wish. A very powerful and old^

tants, but the willing co-operation of writer has somewhere said, " That an^gf

the People of England that enabled the Englishman scorns to have his religion

law which gave ascendancy to Protes- cudgelled out of him, but show him

tantism to be passed. The law was a when his feet slide, and you take his

bad one, and is not to be defended. It judgment and affections prisoners."

is one of many examples of a spirit of Religious truths are no more to be cud-

persecution which generally prevailed gelled into Irishmen, than they are to

when it was passed, among both Catho- be cudgelled out of an Englishman.

lies and Protestants. But the princi- The mode in which they are to be taught

pies which it was to support preceded is by laying bare the evidence which

its enactment, and were those which supports them ; by dealing fairly with

would have had extensive influence, all doubts and difficulties, never endea-

if the law had never existed. The vouring through fear to silence when

merit of the changes it was intended the reason is to be convinced, or, in the

to support did not arise from any re- words of a heathen writer, vftiose senti-

sistance they offered to the Church of ments are worthy of universal adoption

—

Rome, for mere opposition would have " Knowing that enmity and danger are

been worthless ; but from their giving the attendants on force, while the path

force and effect to an important prin- of persuasion is all security and good -

ciple of action connected with religious will ; for they who are compelled hate

professions and the formation of religious whoever compels them, supposing they

belief—a principle assented to by the have been injured; whereas we concili-

People, and which intelligent Protestants ate the affections of those we gain by

now extend not simply to those who are persuasion, while they consider it a

members of sects differing from the kindness to be applied to in such a

Church of Rome, but even to the mem- manner." Whatever evils may accom-

bers of that Church itself. Pany Catholicism are to be removed by

Orangemen, however, have talked

—

argument and persuasion, and not by

as ignorant men entertaining their opin- the law.

ions usually do talk—of the political But the Orangemen of Ireland, utterly

evils of the Catholic religion, and of the ignorant of the great moral principles

aid it has within the last few years re- the Reformation sanctioned, and care-

ceived from the Government. The talk less of that respect for the law which

is idle and foolish. They are looking they idly profess to inculcate, are asso-

at the absolute power which, as mem- ciated to oppose all endeavours to re-
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lieve Roman Catholics from the civil

disabilities which, from the constitu-

tion of general and local institutions,

grievously affect them. While the

Government exhibited partiality to Pro-

testants, the whole character of the

Government was that of a party or

i action. The law was administered

with partiality ; the Grand Jurors were

Protestants ; the Magistrates were Pro-

testants ; so were the Members of the

Legislature, and the Officers of State

;

even the privilege of being a Barrister

was for some time confined to that sect,

and if a member of that profession mar-

ried a Roman Catholic lady, he was dis-

barred. Every public act bore a party

complexion, and was directed to party

ends. And for whose benefit was this ?

For that of a miserable minority, who

bore the same proportion to Roman

Catholics that the following table of the

religious division of the population of

Ireland, in 1835, exhibits :—

Roman Catholics . . . 6,427,712

Members of the Established

Church 852,064

Presbyterians .... 642,*)56

Other Protestant Dis-

senters . . . . 21,808

So that the injustice committed by the

Government, and the favour shown to

a particular party, was for the benefit

of far less than one-eighth of the whole

population. And this partiality was

exhibited in the most oppressive forms.

It extended to everything which the Go-

vernment could reach ; it affected the

imposition of taxes, and the mode in

-which property should be enjoyed ; it

held out inducements to children to give

information of the religious exercises

practised under their paternal roof, to

betray the religion of the parents, in

order to gain at once that property

Avhich might become theirs in the ordi-

nary course of nature. Education was

forbidden to the Roman Catholics by

restraints of a most disgraceful character.

An horrible system of private and do-

mestic suspicion was created ; there was

no confidence that was not liable to

be betrayed. The most tempting reT

wards were held out for the sacrifice of

all honourable feelings, while every en-

couragement was given to the exhibition

of the grossest depravity. Attempts

were made to destroy morality among

the People, and there was hardly auy

act of injustice of which the law did not

approve. This was Protestant Ascend-

ancy; this was the system Orangeism

was established to perpetuate. The

Government aided the attempt, and

having done everything to degrade and

to vitiate the character of the mass of

the population, astonishment is ex~

pressed that crime should be more fre-

quent in Ireland than in England, and

move frequent in some of the Catholic

counties of Ireland, than in the counties

in which Protestants are numerous !

This system has also produced effects

which will for a long time seriously in-

terfere with the establishment of an

impartial Government in Ireland. The

Roman Catholics have learnt to watcli

with suspicion all the acts of the

Legislature, and to believe that every

public measure has a party object,

and they necessarily entertain the

greatest jealousy lest any undue fa-

vour should be shown to those who

have always acted towards them with

the bitterest hostility. These feelings

are so acute, and have been so well

founded, that suspicion of public men

will be kept alive long after the occasion

of it exists. It is necessary to remove

them, in order that the Government

should possess that confidence, without

which it can have no extensive utility.

The onlv mode of effecting this is bad,

though it cannot be avoided. It is by a

strong leaning towards the majority, and

by the exhibition of a degree of par-

tiality which, under other circum-

stances, might show an undue disre-



gard of the minority. The evil is

great,' but it is a less evil than unjustly

siding with a minority, as it is one

which must terminate even without the

assistance of the Government. The

majority, that is the Roman Catholics,

are now bound together by a sense of

tlie injustice with which they have been

treated. They are too numerous to be

always unanimous in assenting to mea-

sures which shall depress any one party

improperly, and the more liberal among

them would prevent such depression.

The minority will not lose its proper

influence, while it will abandon the

worst party features which now, from

its peculiar privileges and position, dis-

tinguish it.

The excesses that were committed in

the palmy days of Orangeism would

hardly be believed in this country.*

They were cruel and wanton, and were,

at the same time, accompanied with

* Colonel Charles Napier, C.B., in a work

on Colonization, lately published, states the

following fact, (p. 1&5):—" A friend of mine,

Capt. B—, told me, that being an ensign of

militia in 1798, he was Ordered by two Qranjje

magistrates to march from one town to another

town, twelve miles distant, with twenty mijitia

men ; and his orders were to shoot every living

ereatvre within, musket-shot of the road; man,

woman, and child ! and that such was the ex-

citement of the time, tbat he did so : nor did

the atrocity of the transaction strike him, till I

convinced him that he had done great wrong !

The fact then preyed upon his spirits in the

most fearful way, though he had continued tor

three years to believe that he had been very loyal

in destroying the King's subjects, and very re-

ligious in destroying God's creatures.
1
' This

fact is not a singular one of its kind. I have

known a very distinguished officer for above

twenty years, and have not the slightest doubt
of the truth of his statement, who told me, that

when in Ireland, during a time when martial

law prevailed, he was ordered with his regi-

ment to a disturbed district. They got inito

their hands four persons who were suspected of

exciting discontent, and a priest who had great

interest with the People. A court martial was
held, sentence was passed on the persons seized,

and the five poor beings were one after the

other hanged for a few minutes, then cut down,
their heads chopped off, and the bodies thrown
into the river. I could give names, dates, and
place, and am satisfied there was no exaggera-
tion in his account. "What scenes must Irish

Catholics associate with the proposal of a
Coercion Bill and the establishment of martial
law f—T. F

many absurdities. There is a statue of

King William in Dublin, which il

was customary to dress up with Orange

ribands on the anniversary of the battle

of the Boyne. On one of these occa-

sions, the Lord-Lieutenant and tlie

two Houses of Parliament in Ireland,

attended by the public functionaries,

made a procession round the statue.

The absurdities of children are some-
times of this character; and, apart from

the motives which led to this scene,

it might be paralleled by the Lord-
Lieutenant being dressed up as Jack-

in-the-Green, and dancing through the

streets of Dublin with the Officers of

State about him ! Yet a sapient mem-
ber of the Committee of the House of

Commons, sitting upon an inquiry into

the objects of Orange Lodges, asked

Lord Gosford in his examination,when
the fact was mentioned, <(

if he thought

it a judicious thing to discountenance,

in a sudden manner, such a practice

(making processions round an ugly

figure on horseback), seeing that the

Government itself used to engage in

similar celebrations ?
"—It was a party

procession, degrading to all concerned

in it, and any discountenance it receives

from the Government now-a-days, con-

stitutes an Orange grievance. It should

have been discouraged at the earliest

moment. It showed a spirit in the Go-
vernment which deprived the mass of

the population of all hope of seeing

any public grievance redressed, or that

any crime its supporters might be guilty

of would be properly punished. The

sense of security was taken away from

them by these party exhibitions, whicli

were hateful , as they confirmed the hope -

lessnessof obtaining that justice through

the Government which the legal tribu-

nals dependent on it refused. The

People were taught that they could gain

no redress for their complaints through

legal and constitutional channels, and

they learned that a few hundred mem-
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hers of the Established Church were the

uncontrolled, irresponsible, despotic

masters of millions. The civil disabilities

of Roman Catholics were in themselves

sufficiently galling and offensive ; and

an intelligent Government would not

have rendered them more so. There

was sufficient injustice in the laws

themselves, without adding to it by the

mode in which they were administered ;

and the only amends a Government

could have made for the evils they oc-

casioned, would have been to have

mitigated the law in its execution, in-

stead of insulting those against whom

it was directed. But, fortunately, one

Administration after another has been

shipwrecked in this warfare against the

People, until a Government has been

formed which seems to be sensible that

it is its first duty to place all classes

and all religious sects upon a footing

of perfect equality. It necessarily as-

sumes a party complexion in favour of

the Roman Catholics, and it does so

because by no other means can tran-

quillity be restored to Ireland.

Had not these party societies existed,

and their views being favoured by dif-

ferent Administrations, the Battle of the

Boyne would have been as generally

forgotten in Ireland, as it is in England.

It would have been a mere historical

incident, having about the same degree

of interest as the Battle of Hastings.

Intelligent persons of all classes would

have laid aside their animosities, and

their different modes of religious wor-

ship would have created no offence. In

England no jealousy is entertained of a

Roman Catholic, nor does a Romaa
Catholic entertain ill will towards Pro-

testants. Both know that their opinions

are conscientiously entertained ; that by

reason of their religion, neither are dis-

posed to act criminally ; and they feel

satisfied that the law has been and is

impartially administered among them.

In Ireland, unfortunately, a system has

been pursued which with justice excites

suspicion between the two sects. If an

Orange magistrate presides at a judicial

investigation, the Roman Catholic doubts

the justice of his decision; if a magis-

trate who is an opponent of Orangemen

presides, the Protestants suspect his

conduct. This feeling is very general,

and perhaps there is less ground for it

at present, than there was formerly.

Sir F. Stovin mentions it in his evidence

given to the Committee on Orange So-

cieties, thus :

—

" You stated that the impression

upon the minds of the People was, that

the Roman Catholics do not obtain jus-

tice from Orange magistrates?— I have

heard it stated.

" Is not there sometimes a similar im-

pression on the part of the Orangemen,

that they do not obtain justice on the

part of the Lord Lieutenants and ma-

gistrates who are opposed to Orangeism ?

—Yes, certainly.

" And that is generally one of the

unfortunate results of strong party

feeling?—No doubt."

It is a feeling that ought not to pre-

vail in any society, and can never exist

unless there has been reason for it. No
fear is entertained in England of the

magistrate being governed by his pe-

culiar religious views, and no such fear

would have prevailed among the Irish,

if the influence of a particular party had

not been bolstered up by the law. The

magistrates were commanded to act

with injustice by the law, and it can

create no surprise that their injustice

became habitual.

From the comparative number of

Protestants compared with the number

of Roman Catholics, many of the evils

of their unequal position would have

been checked, if the former had not

been assisted, not simply by the Go-

vernment, but by persons of rank and

influence. The profits of the con-

nexion explain the reasons of its ex-
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istence, though still it is to be la-

mented. But since the advantages of

the connexion have, by various acts of

the Legislature, been greatly diminished,

and are likely to be altogether re-

moved, it is to be regretted that those

whose rank alone gives them influence,

should support opinions, the mischiev-

ous effect of which is obvious. By
the sanction of such persons, the ex-

istence of Orange Societies is at the
• ...

present time entirely maintained. The

late Duke of York was the Grand

Master of Orange Societies, and on

his death the Duke of Cumberland
was appointed to the office. Other

persons of rank and wealth are con-

nected with them, and the Bishop of

Salisbury is prelate of the order.

These persons interfere with the ordi-

nary business of the Government, by

pretending to give it support, which it

does not need, and which, if it was of

use to the Government, would show

that the Government itself was bad.

They excuse their association by the

jargon which is very uniform, and of

which the following is a specimen. It

is part of a letter, dated June 21, 1832,

addressed by the Duke of Cumber-
land to the Orange Societies of Ire-

land:

—

" We are now assuredly in an awful

crisis. We know not in whom to place

confidence for our security from repre-

hension, even when influenced solely

by the most loyal sentiments of attach-

ment to our gracious Sovereign, and to

that sacred Protestant cause; or, to ex-

press the same thing in other words,

that Orange cause, to maintain which

our family of Brunswick was called to

the throne, and which I, for one, will

never abandon."

It could not be expected that the

Duke of Cumberland could under-

stand the principles which seated his

family on the throne, but those about

him might have understood them. It

seems never to have occurred to him

that the conduct of James was objec-

tionable, simply because he acted in

opposition to the law. His despotic

proceedings were connected with reli-

gion, and therefore Protestantism was

one of the great questions connected

with the establishment of the Prince of

Orange upon the throne. But the

conduct of James was censurable, upon

account of the illegality with which he

attempted to carry his measures. This

the Duke of Cumberland, as member

of the House of Brunswick, standing in

the order of succession to the throne,

should not forget. If the people had

been as intelligent and instructed as

they now are, they would have under-

stood that no political evils necessarily

arise from Catholicism, and that the acts

of religious persecution, by the relation

of which they were constantly excited,

were peculiar to a state of society far

different from that which could again

exist; and the religion of James the

Second would not have been confounded

with the illegality of his proceedings.

It has been the interest of those who
profited by the Established Church, as

a source of pecuniary gain, to misrepre-

sent the conduct of James II, and for

a long time they were too successful.

It was his illegal acts which justified

his expulsion from the throne, and this

the Duke of Cumberland should

clearly understand.

Respect for the law, or submission to

the acts of the legislature, was the prin-

ciple which placed the House of Bruns-

wick upon the throne. Let us see how

the Duke of Cumberland has ob-

served it. He is a Field Marshal and

an officer of the English army—an

army governed by Act of Parliament.

As it is not possible to controul military

bodies in the same manner as any other

association of men, it is necessary they

should be under very Strict discipline ;

and that those who issue any orders
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affecting them, should be authorised to

issue the orders,, and should be respon-

sible for them. The reasons for this are

rery plain—even the Duke of Cumbk r-

lam) should be able to comprehend

them. Now. among; the soldiers of the

Army are many Roman Catholics, who,

when brought to live on terms of inti-

macy with persons of other religious

persuasions, would soon abandon any

personal prejudice which their reli-

gious opinions might have excited. \

cordial feeling among the men of

this kind, ought to be encouraged,

inasmuch as it contributes to their hap-

piness, and to the maintenance of

obedience and discipline. Suppose an

Orange Lodge is formed in a regiment,

and that many of the men are Roman
Catholics. Will the members of the

Lodge entertain kindly feelings towards

the Roman Catholics, or will the Ro-
man Catholics be otherwise than jealous

of the conduct of the Protestants? Will

not the Irish soldier who is a Catholic

remember the events which have occur-

red in his own country, and be at once

alarmed at his position? Will he not

associate and band himself with those

of his own creed ; meet with them se-

cretly ; plan designs against his com-

rades, and feel himself in a state of

insecurity? He will inquire what are

the religious views of his officers, and,

according as they oppose or coincide

with his own, favourably or unfavour-

ably interpret the commands he re-

ceives. All the motives to good beha-

viour will be shaken, and the proper

discipline and control that officers

should maintain in their regiments will

soon be seriously affected. There will

be an imperfect organization of the regi-

ment—two divisions separated by reli-

gious differences, as much disposed to

aat against each other as against a com-

mon enemy. In such troops no Govern-

ment could have any confidence. They

would/ be subject to rules unknown to

their officers, and under the Influence

of solemn declarations—that is, oaths,

for swearing upon the Evangelists, does

not enter into the essential qualities of

an oath—which are kept secret and

controlled by the orders that are un-

known, and that are issued by persous

unknown and irresponsible for them.

Would not measures which produced

this state of things, which would make

the army a nuisance, and deprive it of

the limited degree of utility which aria

from it, be measures of more than a

slight degree of illegality, as well as

criminality—sufficient, from the danger

they threaten, to startle the noisiest

declaimer on the principles which seated

the House of Brunswick on theThrone? *

Yet Orange Lodges do exist in regi-

ments—Orange Lodges of which the

Duke of Cumberland is Grand Mas-

ter; sitting under warrants signed by

him with his name, and having the same

ends which have been productive of so

much ill blood in Ireland. The war-

rants are said to have been issued in

blank, and that the Duke of Cumber-
land was ignorant of the persons to

whom they were directed. The public

are not in possession of any evidence

distinctly to prove the contrary, though

facts have been stated in the House of

Commons which make the asserted

ignorance of the Duke of Cumberland
more than doubtful. In a few days we

shall be better informed, and shall then

know whether acts which are subversive

of all discipline in the army, are sanc-

tioned by an officer of the highest mili-

tary rank, and by a member of the

House of Brunswick/ whose loyalty and

* When the principles which seated the
House of Brunswick on the Throne are talked

of, let it be recollected that one of the first acts

of the first of the new dynasty of Guelphs
(1 Geo. I. c. 38), was to poison the Constitu-
tion of the country ; of that country, the voice

of which called him to the Throne—by consent-
ing that those who had been elected for three years

should, by their own vote, sit for seven. And
thus septennial instead of triennial Parliaments,
were established Bkktham.
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attachment to the Constitution is repre-

sented to be singularly devoted.

It would be impossible, in a few pages,

to run through the many illegal pro-

ceedings with which Orangeism is con-

nected in Ireland. It is sufficient to

state its general tendency. When it

has been connected with the Govern-

ment, partiality in the administration of

the law ; oppression in various forms ;

general discontent and disaffection have

been produced. Protestants, as well

as Catholics, have admitted this to be

the case ; and in confirmation of it,

though taking distinct parts of a mass

of evidence may be subject to suspicion,

it may be useful to quote the opinion of

Lord Gosford, the Protestant Lord-

Lieutenant of the county of Armagh.

. 3715. " Your Lordship would not

say that the common character of the

Orangemen is refusal of obedience to

tbe. laws ? I do not think that their

general principles, as published, go to

that extent; but I have no doubt that

the formation of the Orange Body has

led to a great deal of lawless conduct,

and very injurious consequences."

3991. " Your Lordship came here

under a very strong impression against

the Orange principle ?-—I have decidedly

a very strong impression—a very strong

anxiety to see that Orange system put

an end to, because I think it is to the

interest of Protestants, the peace of the

country, and the peace and security of

property, that it should be so."

This opinion all but Orangemen must

entertain, for it is impossible the system

could exist, connected as it is, in the

minds of the Roman Catholics with

the most painful associations, without

producing all the consequences stated

by Lord Gosforo. And yet the evils

which it inflicts are not sufficiently ap-

palling, nor the illegal acts which it

occasions sufficiently mischievous to

prevent it receiving the support of per-

sons of rank— of lay and ecclesiastical

nobles. It is justified by some, on ac-i

count of the character of the I risY peo-

ple. Their temperament is said to dif-

fer from that of the English ; their Go-
vernment is good enough for them, but

they are dull, and will not perceive its

excellencies; there is an impatieuce

about them which prevents their obey-

ing the law; their very nature prevents

them from being peaceable and orderly

in their behaviour. But has any other

system than coercion ever been tried, in

order to ascertain its influence ? " Laws,"

said Lord Chaiiloionit, " of the. most

sanguinary and unconstitutional nature

have been enacted ; the country has

been disgraced and exasperated by fre-

quent and bloody executions ; and the

gibbet, that perpetual resource of weak

and cruel legislators, has groaned under

the multitude of starving criminals.

Yet, while the cause is suffered to exist,

the effects will ever follow." A good

government has never prevailed, and

from the mode in which our House of

Lords is dealing with the English Mu-
nicipal Reform Bill, will evidently not

exist in Ireland for some time to come.

The influence of a faction will be aliowed

to prevail, and the People will continue

to be censured for the vices which dis-

tinguish only their rulers. &^m
But, whatever illegalities Orangeism

may have produced in Ireland, there

can be no doubt that its existence in

England is also against the law. The act

against Corresponding Societies is still

in force, which makes Associations, conb

stituted as the Orange Societies are,

illegal. The Printing Presses of Messrab
Lovatt and Savage have been seized

under its provisions, accompanied with

circumstances of the greatest hardship; ;

The Presses were not registered, andy,

from the neglect of a mere formality, were

taken possession of by the Officers sdfrs

the Government. Their owners weren

guiltyof no offence ; they had done no»

thing that the law condemned/#xc4pt>
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neglecting to enter their names with the

Clerk of the Peace for the county of

Middlesex.* But what is the offence

of those who break the principal provi-

sions of that Act of Parliament ? What
shall be said to excuse their having

formed illegal associations, and being

connected together in different parts of

the country, by affiliation with a Central

Society, of which the Duke of Cum-
berland is Grand Master? Is this

an offence which Brunswick principles

excuse, or one which is to be pardoned

as harmless ? Is the rich and powerful

individual to be exempt from legal lia-

bilities on account of his rank, and those

whom the Government pleases selected

as victims to vindicate, as it is called,

the law ? A few weeks will prove if

this is the case.

Before dismissing the subject, there

is one objection which it is important to

meet. It is said that if the law gives to

Roman Catholics freedom of religious

worship, Protestant principles will lose

their influence. A general reply to the

objection, perfectly sufficient in itself,

would be, that if they can bear no com-

petition with the principles of Catholi-

cism, the sooner they lose their influence

the better. They can deserve no de-

fence if, as great moral principles of

action, they can be of no service in any

active encounter with conflicting princi-

ples. There can, however, be no serious

* In the debate which occurred this week in

the House of Commons, on the petition pre-

sented by the parties whose Printing Presses

were lately seized, Mr Baines, 31. P., made a

speech which, it is hoped, will not be lost upon

the Electors of Leeds. He justified the seizure

of the Printing Presses on the ground that they

were used to print Unstamped Papers, and

were therefore to be treated as a Ship having on

board contraband goods. Perhaps he does not

know that by law the Ship is liable to seizure

for having such goods on board, and that there

is not yet any law which enables a seizure to be

made of Printing Presses, at which illegal pub-

lications are rolled off. The other portions of

the speech of the Liberal Member for Leeds re-

specting the Stamp Duty on Newspapers ought

not to be forgotten, as they were as remarkable

for their illiberality, as the analogy he drew

was for its incorrectness.

reason for the objection. It is rather

that of a Churchman than of a Protes-

tant ; it savours of the trickery which

at one period of our history distin-

guished those who were afraid of the

Non-Conformists or Dissenters ; and,

therefore, to weaken them, excited

alarm lest any influence of which the

Established Church should be deprived,

should give an advantage to Roman
Catholics. The Church was by that

means secured in its possessions; its

power was consolidated ; and the Test

and Corporation Acts were the penal-

ties paid by Non- Conformists for fall-

ing into the snare most ingeniously

and cunningly laid for them. But the

Chnrchman, interested in Church re-

venues, is, in truth, not afraid of the

Roman Catholics—he fears religious

equality.—There is also another objec-

tion, founded on historical events, de-

serving of notice. Charles II, it is

said, was anxious to secure a general

toleration of religious sects, in order

to obtain opportunities to establish the

Roman Catholic religion. He saw

that any particular measure which

should be proposed favourable to Roman
Catholics would meet with a successful

resistance, and therefore intended to

gain for the Roman Catholics that in-

fluence under a general measure which

would subsequently have proved fatal to

Protestants. This is a common his-

torical argument, which is easier of

confutation than those who urge it are

aware. In the fourteenth year of Charles

the Second, a charter was granted to

the colonists of Rhode Island. The

persons who received it were, many of

them, those who had left England in

order to avoid the religious persecutions

to which they were exposed,—not from

Roman Catholics, but from the Church

of England, under the acts for securing

uniformity of religious worship. That

charter contains the following remark-

able provisions :

—
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" To preserve unto them (the co- visions, afforded no necessity to abolish

lonists of Rhode Island) that liberty it, when other constitutions granted by
in the Christian faith and worship of the English Government were swept
God which they have sought, with so away. Under the clause that has been
much travail, and with peaceable minds quoted, all religious sects were placed

and loyal subjection to our Royal pro- upon a footing of perfect equality, and
genitors and ourselves, to enjoy ; and have continued in that position to the

because some of the people and inha- present time—no state privilege, no pe-

bitants of the same colony cannot, in culiar liberty or exemption being granted

their private opinion, conform to the to one sect more than to another. What
public exercise of religion according Charles the Second offered to the Eng-
to the Liturgy, form, and ceremonies lish was conceded to the colonists of
of the Church of England, or take or Rhode Island. And what has been the

subscribe the oaths and articles made in result ? Has the Roman Catholic re-

that behalf, and for that the same, by ligion destroyed the Protestant churches
reason of the remote distances of those in that country? Were the pretended
places, will, as we hope, be no breach designs of Charles the Second to ac-

of the unity and uniformity established complish the destruction of all that

in this nation, we have therefore thought Protestants reverenced and respected,

fit, and do hereby publish, ordain, and successful ? That law which excited
declare, that our Royal will and plea- alarm in England, has been accompa-
sure is :

—

nied with every blessing which a just
" That no persons within the said co- and good law will always produce,

lony, at any time hereafter, shall be in The Republicans of Rhode Island have
anywise molested, punished, disquieted, adhered to it, though it commences
or called in question, for any dif- with the regal titles of the prince of the

ferences of opinions in matters of re- family of Stuart, and have enjoyed
ligion, who do not actually dispute the under it advantages which no charter

civil peace of our said colony; but that granted by a prince of the House of
all and every person and persons may, Brunswick has ever conferred on Eng-
from time to time, and at all times here- lish colonists. When the measures of
after, freely and fully have and enjoy this country were odious to the Ame-
his own and their judgments and con- ricans; when they had every temptation
sciences, in matters of religious con- to erase all signs of the superiority

cernments, throughout the tracts of which it had exercised over them, this

land hereafter mentioned, they behaving charter was preserved in all its integrity,

themselves peaceably and quietly, and and still regulates the government of a
not using this liberty to licentiousness state, in which, for above one hundred
and profaneness, nor to the civil injury and seventy years, religious equality has
or outward disturbance of others.

"

been maintained by the law. Let those
This charter is still in force, and it is who pretend to be assured that the prin-

the only one of those granted by the ciples of the Reformation cannot stand
English crown which still regulates the without Legislative aid, and think
constitution of any of the states in Orangeism useful, see how powerful
America. It made all the public officers those doctrines are which they presume
of the colony elective, and from the to think their puny efforts support,
liberal and popular nature of its pro-
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THE EVILS OF A HOUSE OF LORDS.

In a pamphlet which I published a a very serious mistake. The present

short time since, I promised to examine Peers are not peculiarly to blame ; their

the worth of some of the arguments conduct is by no means extraordinary,

commonly brought forward in favour nor is it more mischievous than that of

of the House of Lords ; I am now about their predecessors. They are but con-

to fulfil that promise. tinuing in their old accustomed road,

The late doings of the House of while the People have fortunately been

Lords are by some persons fancied to be able to force the Commons out of it.

the result of some extraordinary mistake The Lords act as they do, because they

on the part of the majority of its mem- are Lords, not because they are bad

bers. It is supposed and said, that Lords. The cause of the evil lies in

such conduct is not the natural or ne- the nature of the institution, not in the

cessary effect of the institution itself, men.

but that it has flowed from a peculiar They oppose the wishes of the Peo-

and rare inefficiency or unworthiness pie. True ; but why do they so .

on the part of those who now constitute Because the wishes of the People are in

the Lords. This appears to me a great, direct opposition to the interests of the

_______________________________
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Lords. It is for the interest of the get for them various good things. Now,

People that the Corporation monopoly the loss of all these good things, to-

should be destroyed. The power of the gether with the loss of corporation pecu-

close corporations is a power by which lation, is what the corporations, that is,

a certain small number of persons were the members of the close corporations,

able to live at the expence of the commu- fear ; and the loss of influence over the

nity generally; and further, to influence House of Commons is what the Lords

the return of members to the Commons, fear. Hence the Lords hate any mea-

Now, this power of the corporations is sure by which the character of these

really in the hands of the Lords, and corporations would be changed, and

has been employed for their bene6t. aid the corporations in preventing any

The Lords, as I have already shewn, change,

have a [direct interest in fleecing the The Lords, therefore, have been acting

People—in other words, in bad govern- in accordance with their interests in op-

ment. All persons who have a similar posing the wishes of the People respecting

interest, naturally rally round the Lords, the Corporations Reform Bill.

and act with them, and for this reason

:

It is idle for us to fly into a passion

the House of Peers is the most power- with such persons as the Duke of New-
ful of the sinister interests of all those castle, and others who have opposed

now existing in this country. Being a this bill, and to rail at them because

portion of the Legislature, it is efficient they have acted after the custom of

in supporting and strengthening the human beings—that is, according to

other sinister interests. The next their own view of their own interests,

sinister interest in point of power are It is not the part of wise men to expect

the combined close corporations. The miraculous virtue, and it would b$ mi-

corporations are, many of them, directly

the property of certain Lords—and all

of these act with the House of Lords.

In the same way, and for the same

reason, every other sinister interest

joins the Lords.

But the Lords see well that if the

corporations are changed and made

raculous virtue for the House of Lords

willingly to favour good government.

If a thoroughly good government were

to exist, their condition would be very

different from what it now is. They

would have to support themselves and

their families out of their own estates '

and would not, as now, be able to

subservient to the People, they (the quarter themselves and their children

Lords) will lose very useful instru-

ments.—My Lord A. has power in the

corporation of B. This corporation

returns a member to the House of Com-
mons, who is, in fact, the mouth-piece

of Lord A. Thus Lord A. has control

upon the nation. In other words, they

would have to labour, whereas now

they live in idleness. Moreover, their

overgrown estates would then quickly

be divided. For if the younger chil-

dren could not get places paid by the

over the Commons, and doubly in- People, their parents would have to

fluences the destinies of the People :

—

provide for them, and the eldest son

first in his own person as a Peer, and could not have the lion's share. But

secondly by his nominee, who is re- were their estates divided, their political

turned by the borough or corporation power would further decrease. So that

of which Lord A. is patron. we have every reason to expect that

But Lord A., in order to keep the they will always oppose useful reforms,

members of the corporation in his in- while left in their present position. To

terest, has hitherto been accustomed to . .
abuse individuals, and say nothing
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about the system in sucm a case, is un- were the People possessed of this Re-

just as well as unwise. If the system form in Parliament than they began to

be approved, its consequences must be turn it to its proper purpose—viz., to

approved also. In other words, if you remedy abuses. One of the first abuses

like the House of Lords, you have no they encounter is that of the Corpora-

just cause for abusing any of the Peers tions— and their representatives frame

who desire to throw out the Corporation a Bill to put down bad Corporations.

Reform Bill. And now it is again said to the Lords,

There is a mode of addressing the "Give up another slice of your power

House of Peers on occasions like the —be careful lest the People rise upon

present, which has always appeared to you and discharge you altogether."

me singularly inconsistent ; not to say The Lords very naturally say, in

at the same time, exceedingly foolish, answer, "Suppose they do rise upon us,

It is a mode adopted very generally by and discharge us altogether ;
— what

persons who call themselves Liberals— greater mischief can arise to us than

Constitutional Liberals, I think, is the the evil threatened by this Bill ? It is

name—and is now universally employed not playing at Lords we care about— it.

by the supporters of the present Mi- is the solid pudding respecting which

nistry. It is an address, in fact, to the we are solicitous ; and you come, day

fears of the Lords. " You are," say by day, and take one large slice after

these persons, speaking to the Peers, another, and you all the while preach

'.' risking the very existence of your to us prudence and moderation ! Once

order. If you thus resist the wishes of give to the People a House of Com-

the People, when the People are right, mons wholly bent on good Government,

the People will rise up against you, and and what quantity of the public money

demand of what use is your institution ; do you suppose will fall to us ?—Not a

and judging you by your acts, they will farthing, be assured, unless we earn it.

decide that you are mischievous, and And where is the difference ? If we are

incontinently dismiss you." Lord Mel- to lose our all, between one mode or

?
bourne's address to his order not long the other, destruction is the same

since, was something after this fashion, whether it come at "two blows or one.

What is the precise meaning of this Suppose we yield these Reforms :—the

fearful prophecy? You say to the consequence will be, that we shall lose

Lords," Yield to the People." You said all those pleasures and profits of power

so in the case of the Reform Bill, which have hitherto belonged to us ;—
You meant by \ hat, give up to the you, in short, persuade us to our ruin

People the powt 3r which you have by threatening us with it." This is ex-

hitherto enjoyed of constituting the ceedingly reasonable language, and has,

House of Commo ns. '£ The People in fact, been used by the more candid

are," said you, "ti red of bad Govern- supporters of the Peerage,

ment; they are determined to reform Looking, then, at the Lords in this

the .abuses of the State, and to put light, fairly acknowledging the sinister

down all unnecessa ry expense." The interests of the class, are there, we ask,

Lords, in this cas e, yielded. They any compensating circumstances for the

yielded lest, as yoi 1 r.aid, the People evils which necessarily flow from 'the

should rise up agai hst them, and take institution itself ? We are not quarrelling

away the whole of their power;—so, with individuals. Human beings are

according to your a dvict ^, they gave up human beings ; and it is the duty of

some to save the rett mind er. No sooner those who frame institutions, to be care-
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ful so to frame them as not to place any

of our fellow-creatures in a position in

'which they must necessarily become

vicious. If any such are so placed,

"we are not to blame those who are thus

Tendered the enemies of their race, but

reserve our indignation for those who

make them so, or who allow them to

remain so. Are there, we again ask,

any benefits arising from the Lords

which counterbalance the mighty evils

which result from their Right Honour-

able House?

Yes, say their admirers, many and

great are the benefits which the nation

'derives from the House of Peers.—Let

•us learn what their benefits may be.

The House of Lords is supposed to

\>ft serviceable to the nation in three

several capacities : First, in their ca-

pacity of a second House of Legisla-

tion.; second, in their capacity of

Judges;; and, lastly, in their capacity

of an Aristocracy.—Let us inquire if

in .any of these they are beneficial to

ithe community.

.1. It is very generally believed, and

tstill more generally asserted, that to

tihe due enacting of laws, two separate

aaici independent deliberative bodies

are aieeded. It is argued, that if there

were &rily one body, precipitation in

legisla&QE \would be the consequence;

. that the sudden /passions of the People

would have ^unlimited sway, and that

confusion and anarchy would follow.

Now, then, the t,eyid supposed to be

attained by this second House of Le-

gislation is tempering and restraining

. the Commons.

This means, if it mean anything, one

of two things—either that the Lords

have more discretion and calmness than

the Commons,—in other words, more

fitness for the business of a Legislature

—or it means, that the double delibera-

tion, merely because double, is better

than a single one.

If the Lords be wiser and more pru-

dent than the Commons, Why keep the

Commons? We cannot have better

than the best. Now, by the supposition,

the best—that is, the most fit and

worthy deliberative body in the country,

is the Lords. If this be so, why en-

cumber them with the Commons ?

If wisdom and forethought had been

employed about the formation of a Con-

stitution, and it had been assumed that

two deliberative bodies were needed,

assuredly there would have been an at-

tempt made to provide a second House

of Legislation, which in some degree

should derive from the very nature of

its constitution, the qualities requisite

for deliberation. For example ;—we

should have seen some attempt to bring

into this second House the most grave

and enlightened persons of the nation ;

we should have perceived some endea-

vours to secure probity, intelligence,

and industry among them—for such are

the qualities needed in a Legislature.

Now, I fearlessly assert, that, in our

Constitution, no such attempt has been

made ; that, on the other hand, as the

institution of the second House—that

is, the Lords—now stands, the existence

of improbity, ignorance, and idleness has

been insured : That, so far from the

House of Lords being more worthy,

more instructed than the Commons, it

is immeasurably inferior to it, in every-

thing that is requisite to constitute an

efficient and worthy legislative body.

At the same time I cannot but allow

that the House of Commons is far infe-

rior to what it ought to be^ and to what

it would be, were it really responsible

to the nation at large.

When an objection is taken to the

Lords, in their capacity of a Second

Chamber, we are told that the Ameri-

cans even have a Second Chamber in

their Senate. This is correct. That

is, the Americans believed, I conceive

erroneously, that, for due legislation*

two Chambers, or Houses, were requiske,



Did they then leave the composition of

either house to hazard? Did they

place the Senators in a position which

should necessarily bring out all the

bad qualities of man's nature, and stifle

all the good ones ? Far from this was

their conduct. The Senate of the

United States is a responsible body.

Their existence as a Senate, indeed,

may incumber the political machine,

but it does not render it mischievous.

Unnecessary delay may arise in conse-

quence of their deliberations ; but wil-

ful and necessary evil is not the result

of their existence. It must, however,

be allowed that the Americans, carried

away by authority, have so constituted

the Senate, as to make it less responsi-

ble to the public than is the House of

Representatives. The nation has

reaped the reward. All that is evil in

their constitution finds support in the

Senate.

If, in England, a Second Chamber

should be deemed requisite, in order to

perfect our political constitution, let us

strive to make one which should have

some chance of possessing the qualities

which are necessary for an efficient

legislature. Let us, in one word, make

it responsible to the People. The Lords

are not responsible, excepting in the

way in which an Eastern Despot was

responsible. Insurrection was the only

check upon his conduct, and all mis-

chief was unhesitatingly produced

which did not reach the point at which

insurrection became inevitable. The

situation of the Lords being the same

as that of the despot, their conduct is

similar. They also oppress the People

just so long as they are able, and never

do what the people desire, till the

chance of a rebellion stares them in the

face.

Any one who knows the history of

this body for the last five years only,

must bey aware that the statement is

correct. _....
-

There are, as respects this subject,

two questions. The first— is any Second

Legislative Chamber necessary I The.

second—is the House of Lords the

sort of deliberative Chamber best suited;

for the purpose of legislation ?

My answer to the first question is,

that, in my opinion, no Second Chamber

of any sort is needed ; to the second,

supposing it proved that I am here in

error, and that a Second Chamber is

really necessary, that the House of

Lords is not in any way the sort of

Chamber that ought to be established,

I thus sum up briefly my reasons far

both these opinions.

The most efficient Second Chamber

would be an elective one, completely

responsible to the People. But the

House of Commons, if properly consti-

tuted, would be filled with the most

efficient persons in the country. In

this case it would be but foolish policy

to have the deliberations of such a

House subject to the revision of ano-

ther, which, by the very statement,

would be inferior—that is, second best

:

for if you had all the best men in the

Commons, you could only put second-

best men into the Second Chamber,

whatever you might call it. Added to

this, a second deliberation would con-

sume valuable time, and not conduce to

sound judgment.

But if this be true of a Second

Chamber, thus constituted, how much
more powerful become the reasons

against a body like the House of Lords ?

They confessedly are not fit for delibe-

ration. Therefore, in addition to the

loss of valuable time, we have the mis-

chief of a set of thoroughly incapable

legislators revising the decrees of the

People's representatives. The conse-

quence is, that the People's most ardent

wishes are crossed and delayed. The

measures of the Commons are muti-

lated, and, generally, completely ruined

by the labours; of the Lords.: .
-.
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There are at this moment (the 1 7th

of August) before the two Houses the

following among other Bills:

—

The Municipal Corporation Reform

Bill

;

The Irish Church Bill

;

The Imprisonment for Debt Bill

;

Mr Hume's Bill for Lessening the

Expenses at Elections

;

Mr Elphinstone's Bill for Shorten-

ing the Duration of the Poll

;

The Irish Corporation Reform Bill

;

The People desire the passing of

every one of these measures. The best

and wisest men in the country desire it

also. There is no precipitation to be

feared ; every measure has been amply

discussed. If the changes contemplated

by the above Bills were made to-mor-

row, they would be the effect of delibe-

rate forethought, of grave and sufficient

consideration. But now, I ask, what

will be the result? Let the People

dwell upon the answer : The Lords will

certainly refuse to pass the greater part

of the Bills mentioned—most probably all

of them.

The Corporation Reform Bill they

have already ruined. The reason that

induced them to do so I have men-

tioned above.

The Irish Church Bill they will cer-

tainly throw out, and still keep up

thereby religious dissension in Ireland.

They do this from no love of religion,

but from pure love of money. The

thing they like in the Church is the

pay. They lust for the flesh pots of

Egypt-

The Imprisonment for Debt Bill they

will also defeat, because they do not

wish to have their estates amenable for

their debts. The Merchant has his

estate sold for the good of his creditors,

if he fall into debt ; the Landlords of

England, who are more in debt than any

other class of men, dread the applica-

tion of such a just law to them ; so they

avail
t
themselves of their legislative

powers to keep their creditors out of

their money.

The same fate awaits Mr Hume**

Bill for lessening expenses at Elections.

The Lords desire to maintain their old

influence over the Commons ; they seek

to do so by making an election so ex-

pensive a business, as to keep away all

liberal candidates of moderate for-

tunes. In short, they hope still, by

force of money, to get themselves re-

presented in place of the People.

The same reasons apply to the Bill of

Mr Elphinstone ; not so strongly, in-

deed, and therefore the Lords may per-

mit this to become law.

Against the Irish Corporation Reform

Bill the feelings of the Lords are the

same as those against the English one,

and the fate of the one measure will not

differ from that which has awaited the

other.

Are not these six instances damning

evidence against the Lords? Great in-

deed must be the good which they can

effect in other ways, in order to counter-

balance the mischief they produce as

Legislators.

2. But do they afford us this counter-

vailing good in their character of Judges ?

My answer to this question is, that so

far from this countervailing good, they

produce as Judges additional and enor-

mous evil.

The House of Lords, as is well

known, is the ultimate Court of Appeal

from decisions in inferior Courts re-

specting property. What is not gene-

rally known is the mode in which

noble Lords conduct themselves while

sitting as Judges in such suits.

The appeal is, in reality, an appeal

to some one Lord who happens to be a

Judge, or who has been one. This

law Lord, as he is called, sits assisted

by some half-dozen other Lords. This

half-dozen is continually fluctuating, so

that the actual result is as follows :
—

Lord A, the legal Lord, sits the firs'

i



day, assisted by Lords B, C, and D ; various ways m winch an Aristocracy

the second day, by Lords E, F, and G; influences the modes of thought and

the third day, by Lords H, I, and K, feeling in the nation, would require to

and so on, through the whole alphabet, be minutely and graphically described,

and at last

—

This cannot now be done. I must,

Lord A gives judgment, assisted by therefore, content myself with broadly

Lords X, Y, and Z. stating my own opinion, and partially

I need not say another word to show indicating the evidence upon which thL

that a Tribunal of Appeal could easily opinion is founded,

be framed, which should possess more My opinion then is, that the influeuee

of the qualities which a judicature of an Aristocracy upon the manners,

ought to possess than does the House morality, and intelligence of a nation,

of Lords. is one of unmixed and enormous evil

:

As this ultimate Tribunal of Appeal That the necessary tendency of its ra-

js now constituted, one man really de- fluence is to set up a false and de-

cides ; but, from his being nominally grading standard of morality, and to

joined by half-a-dozen others, the deci- establish a frivolous, selfish, and hypo-

sion that he gives is called that of the critical one of manners ; to offer high

House of Lords; and the necessary rewards for a puerile and deceitful phi-

consequence is, that he decides wholly losophy, and to visit with opprobrium

without responsibility. The House is all original, bold, and searching in-

responsible to no one; neither is he quiry : in fact, that an Aristocracy, by

responsible to the House. And public its interests being opposed to change,

opinion cannot reach him, as his judg- dreads all thought which has not au-

ment is shared by the House at large, thority for its guide, and, therefore,

It would be difficult for human inge- employs the whole of its power to re-

nuity to frame a worse Court of Appeal, press all independent inquiry, and to

3. If, then, the House of Lords do punish severely every one who pre,-

render to the nation some benefits sumes to call in question established

which counterbalance the evils of which ways of thinking and feeling ; that it

it is the author, those benefits must thus tends most seriously to deteriorate

result from it in its character of an the intelligence of the People :— that

Aristocracy. being also, by its interests, opposed to

I now proceed briefly to inquire what that severe morality which condemns

are the effects upon the nation which it the enjoyment of pleasures obtained

does produce in this character. by the unwilling labour of others, it

This subject is far too extensive to be seeks to confuse and confound the

properly treated in the few pages which rules of conduct for mankind, wishing

I can devote to it. The question, in to make them rather the results of ca-

fact, is—what influence is likely to be price than the offspring of careful in-

produced upon the intelligence, the me- vestigation and rigorous impartiality ;

rats, and manners of the nation, by se- —that it thus tends to vitiate the whole

parating a particular portion of the morality of the People: Arid lastly,

community from the whole, and render- that living in idleness, and being averse

ing them a class endowed with peculiar to labour and to thought, the Aristo-

political privileges? Before this ques- cracy introduces, as matter of fashion,

tion can be answered effectually, the contempt for all high and ennobling

whole composition of society ought to emotions. To keep down disagreeable

be completely dissected; and the questioning, they establish cold, re-
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served, and hypocritical manners

;

merely consider the ordinary morality

while, to distinguish themselves from of all persons of, and connected with

the other classes of society, they en- the Aristocracy, in the single particular

deavour to render the common inter- of paying just debts. He will then

course of life a craft and mystery, at- learn how recklessly cruel is the con-

tributing unspeakable importance to the duct of this class, and how grossly un-

trifles of which this craft is composed, just is the ordinary appreciation of it.

and visiting with contumely all who are If he think me in error as to their

not acquainted with even its minutest manners, let him for a short period

details : That where an Aristocracy is mingle in society, first with the great

powerful, this exclusiveness and con- originals themselves, and then with the

tempt for all that is good and great in rich parvenues who imitate them. While

human feeling, is not confined to its with the first, let him hazard some ex-

own peculiar circle, but extends to, pression of generous sympathy with

and infects every other class in society ; the multitude, or speak of their happi-

— that it embitters all the social rela- ness as of consideration equal to that of

tions of life ; renders society one con- the Aristocracy themselves ; — while

tinued strife and contest for superiority

;

with the second, let him risk a doubt

induces habits of injurious expense ; as to the propriety of letting the rich

creates suspicion between individuals rule, because they are rich, and he will

and classes ; and thus makes our man- quickly discover that he himself is an

ners the most fatal enemy to our happi- object of unbounded contempt and

ness, hatred. If he look closely, also, he will

Such is my opinion of the social in- find this parvenue society miserable,

fluence of an Aristocracy ; and I appeal because they cannot make themselves

to the present condition of my country the equals of those they imitate ; and

in support of my conclusions. he will find the Aristocracy in a con-

If any one doubt the truth of what stant agony of endeavour to render this

I say respecting the Aristocratic influ- equality impossible,

ence upon intelligence, let him turn to Unmixed, then, is the evil

our own literature of the present time, which the House of Lords in-

He will then learn what an astonishing flicts upon the nation, whether

compound of conceit, ignorance, and WE VIEW them as Legislators,

superciliousness, is the literature which as Judges, on simply as an Aris-

is specially composed for, and is the tocracy.—Such is my answer to

delight of, an Aristocracy. the question, "Of what Use is

If he doubt of the truth of what I the House of Lords?"

assert of their moral influence, let him J. A. Roebuck.

MR RICE AND THE TAX ON KNOWLEDGE—A FEW
WORDS AGAINST PARTIAL REDUCTION.

Philosophers tell us that cold is no- occasion specific feelings, — they are

thing more than the absence of heat

—

merely privative or negative terms,

darkness nothing more than the absence The Chancellor of the Exche*

of light. Cold and darkness, say they, quer's Budget is something of the same

are not positive existences, though they kind. It is of a negative, not a positive



character. No one in his senses will

think of describing it by what it con-

tains, but rather by pointing out what

it does not contain, and so rendering

its " darkness visible."

Among the measures upon which the

public mind has been for some time

dwelling, and which many expected

would gain a place in the Budget, is

the Repeal of the Tax on Knowledge.

The Budget-speech is silent on the

point. The tax is to remain another ses-

sion, and Mr Spring Rice thus silently

confesses himself— that which many

people have long known him to be—the

arch knowledge-hater of the day. For

my part, I am not much surprised at

Mr Rice's hatred of the broad glare of

day. He knows full well that a little

sound Political Knowledge diffused

among the People would be fatal to his

tenure of a seat in the House of Com-

mons. Hence he upholds a tax which

operates as a bar to the exposure of his

utter worthlessness, not only as a Mi-

nister of the Crown, but also as a Re-

presentative of the People. Mr Thomas
Spring Rice is a cunning fellow : this

no one can deny.

The Chancellor of the Exche-

quer's speech, on Friday night, was

one of the most perfect specimens of

pompous imbecility ever delivered within

the walls of the House of Commons. It

was a bombastic and inflated display of

ignorance—a perfect nullity. It proved

Mr Rice to be utterly undeserving of

the name of Statesman, and, conse-

quently, of public confidence. Exche-

quer Chancellors* speeches are prover-

bial for their humbug. Now, reader,

take the trouble to go through " Han-
sard's Debates" for twenty years, and

I defy you to find a parallel to the

speech of this same Chancellor for

all the bad qualities which such speeches

usually contain.

The Spectator of Saturday says, " All

that the speech contained might have

been said in a quarter of an hour." Now,

the Spectator has of late become rather

Whiggish, and has made Spuing Rice

one of its especial pets ; so this rebuke

has the more force. I think the Spectator

is on the moderate side. Five minutes,

it appears to me, would have been more

than sufficient for such a paltry collection

of facts and inferences. The managing

member of a Benefit Club would have

made a more intelligible statement of all

Mr Rice had to say in less than the

smallest time I have named. Mr Rice

can nibble away at the outer corner, as

it were, of a subject; but his paltry

mind is utterly incapable of grasping a

general principle of extensive appli-

cation.

Then again, in addition to his limited

capacity and knowledge, a Free Press

would take into the account his ha-

bitual disregard of truth. There are at

least half a dozen cases on record, in

which Mr Rice has departed from

his word. One was the case of the

expenditure of Treasury money to pro-

secute the printer of the Brighton Guar-

dian. The Ministry was accused : Mr
Rice strenuously denied the charge. A
few days after cognizance of the fact

was brought home to him ! Another

case was a pledge to Messrs Vige it and

Morin, the delegates from Canada, not

to pursue a certain line of conduct.

Seven days after, he actually did that

which he had promised not to do !

!

A cheap Press would expose all this.

Is it wonderful that Mr Spring Rice

dreads, and therefore hates a Free

Press? Most certainly not. The won-

der would be the other way. If Mr
Rice could only contrive to persuade

the People to submit to a tax which

should raise the price of a Newspaper

to seven times sevenpence, I recom-

mend him most urgently to do it. The

comparatively small charge of seven-

pence will be fatal to his stupid, but

pompous oration of Friday
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For my part, I am glad the odious

Stamp is not to be touched by the

tinkering hand of Thomas Spring

Rice. I am glad of it because total

repeal was not to be expected from this

Minister. We should have had a partial

repeal, which would have afforded no

real relief to the People, but would

have furnished a pretext to " the autho-

rities," to prosecute with rigour those

who might attempt to free themselves

from a burthen " so light."

Two reports have been for some time

current on the subject. One said that

the Stamp Duty on Newspapers was to

be reduced one-half; the other that it

was to be brought down to one penny.

Perhaps these reports were put forward

as feelers ; if so, we may infer from the

Minister's silence, that he has obtained

good reasons for shunning such mea-

sures.

As there is nothing like giving to the

measures of Ministers clap-trap names,

these partial repeals were called by

Ministerial Toadies — " relieving the

People of a portion of the Tax on

Knowledge." Relieving the People in-

deed! Let us see in what it would re-

lieve the People.

Some years ago, by a new process in

heating pineries, pine- apples were re-

duced in price from about a guinea to

seven or eight or ten shillings. This

was a great reduction in price cer-

tainly, but was it a relief to the People?

Oh, no. But why not? Because the

People can no more afford to give seven

shillings for the pine-apple, than seven

guineas. This is an illustration of the

case of the Newspaper. The necessary

price of a Newspaper will scarcely per-

mit the poor to enjoy it. Even a tax

of one penny would almost amount to

a prohibition. On a Weekly Paper,

which can be afforded at two pence, it

would be a tax of fifty per cent. ; on a

Daily Paper, which could not be made

good for any thing, at less than three-

pence, it would be a tax of thirty-three

per cent.

The Newspaper should be the book

of the poor man. Untaxed, it is one

of the prime necessaries of his life

;

taxed, it is converted at once into a

luxury for the rich. Nay, it is only the

richest of the rich who can now afford

to have a Stamped Daily Paper of their

own. The partial reduction of the

Stamp Duty might enable some few

persons, rather less rich than the richest

class, to enjoy the luxury of a Daily

Paper, but it would not have the

slightest effect in extending informa-

tion among the class most in need of it,

and I may add, most anxious to ac-

quire it, and most likely to turn it to

good account.

My own impression is, that even a

tax of one halfpenny would be a serious

bar to the free circulation of Newspapers

among the great mass of the commu-
nity ; and, as for a tax of one penny, I

am convinced that it would operate as

a prohibition. I do not mean to say

that a partial repeal would not some-

what extend the number of Newspaper

readers, but I contend that it would

not open the Newspaper to the class to

which it is essentially necessary.

Taking this view of the case, it is the

first penny imposed, in other words,

the last penny retained, which comes

within the class of " Taxes on Necessa-

ries." It is this which converts the ne-

cessary article into a luxury. Every

additional penny, therefore, becomes a

tax on a luxury, and, as such, objec-

tionable in an infinitely minor degree.

It is the first penny which is the poor

man's curse ; the remaining threepence

fall wholly upon the rich. Hence the

partial removal of the tax would only

add another to the many samples of un-

just legislation which disgrace every

Session of the British Legislature—every

page of the British Statute-book. It

would, I repeat, be no relief to the Peo-
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pie. It would be a boon to the class ters dare not prosecute with impartial

already privileged to an extent sufficient rigour ; they may unjustly single out a

to justify any means which the People few cases " as examples," but a fair and

have hitherto adopted to avoid contri- manly struggle with the whole army of

butino-, in the unfair manner they are offenders, is what they dare not provoke

;

called upon to contribute, to the exi- they know that in such a case they

<rencies of the State. would be compelled to succumb. It

Another reason why we should re- remains still to be shown whether the

joice that his Whigship, Mr Rice, has recent victims, weak and defenceless as

not touched the Stamp-duty is, that a the Whigs may have deemed them, will

partial reduction would have been a not yet prove too strong for their perse-

signal for a regular crusade against that cutors.

" infernal machine" the Unstamped A moderate Stamp-duty is sometimes

Press. Ministers, regardless of the ha- defended as a mode of paying for the

tred which their recent and former perse- conveyance of a Paper from one part of

cutions have entailed upon them, would the country to another. Such a service

have gone blindly to the work, cheered should be paid for, but why not charge

on by the Tories, who, too wise them- it as postage to those for whose benefit

selves to institute extensive Press pro- the service is performed ? To charge

seditions, have never missed an oppor- town residents a part of the expence of

tunity of making the Whigs a cat's paw service rendered exclusively to the

for that odious purpose. While the tax country resident, is a monstrous fraud,

remains at its present height, the Minis- H. S. Chapman.

POSTSCRIPT.—THE FRENCH KING AND THE PRESS.

Louis Philippe, King of the French, book? They should not inflict enor-

finds the Press extremely troublesome, mous fines. Fines are obnoxious.

He therefore hates it as cordially as the Besides, it is an open and direct attack

London Pickpocket hates a Metropolitan upon the Liberty of the Press, which is

Policeman. In this hatred his French more obnoxious still. The French

Majesty's Ministers fully participate. Ministry should have consulted Mr
Accordingly they determine to put Spring Rice. He would have ex-

down the object of their most unholy plained to them—" in an impressive

aversion. speech, exceeding two hours and a half

The means by which they design to in length"—that there is nothing like a

accomplish this end is a Penal Law of Fourpenny Stamp, as a means of pre-

uncommon severity. This Law first venting the. mass of the People from

lays down, in vague and general terms dabbling in the affairs of their betters.

—so that any construction can be He would have reasoned as follows

adopted by a subservient Judge—what to the French Minister who consulted

the French King and the French House him :—
of Lords do not like to have said ot << You cannot, surely, desire to de-

them, and then it inflicts enormous prive your 'Respectable Classes' of the

penalties, in the shape of fines and im- privilege of reading Papers, and of hav-

prisonment, upon those who write what ing Papers written for them ? All you

is forbidden. can possibly wish is to check the vile

?fow, mark what clumsy workmen habit of reading which, I am sorry to

these same Frenchmen must be. Why say, is rapidly spreading, both in your

do they not take a lesson out of our country and in mine, among those who
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Would be better occupied in attending papers. This done, and I pledge my

fco their work, and in conducting them- self that the 50,000 readers, which some

selves lowly and reverently towards their of your Daily Papers, I am told, enjoy,

betters ! I see you nod assent. Well, would immediately dwindle down to

then, all you have to do is to raise the some 6 or 7,000 of the richer class,

price of the "Newspaper beyond the This is not all the advantage you would

reach of those whom you desire to ex- gain. The tone of the Papers would

elude. This done, and you may depend change with the limitation of readers,

upon it all those seditious Republican Articles would be written to please the

writers, whom you are now proposing dominant few; and, as I said before, you

to make martyrs of, would either starve, would require no penal law against Re-

or would (and this my experience tells publican writers, simply because no

me is more likely) adapt their lucubra- Republican writers could gain a liveli-

tions to the more limited class of read- hood.

ers—in other words, to the ruling few. " In this country we are pestered

Once accomplish this, and you will re- with breakers of the law, who are now

quire no Penal Laws against the Press, become so numerous and so openly en-

You will find it your most useful in- couraged, that we dare not prosecute

strument—your most obsequious slave, them. It is a long time, however, be-

For a confirmation of what I say, look fore the People can bring their minds to

at our Press. They all write for those such a course, and although the Un-

who can afford a Sevenpenny Paper, stamped Press is now our greatest curse,

The People have only one Stamped and will, before long, succeed in de-

Paper on their side, and that is stroying the Stamp-duty, be assured it

dragging on a lingering existence is a thing of slow growth. Thus, you,

for want of buyers. It is true that and the several Ministries which may
some of the Conservative Press seem succeed you, will enjoy, at least, half a

to be against the party in power, century of freedom from the annoying

They desire the places we have got. meddling of the People in the affairs of

But whenever a question arises between the Government. You will of course

the Aristocracy and the People, we be somewhat troubled with petitions and

know that both the Whig and Tory deputations, but nothing is easier than

sections of the Aristocratic Papers will to put them off. Promise them anything

unite against those troublesomeRadicals, to quiet them, and it is easy to explain,

whom the Tories hate nearly as much as as we call it, when the time for perform-

we do. Indeed, not being compelled to ing, or rather for breaking, the promise

conceal their hate, as we are, they seem to shall have arrived. This is my plan, and

hate them more. I find it invariably successful."

Should you introduce a measure of This is the kind of advice the French

this kind, all you have to do is to Minister would have got from the honest

swear it is a purely financial question

—

English Chancellor of the Exchequer,

that you want money, and that you must The scheme has been tried in this country,

have it, and that on that ground alone and has succeeded to the heart's con-

you propose a Stamp of eight sous. If tent of the Aristocracy, for half a cen-

there be any show of opposition in the tury. A fourpenny Stamp is a much
Chamber, cite the case of England, more scientific gag than a penal law,

Whatever peculiar beauty of our Con- which must become inoperative from its

stitution it may be the reigning fashion severity.

to admire- - attribute it boldly to *he H. S. C.

operafionof the Stamp-duty on News-

-..
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MR HANMER TURNED CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER.

On the Vote Paper of the House of

Commons there lately appeared the fol-

lowing notice :

—

Mr Hanmer— "In Committee of

Ways and Means, to move, That all

Dogs used for Drawing Carriages be

subjected to a Tax of 11, 8s, each

(double duty)."

I will explain to the reader the reason

of this attack upon the venders of Dogs'

Meat. They (the venders of Dogs'

Meat) have unwarily opposed themselves

to a great and rival interest—the Landed

Interest. I fear the Dogs* Meat Interest

will go to the wall. But why, the reader

may ask, are these two great interests

rivals? The answer is short, but con-

vincing

—

Dogs do not eat corn.

Now consider, I pray you, gentle

reader, the wondrous perspicuity of this

worthy Country Gentleman, MrHanmer.

We can suppose him thus indulging in

his logical deductions:

—

II If dogs be highly taxed, more don-

keys and ponies will be employed.

" If more donkeys and ponies be em-

ployed, more corn will be eaten.

" If more corn be eaten, there will be

an increased demand for corn.

" If there be an increased demand,

the price of corn will rise.

" If the price of corn be raised, the

Landed Interest will be benefited."

Is it wonderful, then, that a Country

Gentleman should say,

—

" Let dogs who draw carts be taxed."

" Necessity," says the old proverb,

" is the mother of invention." How
bitter must have been the necessity

which led a Country Gentleman through

that series of propositions which I have

just placed before the reader, any one

who knows a Country Gentleman can

easily appreciate. Indeed, for my own
part, I must say that this is the strongest

evidence I have yet seen adduced of the

extent and intensity of the present agri-

cultural distress. It was no ordinary

impulse that could have produced such

a result.

For the sake of Mr Hanmer, and the

rest of the Landed Interest, I cannot

but express sorrow, as I fear that this

bright suggestion will not at present be

attended to. However, there is balm in

Gilead : their condition is not altogether

hopeless. The following considerations

will perhaps alleviate Mr Hanmer's

grief at the neglect with which his plan

has been treated.

It is true, indeed, that dogs do not

eat corn ; but it is also true that dogs

eat horses, and horses eat corn; so

that, in fact, dogs may be considered

indirectly consumers of corn.

Dogs sometimes (indeed not unfre-

quently) also eat beef, and beef, we all

know, is the result of agricultural pro-

duce : so that, in more ways than one

dogs are customers ot the Landed Inte-

rest.

I must, however, in candour admit,

that while a single dog will draw nearly

as much dogs' meat as a donkey, he

will not consume, in his indirect man-

ner, so much corn as the donkey will in

a direct one. We can therefore very

easily understand and appreciate the

preference felt by Mr Hanmer for the

whole race of jackasses.

Perhaps next year, if the Landed In-

terest should properly represent the

case, and enforce it with their usual

strength of argument and eloquence,

the Chancellor of the Exchequer
will be induced to give it a favourable

consideration. If Mr Hanmer could

connect it with the subject of Tithes, he

might probably then induce Sir James

Graham to favour the House with

some fervid and pious eloquence in

support of it. J. A. R.
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MATCHLESS CONSTITUTION
The English Constitution has been

praised by Tories, as containing within

itself the most complete checks on

all abuses of power, and the means

of controlling; the different branches of

Legislature in the most perfect manner.

Their authority for this statement is the

following passage from Black'stone,

which abounds with the usual jumble of

inconsistency, absurdity, and nonsense,

that accompanies the praises most la-

vishly bestowed by this writer on the

different branches of the English Go-

vernment:

—

" Happily for us of this island, the British

Constitution has long remained, and I trust will

long continue, a standing exception to the truth

of this observation. For, as with us the exe-

cutive power of the Lords is lodged in a single

person, they have all the advantages of strength

and dispatch, that are to be found in the most

absolute monarchy : and as the legislature of

the kingdom is entrusted to three distinct

powers entirely independent of each other ;

first, the King; secondly, the Lords spiritual

and temporal, which is an Aristocratical As-

sembly of persons selected for their piety, their

birth, their wisdom, their valour, or their pro-

perty ; and thirdly, the House of Commons,

freely chosen by the People from among them-

selves, which makes it a kind of Democracy; as

this aggregate body, actuated by different

springs, and attentive to different interests,

composes the British Parliament, and has the

supreme disposal of every thing ; there ean no

inconvenience be attempted by either of the

three branches, but will be withstood by one of

the other two ; each branch being armed with a

negative power, sufficient to repel any inno-

vation which it shall think inexpedient or dan-

gerous.

" Here, then, is lodged the sovereignty of the

British Constitution, and lodged as beneficially

as is possible for society. For in no other

shape could we be so certain of finding the three

great qualities of government so well and so

happily united. Tf the supreme power were

lodged in any one of the three branches sepa-

rately, W9 must be exposed to the inconve-

niences of either Absolute Monarchy, Aristo-

cracy, or Democracy ; and so want two of the

three principal ingredients of good policy, either

virtue, wisdom, or power. If it were lodged in

Any two of the branches, for instance, in the

King and House of Lords ; our laws might be

providently made, and well executed , but they

might not always have the good of the People

in view : if lodged in the King and Commons,

we should v. ant that circumspection and me*

diatory caution which the wisdom of the Peers

is to afford ; if the supreme rights of Legisla-

ture were lodged in the two houses only, and

the King had no negative upon their proceed-

ings, they might be tempted to encroach upon

the royal prerogative, or perhaps to abolish the

kingly office, and thereby weaken (if not totally

destroy) the strength of the executive power.

But the constitutional government of this

island is so admirably tempered and compound-

ed, that nothing can endanger or hurt it, hit

destroying the equilibrium of power between

one branch of the Legislature and the rest. For

if ever it should happen that the independence

of any one of the three should be lost, or that if

should become subservient to the views of either

of the other two, there would soon be an end of

our constitution."

This statement hardly contains one

word of truth. The three branches of

the Legislature were never independent

of each other. The qualifications, too,

of the,Lords for the duties of Legisla-

tion would be most imperfect, if they

must be of that kind of piety, wisdom,

virtue, and valour, which they usually

exhibit. The piety of the Bishops is ol*

the worst character— that of their asso-

ciates also places it in the most un-

favourable light. But who, not a mean

and a fawning sycophant, would have

ascribed qualifications to legislate to

birth, property, or valour ? The deter-

mination of complex questions require

study, knowledge, patience, and reflec-

tion. Where there is astounding igno-

rance, valour maybe necessary in order

to deal with such questions ; and this

probably, Blackstqne meant. If pro

perty accompanied virtue, or virt

property, the number of the Lords, dis

qualified from the want of either, woul

be serious. Birth could give no aid

but birth, says Blackstone, also quali

fies. If so, how is it that there ai

those among the Lords whom the law

declares have no distinguishable pa-

rents? Wisdom, too, is ascribed lo

i
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these hereditary persons, but it must

be a spurious kind of wisdom, for it

is unconnected with knowledge, judg-

ment, or talents. These excellencies

that usually accompany wisdom, have

never been claimed for the Lords ; and

Bentiiam explains the reason thus :
—

" In order to attain knowledge, judgment,
and talents, hard labour is necessary. But the

titled and opulent are seldom given to hard
labour, and, therefore, seldom possess know-
ledge, judgment, and talents ; because, as the

man of title and wealth is already in possession

of consideration from his rank and opulence,

he is less disposed to exert himself to furnish his

mind with those endowments which, of them-
selves, are sufficient to give consideration to

other men—untitled and ungorged with wealth.

Upon the whole, therefore, the men of wealth
and title are disqualified from using the power
attached to the most important of all offices (that

of a Representative of the People) with any
benefit to the universal interest."

The assertion of Blackstone that

the House of Commons is freely chosen

by the People, is equally untrue. His

opinion of the Lords was gross flattery

of that body ; and his opinion of the

House of Commons totally unjustifiable.

The state of the representation of this

country, at the time he wrote, was most

corrupt. In 1816 it was equally cor-

rupt, and was as follows :

—

87 Peers of England and "Wales re-

turned Members . . . 218
21 Do. Scotland do. . 31
36 Do. Ireland do. . 51
— 144 Peers thus returned . . 300
90 Commoners of England and

Wales returned .... 137
14 Do. Scotland do. 14
19 Do. Ireland do. 20
— 123 Commoners thus returned

267 individuals thus returned .

Independent Members .

- 171

471
187

658

Before the Irish Union, in 1800, the Com-
mons numbered 558 Members, 310 of which
were returned by patrons, and 248 were inde-

pendent. At the Union, 100 Members were
introduced as Representatives for Ireland. And
by the statement given above, 471 out of 658
Members, were then at the will of 267 indi-

viduals, leaving with an increased House but
187 Independent Individuals,

Of this state of the Representation,

harmony and agreement were necessary

effects. The Commons did what the

Lords commanded. Now and then

they kicked at the orders they received.

A dissolution was the consequence

;

corruption was set to work, and the most

remarkable harmony was again pro-

duced. " The equilibrium was re-

stored, and "our happy Constitution'*

worked on with great ease, oiled, when-

ever anything hitched, with some job,

or a little additional taxation. "The
virtue, wisdom, and power " that

Blackstone praises, was entirely in

the Lords. The King and the Com-
mons were subject to them ; but some
how or other the people could not be

persuaded that this virtue, wisdom, and
power, was not associated with the

blackest corruption and the mqst prqfli-

gate acts of irresponsibility. The People

set about to reform the House of Com-
mons, and, having to a great extent

succeeded, the harmony of corruption

was interrupted. The machine that had
worked so well for the Lords began to

work for the People. The Lords then

found that what was good for the Peo-

ple was not good for them, and deter-

mined to see if they could not get the

machine to move as it did before. The
first great opportunity they have had to

try their hands with mending the ma-
chinery, has been the Corporation Bill.

The results of their efforts are well

known. They have produced this in-

quiry : if the two branches of the Legis-

lature, when both were corrupt, worked

well in advancing corrupt measures,,

would not both work together in ad-

vancing good measures of Government,

if both were reformed ? No doubt is

entertained that attempts must be made
to produce a change which shall make
these bodies act together ; and there

can be no doubt that it is the House of

Lords which must be amended. The

harmony of the Constitution must be.

restored. The mode in which it is to

be done is by getting rid of all that is.

corrupt ; and if the Lords cling to what

is corrupt, they must abide by the pe-
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nalties to which they expose themselves.

It is impossible that the delusions which

they have upheld, of their being a pro-

tection against democratic influence on

the one side, and the power of the

Crown on the other, can continue to

have any effect. The supplies are in

the hands of the Commons, and the

Crown is controlled by those who sup-

ply its necessities. This is the only

efficient check against bad measures of

the Crown or of the Government ; and

it exists independently of the Lords. De-

mocratic influence must be shown to be

bad, before the Lords can claim any

merit for its suppression. The People

know well what is beneficial to them,

and if they were ignorant of the effect

of the measures they desire, would the

hereditary ignorance of the Lords be

permitted to be of authority in deter-

mining for them ?

T. Falconer.
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WHAT OUGHT THE MINISTERS TO DO?
In order that we may come properly to the Aristocracy; the House of Com-
the discussion of the question of " What mons is, at present, the organ and iii-

ought Ministers to do ?" we must first strument of the Democracy. These

understand clearly the position in which two bodies are now in direct opposition

we now are. Before we can know what to each other, upon a point that dis-

needs to be done, it is evident that we tinctly involves the great question of

should know, and that thoroughly, the whether we are to have an Aristocratic

difficulties and dangers to be overcome, or Democratic Government. Such an

I call the present state of this country opposition between these two Members

a Crisis. I must let the reader learn of the Legislature has not occurred since

why I do so. For the first time, under the year 1640. We know what the ill—

the new system of our Government, the timed opposition of the Lords led to at

two great principles of Democracy and that time : let them look carefully to it,

Aristocracy have come directly and openly lest something similar happen now.

into collision in the Legislative Chambers For many years previous to 1830, the

of the Government. The House of House of Commons was, in reality,

Lords is the organ and instrument of chosen by a very small number of the
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rich men of this country. (See the ar- The Bill for Parliamentary Reform

ticje Matchless Constitution, in a passed that House ; it passed not with-

pamphlet I published last week.) The out scathe, however. Provisions were

House of Lords and a few rich Com- inserted by its wily opponents which

moners chose the majority of the House materially diminished its efficiency;

of Commons. Then the system, ac- nevertheless, it was still too good for

cording to Mr Canning, "worked the Lords, who contemptuously threw

well ;" that is, the two Houses went on it out on the second reading.

in agreeable harmony ; they were always Then came the famous struggle be-

of one mind ; and their agreement was, tween the People and the Lords—

a

as Sheridan said of the actors, " abso- struggle maintained not in the Legisla-

lutely wonderful." They provided ge- tive Chambers, but outside of their

nerously for themselves, their relations, walls. It was a fight between the Pol-

and their friends ; but there was one tical Unions and the House of Peers. In

thing theyjinvariably neglected, and that thisfight the Peers were beaten. A his-

was—the welfare of the People. How- tory of the week during which this coun-

ever well the system worked for those try was without a Government—the

who composed it, it worked nothing but week that elapsed between the resigna-

mischief for the nation ; and of this the tion and re-instalment of Lord Grey
nation at length became thoroughly in office—if fairly told, would exhibit

convinced, and set about in earnest to an instructive picture to posterity. The

get rid of the nuisance. While the na- intrigues and dishonesty of that time;

tion was intent upon this object, the the disgraceful duplicity and wretched

Revolution of 1830 took place in France, cowardice of some, with the blundering,

We here became excited also; and Re- and headstrong, reckless ignorance of

form in Parliament was demanded in a others, if generally known, would teach

manner so serious and determined, that us the actual worth of our much-lauded

to refuse it was seen to be dangerous Aristocracy.

to the very existence of the Aristocracy. The Lords yielded to the People ; they

The Duke of Wellington, neverthe- were terrified out of their resistance,

less, held out against the People; but A Revolution—a bloodless, peacea-

the House of Commons had not the ble one, it is true, but still a Revolution

courage to support him. He was put —was effected. The powers of Govern-

into a minority, and his Ministry was at ment were taken from the hands of the

end. He was beaten, nominally, on a few persons who had hitherto returned

question of finance :—the matter really the House of Commons, and placed in

at issue was Reform in Parliament. those of the middle classes of thiscoun-

Lord Grey came into office, and a try. The electors became, in fact,, the

Reform in Parliament was proposed to ruling power.

the House of Commons. Many of the But while the power of controuling

Members of that House had, by this the Government was in fact given to

time, plucked up courage, and now de- this portion of the People, they could

termined to resist this Reform. It was only exercise it in a roundabout way.

too late ; the time for resistance had The House of Commons, it is true, was

gone by. The House of Commons was no longer the mere instrument of the

dissolved, and, by immense exertions Lords ; but the influence of this last

and extraordinary sacrifices, a majority was not yet sufficiently controuled.

was obtained, in the new Parliament, They still were an independent branch

in favour of the liberal measures of the of the Legislature, and could thus frus-

Ministry. trate, for a time, any measure of the



Commons. The Commons, on the other great parent cause—irresponsible power,

hand, possessing the controul over the are hallowed things in our eyes, and

public purse, could at any time compel must not be touched by your unholy

obedience to its will, by withholding the plebeian hands."

money requisite to carry on the Govern- Under the influence of the men who

ment; in other words, the desires of the talked thus, Lord Grey's Government

People might on any occasion be made staved off the evil day of rupture, by

triumphant, by something very like a carefully abstaining from touching any

Revolution. abuse which affected the power or the

This new machinery of Government profits of the Aristocracy. But this

was set in motion in 1833. Early in system could not continue. The Re-

that year the first Reformed Parliament presentatives of the People—the Radi-

met, and an overwhelming majority of cal Reformers among the first—deter-

the Commons was found to be in favour mined to proceed at once to the pluck-

of Lord Grey's Government. ing up by the roots the abuses which

To those, however, who were accus- pervaded our political system. And
tomed to think, and who had carefully now was seen the mischiefs of the

studied the science of Government, it was changes made by the enemies of the

evident that this new machinery was Reform Bill in the measure originally

wholly inadequate to the maintaining proposed. The Reformers were con-

and carrying on a peaceable Govern- stantly defeated in their endeavours,

ment. For a time, dexterous manage- even in the House of Commons; and it

ment, they saw, might maintain a sort became apparent to the People that the

of outward harmony between the dis- Reform Bill itself was an inefficient

cordant and hostile elements of which measure.

the system was now composed ; but it The voice of the People was now
was also certain that an open rupture loudly raised. During the discussions

would take place at no very distant which had taken place whilst the Reform

day. Bill was slowly dragged through the

Symptoms of this approaching rup- two Houses of Parliament, Political

ture were quickly evinced. A portion Knowledge had been widely spread

of the very ministry who had passed among the People. Matters hitherto

the Reform Bill (coining a word for the looked upon as beyond their cognizance

occasion), talked loudly of the finality were freely investigated: long-cherished

of that measure ; the meaning of which prejudices concerning the excellence of

phrase was, that the persons who used our Constitution were exploded, and

it, intended, in fact, to maintain the do- respect for the Nobility was almost en-

minion of the Aristocracy, in spite of tirely destroyed. The People, therefore,

their recent concession to Democratic when they saw their Representatives

influence. slack in the performance of their duty,

The Reform Bill was desired by the spoke roundly to them, giving them to

People as a means to an end. The end understand that Parliamentary Reform
they had in view was good government, had by them (the People) been coveted,

They sought to get rid of abuses, and as a means to further reforms, and they

the causes of abuses. The finality gen- were not going to sit down contented,

try said to them, while they were thus simply with the possession of a good
intent upon reforms, " We are content instrument, but were determined to use
that some of the abuses of which you it. In other words, they said plainly

complain should be removed ; but the that abuses must be reformed,

causes of them, and particularly the The two great abuses which presented



thems4lves in the most odious forms to

the People, were the close Corporations

and the Irish Church. But it so hap-

pens that these two are the parts of the

bad system most cherished by the Lords.

The reason of this peculiar affection is

obvious. The Corporations are the

chief source of their power in the House

of Commons. The Irish Church is one

of the most fruitful sources of their

profit. It became, therefore, clear that

the first struggle would take place on

these two questions, and the thorough

inefficacy of the new machine was made

manifest by the result.

The constant pressure of the Re-

formers drove the Whig ministry upon

these two abuses. That ministry then

fell to pieces. The finality men were

purged away, and those who were

ready to reform, remained. Lord Grey
retired, and Lord Melbourne was

allowed by the Aristocratic party to

assume the reins of government.

Possessing unbounded influence at

Court, the Aristocratic party could

choose its time and mode of action

according to its wishes. When Lord

Grey retired, the House of Commons
was sitting, and the bills of appropria-

tion were not passed. To put them-

selves into office at such a moment,

they knew would have been madness.

They therefore forbore for a time ; al-

lowed the session to close, and the

money to be voted. During the recess

Lord Melbourne was dismissed, and

Parliament dissolved.

It was believed by the Aristocratic

party, that the means of influence which

they still retained through the imperfec-

tions of the Reform Bill, would enable

them to obtain a majority in the House

of Commons. They fancied that the

desire expressed by the People for

reform was a passing, or rather a passed

enthusiasm, and their return to power

would be viewed with indifference by

the nation at large. Their calculations

isere not wholly without foundation.

The great majority of the Whigs was

seriously diminished in the general

election ; and when Parliament assem-

bled, it was doubtful whether the Re-

formers could, by a majority in the

House of Commons, drive the Aristo-

cratic or Tory party from power.

The exertions of the Reformers were,

however, successful. The Tories were

obliged to resign, and Lord Mel-
bourne was again Premier, and the

Whigs again filled the offices of state.

The Aristocratic party had fought the

battle in the House of Commons, and

had been defeated ; they now resolved

to renew the strife in their strong-hold

—the House of Lords.

This determination must have been

adopted with infinite reluctance. While

the struggle was in the Commons, the

mischiefs of Aristocratic power were

not set broadly before the nation. The

desire on the part of the People was

then resisted by their own so called

representatives. It was not the nobles

who resisted them in outward appear-

ance, but a large portion of the People

themselves. Persons, indeed, who

looked beneath the surface, saw plainly

that it was the Aristocracy at work,

whether they laboured in their vocation

oi resistance in the Commons or the

Lords. But the mass of mankind do

not very often trouble themselves with

much inquiry. They are imposed upon

by names, and governed by appearances.

Thus a rejection of proposed reforms by

the House of Commons would have

shielded the Lords, and thrown over

their designs and labours an exceed-

ingly convenient disguise. Luckily for

the People's interests, the Aristocratic

party did not succeed in this their

grand desire ; they were fortunately

driven to their own House, and the real

nature of the dispute was now about to

be made manifest to every one.

Brought into power by the Reformers,

the Whigs could no longer refrain from

assailing the two cherished abuses of



the Aristocratic party, and bills were

brought into the House of Commons to

reform Municipal Corporations and the

Irish Church.

To resist the first of these measures

in the Commons, the Aristocratic party

saw was utterly hopeless. Although in

reality they dread Corporation Reform

more than any other measure, they were

afraid to expose their weakness by at-

tempting an opposition to it, while in

the Commons. The bill passed its

three readings without a division.

Jt was hoped, however, by the leaders

of the Aristocratic party, that something

might be done in Committee to injure

the efficiency of its provisions. In

order to effect this much desired object,

Sir Robert Peel and Lord Stanley,

together with Sir James Graham,
kissed and made friends, and used their

joint efforts in mutilation. They failed.

The bill, uninjured, was sent to the

Lords.

On the Irish Church Bill, the con-

duct of the Aristocratic Party was

somewhat different. They knew that

the feelings of the People in this matter

were not so decided as on that of Cor-

poration Reform. It was fancied also,

that the old cry of '< no Popery" could

be raised, and the ignorant imposed on.

They, therefore, openly opposed the

Irish Church Bill, and constantly di-

vided the House against it. Here
again, however, they were beaten, and
this Bill also went up to the Lords, un-

injured by the efforts of its opponents.*

No sooner had the Corporation Re-

form reached the House of Lords, than

it was evident that the moderation of

the Tories in the Commons respecting

it was a forced moderation. Unequi-

* itespecting this Bill, I must remark, that,

in my eyes, it had little worth beyond that
which it possessed by its containing the clause
which acknowledged Church Property to be
National Property. As for the other provisions
of the Bill, they would effect very little, if any
good.

vocal demonstrations of rage and

hatred were quickly made, and destruc-

tion of every good principle in the Bill

immediately followed. It will come

down to the Commons, not merely a

useless measure, but one, if adopted,

efficient to many mischievous purposes.

Such then is the present situation of

affairs. The Democratic party—that is,

the People, the nation—who desire the

privilege of self-government in matters

wholly concerning themselves, have, by

their representatives, framed and

adopted a measure of wholesome salu-

tary Reform, as respects Corporation

Government. The Aristocratic party,

utterly regardless of these reasonable

wishes of the People, have contempt-

uously destroyed the measure thus

framed ; have declared that the People

shall not govern themselves ; and have

determined to maintain the power of

interference and meddling with the

People's peculiar affairs, which they

(the Lords) have so long possessed, and

so wantonly and disgracefully abused.

They have done this, impelled by the

undisguised desire to retain irresponsi-

ble power. They have openly and con-

temptuously pitted their own Aristo-

cratic wishes against those of the na-

tion ; and, in the furtherance of a paltry

wish for peculation, have risked their

existence as an Aristocracy.

The inefficiency of the new machinery

framed by the Reform Bill is thus made

manifest. The intent of this new ma-

chinery, of this Reform, was to give to

the People the power of self-govern-

ment, and to take the power of Govern-

ment from that small body which had

hitherto possessed it. This was the

object of the measure. But if the Lords

can thus resist the Commons, can set

their wishes at defiance, that object has

not been attained. If, on the other

hand, it be said that the Lords may

eventually be compelled to yield, I an-

swer, it can only be by deranging all



the operations of Government. The sertion, it is necessary to conquer the

House of Commons may refuse the Lords, even should the most desperate

supplies, and by the evils which will measures be necessary to that end.

necessarily result from such a proceed- But it should be remembered that

ing, terrify the Lords into compliance the present contest really involves the

with the People's desires. It must, great principle at issue. Are the Peo-

however, be apparent to every one, that pie's wishes to be the guide, or are the

any Constitution which, for its ordinary wishes of a few Lords to govern us ?

and common purposes, needs a pro- The question is now brought to this

ceeding like this, cannot be said to be point. If we allow the insult offered

efficient to the end of good, that is us by the Lords to pass by without no-

—peaceable Government. tice, if we sit down quietly, content

We are now in a position to enter- with what the Lords afford us, in the

tain the inquiry of—what ought Minis- matter of Corporation Reform, the

ters to do? question is decided against us. Hence-

This inquiry is, in reality, two-fold

:

forth the People of England are to un-

first, we are to inquire what, in such derstand that the House of Lords is

circumstances, ought to be the ends at still to govern us. Spite of something

which they (the Ministers) should aim

;

like centuries of experience—spite of

and, second, what means should they our endeavours on the Reform Bill, we

adopt to attain those ends. are still to be subject to their domina-

1. And first as to the ends at which tion. No matter how gross the abuse,

they ought to aim. nor how strong the desire of the nation

The first object should be, to get over to get rid of it, if a few ignorant Lords,

the present difficulty—to prevent the with a palpable sinister interest, deter-

defeat of the Democratic or National mine that the abuse shall remain, the

party in this great measure of Corpora- People must continue to bear it, and to

tion Reform. be fleeced according to the desire of

The next object should be, to pre- these interested hereditary legislators,

vent for the future the chances of such Such will be the result of the contest if

difficulties; in other words, so to frame the Amendments of the Lords be per-

our institutions as to give complete mitted to remain,

efficiency to the popular will. To settle this single question, how-

If defeat of the National party be ever, is not sufficient. We have had

allowed, the immediate consequence enough of strife and turmoil. We are

would be the restoration of the Tories ; an industrious people, living by the

and if the Tories return to power a sweat of our brows, and we require

serious evil will be done to the popular peace and security. We do not desire

cause, and great confusion necessarily every year to be called in aid, in order

created. that our representatives may not suffer

Defeat on the present question will defeat, and that our interests be not

dishearten many, and give others an dangerously affected. But to prevent

excuse for deserting the cause of the this necessity, we must place our repre-

People. There is always a large class sentatives in a position in which they

of persons who wait on fortune, and can conquer all opposition without our

these never aid a losing cause. Now, assistance.

our's, for the time, would be a losing Under our present Constitution, that

cause, were we to be defeated by the is the manner in which our most impor-

Lords. In order theji to prevent de- tant concerns are watched and protected.



Let the proceedings of the last year steads, tbey found ruin nearly 'upon

teach us. Enormous exertions and them, in consequence of their forced

sacrifices, almost beyond human forti- absence ; and that keeping off the rob-

tude, were made, in order to return bers was very little less destructive than

members to the House of Commons yielding to them.

friendly to the national cause. Every The villagers also discovering that

means of bribery and gross corruption the business of repelling the robbers

that a bad ingenuity could frame, was was becoming every day more harassing

attempted, in order to get in persons and mischievous, at length called a

hostile to that cause. The exertions of council to determine on the course that

the whole People, roused from one end ought in future to be pursued. After

of the country to the other, were needed, long debate, which, like most debates,

to counteract and defeat these mischiev- seemed likely to end in nothing, a grave

ous measures. At length the General elder, who had as yet been silent, thus

Election ceased, and a majority of addressed his friends and neighbours:

—

Liberal members were returned. The " Neighbours, I have listened a long

People now hoped for quiet, and ex- time to what you have been saying, and

pected that, having made this great cannot help wondering at one thing:

effort, they might be permitted to direct you none of you seem to understand

their attention and their efforts to their the cause of your misfortunes."

own private concerns. In a few months, Upon this the assembly set up a

however, their Representatives cry out shout, and they all vehemently ex-

to them, " We want your assistance, claimed, that they knew well enough

The Lords are again about to defeat the cause of their misfortunes. It was

our endeavours for your benefit, and, the robbers, they said, that were the

unless you do assist us, immense mis- cause of them.

chief will fall upon you." Again are " But," said the old man, " did you

the People roused— again they are not, neighbour Ploughhard, propose to

compelled to neglect their private inte- put a strong fence round the robbers !

rests—again are they called upon to and did you not, neighbour Thresher,

combat with this mischievous power want to increase the number ot our

exercised in the House of Lords. watchmen and our dogs ?

"

The situation of the People at this " Yes," said they, " we did so."

moment is exactly similar to that of a " Well, then," said the old man, " if

village which had in its neighbourhood I, like you, had known that the robbers

the stronghold of a band of robbers, were the cause of the evil, I should not

The villagers laboured and toiled, and have thought of more fences, and

accumulated wealth, and stored up the watchmen, and dogs ; but I should have

means of a comfortable subsistence, just set about getting rid of the robbers

The watchmen of the village on a sud- themselves. Let us all assemble once

den ran in to them, disturbed them in more, let us arm ourselves, make one

their peaceful and industrious avoca- serious effort, rout the robbers, disperse

tions by the cry, " The robbers are them, burn their castle, and take good

upon us." The plough was left in mid care they never build another. This

furrow, the sickle was thrown down, trouble will be our last; we shall be at

and the musket was seized. Days and peace ever after." The old man's ad-

weeks were spent in driving away the vice was followed, and the robbers and

marauders; and, when the husbandmen their strong-hold were destroyed alto-

returned to their fields and their home- gether.
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The advice of the old man should

at the present time not be wholly neg-

lected.

2. What, then, in order to attain

these two important objects, ought the

Ministers now to do ; in other words,

what means ought they to pursue, in

order to accomplish these ends ?

The first object is to prevent the de-

feat of the Ministers. How is this to

be accomplished?

In the first place, the Lords' Corpora-

tion Bill must be indignantly rejected.

If, upon conference, the Lords consent

to restore all the expunged clauses,

then the Bill ought to be passed. Should

they refuse to restore less than all, even

by one, it ought instantly to be thrown

out.

The anti-national party will then at-

tempt to force the Ministers to resign.

The House of Commons can easily

prevent this by an Address. The King
will not dismiss the Ministry so long as

the Commons stand by them.

The next object of the anti-national

party will then be to dissolve the House

of Commons. They will desire this to

be effected immediately, and for this

reason : It is expected that a new
election, under the old registration of

last year, would be favourable to the

Tories, because it is supposed that the

freemen of the Corporations are inimical

to the Corporation Reform Bill.

Our object should be to prevent this

new election under the old registration,

because the new registration is exceed-

ingly favourable to the liberal cause.

The new registration comes into force

on the 2nd day of November. We
must, therefore, prevent the dissolution

of the Parliament before that time.

This can be done by withholding the

Supplies. It can be done in no other

way.

The Parliament ought to be kept

sitting till October ; or money enough

for six weeks ought to be voted, and

the Parliament prorogued. This would

render it necessary to re-assemble the

Parliament before the 2nd of Novem-

ber ; therefore the Parliament could

not be dissolved.

When called together, the Corpora-

tion Bill should be carried rapidly

through the House ; the Supplies ought

still to be withheld. If the House of

Lords again reject the Bill, then let the

Ministers resign, and leave the rest of

the business to the People.

If they pursue any other course, any

half measures—if they show the least

intention of yielding, they are ruined.

The Lords must be made to understand

that they are driving us to a war a,

outrance, and that we are determined

to have our desires, let what will happen

;

and that if it be found that our institu-

tions stand between the People and

their well-founded wishes, we are ready

completely to remove those institutions,

and thoroughly remodel the whole of

our Government.

Should the ministers hesitate at this

moment— if affection for their order

should interfere with their duty to the

People, woe be unto them. There are

others ready and willing to execute the

commands of the nation. These others

will quickly assume the reins of Go-
vernment, and, with no tender hand,

will sweep away the abuses which now
encumber and annoy us.

As to the second object which we
ought now to seek after, viz. the pre-

vention of a recurrence of these our

present difficulties, we will discuss it

when the first has been attained. Should
the Lords by defeat be made to com-
prehend their real position, and be con-

tent with the insignificant character,

which, for the good of the nation, they

ought now to assume, any further steps

will not now be needed. If, wilful,

headstrong, and selfish, they determine

to meddle with the affairs of the People,

and seek after their own aggrandisement

at our expense, a severe and tho-

roughly effective lesson must be read to

them by an enlightened and indignant

nation.

J. A. Rolbuck.
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A ROTTEN BOROUGH FOR SALE.

" The Reform Act," says a writer in but it left us schedule B to become "-a

the second number of the London Re- prolific nest-egg of corruption !"

view, " did two things :— it introduced The expiring influence of the Reform

into the constituency a large number Act, both in boroughs and in counties,

of new Electors, not yet corrupted by can only be arrested by secrecy of suf-

the foul influences ; and it inspired the frage. The details of the Act are

Electors with an enthusiasm which in- susceptible of much improvement, it

duced them very generally to brave is true ; but while society is divided

those influences, and disregard the man- into rich and poor, all measures

date of those who could do them good short of the adoption of the Bal-

or ill. So stood the case in 1832. But lot are mere palliatives. What does

in 1834? In two years this effect of the advertiser mean by a property com-

the Reform Bill had so spent itself, that manding influence? He means that

the Tories, and those who were willing the owner of the property possesses the

to act with the Tories, obtained within means of enforcing obedience, by in-

thirty of a majority of the Reformed flicting punishment, in some shape, upon

House. * * This the those voters whose unexpired enthusiasm

Tories call re-action. We call it the in favour oP Reform " induces them to

natural working of the Constitution es- brave the foul influences, and disobey

tablished by the Reform Bill ; a Con- the mandate of those who can do them

stitution which enables the People to good or jlV

carry all before them when driven by Of course, this enthusiasm soonest

any violent excitement, but compels dies out in those places where the means

them, through the publicity of the suf- of inflicting punishments are greatest,

frage, to exercise that power under To render the possessor of an estate

pains and penalties, which prevent it sufficiently certain of his " influence,"

from being ever excited on common to catalogue it as one item to enhance

occasions, or in quiet times."

—

London the price, the means of coercion must

Review, Vol. I., pp. 514-15. have been tried, and found effective.

That the above is a most accurate To render a purchaser willing to pay

picture of the working of " the new for this " influence," the efficiency of

Constitution," let the following adver- tlie means of coercion must be obvious,

tisement, which appeared in the Courier Now
>

tllis is precisely the species of

of the 12th of August, bear witness:— corruption which the Reform Act

sought to remedy. That it still exists
-Seat in Parliament.

is proof lhat the Act was madequate . .

-To be disposed of, a property which
It mugt not be a?sumed that ^

commands influence sufficient to retufti
advertised borough is the only one

a Member. Apply, personally, to Mr where the u fouf influences'' are still

Witham, Solicitor, No. 8, Gray's Inn triumphant . Let the reader turn t0
square, London; if by letter, to be post any of the published accounts of the

Paid ' Borough Representation, and he will

Well may the Spectator say, "the find, in many cases, influence ascribed

Reform Act has not put an end to without concealment, and as a matter

Rotten Boroughs." It diminished their of common notoriety, to some rich man
number certainly, but it did not tho- in the neighbourhood. In Tamworth,
roughly destroy them. It relieved us for instance, " the property possessed

of that portion included in schedule A, by Sir Robert Peel in'the borouo-h
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and neighbourhood, gives him consider-

able influence. His and the Townsend
family have divided the patronage for

many years." * In Stamford, " the Mar-

quis of Exeter possesses most of the

10/. houses in the borough." In Thet-

ford, the "Duke of Grafton and Mr
Alexander Baring have consider-

able influence." Of the borough of

Thirsk, in Yorkshire, el Sir R. Frank-

land is still popularly called ' the

patron.' " The patron ! Is it not de-

grading that such a word should be

coupled with the representative system

of a state calling itself free ?

I should tire the reader were I to

pursue these extracts further. In all

the boroughs where the "influence" or

"patronage" of a great ^man is suf-

ficiently notorious to be recorded, the

Electors are not in a condition to brave

that great man's wrath except under

the most extraordinary circumstances ;

—where, for instance, the anticipated

good can be weighed against the known

evil. I have not a doubt but that a

General Election on the Municipal

Corporation Reform Bill would pro-

duce an universal abandonment of all

considerations of interest to procure

the return of members pledged to the

Bill ; but such instances of self-sacrifice

must not be expected on light grounds.

We have no right to expect men to

draw down ruin upon themselves, and

its consequent distress upon their fami-

lies, for the pubfic good ; and this, in

a large number of cases, would be the

effect of a conscientious vote under the

present system. It is, therefore, the

duty of the representative body to use

all the means within their power—be

those means ever so small—to promote

the introduction of the Ballot, as the

only security against the " foul influ-

ences" of which the majority of bo-

rough electors have experienced the

evils.

Compared with this grand Reform,

all others are as naught. In the event

of a General Election, no candidate

should be listened to for a single mo-

ment who is not prepared to pledge

himself to vote in favour of the Ballot.

I think there cannot' be a doubt but

that a large majority of the consti-

tuencies call themselves Reformers.

Let it be distinctly understood that

Reform is a mere chimera without the

Ballot. Until this is obtained, the

great mass of Electors are in the con-

dition of hereditary bondsmen, whose

free-will can be bought by any knave

or fool who has gold enough to satisfy

the present possessor.

Henry S. Chapman.

MR BULWER'S SHAM MOTION FOR THE REPEAL OF

THE TAX ON KNOWLEDGE.

On Friday last, Mr Edward Lytton He betrayed the cause he had under-

Bulwer brought forward his motion taken to foster.

for the partial Repeal of the Stamp Mr Bulwer's speech, as reported in

Duty on Newspapers. One would the Newspapers, betrays every mark of

have thought, that having put a limita- reluctance. Pledged to the public to

tion on his original demand, he would bring forward the measure, his desire

have persevered to a division ; but Mr seemed to be to do only just so much as

Bulwer thought, or acted otherwise, would satisfy his pledge to the public,

without giving offence to those givers

* The whole of theae extracts are from the f g0orj[ things, the Ministry. In the
Parliamentary Pocket Compcvnicn for the pre-

sent year.
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latter object he has sucoeeded.
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Never did a member of the House of

Commons enjoy a more favourable op-

portunity for carrying his point. The
Conservatives—having assigned their

arrears of evil-doing to the Lords spi-

ritual and temporal—were most of them

absent. Some were killing grouse on

the Scottish moors ; others were pre-

paring to slaughter partridges. Thus,

as Mr Wakiey very truly told the

honourable gentleman, "the game was

in his own hands. The success of his

motion, if he now made it, was certain.

A majority could be calculated upon

without a question, as the Conservatives

had all abandoned their seats on the

other side of the House. (Hear, hear.)"

Yet what was the course pursued by

Mr Edward Lytton Bulwer? He
threw away the advantage which Mr
Wakley pointed out; and pretending

to be convinced by the ten-times heard

common-places of " his right honour-

able friend," (!) declined pressing his

motion.

Between the two principal actors

in this farcical proceeding, the most

amicable understanding seemed to exist.

Mr Chancellor of the Exchequer
could not conceal his satisfaction. The

scene was quite in the Peachum and

Lockit style, except that in this case

the mover and his opponent seemed to

say, " Brother, brother, we are both in

the right"

Mr Bulwer's conduct on this occa-

sion reminds me very much of a scene

in his own novel of Paul Clifford* The

watchman of the prison in which Paul

and some of his associates are con-

fined, agrees " for certain valuable

considerations/' to permit himself to be

knocked down, and moreover to be

so much hurt, as to be unable to pre-

vent the " gentlemen misdemeaning
"

from having their own way. What the

considerations were in the present case,

of course we cannot know ; we can

only guess at them.. This much, however,

is obvious—that the argumentative blows

by which the €i gentlemen misdemean-

ing," in the present instance, knocked

down this self-appointed watchman of

the Press's freedom, were only just

sufficiently hard to keep up appear-

ances. The discussion between Mr
Spring Rice and Mr E. L. Bulwer
was as pretty a sham fight as the public

were ever amused with.

Why did Mr Bulwer undertake the

business in the first instance, if he did

not mean to go on with it ? Why did

he not leave it to some other Liberal

member who would not have played

traitor? Mr Bulwer has acted the part

of a political dog-in-the-manger. He
snarled if any one showed a disposition

to take the question out of his hands,

and yet he himself mismanages it.

If I remember rightly, the well-acted

zeal of Mr Bulwer in favour of the

Repeal of the Taxes on Knowledge was

one of the causes of his obtaining a

seat in the House of Commons. He
took up the subject unsolicited, and

now that the subject has done all for

him that it can do, he ungratefully

betrays it into the hands of the enemy.

It is to be hoped that, next session,

some more hearty opponent of the tax

will take the matter out of MrB ulwer's

hands.

The Chancellor of the Exche-
quer was, as I have said, lavish of his

compliments to Mr Bulwer on the

manner in which he had brought for-

ward the motion. I do not wonder at

this. If Ministers had many such op-

ponents as Mr Bulwer, their course

would be most peaceful. You will be

surprised, reader, when you see the

reason given by Mr Thomas Spring
Rice (if you have not seen it already)

for thus complimenting Mr Bulwer:—
" Because he had brought forward the

measure in a manner most calculated to

make the subject understood by the

Public out of doors." Nov this is a
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pure and unalloyed piece of Ministerial have no taste for such matters. The
insolence. If there be one subject which taste of the mass of the People is for

the " Public out of doors" understand the politics and occurrences of the day.

better than another, it is this. During Slander and scandal are saleable only

the present Session they have done all in a Stamped Paper. And now, reader,

in their power to impart their knowledge I pray you to mark another feature of

to Mr Thomas Spring Rice and the the case: slander, scandal, and obscene

House of Commons; but, although he jokes are always found connected with

pretends " to give up the principle of Tory politics of the most ultra kind,

the tax," I affirm that he is still behind Do the People buy Ultra-Toryism ?

the " Public out of doors" in knowledge Certainly not. The politics of these

of this important subject. slanderous, scandalous, and often ob-

The mode of instruction adopted by scene papers afford proof that they are

the " Public out of doors" has been to purchased by those who delight to call

read to Mr Rice, and their other pupils themselves the "respectable classes of

in the House, about 100 lessons in the society !"

shape of petitions. Many of these But even were the Papers such as Mr
petitions I have read. They are accu- Rice characterized them, so far from

rate in their facts and sound in their affording an argument in favour of the

reasoning, and thereby renner Mr Rice's continuance of the Tax, it would fur-

talk about instructing the " Public out nish the strongest possible argument in

of doors" supremely ridiculous. favour of total and immediate repeal

—

Mr Rice refers to the evidence of in favour of throwing open the Un-

Lord Brougham, " which proved that stamped Press to a competition to

the Unstamped Press, as it now exists, which it is not now liable. The Stamp

not content with slandering public cha- creates two monopolies:—the one in

racter, resorted to personal slander of favour of the capitalist, who adapts his

the basest description, and that bias- Paper to the tastes of his own class;

phemy and obscenity prevailed through and the other in favour of those who are

many of these publications, some of willing to brave the terrors of the law.

which went so far as to advocate rebel- The Stamped Press cry out, "main-

lion and assassination." Now, I have tain this monopoly, but turn the balance

'not a copy of Lord Brougham's evi- in our favour, by persecuting the Un-

dence at hand, and I am not disposed stamped Press." The Unstamped

to take Mr Rice's quotation upon trust. Press, on the other hand, with more

My belief is that Lord Brougham honesty, say — "No; all we ask is

never characterized the Unstamped free competition. Open the trade to

Newspaper Press in the manner stated by all." If this latter prayer were granted,

Mr Rice. If he did I can only say his there is no doubt but that the Press

Lordship did not draw an accurate pic- would exhibit an improvement on both

ture. No one who has carefully looked the present sections of the Newspaper

through the Unstamped Papers with a Press; and there cannot be a doubt

view to comparison with the Stamped but that the People would purchase

Press, would venture to give the former their Newspaper as they do their bread,

such a character. Of slander and paltry wherever they could get it Cheapest and

dirty scandal they have not one grain best.

of what appears in some of the Stamped The Chancellor of the Exche-

Papers. Those who are acquainted quer would hold out no hope to the

with the People know full well that they country on the subject of this Tax. He
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" conceded the principle "—" he dealt Now, reader, you are in a position to

with the question as one of Revenue, understand how little you have to ex-

and nothing else
•'—but, as he was not pect from this same Chancellor of

in a condition to try the experiment of the Exchequer ; and in how great a

the effect of repeal, " he asked the degree Mr Edward George Earle

House to stand by him in maintaining Lytton Bulwer is entitled to your

the public Revenue." The reader may, indignation, for his treacherous conduct

perhaps, be led to suppose, that as Mr in thus compromising a matter of such

Rice "gives up the principle," and consequence with a Whig Chancel-

only maintains the present state of the lor of the Exchequer, without the

Tax., because "he is not in a condition sanction or even the cognizance of the

to try an experiment," that a prospe- Liberal Members of the House. Well

rous state of the Revenue would at once might Mr Hume exclaim, with honest

be followed by a repeal of this odious indignation, " If I had known the

and barbarous impost. Not at all. Honourable Gentlemen would not have

" If there were a surplus Revenue of pressed the motion to a division, I

450,000/., he (Mr Rice) could do much should certainly not have seconded it."

better with it than apply it to the re-

mission of the entire duties on News- H. S. C.

papers."
*

administration of the law by the lords.

Among the evils stated in a Pamphlet have asked Lord Brougham to delay

published last week, as connected with giving judgment, and a conversation

the constitution and powers of the House occurred, in which Lord Brougham
of Lords, were those arising from its remarked, " That he was charged with

proceedings as a Court of Judicature, giving a hasty and unfair judgment in

The mode in which a legal question is a case which had undergone the most

determined by the Lords, was very accu- deliberate hearing and careful consider-

rately exemplified. Lord A, a legal ration

—

a casein which, if any other per-

Lord, hears the whole case; Lord B sons were concerned, judgment would pro-

may, by chance, hear the whole ; and bahly have been given three months ago' 7

Lords C, E, or F, hear a part ; and the After some other remarks, the fol-

judgment is given by the legal Lord, lowing dialogue occurred :

—

The responsible persons are all the " Lord Brougham : I will now ask

Lords ; the division of their responsibi- the noble Earl, the brother of the pre-

lity was asserted to be such as to de- sent Appellant, whether he has not

stroy all real responsibility, and to di- spoken to other learned Lords, with a

minish or take away the odium of any view to interest them in the result of

misconduct, to which those actually this case ? And, in particular, I will

concerned in hearing, or in deciding on ask, has he not applied to Lord Abin-

the case, ought to be exposed. A very ger, the Chief Baron of the Court of

curious illustration of the truth and cor- Exchequer ? (Oh, oh.)

rectness of these remarks is reported in " The Earl of Falmouth solemnly

the Morning Chronicle, to have taken declared that he had never done what

place in the House, in the case of War- the noble and learned Lord imputed to

render v. Sir G. Warrender, on Monday him. He had never attempted toinflu-

-last. ence any Peer with respect to the merits

The Earl of Falmouth is stated to of this Appeal. He had never canvassed
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the noble Lord in any way that would

justify such a charge. He had only

ASKED NOBLE LoKDS TO ATTEND THIS

judgment, under the view of the feel-

ings he had already explained. The

noble and learned Lord had done him

great injustice.

rt Lord Brougham said he under-

stood the request to Lord Abinger

and others was, to be present at a re-

hearing.

* The Earl ofFalmouth : No, not at

a re-hearing, but at the judgment.

" Lord Brougham said that the

effect would be the same.

" The Earl of Falmouth stated his

anxiety that there should be a judgment

with full notice, so that many of their

Lordships, now out of town, who had

formerly attended, should1 have an op-

portunity of being present.

" Lord Brougham said that he be-

lieved Lord Melville was the only Peer

who had attended throughout the Appeal,

and had entered into it sufficiently to

take part in the judgment."

After an attempt to give judgment,

the wish of Lord Falmouth prevailed,

and judgment was postponed.

There are many very instructive

comments of which this case admits.

If a private person had solicited a judge

to be present when a cause in which he

was interested should be brought before

the Court in which he might happen to

sit, the judge would have felt it to be

his duty to denounce publicly the party

making the request, and if it was dis-

covered that he did not do so, he would

expose himself to the gravest censure,

and deserve to be removed from his

office. The penalties, also, to which

the person applying to him would be

exposed, and would properly suffer,

would be of the severest kind. When

Lord Brougham mentioned the name

of a judge who had been solicited by

Lord Falmouth to attend, there were

exclamations of " Oh, oh." It was

considered a gross breach of good

breeding to expose the names of the

parties applied to ; but the duty of

making the exposure was disregarded.

There was no indignation expressed at

conduct which, if only defended, would

deprive the High Court of Appeal in

this country of every claim to respect,

and make its jurisdiction odious and

hateful.

Lord Falmouth applied, it appears,

not that his friends should attend at are-

hearing of the cause, but at the judg-

ment. This fact, stated as an excuse

or explanation, makes his proceedings

so much the more censurable. Why
should thev attend, if not to control the

judgment? If they were to control the

judgment without hearing the .case,

does his excuse palliate the blame the

act he had committed deserves?

It was also before two Lords only that

the hearing of the whole case took

place—before Lords Brougham and

Melville. The other Lords heard

only a part of the case. This is the

common, daily, and ordinary practice of

this High Court of Appeal. But bad

and censurable as it is, there is nothing

probably that would make it more of-

fensive to suitors, than to require all those

who are hereditary judges, and, there-

fore, by birth astute and able lawyers,

capable of controlling the decisions of

the judges of Westminster Hall—to at-

tend. What they now suffer from delay,

expense, and other evils incident upon

this jurisdiction, would be inferior to

this, that would be the greatest of

all—the attendance of all his hereditary

judges. The fair certainty they now feel,

that regard will be paid to former de-

cisions, and to established principles of

law, would be removed, and theirjfate

would depend on the merest freak o/

fortune. There is generally one law

Lord who attends. He is, in truth, the

sole judge, though not exposed to the
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responsibility of a sole judge. Some-
times "his decisions may be erroneous,

but there has been no reason to believe

they have been corrupt. In this case

Lord Brougham was the law lord. He
had given decisions in other cases in the

same manner, as in the one in which he

was about to give judgment, when in-

terrupted by Lord Falmouth. In no
other case had any complaint been made
of the non-attendance of Lords ; in no
other case had the judgment of Lord
Brougham been interrupted. In this,

a suitor was a relation of one of the

judges, and, inconsequence, that earli-

est principle of English law

—

thatjustice

shall not be delayed, was departed from.
The Lords should remember that it was
no unwise saying of Lord Clarendon,
" that there is no possibility to preserve

the dignity, reverence, and estimation

of the laws themselves, but by the in-

tegrity and innocence of the judges."

But blameable as this transaction is,

it is quoted not for the purpose of re-

marking on the conduct it exposes, but
to exhibit the defective and imperfect

constitution of the House of Lords as

a Court of Appeal.

T. F.

MR ORMSBY GORE AND THE LANDLORDS' ARGU-

MENT IN FAVOUR OF WAR.
Mr Ormsby Gore made the following

assertions on Friday, the 14th inst. in

the hearing of an approving House of

Commons :

—

" The Agricultural Interest flourishes

in War and declines during Peace

;

while, on the other hand, the Mercan-
tile Interest flourishes in Peace and de-

clines during War. Now, considering

the many years that we have been at

Peace, I do think that we have a right

for some greater regard from the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, than he
has shown to us in his present Budget.

(Hear, hear.) The chief Interest in the

country is the Agricultural Interest ; if

that declines, all others must decline

with it, and be eventually ruined."

This statement deserves remark for

two reasons : first, it affords a good
specimen of the Parliamentary Logic of

Countrv Gentlemen ; and, secondlv, it

proves, if it prove anything, thatWar is

not only necessary for the welfare of

Landlords, but also of the country ge-

nerally.

It is a specimen of Country Gentle-

men's Logic, for the argument success-

fully, in the very terms of it, refutes it-

self.

In one breath he says that " the Mer-
cantile Interest flourishes in Peace,"

and. then he says, that " it cannot

flourish if the Landed Interest declines,

and that," he asserts, " necessarily de-

clines in Peace." Now, if Manufac-
turers depend upon the Agricultural In-

terest, and are ruined when the Agricul-

tural Interest declines, and this last ne-

cessarily declines in peace, how is the

assertion made out that Manufacturers
flourish in Peace ? I would recommend
Mr Ormsby Gore to reconcile this

contradiction before he attempts another

motion in favour of high rents and high

prices.

But if the Landed Interest be the great
one of the country—if the country can
not flourish unless this great Interest

flourish—and if this great Interest can-
not flourish without War, the conclu-
sion that the country cannot flourish

without War, is sufficiently evident.

Now, I will point out to Mr Ormsby
Gore a view of the question that he
would not be likely to take without my
suggestion.

If war be absolutely necesssary for

the welfare of the landlords, the People
will be very apt to scan rather more
closely than he will like, his assertion

that the country cannot flourish when
the landlords are badly off. And I

think if once I could persuade the
People, that War was really needed to

keep landlords from starving, I should
not have much difficulty in persuading
my good countrymen to let them starve.

We are beginning to understand the

value of Peace, and I suspect would
very willingly see every landlord hard
at work getting his own livelihood,

rather than encounter the horrors of
another War. Let Mr Gore ponder on
this suggestion. J. A. R.
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MR ROEBUCK'S PAMPHLETS.

HTHE following Pamphlets have
* already appeared :—

On the Means of Conveying INFORMATION to

the PEOPLE, 4c,

A LETTER to the Electors of Bath, on the COR-
PORATION REFORM BILL.

The STAMPED PRESS of London and its Mo-

rality.

The DORCHESTER LABOURERS.
The AMUSEMENTS of the ARISTOCRACY and

the PEOPLE. The America*. Ballot-Box, &c.

PERSECUTION preached by the Parsons of the

State Church in Ireland. Useless* ess of the

Guards in London.

TRADES' UNIONS: their Advantages to the

Working Classes. Fallacies of the House of Com-
mons on the Ballot in America.

The TAXES on KNOWLEDGE, by F. Place,
Esq.

Of WHAT USE is the HOUSE of LORDS ?

ORANGE SOCIETIES.
The EVILS of a HOUSE OF LORDS.

POLITICAL TRACTS.
A Great Number of Applications
-^- have been made for the Political Tracts adver-

tised »on»e time ago in Mr Roebuck's Pumphlet.
Several of these are now quite out of print, and the
stock, of others is so low, that it is necessary either to

t- print them, or to publish a new class of works of a

similar description. A number of Pamphlets have
therefore been put to press, which seem well calcu-

lated to increase the Political Knowledge of the

People, and, particularly, to extend a Knowledge -of

Political PRINCIPLES— a thing nowadays not

much attended to.

Amongst the earliest of the Pamphlets to be Pnb-
lished, will be Mr Mill's all-important Essay on Go-
vernment, which was the subject of the controversy
with the Edinburgh and Westminster Reviews ; and
also the Essay on Jurisprudence ; which, perhaps,
will be followed by the remainder of Mr Mill's Es-
says from the Enclopsedia Bntannica, at Sixpence
each.
A new Edition of the little Tract, by the late Je-

remy Bentham, entitled TRUTH v. ASHURST ; OR
LAW AS IT IS, CONTRASTED WITH WHAT IT
IS SAID TO BE, which so admirably exposes the
abuses and monstrous absurdity of the present sys-

tem of English Law, is now ready for Sale, price
Twopence.
A New Edition is also ready of Mr PLACE'S LET-

TER to a MINISTER of STATE (the Right Hon.
Poulett Thomson) on theTAXES on KNOWLEDGE,
containing, in a small compass, all that cau be said
in favour of the Total Repeal of the Newspaper
Stamp Duty. Price Twopence.

Also, AN ESSAY on the FIRST PRINCIPLES of
GOVERNMENT, and on CIVIL and POLITICAL
LIBERTY, by the celebrated Dr Priestley. Price
Sixpence.

JOHN LONGLEY.
14 Tavistock street, Aug. 25, 1635.

THE LONDON REVIEW.
Just published,

THE LONDON REVIEW, No. II.

A Contents:

1. The Church and its Reforms.

2. Napier on the Ionian Islands.

3. Crabbe's Life and Works.
4. Rationale of Political Representation.

K, Portugal and its Political Economy.
C. Retrenchment; Military Abuses.

7. Tennyson's Poems.
8. Philosophy of Dreaming-.

<>. Canada and its Grievances.

10. Prose Fictions.

11. Government and People of Austria.

12. Retrospect.
Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. ; Tait, Edinburgh.

Price One Shilling.

THE MONTHLY REPOSITORY
-* for September contains :— 1. The House of Lords
—Reform or Abolition— 2. The Acttvss : a Tale— 3.

The First of September— 4. On Self-Dependence :

by Mrs Leman Grimstone—5. The Vision : a Dra-
matic Sketch— C. Peel's Penn'orths— 7. The Love-
Comet— 8. Canada— 9. Critical Notices of New Pub-
lications, &c.

Charles Fox, Paternoster row.

NOTICE TO DRUNKARDS, AND TO ALL WHO
HATE DRUM KEN N ESS.

Now publishing, beautifully engraved, price One
Penny,

THE DRUNKARD'S COAT OF
-*- ARMS! in which is faithfully pourtrayed the

horrible effects of Drain-drinking.
" The Excise is fattened with the rich result

Of all this riot ; and ten thousand casks,

For ever dribbling out their base contents,

Touched by the Midas finger of the State,

Bleed gold for ministers to sport away.

Drink, and be mad, then ; 't'.s your country bids.

Gloriously drunk, obey th' important call

!

Her cause demands the assistance of your threats :

Ye all can swallow, and she asks no more."
Cow per.

N.B. A liberal allowance to those who purchase

for distribution.

London: Wakelin (late Cleave), 1 Shoe lane, Fleet

street; and Sold by all the Vendors of this Paper in

Town and Country.

THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS !

Now publishing, eight quarto pages for One Penny,

A N ADDRESS to the PUBLIC, on
**• the recent SEIZURES of the UNSTAMPED
NEWSPAPER PRESS, in which is given the

whole of Lord Brougham's celebrated Pamphlet

—

"WE CAN'T AFFORD IT,"
(With an Engraving).

*,* The Friends of Freedom are earnestly requested
to lend their aid in circulating this Pamphlet.
London : Wakelin, 1 Shoe lane, Fleet street; and

all Booksellers in Town and Country.

Just published, in 1 vol., price 3s., cloth boards,

T^HE LECTURES and ADDRESSES
A of Miss FRANCES WRIGHT, delivered in the
principal cities and towns of the UNITED STATES
of AMERICA.
Contents:—!. The Nature of Knowledge— 2. Of

Free Inquiry— 3. Of the Important and Essential
parts of Knowledge — 4. Religion— 5. Morals— C.

Opinions— 7. Existing Evils and their Remedy

—

8. American Independence, July 4, 1828— 9. Ame-
rican Independence, July 4, 1829—10. Opening of

the Hall of Science, New York— 11. Defence of the
French Reformwrs of 1789—12. State of the Public
Mind— 13. A Review of the Times—14. Address to

Young Mechanics— 15. Parting Address.
London : printed and published by J. Watson, 18

Commercial place, City road, near Finsbury square.
Sold at 126 Strand ; 1 Shoe lane ; Purkess, Old
Compton street ; Yates, Pearl row, Blackfriars

;

Heywood, Manchester; Guest, Birmingham; Hob-
son, Leeds; Smith, Liverpool; Smith, Nottingham

;

and all Booksellers.

LONDON :—PUBLISHED BY JOHN LONGLEY,
14, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN.

rom the Steam Press of C & W. Reyneli., 14, 15, and 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarliet.
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THE PEERS AND THE PEOPLE:
MUNICIPAL REFORM—CORN LAWS—TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE.

Municipal Reform did not, at first, It is the want of sympathy in the

excite the attention of the People to an People for one another, which prevents

extent commensurate with its vast im- their co-operation, in matters of the

portance. People who do not live in greatest moment, and produces a state

towns corporate, know but little of the of thinking and acting inimical to their

vile practices of such Corporations, es- welfare. Hence comes too little regard

pecially of close Corporations—take no for mutual support, too little attention

notice of the degradation they inflict to the general interest, too exclusive an

on all who are within their immediate attention to local and personal interests,

influence, and have no sympathy with dividing them in opinion, separating the

the sufferers. They had a vague notion people into small portions, and putting

that matters were badly managed, that them, at times, in pursuit of adverse

trade and commerce were injured, that objects, to the great injury of them-

those in power misused their power, selves and advantage of their enemies,

that the People were oppressed and the Aristocracy.

plundered ;—but still they never had Thus, when a number of housekeep-

evinced any sympathy with the suf- ers in the metropolis, and others in

ferers, and the sufferers had long been various large towns, exerted themselves

so circumstanced that it was not possi- to procure a repeal of the House and

ble, in any case, for them to throw off Window Taxes, because they paid the

their burden. money directly to the Tax-gatherers,
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they were >o fornpletely absorbed in

this comparatively small- matter, as to

be perfectly indifferent to the exertions

of those who, taking* larger views,

needed their assistance to procure the

repeal of much more onerous taxes.

They could attend to nothing- but the

House and Window Taxes, absurdly

persuading themselves that whatever

could be saved from the grasp of the

Tax-collector would remain in their

own pockets—would be clear gain to

themselves, and that none of their

fellow-citizens would in any way par-

take of the advantage they sought.

This was a very narrow, very selfish

view of the matter, and never, while

men continue to act in this way, shall

we have reforms either to the extent we

micht, and ought to have them, or at

the time we ought to have them. Had

the housekeepers joined their efforts

with others who were then acting, and

the immense number of persons who

would then have assisted them, the Tax

on Newspapers would, before this, have

been abolished, and a matter accom-

plished of all but infinitely more na-

tional importance than the repeal of

the Taxes on Houses and Windows,

which distracted the attention of the

People, and ended in obtaining the

repeal of the House Tax only.

The repeal of the Stamp Duty on

Newspapers would have enabled multi-

tudes of persons to judge of the best

modes of proceeding, step by step, to-

wards the attainment of really good,

and. rnnspnnpntlv plipan Hnvprnrnpnt
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it will remain, so long as narrow notions

of taxation and legislation, and selfish

notions of personal benefit, shall be the

rule of action among the People.

By the Repeal of the Government

Tax on Newspapers, and the Landlords'

Tax on Bread, more good would be

done that can easily be conceived, or

can be shown in the limits of this essay.

The effect on Trade, Commerce, and

Manufactures, and in the increase of

employment for the Working People,

would be very great and very general.

The Tax on Newspapers produces only

480,000/., and this is the utmost

amount the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer could, in any case, have to

deduct from the annual income. No-

thing, however, would be lost to the Ex-

chequer—it has been shown over and

over again, that the revenue from the

increased consumption of paper, and

the number of advertisements, would

produce a much larger sum than

480,00-OZ. It is impossible to suppose

for a minute that Ministers are not well

satisfied that there would be an increase

of revenue from a Repeal of the Stamp

Duty, and yet, with the consummate

impudence and imperturbable face for

which men high in office are conspicu-

ous, Mr Spring Rice, when he pro-

duced his Budget, told the House of

Commons that he should not propose

to take off the Tax, because he could

not afford to diminish the amount of

taxation by 480,000Z., and the House

did not contain hardly a man to tell

could make them.* Lei

the People will at lengt]
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Bread, the last-named of which will be

ruinously felt whenever there shall again

be two successively bad harvests, they

were willing to promote one measure of

very great importance, reform to an

extent which no one anticipated from

them, in " Municipal Corporations."

The bill they introduced gave to the in-

habitants of towns the power of self-

government. This bill, in a short time,

would have enabled the People, in

every considerable town in England

and Wales, to conduct their own affairs

in the most popular way—as another

similar bill would have enabled the

People in Ireland to conduct their

affairs—has been so miserably distorted

by the Lords as to prevent its becoming

law. It seemed to have been the inten-

tion of the Tory Lords to throw out the

bill in the most offensive way possible,

and means had been concerted for that

purpose. This roused the People to

some extent ; and the meetings which

were held, and announced as about to

be held, had an instantaneous effect ;

—

" the pressurefrom without " put an end

to the intention of the Tories, and an-

other system of tactics was adopted.

The People should see in this the

wholesome power they possess, and

should exercise it whenever it is need-

ful. They should see that supineness

on their part, that divisions among
them, always have been, and always

•will be, taken advantage of by the

Aristocracy to do them injury. They

should see how safe and certain is the

preventive when they act together as

they ought to do. They should never

forget the consequences which even the

^very partial effort now made in the

right way has produced. The Lords

have spoiled the bill,* and prevented

its becoming law. This is a present

evil, which, if the People choose, may

* The alteration of the preamble should be
considered a premeditated insult, and should be
treated as such by the Commons.

be converted into a great and permanent

good.

Could this Bill as it passed the Com-
mons have become law, it would, in

time, have led to a division of the

country, each division having its Civil

and Criminal Courts, in which justice

would be administered by local Judges,

and brought home to the door of every

man's house without delay, vexation,

and needless expense. These benefits

may be secured and accelerated by an-

other and a better Bill, if the people

choose. The inestimable benefit of such

a law would be the really useful impor-

tance it would confer on an immense

number of well-disposed persons, and

the exertions which they would not fail

to make for the instruction, and conse-

quent elevation, of the whole of the

working people. Inasmuch, therefore,

as the Bill includes the means of pro-

moting the welfare of all, so all should

exert themselves to promote the passing

of such a Bill.

Before the Municipal Reform Bill

was presented to the Commons House

of Parliament, and when it was not ex-

pected to be so favourable to the people

as it really was, vehement opposition in

every possible way was anticipated from

the Tories, and this anticipation sug-

gested the publication of a Weekly
Newspaper on a large scale, solely de-

voted to the important subject. An
outline of the principles on which alone

Municipal Corporations could be found-

ed, was prepared six weeks before the

Bill was produced, and was published

as a prospectus of the newspaper.

The Tories in the House of Com-
mons shrank from a direct opposition

to the Bill. This was an artful proceed-

ing to lull the People, who concluded that

the Bill would pass the Commons with-

out being materially damaged; and

they became even much more indiffer-

ent to the subject than they would have

been had the Tory opposition been as
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fierce as was expected. In this state

of feeling, or want of feeling, in the

People, the demand for the Newspaper

was comparatively small, and its publi-

cation ceased with the fifth number.

The supineness of the People induced

the Tories in the House of Lords to

conclude that they were indifferent to

the measure ; and the consequences

are now seen in their conduct, and in

the certain loss of the Bill.

It is now, above all things, desirable

that every one should bestow the time

and pains necessary to make himself

master of the subject, that he may be

prepared to exert himself, in every law-

ful way, to procure a much more per-

fect Bill than even that on which the

Lords have consumed so much of their

precious time, and taken so much pains

to make worse than useless.

The following are the principles al-

luded to. They are the basis on which

alone good corporate Government can

be placed. They are a tolerably per-

fect outline of what should be proposed

to Parliament. They will be proposed

and passed into a law if the People be

but true to themselves, if they shew that

they understand their duty, and are re-

solved to do it in a becoming manner.

PRINCIPLES ON WHICH MUNICI-
PAL GOVERNMENTS OUGHT TO
BE FOUNDED, AND ON WHICH
ALONE THEY CAN BE USEFUL-
LY AND PERMANENTLY ESTA-
BLISHED.
The most successful, aud by far the most mis-

chievous, of" all the arts of had government, is

mystery. This it is which, more than anything

else, induces men to submit to insulting domi-
nation, to the rankest abuses, and to all kinds

of inconveniences, indignities, and losses. In
nothing is the practice of mystification carried

to a greater extent than in Municipal Corpora-

tions ; and the consequence is, that very few

persons think themselves competent to interfere

in anything which relates to the conduct of

Municipal Corporations, their officers, or agents:

they dread the trouble, vexation, and expenee,

generally useless as it is, of either advising or

contending with municipal authorities. Until

lately, even the hope of ever seeing any real re-

formation in these matters was relinquished

;

and the consequence is, that at the present mo-
ment there is a great want of public knowledge
in aid of the impending reformation.

t
To remove the mystery,—to show to all that,

like other public departments, municipal go-

vernment may be made very simple, very effi-

cient, and in all respects greatly useful to the

nation,—and to excite all who wish well to their

country to take a proper interest in a work of

such vast importance as its re- establishment,

—

the following outline of principles, on which

such municipal governments should be based,

has been made, and is now distributed.

Municipal institutions ought to be, as far as

is possible, organizations of the inhabitants of

towns, for their common benefit.

Each such organization should be divided into

two parts, according to the objects to be ob-

tained.

1. Public Economy.
2. Administration of Justice.

I. PUBLIC ECONOMY
Includes the management of the public pro-

perty, taxation for local purposes, and superin-

tendence of the receipt and expenditure of the

public money ; the execution, preservation, and

improvement of all public works for common
convenience and mutual advantage ; the admi-

nistration of public charities ; the enactment of

regulations for the town ; and a watchful regard

of the police and local magistrates.

II. ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Includes the protection of the inhabitants in

their persons and properties ; the prevention of

nuisances, offences, and crimes ;
providing and

executing appropriate remedies and punish-

ments ; decisions of disputes ; recovery of small

debts ; and enforcement of police regulations.

These objects are of very great importance,

and can only be fully obtained by municipal or-

ganization ; and that organization will be the

most perfect which secures the attainment of

these objects by the simplest and least expensive

modes.
Municipal Corporations, as they now exist,

are incompetent to these purposes ; the consti-

tution of the best is exceedingly defective ; and,

by their incompetency, their neglect, and the

abuses they create and maintain, they are for-

midably injurious. They are generally irre-

sponsible bodies of self-elected persons, who
abuse their power, perpetuate many grievances,

waste the public money, and degrade and de-

moralize the people.

It is therefore intended to show

—

1. The real source of all municipal authority.

2. The organization necessary for public eco-

nomy.
3. The organization necessary for the proper,

certain, and speedy administration of justice.

I. THE SOURCE OF MUNICIPAL
AUTHORITY.

This need not be sought in history : it always

exists, and has always existed, in the association

of the inhabitants of towns, for their mutual se-

curity and advantage. The arrangements made
by our ancestors were made by them to suit

their state of society ; ours should be made by
us to suit our state of society.

Municipal governments were originally con-

trivances of the people to promote their common
welfare ; and the grant or usurpation of power,

by close bodies, is a disgrace to the understand-

ing and courage of the people.

Town governments should exist only for the

mutual advantage of the people; meaning, by
the word people, every honest member of the



Community. It is only because the people, as

a body, cannot transact the public business, that
such governments are necessary ; and they
should always be composed of the freely-elected

representatives of the whole community. "What-
ever system leads to the appointment of men to

exercise municipal authority, who have not been
freely elected by the people, is despotic, and ne-
cessarily tends to produce disorder and common
injury. In all such cases, instead of the interest

all men should feel in the support of those in

authority, they will despise both the men and
their proceedings, and will oppose their arbi-

trary power ; having no means of compelling an
honest exercise of authority.

Every man who keeps a house, and is assessed

to any rate or tax, should therefore be an elector.

H. ORGANIZATION FOR PUBLIC
ECONOMY.

1. Constitution of a Deliberative
Assembly.

A Deliberative Assembly of a few persons,
to conduct the whole of this class of the public
affairs of every considerable town, is necessary.
There must be but 'one such assembly in any
one place. No distinction of classes among the
persons composing it can be other than detri-

mental; there must, therefore, be no aldermen
or other body assuming any of its functions.

The Assembly should consist of not less than
thirteen, nor more than thirty-one persons, in
any city or borough, since any larger number
must impede the public business.

Election of the members of the Assembly
should be annual, and on a day certain,—every
member of the Assembly being re-eligible ; thus
enabling the electors to secure the assistance of
those who have proved their ability and trust-
worthiness, and to reject such as have in any
respect been neglectful or deficient.

The assembly, when elected, may be called by
any name, as Common or Town Council.
k
2. Mode of Electing Representatives, and

their Qualification.
Each member of the Assembly should be

elected separately, and where it is not impracti-
cable there should be as many divisions or wards
as members of the assembly, one only of whom
should be chosen for each such division or ward

;

for in the choice of representatives in a body
instead ot separately, selection would be weak-
ened by the greater number being strangers to

the individual burgesses, while responsibility

would be lost by its dissipation among a number.
Ballot being the only mode by which free

elections can be made, all election of public offi-

cers should be by ballot. Without the protec-

tion afforded by the ballot, undue influences and
intimidation will continue to be practised ; there

will be jobbing and petty bribery ; the respon-

sibility of the representatives will be greatly

impaired; mal-administration will not be put
an end to ; and all the disorders and dishonest

practices which at present degrade and disgrace

the Corporate Towns, will be perpetuated.

There should be no property qualification for

any office. Property will always have abundant
influence without any being specially granted

to it.

J3. Chairman or Mayor: his Election and
Functions.

It should elect its own president or chair-

man, who may be called either president, or

chairman, or mayor. He should not act as d

justice of the peace, it being necessary that the
administration of justice should be free from all

suspicion of local influence.

It should be the imperative duty of the chair-
man, president, or mayor, to call a public meet-
ing of the inhabitants at the usual place of as-

sembly on any occasion of either local or public
interest, on receiving a respectably-signed re-

quisition He must preside at all such meet-
ings.

The authority of the president, chairman, or
mayor, will be considerable, and his duties ar-

duous ; for the due performance of which he
should have a competent, but not an excessive,

salary. Public correspondence, reports and
abstracts of the proceedings of committees and
commissioners, must be under his care; he must
cause all reports to be made openly and publicly ;

he must sign all minutes of proceeding of the

assembly.

4. Functions of the Deliberative Assembly.
The functions of the Assembly may be com-

prised under six heads:

1. Administration of public property held for

general purposes, so as to obtain the greatest

possible amount of revenue, and thus enable

it to reduce the local taxation to a minimum.
2. Surveillance and payment of the magistrates,

officers of the courts, all other officers and
servants, the police, &c. &c, maintenance and
superintendence of the gaol or gaols.

3. Paving, lighting, cleansing, maintenance,

and improvement of thoroughfares, and,

where possible, the supply of water.

4. Maintenance of public buildings and works,

such as the town hall, the market places,

bridges, harbours, docks, water courses, sew-

ers, &c.

5. Administration of trusts for hospitals, schools,

and charities.

G. Making of bye-laws for its own regulation,

assessment of local taxes, appointment and
dismissal of clerks and servants.

An assembly thus appointed and endowed
with authority, renovated yearly, and made in-

vidually and collectively iesponsible to the elec-

tors, would, as it ought to do, supersede the

cumbrous machinery of thepresent corporations,

and terminate all the many evils they have occa-

sioned, and still maintain.

Such a body, deliberating in public, will be
competent to the full and satisfactory discharge

of every public trust which can be confided to

it. It will grant leases of houses and lands, of

tolls, &c. ; and exercise all the functions above

enumerated, by common consent, without the

enormous expense incurred by procuring acts of

parliament.

It must carefully watch the conduct of all its

officers, of the police force and the magistrates.

It must, in consultation with the magistrates,

determine the extent and pay of the police force.

The police force must be amenable to the

council for its conduct, though placed under the

immediate direction of the magistrates.

5. Mode of Conducting Business.

The deliberations of the assembly must be

public.

Such parts of the public business as cannot be

transacted by the assembly, or by its officers and

servants, must be done either by small commit-

tees of its own members, or by one, two, or
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three persons appointed by the assembly as com-
missioners.

Persons acting as commissioners must be paid

for their services.

The members of the assembly cannot be paid

for their services as such. They may, however,
receive pay for useful services as members of
committees or as commissioners.

No portion of the public money must be al-

lowed to go into the hands of any member of

the assembly. All must be received by the pro-

per officer, who must give ample security for the

sums which come to his hands.

b. Officers : their Appointment, Duties,
and Emoluments.

Officers, necessary for the due management
of public business, must be appointed ; those

of responsibility will be the Town Clerk or

Clerk of the Council, the Treasurer, and the

Surveyor. All persons whose situations are

places of public trust must be annually elected

by the community, by ballot.

But, as the strict obedience of its officers to

the Assembly is of the first importance, it may
suspend any officer appointed by the Common-
alty, and submit his conduct to a vote of the

community respecting his continuance in, or

dismissal from, office.

On the dismissal from office of any such

officer, the Commonalty or the Council must
elect another for the remainder of the year by
ballot.

The Town Clerk, or Clerk of the Assembly,
must be its legal adviser ; be must attend all

its meetings, register all its proceedings, con-

duct the public correspondence, make reports,

and, with the Treasurer, prepare his accounts
for publication ; and in all matters relating to

his office, obey the instructions of the As-
sembly.

All monies which may come to the hands of
any of the officers of the Assembly must either

be paid to the Treasurer or to his account at

his banker's.

The Treasurer will receive all monies, from
whatever source they may come, and pay
therefrom all the properly-certified orders of

the Assembly. He must keep accurate and
properly-classed accounts ; he must produce
them whenever called upon to do so by the
Assembly, and to the Auditors at their re-

quest.

Three persons must be annually appointed
by the Commonalty as Auditors, by ballot.

The Auditors must examine the accounts
of the Treasurer, and compare them with the

necessary documents and vouchers, twice in

each year ; and make out an accurate account
for the Town Clerk to publish and distribute

to the Commonalty in the cheapest possible

way.

III. ORGANIZATION FOR THE AD-
MINISTRATION OF JUSTICE.

1. Magistracy.
For the vigilant and efficient administration

of justice according to the laws, persons quali-

fied by education and character must be ap-
pointed to the office of Justice of the Peace,
and be resident during their continuance in
office.

These Justices of the Peace should be elected
by the whole community, by ballot ; though

the Council should have power to make a
formal instrument of recommendation.
They should be elected during good be-

haviour.

Their number should vary according to the

size of the towns and quantity of business.

No such magistrate should ever be a member
of the municipal deliberating body, nor exer-

cise any municipal function except that of Jus-
tice of the Peace.

They must attend to their duty daily.

They must be paid for their services.

T. Their conduct must be subject to the ob-

servation of the Assembly ; which must have

the power of suspension, from a day to be

named, or immediately, for misconduct in the

use of their power.

The Assembly, having made due inquiry,

should report the same to a public meeting of

the community, or by delivering a printed re-

port to each of them at his home. A day

should then be appointed, when a ballot shall

be taken respecting the continuance in office

of the person thus complained of.

Under the sole and absolute command of

these Justices must be placed the police force

;

the number of the police constables being

settled, in public, by consultation with the

Assembly.
The duties of these Justices to be limited to

those of Police Magistrates.

2. Police.

An Inspector of Police must be appointed

by the community. He must be paymaster of

the police, and be under the control of the

Magistrates. "

The Police Constables must be appointed by
the Justices of the Peace, as well as all public

servants in this department.

The gaol should be under the Justices ; but

the keeper should be appointed and dismissed

by the Town Council.

In all towns of considerable magnitude there

should be a Coroner.

The Coroner should be elected by the com-
munity by ballot, and be liable to removal on
complaint of the Assembly, in the same manner
as other officers. : ,.

3. Judicial Institutions and Officers.
One Justice should hear and determine all

claims of debt to a certain amount.
There should be a Clerk to the Justices, who

will also be Prothbnotary of the Civil Court.—i_

The administration of justice, both civil and
criminal, by the agency of local judges,—super-
seding the present system of complication,
vexation, delay, expense, and inefficiency, and
securing to the people a speedy and just remedy
in every civil matter, the prevention and de-
tection of crime, the conviction of offenders,

and the prompt and certain execution of the
mildest sentences compatible with the well-

being of the community, is a subject of the
highest importance, deserving the serious con-
templation of all who are competent to enter-

tain it. Though intimately connected with
Municipal Reform, yet owing to the existing

difference of opinion with regard to the mode
of appointing thejudges, the extent of their juris/-
diction, and its local application, it has been by
the editors deemed advisable in the Prospectus to

leave their own views undeveloped, rathei than
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connect what was indisputable, with that which
would afford matter for argument, on a subject

unessential to the cause they advocate, though
of vital interest to society, at the time which is

fast approaching when it can receive further

consideration.

Upwards of 60,000 of this statement

of principles have been carefully, and,

it is believed, judiciously distributed all

over the country, and have conveyed to

a large number of persons a considera-

ble portion of information they were

not likely to obtain by other means.

This " useful knowledge " will be still

further extended by the present publi-

cation, and, it is hoped, will be care-

fully inculcated by every man who is at

all desirous that the pernicious power

of the Aristocracy should l^e lessened,

and the wholesome power of the People

be increased.

It is of the utmost importance that

general principles of Government, as

well National as Municipal, should be

taught to the greatest possible extent

;

that efforts should be made for their

adoption, one after the other, in as

rapid succession as possible, until, step

by step, radical Reforms have been ef-

fected in all our institutions, jurispru-

dential, legal, civil, criminal, and eccle-

siastical. But information to the extent

necessary to produce these effects, is a

work of time and difficulty, and can be

accomplished only by the continually

increased desire of the People for the

appropriate information, and a steady

determination to obtain it. That there

will be a continual increase of know-
ledge, spite of all the efforts of the

Aristocracy, no doubt need be enter-

tained ; but for them it would have been

greatly increased by this time. In

their present position, they have the

means to retard its progress to some
extent; they are prompt on all occasions

to use the means they have, and they

will continue to use them as long as

they can. Knowledge in the People is

necessarily hateful to them ; it is the foe

of every order privileged to do mischief.

It is a war of " right against might,"

which cannot cease until might is so

thoroughly vanquished as never to be

able again to raise its head.

The Peers will never of " their own
mere motion " consent to repeal the

Stamp Duty on Newspapers, lest they

should aid their persevering enemy
Knowledge ;—they will never willingly

consent that the principles of free

Corporations shall be reduced to prac-

tice. The Premier has, however, had

the sense and courage to speak out on

the subject. Lord Melbourne was

insulted—almost scoffed at—and threat-

ened with impeachment for having in-

troduced the Bill. He met the at-

tempted contumely by a plain statement

of simple truths, put into a form of

words which seldom meet the ears of

noble Lords.

He said—" The Counsel at the bar had ob-
jected that there was no qualification ; he (Lord
Melbourne) would simply observe that the idea

of a qualification was perfectly new in corporate
bodies. There existed no such thing at present.

It was then said that the corporations were to

be founded on annual elections. The answer
was, all elections in corporate bodies had
always been annual. It might be a wrong, or
it might be a wise system, but it was no novelty.

It was then said by the learned counsel that we
were going to establish a system of Republics
throughout the country, but we found these Re-
publics already established. If a town having a

right to settle its own municipal government, to

manage its own local affairs, and regulate its

own police, were, indeed, a Republic, then
this system of Republics had been already esta-

blished by the ancient constitution of this

country. The only alteration this bill proposed
to make was, that these Republics should be
popular instead of being oligarchical. They were
at present nothing but oligarchies, and accom-
panied by all the evils and miseries that had in all

places, and at all times, flowed from that system
of government, a system which never promoted
the welfare of those committed to its charge,

but which was always the object of hatred,

odium, and detestation—a system which gene-
rally terminated in tumult, turmoil, rebellion,

and blood. (Cheers.)"

This is speaking out in the tone

which should have been adopted by

Ministers from the moment they came

into office under Lord Grey. The
fear of a collision with the Lords be-

numbed Ministers, and has all along

been taken advantage of by the Tories,



to annoy them and embarrass their Corporators. It has been the craft of all

measures. Collision cannot be avoided; these to prevent the People having the

it is now courted by the Tory Lords, power of self-government, to retain

and ought to be met with the manly for themselves the means of stultifying

spirit the occasion demands. Will them while they robbed them. In

Ministers meet it thus? That is the these matters they have proceeded as

question. If they will, they may depend every order of men having interests ad-

upon the support of the House of Com- verse to the People have always, and

mons and the People. If they make ever will, continue to proceed. For

any compromise with the Tories, the these enormous evils the remedy is one

People will see that they are abandoned, —take away their power.

—that nothing remains but Tories and In all cases, at all times, the privi-

Reformers, and they will act accord- leged classes in every rank have accu-

ingly. They will not be dragged along, mulated in their own hands every

blindly, ignorantly, as they used to be, particle of power of every kind which

by Whigs and Tories, and permit the circumstances have permitted. They

Oligarchy to proceed, as all Oligarchies have invariably used their power for

have proceeded, until they have pro- their own aggrandizement and the de-

duced the consequences so truly stated pression of the People ; never have

by Lord Melbourne: they will be they parted with any portion of their

enlightened by the proceeding, and will mischievous power, so long as they

find the means to prevent the Oligarchy could retain it. Such, indeed, has*

from ^compelling them to resort to been the blind pertinacity with which

" tumult, turmoil, rebellion, and blood." they have held it, that the almost cer-

They will speak in a voice which will tain loss of property and life, and

command submission to their will,—

-

the utter extinction of their order, has

they will proceed steadily, carefully, not deterred them from provoking the

legally, until they have put aside the indignation of the People, and pushing

Oligarchy, and resumed their own them to a state of recklessness which

power, which they will take care shall nothing could resist. Yet these examples

be used rationally for their own good, are thrown away upon the Oligarchy;

This is matter for the serious considera- experience has no weight with them,

tion of every man, and if he proceed to It may indeed be doubted, whether, in

the consideration as he ought to do,—as matters relating to themselves, the

he will do unless he be doggedly stupid word experience has any meaning.

or perverse,—he will be induced to put Happily, in this country, it must be the

aside all narrow views, and exert him- fault of the People themselves if they

self to promote the public good in the be pushed to deeds of violence ;—they

broadest and most effectual way by have the power to put aside the Oli-

which his honest intentions can be ac- garchy, without resorting to " tumult,

complished. turmoil, rebellion, and blood!"

The Oligarchy will oppose the resto- Let no one wonder at the proceedings

ration of the power of the People on of the Aristocracy, at the conduct of

every occasion in which their courage those who can see nothing useful in the

will bear them out. They will endea- People which cannot be made to minister

vour, by every possible means, to. keep to their desires, to gratify their caprices,

from the People whatever has at any time to uphold their pride ; but let the Peo-

been filched from them by corrupt Par- pie of this country see, that by a course

liaments, and mean and dirty roguish of steady perseverance in inculcating
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and practising sound notions on Go-

vernment, and by promoting reforms in

every possible way, and to the greatest

possible extent, they will obtain the

full exercise of self-government by

rational, and, consequently, peaceable

means.

Times have changed, circumstances

have changed, everything has changed,

even the " proud Barons" have changed ;

but they have not changed with the

times; changes go on much too fast

for them, and they are a century behind

in " useful knowledge." What they

were, what they are, what they should

be in knowledge and character, in

power and consequence, was so well

described in a petition to the House of

Lords, in 1832, is in many respects so

well adapted to the proceedings on

the Municipal Reform Bill, and may be

made so useful a lesson, that it is now

put into a form for preservation, that it

may be widely spread, and the matter

it contains be extensively inculcated.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Spiritual

and Temporal in Parliament assembled.

The PETITION of the Undersigned Per-

sons, who are members of the Council of a
' Society calling itself the NATIONAL PO-
LITICAL UNION,

Sheweth,
That your Petitioners humbly submit to

your noble House, that the time has arrived

•when a great change must be made in the

system under which this nation has been long
governed.

That this inevitable change may be gradual

and peaceful, or sudden and violent.

That it remains with your noble House to

determine in which of these two ways the

change shall be made.
That the House of Commons has for more

than half a century past, been proved by indu-

bitable facts continually adduced, to have been
principally composed of persons returned either

by means of their own money, or by the direct

power and influence of a very small number of

other persons, and not by the people of these

realms, as they ought to have been.

That the evil consequences which have re-

sulted from a House thus composed, are so

numerous, that it is even impossible to mention
them in the limits of a Petition to your noble

House.
That these evil consequences are manifested

to the People in the enormous public Debt,

—

the grievous load of Taxes,—the venality and
corruption in every department of Church and

State,—the heterogeneous, multifarious, mis-

chievous, and unintelligible laws,—the disregard

of the welfare of the People,—and in the per-

petual acts of oppression and fraud to which
they have been and are still subjected.

That a longer continuance of the prevailing

practices of returning members to the House
of Commons is utterly impossible, the worst

consequences of a violent revolution being less

dreaded by the People than the perpetuation of

this great source of constantly increasing mis-

chief.

That this state of the public mind induced

our patriotic King and his Ministers to accede

to the wishes of the People, and to cause a bill

to be brought into the House of Commons to

amend the representation of the People in that

House.
That the bill so introduced, was passed in

that House, but was rejected by your noble

House.
That a similar Bill has, in like manner, been"

introduced into the House of Commons, has

again been passed by that House, and has been
carried up to your noble House.

Your Petitioners are convinced that the Hill,

with all its alleged and real defects and anoma-
lies, will, if it be passed into a law, be the

means of quieting the agitation of the People,

will be received by them as an earnest that

their interests will not continue to be either

neglected as they have been, nor be sacrificed as

they have been, to the interests of a very small

number—as an assurance that the multitude

of abuses which now exist, will be put an end
to, and that the oppressions they have long en-

dured, will cease.

Your Petitioners have no doubt at all that

these allegations contain the sentiments of the

great body of the People, in all ranks and de-

grees •> of those who possess the largest aggregate

amount of wealth, and amongst whom may be

found the greatest intellectual acquirements.

Your Petitioners think it their duty to re-

mark to your noble House, that neither by
force, nor by corruption, nor by both united,

can any Government long continue to exist in

any nation, when the persons of whom that

nation is composed, have acquired the know-
ledge which enables them to comprehend prin-

ciples of Government, and which qualifies them
to govern themselves, by means of institutions

not opposed lo, but identical with their well-

being.

That in former times there was little wealth

in this country, beyond that which was held by

the Aristocracy in Church and State.

That there was little learning and know-
ledge beyond that which this Aristocracy pos-

sessed ; the People being left in a state of pro-

found ignorance.

That as the Aristocracy held these two prin-

cipal ingredients of power, and as there was no

political public, the Government of the country

was in the hands of the privileged orders.

That as landed or real property came to be

divided, and feudal services abolished, as new
means of increasing wealth were discovered

and brought into use, and as knowledge spread

among the People,—power in the hands of the

Aristocracy declined ; and when at length, au-

thority and force could no longer prevail, a sys-

tem of fraud aud corruption Was devised, and

has ever since been practised.
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That a further division of real property, and

a much greater accumulation of wealth among
the People; and, above 'all, an immense in-

crease of knowledge have, at length, made it as

utterly impossible that the country can continue

to be governed by fraud and corruption, as at

the period alluded to, it could continue to be

any longer governed by mere authority or force.

That a riew element of power has been

created by the more general diffusion of wealth

and knowledge.
That this power must have its weight and

influence in the Government of the country

;

and it is the well founded belief of your Peti-

tioners that it is impossible by any means
which the subtlety of man can devise, to prevent

the exercise of this power.

That so different, indeed, are the present

from former times, that, instead of nearly all

the wealth in the Nation being possessed by the

Aristocracy, the whole amount possessed by
them is a small fraction.

That so different, indeed, are the present

from former times, in respect to intellectual

acquirements in every branch of knowledge,

that it can be no disparagement to the privileged

classes to say, that the Country abounds with

men in every department of knowledge, to whom
no equal can be found among the Aristocracy

;

and that so widely have intellectual acquire-

ments been diffused, that, generally, every man
whose education has not been wholly neglected

has become a competent judge, not only of

legislative proceedings, but also of those mea-
sures that ought to come under the cognizance

of Parliament.

Your Petitioners therefore submit to your

noble House, that any endeavour to prevent the

proposed ^Reform in the House of Commons,
will be an attempt to govern knowledge by
ignorance; than which nothing can be more
absurd and more impossible.

Your Petitioners, therefore, pray that your
Lordships will pass the Bill as it has

passed the Commons, that wealth and
wisdom may have their due influence in

the Government, and thus prevent the

most fearful, yet certain Revolution

which has ever happened in any Country
in any age.

And your Petitioners will ever pray.

Before the Parliamentary Reform

Bill was passed, it was no exaggeration

to say, as was said, " that the two

Houses of Parliament constituted an

Aristocratical conspiracy against the

People." The Reform Act broke the

neck of the conspiracy ; and it will be

the People's own fault if it should ever

be resuscitated.

The Reform Bill, with all its anoma-

lies and absurdities, and even when im-

paired as it was by the Lords, narrowed

the Oligarchy, concentrated it, and

made its proceedings apparent to all.

This was a real and substantial good.

Every one now sees where the root of

the mischief lies.

The People have only to divest them-

selves of all narrow and personal no-

tions—to sympathize with one another

—to pull together steadily for the ac-

complishment of great and comprehen-

sive measures, to enable them to obtain

all that rational beings can desire to

possess—a perfect controul over every

act of State, by means of Representa-

tives freely and wisely chosen, for short

periods, by the whole body of them-

selves.

Francis Place.

Brompton, 29th August, 1835.

*** Since the preceding pamphlet

was put into the hands of the printer,

Ministers, with unparalleled meanness,

have succumbed to the Tories, have

submitted to openly intended insult,

and our Whig, Reform, and Radical

Members have followed in the train of

degradation and disgrace.

It is, indeed, lamentable to be com-

pelled to observe, that not one of those

men, whom circumstances had induced

the People to regard as a leader, has

done his duty — that not more than

two or three among the whole number

of those who supported the Municipal

Reform Bill, of those who talked, like

brave and virtuous men, should have

shown that they possessed either of

these requisites of a statesman, but,

when the hour of trial came, proved

themselves mere drivellers.

The consequences are certain ; all

confidence in public men will, for a

time, be extinguished. The self- de-

graded Whig Ministry will be peremp-

torily dismissed from office. This re-

sult is a necessary consequence of their

meanness, their cowardice, and their

treachery. It cannot be otherwise,

since it can no longer be matter of

much concern to, the People whether

they vote for sham Reformers, shuffling

Whigs, or arrogant Tories. F. P.
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WHOLESALE OBSTRUCTIVENESS OF THE LORDS.
He who has read the several pamphlets

entitled, "Of uhat Use is the House
of Lords ?"—" Evils of the House of

Lords "—" Matchless Constitution
H—

and * The Crisis "—published within

the last few weeks, will be quite pre-

pared for the proof of the obstructive

character of that House, to which I am
desirous of directing the reader's at-

tention.

In the several articles to which I

have alluded, it is shown that the

harmony which prevailed between the

during the last three years, have passed

the House of Commons, and have not

been returned from the other House of

Parliament; also, of all Bills, during

the same period, which have been re-

turned from the other House of Parlia-

ment, with amendments, but which

have not afterwards received the Royal

Assent."*

The number of bills on the first list

alone is seventy-nine ; of these, some

few have since been returned with

amendments (the Corporation Bill, for

two branches of the Legislature for so instance, is among the number so re-

long a period, arose from the circum- turned), and others will be so before the

stance that the Commons were the close of the session. Still we have

mere tools of the Lords. By means of from fifteen to twenty bills every session

rotten Boroughs, close Corporations, which are passed by the People's re-

and feudal county influence, the Lords presentatives, and are subsequently

and the Aristocratic class, of which the

Lords are only a part, actually nomi-

nated a majority of the Lower House.

Hence, the wonder is—not that the two

bodies agreed together, but that they

ever differed.

" burked" by the Aristocratic branch

of the legislature.

The class of bills to which their

Lordships have the strongest aversion,

comprises all those which propose in

any way to extend the influence of the

Disagreement, however, strange as it People in the choice of their representa-

roay appear, did sometimes arise, but it tives, and thereby render the Lower
was only momentary. It was gene- House somewhat more Democratic in

rally amicably arranged ; but if this its character. Their Lordships* aversion

could not be accomplished, the Lords to this has been already explained in

ordered the King to dissolve Parlia- the article on the " Evils of the House
ment, and their Lordships straightway

nominated a more obedient set of ser-

vants.

It is further shown in the above-

named articles, that the Reform Act
upset all this unanimity. Although

that Act did not cause the mass of the

People to be completely represented, it

did enough to destroy the "beautiful

harmony" of the matchless constitu-

tion.

The doctrine thus laid down is put

beyond a doubt by a return laid before

Parliament, on the motion of Mr
Ewaut, of "The titles of all Bills,

public as well as private, which,

of Lords." So long as the Aristocratic

class can preserve sufficient influence

in the Commons to keep the fight

within the walls of the Lower Chamber,

the public eye may possibly be averted

from the Peers themselves. Once let

there be a permanent majority in the

House of Commons in favour of the

views of the People, and collision with

the Lords will be too palpable to be

either mistaken or denied.

Our British North American colonies

afford an extraordinary confirmation of

this view of the question. In each of

* Ordered by the House of Commons to be
printed, Aug. 27, 1835. No. 571.
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those colonies, a House of Commons have found out they have but one

has been established on the. basis of grievance, and that is, their mimic

popular representation. The suffrage House of Lords. " Give us an elective

is there virtually universal. There is a Council," say they, " and we will find

qualification, but it is such as to include means to redress all minor grievances

the whole male population. Hence the ourselves."

Assemblies of those colonies do actually The experience of the People of Eng-

represent the People. land in the obstructive character of an

Besides a Democratic Assembly, each irresponsible Upper House is only of

Colony has a sort of mimic House of three years' standing. The experience

Lords in its Legislative Council. This of the Canadians is coeval with their

Legislative Council is chosen by the mimic Constitution. In England, before

King, for the most part, out of the the era of the new Constitution, it was

official class, and as they have scarcely a mere theory of philosophy—now it ia

a single interest in common with the a fact ascertained by experience. In

mass of the People, they have never Canada there was never anything of

agreed—they will never agree with the theory in the question. It was always

People's Representatives. a matter of bitter experience.

The fight, however, is never carried In the Parliamentary return which I

on within the Colonial Assemblies. The have mentioned above, there is abun-

Councils have tried hard to gain some dant evidence (besides the Municipal

permanent influence therein, but hitherto Corporations Reform Bill) of the dogged

widiout success. Hence, the disputes pertinacity of the Lords in rejecting

between the People and the Oligarchy everything which might have the slight-

always assume the character of what is est tendency either to extend the influ-

here called " collision.

"

ence of the People, or to abridge that

So complete is this collision in the of the Aristocracy. The Parish Ves-

two Canadas, that the business of Le- tries' Act Amendment Bill, rejected in

gislation is literally at a stand. The 1833, the Liverpool Freemen's Disfran-

Bills which are passed by the Assem- chisement Bill, and the Warwick

blies in conformity to the views of the Bribery Bill, rejected in 1 834, the

People, are invariably rejected by the Scotch Reform Amendment Bill, the

Council, till at last the People kave Stafford Disfranchisement Bill, in 1835,

come to the determination that no Re- are all of this character,

form will answer their purpose which Justice to Ireland is proved, by this

has not for its object the abolition of return, to have been systematically re-

the Council. " If we must have a Se- fused by their Lordships' House; and

cond Chamber," say they, " let us Mr O'Connell is thereby fully justified

elect it, as the only means of producing in every syllable he uttered on Monday
that harmony without which internal night, animadverting on their Lord-

peace and good government cannot ships conduct.

exist." The temporal power of our over-

On this single principle the People grown Church Corporation finds con-

of the Canadas are in a state of discon- stant support in the House of Peers,

tent bordering on revolt. Two years Bills for the removal of the Civil Dis-

ago the Lower Canadian House of As- abilities which the Law imposes upon

sembly agreed upon a list of ninety-two those who profess belief differing from

principal grievances. They have since that of the State Church, are annually

simplified the matter amazingly. They rejected. The Jews are still denied
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justice;—perfect freedom of religious

worship does not exist ;—-the Church

still retains its monopoly of the paltry

fee on marriages between a Papist and

Protestant 3—tithes are still collected

in Ireland.

All the improvements which have

been introduced into our system of

Criminal Law were long resisted by the

Upper House. Prisoners are still de-

nied Counsel. Bills for the removal of

Death-punishment from some smaller

crimes, are annually rejected. Local

Courts that shall afford cheap justice to

the poor at their own doors, are op-

posed. Benevolence evidently holds no

sway in their Lordships' House.

The evils unfolded by this return,

admit of no remedy short of a Reform

of the House of Lords. The Peers

must either be made responsible to the

People, or the Commons will, at last,

be compelled to declare that the con-

currence of the Upper Chamber is no

longer necessary to the making of a

law,

H. S. Chapman.

VOTES OF MR GEORGE FREDERICK YOUNG.

In the course of the debate in the

House of Commons, on Monday week,

Mr George Frederick Young, the

Member forTynemouth, entreated Lord

John Russell to afford him reparation

for the pain, injury, and inconvenience•,

he had suffered in consequence of a

statement made by his Lordship on a

former occasion, that in four cases out

of five Mr Young's name would be

found registered among the opponents

of Ministers.

" I trust," said Mr Young, " that with the

frankness and candour which always charac-

terize generous minds, he will not refuse me
the reparation of expressing that he was in

error."

To this lachrymose appeal Lord John

Rvssell is reported to have replied

as follows :

—

" T spoke at the time what struck me at the

moment. I believe that my impression was

derived from some divisions in which I had seen

the Hon. Member. One of these occurred at

the commencement of the Session, and others

upon some amendments of the Municipal Cor-

porations Reform Bill ; and I therefore said

on a sudden, that which I supposed was a fact,

that in four out of five divisions the Hon.
Member had voted against the Government.

I by no means wish to say that, on the whole,

he may not be reckoned one of our supporters,

and I believe that, looking at all the divisions

since we came into office, my statement may be

found erroneous. To a certain extent, there-

fore, I beg to correct it, and I hope hereafter I

shall have to correct it still more. I hope I

shall have to say, that of all the supporters of

the present Government, the most steady, uni.

form, and constant, is the Hon. Member for

Tynemouth (cheers and laughter)."

In making the original statement

Lord John Russell did not observe

the rule which on most occasions

Ministers so strictly adhere to. He

incautiously abandoned the usual vague

and general mode of expression which

ministerial gentlemen find so useful.

He ventured to indicate the precise

proportion of Mr George Frederick

Young's votes. Now this was, as the

sequel has shown, extremely unwise.

Lord John should have foreseen that,

if his statement were incorrect by a

fraction only, it would give Mr Young

a hole to creep out of. And so it has

turned out.

What may be the proportion of

Mr Young's votes for and against

Ministers, I cannot take upon myself

to say;' but I can do that which will

prove of much greater use to the public

— I can give his votes a pretty accurate

general character.

At the commencement of the Ses-

sion, Mr Young adhered to the

Tories — he was for giving them a
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fair trial. Accordingly, he voted for wards the Member for Tynemouth.
Sir Manners Sutton, and so put in There might arise a case— I do not
his mite for the exclusion of the more affirm that it ever has arisen—wherein
liberal, or, rather, the less illiberal of Mr Young might be found supporting

the two great aristocratic factions from the views and forwarding the interests

power. of the mass of the People: namely,

On the question of the Ballot, Mr where the general interest might chance
George Young went with Ministers, to coincide with the interest of Mr
by voting against Mr Grote's motion. Young, and of the section of the corn-

On a great number of the Amendments munity to which he belongs, or I should
to the several Clauses of the Municipal rather say, with what he and they deem
Corporation Reform Bill, on the other their interest. It would, however, be
hand, Mr Young did all he could to quite a metaphysical puzzle, to note

justify Lord John Russell's com- down a definition of this supposititious

plaint case ; and when you had done it to your
Whenever Ministers are disposed to own satisfaction, the changeful nature

relax the iron bonds of restriction on of the last-named limitation, namely,

trade, Mr Young will be found against their own opinion of their interest, would
them. If, on the other hand, they are probably prevent its occurrence,

engaged in resisting the cry of the To his Constituents, Mr Young calls

people for a removal of restrictions,

—

himselfa Reformer. The character of his

if they are puffing side-winds at the votes is decidedly Conservative. What
principle of free-trade, Mr Young will Mr Young may call himself is not of

be found lustily swelling his cheeks to much consequence, provided the good
increase the blast. - People of Tynemouth do not permit

It thus appears that Mr Young is themselves to be deceived by a name.
not always against Ministers. As far as The miser in the play questions his ser-

connexion with the Ministry is con- vant touching the colour of a box, sup-

cerned, Mr Young may be said to be posed to be his lost money-box. The
an independent Member. Whenever servant affirms that he has seen a grey

their measures assume what is called a box; but the lost box is red. Ah!
Conservative cast, Mr Young is their Grey-red, says the servant; and the

staunch supporter. If they evince a master, ready to grasp at anything

disposition to grant concessions to the which promises the restoration of his

People, then, indeed, is Mr Young darling money-box, is satisfied with the

against them. A correction of a single explanation. Should Mr Young,
word would have brought Lord John unable to prove that he is a Reformer,
Russell's statement within the truth, endeavour to palm himself on the elec-

If, instead of saying, " that in four tors of Tynemouth as a Conservative-

cases out of five, Mr Young had voted Reformer, I trust they will remember
against Government" Lord John had the Grey-red box, which was not the

said " against the interest and well-being money-box after all.

of the People," his Lordship's expression H. S. C.

would have been quite indulgent to-
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATION REFORM B^L.

A T a numerous and highly respectable
-£* MEETING of the Burgesses and other Inhab-
itants of the Borough of Salford, convened by the

churchwardens and overseers, and held in the Town
Hall, on Monday, August 24th, in compliance with
the requisition of one hundred and sixty-five elec-

tors, " for the purpose of considering the propriety
of petitioning the Commons' House of Parliament to

reject the MUNICIPAL CORPORATION RE
FORM BILL, if that measure should be presented
to them in its present mutilated state, and to take
such other steps as the exigency-of the present alarm-
ing crisis may require;"

LAWRENCE ROSTRON, Esq. senior Church-
warden, in the Chair

;

The following Resolutions were unanimously
adopted :

—

Moved by William Harvey, Esq.

;

Seconded by W. B. Grime, Esq.

;

1. That this Meeting has heard with sorrow and
indignation that the bill for reforming the Municipal
Corporations of England and Wales, which had re-

ceived the approval of the representatives of the
people in the Commons' House of Parliament, and
which measure was looked for with the most anxious
hope of the nation, has had its best and most impor-
tant provisions destroyed, and others introduced in
their stead, of the most exclusive and aristocratic
character, fraught with mischief and confusion, and
utterly opposed to the free and enlightened spirit of
the age, by a majority ofan assembly jpf individuals
who represent themselves only, and whose principal
aim and efforts appear to be to over-rule at once the
monarch ami the people of these realms.

'Moved. by^T.iBifry, jun. Esq.; •--••'

Seconded by Mr Tomlinsou
;

2. That at this important crisis, when a collision
between the two Houses of Parliament appears to

be inevitable, it is the opinion of this Meeting that it

is the bounden duty of the country to petition the
House of Commons to maintain the independence,
rights , and privileges of the people, and to insist, by
every legal means, on such measures as may be
necessary to good government, local as well aa
national, and to remain determined and firm in their
resolve to have carried into a law the Municipal
Corporation Reform Bill of England and Wales in
its original purity and effectiveness, and to reject
with the deserved contempt the present or any other
mutilated or mock measure which may be brought
before them, said to be for the amendment of that
bill:

Moved by Mr J. S. Ormerod;
Seconded by Mr G. F. Mandley ;

S^That it is the opinion of this Meeting, that the
people are restrained by the confidence they have in
their representatives in Parliament from a violent
and unequivocal demonstration of their anger, ex-
cited as it is by the hostility manifested to their
wishes and prayers by the Lords ; and it is also the
opinion of this Meeting that the time has at length
arrived when it becomes the duty of every friend of

his country to petition the Commons of Great Britain
and Ireland to institute an inquiry into the utility, or
otherwise, of the hereditary principle in legislation,

with a view to the defining of the constitution, and
fixing it on some common-sense principle.

Moved by T. Hopkins, Esq.;
Seconded by E. Armitage, Esq.

;

4. That the following Petition be adopted by this

Meeting, and that the representative of the borough,
Joseph Brotherton, Esq., be respectfully requested
to present the same to the House of Commons, and
that the Right Hon. C. P. Thomson and Mark Phi-
lips, Charles Hindley, Richard Potter, John Fielden,
William Ewart, and Peter Ainsworth, Esqrg., be
respectfully requested to suppoit its prayer:

—

To the Honourable the Commons of Great Britain
and Ireland in Parliament assembled,

The Petition of the undersigned Burgesses and other
Inhabitants of the township of Salford,

Humbly Sheweth :

That when your Honourable House in your wis-
dom brought forward and, in concurrence with the
other branches of the legislature, passed a bill for
reforming the representation of the people, your

/(Y)
Petitioners regarded that great measure as the means
of obtaining further wholesome and much-needed
measures of reform.
That your Petitioners highly approve of the con-

duct of his Majesty's Ministry in inquiring into the
state of the Municipal Corporations, with a view to

making there subject to such reform as the lapse of

time and the altered circumstances of the country
demand; and they beg leave to express to your
Honourable House their conviction of the adapted-
ness of the bill introduced to, and passed this session

by, your Honourable House for effecting this most
desirable objecr.

That your Petitioners are of opinion that the bill

for reforming the Municipal Corporations of England
and Wales, as originally brought in and passed
through >our Honourable House, was in the highest

degree satisfactory to the country ; and it is with in-

dignation aud sorrow that they have heard, that after

it had received the approval of your Honourable
House, and when the nation was anxiously hoping
it might become a law, that its best and most impor-
tant provisions had been destroyed, and others in*

troduced in their stead of the most exclusive and
aristocratic character, fraught with mischief and
confusion, and utterly opposed to the fiee and en-
lightened spirit of the age, by a majority of an as-

sembly who represent themselves only, and whose
principal aim and efforts appear to be to overrule at

once the Monarch and the people of these realms.

That your Petitioners see that in consequence of
the act which they deplore, the event of a collision

between your honourable house and another branch
of tbj& legislature has become almost inevitable ; and
while they would exceedingly regret such an occur>
rence, still they humbly pray that, should the bill be
sent down to your honourable nouae in its present
mangled shape, your honourable^iouse will bepleased
to firmly maintain the dignity and independence of
the people, and of your honourable house by rejecting,

with deserved contempt, that or any other mutilated
or mock measure said to be for the amendment of the
bill for reforming the corporations of England and
Wales, and to remain determined and firm in your
resolve to have that bill as originally brought into and
parsed through your honourable house, in all its,

purity and effectiveness, carried into a law.
That your Petitioners are of opinion that the people

are restrained by the confidence they have in their
representatives in your honourable house from a vio-

lent and unequivocal demonstration of their anger,
which is excited by the hostility manifested to their
wishes and prayers, and the insult offered to them,
through their representatives, by a majority of the
other house of parliament ; and are further of the
opinion that the time has now arrived, precipitated
by the event to which your Petitioners have alluded,
when the necessity is apparent for an inquiry being
instituted by your honourable house into the utility,

or otherwise, of the hereditary principle in legislation
;

and your petitioners, therefore, humbly pray your
honourable house to institute such inquiry, with a
view to the defining of the constitution, and fixing it

on some common-sense principle.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray, &c.

Moved by Mr R. Oram ;

Seconded by T. Bury, jun., Esq.

;

5. That the proceedings of this meeting be adver-
tised in the Times, Advertiser, and Guardian, Man-
chester newspapers ; in the Morning Chronicle and
Sun, London newspapers ; and in Roebuck's Political

Pamphlet ; and that Messrs Frost, Ormerod, Mandley,
Hodgetts,Rostron,and Oram, be a committee to pro-
cure signatures to and forward the petition for pre-
sentation.

LAWRENCE ROSTRON, Chairman.
William Lockett, Esq. having been called to the

chair, the following resolution was carried by accla-

mation :

—

Moved by Thomas Hopkins, Esq.

;

Seconded by William Harvey, Esq.

;

6. That the thanks of this meeting are eminently
due to Lawrence Rostron, Esq. for having, in con-
junction with his colleagues, so handsomely consented
to the wishes of the requisitionists, and convened the
present meeting, and also for the able, manly, and
impartial manner in which he has presided over its

deliberations. WILLIAM LOCKETT.
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THE CONDUCT OF MINISTERS RESPECTING THE
AMENDMENTS OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

Some time since I asked, "What Bill, they said (and said truly), was to

ought the Ministers to do V*—We prevent the House of Lords ruling this

are now in a position to answer the country, by means of a corrupt majo-

question, " What have Ministers done ?" rity in the House of Commons. The

On Monday, the 31st of August, a purport of that measure was not sim-

large body of the Liberal Members of ply to prevent a corrupt majority from

the House of Commons assembled, in ruling, but also to take away the go-

order to hear from the Ministry what verning power from those who directed

course they intended to pursue. Be- and ruled this majority. For the pur-

fore going to this meeting, I had passed pose of carrying out this intent, the

many hours in anxious conversation Reform Bill provided that a majority of

with some of the most hearty friends of the House of Commons should be

the popular cause. Every one of these elected by the People ; and it was an-

persons was fully conscious ofthe import- ticipated that the wishes of the People,

anceofthe occasion, and well aware ofthe as expressed by their representatives,

great question now at issue between the would and could meet with no effectual

Lords and the People. They all of opposition. But it is now evident, we

them felt that it was now to be ascer- said, that the Lords have not yet ac-

tained, whether the Reform Bill was to quiesced in this arrangement. They
be something more than a mere piece of have here opposed themselves to the

parchment. The object of the Reform whole nation, and have brought to issue
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the question, " Is this country to be

governed according to the wishes of

the many millions who compose the

nation, or according to the wishes of

the few dozens of persons composing

the House of Lords?" If the Lords

now prevail, the question will be an-

swered in their favour.

Heretofore the Lords governed by

means of a majority chosen by them-

selves and sent into the House of

Commons. Should we now yield, they

will hereafter govern by compelling the

majority elected by the People so to

shape and fashion every measure as to

make it agreeable to their Lordships.

The real effect will be the same in both

cases, and the Reform Bill will be a

nullity.

Such was the view we took upon this

important occasion. It cannot, there-

fore, be deemed wonderful, if we looked

to the result with no ordinary anxiety.

When I arrived at the meeting of

Members I was cheered and my ex-

pectations were raised by the feelings

manifested by the large majority pre-

sent. Not to yield appeared to be the

general determination ; and most (as

far as I could judge) were content

to lose the labour of this year, rather

than lower their own dignity, and thus

compromise the interests of their con-

stituents. All seemed to understand

that, even supposing we were to be dis-

appointed now, the next year must

bring a far more sweeping and effective

measure.

All that now was needed, was, that

Ministers also should be equal to this

great occasion. That they would prove

so was very generally believed. Lord

Melbourne's conduct in the House of

Lords, his very bold and uncompromis-

ing demeanour, gave promise of a like

steadfastness in those who ruled in the

Commons.

Every expression of the Members

present, as Lord John Russell pro-

ceeded to explain the determinations Of

the Ministry, shewed that no spirit Was

wanting on the part of their supporters.

Lord John Russell commenced by

observing on the mode in which our

Bill had been treated by the Lords, and

explained to us the manner in which he

intended to remark on those proceed-

ings. Here 1

, where spirit and firmness

were manifested, he was cheered^ and

supported warmly, ay, enthusiastically.

This enthusiasm, however, soon cooled

under the re friaerating: influence of his

Lordship's eloquence. We but too soon

perceived that no call wras about to be

made on our resolution. Compromise

was the order of the day, and the Mi-

nistry made us feel, that what this crisis

was about really to determine was

wholly beyond their ken and under-

standing. The sole thing they were

looking at was the Municipal Bill

;

while the principle involved in the dis-

pute between us and the Lords seemed

wholly to have escaped their considera-

tion.

No sooner was the example thus set

by Lord John Russell, than the ma-

jority, who, a few minutes before, were

ready firmly to support the bill, began

to find reasons for wavering. The grand

business was to sing the praises of the

bill, even as mutilated by the Lords,

and the general cry was, " it contains so

much that is good, that we must take it.

We are indeed sorry that any thing is

to be given up, and we protest against

its being believed, that by yielding we

give up our opinions, or recede from

our principles. We yield to necessity.

We believe that the advance made by

the measure as it stands, will give us

a vantage ground for further advances.

We therefore take what the Lords

choose to afford us."

Having, under the influence of the

Ministry, quickly made up their minds

to concession, the next point was to

know what concessions were necessary,
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in order to gain their Lordships* as- mons of England, to a few ignorant,

sent. The wishes and the welfare of irresponsible, and interested Peers ; I

then ation was no longer our guide: all was forced to witness an act that I

that we had to govern us, was the good was certain would entail on the People

pleasure of the Peers. years of toil and anxiety, and perhaps

They who most keenly felt the degra- eventually lead to a disastrous con-

dation to which they were about to elusion.

submit, were extremely anxious to de- The crowded avenues to the House

clare that they would accede to no shewed the anxiety of the People,

change which affected the principle of Every one seemed to understand the

the bill. As every one settled for him- critical nature of our position except

self what the principle of the bill was, the Ministers, to whose judgment our

this declaration was safe, and exceed- fortunes were confided,

ingly convenient. Lord John Russell's speech, in

Amidst this chorus of submission, which he explained the concessions he

one person alone* gave utterance to proposed, was weak, common-place,

his feelings of repugnance to the course and wholly inadequate to the occasion,

about to be pursued. That person was It was clear that he knew not what was

Mr Grote, the member for London, at issue. The thing present before his

Unfortunately, he was content with a mind, and which chiefly occupied his

brief statement of his feelings upon the attention, was his own tenure of office,

occasion. Placed as he is by his ac- He gave convincing proof that he was

quirements and his wealth, in a very totally unconscious of the fact that the

commanding position, a determined and very nature of our future government

active opposition on his part would was depending on the manner in which

have gone far materially to check the this question was to be settled. He
desire to concede, then so prevalent confined all his observations to the.

among the followers of the Ministry. Municipal Bill, and dwelt with great

His disgust, however, led him too easily emphasis, and at extraordinary length,

to despair. To save his own dignity upon each petty alteration he was sug-

and honour, was, he believed, all that he gesting. That the whole business of

could accomplish. A man of more san- the session was thrown away ; that every

guine and vehement temperament would reform in the manifold abuses in Ire-

have done this, and saved his country land had been contemptuously rejected;

at the same time. His position gave that the Lords, for the sake of their

him a power which hardly any other own private interests, had checked,
person in that assembly possessed. thwarted, and insulted the Commons

Discontented, if not disheartened, by bf England,—all this was passed over

the turn which things had taken, I went in silence. A few empty and unmean-
down to the House of Commons be- ing phrases about dignity and firmness,

cause my duty compelled me to be pre- some conventional nonsense about the

sent. But never before was that duty independence of each House of Par-

so irksome. I was compelled to be liament, was all that he deigned to

present, and to view the unwise, not to utter upon the real matter in dispute,

say degrading, submission of the Com- It was indeed the speech of a Duke's

* It ought, however, to be stated, that Mr son an(* a Duke's brother, playing the
Bernall objected strongly to yielding on the part of a popular leader,
subject of qualification. He even went so far „„ tit t>
as to say, that he should oppose the Ministers. When Lord JOHN KUSSELL Sat
In the House he did not persevere in this. down, another* actor appeared upon the



scene—Sir Robert Peel, in the cha-

racter of mediator between the Lords

and Commons. A selfish cunning

was never more thoroughly evinced,

than in the speeches and doings of that

right honourable gentlemen on that me-

morable night. Every sentence, every

word, was directed to the great end of

his own aggrandisement. To exalt

himself at the expense of every one

else, was the end of every endeavour.

Stung to the quick by the contemp-

tuous words, and still more contemp-

tuous conduct of the leading men of his

own party, he so played his part as

utterly to spoil the whole scheme of

their policy. He made his own party

feel that all they gained in the way of

mutilation was what he allowed ; and

the Ministry he compelled almost to

acknowledge, that all that they could

save of the bill was still what he al-

lowed. Well might Mr Grote ex-

claim, that the People of England

were allowed to have only such reforms

as Sir Robert Peel was disposed to

grant. And no less true was the sar-

castic observation of a well known

member of the House to me, while this

humiliating scene was being enacted :

—

11 This is a regular cross between Lord

John Russell and Sir Robert Peel,

and the motion kjockied."

One observation made by the ex-

Premier shewed plainly the folly of the

Ministers—and another marked in a

curious manner, the character of the

speaker and the assembly he was ad-

dressing.

" This question (said Sir R. Peel)

must now be settled—and I desire to

see it setlled this year. If it be delayed

till another session, so satisfactory an

arrangement as is now practicable, will

be utterly impossible."

This was intended as a significant

warning to his own party. Sir R. Peel

saw distinctly that a year's delay would

entail the necessity of a *ar more sweep«

ing measure than the present. But

what is bad for the Lords is good for

us. If the Ministers had as distinctly

seen this same consequence, they would

not, if they meant honestly by the People,

have submitted to the dictation of the

Lords.— Sir Robert Peel dreads a

year's delay, because he knows that

the People would be the gainers there-

by : satisfactory in his mouth, means

satisfactory to the corrupt influences.

A year's delay, then, ought not to have

been dreaded by the advocates of the

People.

The observation which was charac-

teristic of Sir Robert and his hearers,

was as follows:

" I think it best for all parties, that

I should speak out. On this occasion,

I think that by far the most satisfac-

tory course that I can pursue, is to say

precisely what I think and feel ; I

shall not therefore hesitate to speak

the entire truth upon this matter."

This statement was followed by great

cheering from the Ministerial side of

the House. (Indeed, it should be re-

marked that the reception of Sir

R. Peel's speech by his own party

was anything but cordial. A colder

welcome could hardly have been given).

By this expression we learn that

there are times when Sir R. Peel does

not think it right to speak what he

thinks and feels: but if this be so, and

as he speaks notwithstanding, bespeaks

what he does not feel, what he does not

think. This it seems was an extraordi-

nary occasion; he therefore took an ex-

traordinary course, that is, he determi-

ned to- speak what he really felt ; and

he thought fit also to make an apology

for so doing. But speaking what one
.

feels and thinks is speaking the truth— .

speaking what one does not think and

feel is to speak the opposite of the

truth. This last mode, it appears, is the

usual or ordinary one—the deviation

from this into truth was uncommon, and



required a distinct apology. Who will

say that this was not characteristic of

die speaker and his audience

!

Sir Robert PeeI was succeeded by

Mr Hume.

To me Mr Hume's view of the

matter was an erroneous, an unwise

one. He was, moreover, inconsistent

with himself—he at one moment com-

plained of the proceedings of the

House of Lords, and in the next recom-

mended a course which not merely

sanctioned those proceedings, but also

held out an inducement to the Lords

to repeat them. Mr Hume also, like

the Ministers, confined his view solely

to the Municipal Bill, and thought that

we gained much by accepting it.

Mr Grote then, in a brief but pointed

manner, expressed his great disappro-

bation of the whole proceeding adopted

by the Ministers. His arguments were,

however, chiefly directed against the

evil tendency of the amendments pro-

posed by the Lords upon the Corpora-

tion Bill, while he passed over the

mischievous nature and tendency of the

power which enabled the Lords to

insist on these so-called amendments.

His objection did not appear to be so

much to the system which necessarily

led to such a result, as to the result

itself. Mr fewart, who followed Mr
Grote, appeared to take the same

view ' of the matter. As my opinion

was altogether different from this ; and

as the observations which I addressed

to the House, fully explain my senti-

ments upon this great matter, I shall

now lay them before the reader. The

reporters, who pretended to give an

account of what I said, either could not

or would not understand me,—as any

one will immediately perceive, who will

take the trouble to compare my own re-

port with that given in the Morning

Chronicle of Tuesday the 1st of Sep-

tember.— I spoke very nearly as

follows ;—

"Mr £

i

" To an observer, who looked not be-

neath the surface of things, the present

condition of the people of this country

would appear not very flattering to hu-

man vanity. He would see a great and

an intelligent people, after a long and

painful experience, after patient and very

careful inquiry, and after mature and

anxious consideration, determine, by

means of their Representatives, to

fashion a great measure of Reform for

some of their most important internal

institutions. He would see the Repre-

sentatives of this great and intelligent

People, in obedience to the commands

of their constituents, pass a long and

painful Session in deliberation upon this

o-reat measure of Reform. He would

see them, after having exercised all their

care and judgment upon the measure ;

after having weighed, with intense soli-

citude, every particular portion of this

Reform, and framed the whole so as, in

their best judgment, to provide for the

well-being of the nation they represent-

ed ; he would see them, I say. compelled

to submit their measure to the considera-

tion of another, and wholly irresponsible,

assembly ; and he would see this irre-

sponsible body— a body with interests

wholly opposed to those of the nation

—treat with unmeasured contempt and

scorn the wishes of the People, and the

measure framed by their responsible

Representatives. And he would, lastly,

behold this great and this intelligent

nation, after being thus checked,

thwarted, insulted, trampled on, scorned,

and absolutely derided, bear with pa-

tience all this ignominy and degrada-

tion. To him, Sir, who should look no

further than this, the spectacle I have

described would appear little grateful

to human pride. But if he would carry

his observation further, he would see

real cause for gratulation,—he would

see why the People he was contemplat-

ing were deemed great and intelligent.
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He would then see, that although they lief, did, under the Ministry of Lord

bore with patience all this insult, all Giiey, propose to reform this House,

this opposition to their wishes, yet, that and thereby to carry into execution the

apathy was not the cause of their for- description so often given of this our

bearance. He would see them forbear- mixed Constitution : in other words,

ing, because conscious of their own the noble Lord determined to create a

strength, and fully alive to the inesti- House of Commons wholly independent

mable advantages of peace and order, of the Lords ; to make two separate and

He would see them putting faith in the independent legislative bodies j and he

great impulse of improvement; relying hoped that these two bodies, thus inde-

on the necessary advance of truth ; and pendent, could and would carry on the

determined to essay all peaceful means business of Government with perfect

of obtaining the great object of their harmony, and thus work out the happi-

wishes. Forbearance, when the result of nessofthe nation,

such feelings, is a proof not only of vir- " For myself, I had no such expecta-

tue, but of intelligence. tion ; and I found many, for whose opi-

" But there is a point when such for- nions I had great reverence, who had

bearance must cease; and when a Peo- formed conclusions directly opposite to

pie thus intelligent and honest are once those of the noble Lord. To us it ap-

roused to action, they will show them- peared, that the House of Commons,

selves as resolute in hostility, as they representing the People, and the House

were patient in peace. of Lords, representing themselves, had

" This time—the time for giving up all hostile and irreconcileable interests:

forbearance, is fast approaching. Every that the interest of the People was one

day brings us fresh evidence that vital thing, the interest of the Lords another

changes in our constitution are required and very different thing; and that we,

for the peace and the welfare of this pursuing the interests of the People,

nation. should soon be driven into hostile colli-

''The result to which we are now ar- sion with the House of Lords, who would

riving is to me no disappointment. They steadily pursue their own interests,

who form their opinions respecting go- " The event has justified this expec-

vernment, on an investigation of the tation. The Commons and the Lords

principles of human nature, expected are now in opposition. We, the Com-

and predicted the present state of things, mons, acting in our character of the

Many of these incmirers into the science People's Representatives, performing

of government long since foretold what faithfully a sacred and imperative duty,

would be the inevitable result of carry- find ourselves violently opposed, insult-

ing into practice the theory of the Bri- ed, and scoffed at by the irresponsible

tish Constitution. Experience is but House of Lords, who represent them-

too fatally verifying the accuracy of selves, and who are steadily pursuing

their statements. their own private, ay, and pecuniary

" The noble Lord below me (Lord interest also.

John Russell) is, I know, a believer "From the moment when the first

in the theory of the English Constitu- Reformed Parliament met, this strife

tion. (Hear, hear, from Lord J. Rus- commenced. Fora time, itwas shrouded

sell). Every day's experience, I should iu some mystery, and its true nature was

think, ought to lead him to doubt the sedulously hidden from the eyes of the

correctness of this belief. multitude. It has become too plain to

"He however, acting under that be- be misunderstood. All men see that



the two branches of the Legislature are the People, and that they are deler-

in collision, and we all know and feel mined to show this contempt and hatred,

that the question we have now to deter- by insulting us, the representatives of

mine is not simply the passing of the the People ? What did they in the first

Municipal Reform Bill, but whether the instance? They call two hired advo-

wishes of the People or of the Lords are cates to their bar, and allow them to

to govern in this country. It is idle

—

indulge in every possible abuse of u;

it is worse than idle—to attempt to hide for hours together. i Oh but/ says the

this from ourselves. The machine of Right Honourable Member for Tarn-

Government has come to a stand-still, worth, * it is extremely difficult to draw

The noble Lord was often told before the line between what is, and what is

the passing of the Reform Bill, that he not, the legitimate defence of a client ; if

was framing a machine for Government the judge interfere, the danger is that

that could not work. He clung to his the just defence may be obstructed.'

preconceived ideas respecting our Con- Did that Right Honourable Gentleman

stitution; he passed the Reform Bill, never go into a Court of Justice? If,

called into operation hostile elements, Sir, he ever have frequented such a

and now wonders that strife is the result, place, I ask him^ if he believes that any

*? Whether the Government of this Judge would permit an advocate to in-

country is hereafter to be au Aristocratic dulge in vulgar abuse of any of the

or Democratic one, is now the great point constituted authorities of the State?

to be determined. There is no middle Would the Chief Justice of the King's

course. One or other party must Bench allow abuse of the Common
succumb ; and I, as a friend of Demo- Pleas ? Is it not notorious, Sir, that

cratic Government, look anxiously to any attempt at such a breach of deco <

the result. (Here the Tories cheered, rum would be immediately suppressed

and to this cheer I answered)—That I and severely reprimanded. But the

am a friend of Democratic Government Lords could not do this ; they would

is not wonderful. I am one of the not : they were delighted with the val-

People ; I have the same feelings and gar abuse of these hired advocates, and

interests; and, while doing my duty as chuckled at abuse they had not them-

a Representative, I pursue my interest selves the courage to utter,

as a citizen. " But did any one ever hear of such

" Now comes the question, what is to a proceeding, as to allow persons to

be done ? I answer boldly that the evil claim such a right in the business of

must be cured in its cause, and that Government, as to be permitted to have

the existence of the House of Lords, in counsel to defend that right before a

its present shape, is incompatible with Legislative body ? The truth is, that

the welfare of England. If we look at the interest in this case was the Lords'

their deeds for the last three years,

—

interest. Corruption in every shape is

even if we confine ourselves solely to the dear to them, and they can even go so

consideration of their doings of this low as to claim fellowship of feeling

year, no disinterested and sane person with a Town Clerk. In this case, how-

for oneanstant will assert that the well- ever, there was more than mere sympa-

beingof the country has been forwarded thy: there was a community of inte-

by their conduct. Look at their con- rests. The Lords, by the Reform Bill,

duct on this very Bill of Reform in the were deprived of the power of sending

Municipal Corporations ; has not every Members to Parliament. They wish to

act proved that they contemn and hate retain any power which now belongs to
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them, and which may be turned to the been with many other measures which

corrupt influence of voters. Corpora- I will not now stay to enumerate,

tions afford them the means of excrcis- But look at this bill which they have

ing such a power, and they, therefore, amended. Let any one go over it, who

light after this headlong fashion in fa- has the slightest idea of what a legis-

vour of corrupt Corporations. Every lative measure ought to be ; and

one of their amendments has for its then let him tell us if it is not a

object the maintenance of corruption disgrace, even from its mere form, to

and irresponsible power. Their object any legislative body composed of rea-

has been, under the guise of fine names, sonable men. It is a hard thing to see

to further their own interests, and those our labours thus thrown away year after

interests are, in this case, of the very year. We have attended here for seven

lowest and most degrading description. long months. In that time we have

The dirty motive shows through all laboured hard for the People, and at

their acts. The desire of peculating the end of the session we are con-

urged them on j they crave to live upon demned to behold, and are implored

the industry of the People, and fight, to behold with patience, every thing we

with disgusting pertinacity, in order to have done destroyed,

obtain this disgraceful privilege. " I again ask, Sir, is this system to

"If this measure had been the sole one be continued? Our business is not

which had been subjected to their ten- now merely to attempt to repair the

der mercies, and thus mutilated and dilapidations made by the Lords in this

ruined, we might have borne the de- bill ; we have a more important duty

struction of our labours with compara- to perform: we are now to say whether

tive equanimity. But this is only a we are content to allow this system to

part of a system. Every, act of any continue. Are we, year after year, at

importance passed by us, the repre- the end of every session calmly to sub*

sentatives of the People, has been alto- m it to this thwarting of all our efforts '(

gether rejected or completely ruined. There is one thing I will predict if we

Our chief labours this session have been be so content— Ireland will soon re-

directed to the framing a relief for Ire- lieve us from the labour of governing

land, in the shape of a church, and her. For three successive sessions we

also a relief for England, in the shape have laboured, in order to relieve the

of the Municipal Corporation Reform miseries of that unhappy country, and,

Bill. The fate of this last we are now jf possible, to heal the wounds in-

discussing; but what has become of flicted by many centuries of misrule,

the Irish Church Bill ? It is destroyed. We have not advanced one single step.

Where is the Constabulary Force Every year sees our labours rendered

Bill ? It is also destroyed. Why, abortive by the headstrong proceedings

Sir, even the Attorn ey-Gek era l, of the House of Lords. If we wish

in his attempts to ameliorate the peace for Ireland, we must change this

civil law of this land, has been met faulty system.

and thwarted by this body of irre- ** The commencement of this much-

sponsible rulers. His bill respecting needed reform should be the firm re-

imprisonment for debt, what has be- sistance of the Commons to the^e

come of that? It affected, or was wretched amendments. The time for

supposed to affect the estates of these such conduct on our part must come,

noble persons, and the bill is conse- and there are many powerful reasosn

quently rejected. And thus it has why we should pursue it at once.



" If the House of Lords be permitted

to remain in their present condition,

there can be no peace for England. We
hear great talk of revolution, but few

persons seem to understand that it is

the House of Lords which alone renders

revolution at all probable or necessary.

"The People of this country are es-

sentially a peaceful people. Their in-

dustry requires peace, and the mighty

trade of this country is the offspring of

quiet and security. This quiet and this

security the Lords by their conduct

seriously endanger; and I call upon

the noble Lord and his Majesty's Mi-

nisters, to do their utmost to avert the

many evils which the Lords will bring

upou us, if allowed unchecked to con-

tinue in their dangerous career.

" There is something ungenerous in

the conduct of the Ministry towards us

and the People. Here we are, daily

called upon to keep up the feelings of

the People, and to excite them to a

sense of their condition. I myself have

done my utmost, have done all my
humble abilities allowed, to create and

maintain this feeling among my coun-

trymen. (Here the Tories cheered very

lustily.) Yes, I acknowledge that I

have done so ; 1 have done so, because

I deemed it my duty. I was in hopes

that when the People were prepared,

the Ministers would not hold back ;

and as they had done all they could to

create in the minds of the People a

feeling of indignation at the bad go-

vernment under which we live, I did

hope that they (the Ministers) would

not now desert and betray the People.

1* It has been said that we cannot go

through a revolution every year. This is

true ; and for that reason it is, that I call

upon this House to reform institutions

which render a yearly excitement,

almost amounting to revolution, ab-

solutely necessary. We desire a Go-

vernment that can provide for the ne-

cessities of the People without this

periodical and extraordinary commotion.

In other words, we want a peaceful

Government; and that cannot be said

to exist while there is an irresponsible

body in the State, which, tobe restrained

from doing evil, needs an annual ex-

citement of the People, bordering on

revolution. As a lover of peace, as one

that believes that no People can attain

happiness during strife and combustion,

I call upon this House to begin the

reform by rejecting at once the amend-

ments of the Lords. If we do not

adopt this course, in twelve months the

same difficulty will again occur. Here

in the year 1836, and perhaps in the

month of September, we shall be called

to our posts in order to check the evil

doings of the Lords. We shall again

be forced to go through the same piece-

meal and humiliating fight that we are

now asked to maintain. We shall be

called upon to drag reform from the

Lords bee et ongle, tooth and nail,

and be content with such shreds and

patches of beneficial measures as now

disgrace your table. The mode which

true dignity requires, which true policy

also demands, is at once to make a

stand— to say that the interests of the

People would be best provided for by

the measure we originally proposed;

that from that measure we cannot re-

cede; and that as our sole rule of con-

duct is the welfare of the People, we

are not justified in accepting any mea-

sure, no matter who may require it,

which does not in our opinion tho-

roughly provide for the good govern-

ment of the nation.

" Believing this, I object to any con-

cession ; and if my advice could prevail

upon this House, I would entreat them

to re-enact every one of our original

measures, saying that such was the plea-

sure of the People,— let those who dare

resist it."

Such, as nearly as I can remember,

were the words and the arguments I
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used. The more I reflect on all I said,

the more firmly am I convinced, that

good policy demanded of us this reso-

lute proceeding. Ours is now a linger-

ing agony, and we have to bear insult

as well as injury.

Mr O'Connell, I regret to say, upon

the same premises, expressed in nearly

the same form, came to a different

conclusion. He allowed the mischiev-

ousness of the Lords, and yet prayed

for concession in order to put the

Lords perfectly in the wrong. For my
part, I cannot understand the wisdom

of this proceeding. The Lords have

proposed an immense number of bad

measures, and we are called upon to

accept a large portion of them, in the

hope that the Lords, not satisfied

with the evil thus done, may still reject

the Bill as too good, and this is called

putting the Lords perfectly in the

wrong.—Is it not at the same time doing

wrong ourselves? Did we not propose

a measure, which we believed the neces-

sities of the People demanded ? We
established nothing which we did not

think necessary for good Government.

How shall we be able to answer to our

constituents for having yielded up our

opinion, and having accepted less than

we deemed necessary for their welfare ?

It is said that we gain something, and

that this gain will enable us to advance

still further. This is not safe policy.

This partial reform will create discon-

tent, and lead eventually to apathy con-

cerning all reform. Each advance will

be so small that the People will not be

able to perceive and appreciate it. The
trouble needed on their part to gain

this minute advantage they all under-

stand and feel ; and this trouble they

will not deem repaid if some substan-

tial and marked improvement do not

follow. Municipal Reform under this

amended Bill is anything but complete.

The People by it will not have gained

entire control over their own affairs,

and they will naturally be discontented

and disappointed. This is a serious

risk to run, because we dare not resist

the Lords.

It is further said, however, that the

principle of the Bill is not touched. I

beg leave to dissent altogether from

this assertion. The principle of the

Bill was to give the rate payers the

controul over their town affairs. This

power has been materially curtailed

—

and chiefly by the clause requiring

qualification for the Members of the

Town Council. Such a qualification

narrows the number from whom the

People may choose, and thus deprives

them of controul. Mr Grote had de-

termined to divide the House upon this

question, but was persuaded to forego

his intention because it was said that

the division would not mark the feelings

of the House. We were told that if

we were to endeavour to lower the

qualification required, we should be

doing an immediate and practical good,

and would receive support. When I,

however, proposed a qualification of

10/. rating, we were then informed that

as we had conceded the principle, it

was idle to quarrel about the amount

;

and on this plea, we were again prayed

to abstain from a division. But al-

though
" An honest man may take a knave's advice,

He is an ideot who is cheated twice."

So I insisted—and 37 (!) men had the

courage to divide against the Lords

and the Ministry.

The admission of the Aldermen for

six years also materially touches the

principle of the Bill. Six years is a

long iuterval in a man's life, and irre-

sponsibility for that period will prove of

mischievous influence. This body of

Aldermen will always be found against

the People, and the effect of their ex-

istence will be to create an interest in

every town, to which all that is corrupt

and evil will look for support and

sympathy.
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It is unnecessary to touch upon the have lessened the People's confidence

various items which make up the whole in their judgment and their integrity,

sum of our concessions. The grand and have thus involuntarily prepared
mistake was committed when we deter- the means of effecting their own down-
mined to concede at all. Every evil fall. Whatever may be their fate, how-
after this great one, seems so minute, ever, one thing must never be forgotten,

that I have not patience to dwell upon —the fight between the Aristocracy and
and discuss them. the People has at length fairly com-
The Lords have rejected some of our menced in the Legislative Chambers of

amendments, and a sort of sham resist- the Government; and this fight will not

ance is being concocted. Liberal mem- cease till one or other party is forced

bers are requested not to leave town. to yield implicit obedience to its oppo-

This is a farce. Having gone so far in nent. The great practical question now
degradation, one step more will signify to be determined is, whether the Peers

nothing. The bill will eventually be or the People are to govern. However
received in its present shape, and the painful may be the acknowledgment, it

only intention of this show of indepen- must be openly avowed, that in the first

dence and resistance is to save appear- encounter the People have been de«

ances. feated.

The Ministers, then, have betrayed J. A. Roebuck.

the cause of the People. They made a Being determined to test the House

great noise and bravado, and when the °f Commons during the next session, 1

fight approached, ran away. have put on the books the following

This result is not creditable to their notice, which, if I then be a member
judgment, either as statesmen or even °f that House, I will assuredly bring

party politicians. It is quite evident forward and push to a division :

—

that the Whigs did not foresee the effect " In order to give due weight to the

of their own measure, when they pro- wishes of the People in the great matter

posed the Reform Bill. Had they done ?
f

.

legislation, to move for leave to

so, they would now have been ready to
„""g '

n a bl" *° Jake away the veto
J

. . . . . ,

J now possessed by the House of Lords
carry out the principle of that measure,

\n a\\ legislative measures ; and to sub-
and to have insisted on the supremacy stitute in lieu thereof a suspensive

of the People. They have shrunk from power in that House ; so that if bills

this great duty; and, whatever may be
w

„
hi

£
h have been Passed by the House

the integrity of their purposes, they are °l~' be re
J
ect

j
d by th * House

. . .
& J

. , j j •
ot Lords, and again during the same

plainly unequal to the arduous duties session be passed by the Commons,
which their position of popular leaders such bills shall become law, on the

in this time of trial and difficulty neces- R&yal assent being thereunto given.

sarily imposes on them.
[Next session.]

"

As party politicians, they have com-
*n l

[
ie Vot

^
P»P« th^ord « weight

"

.t / \ v
r> +u- u i

was cha«ged to " credit," which ren-
mitted serious errors. By this back- dered the first of the sentence un _

ward and hesitating proceeding they intelligible.
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LOCAL COURTS IN BOROUGHS.
" Never any good Bill was preferred,

or good motion made in Parliament,

whereof any memorial was made in

the Journal Book, or otherwise, though

sometimes it succeeded not at first, yet

hath it never died, but at one time or

other haih taken effect." The truth of

this observation, made by one of the

most eminent English lawyers, Sir E.

Coke, will, in all probability, be exhi-

bited in many instances in the course of

a year or two. What in previous years

the Lords have rejected, will at no distant

day be forced upon them ; and the good

Bills they have habitually refused will at

last become law. Among those to which

they appear to have the greatest repug-

nance, are any which shall facilitate the

administration of justice, and render it

more easily attainable, or shall permit

it to be attainable at a cheap rate. The

Municipal Corporation Reform Bill con-

tained a few clauses which, to a limited

extent, would have removed some of

the defects of the existing Local Courts.

They were mutilated or erased by the

Lords. The appointment of Recorders,

or Local Judges, is regulated by the

Bill, but little is actually done towards

making the Courts in which they shall

preside effective.

Under the charter of numerous bo-

roughs, Local Courts of Record are

constituted, with power to take cogni-

zance of almost every kind of personal

action, Apparently offering every ad-

vantage to the inhabitants of such bo-

roughs, they have fallen into almost

entire disuse. The chief reasons to

explain this are:— n

1. That the Judge, or Recorder,

though directed by the charter to be

" learned in the law," a technical phrase

denoting a Barrister, or Counsellor *

—

; .

•4 Black. Com. noticing the 2 Henry IV,
£t. i, <r. o.

has been generally a Peer, and this

Peer has usually been what is called the

patron of the borough, or more pro-

perly, the corrupter of its morals.

Having no experience of the duties he

was to discharge, his presence on the

bench was never expected or desired.

In his absence, however, no other per-

son could preside. Thus, though the

object of the charter was to secure

an efficient Judge, in nearly every bo-

rough—York, Chester, and a few other

places excepted—no such Judge is to

be found. Bath, for instance, has long

had a heavy and intolerant nobleman,

the Marquis Camden, as its Recorder,

whOj though specially required to sit at

certain times in the Local Courts of the

borough, never made his appearance in

them. Yet the Town Clerk of Bath

declared, before the House of Lords,

that there was no abuse in the Munici

pal Government of that city ; and the

Marquis Camden by his votes assented

to the statement which his own conduct

contradicted. This case was a common
one. The law directed the appoint-

ment of Local Judges—meaning effi-

cient Judges ; the Corporations ap-

pointed persons who had not education,

information, or intelligence sufficient to

enable them to act as Judges.

2. Another evil connected with these

Courts, was the ease with which a suit

under a writ of habeas corpus, or cer-

tiorari, was removed to any of the su-

perior Courts of Law. To a great

extent it secured the disuse of the

Local Court; though even without inter-

fering with the general jurisdiction of

the superior Courts, the practice might

have been checked.

3. The Attorneys of these Courts

were frequently persons called Serjeants

at Mace; persons whom it was often

very doubtful, if they had the power to

read or to write.

4. The Town Clerks had the uncon-
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trolled power of packing every Jury

summoned.

5. The unwillingness of interested

persons connected with the Corpora-

tions, that these Courts should be avail-

able for their original purposes.

6. The scale of heavy fees by which

the process in such Courts was regu-

lated.

With these evils, the Local Borough

Courts have been rendered almost use-

less ; and the new Bill does not correct

their defects. In some instances it

secures the nomination of a proper

Judge, while it leaves the imperfect

constitution of the Court much in its

present state. The great body of the

People are, however, interested in mak-

ing them efficient and useful instru-

ments of ifood Government.

The chief objections urged to their

improvement are the expense of such

Courts, and the increase of patronage.

The poor are unable to get justice ad-

ministered to them ; they often lose all.

they possess in consequence, and they

receive one of these two replies.

Now, with respect to expense, it

would be but small, and could be easily

afforded in all large towns, the Corpo-

rations ofwhich possess considerable pro-

perty. A very large sum is at present

paid to a Mayor, to Sheriffs, and other

persons, for feasting. It is expected

by their corrupt supporters, that what

properly they should receive only as a

remuneration for trouble and loss of

time, should be spent in* debauchery

and gluttony. Now, as the more im-

portant duties of the Major will be

thrown upon the new Recorder, the

salary of the one may be increased, and

the other reduced. Both should be

paid for their services, and should take

for their own use what they receive—but

they should be exempt from the cor-

rupt charges which feasting usually en-

tails. The Recorder could thus be

well paid, and the Mayor will actually
I onT r

receive much more than the expendi-

ture now imposed on him, permits him

to have.

The other objection, of the increase

of the patronage of the Crown, is ab-

surd. If the Government is, through

popular institutions, made responsible

to the People, and public opinion has

its due weight in the House of Com-
mons, the appointments of the Govern-

ment cannot be very objectionable. It

would be more gratifying to see all ap-

pointments, directly or indirectly, of a

Municipal character, under the direct

controul of Municipal bodies ; but, if

this cannot yet be effected, no great

fear can be entertained of the character

of the legal appointments that may be

made. But, tu truth, there will be lit-

tle or no increase of patronage. Nearly

every large to'j^a has at present a Local

Court of Req jests for the recovery of

small debts. The presiding Barrister

is appointed by the Crown. In many

cases the profits of the office are from

4001. to 6001., and, I believe, in many

cases, 8001. a year. There would be

little difficulty in uniting the office of

Local Judge, or Recorder, and that of

he Judge of the Court of Requests.

If this were done, the income of the

new Judge would easily be supplied, and

the patronage of the Crown would not

be increased. The better regulation of

the Local Court is then the only ob-

ject of anxiety. I would not have these

Courts established upon the model of

those contained in Lord Brougham's

Bill. The principle of his Bill was

odious to the Lords, and they rejected

it after an affected discussion, in

Committee, on its details. I think the

principle good, but that the powers

given to the Court were most defective,

and that its other regulations were so

very imperfect that the Bill could not

have worked well. The Local Judge

ought to have had power to grant what

are now mere diocesan probates or ad-
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ministration of the effects of deceased and entertaining almost every possibte

persons situated in only one diocese ;
case incident to vice, misery, and pas-

he should be Judge of a well regulated sion, are calculated to exert a consider-

Court of Record, Judge of the Local able influence on public conduct ; dif-

Court of Requests, the Revising Bar- Bering in its extent and effects, in a great

rister upon the claims of electors (an degree, according to the estimation in

arrangement that would save more than which the tribunals are held. It is

20 0001 a year), and he should have equally clear that they are not, at pre-

other powers, especially those usually sent, as highly estimated as is consistent

connected with what are called duties with the benefits they are capable of

of Police, which should make his conferring. Casual or reluctant visitors

office as extremely useful as possible. are not judges of the amount and na-

The advantages of such Courts I will ture of a police magistrate's business

;

shew at a future time, both by a gene- of the many cases of deep interest which

ral statement of their operation, and by crowd upon his attention ;
the constant

particular examples of the grievous in- demands upon his experience; the fre-

justice which the non-existence, or the quent trials of his patience, and the re-

defects of such Courts cause. The peated calls upon his knowledge of hu-

fear that some lawyers affect to enter- man nature. The value of his office

tain of the possible\iniformity of deci- does not consist more in the strict legal

sions (a fact not so correct as they performance of his judicial and admi-

assert it to be) being disturbed is
nistrative duties than in the exercise of

groundless, and is a mere excuse to a sound discretion, under Ihe considerate

maintain that uniformity of misery and application of the principles and feelings

injustice, that protection to fraud and °f humanity, as an adviser, an arbitrator,

robberv which the imperfections of our "»d a mediator. The hearing at a police

. .. .: . .. , office may in some instances, especially
judicial enablements at present se-

(o ^ y£ung ^ misguided
H
be the

cure. opening of new views of life and new

Some of the moral effects of the pub- rules of conduct. By the exercise of

licitv of the administration of the law, tact and kindness upon the part of a

j* o A i i 4. „„ «r kn,,;,^ ovon magistrate, and by his showing an inte-
and of the advantages ot having even

f.
'

j .
& «•

.

b -
'

' m ' * * rest ln ^eir well-being, persons may be
the ordinary functions of a Magistrate

awakened t0 feelings which have been
performed by a person of weight and dormant for years, or of which they

consideration, is shown in the following scarcely ever knew themselvespossessed.

extract from some valuable evidence In domestic quarrels, parties may be

given by Mr Murray, before a Com- ™(,e aware of
u
thf relative position,

°
.

J
__ A ~ Tr and go away with clearer views oi their

mittee of the House of Commons. If
mutual Mm% &nd dependencies . Even

the local Judge, whose position and with our present imperfect civil jurisdic-

authority would be great, in addition to tion, the just demands and grievances

his other duties, daily administered the of the poor may often be settled and

i .i , c . -. ii „„«,!„««««» redressed by appeals to the sense of jus-
law, the benefits it would produce are j rv

t

j
r

tice, or shame ot their opponents, lnere
thus very accurately stated

:

js scarce ]Y a conceivable case arising,
" I venture respectfully but strongly particularly among the poorer classes,

to uro-e the importance of well consider- which may not immediately or directly

ing every practicable suggestion for im- come under the notice of public offices ;

.i ^ u;i;»„ «f *i,a nAllno it is most important, therefore, that every
proving the respectability ot the police \

» »
, ... j

v ° v
.

J
,.
r

. means should be adopted for upholding
offices. Tt is obvious that these distinct

their reputation> and so extending and
courts, sitting daily, open to all classes of increasing their moral influence."

a thickly populated metropolis [or town], T. Falconer.
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MR RICE AND THE APPROPRIATION ACT.

Considerable misapprehension seems

to have existed both in and out of Par-

liament, relative to the effect of a refusal

to pass the Appropriation Act. The case

in itself presents no peculiar difficulty ;

but, as the House did not appear, from

the discussion of Thursday last, to under-

stand either their duty or their position,

the public ought not to be surprised that

Mr Spring RiCE,with his usual cun-

ning, took advantage of that state of

doubt.

Mr Hume, it will be remembered, pro-

posed to suspend the passage of the Ap-

propriation Act, while the Lords' amend-

ments were under discussion, under the

impression that such a course would

amount to a stoppage of the supplies.

Mr Dun com be appeared to be under

the contrary impression, but his convic-

tion was by no means strong—" He
trusted his right hon. friend the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer would

state to the House the nature and opera-

tion of this Appropriation Bill; he him-

self had tried to explain it to his consti-

tuents, and had said to them, * Gentle-

men, I believe it is too late to attempt

to stop the supplies now.' If, indeed,

they were in a situation to stop the sup-

plies by suspending the Appropriation

Bill, he should give a vote in favour of

the proposition of the lion, member for

Middlesex." In answer to Mr Dun-
combe's final question, '* Whether the

supplies could now be stopped ?" Mr
Rice distinctly said " No." Mr War-
eurton took the same view of the case.

" If," said he, " it were proper to exer-

cise any power of stopping the supplies,

it. ought to have been resorted to before

they are voted ; there was no such power

noiv.'
7

Now, the question is, who was right ?

I think it is not difficult to show that

Mr Hume's view of the matter was
correct.

It must be remembered, that what is

usually called voting the Supplies is done

in Committee. A Committee is merely a

contrivance of the House of Commons
to facilitate the progress of the business

of the House. In no case have its votes

the force of a law. Measures are dis-

cussed in Committee for the mere pur-

pose of stripping the discussion of se-

cond and third readings of unnecessary
details, but this course does not super-

sede the necessity which exists that all

measures pass through three readings.

In proceeding upon Bills, the House
is not bound by the acts of a Commit-
tee. The votes of Committees merely
have the character of a recommendation,
and only acquire the force of a law
when the House has embodied the said

recommendation in the form of a Bill,

and when that Bill has obtained the

sanction of the other (in this case, wil-

ling) branches of the Legislature.

Blackstone distinctly states—
Book 1, chapter viii, page 308—that
" the supply cannot be actually raised
upon the subject till directed by an aci
of the whole Parliament."

I am not surprised that Mr Ricf,
taking advantage of the state of vague
uncertainty which prevailed in the
House on the subject, should have-
taken upon himself boldly to declare
that the House could not refuse to pass
the act. Mr Rice, we all know, is not
very scrupulous in his statements when
he has a point to attain. I must con-
fess, however, that I was surprised to

learn that Mr Wareurton took the
same view of the case, in opposition to

Mr H

u

m

e

. M rWa kburton is gelif

-

rally guarded and correct in the state-

ments which he makes in the House of
Commons. On this occasion he ap-
pears to me to have spoken without due
regard to this most important privilege

of the People, held in trust for them by
their representatives.

It may be urged that it is not usual
to withhold supplies after they have
been voted in committee. This is true.

It is not usual, because the necessity

for pursuing such a course is, fortu-

nately, not usual. Once let the ne-
cessity arise, and it becomes the duty
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of the House of the Commons to break
through the ordinary custom.

For such a course a greater case of

necessity has, perhaps, never occurred.

The Peers had evinced a determination

to resist, as far as they dared, such of

the just rights of the People, as were
embodied in the original Corporation

Bill. A bold manifestation of counter-

resistance on the part of the so-called

People's house would, without doubt,
have extorted better terms from our in-

veterate and implacable enemies, the

Peers. Mr Hume deserves the People's
thanks for the attempt he made. It

would have been utterly useless to have
j3ushed his proposition to a division, as

it could not have been carried, had the

whole Liberal party been with him.

H. S. CilAPMAN.
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A SHORT REVIEW OF A LONG SESSION.

The late Session of Parliament has

doubtless, in its results, created much
disappointment. Let no one despair,

however ;
good seed has been sown,

and many of us will live to see the ful-

ness of the harvest. The People will

reap the benefit, and long remember

the events which had their beginning

in the Session of 1835.

This Session has derived its chief

present interest from having been one

continuous practical illustration of va-

rious defects in the English Constitu-

tion. It is in its character of a long

political lesson that I now seek to ex-

hibit it to the reader.

THE DISSOLUTION OF PARLIAMENT.

The first point in our Constitution

which was illustrated during the Ses-

sion was the disadvantage springing

from that arrangement which enables

an irresponsible Magistrate to dissolve,

according to his own will, or rather

caprice, the great Legislative Body of

the nation.

Let us, for a moment, consider what

might be the result of such an arrange-

ment.

Suppose that the People had chosen,

with due care, their Legislative Re-

presentatives, in the full hope and ex-

pectation that a great and efficient

change would be effected by them in

some of their institutions requiring

immediate reform.

Suppose that, in accordance with the

wishes of these Representatives,

Ministry is selected to carry into effect
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the desires of the People ; and that this

Ministry is employed in preparing the

means, and acquiring the information,

needed.

Suppose also that the Monarch,whom,

for wise purposes, doubtless, the Con-

stitution renders irresponsible, should,

upon the impulse of a disturbed imagi-

nation, or a corrupt Court, or a disap-

pointed party, or of all three united,

without sign or warning, take his Peo-

ple by surprise, and at once cashier

these Ministers thus approved by the

Representatives of the People.

On a sudden private business is de-

ranged, industrious habits are broken

in upon, trouble and anxiety, and

national disturbance and distress are

the painful effects of this capricious

freak of an irresponsible Ruler.

All this trouble is created because

the irresponsible Ruler possesses the

power of suddenly dissolving the Par-

liament. If such a power did not exist,

no change would take place in the

Administration not sanctioned by the

actual Representatives of the People.

Added to these evils, we may easily

conceive another. We may suppose

that a party inimical to the People, and

yet able to influence the determinations

of the irresponsible Monarch, knowing

that a dissolution of the Ministry and

Parliament would take place, prepare

all the various means of corruption and

control that may be brought to bear in

an election. The People, taken on a

sudden, would be unprepared, while

their enemies would be all in readiness.

And thus it is easy to conceive that a

weak or capricious Monarch might in-

voluntarily be turned into an instru-

ment most mischievous to the well-

being of his People.

Our own experience teaches us that

these suppositions are not merely ima-

ginary. There is something more in

them than chimera. The things that

I have here supposed have many of

them taken place \ and it now behoves

us, as an intelligent People, at once

seriously to inquire whether such an

arrangement be necessary, and if not

necessary, how it can be reformed.

That the King, by the existing Con-

stitution of this country, has the power

of dismissing his Ministers and dissolv-

ing the Parliament, we all know.

That he is also completely irresponsible

while exercising this power, is equally

notorious. That during the last year this

prerogative was employed much to the

surprise and inconvenience of the na-

tion, no one will deny who has any

regard for his own character.

Two causes have been assigned for

this unexpected proceeding. It has

been said that it originated in the mere

pleasure of the King; that his inten-

tion was unknown to his nearest rela-

tions and connexions j and that no one

advised his Majesty on the occasion.

To the nation no explanation has yet

been afforded as to the circumstances

which led the Royal mind to this unex-

pected and extraordinary determination.

The most profound wisdom might have

suggested it, but as yet this wisdom is

wholly unperceived by the nation. As-

tonishment was, indeed, the very gene-

ral feeling of the People ; but I am
inclined to believe that this astonish-

ment did not result from any belief, on

their part, that the extraordinary pro-

ceeding was a wise one.

The second explanation is, that the

King was induced to dismiss the Min-

istry and dissolve the late Parliament

by the constant solicitations of persons

around and about the Throne. Every

man, whether a king or a peasant, must

desire a quiet house, and we can easily

understand how even a People's welfare

may be made to yield to a desire for a

peaceful home.

I care not which of these accounts is
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the true one. The result, under either

hypothesis, is the same -

} an act, in the

highest degree affecting the interests

of the People, is performed, without

any reference, which the People can

perceive, to their interests. The affairs

of a great nation are governed by rules

wholly beyond their reach or under-

standing. As far as their interests are

concerned, the dismissal of the Minis-

try and the dissolution of Parliament

might as well have been determined by

the toss-up of a halfpenny.

The result of this mysterious pro-

ceeding was nigh proving disastrous to

the country. We now, indeed, look

back with comparative indifference.

But we ought seriously to reflect upon

the near escape we have had from

enormous peril, and to consider whether

it be for our welfare to permit a power

to remain which at any time may im-

pose the same hazards on the nation.

Two remedies have been proposed

for this defect : the one is a sham re-

medy ; the other an effectual one.

It is said that Ministers should be

made responsible for this proceeding of

the Monarch—that in the very case be-

fore us Sir R. Peel ought to have been

deemed responsible for the dismissal of

the Ministry, which took place wholly

without his knowledge. It is quite clear

that no one would feel that Sir R. Peel

could be justly made responsible for this

act of the King. Done without, his

advice, ^without his knowledge, surely

it cannot be fairly imputed to him.

But, on the other hand, it is asserted,

that by taking office he became respon-

sible, and that by subsequently dissolv-

ing the Parliament, he took upon him-

self the act of dismissing the Ministry.

I must own that I cannot agree in this

assertion ; and I am the more inclined

to dispute it, as it does not get over the

difficulty. Suppose that Sir R. Peel

had declined office, and that the King

had then dissolved the Parliament, but

finding no one to accept office, had been

compelled to reinstate the Whigs—who
would have been responsible in that

case ? According to the rule, the Whigs,

for accepting office—the WT

higs, against

whom the dissolution would have been

directed. According to our present

Constitution, business could not go on

without somebody in office j and yet by

this plan no person could take office

without incurring the danger of im-

peachment.

The theory of the matter, as generally

explained, is as follows :—The King is

not responsible, but his Ministers are.

Should he desire to change his Minis-

ters, it is thought right that he should

have the power of what is called appeals

ing to the People— that is, of suddenly

dissolving the Parliament and calling a

new one.

The answer to this statement is, that

this appeal to the People may really be

no appeal at all. Under the present

law of registration, and with Septennial

Parliaments, any sudden Election will

most certainly not determine the feel-

ings of the majority of the People.

This, however, would not be the case,

if the time of an Election were certain ;

if nothing were left to chance -, and if

every one knew the very day and hour

when every General Election would take

place. The making it thus certain is

the second remedy proposed, which re-

medy I call an effectual one.

If, instead of the present method,

the following were adopted, all the dif-

ficulties suffered by the nation during

the last year, in consequence of the

dismissal of the Ministry and the disso-

lution of Parliament, would have been

avoided.

Let every Parliament be chosen for

three years ; let its powers expire on

the last day of December of the third

year of its existence j and then let the



next Parliament, immediately on the 1st

day of January, commence its sittings.

The General Election should take

place on the first of December of the

third year. Say, for example, that in

the present year, on the first of Decem-

ber, the Representatives are chosen -,

they would commence their sittings on

the first of January, 1S36". The power

of prorogation might still remain in the

King.

On the first of December, 1838, the

next Election would take place, and on

January first of the year 1839, the new

Parliament would assemble ; the power

of the preceding Parliament having ex-

pired, by law, on the last day of De-

cember 1838. By this mode, perfect

certainty would be insured as to the

time of every General Election, and

nothing would be left to be determined

either by caprice or chance.

The demise of the King need by no

means induce a dissolution ; the Parlia-

ment chosen by the People to carry on

the business of the Government, need

not be dismissed because the King has

been changed. On the contrary, there

is every reason for continuing its exist-

ence. Confusion is much more likely

to be avoided by keeping the Parliament

together, than by suddenly dismissing

it on a change of the Executive.

I can see but one objection to the

arrangement here proposed : it is actu-

ally in full operation at this present

moment in the United States of Ameri-

ca, and is attended by the most benefi-

cial results. People will call the plan

a Republican one, and then believe that

they have said enough to ensure its

condemnation.

In answer to this overwhelming as-

sertion of the thing being Republican,

let us, for a moment, consider what

would have been the result during the

last session, if my proposed arrangement

had been in actual operation.

It becomes at once exceedingly doubt-

ful whether the King would ever have

thought of dismissing his Ministers. If

the dismissal were the result of his own
individual determination, it is very pro-

bable that such a determination would

never have been formed j the change

must have been made under the belief

that a Parliament would have been ob-

tained to sanction it. Now, if to change

the Parliament had been out of the

King's power, he would not have ven-

tured upon a change of Ministers which

he knew full well would not have been

approved by the existing House of Com-

mons. Things would probably, there-

fore, have remained as they were.

Such, also, would probably have been

the case, even if the late dismissal was

the result of Court intrigue. No one

would have counselled a step which

they knew would only bring discomfit

and disgrace.

If no change had taken place, the

Whig Ministry would have met the

Parliament with their measure of Cor-

poration Reform well digested ; also

with their Irish Church Reform, and

measures for the relief of the Dissent-

ers, as well as for the better internal

government of Ireland. We should

probably have had some proposal re-

specting Local Courts, and a general

Reform in the Law 5 and, be it remem-

bered, every liberal measure would have

been supported by a powerful and com'

manding majority. The benefits result-

ing as well from the more complete

preparation of the reforms proposed, as

from the effective support they would

have received, can easily be appreciated

by all, and need not here be enlarged

upon.

If, however, the King had deter-

mined to change his Ministers, the re-

sult would have been nearly the same.

No one knowing the temper of the

House of Commons would have accept



ed office in place of the dismissed Mi-

nistry, and the King would have at

once reinstated his discarded servants.

Now, compare this state of things

with what really took place.

Knowing that he could dissolve the

Parliament, the King dismissed his Mi-

nisters, who were pledged to bring for-

ward great and popular reforms.

The King, having chosen a new Mi-

nistry, composed of the most bitter

enemies of the People, dissolved the

Parliament, and suddenly called upon

his People to elect new Representatives.

The People were taken by surprise

;

their enemies were prepared ; corrup-

tion, in every shape, was employed by

the infuriate and almost despairing

Tories j and a strong body of the Peo-

ple's enemies got into the House of

Commons.

The forces of the People and their

enemies being so nearly equal, all those

who were wavering, all those who were

timid, and all those who were dishonest,

went over to the Tory Ministry. No
one now could predict the result. For-

tunately, by efforts almost superhuman,

a small majority was gained for the

People ; but gained, be it remembered,

at the cost of enormous suffering on the

part of the poor and conscientious vo-

ters. Hundreds risked the very exist-

ence of their families by doing their

duty. More barefaced corruption, more

cruel tyranny was never exhibited, than

was witnessed in this country during

the last General Election ; and all this

suffering and guilt was produced by a

determination for which no one has yet

been able to discern a reasonable mo-

tive.

One-third of the whole Session was

lost in turning out the new choice of

the King. After weeks of labour and

anxiety, we succeeded in reinstating in

March, the Ministry that had been dis-

missed the November preceding. The

toil, the time, and the money expended

in repairing the gratuitous mischief of

the dissolution of Parliament and the

dismissal of the Ministry, cannot beap*

predated by those who did not share in

the labour -, but all those classes of the

nation, whose well-founded hopes have

been delayed, can feel and understand

some of the evils produced by this ex-

traordinary and unexpected determina-

tion of the irresponsible Executive.

We may lay it down as incontrover-

tible, that the Government which, for

the due performance of its functions, is

least dependant on the determinations

of individuals, is the best Government.

Our efforts, therefore, ought steadily to

be directed to the object of making our

own Government as much as possible

thus independent.

We ought to endeavour so to arrange

it, that stated periods should of neces-

sity bring stated and determinate du-

ties. The machine of Government

ought to go on by itself, and ought not

to need for calling it into action the

will or determination of anybody. What
I here mean may easily be conceived

by comparing the Governments of this

country and the United States. Before

the English Government can come into

action, the will of the King must be

declared ; his writ demands the People

to elect Representatives 5 his determi-

nation summons those Representatives

together 5 his permission is needed in

order that they may commence their

labours 3 the consequence of this ar-

rangement is uncertainty and confusion-

Nothing is regular : the welfare of the

nation is rendered a mere matter of

chance, and the interest of millions

may be hazarded by a bad digestion or

a domestic quarrel.

Our American brethren have settled

this matter differently. Not only in

the United States Government, but in

the Governments of the several States,
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the time and manner of Election are

determined by the law. This law, to

give it effect, needs not the declared

will of anybody. The stated day of

Election arrives—the Elections take

place. The stated day for the assem-

bling of the Representatives arrives,

and they assemble. The stated day of

dissolution arrives, and they dissolve.

Here are certainty, order, and confi-

dence, in place of uncertainty, confu-

sion, and suspicion. The one arrange-

ment is the proceeding of reasonable

men, acting under a full understanding

of what their interests demand
;—the

other is the result of mere hazard, was

produced by accident, and is maintained

through ignorance and folly.

By some it is objected, that if the

King have not the power of dissolving

the Parliament, his means of doing

good will be materially diminished. A
time may come, it is said, when the

People are beyond their Representatives,

and when an appeal to the People is

really needed. The case of the Reform
Bill is adduced in support of this state-

ment, and it is said that our hopes of

Reform would not now have been ful-

filled, had the King not possessed the

power of dissolving the Parliament.

There are, no doubt, cases in which

the power in question may be bene-

ficially employed ; but the real matter

to be determined is, whether the good
that is likely to be produced by such a

power will compensate the evil which
results from it. The truth is, that in

nine hundred and ninety-nine cases out

<*f a thousand, thepoiver will be employed

against the People; and it should also be

remembered, that short Parliaments ren-

der its existence unnecessary. A seven

years' Parliament is one thing; a three

years' one another : and, according to

my plan, the shorter term is the one

fixed upon. The whole proceedings

connected with the Reform Bill were

of an extraordinary character, and ought

not to be taken as illustrative of the

ordinary and regular proceedings of a

settled Government. Extraneous cir-

cumstances also existed of a very pecu-

liar description. The French Revolu-

tion had excited the People, and terri-

fied many by whose determinations the

interests of the People were greatly

affected. This led to results that ought

not to be expected under common cir-

cumstances, and the conduct of our

rulers under the influences then acting

cannot be safely quoted as an example

for the future.

It may also be said that, by this new
arrangement, the King is made too

much like a Republican Magistrate j

and persons who are in the habit of

calling themselves friends to Monarchy

may take alarm. A little common
sense, in such cases as the present,

would be of infinite service. What is

the actual state of things—I mean,

what is now actually done, and not what

is said ? Who determines all the im-

portant acts of the King ? Is it the

King, or the House of Commons ? By
whom is Lord Melbourne made

Minister ? Is it by the King, or the

House of Commons ? It is notorious

that his Most Gracious Majesty cor-

dially detests the present Ministers ;

but he cannot get rid of them, simply

because the House of Commons deter-

mines that he shall have no one else.

In a desire for independence, the King
lately chose Sir R. Peel. What was

the result ? The Commons very coolly

told his Majesty that Sir Robert did

not suit them, and Sir Robert conse-

quently retired. So it is with all the

acts of the Crown. The Ministry, while

in office, determine everything, and

they are chosen by the Commons. Now,
the change I propose takes away power

from the Constitutional Advisers of the

Crown, and makes" the word of the law



perform the duty required. The King

would not be one whit less a King, be-

cause the law determined that elections

should take place on a given day, than

he now is, when no one knows when

elections are to occur. In the case of

municipal elections the plan I propose

is adopted -, all that is here required is

to extend the principle and practice to

Parliamentary elections.

THE RESULT OF THE ELECTIONS.

After the dissolution of the last Par-

liament, the election of the new one

claims attention. A short statement of

facts is necessary, to render our obser-

vations intelligible.

The Tories were fairly ousted from

the House of Commons by the elections

of 1832. Under the enthusiasm created

by passing the Reform Bill the People

put out their strength, and their ene-

mies were., for the most part, terrified

out of the field. With this state of

affairs the Tories were by no means

content, and they determined, if possi-

ble, to win back their way into the

place of their former dominion, In

other words, they determined to cir-

cumvent or coerce the People. It is

clear that, when the wishes of the great

majority have power and effect given

to them, the Tories have no chance of

success. It is only by depriving the

People of the means of carrying into

effect their desires, that these enemies

of the People can gain their object.

I assume, without condescending to

proof, that any arrangement in a Govern-

ment, which gives a small minority of the

People the means of defeating the desires

of the majority , is a mischievous arrange-

ment, and that it ought to be immediately

and completely reformed.

The Tories, who are a small mino-

rity, were by some means enabled, dur-

ing the elections of 1834, to reverse, in

an immense number of cases, the de-

crees of the People of ] £32. Was it by

any peculiar institutions of the country

that they were enabled to do this, or

did the result take place in conse-

quence of the fickleness of the People

themselves ?

The Tories themselves say that the

People, in 1S32, were misled, and, by

their own enthusiasm, deceived—that

a short time was needed to dissipate the

momentary hallucination, and that such

was the case was proved by the elections

themselves. This is plausible, but, un-

fortunately for them, not true.

The People have not changed—that

is, they have not gone back to Toryism.

The only change that is apparent is in

the increasing desire manifested for the

power of governing themselves. The
wish for popular control is daily gain-

ing strength, and every hour shows us

that the doom of Aristocratic dominion

is sealed in this country.

How comes it, then, if such be the

wishes of the People, 'and if the insti-

tutions of the country are the same as

in 1832, that the result of the two

general elections was so different.

The causes of this difference were the

following:

—

1. The People did not expect a

general election, and consequently had

been careless respecting the registra-

tion.

2. The registration is by far too

complicated and difficult a process 3 and

the effect is, that many, by mere forms

and technicalities, are deprived of their

right, of voting. Thus the list of voters

did not fairly represent the People.

3. There exist in this country certain

permanent classes and interests (as they

are called) all hostile to the People.

Of these the most powerful, and there-

fore the most mischievous, are the

House of Lords, the State Church, and

the corrupt Municipal Corporations.

All these classes well understand that

they have a common interest. They,

during the last year, perceived that

searching reforms were about to be
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instituted, which would seriously affect tend them. The increase of Dissenters

this common interest. They therefore proves this beyond the possibility of

combined their forces, and brought doubt.

them to bear upon the elections. It But as the Parsons are a corporation,

was this combination of Lords, Parsons, and as their interests require combina-

and Corporators, that chiefly produced tion and watchful guarding, none will

the unexpected result of the last Gene- be more upon the alert to prevent

ral Election. change than the State Clergy. The

During 183^2 the enthusiasm of the tendency of all change at the present

People, and the late Revolution in day is towards the abolition of reward

France, prevented these sinister inte- where service is not rendered, and also

rests from combining. They got over to the increase of popular control,

their terror, however, in 1834, and Now, neither one nor the other of these

scrupled not to use any means which things is pleasing to a well paid and

corruption, bribery, and downright idle priesthood ; they therefore hate the

tyranny afforded. very idea of change, and willingly join

What is the lesson that we should with those other interests of the State

learn from this event ? what defect does which also dread the control of the

it signalize ? what reform does it de- People. To thwart the People—to

mand ? coerce them—to insult and ill-treat

Let the late Municipal Reform an- them, seems the great delight of this

swer this question. We have reformed Clerical Corporation. They, therefore,

one of these said sinister interests. We throughout England, Ireland, ay, in

have made, it, what it ought to be

—

Scotland too, set themselves manfully

viz. an instrument of good government, to work against the People's desires in

Heretofore Corporations have been in- the elections. Like all other combined

struments of mischief; in future they bodies, they are powerful; and, as they

will be serviceable to the nation at were feelingly alive to their interests

large. They were mischievous, because upon this occasion, their virulence and

irresponsible. They will be useful, their mischievous industry knew no

because subject to the control of the bounds while opposing the candidates

People. whom the nation favoured.

The State Church has been, and still It is now, therefore, actually thrust

is, an institution wholly mischievous, upon us to determine whether a cor-

lt is not a religious, but a political poration thus mischievous in its nature

institution. and powerful in its means should be

Erecting the Parsons of a country permitted to remain. The remedy I

into a corporation, and providing for propose is simple and effective— make

them at the public expense, is at one the Parsons elective, and leave their pay

blow to render them, as clergymen, in- .to the good pleasure of their hearers.

efficient ; and, as political intriguers, The interference of the Lords in the

effective and mischievous. business of elections has been rendered

The Parson that is provided for, notorious by the various election in-

whether he please his flock or not, will quiries which have taken place during

be certain to take the path of ease, and the Session. The standing resolution

be utterly careless respecting his con- of the House of Commons, declaring

gregation. His flock will seek other i he interference of Peers in elections to

pastures, and another shepherd will be a breach of the privileges of the



Commons, like most of the other regu-

lations intended originally to curb the

Aristocracy, has been shown to be a

standing farce. The impunity of noble

Lords, on these occasions, is about as

notorious as their interference.

Connected with this matter of elec-

tions was one peculiar and distinguish-

ing mark of this Parliament—I mean

Election Petitions. The public being

very little acquainted with the secret

history connected with this subject, I

will give the reader a short description

of it.

An Election Petition is distinguished

by two circumstances—it is exceedingly

expensive and exceedingly uncertain.

It is, therefore, always worth the while

of a rich man to present a petition

against his opponent, if he be less rich

than himself.

These Petitions are expensive and

uncertain, in consequence of the pecu-

liar nature of the tribunal by which they

are decided. This tribunal consists of

certain Members chosen by Ballot ;

thirty-three names of those persons who

happen to be present are obtained by

means of Ballot 3 of these thirty-three,

each party strikes off eleven, and the

remaining eleven constitute the Com-

mittee.*

When an Election Ballot is to come

on there is what, in the slang of the

House of Commons, is called a general

whip of the House by both parties. The

persons chosen are supposed to be

Judges j and yet, as their names are

called by the Clerk, very unequivocal

symptoms of displeasure and satisfaction

are manifested by the opposite sides of

the House ; the whole affair being, in

fact, a party contest.

Eleven men sitting to hear compli-

cated evidence compose, necessarily, a

clumsy tribunal—one admirably fitted

* This striking off' the names by the two par-

ties,* is familiarly called knocking1 out the brains

of a Committee.

to please a rich and dishonest suitor,

who desires to ruin his poorer opponent.

I was once favoured with a Petition

against my return, on the plea that I

had no qualification. The question

would not have occupied a Judge five

minutes ; it took the Committee six

hours. Three witnesses were examined,

and for that day's work the expence to

me was 120/. Now, if instead cf being

a mere question of qualification, a scru-

tiny had been needed, and perhaps a

hundred persons in attendance, coming

from a distance, the expence might have

been 1000/. a day.

The Tories of Ireland have had re-

course to Election Petitions, as the last

means of destroying the power of Mr
O'Connell. A common purse supplies

them the means of carrying on the war,

and they hope by expense to ruin hiin.

The same plan has been tried against

English Reformers. The case of Col.

Thompson must be fresh in everybody's

recollection. The means of remedying

the evil are simple j but I suspect they

would be furiously opposed by those

who hope still to gain power by means

of money.

If, in place of Committees, a single

Judge were chosen by the House, to be

removable also at the will of the House,

and to try no other causes, a great

saving would follow, and the law of

Elections would be rendered certain.

Now there is no law : what one Com-

mittee decides to-day another will undo

to-morrow. A single Judge, acting

under the eye of the public and the

control of the House, would have every

motive to be honest, and diligent. If,

in addition, the expenses of trying the

Election Petition were to be defrayed

by the place represented, the trial could

not be turned into an instrument of

oppression.

Unsuccessful Attempts at Reform.

The mode of bringing about reforms

in England is a curious one, when we
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recollect that we are called, and really

re, an intelligent People.

The People for a long time experience

some evil ; after a satisfactory period of

suffering they become impatient, and

demand a remedy 3 the House of Com-

mons thereupon sets to work, and pro-

poses some remedy to rectify the evil.

The next operation is, for the House

of Lords to throw it out.

This process is repeated various times.

If the evil be a large one, and affect

so many of the People, that a very ge-

neral feeling of discontent may arise,

there is some hope that, eventually, the

desired reform may be accomplished.

After sundry rejections by the Lords,

the People get seriously angry ; very

significant threats are heard 5 their

Lordships are, on a sudden, terrified j

a little show of resistance is perhaps

maintained by a Peer, whom everybody

agrees in considering stark mad, and

the measure is passed. This is called

the march of temperate reform.

But, as there are many measures

much needed, which would remedy

evils felt only by a few, or if felt by

many, not at any one period of great

apparent amount, many reforms are,

under the present state of things, nearly

hopeless.

It is for this reason that I object to

receiving half reforms. As the People

must be fairly roused to dangerous

anger before we can hope that the Lords

will grant us Reform, and as it is im-

possible to rouse the People on any but

great occasions, I believe that taking

any portion less than the whole is unwise

policy. Take an example from the Mu-
nicipal Corporation Reform Bill. Lord

John Russell proposes to make cer-

tain amendments in this Bill next year.

He may propose so to do, but the ques-

tion that he ought to ask himself is, are

the People upon this Reform being re-

fused, likely to become so angry as to

frighten the Lords ? If not, there is no

good in bringing forward any measure,

for it will be incontinently rejected, and

rejected with perfect impunity. We
Radical Reformers have had a wide ex-

perience of the truth of this statement.

The Reform Bill contained matters that

we thought, and the People thought,

exceedingly mischievous ; and, more-

over, it left untouched many matters

that required immediate alteration.

What is the consequence ? Session after

Session measures are introduced in order

to remedy these abuses, and Session

after Session sees them fail,—the rea-

son being, that they are not of import-

ance sufficient in the eyes of the People,

to induce them to threaten the Lords

with revolution.

Two or three remarkable cases in il-

lustration of this, occurred during the

past Session. Elections are by all al-

lowed to be too expensive. Mr Hume
brought in a Bill to remedy the mis-

chief. In this bill he also proposed to

reform the crying grievance of requir-

ing qualification for Members of Par-

liament -, he was obliged to give it up.

The payment of rates is another mat-

ter very generally complained of by the

People 3 we shall never get rid of it

until the People take the case in hand.

The Ballot is another question of the

same kind. The Registration of Voters

another.

Prom what I have seen of attempts

at partial Reforms, I am convinced that

it is useless to spend time or labour

upon any but large and important mea-

sures. Jf some industrious and com-

petent person, say Mr Gkote, would

combine into one Bill all the various

Reforms needed to perfect our Repre-

sentative System ; if he would make it

as perfect as the present state of our

political science would permit, and pro-

pose the whole at once, the People

might eventually be roused to demand

it in such a manner, that the Lords

would not dave to stand out. Instead of
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bringing on the Ballot as a separate

question, and the Registration of Voters

as another, and so on, the whole ought

to be combined, and the system made

scientific and symmetrical. A very short

time would be needed to gain public

attention to it, and to excite them in its

favour. When this excitement reaches

danger-point the Lords will yield.

The question of Reform in our Judi-

cial Procedure ought to be treated in

the same way. The omission of the

whole matter of Local Courts from the

Municipal Reform was, on this account,

in my opinion, a prudent course to pur-

sue. Next Session the subject may be

considered as one great whole, and a

complete Reform at once proposed. In

this point of view, also, one of the

amendments proposed by the Lords is

seen to be less mischievous than it was

intended to be—I mean the alteration

proposed respecting the appointment of

Magistrates. When once the subject

of Judicature comes to be considered in

all its parts, the present faulty arrange-

ments respecting Police, and the deter-

mination of small causes, cannot fail to

be perceived ; and it is to be hoped, that

common sense, and the suggestions of

men of science, will be listened to in

the future plans of Judicial Reformers.

The prejudices of the Lawyer tribe,

together with the interested outcries of

Attorneys, oughtto be disregarded, and

justice should be made justice in reality

as well as name. The rejection of Lord

Brougham's Local Courts Bill was cer-

tainly not well intended by the Lords ;

but I cannot help believing, that a far

more complete and efficient Reform will

result from the delay occasioned by the

bigot ignorance of their Lordships.

There are, however, classes of Re-

formers (so called) who meet with

little opposition from the strong sinis-

ter interests of the day, or from the

(Sdvemment. These persons, impelled

by varidus motived, are constantly tam-

pering with the law, and meddling

with affairs which they do not under-

stand, or which want no change. The
Bills they bring in are curiosities in

their way : such, for example, were

Mr Pease's Cruelty to Animals Bill,

and Alderman Wood's Omnibus Bill,

and a host of others which I cannot

now stop to describe.

Under the pretence of remedying a

particular evil, these gentlemen pro-

pose measures of the most unheard-of

severity. They enter into the most

minute descriptions, and, impelled by

a species offuror in their new vocation

of legislation, they deal out penalties

with a hardihood and lavishness that

would not have disgraced the Star

Chamber and High Commission Court.

'

Alderman Wood, in his eagerness to

aid the shopkeepers of Cheapside, for-

got every sentiment of justice, and

quietly shut up the book of experience

as an old and useless volume. On a

sudden the old, and long-tried, and

universally-condemned Hackney-coach

Office was to be revived, with a large

apparatus of commissioners, clerks, &c.

The Hackney-coachman's code was

elaborately prepared, together with that

of the Cab-man, and the Omnibus-

driver, and the Waggoner. Nothing

was too minute for this exhaustive per-

formance. It determined on the mode
in which the Cad of an Omnibus should

raise his hand when seeking a fare ; it

prescribed the exact number of inches

that a Waggon-wheel should be from

the curb-stone, and the number of

miles that an empty Cabriolet should

go per hour. It determined also the

place in which the Cab-driver should

sit, and ended by converting the whole

trade into a monopoly. The Cruelty to

Animals Bill was a rival to this mea-

sure in all its parts. Cruelty to animals

(meaning thereby any animal except

man) was thought so much of, had so

completely possessed the mind of the
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framer of this measure, that cruelty to

his own species dwindled into nothing

in his eyes. To hurt a calf was deemed
a crime, but to persecute unjustly the

poor calf-driver was held a meritorious

act j and so many precautions were
taken to provide for the comfortable

travelling of calves, sheep, pigs, and
bullocks, that the poor human beings

of London were likely to go without

meat altogether. It is necessary, we
all must allow, that cruelty to any sen-

tient being should be avoided; but I

would suggest to Mr Pease and his

brethren, that something more is re-

quired in this very difficult matter of

legislation than good intentions. To
will that cruelty should cease is one

thing ; so to frame the law as to render

it an efficient means of preventing

cruelty, is another. To draw the line

accurately between the domain of law

and morality is no easy task, and cer-

tainly requires a far more powerful and

instructed mind than is possessed by

the benevolent friend in question. He,

indeed, in his enthusiastic chace after

humanity, heedlessly trampled down

every safeguard which experience and

science had taught us to be necessary

for the ordinary security of person and

property. This instance of one-sided

humanity is not altogether without a

precedent. The Brahmin, who would

die rather than kill or even strike a

cow, will, without remorse or com-

punction, drive the car of his idol god

over any poor wretch who, in the mad-

ness of devotion, flings himself under

its wheels. The machinery of Mr
Pease's Bill evidenced in the framer a

woful lack both of knowledge and of

feeling for human animals.

There is, however, a yet more im-

portant conclusion suggested by this

host of meddling changes which are

yearly proposed by ignorant and often

interested persons; and that conclusion

is, that the rules of Parliament afford

no adequate security against useless and

mischievous meddling with the law.

There is nothing in the proceedings of

Parliament that more needs reform than

the whole order of its business. Every-

thing is now left to chance, to caprice,

to jobbing. Year after year sees the

statute-book increasing, but improve-

ment cannot be said to be commensu-

rate with the change.

The business of reforming the law

should not be left to individual caprice.

A special committee ought every year

to be appointed, to report upon all bills

proposed to be brought in, 'and to ar-

range the business to be done. Parti-

cular subjects ought to be confided to

selected individuals, and the whol c

business of the Session properly par-

celled out. Thus order and regularity

would be introduced into our proceed-

ings. Every one might easily learn

what was going on, and legislation

would not then be, as it is now, a busi-

ness of riot and confusion. Many most

important alterations in the law are

being hourly made, and no one heeds,

or indeed can heed. It is impossible

for any man to make himself master of

one-fifth of the business before the

House, and yet no one has any security,

unless he himself looks into the matter,

that mischief does not lurk under every

proposition made. If the business be-

fore the House were properly arranged,

if to competent persons were confided

the separate matters of legislation, there

would really be some security for the

public; at present there is none, and

any conscientious man must feel pain

under the enormous responsibility now

imposed upon him. The attention of

the public is directed to a few important

and engrossing topics, but these form

but a thousandth part of what is before

Parliament; and while attention is thus

directed, the interested take every op-

portunity of smuggling through the

House jobs of every hue and character.
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Surely it is high time that this should

be remedied.

In a preceding Pamphlet I dwelled

at some length upon the grand defect of

our institutions, as evinced in the doings

of the by-gone Session (I mean the ob-

structive character of the House of

Lords), and I therefore need not now do

more than allude to it. Any one, how-

ever, who in future years shall look back

upon the long Session of 1835, will not

fail to perceive that the important con-

clusion established and brought to light

by our abortive labours on that occa-

sion is, that two Legislative Chambers,

wholly independent of each other, and

representing different parties and inte-

rests, cannot so be combined into one

machine of Government, as to form an

effective instrument of Legislation. It

has now been proved by experience,

that hostility between two such bodies

is certain; and it must be evident to all,

that hostility and good government are

incompatible. In other words, then,

the English Constitution, that far-famed

affair of balances and checks, has been

shown to be, whatBENTHAM long since

proved it, an admirable machine for

standing still. That happy admixture

of powers, that due amalgamation of

Monarchy, Aristocracy , and Democracy,

which Wh«g Philosophers have so long

delighted in admiring, is now seen to be

a chimera, and a few months of painful

experience have taught us how idle are

the doctrines of those who will not take

human nature for their guide.

After what we have now witnessed,

we shall doubtless have many proposals

on the part of the Whigs for tinkering

the machine of Government. It is with

some curiosity that I await the numerous

profound schemes that will be devised.

The propounders of these plans will, I

feel assured, most steadfastly shut their

eyes to the fact, that noble Lords, like

other human beings, will follow their

own interests ; and that, consequently,

so long as they have the power of turn-

ing the nation to their own profit, they

will do so. Instead of a searching and

effective Reform of the Lords, we shall

have schemes of making Lords by the

dozen or the hundred—Lords for life

—

Lords for years, and so on—anything

rather than a plan for depriving the

House of Lords of its present mischiev-

ous privileges.* We shall be treated

with long dissertations upon the Prero-

gative of the King as to making Peers:

Lawyers will raise up much learned

dust in the dispute ; and so great a

cloud will be created, that the disput-

ants will lose sight of the matter about

which they are quarrelling. This dust

must not blind the People ; let them

ever bear in mind, that in a good Go-

vernment none have power whose inte-

rests are not the same as those of the

People ; and that the privileges of the

Lords, who have interests in direct op-

position to those of the People, are ut-

terly incompatible with the good Go-

vernment of this country. Bearing this

in mind, let them not be diverted from

the only real remedy, viz. the abolishing

those powers by which the Lords now

interfere with the business of Legisla-

tion.

The by -gone Session, if it had done

nothing beyond reading us the lesson

which I have here described, could not

be said to have passed without doing

service to the People.

J. A. Roebuck.

* A friend of mine some time since suggested

to me a plan for getting over the present dirti-

culty in the Lords, which the Whig Doctors

will not easily surpass. He proposed to enno-

ble the First Regiment of Guards, still keep

them under Martial Law, and make them vote

at word of command—the whole Regiment

voting at once, and on the same side. This is

a species of Ministerial majority that would be

far more useful than any preceding one. The

superiority in the drilling would be conspicuous.
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MR GROVE PRICE AND THE CONSTITUTION.

The following notice appears upon the of the privileges, of this House—(Next

Vote-paperof the Houseof Commons:

—

Session)."

"Mr Grove Price—To move that I hope that Mr Price means some-

the Notice of the Honourable Member thing more than a flourish by this notice,

for Bath, given on Wednesday, 2d Sep- I beg to assure him, that when the next

tember, 1835, and the Notice of the Session arrives, I shall place my notice

same day, by the Honourable Member again on the books, and shall call upon
for Middlesex, be erased from the list the Learned Gentleman to bring for-

of Notices, as subversive of the princi- ward his motion. The subject is far

pies of our balanced Constitution, as too tempting to permit him any escape,

derogatory to the character, and an abuse J. A. R.

NEW METHOD OF DISFRANCHISING ELECTORS.
The Revising Barristers for the Cities that, as the Act directs that the said

of London and Westminster have made lists be delivered on the first day of the

a most important discovery, which will, sitting of the Court, the result of the

without doubt, be extremely acceptable Revising Barrister's decision would be,

to their Whig masters. It is no less that all those parishes of which the

than a new and most simple method of original lists could not be found, would

disfranchising Electors by wholesale, be disfranchised. One of the Revising

The facts are these: It appears to have Barristers then sent the Parish Officers

been the custom, almost universally, to to search the printer's dust-holes for

prepare printed lists of the persons en- the fragments of the original lists, in

titled to vote, which lists have been default of finding which he promised to

handed in to the Revising Barristers as consider what course he would pur-

provided by the Reform Act. sue. His colleague (being, I presume,

On Tuesday last some of the parish somewhat less inimical to the Elective

lists were handed in, as usual, to the Franchise) contented himselfwith swear-

Revising Barrister sitting in Guildhall, ing the respective Overseers as to the

The Revising Barrister, after referring truth of the copies, at the same time

to the 44th clause of the Act, decided pointing out u the propriety and neces-

that a printed list could not, according sity of adhering, for the future, strictly

to its provision, be received, inasmuch to the directions of the Act, which ab-

as the Act expressly requires that the solutely required that the list furnished

original list from which the published to the Revising Barristers should be the

copies have been made, shall be fur- original one."

nished to the Revising Barrister on the Now, a word or two as to what con-

first day of his holding his Court; hence, stitutes an original. A paper, let us

he contended, a mere copy could not be suppose, is drawn up, but, being cor-

received. rected, altered, and perhaps dirtied, a

The Parish Officers protested against copy is made by a clerk. This copy is

this decision, on the following very duly executed, as by law required,

reasonable grounds: That the lists, in whilst the strictly original is preserved,

many instances, after having been used merely to serve as a copy. Would not due

by the printer, were neglected and de- execution of the clerk's copy constitute

stroyed, or were not to be found ; and it an original in the eye of the law ?
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Again :—a written contract is drawn up
between A and B. Two copies are

made, in order that both the contract-

ing parties may possess one. Both are

duly executed. Would any lawyer care

whether A or B possessed the original ?

Would not both be considered originals,

according to the legal acceptation of

the term ? Take a third case : It is not

an uncommon practice among mer-
chants to write their letters in a letter-

book, from which a copy is made by a

clerk, which copy is signed, and sent

to the person to whom it is addressed.

The original, in fact, then serves as a

copy. Would the merchant's letter be

considered not an original, merely be-

cause it happened not to be the first

written ? It appears, then, that it is

not necessary to enquire the order in

which an instrument may have been
drawn up, in order to determine whe-
ther it be what the law considers an
original. That instrument is an original

which is duly executed, and in the dis-

posal of which all the necessary forms

have been observed. All, therefore, that

the Revising Barristers are, as it appears

to me, called upon to inquire, in the

first instance, is, whether all the neces-

sary forms have been observed. If they

have been so observed—and, in the

case of the City lists, no other objection

besides that which is now under discus-

sion appears to have been made—then
the business of hearing objections and
claims, the spec al business of the Re-
vising Barristers, shou d be proceeded
with.

The business of the Revising Barris-
ters is strictly to try the validity of
claims to vote. It could not have been
the original intention of, however agree-
able it may now be, to the framers of the
Reform Act, that the Revising Barris-

ters should throw in the way of tha
Elective Franchise all sorts of vexatious
impediments wholly unconnected with
the chief end of their appointment.
That the lists have to undergo the ordeal
of " revision" is a proof that the law
is not very solicitous about the original

lists as handed in ; and it does seem to

me that Revising Barristers have taken
upon themselves a truly graceless task
in raising a preliminary objection which
would nullify their character of " Re-
vising" Barristers, by leaving them no
lists to revise. The object of the Re-
vising Barristers should be to facilitate,

to the utmost of their power, the work-
ing of the Reform Act. Instead of this,

they seem to be actuated by a desire to

impede its operation. The Franchise is,

in short, treated as an inevitable evil,

which it is their duty to check as far as
they are able.

Henry S. Chapman.

BOROUGH JUSTICES.
One of the Sunday Papers gives a list

of the benefits which are conferred upon
us by the Municipal Corporations Re-
form Bill. Among these benefits will

be found the following :

—

" All the Tory Justices will be re-

moved from office."

Now, it so happens, that the clause

which confers this boasted benefit, is

one of the most objectionable in the

whole Bill. It confers upon the Crown
the power of appointing Justices, and

whether it confers a benefit or an evil

depends wholly upon the advisers of the

Crown for the time being. In other

words, we are, as far as the appointment

of Justices is concerned, at the mercy

of the Ministry of the day.

If it should so please his Majesty,
he can at once exercise the mischievous

Prerogative described in the first article

of this Pamphlet, in which case the

tl Tory Justices" would not be removed
from Office. If, on the other hand, the
present Ministry be permitted to remain,
we shall have the lesser of two enormous
evils. All the Tory Justices may, per-
haps, be removed, and we shall have in

their place the benefit (?) of a set of
Whig Justices.

ThePaper which put forward the list of
benefits on which this short note is writ-

ten, is wont to pretend to a constant
reference to general principles. Strange
that it did not strike the Editor of the
print in question, that a short remedy
for the evil of a partizan, and conse-
quently unpopular, Magistracy, resides

solely in the principle of Election. It

is a master- piece of Whig advocacy to

point out as a beauty that which every

man in the Kingdom considers a defect.

H.S.C.
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A LETTER TO THE DUKE OF CUMBERLAND.
May it please your Royal Highness, is "permanent" and "uncontrolled "

Why I take the liberty of addressing your authority is "discretionary" " illi-

you at the present moment, this follow- writable," and " absolute ."* The number

ing paper will give you some account, of your subjects in Ireland is

How you may interpret it I cannot tell

:

220,000 men,t most of them armed;

but I can in confidence say, that my and in Great Britain and the Colonies,

intention is to procure to your Royal 140,000 men. These men are " bound

Highness's character even a more together by religious ceremony and

ample share of justice than the People sanction almost equal to an oath ". t

are inclined to give to it ; and to let In the Army there are more than 30

the world see how various are your Lodges.—The object of this Institution

titles of merit. is to resist the spirit of Reform and to

Your numerous virtues, your un- preserve those Institutions of your

tainted character, your spotless life, country which are best adapted to the

eminently qualify you for being the v ^^ of^ Commiuee on orange
" Chief and Supreme Head " of the Lodges.

Orange Institutions of this empire. You f Report of Select Committee, p. 25.

are the - Grand Master ;" your office t *W of Select Committee, P.
25.

Frora the Steam Press of C. & W. Reynell, 14, 15, & 10 Little Pulteney street, Hayraarket.
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gratification of the interests and feel- People will never permit you to ascend

Fngs of your followers. The effect of that Throne. No ; they wish you and

this Institution is " to keep up an ex- your noxious Institution to be crushed.

elusive association in civil and military To prove that you now stand upon

Society, exciting one portion of the the brink of a precipice— to exhort the

People against the other j . to increase People through their representatives

the rancour and animosity too often un- not to spare you—to hasten this great

fortunately existing between persons good—to destroy you completely in the

of different religious persuasions—to opinions of all men (in those of all good

make the Protestant the enemy of the men you have long since been weighed

Catholic, and the Catholic the enemy of and found wanting) is the chief end of

the Protestant—by processions on parti- my writing this paper. I bring three

cular days, attended with the insignia of charges against your Royal Highness,

the Society, to excite to breaches of the and intend to support them upon the

peace and to bloodshed—to raise up other report of the Committee,

secret Societies among the Catholics The 1st charge is, that as a citizen

in their own defence and protection you have gravely infringed the laws of

against the insults of the Orangemen— your country ; and consequently deserve

to interrupt the course of justice—to severe punishment,

interfere with the discipline of the Army, The 2nd charge is, that as a soldier,

and thus to render its services injurious you have disobeyed the commands of

instead of useful, when required on your superior officer ; and ought to be

occasions when Catholics and Pro- dismissed the service,

testants may be parties. All these The 3rd charge is, that in order to

evils have been proved by the evidence exculpate yourself, your Royal Hi gh

before the House in regard to Ireland, ness has made statements which no

where the system has long existed on rational being can believe, or reconcile

an extended scale, rendered more pre- with facts which are proved to have

judicial to the just interests of Society taken place.

by the patronage and protection of so The first charge I bring under the

many wealthy members, high in office 39 Geo. 3, c. 79, an Act for the sup-

and in rank, taking an active part in pression of Societies established for

the proceedings of these Lodges."* seditious and treasonable purposes,

The Committee states the imperious and for the better preventing treason-

necessity of suppressing this Institution, able and seditious practices,

and recommends the House to consider In section 2, the act runs thus :

—

whether, under the statute of 39 Geo. u Every society which shall be com-

3, c. 79, " the law officers of the Crown posed of different divisions or branches,

should not be directed to prosecute the or of different parts acting in any

grand officers of all these Orange manner separately or distinct from each

Lodges without delay." Your Royal other, or of which any part shall have

Highness's followers will then be dis- any separate or distinct President, Se-

persed—you will cease to be a Sovereign; cretary, Treasurer, Delegate, or other

and though the Deputy Grand Master officer, elected or appointed by or for

in Ireland traitorously proposed to pro- such part ; shall be deemed and taken

claim you as the " nearest to the to be unlawful combinations or con-

7%rW—you may be assured that the federacies." The Loyal Orange Insti-

tution in Great Britain, and the Orange

* Report of Select Committee, p. 16. Institution in Ireland, are one and the



same society;—because the rules of the

former are similar to those of the

latter ; the same signs and pass-words

are used by both ; members of lodges

in Ireland are admitted into lodges of

the Loyal Orange Institution in Great

Britain and the colonies, and vice

versa.*

Yet they act separately and distinctly

from each other, have separate and dis-

tinct secretaries, treasurers, and other

officers appointed and elected.

Moreover, in England, the Deputy

Grand Masters of counties are ap-

pointed by the Imperial Grand Lodge

for the particular county. The Deputy

Grand Masters of districts are appoint-

ed by the Imperial Grand Lodge, on

the recommendation of the brethren of

the districts Thus the Loyal Orange

Institution in Great Britain and in Ire-

land, is a society composed of different

branches (lodges), which have different

presidents (masters) and^secretaries, ap-

pointed or elected for such lodges ; it

is consequently an unlawful institution,

and every member of it convicted of

belonging to it, " upon indictment by

due course of law, shall and may be

transported for the term of seven years."

39 Geo. 3, c. 79, s. 8.

The second charge is, that you have

signed warrants for the holding of

Orange Lodges in the Army, in contra-

vention of an order of the Duke of

York. To this charge you have replied

in a letter to the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Orange Lodges, in a letter to

the Loyal Orange Institution, and in a

speech delivered, September 1, at the

Grand Lodge of the Institution.

You declare that you \ " have been

libelled for sanctioning what you never

had sanctioned—the holding of Orange
Warrants in the Army. ,, You had

* Report of Committee, page 4.

f Report of Committee, page 3.

\ Extract from Speech of Duke of Cualber-
land, from th$j Morning Chronicle, Sept. 2.

signed merely blank warrants, which

were improperly filled up. Your Royal

Highnesses plea is, that you had no cri-

minal intention. Now, your Royal

Highness ought to be aware, that what-

soever may be the value of your simple

affirmation, though you may be cele-

brated for that strict adherence to truth

for which princes are so renowned, and

which is the characteristic of your illus-

trious family ; yet in a court of justice

your simple denial would be considered

of little value, when compared with

the evidence in favour of criminal in-

tention deduced from the overt act.

Undoubtedly an act is not a criminal

one, unless it be the result of a criminal

intention or of criminal negligence

;

yet, according to all rules of law, the

defendant ought to show good reasons

for supposing the absence of criminal

intent or negligence.* Now, your

Royal Highness has contented yourself

with pleading not guilty; and when

summoned before the tribunal to excul-

pate yourself, your answer is this :

"The Duke of Cumberland desires

to inform Mr Hume, as Chairman of

the Committee, that he has no s^'tate-

* This principle, as stated by Mr Allen",*

may be misconceived. The onus or necessity of
proving an absence of criminal intention, is not

always even permitted to the party charged
with offence, but only in such cases as the law
does not assume to be conclusive against the

prisoner. Criminal intention, in jurispru-

dential language, is not the same thing as in

common parlance. In the latter case, it always
includes a direct desire to do evil ; but in the

former, neglect concerning the safety of others

often constitutes criminal intent. As, for ex-

ample, if I fire down a street, not intending any
one harm, the intent is here criminal, because
of the gross neglect of others' safety. But in

this case no proof of absence of a criminal

intent would be permitted. So in the case of

the Duke of Cumberland signing blank war-

rants. The mere signing is a proof of criminal

intent. The culpable neglect is as gross in this

case as the former. As, however, the mere
signing might not be deemed conclusive evi-

dence of evil intent, though strictly it ought,

his Royal Highness would, if put on his trial,

be permitted to prove absence of such intent.

That is, to escape punishment, the onus or

weight of proof is on him.—Editor.
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ment to make to the Committee." *

Now, I ask your Royal Highness if a

person were to be found slain by the

hands of some other person, and the

defendant, on his trial for murder, when

asked for his defence, were to reply

that he had no criminal intent, and had

no further statement to make nor evi-

dence to produce ; would not that

person (if he were a private individual)

probably be hanged, unless, in the evi-

dence for the prosecution, or in the cir-

cumstances of the act, valid reasons

were found for supposing the absence

of criminal intent. Now let us see

what is the evidence against your

Royal Highness, and whether it tends

to exculpate you.

It is proved that— At the first

meeting of the Orange Institution of

Great Britain after the Duke of Cum-
berland became Grand Master, held

at the house of Lord Ken yon, on the

17th of March, 1829, the Duke of

Cumberland in the chair, the report

of the Grand Committee was read, re-

ceived, and confirmed, and the fol-

lowing resolutions were unanimously

adopted :

—

That new warrants be granted

—

JVo. 66, to Samuel Morris, musician, 43rd
Foot, Gibraltar.

No. 94, to Hospital Sergeant Charles O.
Haines, 2nd Battalion Rifle Brigade, Malta.

No. 104, to Private James Bain, 42nd Foot,
Gibraltar.

No. 114, to Corporal John Parkinson, 2nd
Battalion Rifle Brigade, Devonport.

No. 248, to R. Lawrence, 5th Battalion
Royal Artillery, Gibraltar.

At a subsequent meeting in the same place,

on the 4th June, 1832, when the Duke of
Cumberland also presided, the report of the
Grand Committee and their resolutions were
read before the Grand Lodge. The tenth
resolution is to the effect that " several addi-
tional letters were laid before the Grand Com-
mittee containing complaints against Mr Ciiet-
woode ;" among these were letters from the
following non-commissioned officers and pri-

vates:

—

Bermuda, Sergeant Chainey, Nov. 2, 1831.
Corfu, 'Hospital Sergeant Haines, 2nd Bat-

talion Rifles, April 15, 1832.

Dublin, Brother Nichols, 50th Re/., May
12, 1&32.

* Report of Committee, page 1.

Malta, Brother M'Innes, 42nd Reg. High-
landers, May 1, 1832.

Quebec, — Inglis, 24th Reg.
By the report of the proceedings of the

Grand Lodge, held on the 16th of April, 1833,

the Duke of Cumberland being in the chair,

it appears that the proceedings of warrant 233,
"Woolwich (being a Military Warrant Royal
Artillery, 9th Battalion) were read, and Brother

John Gibson (military), of the said warrant,

was examined, and it was resolved that Charles

Himens (a private in that battalion) should be

suspended from membership, with right of ap-

peal through the Grand Committee to the next

lodge.*****
' 3rd. There are regular entries of names of

the regiments and lists of artillery in the

lodges from 1820 to 1824, the number of the

warrants granted to each of them, the amount
of dues owing by them to the Grand Lodge,

and the amounts received from time to time

from them. All these accounts are kept by the

Deputy Grand Treasurer, and once a year or

oftener, the accounts of the institution were
balanced, and laid before the Grand Lodge,
and in these accounts entries from lodges in the

army appear. In the accounts published and
circulated of late years to every member of the

Grand Lodge, there are many entries also of

the names of the privates and non-commissioned

officers, from whom money was received.

Dues received from the following Military

Lodges, from the account submitted to the

Grand Lodge, June 4, 1835 :

—

£ s. d.

Woolwich, 133, dues to March 13,

1833 15 6
296, 1st Royal Dra-

goons . . . . .280
Gibraltar, 53rd Regiment for new
warrant . . . . .1116

From Malta, Fusileers, granted by
Commissioner Nucella, for new
warrant . . . . .300

Dover, 114. Dues from June, 1832?
1st Rifle Brigade . . . J 1

4th. There is a register, in which some thou-

sand names are alphabetically entered, with the

number of the Lodge they belong to ; and of

these, some hundreds entered as military, and
the number of the regiments they belong to.

5th. There exists a printed register, made up
to 1830, of all the Lodges under the Institution,

having the names of thirty regiments or corps

opposite the numbers of the warrants they hold,

and many of the printed circulars announced
that those registers of the Lodges were on sale,

at 2s. each. An extract of the registers of

Military Lodges is given in another part of the

Report.

6th. In the printed circular reports of the

proceedings of the Grand Lodge at which his

Royal Highness presided, there are entries of

the warrants granted to regiments by that

Grand Lodge : for instance, it appears from the

minutes of proceedings of the meeting of the

Grand Lodge at No. 9 Portman square, on the

17th February, 1831, the Duke of Cumber-
land, Grand Master of the Empire, in the

chair, that the issuing of 24 warrants to hold

new Lodges was approved, and three of them
are thus inserted, viz.



No. 254, to Samuel Heasty, 6th Battalion

Artillery.

No. 258, to James Smith, 94th Foot.

No. 260, to Private Wilson, 17th Foot.

There are also entries (1947) of Serjeant

William Keith having attended two meetings,

as proxy for the 1st Regiment of Dragoon
Guards. Warrant 269. And hy a resolution

at a meeting of the Grand Lodge on the 15th

February, 1827, " No person can be received

as proxy in the Grand Lodge, who is not of

himself qualified to sit and vote therein.*

This is only a small portion of the

evidence produced by the Committee,

who report to the House of Commons

:

" When it is also known that, at every

meeting of the Grand Lodge since his

appointment, the Imperial Grand Master

and the Deputy Grand Master were

present, your Committee must repeat,

that they find it almost impossible to

reconcile statements in evidence before

them with the ignorance of these pro-

ceedings professed by Lord Kenyon
and by his Royal Highness the Duke of

Cumberland."! I think that all

impartial men will allow that your Royal

Highness must have known of the exist-

ence, must have intended the existence,

and approved of the existence, of Orange

Lodges in the Army, and they must

allow that this intention is as clearly

proved as anything which can be proved

by circumstantial evidence. Your Royal

Highness, however, only signed blank

warrants. Now, it is the most miserable

subterfuge to assert that you did not

commit a criminal act because the

warrants were blank ones—because

you did not know that any par-

ticular warrant you were signing was

for the Army. You intended Lodges

to exist in the Army—you signed

blank warrants; the consequences were,

the existence of Lodges in the Army :

and for these prohibited consequences

you deserve punishment, in virtue of the

criminal intent.! Your Royal High-

* Extracts from the M S Minute Book

—

Appendix to Report.

f Report of Committee, page 21.

f Allowing, for a moment, that the Duke of
Cumberland did not know the use intended to

ness's friends, I think, must now allow,

without further proof, that in establish-

ing the second the third charge is suffi-

ciently proved against you, and that

you are apt to make the strangest, ths

most erroneous, and most daring asser*

tions, when they are required for your

own vindication. You seem almost to

doubt whether you had been guilty of

any very improper act in signing Orange

warrants for the Army, for, in the speech

to which I have referred, you said,

you would take that opportunity of

saying that you had fbeen informed that

the practice was not in opposition to

any published order from the Horse

Guards, but merely in violation of a

confidential recommendation issued in

1822, during the time your brother, the

Duke of York, was Commander-in-

Chief, and of which y ou knew nothing.

Nay, so confidential was it, that the

very generals, being colonels of regiments,

knew nothing of it, the recommendation

being wholly confined to the officers in

command of regiments or battalions,

and not inserted in the orderly books.*

These assertions are most incorrect.

The Committee report as follows :
—" It

has been alleged by some of the officers

of the Orange Institution, that the or-

ders of the Commander of the Forces

were merely a confidential recommenda-

tion, and not a general order published

from the Horse Guards. Your Com-
mittee are desirous of removing that

error, by referring to the evidence of

Major-General Sir J. Macdonald, the

Adjutant- General of the Army, who, on

the 6th of August f states that the con-

be made of these warrants, the mere negligence

of signing the blank warrant is highly criminal,

and deserves exemplary punishment. The ex-

cuse offered, therefore, does not free his Royal

Highness from legal guilt, while it greatly en-

hances the moral guilt of the transaction ; for

no one in his senses can hut believe that gross

falsehood has been added to open contempt for

the law.

—

Editor.
* Morning Chronicle, September 2.

f The Duke of Cumberland's speech was on

the 1st of September,
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fidential circular letter of July, 1822,

was embodied in the edition printed in

that year of the General Regulations

and Orders of the Army ; and it is the

duty (27) of the colonel or commander of

every regiment to have one of those

books ; and every regimental officer

(31) is directed to supply himself with

a copy of it; and that every regimental

orderly-room ought to have a copy

(31). Of the orders of the Duke of

York no officer ought to be ignorant." *

Your Royal Highness is a Field-marshal.

However, you do not seem to have

paid much attention to the two codes

by which a soldier distinguishes right

from wrong. The laws laid down in

the orderly-book, and those of honour,

seem equally unknown to you.

Your Royal Highness deserves credit

for your boldness. Unable to refute the

charge brought against you, you refuse

to exculpate yourself before the

tribunal offered to you, and you defy

your accusers in these terms : you

meet the charge " in the way you

would meet every ungentlemanly charge"

(charge of dishonourable or ungentle-

manly conduct ?) " with contempt, and a

firm determination not to be bullied/'f

Your Royal Highness seems to be

deeply irritated at the discovery of your

evil deeds—"You were pained to think

there was an enemy in the camp some-

where—a traitor who was propagating

falsehoods to suit his own purpose, but

which traitor would sooner or later be

discovered and expelled. Either thatman

or the Duke of Cumberland should not

belong to it." X

Your Royal Highness's plot against

your niece has exploded : some of those

nearest to you are known publicly to

have asserted that she is surrounded by

evil advisers. Your friends deem that

* Report of Committee, page 14.

f Morning Chronicle, September 2.

\ Morning Chronicle, September 2.

with you on the Throne, Protestant

ascendancy would be restored in Ire-

land ; the House of Lords would pre-

serve their now en dangered privileges

;

other laws would have place than those

of the Representatives of the People

;

and justice would otherwise be defined

than the will and interests of the com-

munity. Your Royal Highness asserts

that you are yet undaunted and deter-

mined to persevere in these projects.

You exclaimed :

" If ever there was a time when the

principles of Orangeism ought to be

inculcated, it was the present. There

was a set of men, mortal enemies to the

Church of England, who were endea-

vouring by every means in their power

to overthrow the Church and Constitu-

tion. You hoped their hatred pro-

ceeded from no disrespect to the

Almighty. [Your Royal Highness is

aware that you are generally supposed

to hold morality, religion, and truth in

equal esteem]. Good Christians they

could not be, their motives being too

sinister to allow even the supposition

that they respected a Church which

they alike threatened and endangered.

The Executive entrusted with the

Government of the country were doing

all in their power at present, by their

ignorance of the Orange Institutions,

or from ignorance of what was due to

the sacred altar they were called upon

to protect, or from cowardice, or from

self-interested motives, to destroy all

that remained or was dear to them of

the Constitution established in 1688.

You could form no other opinion of

his Majesty's Ministers ; their acts

proved that they were inimical to the

Church Establishment. It was by

actions and not by words that the com-

munity at large were led to form their

estimate of men and things. You
begged to assure the Lodge that you

were as firm now in the cause of

Orangeism as at the first moment you



entered the Institution ; and if it was

necessary to fight the battle over again,

you would stand foremost in the ranks

to do so."*

In such terms of reproach your Royal

Highness gives vent to the feelings with

which you regard the Ministers of your

Brother and the majority of the Com-
mons. Your intention is here boldly

declared to resist the wishes of our Re-

presentatives by the aid of the Orange

Lodges. The Orange Institution is an

imperium in imperio, of which you are

Sovereign ; it almost excites Ireland

into open rebellion, and ever keeps up a

smouldering civil war. This Institution

must be destroyed, and your Royal

Highness must be dethroned. Your

avowed intention of using it as a means

of resisting the Commons, constitutes

you morally a traitor ; I regret that you

are not legally one, for then you might

be dealt with as you deserve ; then you

might gloriously finish your career of

evil deeds, by finally atoning to the

injured laws of your country. To see

you convicted and transported for the

offence which you have committed, and

suffering a punishment similar to that of

the Dorchester Labourers, would be a

spectacle at which all good men would

rejoice. Though these wishes will

not be realized, still, however, the Re-

presentatives of the People may, and it

is their duty to attempt to crush you.

Your Royal Highness is guilty of a

grave offence ; it would be useless,

however, to impeach you, for you would

be tried by your Peers ; and, conse-

* Jdorning Chronicle, September 2.

quently, the chance of convicting you
would be much such an one as that of
convicting a thief before a jury from
Newgate. The means which the House
of Commons ought to adopt is, to ad-
dress the Crown to take away your rank
and honours in the Army; or you might
be tried by a Court-martial—the latter,

probably, would be preferable, if a fair

tribunal could be secured.* In either

case you would be degraded in the eyes
of the nation ; you would suffer a dis-

honouring punishment, and the advan-
tages of passing an act to exclude you
from any chance of succeeding to the
Crown would become more apparent
even than it is at the present moment.
Thus two of the great objects of punish-
ment would be effected. First, terror

would be produced ; for by your Roval
Highness's illustrious example, minor
offenders would be deterred from out-
raging, in a similar manner, the laws of
their country. Secondly, you would, in

a great degree, be incapacitated for fur-

ther mischief, for the stigma attached to

your Royal Highness would impair your
means of working evil. The third great
object of punishment is—reformation;
this, in your Royal Highness's case must
evidently be dispensed with.

That your Royal Highness may be
dealt with in the manner I have recom-
mended, and that speedily, there is none
who more devoutly prays than your
Royal Highness's humble servant,

,

William Allen.

* Perhaps the best way would be, to order
the Attorney- General to prosecute. A common
jury would do his Royal Highness ample jus-
tice.

—

Editor. j
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A LETTER TO THE FUTURE MUNICIPAL ELECTORS
OF BATH.

Gentlemen,
I did my utmost as a Representative of

the People, to give to you the important

powers you will soon possess : Excuse

me, therefore, if, as a friend, I say a

few words to you respecting your exer-

cise of those powers.

Your object, in the coming Municipal

Elections, ought to be, and doubtless

will be, to select persons who will with

honesty and intelligence discharge the

duties imposed on the Municipal Go-

vernment ; in other words, you will en-

deavour to select honest and intelligent

Town Councillors.

-About honesty, little need be said by

way of explanation. We all know what

is meant by the phrase " an honest man."

We should, however, bear in mind, that

he who showed himself dishonest yes-

terday, is not likely to prove honest to-

day.

The honesty of a Town Councillor

will be shown chiefly by the conscien-

tious and economic employment of the

public funds ; by his industrious dis-

charge of his duties ; and by his resist-

ance to all impulses of partial affections

or peculiar interests.

Respecting the intelligence needed in

Town Councillors, there seems some mis-

conception. Their duties, for the most

part, will be those which any man of

plain and sound understanding may
faithfully discharge. Excepting in so

far as they are occupied in the business

of administering the law, no peculiar

knowledge or difficult acquirements are

required of them ; and it is to be hoped

that with the administration of justice

in any shape they will soon have nothing

to do.

They will have to watch over the par-

ticular interests of the town ; to provide

for the well-being of the inhabitants, in

80 far as it depends upon the joint funds

and joint powers of the town society;

to watch over the markets; to see to

the due administering of the Police ; and

to turn to the best account the natural ad-

vantages of the city ; to see that to the

almost, the health and comfort of the

inhabitants is provided for by proper

regard to the buildings, the streets, and

sewers of the town ; to choose honest

and faithful Commissioners to watch

over and administer the various charita-

ble funds belonging to the town ; to

choose a Recorder who shall really know

and administer the law. These are the

duties of the Town Council : but to per-

form them well, no peculiar practice

—

no especial knowledge—no long and

arduous training is needed. The more

highly any man is instructed the more

efficiently will he perform the office of

your Municipal Representative ; but for

the due fulfilment of its duties no pe-

culiar education is required.

Having said so much respecting the

requisites for the office of Town Coun-

cillor, let me say a few words as to the

men who ought to be chosen Town
Councillors.

When, in private life, we seek for a

servant, one of the first things we in-

quire into is his character; for, no matter

what may be his other qualifications, if

he be not honest he will not prove a

good servant.

The first question in such cases is,

have you been in service before ? If the

person seeking service say that he has

not yet served any one, you inquire of

him who knows him, and who can speak

to his good name and conduct? He
refers you to his neighbours, and to

those who have known him for years.

If, however, he have been in service,

his last master becomes the best possible

evidence respecting his character.

And now the question (almost the
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first) is put to the former master, why

did your servant leave you?

Having brought things to this point

in private life, suppose the answer to be

as follows :

—

He left me because he was dishonest,

idle, and ignorant. All the money he

was entrusted with he misspent, or stole

and converted to his own use; he would

do no work but when it pleased him ; and

when he did attempt to do anything, he

was so stupid and ignorant, that he did

more mischief when industrious than

when merely idle.—Who, I ask, would

take a servant with such a character?

Now, Gentlemen, I seek toapplythis

illustration.

When you are looking about for ser-

vants, two classes of persons will offer

themselves for the situation. One set

will have been in service before ; the

other set will not.

It will be said, perhaps, by some, that

those who have been in service before

will be likely to know something of the

business; and, therefore, on the score

of intelligence are preferable to those

who have never been tried.

If what I have already said respecting

the requisites for the office of Town

Councillor be true, this observation need

not be deemed of much weight. Plain

common sense is what we find in many

of our neighbours; and good, plain,

straightforward common sense is what

we chiefly desire in the case before us.

But let us approach the matter a little

closer. Is it true that these persons

who have been in service before, that is

to say, the old corporators, really know
anything more about the business that

a Town Councillor will have to perform

than any other persons in the town ?

There is nothing like experience in these

cases. Many good people in your city

delight in the thought of being practical

men. Now, let us be practical men ;

and let us judge by the experience which

every day brings under our considera-

tion. Get a list of your precious Cor-

poration, take the names of the wor-

thies one by one, and inquire seriously

into the qualifications of all and each

of them. It is a common thing among

the People of London, when they wish

to call a man a fool, to say, that " he

will never set the Thames on fire." Now
London is a large place, and the Thames

is a moderate sized river. Bath is much
smaller than London, and the Avon very

inferior to the Thames. Now, the pro-

portions being presumed, you may apply

the same sort of saying to your wise

Aldermen of Bath. They will never set

even the Avon on fire ;—no, not one ;

nay, not all of them combined ; and

many a rough-handed mechanic of your

goodly city has more good , common sense

than the whole tribe of your half- doctor,

half-lawyer Corporation. In good sooth,

pray let me ask, what has been the ex-

perience of this worthy offspring of a

corrupt and pestilent system ? Is it the

dinners they have eaten at your expense

that has endowed them with experience ?

It may be so. Experience of the sweets

and savours of misrule ; experience of

the pleasure of dining at other people's

cost ; and the dainty delight of eating

gratuitous venison and sipping gratu-

itous claret, presented by the grateful

members who had bought all their votes

at a price. Excellent experience, truly,

to boast of, before an indignant People

armed with the power of dismissal

!

But there may be other experience

which we wot not of. Yes, truly ! Let

us descend from the Dining to the Jus-

tice-room of the Town-hall. But let me
ask of you, Gentlemen, if these old limbs

of a corrupt Corporation gained experi-

ence in this sanctuary of Justice, did you

not gain a lesson ofexperiencealso within

its sacred precincts ? If they learned

Justice therein, did you not also learn

what that Justice was ? Should you

(and I put the question to you as honest

and high-minded men)—should you like
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such Justice to be administered in your devoutly pray, that anything like them

name ? Remember, that the moment may never again be seen, having power

they are clothed with the sanction of over the welfare of their fellow

Popular Election, the deeds that they citizens."

did in the days of their corruption are If, in private life, you would not

sanctioned also. Disguise it as you accept a servant with such a character,

will, hide it from yourselves as you may, why should you depart from the rule

the world will say, and so saying will in public life ? All morality is founded

mourn, that the People would sanction on the same principles, whether it

one day what, on the day before, they relate to public or private affairs : and

had declared to be worthy of abhor- the man that has been bred up in a

rence. The old Aldermanic Justice of dishonest system ; who has lived and

Bath will then have your seal and stamp; thriven under it, is unfit for an honest

and then, when censuring the corruptions one. He who could see no evil in the

of the old corporators, we must lameut old corruptions of the late Corporation,

over the folly of the new. will see no mischief or immorality in

But to return to my illustration, turning the powers of the new one to

Why did these experienced servants leave the same disgraceful ends. Honesty

their old places ?—or, to use a somewhat is not the growth of an hour, but of a

more correct phrase—why were they life—it is the offspring of habit, not of

turned out ? Suppose the People of impulse. It must, like the fame of a

Bath to be in the place of the master I woman, be untouched—if once breathed

have spoken of above, as answering the on, it is tainted, and loses its freshness

question, why did your servant leave and its beauty. The feelings and the

you? Suppose the People answering habits created by practice in immorality,

that question in a body, would not the are not to be gotten rid of at a

answer run thus ?

—

moment's notice, or for special purpose:

u We turned these servants out, be- They will stick by those in whom they

cause they were notoriously corrupt, have once been raised during the re-

ignorant, and idle ; they were for ever mainder of their lives ; and for ever

peculating; money was never safe in unfit them for the service of the People,

their hands, and a heavy load of debt No man can serve two masters. Their

is now on our shoulders, in consequence master has hitherto been—Mammon ;

of their criminal extravagance ; they they cannot in their hearts forego his

domineered over and insulted us; they service, and bind themselves willingly

took possession of our house, and rioted unto truth and honesty. They cast

therein at our expense ; they spent our their lot for corruption, and must stand

money ; they abused ourselves ; they the hazard which has made dishonesty

spoiled the beauty of our buildings; a losing game.

turned the advantages with which Na- Great professions I well know are

ture has favoured us into a means of made now of regard for the People,

corruption ; year after year they sold us Professions and protestations avail

for a price ; they sacrificed everything little against acts, recent, and of olden

to their private interests, and converted time. At what time is it, I ask, that

the power conferred on them as our ser- this sudden regard has arisen ? When
vants into means of mere personal ad- the People became powerful. Human
vantage. Being thus corrupt and nature is ever consistent with itself

—

mischievous, we have at length sue- and now, asheretofore, the most haughty

ceeded in discharging them— and tyrants have shown themselves also the
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most crawling and cringing slaves. The

truly dignified feeling they have not.

They know not

" That glorious privilege of being independent,"

And will now be as fawning, as before

they were insolent.

Let us try the worth of these pro-

fessions by the conduct of the Corpo-

ration during the last three years. Did

they not oppose their whole force to the

election of liberal representatives ? Did

they not attempt to get in a rank Tory

for the town last year? Did not the

members of the Corporation, in their

individual capacity, send up addresses

to Sir Robert Peel ? Did not they

present petitions in favour of retaining

the Irish Church in all its present ex-

travagance and inefficiency? And,

lastly, did they not sign a petition

against giving you the very power

which you are now about to exercise?

Have they not on all occasions been

foremost to give their countenance and

sanction to harsh and tyrannical mea-

sures of government? Have they not

opposed every reform which the People

desired? And in the instance of the

Corporation Reform Bill, did they not

send their Town Clerk to give evidence

at the bar of the House of Lords, in the

hope and with the intention of ruining

the measure ? The corporation of Bath

during the last three years, have been

particularly active in exhibiting their

hatred of the People, and their dread

of popular control. No matter what

might be the subject, so soon as Tory

petitions began to be presented in the

House of Commons, one from Bath was

sure to make its appearance, and we
heard it eternally repeated that such

petitions were exceedingly numerous

and respectably signed. " Among the

names attached to this petition," the

member presenting it was always accus-

tomed to say, " are most of the gentry

and leading persons of the town ; and

the very first names are those of many

members of the Corporation." You
know full well that the corporators are

a very busy race—a busy race in mis-

chief—always opposed to you, always

endeavouring to thwart and disappoint

you. If you, the great body of the

citizens, wished a thing, it was quite

enough to make the Corporation oppose

it ; and their opposition has always

been attended with insolence and con-

tumely. Do they not at this moment

turn up their noses at you, as shop-

keepers and mechanics ? Do they not,

as well as their organs of the press,

invariably describe you as low, vulgar,

and dis reputable? Turn to the News-

papers which represented their opinions,

at the time when you first received your

power of electing representatives. Read

the columns in which opinions are given

of yourselves and your representatives.

See if there be an epithet expressive of

contempt and hatred with which you

are not visited. Can you, I ask, have

confidence in men who have thus une-

quivocally . expressed their detestation

of you personally, and of the principles

which you have professed and sup-

ported ? Can you believe that any one

of them can sympathise with you,—can

have your interests at heart ? Do you

believe that they will pursue your in-

terests in preference to those of the

corrupt body to which they have so

long belonged ?

These I know are harsh truths, but

the time and the circumstances compel

me to utter them. Having been acces-

sory to confiding to you the great

powers you will soon have to exercise,

1 cannot but feel anxious respecting

the manner in which you may acquit

yourselves before the world ; in which

you may justify or impugn the judg-

ment of those who deemed you capable

of self-government. It is my habit to

speak plainly ; I have done so in the

present case. If I incur your displea-

sure for so doing, I shall regret the
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loss of your good-will ; though I it. The great benefactors of mankind

cannot repent me of having performed have, for the most part, been of humble

what I deemed an imperative duty. origin; and, to give a remarkable in-

Such is my] opinion of the persons stance of the erroneousness of this very

who will offer themselves to you, as common feehng, I need do no more

having been in service before. None of than mention the fact, that nearly every

these, in my opinion, ought to be person concerned in the American Re-

chosen. You will then be driven to volution was of humble birth. Frank-
choose from persons who are about to lin was a printer's boy. Washington
take office for the first time. Is there was a surveyor.

any difficulty here ? Have you not But to come home, and to the present

honest and intelligent men among you, time. In the present Parliament there

in your own ranks, of your own are a few men who have risen from

opinions, well known, and highly re- very humble situations ; and these are

spected ? One of the great mistakes among the most useful and honest of

of the People at all times, and in all the People's representatives. In a few

countries, has been the belief that their instances the People conquered these

rulers, and political servants, should be idle prejudices, and chose honest men

chosen from the higher or richer classes from among themselves. They have

of the community. Every day's expe- been rewarded for their wisdom, by

rience teaches us how strong is this having been faithfully served,

feeling among the people of this country. My advice to you therefore is, to

A rich man who calls himself a look about carefully among yourselves

;

gentleman is always the person to be and if you find an honest and capable

preferred. Whether he be capable, whe- man, do not ask if he is a gentleman,

ther he be honest, is not the first ques- but at once make him a Town Coun-

tion—but who is he ? If it so happen cillor.

that the candidate can show that he is The subject to which my observa-

by birth and station a gentleman, then tions relate is too large for the limits of

many are content: but if it should one letter. I shall therefore recur to it

happen that he cannot show this, none on future occasions, until I have made

so ready to reject him as the People

—

you fully acquainted with my feelings

none so hurt at the sarcasm upon the and opinions on this important matter,

low-lived candidate—none so eager to In the mean time I beg you to believe

indulge in scorn of the humble of birth me, very truly,

as the People ? Does experience teach Your friend and servant,

us that this is a wise feeling? Far from J. A. Roebuck.

BOROUGH COURTS.
At the time I last week wrote a few Courts. The Act has since been pub-

short remarks on the propriety of esta- lished, and those who entertain any de-

blishing Local Courts in all considera- sire that Local Courts should possess

ble Boroughs, I had not been able to extensive and efficient powers, and that

obtain a corrected copy of the Municipal the administration of the law should,

Corporation Reform Act. I could not, from the personal character and posi-

therefore, state distinctly the nature or tion of the Judge, in every case, how-

extent of the new arrangements of such ever apparently trifling, carry with it the
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greatest possible weight and authority, Magistrates: and there were advantages

will find that little has been done, when arising from this practice of the most

the opportunity of doing much was important kind. If persons who are

afforded, towards increasing the useful- charged with any offence know that they

ness of the Local Judges directed to be have been fairly dealt with, and that the

appointed. There is also a multiplica- persons before whom they were brought

tion of judicial appointments under the understood their case, and have acted

Act wholly uncalled for. It was desirable towards them with a full knowledge Of

that the same number of persons

—

all the circumstances, no proper feelings

though not the same persons—nowexe- are offended, and the parties as well as

cutino- judicial duties, should continue, the spectators are satisfied with the pro-

or, if possible, that their number should ceedings. If the presence of an instruct-

be diminished. The necessity for in- ed an intelligent Judge produces such

creasing the number 'might be great in beneficial effects, why should the duties

a few places, but would have been occa- of the Police-office be separated from that

sioned by circumstances very different of the Recorder ? Is it because it is sup»

from those referred to in the Act. The posed that the one should be more dig-

cases in which additional appointments nified than the other, and that this dig-

are directed to be made, are exactly nity, which, in truth, means, in this case,

those in which the duties {directed to nothing but mere rank, is secured by

be divided among several persons should their separation ? Is it because author-

have been thrown upon one. ity and respect can only be exhibited

If it shall be considered advantageous towards those to whom you give a title

that a town should have a Recorder, a of precedence ? or that the one office

course of proceeding is pointed out having been filled by a better class of

in the Act by which his appointment persons than the other, it is still neces-

is to be regulated ; if, also, it shall be sary to keep up the distinction that has

desirable from the extent of a town and unfortunately existed, of having a vulgar,

the amount of its population that an in- coarse, and brutal Police Magistrate,

structed person should administer what and a humane, well-in -formed, and

are termed, though incorrectly, laws instructed Recorder? If a distinc-

respecting Police, such an appointment tion between the offices has existed,

may also be made. The Council, who it has generally been of this char-

are to be chosen by the Burgesses, are acter. Is it such a distinction as

to decide on the propriety of such should be continued ? Th? practice to

appointments, and the Crown, upon be established is, to raise the character,

the petition of the Council, is to no- the influence, and the standard of qua-

minate the Officers. For some strange lifications of the Police Magistrate ; to

reason, the Act specially declares that appoint to the office such persons only

the duties of the Recorder and the Police as will be qualified to be Recorders. If

Magistrate are not to be executed by the this is done, why should the offices be

same person. Under the old system kept distinct ? If it is not done, what

there were Boroughs where the Re- is the inference that may be drawn ?

corder or his Deputy sat daily with the Can it be any other than one that shall

Magistrates, to determine questions of take from the Police Magistrate every

Police. I believe that this was the case title to respect, and deprive him of all

at York ; and that in the absence of the useful influence ? The person who is

Recorder, his Deputy or the City Coun- rarely to be in communication with the

sel always sat as the assessor of the public is to be^ a person of character

;
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and the person -who is always to be might tend to the serious injury of

before them, whose every word, whose the parties before him, and deprive him

gestures, whose habits, whose ordinary of the just authority that he should

conversation, whose careless remarks, possess in the exercise of his more im-

will be the subject of daily notice and portant judicial functions, what evils

comment, who ought to be watchful would ensue? Those only that would

and guarded in every thing he says or have the good effect of removing a bad

does, who ought to possess the greatest Judge from office, whatever that office

personal excellences, whose sphere of may happen to be.

utility will be of the most extensive There is, in fact, no good reason to

kind, and whose advice should be ren- separate these offices. The arguments

dered, by his character and position, urged respecting the superior qualifica-

as impressive as possible, is actually tions required to fill the one of them,

treated as the subordinate person. Care may be answered most correctly, by

is taken in the Act to state that the showing the necessity that exists that

Mayor of a borough is to have prece- the supposed inferior office—inferior in

dence of all persons within his juris- a scale which does not notice its effects

diction, and that the Recorder is to —should be filled by a person of even

have precedence next after the Mayor, superior talents to the person who may
No notice is taken of the Police Ma- preside in what is treated as the su-

gistrate, and he is to find that prece- perior office.

dence, which it is to be hoped will be The Act, as it now stands, requires,

an honourable one, which his character then, first, a Recorder, who is to be a

may gain for him. This arrangement Barrister; and secondly, a Police Ma-
must have been suggested without any gistrate, who is also to be a Barrister,

consideration of its object. The person Where the one is necessary, it may be

who could separate the functions of the assumed, with little fear of error, that

Recorder, who is to act as the judge of the other should be appointed. In

the superior Local Courts, from those towns of the same class, requiring

of the Police Magistrate, could have these officers, there is usually a third

understood little of the reasons for ap- judicial officer, another barrister, who

pointing either. There might be the is the'judge of the Local Court of Re-

possible objection that a Magistrate quests; and a fourth barrister will be

who commits offenders for trial, should required, to perform judicial duties in

not afterwards preside at their trial. the course of the year, in the revision

It is, however, one that can hardly be of the lists of persons entitled to the

of any weight. The committing Ma- Parliamentary Franchise. Now, we

gistrate would be compelled to be more have here four public functionaries

careful, and to refrain from some of the where one would be sufficient, and we

discreditable exhibitions which he now have them performing fewer duties than

sometimes indulges in, if it should ap- should be imposed on that one.

pear that it would give a party com- I do not object to any number of

plexion to the future proceedings that public functionaries, when any neces-

would occur; and he would be more sity exists that they should be ap-

likely to do so, by holding the position pointed. There are duties which pub-

of the superior Local Criminal Judge, lie officers, appointed and paid by the

as well as of committing Magistrate, public, only can perform. If these

If it was felt, too by the Police duties increase in weight, to the extent

Magistrate, that his own misconduct that one person cannot perform them,
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let additional persons be appointed. It ft is easily explained, by the manner in

is idle to check the well-being and the which public appointments have been

good government of a community by made. The necessity, however, that

any fear of having acts that are neces- certain offices should exist, as neces-

sary to be done, well done by several sary instruments of Government, what-

persons, if a few persons cannot do them ever may be the form or character of

well. Impose the greatest responsibility the Government, is disregarded; and

upon those who select the officers, and the offices, and the persons who fill

upon those who are appointed. Bind them them, are included in some general

down by every condition which shall censure. If this was occasioned by a

secure the execution of their duties in just jealousy that places should not be

the best and most efficient manner, unnecessarily multiplied, it would have

Pay them sufficiently, and pay them a beneficial effect. But if any

economically; appoint them willingly, office is admitted to be necessary,

and exhibit confidence in them ; and the great object to be attained is,

give every facility for their removal in that it shall be subjected to efficient

case of misconduct. But patronage has control, that its duties shall be well

been so abused in this country, and the executed, and especially that the busi-

number of public offices has so multi- ness that one person can perform shall

plied, for merely corrupt purposes, not be divided among a number of petty

that the creation of a new office is officers. The Recorder and Police

treated by many as an offence, and the Magistrate, under the Corporation Bill,

exercise of many public functions as can be named only at the request of a

personally degrading. There is indeed Town Council, and so far the patronage

hardly any abuse which is not directed of the Crown is in some degree checked

;

against a person who, entetaining liberal but the legal patronage created by the

opinions, accepts any office. In most Act, with that which now exists, is far

cases it has been deserved, as it has more extensive than is needed, and is

been attended with a compromise of not subject to sufficient popular control,

principles. But in cases not of X, p t

this kind the same effect is produced. September 16, 1835.

LIBERAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE REFORM ACT
AT LEEDS.

The fifty-sixth clause of the Reform sons occupying premises of a certain
Act has been a cause of frequent and value, being duly registered, " being
most vexatious Disfranchisement. It rated in respect of such premises n

and
requires the payment of one shilling by having paid their rates ; that the shil-
each Elector, without demand being ling in question could not be said to be
made, " to be levied and collected, in levied in respect of the premises, and
addition to, and as a part of the money that, therefore, he did not think the
payable by him as his contribution to non-payment of the shilling should dis-
the rate for the relief of the poor." In qualify.' Mr Clarkson accordingly
most cases this clause has been very disallowed the objection,
rigidly construed. At Leeds, however, There is much more danger to be
the Revising Barrister, Mr Clarksom, apprehended from a contraction of the
has construed this clause more liberally, suffrage than from its extension ; it is

A person, named Webster, had hoped, therefore, that Mr Clarkson's
omitted the necessary payment. Mr reading of the two clauses in question
Clarkson argued that the 27th clause will be extensively adopted,
conferred the right of voting upon per- H. S. C.
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MR ROEBUCK'S PAMPHLETS.

HTHE following Pamphlets are Still
-*• on Sale at the Office, 14 Tavistock street :—

The STAMPED PRESS of London and its Mo-
rality, by J. A. Roebuck.
The AMUSEMENTS of the ARISTOCRACY and

the PEOPLE, by J. A. Roebuck. The America*
Ballot-Box, &c, by H. S. Chapman.
PERSECUTION preached by the Parsons of the

State Church in Ireland, by J. A. Roebuck. Use-

lessness of the Guards in London, by T. Fal-
coner.

TRADES' UNIONS : their Advantages to the

Working Classes, by J. A. Roebuck. Fallaciks of

the House of Commons on the Ballot in America,
by H. S. Chapman.
The TAXES on KNOWLEDGE, by F. Place,

Esq. The Morning Advertiser and Mr Wakley,
by J. A. Roebuck. &c. &c.

Of WHAT USE is the HOUSE of LORDS 1 Per-
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That the style which you and your and the principles which govern profits

coadjutors think it wise to adopt, and and wages be so demonstrated, as to

the purpose you hope to accomplish, be made easily intelligible to every one.

may be more extensively known, I Until this has been done, and the

have caused your address to be re- Working People understand their rela-
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tive condition to other classes, they

will never attain to that state of comfort

and independence they ought to attain,

and in which every good man must

heartily desire they should place them-

selves.

My doing this will, however, depend

upon the disposition of the Working

People themselves. If they in any

considerable number shall appear to be

disposed to desire the information so

necessary to their welfare, and without

which they cannot go on in the right

way, I shall be ready to do my best for

their service. If they shall not be so

disposed, I shall be, as I have long

been, compelled to wait in hope that

the time will arrive when they may be

willing to come to a right understand-

ing of these matters to them of the very

greatest importance.

COPY OF THE PLACARD
Let Labour live !

—

Let Industry be re-
warded !

—

Let Children be protected !

Fellow Workmen, Fellow Countrymen, and
Fellow Sufferers,

We, the Operative jCotton Spinners and Fac-
tory Workers, in Delegate Meeting assem-
bled, at Preston, in the county of Lancaster,
beg most respectfully to call your attention to

this our humble *

ADDRESS
To the honest Labourers and industrious Pro-

ducers of the United Kingdom, of every
class, Agriculturalists, Artisans, and Manu-
facturers.

If patience and perseverance can ensure vic-

tory in a good cause, our efforts must at last be
crowned with success. Faint we sometimes
are, but still we pursue our course.
From the hard earnings of our ill-requited

toil we have sacrificed for several years, what is

to us a large portion, not to buy the bloody wea-
pons of " civil discord orof a servile war," (which
may God avert!) but to attempt, as we now
do, to arouse the attention of our neighbours
and countrymen to that most accursed system
under which we and our children continue to
groan.

What speculator of ages past ever dared or
ventured to predict the monstrous evils of the
British Factory System ? Whoever imagined
that human depravity could so far vitiate the
best blessings of Heaven as to transfer, by means
of our boasted "ingenuity," the labour of the
parent to the infant, and of the man to the
woman? and having thus rendered the lords of
God's creation artificially " superfluous," would
hand them over to the tender mercies of an
Emigration Committee, and force them from
their native' home and their beloved country, to
make room for the inanimate, untaxed, and mo-

nopolizing Machines of their covetousness, " that
they may be placed alone in the earth !" And
these, forsooth, are " Christians! "

In bare justice to Christianity, we do de-
nounce every abettor of such a heartless systqjn

as a very apostle of Atheism. Christianity !

Does it contain one precept to sanction such a

system as that of the British Factories?—

a

system which immures in a foul and blighting
atmosphere the thousands who now toil in these

modern temples of Mammon. Does Christi-

anity deprive the young of the balmy air of
Heaven, and of the gay pastimes of childhood,

and leave them, when Mammon's bond is paid
when his cruel claim (15 hours a-day) for'

labour and occupation together, is satisfied,

neither TIME nor physical capacity for the

schoolmaster's lessons, nor for the counsels of

the ministers of Christ's religion ? Is this

" Christianity ? " Is it not heathenism ? Is

not barbarism itself refinement to this, and is

not Paganism divine when compared with such
" Christianity" as this?

Those who, in " the dark ages," caused their

children to pass through the fire to Moloch, and
filled the Valley of Hinnom with infants' wait-

ings—those who even now encourage the blind

Hindoo to prostrate himself beneath the gory car

ofJuggernaut—those who consign the hoary head
of age, and even smiling infancy, to Ganges'
gloomy stream

—

all infinitely fall short of the

depravity which, in a " Christian country,"

fattens systematically upon the hardships of in-

nocent childhood and the groans of oppressed

manhood !

This, Fellow Countrymen, is no over-drawn
case, no poetic description of unreal woe. To-
wards all productive occupation, without excep-
tion, the principle of degradation and of spolia-

tion is in exercise ; and is contemplated, in still

keener force, by the heartless [money-mongers
of this " enlightened " generation. ** The
monied interest"' in this country, as they are

called, have usurped the seat of government,
have wielded " the lash of the law," and have
jostled Justice from her throne. This lofty-

eyed generation boldly demand our labour at a

rate even lower than the due sustenance of

nature admits. Coolly they doom us to

" coarser food," to workhouses, gaols, or to the

cruel alternative of compulsory emigration,

which they [most fiendishly call " voluntary,"

when they have first pinched us down to abject

submission ! Meanwhile, they claim to enjoy

all but entire immunity from toil, from taxation,

and from restraint ; and if among the crowd a

murmuring word is uttered, they—" liberal"

souls—are ready to introduce to us a park of

artillery, or a forest of bayonets ! !

This, fellow- sufferers, to speak truly, is the

real character of a very large portion of the

mighty ones of this land. We gladly admit
that there are exceptions But how have they

obtained the power thus to crush us, and to

make us bend down to the ground for them to

tread over ?
j

The first cause is our ignorance ; and under
the factory hours of labour, that ignorance is

hopeless. The second is our divisions and
jealousies, which spring in a great measure
from our ignorance. The third cause is the

worst of all, and the least excusable—our »«-

temperance ! We debase ourselves, and invite

tyranny to trample upon us ! Our enemies see



in the vices of a large r

opportunity and pretext for oppf our body the

Fellow Workmen ! let us, at all evenia, .

to deliver ourselves from the last of these evils.

Unless this be done, our case is hopeless ; we
are and must be the victims of imposition; we
can neither by pecuniary nor by moral means
do anything for our emancipation from the

yoke which others impose, till we have broken

the iron fetters of intemperance, which our own
hands have rivetted.

The producers of this land could soon, by
moral unity, overturn eveiy unjust and oppres-

sive system, by God's help. But we are divided :

we, like Sampson, are shorn of our strength, and
these Philistines are upon us.

The money-mongers and the party politicians

find us an easy prey. They perceive that we
are easily amused and divided by party ribbons,

and banners, and clap-traps, and thus we be-

come, by turns, the playthings and tools of

Whigs, Tories, and even Radicals. Each of

these parties are striving for place, power, and
pension—these are the gods of their idolatry.

Each in turn is, or else would be, patriots when
out of office, and tyrants when in, sucking

voraciously the nation's life blood, and only

stopping to take breath, and to utter the in-

sulting cry of " Prosperity, prosperity," and to

tell us that for them " the machine works well."

Oh, the trickery of this game between the Outs

and the Ins ! Ambition inspires it, cupidity

urges it, and hypocrisy disguises it :—we have,

however, to pay the smart ! Let us not be

misunderstood. In each of these three parties

there are some good men, real philanthropists ;

but they are led away by party spirit. This is

our national ruin—scrambling for power and
place under colour of patriotism.

Would to God that men of real benevolence

would cease from this worse than child play,

and learn, before it is too late, that the wealth
of the producers is the wealth of all.

We are not for confusion and bloodshed, and
therefore we speak thus plainly. Let not the

trumpet of seasonable warning be disregarded,

because it is sounded by a few plain Lancashire
workers. We would spoil no man of his right-

ful property—we dream not of any absolute

equality of condition—we entertain no visions

of "a Paradise below. We expect that the
" brow " of man must " sweat " for his main-
tenance, but we expect also, according to the
promise of the Most High, to " live " by it—to
*' eat our bread " by it ; nor do we yet learn,

that in his severest indignation, God has ever
doomed the majority of the human family to

toil, that a minority of idlers may eat all the
" bread," and leave the producers to pine upon
the chaff and the husks. We read no where that

he has condemned our children to toil for us, or

to toil at all. But if it must be so, if our
children must toil, if ingenious avarice, the

master idol of the land, has so contrived and
ordained, at least let those who profess to

reverence the God of love stand up for us, and
claim some real protection for the factory child.

We know that great bodies of our fellow-

countrymen are deluded by the idea that Lord
Althorp's Act affords sufficient protection.

Many suppose, especially those who live remote
from manufacturing districts, that the system
has been reformed to^he model of our lamented

friend, Mr Sadler. We tell them it is a delusion.
Iriat some amelioration may have taken placem many instances, we are willing to allow • butof :tiiL^ be forgotten, that the great majority
twelve hours --or v workers are still working
fifteen, when meals, &wi a_e OCCUD : j ,
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It is boasted, that children- .jj\
ar ^

years are protected from more than e"]g«...w
work, and allowed education.

Be it known to all who value the health or
education of the young, that this Act is, as we
always said it would prove, a complete failure.

We therefore call for help. Charles Hindley,
Esq. M.P. for Ashton, himself a large cotton
manufacturer, is so convinced of this, that he
has benevolently introduced, this session, a Bill

to'amend the failure of Lord Althorp and his

factory commissioners. We ask that Mr
Hindley may have the support of the nation,

upon the express condition that the ten hours'

clause be retained and never relinquished, and also,

that the restriction as to time be laid on the

moving power. There are also some other im-
provements, which we trust he will admit. We
regard this measure as a first instalment. We
openly declare, that this is not all we require.

We do not |look upon a Ten Hour Bill, how-
ever effective, as a " cure all." There are many
other measures required by strict justice for the

labouring and productive classes, but this stands

first on humanity's list.

We have indeed but little reason to hope for

any good for our class from the House of Com-
mons; but as Mr Hindley is willing to try them
once more, let him have the nation's support.
And is it not a national measure ? Certainly,

as much so as the deliverance of the blacks from,

their bondage. And if those who'jmade such
ado about Black slavery do not heartily join to

put down this White slavery, they brand hypo-
crisy on their own foreheads, and deserve the
scorn of every real lover of his country and
kind. Will not the farmers help us? Let
there be no strife between us and them. Our
interests are one—what is bad for us, is not
good for them. The interests of all producers
are common—what hurts one class of them
hurts all. The money-mongers of every
political party rush together in one phalanx,

wherever our common cause is to be opposed.
If labour cries for protection, for cessation from
toil—if industry require that property should
bear its due quota of taxation, you will soon
find Peel, Rice, and Hume all " cheek by jowl."

Let, then, all petty jealousies and distinctions

fall, and let us all join first to set our children

free. Ours is a well-tried cause. No question
has been more variously and amply discussed

by the press and by public meetings ; no ques-

tion has undergone more thorough sifting no;

position is more firmly established, especially by
the highest medical authorities. Mr Hindley
is now at his post. In another session he will

have to fight for us. Now, then, let us prepare

to help him. From Preston, in the extreme

north-west of the Factory Districts, we humbly
venture to sound once more the tocsin of agita-

tion
; yes, we repeat it, of agitation, and in

good earnest too—of such an agitation as has

not yet been—peaceful in its character, but firm

and resolute too. Our Manchester brethren

are not less ready than we. They will forgive



us if we say, we are now prepared to meet them

;

to confer with them; to act upon any well

devised and uniform plan. Yorkshire w"*ith

be wanting—Scotland, we ho-r ^ conflict i

us. Let us gather A—* but it shal be one,

it shall not b- -/*»* ^llch shal
J
shak

t

e ^I .tfi lyranny to its base, and teach the
trorshippers of gold that there is a power above
them, and that there is a spirit in Britons that

will not suffer them to see their children thus
enslaved.

We claim the Bill of Mr Hindley for ourselves

as well. We are parents, we have families who
look up to us for instruction, and we have no
time either to acquire information for ourselves

or to communicate it to them.
Once more, then, we ask the help of 'all who

love their country. We invoke the arm of
Omnipotence, humbly imploring his power and
approbation ! To our countrymen we say, cease

from your ribbons and banners, support party
strugglers no more, leave them to die—to ex-

haust themselves ; support those men of all

parties and shades who will espouse and main-
tain the gdod old rule of Christianity, " Do
unto others as ye would they should do unto
you." Here is our rallying point.

Farmers, help us, and we will help you. We
call upon all to help us. We appeal to Chris-
tians and to Christian Ministers. By a firm

union of moral energy we may, by God's help,

save our country yet. But if we now hang back
and continue disunited, the sequel of its history

will be written in blood.

And now, fellow-countrymen, (in conclusion)
we call upon you to arouse. Demand, or at

least cry most urgently for a restriction to " ten

hours," according to the plan of Mr Hindley 's

BUI. We shall never be able to stand our ground
until we shorten time.

Form committees as they have done in Man-
chester, Preston, Bradford, Wigan, Warrington,
&c. &c. Bradford, Yorkshire, is at present the
centre of communication, and letters (postpaid)
addressed to J. B. Smeles, Bridge street, will

receive attention.

( Signed on behalf of the Meeting),

H. E., Chairman.
B. J., Secretary.

August 23rd, 1835.

You appeal to your fellow workmen,

to your employers and others, as to

christians—you dwell on this topic as

one likely to be useful to you : you

depend upon a broken reed. You ap-

peal to humanity and religion : you are

suppliants in a way which cannot serve

you. You deceive yourselves. There

are to be sure, as you admit, some who

from religion and humanity are desirous

to see your condition improved, but

they are few and far apart. Yours is a

matter of business. You have the

power to regulate your own concerns ;

and until you are sufficiently acquainted

wit
s,i , honest enough to one

dottier to hold together as you ought

to do, and wise enough to use your

power discreetly, your condition cannot

be improved. All appeals to religion

and humanity will be useless, so long

as you are unwise and unfaithful to one

another.

Have you never read the fable of

Hercules and the Waggoner. " As the

Waggoner was driving his team, one of

the wheels stuck fast in the mire ; down
fell the waggoner on his knees, and

bawled, and prayed to Hercules to

come and help him. Hercules looking

down from a cloud, told him not to lie

there like a stupid idle rascal as he was,

but to get up, flog his horses, put his

shoulder to the wheel, and then if he

called upon him, he would help him."

From this fable came the proverb

" God helps those who help themselves."

Drop all nonsensical appeals, get up

from your knees, put your shoulders to

the wheel, push the waggon out of the

mire, and you will find that you want

no Hercules to help you : you will find

the power, whenever, you find the re-

solution, to help yourselves.

Neither canting nor threatening, nor

violence of any kind can serve you :

drop all notions of such things. Take

pains to understand all that relates to

your condition; work together honestly,

patiently, resolutely, and you will ac-

complish your purpose. You will never

accomplish it by any other mode of

proceeding.

You ask : "Whoever imagined that

human depravity could transfer the

labour of the parent to the infant, and

the man to the woman, thus rendering

hands artificially superfluous.'*

There indeed is the evil ; yes, there

is the depravity which more than every-

thing else put together ruins you.

You, as well as many others, know

well that I have always deprecated the



employment of women in every regu-

larly conducted trade. Women have

enough to do to attend to their homes,

their husbands, their children, their

relatives, and such light labour as can

be done at home ; their place is home ;

there they must be, or there can be no

order, no satisfaction, no comfort. All

is turned upside down, where the woman
is turned out of her home,—turned

into a mill or a workshop. Women
who follow a regular trade like men,

never can be either good wives, good

mothers, or good companions ; and yet,

unless these are all the society must

degenerate, until at length it can go no

lower, until depravity has reached its

lowest depth, until crime and misery

can be pushed no further.

Let us then calmly inquire about this

depravity. In the reports of Committees

of the House of Commons, are state-

ments made by both masters and men

of the former earnings of spinners

and weavers. The wages of weavers

were it seems atone time higher than those

in any other common trade. How then

has it happened that they are now lower

than in any other common trade ? You

have answered, "pinching" and "grind-

ing" have lowered them, " the avarice

of the rich has lowered them." Here

is fallacy, here is self-deception. Ask

yourselves another question : how is it

that while the weavers' wages were

gradually sinking, those in other trades

were generally rising? Why has not

"" pinching " and " grinding " and

" avarice" kept them down also, and

made all workmen equally ill paid with

the cotton weaver ? Why have not

these things compelled the wives and

children in other trades (where they

might be employed) to be employ-

ed as they are in mills and factories

and hand looms ? Why have not

tailors and shoemakers and composi-

tors, with their wives and sons and

daughters, been compelled to Work for

fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen hours a

day, for a pittance, which when put

together, does not amount to so much

as the man alone earns ? Why, indeed 1

Hear me—hear your friend, who would

not, if he could avoid it, say one word

to you which you would not like to

hear—whose greatest pleasure would

be to praise you, as it is his greatest

pain to blame you.

When the weavers in Lancashire

were earning 36s. a week, the tailors

in London were earning 18s. 6d.

;

when the weavers were earning 28s. a

week, the tailors were earning 21s. 9d.

;

when the best of the weavers were

earning 7s. 6d. for six days* labour of

fourteen hours each, the tailors were

earning 36s. for six days' labour of

twelve hours each. In other trades a

proportionate rise had taken place.

How has this happened ? I will tell

you : These trades had each of them

a judicious combination, they knew

that separately each man had no power at

all, and that, unless they combined,

their wages would be reduced to the

lowest sum on which thev could exist
J

and perform their labour. Take an

example. In 1810 the master- tailors

combined, and went to Parliament for

a bill. The bill was carefully and art-

fully drawn; its purpose was to give

the masters power over the men,

to enable them to employ women,

and consequently children. The Bill

was sent to a Committee, and was

thrown out,—thrown out by the well-

directed exertions of the men, aided by

some of the wisest of the masters.

Had not the men been in a well-

digested combination, they must have

submitted ; and if they had, the number

of hands would have increased so ra-

pidly that, in a few years, women and

girls would have done so much of the

trade, that the whole body would have

been reduced to a very low state of de-



gradation, — to horrid poverty, vice,

crime, and misery.

The same course would have been

pursued in many other trades, and in-

stead of the increase of knowledge, and

sobriety, and decency of behaviour,

—

and, above all, the growing desire to

have their children better and better

instructed, they would have been in the

sad condition in which the cotton

" weavers and factory workers " are but

too generally placed. One trade has,

however, followed a different plan, and

bitterly do they suffer for their want of

sense. I mean the Spitalfields silk

weavers. In that trade women and

children work, have always worked,

and have always, with few exceptions,

been in poverty ; and there they will

remain so long as the practice is con-

tinued.

I now come back to the " cotton-

weavers and factory-workers," and I ask

you, how did it happen that when " a

cotton-weaver " could earn better wages

than men could earn in other common
trades, they did not maintain those high

wages ? How did it happen that while,

in other trades, wages rose, theirs

fell?

Hear me, while I tell you the unpleas-

ant—the appalling truth ! At that time

the men were much more ignorant

—

much more dissolute than they are now ;

for information has even reached them,

spite of their poverty.

The men were then as idle as they were

were ignorantand dissolute ; nothing was

saved—all was squandered. A few ex-

ceptions will not invalidate the rule.

They worked, at times, in their own
looms ; they contrived to put up other

looms ; they taught men and women to

weave, that they might hire their

looms. The pittance they got from

this hiring enabled them to increase

their idleness, and to indulge their de-

bauchery. They were too besotted to

think of the consequences—too selfish

to think of anything beyond their own
immediate indulgence. Thus were the

cotton-workers increased with amazing

rapidity, and this practice has conti-

nued to the present time. " Thus has

the labour been transferred from the

man to the woman ; from the woman
to the infant. Thus have hands been

rendered superfluous." Thus have

wages been reduced to nearly the star-

vation point.

It will be said again, as you have

said now :—all this is a consequence of

the factory system, and the masters are

the cause of it. Ask yourself, then

—

Why have not the masters in other

trades done the same ? See if you can

find any other ans'wer than this

—

The

men would not let them. See if you

can find any other honest and true

reason than this. The cotton-masters

needed do no more than countenance

the absurd conduct of the workmen,

until they had accomplished the mis-

chief, and then they had the power to

do nearly as they pleased.

No trade, no manufacture, has gone

on increasing like the cotton manufac-

ture—no trade, no manufacture, has

required so rapid an increase of hands.

It ought, therefore, to have been one of

the best paid. And so it would have

been, but for the increase of hands still

faster than the demand for them. The

increase of hands seems almost in-

credible ; it was, however, soon made

artificially superfluous, and the sad con-

sequences are before us.

" Oh," say you and your confede-

rates, catching like drowning men at

straws—" we have to contend with the

untaxed and monopolising machinery."

Now, these machines have been the

cause of the great increase of the manu-

facture, and of the immensity of trade

connected with it; and had not the

number of hands increased faster than

the demand for them, wages must have

been high. No efforts, however made,



or by whom made, could have made

wages low. Almost, if indeed not

quite within the memory of persons

yet living, there were not so many as

40,000 persons employed in the whole

manufacture; yet sometime since, when

Robert Owen, after taking much pains

to acquire accurate information, stated

the number at one million two hundred

thousand. Now then, ask yourself

—

let any one ask himself—if without the

continued increase of machinery, one

fourth part of this number could ever

have been employed ? Whether, if

there had been no machinery, even

a one-tenth part of the number could

have been employed at all ? Let all,

then, everyone, ask this question, and

without prejudice answer it. If we had

increased our number to 1,000,000,

instead of 1,200,000, should we not

have good wages still ? One only

answer can be given.

But the power-loom—ay, the power-

loom. If I were to pass over this piece

of machinery, it wToutd be said I had

omitted to notice it, because it would

have confuted my assertions ; and they

who love to delude themselves with a

fallacy, to cheat themselves with an

idle excuse, would have triumphed in

their mischievous self-delusion. The

power-loom is not an universal loom

;

it cannot weave fancy articles, it cannot

weave ginghams, it cannot weave fine

fabrics, it cannot weave either muslin

or cambric. Now then there are more

of these fabrics to be woven than there

were of all kinds of fabrics taken

together when the power-loom was first

introduced, and there are many more

persons employed in hand-loom weav-

ing now than there were at the time

when the power-loom was first used.

Here then is the answer. Had there

been no increase, or only a propor-

tionate increase of hand-loom weavers,

wages could not have fallen ; the power-

loom might be left to do its coarse

work, giving good wages to those who
managed them, while good wages would

also be given to every one of the hand-

loom weavers.

You describe the oppressions of the

monied interest, and say, " they have

pinched us down to abject submission."

This is railing to no purpose. You
know—you all know—that no sooner

does a workman find the means to

employ other men, than he becomes a

"pincher" as much as he can. You
all know that the little master and the

new master are the first to take advan-

tage of the poverty of the workman, of

his want of employment; that this leads

upwards until wages are lowered all

round. " Pinching," then, is the vice

of all, whether monied or unmonied.

I heartily dislike the rich man who, by

manufacturing or trading, seeks to in-

crease his too great riches. He who
does this seldom cares at all for the

condition of others—their happiness or

unhappiness is no concern of his. But

this, even this, should have no influence

on the working man. What is it to him

that some men care nothing about him"?

His business should be to care for him-

self, for his family, for his relatives,

for his class, and to give himself no

trouble about what the rich may think

of him. Whenever the working people

shall care as they ought to do for their

own class, all will soon be well with

them.

You come at length to something

like the real matter-of-fact. Speaking

of your degradation, you say :

—

" The first cause is our ignorance;

and, under the factory hours of labour,

that ignorance (the removal of it) is

hopeless.

" The second cause is our jealousies

and divisions, which spring in a great

measure from our ignorance.

" The third cause is the worst of all

—and the least excusable—our intern*
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perance ! We debase ourselves, and

invite tyranny to trample upon us !

"

With one exception these are plain

truths. You have it in your power,

notwithstanding " the factory hours of

labour," to do much. Yes, here are

the truths all should attend— to which

all must attend— or your case will

become hopeless.

The only wise course for you is, to

leave off railing at others, and go

seriously to work for yourselves. " God
helps those who help themselves," says

the proverb; and you may depend upon

it that you never will be helped by any

but yourselves. If you reason on the

matter closely, you will be convinced

that you never will be helped by any

but yourselves, even if all were disposed

to help you, as but few ever will be.

Why then, if you are properly dis-

posed to help yourselves, should not

the factory hours of working be re-

duced? In other trades, the workmen

refuse to work more than a certain

number of hours ; and the masters have

never been able to make them work

more hours than they themselves have

decided shall be a day's work. Why
do not you do as they have done? A
mill cannot go on without spinners

;

spinners are the best paid, and would,

if they were as well organised as other

trades are, be just as able as they are

to settle the hours of working. Depend
upon it you will never have the number

of working hours reduced until you

yourselves have reduced them. You
only waste your time in complaining

of your grievances, and in praying for

help to Hercules ; actions, not prayers,

must serve you, or nothing will.

Your proposed remedy of a short

time-bill, is even more than absurd. It

never will be granted. It ought not to

be granted. No Parliament will ever

pass a bill to prevent any class of

manufacturers from carrying on their

business in any manner they may think

most advantageous, save only so far as

relates to the employment of children
;

and a short time-bill is not necessary

for their protection. A short time-bill

would make the condition of the

" factory workers," beyond all that

they have hitherto endured, miserable

indeed.

You talk wildly of a " power above

the worshippers of gold, which shall

shake the temple of tyranny to its base,

and shew that there is a spirit in Britons,

which will not suffer them to see their

children thus enslaved." This is calling

upon Hercules with a vengeance. You

have heard his reply—'* get up, you

lazy rascals;"—yes, get up ; the power

is in your own integrity, vigilance, and

perseverance; " put your shoulders to

the wheel ;"help yourselves, and Hercu-

les will help you— that is, when you help

yourselves—when you want none of

his help.

I wish I could see your own power in

full exercise. It will not be a power from

above to " shake the temple of tyranny

to its foundations," but the power, the

moral power of men, of men here below,

who understand their duty to one

another, and have wisdom and courage

to use it discretely, yet effectually.

With respect to the employment of

children, I agree with you that it is

altogether improper; it is all but atro-

cious in many cases;—actually atrocious

in many of their parents to let them go,

and nearly, i( not quite, as bad in the

legislature to permit the practice.

Children are especially under the control

of the legislature. The law has declared

that they are not free agents, that is, they

are not free to choose for themselves.

It has forbidden them to make contracts

to dispose of themselves ; it ought,

therefore, to prevent others from dis-

posing of them improperly, and to

some ex.tent it has done this. It has

left them generally to the care of their

parents and guardians, and it is itself
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the guardian of those who have no

" natural guardian." It punishes

parents who use them cruelly, and it

takes them away from cruel parents

;

yet it permits them to be sent to

factories, where the employment, the

discipline, and all the consequences

taken together, amount to cruelty

much greater than the law will permit

the parents to exercise in their own

persons. This should be rectified. It

might be rectified by a well directed

simultaneous effort, and the time would

soon arrive when no child under thirteen

years of age should be suffered to enter

any mill or factory as a labourer ; and

when admitted, even at that age, the

hours of their work should be carefully

limited. This step taken, the next

as regards minors should be, that no

girl should be employed as a labourer

or worker in any mill or factory what-

ever. If the legislature should think

it was pushing power too far, to prohibit

girls being bound apprentices to those

employed in mills or factories, after

they were fourteen years of age, you,

the men, should exclude them, by re-

fusing to work with them. Keep them

out, keep them up. Your future happi-

ness depends too greatly on the

education of girls from fourteen to

twenty-one years of age, for you to

allow their education destroyed, and

themselves debased in mill and factory

work.

If, then, the men refused to work in

mills and factories with girls, as they

ought to do, as other trades have done,

in workshops, and for those masters

who employ women and girls, the

young women who will otherwise

be degraded by factory labour will

become all that can be desired as

companionable wives, and the whole

condition of factory-workers would soon

be improved, the men will obtain com-

petent wages for their maintenance.

This the one will never be, nor the

other ever obtain, under the present

system.

I have never seen the inside of a

cotton-factory. It is almost certain

that I never shall see the inside of one.

I have read all the evidence taken by

Committees of Parliament ; I have read

books and pamphlets ; I have con-

versed with numbers of cottoners, mas-

ters as well as men ; I understand

much of the machinery used in all sorts

of mills, and should like to see it in

use. But I cannot voluntarily submit

to see the misery of working it before my
eyes. I abhor such scenes of degrada-

tion as even the best of the cotton-

mills cannot be free from.

This will be treated as a ridiculous

feeling—as an absurd prejudice ; but

to me, to whom human beings are valu-

able as they are intellectual and

free, a cotton-mill is more abhorrent

than I can find words with which to de-

scribe it.

Here my good friends is a test of the

wisdom and virtue of the factory-work-

ers and the hand-loom weavers ! Here

is a reply to some parts of their address,

of which they will not probably pur-

chase five hundred copies ! If they had

the proper feeling, they would re-print

it. It contains their own address, as

well as the comment thereon. They

would make a small subscription, con-

tinue it weekly, and circulate a penny

pamphlet, say once a fortnight. Here

is the opening of a controversy, which,

if it were carried on with temper,

might lead to almost inexpressible ad-

vantage.

Yours, my good friend,

Francis Place.
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COMMEMORATION OF
The grand instrument of villainy in

England is devotional hypocrisy. No
matter what the object in view, a pre-

tence of devotion is deemed, and really

is an exceedingly efficient means to attain

it. Do you want to fleece the People ?

do you want to stir up war and hate

among your fellow citizens ? or do you

want to get a good house, and to live

at your ease ?—put on the mask of

devotion. This single instrument will

materially serve you in all your pur-

poses. The rogue of every shade and

description is now consequently always

an amazingly religious person, and the

darker his villainy the deeper is the

shade of his sanctity. If an idle vaga-

bond hating honest industry, determines

to live by begging, he obtains as the

first portion of his stock in trade a

religious tract, or a hymn book. With

one hand he seeks your charity, and

with the other brandishes in your face

the evidence of his devout and pious

character. Does a villain of a far more

atrocious description wish to deprive

your children of their inheritance, he

also assumes a sanctimonious bearing

—

he declaims against the vanities of this

life, and under this guise persuades you

that he is a model of Christian humility

and self-denial. You make him your

executor, and he robs your children of

their inheritance. The seducer too,

now, as the daily papers almost daily

testify, puts on the same convenient

garb; and under the pretence of seeking

the Lord, and by means of fervent

devotion, makes serious love to your

wife, or perhaps succeeds in dishonour-

ing your daughter.

Are we for ever to be thus imposed

upon Shall we never be able to

penetrate the thin disguise of the

sanctimonious hypocrite,—and believe

a man to be a villain, even though he

have holy words in his mouth ? When
each succeeding day brings us fresh

THE REFORMATION.
evidence, and bitter experience teaches

us to put no truth in devout profes-

sions, are we still to go blindly forward,

regardless of their striking admonitions,

and turn a deaf ear to all the warnings

that assail us ?—A striking test of the

extent of our gullibility is at hand.

If in spite of all the many proofs before

our eyes of the ease with which rogues

assume an appearance of devotion, and

of the sort of use to which this assumed

devotion is turned, we vet allow our-

selves to be carried away by fine pro-

fessions and hypocritical pretences,

and suffer the Orange Tories of Ireland

to stir up commotion and civil and

religious war under the device of com-

memorating the Reformation— if we

allow this I say, then let no man de-

spair of imposing on the public, no

matter how scandalous, how extrava-

gant may be his swindling intentions.

Let us endeavour to obtain a correct

and distinct conception of the circum-

stances under which this pious scheme

has been propounded, and we shall

then be able to appreciate the wisdom

of those with whom it originated, and

the honesty of that party who desire to

turn the notable project to their own

sinister and selfish purposes.

At this moment something like six

millions of the Irish People are of the

Roman Catholic Church, and eight

hundred thousand of the same People

are of what is called the Reformed per-

suasion : under this general term, be it

observed, the Reformed sects differing

from each other, as much as they differ

from the Catholics.

Persons belonging to these Re-

formed sects, have until the last few

years had undisputed sway in Irelaud ;

and an iron despotism was theirs over

their brethren of the Catholic Church.

Thanks to the increasing knowledge

both of the English and the Irish

People, this odious despotism has been
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uprooted. The rage of the faction left, not asking whether true religion

thus deprived of their unwholesome enjoined peace and not confusion, choose

power knows no bounds. They are to propose to the People the celebration

absolutely frantic at their loss : and of a division which took place among

there is no scheme, plan, or device, they Christian brethren three hundred years

will not adopt in the vain and despe- ago. This division was into Protestant

rate hope of regaining the power of and Catholic, and they call upon us in

which they have happily been deprived, the midst of distractions such as I have

The division of the Irish People has just described, to celebrate the triumphs

been up to this time, Catholic and Pro- of Protestantism. In the midst of Ire-

testant— which terms are synonimous land, among six millions of Catholics,

with oppressed and oppressor. Religious an insulting festival is proposed, in or-

discord has been brought and kept in der, I presume, to make the Catholics

aid of bad Government. In order the believe that Protestants are humble,

better to despoil the People, at large peaceful, and forbearing. These godly

the happy plan was suggested and persons have a strange way of concilia-

adopted of dividing them into two ting good will and promoting peace. A
grand religious divisions— thrusting People, who for centuries have been

the mass of the People, that is, the great scourged under the name and authority

body who were to be fleeced, into the of Protestants ; who, because they were

despised class; and keeping the small Catholics, have been plundered and

portion that were to use the shears and ground to the earth, are now, under

to live by the plunder, within the holy pretence of a devotional festival, to be

circle of orthodoxy. Protestant came taunted with the errors of their faith,

thus to mean

—

Aristocrat and oppressor; and with the evil deeds of those who,

Catholic, the People, the oppressed. three hundred years ago, believed in

In England happily the fury, the this faith ; to be insulted by the pomp-

madness of this religious hate is un- ous celebration of an event, which they

known ; and as a nation we are unable deem a calamity, and, in no measured

to sympathise with the despoiling Pro- language, to be consigned to perdition

testants of Ireland, though we be of because of the stubborness of their be-

the same creed. So soon then as the lief. This is what will be done by the

influence of the People of England was commemoration of the division which

felt in Ireland, a Reform commenced

—

took place among Christian brethren

Religious persecution began to cease, three hundred years ago.

and peace and good will began to take I well know the pretences by which

place of hate and commotion. Every- it is sought to evade the conclusion to

thing is gradually tending to this which I have come. It is said, that

desirable result—religious discord is mankind were freed at that time from a

beginning to die away, and good Go- pernicious thraldom, that immeasurable

vernment for Ireland is what we in our good resulted to the world from the Re-

lives hope to see accomplished. formation, and that we cannot do better

Just as the embers of this war began than testify our gratitude for so great a

to die out—just as the flame had been deliverance.

extinguished—just as peace was begin- The first answer to this statement is,

ning—certain holy and pious persons, that such a celebration might be very

utterly careless of the circumstances in proper, if men were all of one mind con-

whioh this unhappy country is placed, cerning the event. That if the whole

looking not to the right hand Or the nation were Protestanwif the division
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between Catholic and Protestant no Let us, however, penetrate a little

longer subsisted— if no heats, heart- deeper, and learn what is the actual state

burning dissensions, and commotions, of mind which has led to the desire of

could arise from it—then such a festival celebrating this event. Is not vanity at

would be harmless. But when the con- the bottom of it ? Is there not lurking

trary is notoriously the case, when such in some of these pious hearts a vain-glori-

a festival would be deemed an insult by ous feeling of superiority ? Andaboveall,

a large and suffering portion of the is there not immeasurable presumption

People, that which would be harmless there ? " We are right," say these self-

in the case above supposed, becomes not glorifying folk—"we are in the right path

merely dangerous but criminal—cri- —but ye blind and perverse generation

rninal in every point of view; whether of Catholics, ye are utterly in error, and

we look upon it simply as affecting the are going straightway to destruction,

peace of society, or the proper and reli- As we are assured that we are without

gious tone and temper of their minds. blemish in our belief, we are not content

Such a festival will now promote hate, with the eternal benefits which we sup-

and perhaps civil war. It will serve to pose result therefrom ; but we wish for

strengthen the hands of those who have a little earthly glory in consequence of

used power only to oppress the People; our lucky superiority. It is true it is

will promote bigotry, and incite to per- written that we are not to exalt ourselves,

secution. It is not enough for any man lest we be abased ; we will, however, in

to say, I do not intend this. It behoves this case, run the risk, as it is a pious

us, when we act, to learn the effect of exaltation. A little self-gratulation is

our acts, not merely as regards our- permissible in so exceedingly good a

selves, but others. The originators of cause.'' Is there nothing of this sort

this scheme might have had no evil in- thought, if not said, by the proposers of

tent ; but so a madman might say, who this festival ? If they were really influ-

throws a lighted match into a magazine enced by gratitude towards God, for

of powder, or into a stack of corn. He having led their forefathers out of error,

did not intend the explosion ; no— he could they not testify this gratitude by

did not intend it, but he has produced quiet and silent thanksgiving? Need
it; and the effect is the same as if the they spread dismay and confusion

evil intent reigned in his mind when he among their brethren because they arc

acted. If the man who should throw a joyful ? Need they be mischievous, in

lighted match into a stack of corn were order to prove themselves grateful ? In

not mad, he would be hanged, no mat- my humble judgment, the most appro-

ter what might be his intent : his neg- priate testimony in such a case would be

lect—his utter carelessness— being just the inward devotion of a truly pious and
as culpable as the most nefarious inten- thankful spirit—a quiet thankfulness, a

tions. So of the pious proposers of this retiring and modest joy, and steadfast

incendiary scheme : their carelessness determination to assume no merit, while

and neglect make them as culpable as we sought to be grateful forourdeliver-

if they distinctly had desired disturb- ance from error. A spirit which sought

ance. They shall not cloak the evil to give this testimony would do its labour

with the garb of sanctity. Their devo- in secret—would not proclaim upon the

tion, if it take this turn, is as mischiev- high places its satisfaction, but in the

ous as impiety ; and on their heads be inmost chamber of the house offer

all the mischief that may result from up its thanksgivings to God. • How
this nefarious device. different is the vain-glorious proceed-
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ing here [proposed ? Noisy demon- Smithfield were kindled by the Protest-

strations of thanks, giving occasion to ants as well as by the Catholics. The

insolent pretensions to superiority. Ten Puritans of a still later day vied in cru-

thousand pulpits are to resound with elty with the Romish Priesthood, in the

ten thousand versions of the escape days of their worst persecution; and

from the Harlot of Rome. The language the Presbyterian code of Massachusetts

is to be ransacked for expressions of cannot be surpassed by the worst doings

abhorrence and contempt to throw upon of the Inquisition. The Reformation,

the faith and the ritual of our Catholic then, was not that great advance which

brethren, and ignorance will come in aid we are taught to fancy it. Mankind did

of presumption to swell the cry of vie- not at once pass from cruelty and super-

tory. What the Reformation did do, stition to mercy, toleration, and an

few at this time really understand ; and humble devotion. Three hundred years

amongst the most ignorant are often the have passed away since the Reforma-

pretending and arrogant expounders of tion, and it is only within a few short

religious doctrine. We have heard so years that we have seen equal laws

much raving respecting the Romish enacted for all sects and persuasions,

despotism, and such outrageous and The true principles of these matters are

hyperbolical praise of those who threw onlv beginning to be known and acted

off the yoke of the Roman Pontiff, that on ; and if any one man, or small

it is with difficulty that we can bring set of men, had, during the sixteenth

our minds to a quiet contemplation of century, spuken and acted as the whole

the actual facts of the case. We con- nation now does, in Protestant as well

found the present and the past, and as in Catholic countries, that small mi-

fancy that the Protestants of the six- nority would have been consigned to

teenth century resembled in thought prison, and most probably to the gal-

and feelings those of the present day ; lows. Who was it that persecuted

and, on the other hand, when speaking the Quakers ? Protestants. Who
and thinking of the Catholics of the was it that passed intolerant acts

present time, we believe them to resem- against Dissenters? Protestants. Who
ble those of the sixteenth century. was it that framed the sanguinary code

Gross as this error is, it is of daily oc- for Ireland? Protestants. In good

currence. We forget that religious sooth, if we were carefully to search the

persecution was the great crime of our history'of the Protestants, we should

forefathers, whether Protestant or Ca- read a sad lesson of cruelty, sSpersti-

tholic, and that the horrid cruelties of tion, and folly. We have no reason to

Calvin and our Henry the Eighth pride ourselves upon the conduct of our

were not surpassed by any deeds of the forefathers. Truth and reason alike

Romish Priesthood. Each sect perse- bid us to avoid all boasting and tri-

cuted the other. Such doings were umph, and to hang down our heads in

deemed meritorious; every disputant in shame when thinking upon the long

theology finished every thesis by damn- catalogue of atrocities that disgraces

ing his opponent, and, if able, crowned every page of every history. The re-

his work by torturing his body in the cords of mankind have been written in

hope of preserving his soul. Let us blood ; and the most foul and disgust-

remember that Calvin burned Seii- ing pages are those which contain the

vetus for a point of doctrine which he horrid history of religious persecution,

himself could not understand ; and, also, But whatever might be the intentions

let us never forget, that the fires of of the proposers of this scheme, it is
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clear that the Orange party in Ireland lay or ecclesiastical, will give this cele-

will make it the means of insult and bration ; and it is against their arts

contumely to the Catholics of that and mischievous devices that I desire to

country. In England, too, the Tory warn my too confiding countrymen,

priesthood will endeavour again to raise The Tory, like the idle beggar, puts on

the " No Popery " cry, and attempt to the mask of devotion, and for the same

confound their own sinister interests purpose. He wishes to live at other

with those of religion. They will endea- people's expense, and, in order to gull

vour to make the people believe that the public, plays the devout. If im-

O'Connell is really the Prime piety were the fashion, we should have

Minister of the country ; that he, him, for the same end, proposing to

being a Catholic, will seek to bring dance a saraband in the church. The

back the olden times of the Romish generation of the Tartuffes is yet flou-

Church, and that all the ills from which rishing in this world, and their last

the Reformation is supposed to have great act was devising this said pious

delivered us are about to be revived by festival.

the Radicals and O'Connell. Such J. A. R.

is the turn which the Tories, whether

MR RINTOUL THE " WE" OF THE SPECTATOR.
I recently took occasion to caution sailed with venomous hostility. It

the Public not to estimate as an ex- perhapl never occurred to Mr Rintoul
cellence of the Corporation Act, the that the somewhat coarse abuse which

mere power which it gives of removing he is constantly in the habit of heaping

Tory justices. This caution I deemed upon Lord Brougham, may be ex-

necessary, as a Sunday Paper which has tremely offensive to those who deem

lately shown an increased attachment Lord Brougham a public benefactor;

to the "Whigs, had catalogued this and however favourably they may be

feature as a benefit. Hereupon Mr disposed to view fair and honest stric-

Rintoul, the editor of the Spectator, tures, who cannot but regard such

shows his teeth. vulgar abuse as immoral.

Among the furious tribe of the digni- Perhaps Mr Rintoul may suppose

fled \yE, " the plural unit/' as George there is no " bungling misrepresenta-

Colman wittily calls it, Mr Rintoul tion" on his part in his reply to me. lean

is certainly not the least sensitive ; in- easily show that there is. He begins

deed, to read his remarks one would by alluding to " an article in Mr Roe-

suppose some great and grievous evil buck's pamphlet," and subsequently

had been inflicted upon him. It seems speaks of the " Pamphleteer." The

never to occur to the " ^egotistic

"

effect of this, and, I presume, its ob-

class to which Mr Rintoul belongs, ject (for Mr Rintoul is far too wise a

that abuse unmerited, unmitigated, and personage to permit the effect of his

unrelentingly poured forth, without the writing not to correspond with its ob-

slightest rational cause, maybe a source ject) is to generate a belief that it was

of annoyance: but, once call in ques- an article of Mr Roebuck's that he

tion, under the name of a " Sunday was attacking, and not a trifle of mine.

Paper," some paltry unimportant re- Now this is a mendacious insinuation,

mark of some one of these mighty per- to avoid the stigma of a lie. It is

sonages, and straightway you are as- what is commonly called cheating the
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devil of his due. It reminds me of the the We is offended. There is an evil

trick of the man who cried " Sad dog, arising out of this of the greatest mag-
sad dog," after the dog which had nitude. It is impossible that some dif-

offended him, in order to draw down ferences should not occasionally exist

upon the poor animal the treatment between public men and editors of
usually inflicted on a mad dog. newspapers, wholly independent of ad-

In commenting on the passage in the verse political opinions, but founded on
Spectator, I took it as it stands. I cer- mere private antipathy. The conse-
tainly did not go to another corner of quence of such antipathy is, that abuse
the Paper to ascertain whether there is daily poured out by the We, without
was any other passage which would end, against the offending party. The
explain the editor's whole opinion on attacks upon Lord Brougham in the
the subject. It would be a hard judg- columns of the Courier, the Spectator,

ment to compel a man to read through and other papers professing to be liberal

the neavy sheet of the Spectator, ere he in their politics, are of this character,

should be permitted to remark on the The Public are never put in possession

contents of one of its many columns. of the reasons for this.private hostility,

Those who are in the habit of pe- but are left to assume that it is the
rusing the public Papers must have most high-minded public principle

perceived how easily the editors are which influences the attack. Why is

excited, and how little competent they Lord Brougham assailed? What is

therefore are to pass judgment on the his offence? Wherefore is he abused?
acts of public men. Let but the sim- Are his principles changed? No,
plest statement they can make be called reader ; his principles are what they
in question—let it be done with the best were, but the We has been offended or
intentions—let every offensive expres- slighted,

sion be avoided, and still the dignity of H. S. Chapman..

THE « GREAT UNSTAMPED " ACKNOWLEDGED TO
BE INVINCIBLE.

The Stamp Office people have at ham, and other towns, and forwarded
length discovered, by their own unas- in great numbers to the metropolis
sisted wisdom, that which all the rest weekly, where there are plenty of per-
of the world were long since convinced sons who are glad to sell them,
of, namely, 'that the Unstamped Press Whether this account of the mode of
is perfectly indomitable. evading the Stamp Inspectors be cor-

Last week, a poor fellow was brought rect or false, is really nothing to the-
before the sitting magistrate of Hatton purpose. The Stamp Office people
Garden, charged by an Inspector of confess themselves baffled. The law
Stamps with having sold the Poticc Ga- against the Freedom of the Press is ac-
zette and the Twopenny Dispatch. knowledged to be a dead letter, and*

The magistrate, Mr Laing, in per- like all inoperative laws, should be at
forming the painful duty of committal, once repealed. So long as the Stamp
censured the myrmidon of the Stamp Inspectors fancied they could prevail
Office for bringing forward the unfor- against the infringers of the law, there
tunate vender, and asked why the par- was some excuse for its maintenance,
ties from whom the papers are purchased Now that they have deliberately re-
are not prosecuted in preference. corded their opinion that the punish-
The Inspector declared this to be im- ment of the offenders is impossible,

possible, as the papers are no longer there can no longer be a shadow of
printed in London. Every possible step excuse for the maintenance of the
had been taken ; their presses had been Stamp. However much the present
taken down, their types had been Chancellor of the Exchequer may fear,,

seized, and yet means had been invari- and consequently hate, the Diffusion
ably devised for defeating the authori- of Knowledge, he will henceforward
ties. In reply to another question from find it a matter of difficulty to resist
Mr Laing, the Inspector further de- the daily accumulation of evidence
clared that the papers in question are against this most obnoxious and oppres-
now printed in Manchester, Birming sive of laws. H. S. C.
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PARTIES IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS : DISSEN-

SIONS AMONG THE TORIES.

Sir Robert Peel lately, in his ad- able to'carry on the Government. (The

dress to the Corporation of Tamworth, world at large believed the right hon.

thought it necessary to manufacture an gentleman either deceived or deceiving.)

excuse for his late failure as Minister of A few weeks showed that Sir R. Peel s

this country. On his accepting the expectations were groundless ;
he was

post of Premier, he stated to this said obliged to retire, in order to avoid dis-

Corporation, that he believed himself missal. He now thinks it necessary to

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REANELL \4, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarltet.



account for his mistake—to give some repeated by the Tory organs, times with-

reason for his former belief, and to show out number. He has furbished up an

how it was that he was deceived. The old and worn-out argument, and, in

reason given was, that from the acknow- Jew fashion, brings it forward as new.

ledged differences of opinion existing He pretends to be astonished at the

among the various classes of the liberal junction. He declares that he could

side of the House of Commons, Sir not have expected it. Such things

Robert Peel expected that no union were never heard of before, and no

would be effected amongst them, and other sect or party ever was guilty of

that by this division of his enemies he so extraordinary a coalition ! For his

should be able to retain office, and information, and for tlie proper edifica-

govern the country. This division, how- tion of the public, I will describe a party

ever, unfortunately for the ex-Premier, which has done precisely the same

did not render his opponents absolutely thing, and to the same end—a party

blind to their own interests. They, which, though close to Sir Robert, he,

seeing their arch enemy in power, deter- it appears, could not perceive—a party,

mined to forego their differences and in short, of which he was the leader

—

combine their forces in order to rid the Tory party.

themselves of the mischievous interloper. The elements of which the Tory

Thereupon Sir Robert was turned out; party, the Tory side of the House of

and thereupon, also, Sir Robert sets Commons, is composed, are as discor-

up a shout, half a whine, and half a dant as any that are united under the

laugh. His enemies combined, shame- Liberal auspices. The divisions exist-

less politicians ! The Radicals knew ing among them are as marked as those

that a Tory in office would exclude all of their opponents, and their political

hope of Reform ; the Whigs saw that a principles vary precisely in the same

Tory in office would exclude them from manner. The Liberals, however, found

all hope of power. They hated the a common end ; they discovered that in

Tories more than the Radicals, and one great matter they agreed—viz. they

they, therefore, did not refuse to aid the all believed that a great reform in our

Radicals in ejecting the Tories. Mr institutions was needed. They differed,

O'Connell, Mr Hume, and Lord J, some of them, as to the extent of this

Russell acted together; the rope of reform. They differed also, in some

sand, as it was called, was found a bond degree, as to the means of effecting it;

of union the Tories could not sever, and but they were unanimous in believing

thereupon Sir Robert indulges in signs that some great change was necessary,

of wonderment, and makes insinuation and they believed also (and the event

of dishonesty. The Liberals of every has justified their expectation) that a

shade knew well, that all change, all measure of immediate practical good

reformation, would be impossible under could be proposed, which should unite

Sir Robert Peel : they all to some all classes of Liberals, and make them

extent desired change—the great majo- act with harmony and with effect.

rity desired important and vital changes. The Tories also found that they, with

They saw that by being united, advance all their many causes of discord, could

could be made ; they therefore joined unite for one great purpose, which

together; and this, in Tory language, is should please all. They all of them

called an unholy alliance. desired place and power ; they all of

Sir Robert Peel, in making this them desired to exclude the Liberals

statement, but re-echoes what has been from any participation of the good



things; and they all agreed that the

principle of self-government was per-

nicious. They discovered that they all

desired to prevent any change that

should, in reality, strengthen the influ-

ence of the People. To maintain the

present system of corruption intact in

substance, they also found to be a com-

mon object. Differing as to the means

of attaining this desired end, differing

as to their conception of what was

actually needed to maintain the system,

they nevertheless united into one band,

and together strove to put down and

utterly to rout their opponents.

The cases are similar; and if one

party deserve reproach, the other can-

not escape it.

Such is the general statement. I will

now bring evidence to sustain the de-

scription I have given : in other words,

I will describe the different sections of

the Tory party in the House of Com-
mons.

The opinions of this party, in their

various gradations, form a descending

or ascending scale, and their differences

create the same difficulty to him de-

scribing them, that lies in the path of

the naturalist when he endeavours to

classify the various races of the human

species. It is difficult to know where

one class ends or the other begins.

The extremes show wide divisions, while

it is impossible accurately to state where

the division begins. The difficulty will

be immediately perceived by the follow-

ing table of names. Between Lord

Mandeville and Mr Pusey the dis-

tance is immense, but conservatives of

every possible gradation may be found

between the two.

1. Lord Mandeville,

Sir R. Inglis,

Right Hon. H. Goulburn,
Right Hon. F. Shaw,
Mr Serjeant Lefroy,

Lord Stormont,

Colonel Sibthorpe,

These are specimens of outrageous

Conservatives—Tories of the out-and-

out school ; men who hate all change,

and who look upon the days of Cas-

tlereagh as the standard or measure

by which all other times ought to be

tested. Folly, ignorance, and bigotry

could hardly be more accurately repre-

sented.

2. Sir H. Hardinge,

Mr Bonham,
Mr H. Twiss,

Mr Gladstone,

Sir R. Peel,

Mr Praed.

These are official Tories ;—the shade

of their Conservatism varying, indeed,

considerably, but still all their opinions

are brought to agree by the expectation

of place. For example : if it were not

for hopes of office, Mr Gladstone
would rival Sir R. Inglis in his bigo-

try ; but as he expects to be a minor

star in the constellation of a Tory Min-

istry, he would prudently put any out-

rageous Conservatism in the dark,

should it stand in the way of his official

advancement. Mr H. Twiss has really

no opinions at all ; he puts on his

Toryism much as Mr Gla dston e would

subdue his—for place. Sir H. Har-
dinge is a sharp little testy person,

whose capacity really never reached a

general principle. He is always, it

would seem, ready to fight; and, from

experience of his ability, I should think

he could do nothing else.

3. Lord Sandon,
Lord Ashley,

Sir Andrew Agnew,
Marquis of Chandos,
Mr Alsager.

Here is another set of Tories, of a

shade and description entirely different

from the preceding. More moderate,

and in some degree more reasonable,

excepting always Saint Andrew.

4. Lord Stanley,

Sir J. Graham,



Sir M. Ridley,

Sir M. S. Stewart,

Mr Geo. Sinclair,

Mr E. Denison,

Mr Robinson,

Mr G. F. Young.

These may be called the indescribables.

They are Conservatives ; but evidently

of a different nature must their Con-

servatism be, from that of SirR. In g lis

and Mr Shaw. These also differ

greatly among themselves. Lord Stan-

ley is a hot-headed, supercilious, and

an ignorant, haughty Aristocrat. Mr
Robinson is simply imbecile. Mr
Sinclair seems crazy; and Mr De-

nison is too weak to have any opinion.

Mr G. F. Young takes up his position

among the Tories, because when par-

ties are balanced, the doubtful men

become important. Should parties be

decided, that is, should one obtain a

marked majority, we shall see Mr
Young the very humble servant of the

majority.

5. Mr Miles (Somerset),

Mr Wilson Patten,

Mr Alderman Thompson,

Mr Pusey.

Here again is another set of Tories,

wholly different in their principles and

proceedings from those mentioned

above.

If from this extract of Toryism we
make a compound extract, and take

Sir R. Inglis, Sir R. Peel, Lord

Stanley, and Mr Pusey, do we not

find under the same banner men as

opposite in principles as are Lord John
Russell, Mr O'Connell, Mr Hume,
and Mr Grote. Sir Robert Inglis

was in his heart violently opposed to

every portion of Sir Robert Peel's

bill for the relief of the Dissenters.

Had this bill been proposed by Lord

John Russell, the member for the

University of Oxford would not have

been content silently to leave the House

when he heard the explanation of its

purpose. Furious opposition would

then have been deemed his duty, and

we should have seen what was really

the distinction between the opinions

which that proposed measure evinced,

and those of Sir R. Inglis. It should

be remembered that this difference

exists not on a minor point, but on the

grand principle of religious toleration.

Sir R. Peel on this point differed se-

riously from his more sturdy namesake,

and proposed a measure which Sir R.

Inglis must have believed wholly sub-

versive of every principle upon which

the Church of England is founded.

Again, on the subject of the Appropri-

ation of the Revenues of the Irish

Church, Mr Pusey differed from Sir

Robert Peel, Lord Stanley, and

Sir R. Inglis; and this difference, both

as regards principle and expediency, is

quite as marked, and quite as important,

as the difference between Lord John
Russell and Mr Grote on the Ballot.

If we turn back to the proceedings of

the Grey Ministry, we shall find Sir

R. Peel in almost every case in which

the Tories were opposed to that Govern-

ment, voting against Lord Stanley.

How, then, can it be said that the ele-

ments of which the Tory party is

composed, are homogeneous and har-

monious ?

The truth is, that Sir Robert Peel
united under his banner, during his

late short holding of office, men of the

most opposite characters and opinions,

because his whole dealings during that

time were false and hypocritical. He
saw that the nation, that is, the great

majority of the People, desired certain

great changes in their institutions. He
saw that in order to keep the nation

quiet, he must promise to yield in some

degree, and a large degree, to their

wishes ; he therefore made very liberal

professions. These professions gave

many persons, of no fixed principles, or

steadfastness of character, an excuse



for siding with a Tory Minister, and we matters of great and signal importance,

then heard the cry of " a fair trial." and they are at all times anxious that

The talk of Sir Robert Peel was in- no mistake should arise respecting them,

tended to afford these persons this ex- Therefore, when they combine for a

cuse, in the hopes of gaining a majority common purpose with persons who

by this device. On the other hand, the hold opinions adverse to their own, they

Tories who had brought Sir Robert take care to state distinctly the grounds

into power, did not believe one liberal of alliance, and record scrupulously the

sentence he uttered. They believed matters in dispute between them and

every promise to be a pretence, and not their temporary allies. Thus there al-

being themselves very scrupulous, they ways will appear great discrepancies in

saw no dishonesty in this cajolery. They the opinions of the Liberals, so long as

supposed their leader faithful, and for they attach importance to those which

the time permitted these popular effu- they conscientiously hold. On the

sions. But when they found this Pre- other hand, among the Tories this same

mier, to whom they had given life and scrupulousness does not exist : differ-

power, really intending or attempting ence of opinion is a thing which they

to perform some of his popular pro- rather seek to hide than to publish,

mises, great was their anger, and se- They by no means look with a favour-

rious to Sir R. Peel were the results of able eye upon that state of mind which

their indignation. If we could arrive leads a man to determine his opinions

at the secret history of the time, we for himself, and on careful ^nd accurate

should find that the retirement of the inquiry. They desire that we should

late Premier was not a little owing to believe on authority, and wish that all

the anger of his Tory supporters. His doubt and opposition be laid by that

Bill respecting the Dissenters utterly potent exorcist. If, therefore, at any

astounded the bigots of his party, and time a Tory be, by accident, led to

the only support he obtained was given differ from his brethren, he, to a

by his declared opponents. Who, then, certain extent, is grieved at his own
will say that his followers were of his departure from his party standard,

opinions, or that perfect harmony reign- and endeavours, to the utmost, to

ed in the Tory camp, when the opinions conceal his heresy ; and he acts as if

of the chief were opposed to those of he was as orthodox as his associates,

nine-tenths of his army ? Will any one On rare occasions only do we find them

say that Mr George Sinclair's coming forward with declarations of op-

Toryism is like that of Sir Robert position to the determined plan of pro-

Inglis, when Mr Sinclair advocates ceedings of their party—they follow

the voluntary principle, and Sir Robert their leaders, and deem implicit obe-

is a bigot supporter of the Established dience the great virtue of a partisan.

Church? Let the Tories point out a If such had not been their rule of con-

greater difference existing among the duct, Sir Robert Peel would, during

Liberals* his short Premiership, have at once

Now, if it be asked how it comes to driven the great body of his followers

pass that we hear so little of these divi- into open and violent opposition. They

sions among the Tory party, as com- bore with remarkable patience and for-

pared with those which exist among titude, the liberal professions of their

the Liberals, the answer is easy and leader, though every one of them was

satisfactory. By the men of the Liberal in direct opposition to all their favourite

party their opinions are considered tenets. They did this on the principle



of obedience ; and it was only when

Sir Robert Peel ceased to govern,

that expression was given to their dis-

sent from him.

There is also another reason for the

apparent harmony existing among the

Tories. Political principles with them

are matters of very secondary import-

ance: their grand object is place, and

the means of living upon the public.

Anybody that will afford them the op-

portunity of thus fleecing the People,

will not by them be much troubled

with any peculiar fancy or crotchet

which they may entertain respecting

Government. Feed a Tory well, and

you silence his scruples, and obliterate

from his mind any notion of an inde-

pendent opinion. With morality such

as this, it is not at all extraordinary to

see great harmony existing amongst

them. But theirs is a harmony that

bodes no good to the public. They

agree in order to plunder, and are good

friends at the nation's expense. So

much, then, for Tory harmony and

Radical dissensions.

J. A. R.

O'CONNELL AND ENGLISH AGITATION.

Mr O'Connell, I am glad to see, has

at length adopted the most effectual

method of redressing the grievances of

Ireland. He is now endeavouring to

make the people of England under-

stand what those grievances really are ;

and in order to excite the feelings of

Englishmen in favour of Ireland, he is

shewing them how intimate is the con-

nexion between bad government in boih

countries. His late tour through

England and Scotland, will be followed

by signal benefits to the empire at large,

as it will serve materially to break down

many long-standing prejudices against

our Irish brethren, and to unite the Re-

formers of all denominations into one

compact and energetic body.

The career of Mr O'Connell reads

a significant lesson to all who advocate

the cause of the People. A very few

months since the name of Mr O'Con-

nell was a bugbear even to liberal and

enlightened English Gentlemen. The

People, be it spoken to their honour,

never felt that distrust and hatred of

the Irish Agitator, which so long and

s» powerfully influenced the more exalt-

ed and instructed of our countrymen.

The extent and intensity of this hatred

no one can thoroughly estimate who has

not mixed in the society of English Po-

liticians.* The overbearing and into-

lerable insolence of the House of Com-
mons to Mr O'Connell can never be

properly explained to the People—an

insolence which must have crushed any

man not endowed with the steadfast

courage and extraordinary talent which

distinguishes Mr O'Connell from all

other public men of the present day.

He was actually the ruler of Ireland.

His sway over six millions of his coun-

trymen was undivided, and almost with-

out limit ; and yet, when he made his

appearance among the so-called Repre-

sentatives of the People, contempt,

scorn, hatred, were in every possible

shape and means exhibited towards him.

To hear the private conversation and

the suppressed exclamations of these

persons, one- would have been led to

* An anecdote related to me by a distinguished

Soldier, marks very pointedly the sort of feeling

not long since prevalent respecting Mr O'Con-
nell. He told me, that on meeting an old ac-

quaintance, whom he had not seen for some

time, his friend said, " Where do you come
from?" The answer was, " I have just come
from Mr O'Connell." " Did you shake hands

with him?" was the next inquiry. "Yes."
" With which hand ?" <* With my right."

" Then shake my hand with your left."



believe that a felon had found his way

into the House—some wretched being

stained with every crime, and disgraced

by every evil propensity. Shouts of

derision, laughs of utter contempt, noisy

interruptions, vulgar abuse, and violent

threats and denunciations attended all

he said. He has lived (and short has

been the time needed !) to see himself the

first man in that very assembly—to see

his authority looked up to and respected

—and to see the Ministry of the day

actually depending for their existence

on his goodwill. The very Whigs, who

raved at and insulted, now court and

applaud him ; in place of the laugh and

the contemptuous shout, respectful at-

tention and enthusiastic plaudits wait

upon his words. In Ireland, and by the

force of Ireland, he has long been what

the French call une puissance, a power

by himself. To enlarge and strengthen

this already formidable influence, the

goodwill of the multitudes of England

and Scotland is gradually being added

to the almost idolatrous worship of the

Irish. No man in our days ever wielded

such a power; no man, be it in justice

said, ever so well deserved to wield it.

What is the secret of this extraordi-

nary success ? In what consists the

charm by which Mr O'Connell wins

his way into the hearts of men ? Others

have equalled him in ability, many

surpass him in acquirements, some few

(very few indeed) have been able per-

haps to cope with him in debate—how
does it happen, that no one has yet

arrived at the same unbounded in-

fluence ?

The secret, and let it be well remem-

bered, is, that Mr O'Connell has never

deceived his countrymen. Through

times of dismay and discord, in good

report, in bad report, in the time of

trial and in the hour of trouble, the

People have ever found him their stead-

fast advocate. He has faults— the

faults of his countrymen, the faults of

a rhetorician—but the People forget

them in the recollection, that amidst

all his mistakes, his wild and incon-

sistent statements, to them he has ever

been true. He has kept one end

always in view—the redress of his

country's wrongs. He has allowed no

private feelings, interest, or predilec-

tions to interfere with this end. He
has sacrificed everything to the attain-

ment of this one great object. He
has become the friend of those he has

denounced—he has united himself with

those who have scorned and bitterly

insulted him—he has forgotten his

private wrong, when the public good

required it—he has put by old enmity,

he has thrown aside strong and long-

nurtured prejudice—he has given up

long-cherished opinions and long-

favoured projects :— everything in short

has been made to yield to the one great

leading purpose of his life, the redress-

ing of the grievances of Ireland. Well

may he exclaim, I am the Advocate of

my country. So he is—and being so,

he hesitates not in his cause to assume

the character of the Advocate, and

forgets all things but the success of his

client. This is the key to all his con-

duct; it will account for his discrepan-

cies, his exaggerations, his misstate-

ments. He is an Advocate—Ireland's

Advocate, and pleads her cause as if

she were his client.

Such devotion to his country's cause

necessarily won him the hearts of his

countrymen. In aid of this devotion

he brought an eloquence unrivalled at

the present time, and almost if not

quite equalling that of the great master

of antiquity. Simple, plain, business-

like, exquisitely natural, vehement, even

as a man is vehement in his own cause

and in private life, no one can fancy

him what is called an orator—that is to

say, he has arrived at the highest excel-

lence of his art. Nothing appears

studied or premeditated—nothing ap-
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pears done for oratorio effect, and

nothing is sacrificed to display. His

knowledge is not equal to his style and

manner. In many things he has yet

to acquire the very elements of political

science ; but he always by a sort of

happy intuition seizes the real question

t n debate—with one blow he beats

down the opposing fallacy, and with

almost preternatural facility builds up

his argument upon its ruins. This

wonderful power has conquered the op-

position of the House of Commons.

His opponents listen in spite of them-

selves ; in trembling they acknowledge

his superiority, and curse their stars

for having given them such an enemy.

These qualities, such as I have de-

scribed, have made Mr O'Connell the

idol of his countrymen. Whether the

same mode of employing his abilities

will eventually gain for him equal power

in Great Britain, may be doubted. Ire-

land oppressed—and grievously op-

pressed—by England, required an ad-

vocate. The people of England want an

advocate much less than they wan t a repre-

sentative. The qualities required for these

two characters are distinct, and ought

not to be confounded. An advocate has a

cause—to that he sacrifices every-

thing. He implores, he deprecates, he

threatens; he glosses over opposing

circumstances ; he artfully colours ; he

suppresses and disturbs truths that tell

against him ; he exaggerates everything

in his favour. The representative de-

liberates—h\& sole end is truth. He is

a philosopher, brought into action for

the benefit of a nation. It behoves Mr
O'Connell, now that he seeks to

enlarge the sphere of his utility, to

make himself master of this broad and

very marked distinction. He has now

placed the cause of Ireland in so com-

manding a position ; he has so linked

her destinies with those of England,

and so impressed the people of England

with the belief that justice must be

done to Ireland, that he now may forego

the character of the Advocate, and

assume the more elevated office of a

Representative of the whole empire.

It must not be expected, however,

that the influence of any man in Eng-

land can ever equal that of Mr O'Con-

nell in Ireland. The different situa-

tions of the'two countries precludes the

possibility of such an event. The com-

paratively calm, sedate, and inquiring

nature of the English people, their love

of truth for truth's sake, renders it im-

possible for them to evince or to feel

the same enthusiastic ardour in favour

of any one individual, as that now felt

towards Mr O'Connell, by the peo-

ple of Ireland. The English are a

great and powerful people ; they have

no superior, and dread no oppres-

sor. The difficulties which, in their

Government, they have to conquer, are

difficulties springing from the very

nature of man, and must attend on

every society, at every stage of its ex-

istence. They feel no wild desire of

revenge, no frantic hate, no passionate

love for old and long-cherished, because

contemned and persecuted, opinions.

They march onward as a sovereign

people. The Irish have hitherto ad-

vanced as a conquered province. We
have leaders whom we respect ; but we

have no advocate whom we blindly and

passionately adore. We pay respect

as an equal does to an equal who has

rendered him service. The Irish offer

a wild and passionate gratitude to the

Saviour who has rescued them from

destruction.

The respect of an enlightened people,

however, is no mean reward; and

though the love of an ardent nation

may be more grateful to one's vanity,

the more sober offering of a more

sedate, and without offence be it said,

more reflecting people, may afford to a

well-regulated judgment, a pleasure not

inferior. J. A. Roebuck.
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CONSOLATION AND COMPENSATION TO BOROUGH
TOWN CLERKS : ROYAL PREROGATIVE.

A celebrated French .maxim writer, —that they wentno further than to bring

who sometimes managed to hit upon a to light deeds, which the old lamp-

very striking truth, tells us, thatin mis- lighters and the old corporators—out

fortune we derive great consolation of a tender regard, some said, for the

from the misfortunes of others. The parties interested—threw no light upon,

common-place language of worldly The Metropolitan Police Act in the one

consolation seems implicitly to recog- case, and the Municipal Reform Act in

nize this uncharitable feature of human the other, did no more than perform

nature. A man who is bent upon con- that which had been previously shown

soling his neighbour always commences to be necessary."

by citing the cases of those who are There was an exceHent suggestion in

much worse off than the individual a recent number of the Bath Guardian,

sought to be consoled. touching compensation to the Town
If I were to offer the Borough Town Clerk of that city, whose vested in-

Clerks consolation of this ordinary cha- terests are likely to be somewhat da-

racter, I should certainly bring before maged by the new Corporation Act.

their consideration the case of the Lon- The Guardian proposed that in the very

don pickpockets. I should say, " Let probable case of the rejection of the

us hear no more of your grievances

—

present incumbent by the new electors,

no more of the injury done to your he should be immediately called to the

'vested interests' by the Municipal Cor- House of Lords, as a small compensa-

poration Reform Act; compare your tion for his grievous disappointments,

fate with that of the pocket-picking To this admirable and highly prac-

tribe, and a moment's reflection will ticable expedient, I have only one ob-

show you of how much less you have jection—its limited application. Why
to complain than they. should it be confined to that Sangrado-

" Your first outbreaking of complaint like city of hot water and bleeding ?

was against the Commission of Inquiry. Why should it not be extended to all

What was this commission, in reference rejected Town Clerks? Nay, more; it

to your interests, compared with the is so cheap a mode of compensation,

first Metropolitan Gas Company in re- that I am of opinion the Peerage should

ference to the interests of the indus- be made a sort of refuge for all those

trious gentlemen 1 have just named? who may hereafter suffer in their vested

The first gas lamp lighted in London rights, by those daily improvements

was a species of first report. It boded which lordly Legislators no longer dare

the class in question no good. It was prevent. This done, and the utility of

an insidious attack upon their interest, the institution of the Peerage would

and was, I have no doubt, so viewed by become much less questionable than it

them. Then came the Metropolitan is at present, and Mr Roebuck's very

Police Act, which was merely the con- awkward, stunningquestion—"Ofwhat

summation of that crusade which was use is the House of Lords?" would

commenced by the introduction of gas admit of a very short answer.— It is

lights, against the ' vested interests' of useful as a receptacle for the destitute—

the industrious class in question. The a refuge for those whose claws the

proceedings of the Gas Company and People may hereafter succeed in cut-

those of the Municipal Reform Inquiry ting.

Commissioners, were alike in this respect The lTppe House is even now looked
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to as the only hope of the privileged with the Royal Prerogative? This is

tribe. Why not make it a more perfect the Constitutional slang we meet with

instrument by a simple process of iden- every day. I reply by another question:

tification ? The vested interest gentry What is the Royal Prerogative ? Those

are now compelled to resort to the who have carefully perused the

clumsy expedient of being heard by Pamphlet entitled " A short Review of

their counsel at their Lordships' bar. a long Session" will have no difficulty

Under the proposed order of things, in finding a solution to this question,

they would be themselves heard from Those acts which are attributed to the

their respective places. There might King, are not the result of the Royal

the injured hackney-coachman patheti- will, but of that of the Ministry. The

cally preach against the " omnibus nui- Royal Prerogative is therefore a mere

sance," to an admiring and sympathetic fiction. It is a political cobweb which

audience. The ruined pickpocket might may arrest the progress of the weak,

join his voice with the voices of the but which the strong break down when-

Bishops against the progress of light

—

ever it suits their convenience. To un-

the march of education. The whole derstand this more perfectly, let us take

anti-free trade gang, the advocates of as an illustration the ordinary case of

the " rob and let rob'* system, with the the Royal Assent to Bills. Does any

member for Worcester, Mr Robinson, one believe for a moment, that this Act

at their head, would of course be re- proceeds from the Royal will—the

moved from the House of Commons to result of Royal deliberation ? The

the more congenial assembly. There British Aristocracy managed to usurp

might they utter their stupid inconsis- the exercise of this, as of every other

tencies, without danger of being nightly branch of the Prerogative, long ago.

laughed at. To-day, for instance, with a When the progress of rotten Borough

view to persuade the English farmer to and close Corporation corruption had

emigrate to their ice-bound wastes, they placed a large majority of the House of

might tell their hearers what a delightful Commons under the controul of the

country Lower Canada is; how fertile its Peers and the Aristocratic class, they

soil, how charming its climate. To-mor- found no difficulty in controlling the

row, forgetting what they had previously Monarch— of reducing him to the

said, they might declare that Lower condition of a mere puppet. They pre-

Canada is a wretched place, incapable of tended that when a majority of his

producing Wheat as advantageously as Majesty's faithful Commons, and of the

the neighbouring States, and wholly de- Lords, spiritual and temporal, had

pendent on the Timber trade for the decided upon a measure, it would be

means of purchasing British goods. " unconstitutional " on the part of the

How delightful would it not be to Monarch to refuse his Assent. As

such hot and cold blowing people long as the People laboured under the

as Mr Robinson, were they thus strange delusion that the Commons

enabled to utter these and similar House of Parliament was really their

absurdities, without the annoyance of House, this doctrine must needs have

being met with that chilling " Oh, oh !" been extremely popular. The M danger

with which they are now so constantly of extending the Prerogative of the

greeted! Crown" was the bugbear which was

But the King is the sole fountain of continually presented to the People as

honour—and in thus prescribing whom a screen behind which the Aristocracy

he shall anoint, are we not interfering might carry on their insidious operations
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against human liberty. Whenever the

Aristocratic class bawl out about the

danger of interfering with the Royal

Prerogative, the public may rest assured

that the threatened branch of the Pre-

rogative is wholly in aristocratic hands,

and consequently works entirely in their

favour. Whenever the Prerogative

operates rather favourably for the

People, we may expect to hear a resus-

citation of the old fallacy of danger.

While I am on the subject, I will state

the constitutional* power of the Presi-

dent of the United States with respect

to Bills. When the House of Repre-

sentatives and the Senate have agreed

to a Bill, it goes to the President for

his sanction. So far, the United States

Constitution is a close imitation of Bri-

tish custom. The imitation, however,

stops here. The American Constitu-

tion clothes the President with a

power which the British Monarch
does not possess. The King, is obliged

to give his assent. The President is

not so compelled ; he may withhold his

sanction, in which case the Constitution

prescribes that the Bill must be re-

turned to the House in which it origi-

nated, with the President's written

objections, which objections are recon-

sidered ; when, if the Bill again pass

both Houses by a majority of two-

thirds, it becomes law without the

formality of the President's sanc-

tion,f An extension of the Royal

* The word " constitutional " applied to

American public law, has not the same vague
signification as with us. It cannot there be
used to designate what the party using it may
desire to approve, any more than the word
'? unconstitutional " can be employed as a mere
vague term of disapprobation. It there refers

to written law. Tell an American that such
and such a doctrine is unconstitutional, he will

at once ask you for chapter and verse. In
England these words are generally put forward
as a ready means of practising deception. They
belong to that numerous class of words which
having acquired what Mr Bentham called an
eulogistic or dyslogistic force are made use of
by knaves, and are received by fools, as reasons

or or against anythin under discussion.

f United States Constitution.— Article 1,

Section 7, Clause 2 Every Bill which shall

Prerogative to this point would

surely be an improvement upon the

present " Constitutional " practice. It

would emancipate the Monarch from

the degrading condition of a puppet,

and elevate him, or at all events

attempt to elevate him, to that of a ra-

tional being. At first a Monarch's

reasons might, perhaps, be a little

curious ; but " practice makes perfect,"

and I have no doubt but that

after a couple of sessions' practice, his

Majesty's reasons would be as pure a

specimen of dialectics as one could find

even in Spring Rice's Budget speech,

which every one admits to be a perfect

prodigy (for Spring Rice) in that par-

ticular. What a load of responsibility

would not this occasionally remove

from the oppressed concience of a con-

scientious monarch !
" There, my Lords,"

he might say ; " take back your Bill, I

will have nothing to do with it ; I wash

my hands of it entirely ; pass it if you

please, but do not make me a party, as

I conceive it interferes with my corona-

tion oath, and consequently with my
conscience." Thus the obligation to

assent to Bills against the Royal con-

science, need not again set an unhappy

Monarch blubbering.*

have passed the House of Representatives, shall,

before it becomes a law, be presented to the

President of the United States ; if he approve,

he shall sign it ; but if not, he shall return it,

with his objections, to that House in which it

shall have originated, who* shall enter the

objections at large upon their journal, and pro-

ceed to reconsider it. If, after such reconsider-

ation, two-thirds of that House shall agree to

pass the Bill, it shall be sent, together with the

objections, to the other House, by which it

shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved

by two-thirds of that House, it shall become a

law. But in all such cases the vote of both

Houses shall be determined by Yeas and Nays,

and the names of the persons voting for and

against the Bill shall be entered in the journal

of each House respectively. If any Bill shall

not be returned by the President within ten

days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have

been presented to him, the same shall be a law

in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the

Congress by their adjournment prevent its

return, in which case it shall not be a law.

* It was reported, at the time, that George

the Fourth cried when required to give his
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The Royal Prerogative of Peer-

making is no less fallacious and illu-

sory. It may sometimes happen, as in

the case of the King's illegitimate

offspring, that the Monarch is per-

mitted to have his own way; but on all

important occasions—when, for instance,

a batch of Peers is made for a political

purpose, it is the Ministerial list which

is carried. The matter is determined

on without consulting the Monarch ;

and except, perhaps, in a solitary case,

of rare occurrence, the Royal act of

conferring the dignity of the Peerage, is

a mere Ministerial ceremony. To enact,

therefore, that those who may become

shorn of their vested interests by the

operation of progressive reforms and

improvements, be compensated by a

seat in the Upper House, need not in

any way interfere with the prerogative

as it at present exists. The Monarch
for the time being may still be permitted

to elevate to the Peerage those who
have administered to his appetites and

his enjoyments.

Some inconsiderate people may, per-

haps, suppose that the House of Lords,

by such a process, would be rendered

worse than it is at present. Not at all.

As an instrument of Legislation the

assent to the Catholic Emancipation Bill,

urging that it was a violation of the coronation

oath, and against his conscience ! King George
the Fourth's conscience ! ! A more heartless

reprobate than the late King perhaps never

lived ; and, like many an aged reprobate, ho took

to religion when the power of sensual enjoy-

ment had fallen into decay.

House is now as bad as it can be. Any
change must either make it better, or

leave it where it is. The chapter of

accidents is here decidedly in the

People's favour ; so we may as well

innovate at once. Confine a score of

half-famished rats within the narrow

precincts of a tub, and mutual des-

truction speedily diminishes their

numbers. By setting the owners

of vested rights in like manner

against each other, taking care at

the same time to deprive them

of the power of preying upon the

public, they would, like the rats in

the tub, inevitably devour each other.

Their end would be much like the

melancholy fate of the Kilkenny

cats—there would be nothing left but a

little bit of flue.

Some curb would, it may be said, be

necessary to restrain the evil-doing of

such a motley Legislative chamber ;

—

no more, however, than is now admit-

ted to be necessary. The constitution

of the House is now as bad as it can

be. Upon this point it is unnecessary

to dwell. The truth of the proposition

has been abundantly shown in the

several Pamphlets in which the evils of

the House of Lords have* been dis-

cussed. It follows that those remedial

measures which would be effective in

ameliorating the present House of

Lords, would be an equally adequate

check upon the mischievousness of the

extended chamber.
H. S. Chapman.

POSTSCRIPT. -MOTIONS
SESSION RELATIVE TO

There are three classes of measures

announced for next session, having for

their object the amelioration of the

House of Lords as at present consti-

tuted. The first may be designated

preleminary . It has for its object a

searching enquiry into the present state

ANNOUNCED FOR NEXT
THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

of the House of Lords. Mr Hume is

the mover, and the wording of his mo-

tion is as follows :

—

a Select Committee to inquire as to the num-
ber of Peers in Parliament ; their qualifications

and privileges as such ; into the constitution of

that House, its powers, privileges, and immu-
nities ; and to consider how far that House has
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fulfilled the important duties of a Legislative

Body, and of the high court of appeal of Par-

liament; also into the manner in which con-

ferences are held with, and communications
made between the House of Lords and Com-
mons.

Though I have styled the above a pre-

liminary measure, there is no doubt but

that it will lead to some effectual pro-

posal on the part of the excellent mover.

The second may be styled partial.

Its object is improvement, but not com-

plete reform. It leaves wholly un-

touched the evil constitution of the

House. It is simply a proposal to

remove the Archbishops and Bishops

from the Upper House of Parliament.

Mr Rippon is the mover.

The last class may be termed effec-

tual, or, if you please, radical. It

goes to the very root of the evil. Mr
O'Connell proposes to destroy the

irresponsible character of the House of

Lords, by introducing the principle of

election, by making the Second Chamber
like the House of Commons, a body

representing the People. Mr. Roe-
buck's motion, on the other hand,

would deprive the House of Lords of

all power of working evil.

Mr O'Con nell's motion runs as

follows :

—

" Select Committee to inquire and report
whether it be necessary for the maintenance of
the rights and liberties of the People of Great
Britain and Ireland, that the principles of re-

presentation shall be introduced into the other
House of Parliament."

Mr Roebuck's motion has already

heen printed in the Pamphlet on " The
Conduct of Ministers." It proposes

to enact that a Bill rejected by the

Lords, and again passed by the Com-
mons, shall no longer require the Lords'

concurrence, but shall become law on

receiving the royal assent.

These effectual measures will no

doubt give rise to another class, namely
the class of palliatives. To avoid the

complete destruction of Aristocratic

privileges, however obnoxious those

privileges may have become, all sorts

of partial, patch-work, tinkering reme-

dies will be brought forward by those

who pretend to be great reformers, but

who really pass their days in devising

means of checking the progress of re-

form; and, when reform- is inevitable,

of reducing it to a minimum. These

evil geniuses will no doubt throw their

measures between the Lords and the

Liberals, to screen the former from the

well-directed shafts of the latter. One
proposal I have heard of, which is now
under process of concoction by a noted

pamphleteer of feeble powers, and

which is represented to be of the pallia-

tive character I have named. By
making a bit of flourish about the ne-

cessity of reform in the House of Lords,

following it up by a proposal to make
the Lords elect a House from among
themselves, the writer expects to be

able to save their Lordships for awhile.

It is perfectly clear, however, that this

system would necessarily produce a

House of Lords infinitely more hostile

to the People and their interests than

the House as at present constituted.

Under the present system it may occa-

sionally suit the Ministry of the day to

make a few comparatively Liberal Lords.

Such an event has occasionally oc-

curred, and always to the sore annoy-

ance of the existing Peers. Left to

the Peers themselves, they would never

think of choosing as their representa-

tive a Peer who betrayed the least sym-
pathy for the People. They would

choose men who would support their

order, and none other. H. S. C.
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GENERAL EVANS'S RULE OF PROMOTION IN THE
AUXILIARY ARMY OF SPAIN.

General Evans has proclaimed to the he or any other Radical should make
troops under his command, that merit such a proposition, I know of no other

shall be his rule of promotion. What way of meeting the evil, than by a pe-

a shocking innovation ! What a vulgar tition to the Lords, to be signed by all

army he will have under his command ! the army clothiers, corset-makers, kid

" Gentlemen," (so called) with plenty glove dealers, and highly-polished blunt

of money in their pockets, who have sword manufacturers in the kingdom,

been regularly educated by the best of praying to be heard by their counsel at

army-clothiers, and the most skilful of the bar of their Lordships' House,

dancing-masters, will have no pre- against such an abominable innovation,

ference. The Radical General is de- H. S. C.

termined to appoint as his officers a Postscript.—Seriously: a Commit-

parcel of vulgar fellows, whose only tee of the House of.Commons should be

merit consists in knowing their business, appointed, to inquire into the effects of

What an abominable scene his mess- the several modes of obtaining promo-

room will exhibit ! There will be dis- tion upon the efficiency of the army,

course of " guns, and drums, and A comparison between our own educated

wounds— God save the mark," and corps— the Engineers and Artillery,

nothing heard of ladies' eyes and ladies' with the rest of our army, where rank

favours. is purchasable, would solve part, but

I should not wonder were General part only, of the question. There

Evans, on his return to his country would still remain that portion of the

and to his seat in the House of inquiry which relates to what is

Commons, to propose a similar " in - technically called—" rising from the

novation " in the British army. If ranks."

CONDUCT OF THE AUTHORITIES TOWARDS THE
UNSTAMPED PRESS.

The conduct of the creatures of the Whig emboldened to resist, and the same

Government towards the proprietors, result takes place. Defeat now suc-

printers and venders of the Unstamped ceeds defeat, till at last the crest-fallen

Newspapers, reminds me of that of the boaster, reduced to his just position,

bullying, cowardly schoolboy, while un- becomes an object of contempt to those

discovered the terror, but finally the butt over whom he had previously tyran-

of the veriest urchin of the lowest form, nised.

He begins by putting on a hectoring Precisely similar to this was the con

-

tone and air, swaggering among his duct of the authorities towards all con-

equals, and threatening all around him. cerned in the Unstamped Press, from'the

At first the plan succeeds, and he ty- proprietors and conductors downwards
rannises to his heart's content. Pre- first to the poor printer, and from him
sently one of his schoolfellows, some- to the miserable, defenceless, starving

what more confident of his own powers creature who was driven to sell an Un-

than the rest, and goaded to resistance, stamped Paper at the corner of the

determines to measure strength with street, in order to get a pennyworth of

the bully. He does so, and conquers, taxed Bread for his famished wife and

By and bye boys of minor power are children.
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The proprietors were the first to mea- same offence. Mr Halls observed

sure their strength with the authorities, that it was very painful for him to send

The struggle was arduous and pro- a poor man, who had seen better days,

tracted, but the perseverance, courage, to prison for selling such publications,

and address of the former prevailed, when it was notorious that they were

and the beaten myrmidons of the Stamp exhibited in shops all over the town.

Office tacitly acknowledged their de- It was placing the Magistrates in a very

feat by shifting their attacks to weaker awkward predicament. Had the pri-

opponents—the printers of the forbid- soner been ignorant of the law, and

den works. The cowardly manner in had he not been punished for the same

which they proceeded has already been offence before, he should have attended

described, in an article entitled " Per- to his petition. He would punish the

secutionof the Unstamped Press." Here prisoner with a month's confinement,

they were driven from their ground by but it would be the last time he would

popular odium, and at last they were ever commit another under such cir-

brought to a confession that " It was cumstances, as the offence was evi-

impossible to proceed against the prin- dently connived at in others, which had
ters of the Unstamped Press." rendered the law totally powerless."

Thus beaten in almost every way, The conduct of Mr Halls on this

the wretched street-vender became the occasion, merits the warmest commen-
only being on whom they could wreak dation. By his good judgment and
their dastardly vengeance. I say ven- humanity, he has most probably put a

geance, because prevention of the offence stop to such disgraceful proceedings

was and is outof the question. Were the against the weakest of the offenders,

authorities to incarcerate a thousand vie- under a most obnoxious law. The only

tims, the poverty ofLondon would furnish class which the Stamp Office people

forth athousand more before the rising of have lately dared to cope with, are by

the morrow's sun. But even from this this decision screened from the ven-

last ground have they been driven, by a geance of these maliguants. Let us

recent decision of Mr Halls, the ma- hope that the wise and benevolent de-

gistrate, as the following report will cision of Mr Halls will have a good
show :

—

effect upon his fellow Magistrates, and
" The Unstamped.—Martin Robin- that they will see the injustice of per-

son, who handed in a petition to the mitting the oppression of a weak class

Magistrates, was charged by Robert of citizens, under a law which is impo-
Currie, a common informer, with ex- tent against a stronger class, and the

posing for sale on Saturday night, in folly, not to say the extreme iniquity,

Clare Street, Clare Market, the Weekly of continuing to execute a law which

Police Gazette and Twopenny Dispatch. J}K ]>
e
?
n rePeatedly declared to have

rri_ • i i i i 1.1 tailed in attaining one single end forThe prisoner had only been very lately which it was mad(?
*

sent to prison for fifteen days for the H # g t Chapman.

THE REGISTRATION.
The Conservative and Liberal parties have succeeded in maintaining; which
both lay claim to a considerable gain argument the Liberals meet by citing
on the present year's Registration. The the increase in the number of Liberals
Conservatives ground their statement registered, which, say they, is suffi-

on the vast number of objections they ciently large to enable the Liberal party



to afford to the Conservatives the re-

jection of twice as many as they have

succeeded in rejecting.

It is as yet quite impossible to make

any accurate estimate of the truth.

16

sing business for the Liberals." And
such indeed it is. The expensiveness

of the Registration, and the loss of

time it involves, are in themselves a

cause of extensive disfranchisement.

This much, however, may be affirmed, I myself am acquainted with several

that if the statements which have ap- persons who could not afford the time

peared in the provincial papers be cor- to attend to answer objections, and to

rect, the Liberals,—including under that

term the Whigs, for the present pur-

pose,—have really gained considerable

ground.

When it is stated, however, that the

Conservatives have expended vast sums

whom it was not convenient to employ

an agent.

The defects of the system of regis-

tration have been rendered abundantly

apparent by the events of the present

year. The proceedings of the Revising

of money in most of the boroughs

—

Barristers' Courts will afford ample evi-

bringing, thereby, into play all the vex- dence in favour of a radical change in

atious machinery of Agents, Attorneys, this obnoxious portion of the Reform

&c, which money, so readily put in mo- Act ; but as the question involves mat-

tion, it will easily be believed that the ters of too great importance to be dis-

i( gain" has not been without consider- missed at the fag end of an article,-

1

able personal sacrifice. In one county must take another opportunity of going

alone, 5,000/. is said to have been into the question at length, unless, in-

expended upon those clogs upon the deed, some more fit person take up the

franchise which I have just named— pen, in which case I shall cheerfully

By a Scotch paper the Registration has give way.

been characterized as " a most haras- H. S. C.

. .. . ,
• • T . . . .

-
' &tibertfeemeni$*
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A CHURCH, WHAT? A STATE CHURCH, WHAT?
We hear much talk of the Church.— around them. In speaking of them-

It is every now and then said to be in selves they were accustomed to call

imminent danger : It is always of im- themselves the Ecclesia, or Assembly, or

mense service—it is never in the wrong. Church of Jerusalem. In Antioch, in

But we are seldom told what the Rome, and in the other places in which

Church really is. In order to supply the Christians were, they did the same

this deficiency, the following description thing; and thus we have them speaking

has been attempted. of the Churches of Jerusalem, of

In the early times of Christianity its Antioch, of Rome, and so on.

professors constituted but a small and In the same way that each little

insignificant minority of the People community of Christians desired to

among whom they lived. In the midst separate and distinguish itself from the

of surrounding Jews or Pagans, they enemies of their faith among whom

lived in small and detached assemblies, they dwelled, and to live in one united

united by the bond of a common faith, band or company, so did the whole

and common observances. They were body of Christians, in whatevercountry,

accustomed to call each of these collec- desire to consider themselves of one

tions of Christians, the Assembly, or united flock, and to be distinguished

Meeting, or Ecclesia, or the Church. In by one common name. Thus the

Jerusalem, for example, the small body various Assemblies or Churches of

of Christians lived together, had all Jerusalem, of Antioch, Corinth, Rome,

things in common, and endeavoured to &c, were all called the Assembly or

distinguish themselves from the Jews Church of Christ.—As Christians in

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REYNELL 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.



Rome, for example, were united by the city in his opinion. He used it, both

circumstance of their being of one

faith, so were all the Christians of the

whole world united by the same cir-

cumstance. Therefore, when speaking

of the Christians collectively who lived

for the sake of brevity and vanity.

The Church, then, in this significa-

tion of the term, means the persons of

the Christian faith, united together by the

bond of that faith. Paul, one of the

in Rome, a Christian of those early earliest teachers of Christianity, distin-

days would have called them the Church guishes the meaning of the term with

of Rome ; when speaking of the Chris-

tians in the world at large, he would

have called them the Church of Christ.

The great tendency of all language

is towards abbreviation ; and one great

leading principle of human nature is to

exalt ourselves. Thus, in process of

time, the Christians introduced the ex-

pression simply of the Church ; and

it was quickly understood to mean

themselves alone :—they were the As-

sembly or Church, by excellence.

This is a very common process, and

accuracy. He directs one of his

epistles " unto the church of God, which

is at Corinth ; to them which are sanc-

tified in Christ Jesus, called to be

saints," &c. Another epistle he ad-

dresses " unto the churches of Galatia."

Now, as there is but one church of

God, and as there were many churches

in Galatia, it is clear that the distinc-

tion Avhich I have mentioned above,

even then existed. Any assembly of

Christians at a particular place, was

called the Assembly Or Church of that

may be observed in the case of every place, while Christians collectively were

separate sect or community. The Re-

formers, in their early days, were accus-

tomed to speak^of their religion, as the

religion, and thefaith : and the"various

denominations of dissenters at the pre-

sent day, are in the habit, each in its

own case, of calling themselves, the

congregation, or the meeting. The ex-

pression is not in reality intended to

signify that there are no other congre-

gations, or no other meetings—but is

used merely as a distinctive mark for

their own peculiar sect or community.

An instance of the same kind of pro-

ceeding in language was afforded by

the Athenian and Roman people when

speaking about their respective towns.

When an Athenian said

—

the citij, he

meant Athens—when a Roman used the

same expression, he meant Rome : and

after the permanent establishment of

the Roman dominion, the expression

going " ad urbem "—to the city, always

denominated the Assembly or Church

of God in Christ.

It must be recollected that this As-

sembly or Church, these Assemblies or

Churches, existed all within one empire.

All the various Assemblies or Churches

were equally worthy, and the division

was merely one of place, and not of

faith. The faith of the Church of Ga-

latia was the same as that of the

Church of Antioch or Corinth. Sepa-

rate churches in those days did not

mean hostile ones.

It must also be borne in mind, that

this Union, or Assembly, or Church,

for purely spiritual purposes. The

religion of the heathen world was a

purely temporal affair. The aid of the

Gods was sought in order that the

people might prosper here on earth ;

and the Priesthood of Rome, main-

tained and fed by the state, were

deemed of essential service to the state,

signified going to Rome. The speaker in procuring for the people the good

did not thereby signify that there were will of the Gods. *

no other cities ; but he used this form The religion of the Christian has a

of expression to designate the chief different end and purpose. Prosperity
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in this life was distinctly stated to be no

sign of the Divine favour ; on the con-

trary, the doctrine was carefully incul-

cated, that whom " the Lord loveth, he

chasteneth." The end of the Christian

religion was happiness hereafter. It

was a business separate and apart from

worldly concerns, and was expressly

ordered to be so divided.

Thus, then, a Christian people might

be considered in two points of view :

first in a temporal, and secondly in a

religious light. In the first they were

united for social purposes ; they had

magistrates and laws relating to those

circumstances. They also united for

religious purposes, and they had magis-

trates and laws relating to these circum-

stances.

When speaking of themselves in this

second, or religious point of view, the

Christians were accustomed to call

themselves a Church, the Church. The

important circumstance was, they were

united by one common faith, for the

pursuit of one common end, viz. eternal

happiness.

It is evident that the State and the

Church are two things in this way only

—they are the same people viewed

under two different aspects. In the

same way, any individual may be

called two things ; John, for example,

is a citizen, but John is also a Christian.

The same John is both ; that is to say,

when you call John a citizen, you con-

sider him in one point of view—when

you call him a Christian, you look at

him in another.

How does it happen, then, that we
find the two words State and Church

united in this sentence — "a State

Church V* It is clear that the phrase

" citizen Christian " would^ puzzle us.

What has induced mankind ^to unite

into one denomination matters so

wholly heterogeneous ? The answer to

this question is not difficult.

I have not long siiice said, that the

People uniting for religious purposes,

had laws and Magistrates in relation to

those purposes. In the early Christian

Church, those whom by analogy I have

termed Magistrates, were of two orders

only

—

Overlookers or Presbyters, and

Deacons. The Presbyters, that is, old

men, were appointed Overlookers ; and

to aid them had certain young men, that

is, Deacons.

In the very early days of Christianity,

the business of an Overlooker (episco-

pos, from whence our word Bishop) was

exceedingly multifarious. At that time

the Christians often lived in common ;

and to govern this community and pro-

vide for its wants, was the business of

an Overlooker. He prayed with, and

he instructed the People.

To this office the most worthy and

efficient from among the People was

elected by the People.

In process of time, as the communi-

ties of Christians increased, the office

of Overlooker became more important.

In a few centuries the simple form of

government adopted by the original As-

semblies or Churches of Christians was

corrupted by imitations of the proceed-

ings, dresses, and even form of worship

adopted by the Roman Priesthood.

The Priesthood became a separate class,

and considered themselves to have in-

terests peculiar to themselves.

In the ancient times, as I have said,

the community of the faithful were de-

nominated the Church: the vanity of

the Priesthood soon arrogated that

term to themselves. They attempted

to confound the interests of religion

with their own interests. The interests

of the Church, they quickly inculcated,

were identical with those of the Priest-

hood, and the transition was easy to the

making Church and Priesthood one.

In common language it soon came to

be understood, that if you spoke of the

Church without further explanation^

you thereby signified the Priesthood.



In process of time also, divisions un- signifies the Priesthood of the Church

happily arose among the brethren of whose tenets are maintained, and Priest-

Christians ; they separated themselves hood paid by the State—the word State

off into separate sects, and each sect here not signifying the whole body of

had its own body of Priests, and each the People, but simply the governing

body of Priests called themselves the power.

Church. Europe, howevc-r, long re- We may now arrive at a correct un-

mained under the sway, as regarded re- derstanding of what is really intended

ligion, of what is now termed the Papal by the many expressions now so freely

Priesthood. This Priesthood was used respecting the danger of theChurch.

maintained partly by the nation, and It is quite evident that thereby it can-

partly by estates which the nation al- not be intended that the great body of

lowed the Priesthood to hold afier the the People of England who are of the

fashion of a corporation. faith which distinguishes this Church,

When that division took place which are really in any temporal danger. But

is called the Reformation, multitudes of it must mean one or both of two things/

sects arose; and, as before, every sect had It must mean, either that tenets which

its own Priesthood, and these different distinguish this Church are likely to be

Priesthoods arrogated to themselves the no longer held by the People, or that

title of Church. In different countries the Priesthood are likely to be no longer

the State or Government favoured dif- paid by the State. Now, without any

ferent sects, and generally the manner very great violence upon any man's

in which they evinced their favour was, belief, I think we may all conclude that

by declaring the peculiar tenets of the the cry of " the Church is in danger"

favoured sect to be the true tenets, and is raised by those who dread the loss of

by paying the Priesthood of that sect. pay, and not by those who fear a change

Thus, in England, Henry VIII. threw of tenets. And I am the more inclined

off the Papal dominion, and established to believe that such is really the sort of

a set of tenets which he declared to be thing dreaded, because the dread is a

true, and ordered all his subjects, upon very reasonable one. There is much dan-

pain of death for disobedience, to believe ger that the payment of the Priesthood

these said tenets. A Priesthood was by the State will actually cease; every

quickly found for a religion with a King reasonable man must acknowledge this,

at its head; and, after sundry revolutions, But, on the other hand, no man in his

finally, in the reign of Elizabeth, the senses, or not blinded by passion and

Reformed Anglican Religion was esta- interest, can believe that the tenets of

blished in England. The people of this the People are in any danger. We
faith constitute, sjtrictly speaking, the do not find that the tenets of the Dis-

Church of England ; and the tenets senters are less firmly held because

of these people are maintained by their religious teachers are not paid by

the governing body of the country, the State; neither is there any fear en-

by the State ; and as the Priesthood tertained by any one that the Catholics

are paid by the same, this Church is of Ireland are likely suddenly to be de-

called the State Church of England, prived of their religion ; and yet the

But as the Priesthood of this Church, Catholics of Ireland pay their own

like that of all others, have arrogated Priesthood without aid from the State,

lo themselves the title and denomination We ought to give those who utter the

of Church, the State Church of Eng- cry of "the Church in danger" the

land in ordinary, but incorrect language, benefit of this distinction, and out of



charity suppose that they intend what is One of the favourite statements of

reasonable. Their dread is lest they those who cry out that " the Church is

lose the pay, not that their religion in danger," is, that the property of the

should all at once be filched from them. Church is as much the property of the

That the Priests will lose their pay Priesthood as Woburn Abbey is the

without a serious outcry, no one need property of the Duke of Bedford.

anticipate; but, luckily, the priestly This fallacy would never have been lis-

weapons are not very dangerous at the tened to, had the explanation above

present time. Some ages since the given of the meaning of the term

matter would have borne a different Church been steadily fixed in the minds

look, but now no one need be terrified of the People.

respecting priestly vengeance. The Uniting for the purposes of religion,

worst they can do is to bring false accu- a given People— say the People of Eng-

sations ; and this, we may be assured, land—thought fit to set apart certain

they will most freely attempt. The lands for their own religious uses. The

chief accusation will be irreligion ; and property was indeed the property of the

I have little doubt but that the expla- Church; or, using the definition for the

nation which I have here attempted word defined, the property of the Peo-

(and which I venture to affirm is in the pie of England, united together by the

highest degree orthodox and sound) bond of a common faith; in other words,

will be denounced as savouring of infi- it is the property of the Nation or Peo-

delity. To take the Apostles for one's pie, viewed in their capacity of Chris-

guide, when they lead to conclusions tians. It so happened that the People

opposite to the reception of pay, must chose to change their religion ; in other

appear irreligious to those in whose words, they broke up their former reli-

minds pay and religion are insepar- gious community, and formed a new

able. Anything that militates against one. At this dissolution of the old

much money and little work is, in its community much of the property was

very nature, heretical with those to taken by the governing power, and

whom the sweet and savour of religion turned to other uses; a great portion,

is the money that it will bring. Any however, remained, and the same govern-

one that can persuade himself that the ing power declared that it should be

gorgeous appointments of the Arch- applied to the purposes of religion,

bishop of Canterbury are compatible Hereupon the Priesthood step in and

with the humbleness and meekness of a say, " this is Church property ; Church

Christian Bishop, can easily, by the and Priesthood are identical ; therefore

same process, arrive at the conclusion it is our property—Priesthood property."

that a correct account of the Apostolic Was ever anything so preposterous?

Churches is a venomous libel upon the The property belongs to the People, in

Church of England. An hallucination their capacity of a Church or religious

of this sort is no uncommon affair: Assembly! hitherto they have employed

doubtless there are many orthodox yet it in over-paying an idle Priesthood,

drunken followers of the precepts of the They are fast coming to the conclusion

Koran ; and many a pious courtezan has that the interests of religion would be

for her patroness the chaste and virgin better promoted by a different mode of

mother of God. The robber who blows providing for their religious expenses,

out your brains, and adores Christ on and they therefore determine no longer

the cross, are apt specimens of the same to apply the property hitherto dedicated

state of mind, to this service in the way fbrmeily
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adopted. Hereupon a band of expec-

tants rise up, and call it their property;

they confound the various meanings of

the word Church, and endeavour to

make it considered to be spoliation for

the People to use their own property as

their best judgment shall determine.

I will close these observations by

stating the various meanings in which

the term Church has been applied.

1 . The great body of those professing

Christianity.

2. Any particular portion of this

larger body, living in a particular place.

3. Any particular portion of Chris-

tians holding peculiar and distinctive

opinions, and subject to a separate

Church government.

4. The Priesthood of any church, or

assembly, or sect. (This is now by far

the most common use of the term.)

5. A place of worship. The building

in which the Church, that is, the People,

assembled. J. A. Roebuck.

LEGAL WISDOM—THE REVISING BARRISTERS.
The following extracts from various

country Newspapers, describing the

wise doings of the Revising Barristers,

suggest considerations that embrace

topics even yet more important than

the Registration of Voters. The whole

administration of justice in this country

is infected with the evil which appears

in these cases after so astounding a

fashion ; and it behoves the People se-

riously to consider of the means by

which so fatal a plague may be com-

pletely and permanently eradicated.

I place the extracts at once before the

reader; and beg his most careful at-

tention to one and all of them.

Under the old system, the Constituency, at

least knew what they had to trust to. Their

rights were clearly defined, easily maintained,

and jealously guarded from invasion, as from
abuse, by the law of the land. Now, the elector

holds such rights as have been ostensibly vouch-

safed to him by * the Bill, the whole Bill, and
nothing but the Bill '— (which, indeed, was
* Bill et preterea nihil,')—on so frail a tenure,

as to be dependent on the ignorance or the sa-

gacity, the neglect or the diligence, of a parish

officer;—the captious objection, or the trickery

of a political opponent;—or the ever-varying

interpretation of legal and verbal technicalities

by Revising Barristers. Under the new sys-

tem, the voter of this year will most probably

be disfranchised in the next ; and without any
criminal, unworthy, or even questionable act on
his part."

—

Leamington Courier.

Wells.— Registration of Voters. — The
Revising Barristers, Oxenham and Stevens,

Esqrs., attended here on Wednesday and Thurs-
day, when a remarkable scene took place. Mr
Towles had objected to the greater part of the

ciaims within the liberty of St Andrew, princi-

pally those of the Dean and Chapter of the

Cathedral ; but the service of the required

notices being denied, the Barristers required
from Mr F. copies of those he professed to have
served, and, after repeated ineffectual attempts,

on the Wednesday, to substantiate by his oath
the copies tendered by him to the Court (many
of which were prima facie and glaringly incor-

rect), the Barristers declined to receive his oath

on the subject, unless corroborated by collateral

evidence ; the merits of the claims of these gen-
tlemen, in respect of the offices they hold in the

Cathedral, were, therefore, not discussed, and
their names consequently remain on the register.

The utmost inattention and ignorance were
betrayed by many of the overseers, insomuch
that the voters of several whole parishes were
expunged from the register ; and it would be
well if overseers would be advised by this cir-

cumstance to obtain professional or other proper
assistance in the preparation of their lists, &c,
for it is evident that many, from their habits of

life, cannot be conversant with the intricate

details of Acts of Parliament ; and there are

instances, of the least possible apparent conse-

quence, in which a trifling departure from the

letter of the Act involves on the parish consider-

able difficulty, unpleasantness, and, possibly,

expense. .It is understood that the result of

the revision of the county lists in this district is

in favour of the Conservative interest.—The
following are the parishes that have been dis-

franchised, in consequence of the lists not being
properly signed by the overseers

:

—Paulton, Chil-

compton, Chewton Mendip, Hinton Blewett,

Portishead, Uphill, and the populous village of

Wrington.—One of the overseers at Congres-
bury objected to the votes of five or six Conser-

vatives, but not one of them were sustained, in

consequence of the word objection having been
written against the names, instead of objected to.

Bath.—The Court for the revision of the

lists for the parishes of the city of Bath, and the

hundreds of Bathforum and Wcllow, &c, in the

Eastern Division of the county of Somerset,

was opened on Monday, at the White Lion Inn,

in this city, before G. N. Oxenham and A. J.

Stephens, Esqrs.

Monckton Coombe was postponed, the assistant

overseer being unable to prove the transmission

of the proper list to the clerk of the peace.

Combehay.—The list affixed to the church
door was signed by only one overseer, though



the names of both were attached. List rejected,

and the parish disfranchised.

Swainswick The overseer in attendance had
transmitted a list, but could not swear to having

sent the origmal list to the clerk of the peace, it

having been left with the printer for his use.

Decision deferred.

Dunkerton—This list was signed by the

assistant overseer, but not signed or authorized

by the two overseers. List rejected, and parish

disfranchised.

Freshford.-^- The listproducedwas not signed.

The original list was not sent to the clerk of

the peace. Decision deferred.

Kelson.—A similar case. Decision deferred.

Englishcombe.—The list was signed by one
overseer only, when affixed; but after publica-

tion the other overseer signed. List rejected,

and parish disfranchised.

Claverton,—This list was not proved to have
been sent to the clerk of the peace. Decision

deferred.

The following lists were passed, reserving for

after-decision the objections to individuals :—
Bathford, St Catherine, Langridge, Weston,
Batheaston, Charlcombe, Northstoke, Har-
dington.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY.
The following parishes were wholly disfran*

chised on account ofinformalities of the overseers

with regard to the preparation of the lists :

—

Timsbury, Publow, Wellow, Kelson, Monckton
Coombe, Claverton, Buckland Denham.

St Michael's, Bath.—The county voters in

this parish have also been disfranchised through
an informality. This case appears to be one of

peculiar hardship, inasmuch as the overseers

had rigidly complied with the spirit of the Act.

Their notices Avere all published in due time,

and the directions of the Act strictly complied
with, with the exception of their having sent to

the high constable a copy of their list instead of
the original ; an objection of so frivolous and
vexatious a character, that if it had been strictly

insisted upon in every case, nearly the whole
division of the county would have been disfran-

chised. The overseers produced the original

list from which their copy had been made, and
upon oath verified its authenticity, and its being
that from which their copy was made. As the

Revising Barristers have upon former occasions

received copies, and, indeed, at this revision the

other Barrister, Mr Stephens, has in a parallel

case done so, it does seem to be peculiarly unjust

towards this parish—more especially as, to use
the expression of the Barrister (Mr Oxenham)
who rejected the list, they had, in other cases

(viz. at Saltford) " twisted and turned the

law."
St Peter and St Paul, Bath.—The case

of this parish was similar to that of St Michael.

The overseers sent the high constable a copy

of the list instead of the original. The dis-

franchisement of the abbey parish is, however,

of little import, as most of the claimants are

qualified in other parishes.

Revision of Voters for the Borough of

Bath.—Yesterday, the Barristers, William M.
Praed and John Greenwood, Esqrs, attended a

Court, at the Guildhall in this city, for the pur-

pose of revising the Lists of Voters for the

Borough of Bath. The chief feature in the

day's proceedings had reference to two or three

individuals, who claimed a right of voting on
the ground of their occupancy of certain houses
which they let out for lodgings; at the same
time having their actual residence elsewhere.
The first case of this kind which came before

the Court was that of Samuel Nicholls, on
whom notice of objection had been served in

respect of the house, No. 48 Pulteney street.

It appeared that the house had been at various
times let out to lodgers, Mr Nicholls retaining
possession thereof by his servant, who constantly
slept on the premises. Mr N. had at all times
access thereto; and he frequently slept there
himself. The servant, whether rendering ser-

vice to the lodgers of otherwise, was always
paid by Mr Nicholls, and subject to his dis-

missal at pleasure. A question was here raised

as to the actual value of that part of the pre-
mises (when fully let), which was occupied
for the use of the servant, and which being
stated by Mr N. to be more than 10/. per
annum, the Learned Gentleman stated that, as

it was very probable that many cases of a
similar character might be brought before the
Court, they should for the present postpone
their decision, as facts might be hereafter ad-
duced, tending more fully to elucidate the va-

lidity of this alleged qualification.

In the Revision Court, at Brighton, on the
30th (Sept.), we find the following matter re-

ported in the Tory Brighton Gazette

:

—
" On the name of John Smith being read

over

—

" Mr Good, overseer, objected to him for

neglecting to send in a new claim on changing
his residence. He conceived that the 36th
clause was imperative on persons changing their

residence to send in a fresh claim, and quoted
the following portion of the clause :—« No per-

son whose name shall be upon such register for

the time being, shall be required thereafter to

make any such claim as aforesaid, so long as he
shall retain the same qualification, and continue
in the same place of abode described in such
register.' Now, as Mr Smith had not con-

tinued in the same place of abode, in his

opinion the Act disfranchised him.
" Mr Deedes, to meet the objection, quoted a

portion of the 37th clause, by which it appears

that if an overseer believes that the person

claiming is not entitled to vote, he may have

power to add the words ' objected to.' But in this

case the qualification was not disputed ; there-

fore it turned merely upon the change of resi-

dence, and he was not quite sure whether the

overseers were acting strictly within the mean-
ing of the Act, by putting the words ' objected

to.' Notwithstanding, he thought the responsi-

bility ought to attach to the voter.

" Mr F. Cooper said he was prepared to

prove that Mr Smith lived at 1 Hanover place.

(He was described as living on the London
road.

)

" Mr Deedes said the question was whether

they had power to alter it.

H Mr Good said that in sixteen or seventeen

cases similar to this the parties had sent in their

claims.
" Mr Deedes approved of their doing so.

" Mr Kell said there had been no difficulty

in" other parts of the county. If the residence

could be supplied, that was deemed sufficient.

^iJ' Sir Walter Riddell said that the object of
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the Act was td give persons a vote who could
prove their qualification. He conceived they
had no right to insert the words ' objected to,'

unless they were satisfied that the party was
not properly qualified. He thought that, to

construe the Act liberally, the name should
be retained.

—

Deficiency supplied, and the name
retained.

** Sir David Scott, Bart A case similar to

Smith's { residence supplied, and name re-

tained*"

Now, without finding fault with this de-

cision, let us turn to another under similar

facts, which was given on revising the lists for

South Warwickshire, at Stratford-on-Avon, on
the 23rd of September last, by Mr Humfrey, a
leading man at the Bar on the Midland Cir-

eHrt :-~
** Bidforp.—Edward Ashwin was opposed

by Mr Hobbes, under the 37th section of the
Keform Act, on the ground that he had
changed his residence without sending in a fresh

claim. The claimant was examined by Mr
Patterson, and stated that he had given in his

residence, in his first claim, as being in High
street, Stratford-upon-Avon, and that he had
since removed, retaining his former qualifica-

tion, but he had not sent in a new claim stating

his removal from his residence.

* By Mr Humfrey : He had no fixed place

of residence now : he was now tenant in two
different places.

" By Mr Patterson : He believed that he did
not live in High street on the 31st of July last.

"Mr Hobbes said he thought it quite clear

that the claimant did not live in the same place

as he did when he gave in his claim to be regis-

tered, nor could it be said that the claimant was
correctly described on that register, for he did
not live in High street.

" Mr Patterson contended that it was not
necessary that a person should continue to live

in the same street. The change in this case

was only from one house to another, within a
few doors distance, and there could not, by
possibility, be any intention to defraud, by the
claimant not having sent in a fresh claim. It

had been decided the other day that • Dublin '

was a sufficient description of the place of
residence of a voter, who held a qualification

in this j[county ; and surely, if such were the
case, there could be no objection to the claimant
being described as a resident of a small borough
like that of Stratford-upon-Avon.

" The Barrister said, that if ' Stratford-upon-

Avon ' had been alone presented in the claim,

and High street had been omitted, why, then,

change of residence from one street to another
would not, perhaps, have caused any objection

;

but here was the cailmant residing in High
street, and he had changed his residence with-

out sending in a new claim, which the law de-
manded. The words of the Act were—'so
long as he shall retain the same qualification,

and continue in the same place of abode des-

cribed in such register,' he shall remain
entitled to a vote. Jt was hardly possible that

that vote could be allowed.

"Mr Ashwin said that now he had no fixed

place of residence, and that he should not know
how to describe himself if he wanted to claim.

" In reply to a question by Mr Hobbes, the

claimant said that he still occupied the same

house to which he had removed from High
street.

" By Mr Patterson : The White Lion was
one of his places of residence for the present
time ; he was not living in High street at the
time of the last register, and there was no ob-
jection made then. He had changed his

residence about a year and nine months.
" The Barrister ; That is of no consequence;

few objections were taken last year at the regis-

tration, by either party.
" Mr Hobbes said that if the words 'High

street' had been" left out, then the only question
would have been as to whether a change was
contemplated by the act, in a removal in a
town, from one house to another.

" The Barrister : Fes, certainly.

" Mr Patterson said that at the time of
registering last year, the claimant was on the

register for High street, while he had removed
from there some time previous.

" The Barrister said he saw that he was ; but
as he did not live in High street now, how
was he (Mr H.) to say that the claimant re-

mained in the same place of abode as that des-

cribed in the register? and which the Act said

was requisite. As to what had been said about
the name of the town being sufficient, it ap-

peared to him very doubtful ; he thought that

the name of the particular place should be
mentioned; for, if that argument were good, a

man might claim as a resident of London, and
yet change his residence, without giving notice

that he had done so, though he might still be

in London. The claim, would certainly not do.—
Claim disallowed."

—

Leamington Courier.

Then again, notwithstanding all this trouble

and expense, what security have the people in

the decisions of the Barristers in their respec-

tive Courts? They are as varying as the climate

in which we live. No man knows—no man
can know when he has secured his vote, or in

what manner he can proceed safely in order to

secure it. We have one law for Warwickshire,
and another for Sussex, both brought into

operation from the same Act of Parliament,

and each administered by a " Barrister learned

in the law." Mr Clarkson, the other day, re-

commended the electors of Leeds* to do that

which, by his decision, he held to be unneces-
sary, *' AS OTHER BARRISTERS MIGHT DECIDE
DIFFERENTLY 1 !

"

Now, what a monstrous state of things is

this ! Here is a Judge, against whose decision

there is no appeal, openly avowing and telling

the people to their teeth there is no depen-
dance to be placed in the permanency of his

decisions, and that his successor may, upon the

same facts, decide directly the reverse. Now,
what security can the people have in such a

state of things? Here is a fine field in which
the attorneys can ply their vocation. In order

to shew the sort of objections these gentlemen
are disposed to avail themselves of, taking the

chance of Mr Clarkson's avowed uncertainty

of the Barrister's decision, we extract the fol-

* The Leeds case has been already noticed
in a former Pamphlet in an article entitled
" Liberal decision of a revising Barrister." The
decision was, that the non-payment of the
registration shilling was not a legal cause of
disfranchisement.
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lowing from the Times, relative to the voters

for Middlesex :

—

"(Before Mr Coventry).
** St Luke's Parish—Thomas Lee and five

other persons claimed for a rent-charge. They
were objected to by the Conservatives.

"Mr Dimes, a solicitor, submitted that the

notice was not good, inasmuch as it was printed,

whereas the Act of Parliament required that

the notice should be in writing.
" Mr Coventry decided that it was a valid

notice, as it was signed in writing.
" Parish of Hackney.—Mr Coppock ob-

jected to the reception of the overseers' list.

The directions of the Act were, that the words
* objected to* should be placed opposite the

name of the party objected to; whereas, in the

lists sent in by the overseers of this parish,

those words were written on the right-hand
side of the list, and consequently opposite the
qualification, and not opposite the name, in

compliance with the terms of the Act of Par-
liament.

•* Mr Coventry thought there was nothing
in the objection."

—

Brighton Patriot.

Throughout all these proceedings we
perceive the same mischievous spirit

that pervades the acts of every court in

this kingdom. Law, in the opinion of

Lawyers, is not deemed a means to the

end which the world at large believe it

to be. Law, in their opinion, is a species

of game, and the end is the pleasure of

playing it. Mankind, generally, be-

lieve it the rule by which rights are de-

termined ; and the administration of the

law, the actually determining or appor-

tioning such rights as come into dispute.

For example, A lays claim to a field ;

B denies the justice of this claim ; there-

upon A goes to the Judge, and requires

of him to determine to whom the field

does, according to the rule of law, be-

long. In such a case, common sense

would dictate to the Judge the following

proceeding :

—

1. He would ask A on what ground

he claimed the field.

Hereupon A would state the ground.

The Judge would at once be able to

decide one point, viz. whether the

grounds, supposing them not contro-

verted, be sufficient to justify the claim;

if not, he would dismiss the claim at

once ; but, if it were sufficient, he would

then make

2. Application to B, and ask him

what he had to say in answer to this

claim.

Suppose, for example, that A had

said, i* I bought the field in question on

such a day." This fact, if not opposed

by some other fact, would be sufficient

to constitute the claim of A. Now the

Judge says to B, what have you to say

to this ?

B might answer in the following

ways :

—

1. First, he might deny the assertion

altogether.

2. He might say, true ; he bought the

field, but he sold it to me since.

Or,

3. He might say, the sale was fraudu-

lent or not complete; or the land was

not the property of the person who sold

it to A, &c.

If B answered in the first way, the

Judge would turn to A and say, B de-

nies your assertion ; what proof have

you of the sale ?

Hereupon A would bring evidence.

If B answered in the second wav, the

Judge would ask A what he had to say

to B's assertion ; and he might say it

was false. Hereupon B would be called

on to prove his statement.

We need not pursue this illustration

further. By it the reader, however,

must perceive that the process of adju-

dication might be rendered simply the

pursuit of truth. If he know anything

of English law he must know that this

is a very different process from that

which our courts pursue. The thorough-

bred Lawyer never asks what the real

state of the case is. The Judge never

troubles himself about the important

circumstances of the transaction, but

inquires if certain formalities have been

gone through ; and should he discover

any error in the performance of these

formalities, he at once determines that

he committing such error, shall, for the

time at least, lose his right, or be kept

out of his demand.
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The Revising Banisters have pursued

a course precisely similar.

The Legislature has determined that,

before a man be entitled to vote for a

member of Parliament, he shall (for

example, say, in a borough) be in pos-

session of premises of the yearly value

of 10J. ; and that he shall have held

such premises or others of equal value

one year.

The really important, the only im-

portant points here are— 1. The value

of the premises : 2. The time they have

been held.

And the business of the Barristers

ought to be, to see that no one be on

the list of voters who has not the requi-

rite premises, or who has not held them

for the required time; and that no one

should be off the list who is possessed

of the required qualification.

It is evident that the Legislature's

intention was, that every man in a

Borough sending a member to Parlia-

ment, who has premises worth 101. a

year, and who has held such premises

for one year, should have the right to

vote. And it is equally clear that any-

thing which goes to give such persons

the right, of voting really furthers the

intention of the Legislature ; and every-

thing which prevents such a person

from possessing the right to vote frus-

trates the Legislature's intention.

Swift gives a ludicrous account of

the proceedings of English lawyers in a

case wherein a cow was in dispute.

They did not endeavour, he says, to

discover to whom the cow really be-

longed, but were exceedingly anxious

to learn whether the field in which she

was milked was round or square. This

description is not more extravagant

than some of the proceedings above

described. Having to determine, for

example, whether the persons on a

given list are possessed of premises

worth 101. a year, the Barrister begins

by wishing to know whether the list is

printed or written. What possible dif-

ference can it make whether the name
of John Styles have been put on the

paper with types or with a pen? John
Styles says his house is worth 101. a

year, and that he has lived in it a year

;

and, therefore, the Barrister wishes to

know whether the name of John
Styles was written or printed. There

js his name printed ; everybody knows

that the individual, John Styles, in

the Court, is the John Styles in-

tended. The Barrister knows it also.

But for the Barrister's wisdom this is

not enough. Who knows what might

be done? No one can $ay what errors

may occur, so I will not believe my
eyes nor my ears, and I say I do not

see John Styles, that I do not hear

John Styles, and furthermore I de-

clare that John Styles shall have no

right of voting

!

So in the case of signing the lists.

The signature is but a means to an

end : authenticity. If the signature be

omitted it does not at once follow that

the list is not authentic. The signature

not being affixed, the list requires some

other authentication. The Overseer is

before the Barrister. Did you make

out this list? I did. Is it correct?

It is. What more could be attained by

the signature? But, no, this is not suf-

ficient for lawyers' wisdom. God
knows only what might happen, so I

shall disfranchise a whole parish, by

determining not to receive the list which

I know, and everybody else knows, to

be authentic.

Again: having to inquire whether the

voters of a certain parish had the

requisite qualification, had held their

premises one year, and paid their rates

and taxes, the Barrister taking up the

list, begins with something like this in-

quiry. Barrister: Is this list original?

—

Overseer: I cannot say. It is authentic;

that is my signature, and I have com-

pared the names with the rate book.
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It is not the list that was first written,

for that Was sent to the printers. Bar-

rister : Did you destroy that list sent

to the printers before the 24th of

August (stating some day)?—Overseer:

I do not know.—Barrister : Can you

swear that you did?—Overseer: No,

I cannot:—Barrister: Then I will not

receive this list, and the whole parish

is disfranchised.

Now, consider the absurdity of this

proceeding. The really important cir-

cumstances are, first, that no person not

duly qualified as above described (the

incidents of qualification being three-

fold, the having premises of a certain

value, the having possessed them a

given time, and the having paid the

rates and taxes by him due) ; that no

person not thus duly qualified should

be allowed to be on the list of voters.

The second, that every person duly

qualified and claiming to vote should

be on it. The law has provided certain

guards by which to secure the correct-

ness of the list. It imposes certain

forms and duties on the Overseers, in

order to insure correctness. But these

forms are but means to an end, the

end being correctness—and this end is

not to be sacrificed to the form. Now
it should be remembered that the list

is far more incorrect now that the

whole parish is disfranchised, than it

could by possibility have been if the

Overseers' list had been revised. The

list of voters is correct when all duly

qualified are on, all not duly qualified

are off the list. Now here at one blow

hundreds duly qualified are struck off,

and the list made grossly incorrect by the

ignorance and blundering of the Bar-

rister.

Further, what security for correct-

ness is derived from the Overseer

having destroyed the former list ? There

was floating, I suppose, in this lawyer's

unhappy brain some notion which he

had derived from the dim luminaries of

the English law, respecting the best

evidence. He must take the best

evidence. The best evidence is the

original) says the sapient lawyer, and

if that exist it must be adduced. If it do

not exist, I will take second best evi-

dence ; but you must prove that the best

does not exist. Just look at these facts,

reader, like a plain man, not troubled

with lawyer acumen. The Overseer

swears that the original, as it is called,

is destroyed. The lawyer receives the

list offered, well knowing it to be a cor-

rect list. But he does not know it to be

correct because the overseer has sworn

that another has been destroyed ; he

derives that knowledge from a very dif-

ferent set of circumstances, all of which

were before him, and had already pro-

duced the effect upon his mind before

the oath was taken. Not one tittle of

security was added by the oath, but,

forsooth, a rule of law was adhered to;

a rule, to say the least of it, that is as

stupid as its effects are mischievous.

What difference could result from the

circumstance of a dirty list of voters,

handled and thumbed by the printers,

being thrown, like other waste paper,

on a heap, and not put into the fire?

What could be done with this list that

happened to be first written? And what

had the circumstance of its having been

first written to do with the matter at

all?

The truth is, the mind of an ordinary

lawyer is wholly incapable of keeping

steadily before it the real end in view

in each legal proceeding. It is over-

borne and confounded with the inci-

dents, and, as Locke has said, sticks in

them. A lawyer, moreover, is always

exceedingly acute in finding out possi-

ble contingent evils—only on one side

of the question. He is blind to all

others. He can perceive the evils pos-

sibly arising from his acting, but he

can see none that will follow his not

acting. The lawyer here, for example,
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doubtless conjured up much possible, and nothing doubting of the accuracy
though not very probable, contingent of the order, in lusty tones shouted,

evil as likely to result from his recep- " Let go the anchor."—The refusal of

tion of this second best list, but he the lists by G. N. Oxeniiam and A. J.

could not see the enormous evil, viz. the Stephens, Esquires (as the country

wholesale incorrectness produced in the newspapers carefully describe them), by
whole list of voters, by his refusing way of preliminary to the making out

to receive the particular list in qucs- of correct lists, was about as german
tion. So a judge who refuses to adju- to the matter, and about as wise, as

dicate, excepting under peculiar forma- was the letting go the anchor by the

lities, and after particular evidence, ignorant sailor, in the midst of the

can never be made to understand that business of putting the ship about,

injustice greater, and far more exten- But, in sober sadness, what is to be
sive, is likely to arise from the refusal done? In the present case the remedy
to adjudicate, than could possibly fol- is not difficult. To rectify the evil, in

low from an incorrect decision. Sup- the present administration of justice,

pose, for example, A owes B 20/., abd will, I fear, prove no easy task; in the

has no legal proof of the fact. If that instance before us, however, the cura-

matter were brought before the King's tive process is not nt all difficult or

Bench, no Judge would receive the evi- doubtful. The first thing to be done is

dence of A to the fact, neither would to simplify the qualification, and make
he receive the evidence of B ; so B the mere fact of being rated all that is

would be deprived utterly of his debt. needed to give a man the title of voting.

Why is this ? Because the Lawyer's The revision of the lists, in that case,

mind can perceive, or rather can fancy would merely be the comparing the

it perceives, certain possible, yet not voting list with the rate-books of the

very probable, contingent evils, aris- parishes; and this, in the second place,

ing from receiving the testimony of need not be done by legal and learned

parties, but cannot be made to un- gentlemen. In the case of boroughs it

derstand the injustice effected by ought to be a responsible person elected

refusing to receive it. The puzzles of by the Municipal voters—say the Mayor,
the English law of evidence, which are or the Auditor of the Municipal accounts

a disgrace to the bench, the bar, and — it makes little difference which. The
the country, have bewildered these officer, whoever he be, ought to be

aspirants to judicial honours, viz. these subject to annual election. In the

Revising Barristers; and they make the counties the choice is somewhat more
public suffer in consequence of this difficult, as nothing can be more
bewilderment. An ordinary man, with thoroughly ill-regulated than everything

a plain and common-sense mind and relating to county government. If,

education, would never have fallen into however, the county were separated

these blunders; but the half-educated, into districts, and the Mayor of the

legal wiseacres, book in hand, flounder principal town in the district were made
at every step. The proceedings of these the revising officer, there would be

people, with their legal books in hand, neither danger nor difficulty.

resemble much that of the ignorant This is a simple but effectual remedy,
sailor, who, by the aid of " Hamilton and one that must be adopted even-

Moore," was endeavouring to beat his tually; but I must say that 1 have little

vessel up the Channel. One of the expectation of seeing it in force by the

directions was to put the ship about. aid of the present rulers of this country.

These directions began at the bottom The education of public men in Eng-
of the page, and the incipient sailor, land is so faulty and mischievous, that

with his guide-book in hand, places they are totally incapable of carrying

himself on the quarter-deck, and bawls their contemplations beyond the imme-
out, in an authorative tone, " About diate sphere in which they move. They
ship, there."

—" Ay, ay, sir."—" Tut can see the effect of institutions with

down the helm —let go the jib sheet." which they are connected, but they

Now came the time to turn over the cannot be made to appreciate the vital

page; unluckily, in his hurry, the novice importance of those petty affairs which

in seaman lore turned over two pages, compel the mass of the People daily to
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perform some business connected with People, ought in reality to be transacted
the public or social well-being. The in parish vestries, or in the small govern-
attention, therefore, of our leading men ment of townships. But in England care
is directed rather to the effects and has been taken in the case of vestries,

symptoms of evils than to the evils to let the People have as little power as

themselves. We are daily becoming possible, and in the counties, the

in our opinions, and even in our in- People in reality have no power at all.

stitutions, more Democratic, but no care Until we accustom the People, how-
is taken systematically to employ the ever, in the mass to consider the social

people in the business of Government, business as one important item in every
and, by employing, educating them. man's business, we may have Demo-
A Democratic, like every other Govern- cratic Government in name, but not in

ment, must be carried on by men, and substance — not in efficiency. These
the more highly educated these men observations have been suggested by
may be, the more efficient will the encountering the difficulty above men-
Government become. But the People tioned, respecting the choice of the

must be habituated to the government county revising officer. In looking into

of themselves. They must not simply the Government of England, the source
will to have the government of their own of evil will almost always be found
affairs in their own hands, but they to exist somewhere in County Govern-
must also understand the means by ment, and until we carry our reforms
which this Government is to be carried far beyond the towns, until England
on. But the chief business of Govern- is divided into small districts, and the

ment is not performed by the so-called distinction between town and county
Government of the nation, nor in the is destroyed, we shall never possess
metropolis. The grand matters, those anything approaching to good Govern-
most influencing the happiness of the ment. J. A. Roebuck.

SOBRIETY OF THE WORKING CLASS — THE GIN
PALACE FALLACY.

It is related that a sapient member of weighed, killed (in some scientific man-
a certain scientific body, once proposed ner no doubt), and weighed again

;

the following momentous subject for when, lo! the Scotchman's suspicion was
inquiry—" What is the reason that a verified. The innocent fish had been
fish, suddenly deprived of life, imme- scientifically murdered only to prove
diately increases in weight?" Night his relentless slayers a pack of ninnies,

after night was the society occupied in But what has all this to do with
discussing the probable and possible Gin Palaces? Have patience, reader;
cause of this important scientific fact. wait a little, and you shall see.

The ingenuity displayed by the most During the Session of 1834, an
acute among the members was the equally curious inquirer submitted to

theme of universal admiration. The the Collective Wisdom of the nation an
society rose in public estimation. The equally curious subject for inquirv,
eyes of scientific Europe were turned namely, the cause of the increase of
towards them. Still a decision seemed drunkenness among the working classes

afar off. At length arose a wily Scotch- of the community. As among the men
man, who had hitherto remained a mere of science, so in the legislative body
silent observer. As he was known to great was the discussion which arose,

be somewhat acute, yet sober-minded, Almost every speaker, following the
silence waited on his words. They short-sighted, narrow-minded mover,
were few in number, but their effect assumed the existence of the fact, and
was electrical — " Gentlemen," he attempted to account for it according to

merely said, *« 'a doote the fac.' " At certain crude and ill-digested notions,

once a new light seemed to break in either previously conceived or suddenly
upon the men of science. They stared formed. There never, perhaps, was a
upon each other in open-mouthed question on which such disgraceful
amazement. A fish was procured, ignorance of the condition and habits
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of the people was displayed by those

who pretend to call themselves the Peo-
ple's representatives, as on Mr Buck-
ingham's motion. The result was, that

the House would not decide the ques-

tion at once, but appointed a Commit-
tee to account for an assumed fact,

which five minutes' search among the
" accounts and papers " printed by
order of the House, would at once have
disproved.

To work the Committee went, hear-

ing evidence as to the cause or causes

of the supposed fact. Never before

were such volumes of cant poured forth

in so short a time. Witness after wit-

ness pathetically lamented the fallen

condition of all below him. At length,

one witness came forward who gave a
new turn to the inquiry. This witness

was Mr Francis Place. Like the

Scotchman in our tale, he effectually set

the sapient Committee-men gaping at

each other. He did not simply " doubt
their fact"—he set himself to disprove

it. He showed that drunkenness had
not only not increased, but that its

marked, its well defined decrease was
the most important item in the general

improvement of the great body of the

people.

The trustworthiness of Mr Place's
evidence no reasonable person can
doubt. During the whole of his useful

life he has been occupied in observing
the condition of the Working Classes,

and in noting every fact illustrative of
that condition which came within his

cognizance. The result is, that not
another man in the kingdom was so

thoroughly competent to give informa-
tion on the subject, about which Mr
Buckingham thought fit to demand
inquiry.

Mr Place's evidence* goes to show
twoimportantpoints: first, that although
drunkenness was formerly the most
conspicuous and prevailing vice of the
Working Classes, it is so no longer

;

and, secondly, that although drunken-
ness was the most conspicuous vice, it

never was so to the extent which writers
and talkers have commonly represented.

Although the change which has been
gradually going on may not be apparent

* The reader may refer to a tract of Mr
Place's, published last year, entitled " Improve-
ments of the Working People: Drunkenness
Education." C. Fox, Paternoster row. 1834.

to the common observer during its pro-

gress, it is quite impossible to compare two
periods at some distance apart, without

being forcibly struck with the contrast.

Fifty years ago all classes drank to ex-

cess. A gentleman who invited half-a-

dozen friends to dinner, thought he had
not done his duty if he allowed them to

go home sober. Is this the case now ?

The drinking feats of the previous night

formed, not many years since, the fash-

ionable topic of the morning's conversa-

tion. Is intoxication now the boast of

young men of fashion? When drunk-
enness was deemed a manly pursuit by
the rich, it is not to be supposed that

the poor deemed it disreputable.

Within the last week or ten days a

return has been printed, which, on com-
parison with former returns, affords a
most irrefragable proof of the accuracy

of Mr Place's views ; I mean the ac-

count of the consumption, &c, of

British and Foreign Spirits in the United

Kingdom during the year 1834.

From this return, and from that of

1833, I make the following compara-
tive statement ;

—

1833 British spirits, 21,874,455 gallons.

Foreign ditto 4,879,967

1834 British ditto

Foreign ditto

26,754,422

15,986,914

4,775,513

20,762,427

Decrease . . 5,991,995
Instead of a decrease of upwards of

one-fifth, had there been a moderate
increase, it would not have warranted
the inference that drunkenness had
increased. Let it not be forgotten that

population is continually increasing

;

and that from the cheapness of food,

that increase has most likely been
of late years accelerated. In 1742,

when the population was not half what
it is at present, the quantity of spirits

distilled reached 19,000,000 of gallons;

yet in the face of this extraordinary

decline, we hear a set of canting hypo-
crites reiterating their absurd statements

about the lamentable increase o/ drunk-
enness.

Statistics are dull things, but I must
still detain the reader while I point out

another feature in the return, namely,
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that it is chiefly in British spirits con-

sumed in England, that the falling off

has taken place. The quantity of

British spirits consumed in England
was in

1833 . 7,177,304 gallons

1834 . 4,557,253

Decrease 2,620,051
Being a falling off of upwards of one-

third. Foreign spirits, on the other

hand, have only declined in consump-
tion about a forty-eighth part. Now
the Working Classes are consumers of

British spirits, that is to say, of gin, and
not of foreign spirits : it is among them,

therefore, that a great moral revolu-

tion has been effected.

There is another piece of statistics

which strengthens the conclusion drawn
from the above statement, namely, the

drunken cases brought before the police.

I have no account for last year, so that

the reader must be contented with the

return for 1832 and 1833. It is as

follows :

—

1832 .. 20,304
1833 ,. 18,268

FEMALES.

12,332

11,612

BOTH.

32,636

29,880

Decrease 2,036 720 2,756
Of these numbers, how few belong to

the Working Class! In the first place,

they are cases* and not individuals. One
individual will frequently be brought

up night after night, and even several

times during the same night. The
females are all of the most degraded
class, and perhaps nearly an equal

number of the males are equally de-

graded. These Mr Place calls the
" miscreant outcast population," and
they make up nearly the whole number.
A further deduction must be made for
u respectable people" returning, in a

state of intoxication, from a party or a
" jollification ;"t and it will be seen at

once, that of the 30,000 drunken cases

brought before the police, a very small

number only can be furnished by the

Working Class.

Now, then, for the Gin Palaces.

What says the Drunken Committee ?

Why,—" That among the immediate
causes of the increased prevalence of

this vice among the humbler classes of

society, maybe mentioned the increased

* See Mr Place's Pamphlet, p. 22.
j* Ibid,

number and force of the temptation
placed in their daily path by the different

establishment of places at which in-

toxicating drinks are sold," &c. * *

In other words, the Gin Palace is to

blame. Now assuming, for the present

purpose, that which has been disproved,

it would be much more rational to infer

that the increasing demand gave the

impulse to the supply; in other words,

that Drunkenness was the cause of Gin
Palaces, and not their effect.

The great cause of drunkenness is a

hopeless state of misery and poverty,

combined with excessive ignorance.

Wherever ignorance and poverty, which
are generally intimately linked, have

been in course of progressive removal,

drunkenness has progressively declined.

The increased intelligence of the people

is the principal reason why less spirit

was drunk in 1834 than in 1742, and
why the decrease of consumption in one

year alone has amounted to the enor-

mous proportion of one-fifth.

The declining demand for spirits may
serve to account, and not unreasonably,

for the splendour,—the plate-glass,

lacquer, and French polish of—the Gin
Palace, The number of Gin Shops
remaining the same, at the same time

that the number of drinkers declined,

the effects of competition would of

course begin to manifest themselves.

The keepers of these shops would
begin to turn in their minds the means
of attracting to their shops more than

their average share of custom. Among
such means the costly decoration of

the shop, for the purpose of allurement,

would not be forgotten. It was under

such circumstances that the Palace sys-

tem commenced. Publican after pub-

lican was compelled to embellish ex-

pensively or lose his .trade. Thus
arose the modern Gin Palace.

If it be true, as the drunken Com-
mittee stated, that Gin shops have in-

creased in numbers, I can only say that

the publicans must be prepared to suffer

all the consequences of overtrading. The
trade has materially diminished, so

that the publicans will " starve on the

subdivision." So much for the Gin

Palace fallacy and the Drunken Com-
mittee ; the next Committee for which

Mr Buckingham should move, should

certainly be to inquire into the increase

of cant. H. S. Chapman.
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DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA.
Some time since the French Govern- view, an article distinguished by views

ment despatched Commissioners to the profound, comprehensive, original, and

United States of America, to inquire impartial. Few could treat the subject

into the state of Prison Discipline in of Democracy, and its future destinies,

that country. One of these Commis- with ability equal to that of the Re-

sioners, M. de Tocqueville, extend- viewer; and his intentions are evidently

ing his researches beyond the imme- as benevolent as his spirit is searching

diate subject referred to him, was led and philosophical. If, then, I venture

to reflect upon the condition and pros- to differ from him, I do so with doubt

pects of Democracy in America. His and hesitation. It is only by long and

opinions on this important inquiry he frequent consideration that I can bring

has published, and *on his work there myself to believe that he is in error,

has just appeared, in the London Re- M. de Tocqueville and his Re-

From the Steam Press of C. & W. Reynell 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Hayroarket.
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viewer both seem to believe the question I do so because the Reviewer also deems

between Aristocracy and Democracy in it one of extraordinary importance,

reality settled in Europe as well as " The substitution of Delegation for

America. Representation is, therefore, the one
" America," says the Reviewer, " is and only danger of Democracy. What

usually cited by the two great parties
J s the amount of this danger ?

"

which divide Europe, as an argument The evil> in the opinion of the Re-
for or against Democracy. Democrats

viewer^ is a great one> and he labour9
have sought to prove by it, that we assiduously t0 cenvince his readers of
ought to be Democrats; Aristocrats,

the necessity for watching carefully, in
that we should cleave to Aristocracy,

order t0 staye off the mischief of^
and withstand the Democratic spirit.

nation
" It is not towards deciding this „ _ ,

„„>»..*:„ ^i ^ Ti/r m i
ror my own part, I am one of those

question that M. de Tocqueville has £l , ,
J \ '

o«„ „u+ <. 4 -u i i • , n who do not take so serious a view of
sought to contribute, by laying before ,, . . e ... . . „ _
+i-r> in ",•,-, . this perversion of the true idea of De-
the European world the results of his

r
*

,

n . N , „ ,
. j c . . TT . , . mocracy as we (the Reviewer) do. I

study of America. He considers it as t
J
, \ '

.. 4,
. . . .

* , . ., ,,,. ,„ cannot but believe that it is simpiv a
already irrevocably decided." . . , c - *

* * % %
bugbear, and as a question of practical

u -xjr -. . , i politics of no consequence whatever.
M. de Tocqueville is unable to

imagine that a progress which has con-
Let us

>
in the outset

>
endeavour to

tinued with uninterrupted steadiness for
understand distinctly what is intended

so many centuries, can be stayed now.
b? ^legation as distinguished from

He assumes that it will continue until
^presentation.

all artificial inequalities shall have dis- The Reviewer clearly does not mean

appeared from among mankind; those by Representation that the People should

inequalities only remaining which are elect a Representative, and take no no-

the natural and inevitable effects of the tice whatever of his conduct. They are

protection of property. This appears to in some degree, to some extent, to watch

him a tremendous fact, pregnant with nim, ay, and to judge him too. Well,

every conceivable possibility of evil, but then, to what extent are they to judge

also with immense possibilities of good; him? The Reviewer answers, to the

leaving, in fact, only the alternative of same extent, and in the same way, that

Democracy or Despotism ; and, unless you adopt with your Physician. I reply,

the one be practicable, the other, he is that this is by no means a satisfactory

deliberately convinced, will be our lot." explanation, and that the analogy is in-

—P. 87. complete and incorrect.

M. de Tocqueville, however, be- A. B. is elected by the inhabitants of

lieves in the success of Democracy, and a given district. Say that the acts of

expects, upon the whole, that it will A. B. during one Session are five. He

eventually be triumphant; but he en- voted, for example

—

deavours to point out the dangers that 1st. On a Bill regulating the extent

lie in her path, and seeks to warn the of the Elective Franchise,

friends of popular government from Are the People to judge of this vote?

those rocks on which Democracy may I say, yes. Will the Reviewer say no ?

eventually be wrecked. 2d. He votes against taking Votes by

My present purpose is to remark Ballot,

upon one of the dangers which M. de Are the People to judge of this vote ?

Tocqueville has thus signalized, and I say, yes. Will the Reviewer say no ?



3d. He votes for a Bill by which the

right of Primogeniture is established.

Are the People to judge of this vote ?

Again I say, yes. Will the Reviewer

say no ?

4th. He votes for a Bill by which the

Courts of Justice are regulated, so that

causes are determined only twice a year.

Are the People to judge of this vote ?

I say, yes. Will the Reviewer say no ?

5th. He votes against making a code.

Are the People to judge of this vote ?

I say, yes. Will the Reviewer say no?

But if the People are to judge in these

five cases, where can we draw the line,

and say to the People, you must now go

no further ? The matters I have selected

relate to organic changes in the Con-

stitution ; they relate also to the whole

descent of property, the administration

of justice, and the mode of framing the

laws;—all intricate and difficult sub-

jects, the conclusions respecting which,

to use the words of the Reviewer, are,

or ought to be, " the result of a con-

catenation of propositions, the very first

steps of which no one who has not gone

through a course of study is prepared to

concede." I allow this ; but this is a

difficulty we cannot get over, and we

certainly ought not to attempt to avoid

it, by persuading the People to give up

their judgment implicitly to any man or

set of men. In the case of the physi-

cian, the great item of sinister interest

is wholly, or almost wholly, absent. At

every moment of a Representative's life

he has a strong interest to delude and

cheat the People. It is idle for us

to attempt to deny this. The power

of a Legislator in the best regulated

State must be enormous : power to

serve his own ends ; and his own ends

will be served, unless the People watch

him narrowly. Watching him narrowly

means scanning all his acts, and, to the

best of their judgment, deciding on

them. It is the duty of the People to

acquire such knowledge as shall enaft

them to judge accurately respecting the

conduct of their rulers ; until they do
acquire this knowledge, they will not
be well governed, and he surely does

not serve the People's cause, who en-

deavours to inculcate a doctrine leading

to ignorance and idleness. If I go to

a physician even, I exercise my judg-
ment respecting his proceedings. I have
in his case a more rapid test than any I

can find in that of a Legislator. Does
he cure my disease ? If. he do, I am
satisfied ; if he do not, I am not satis-

fied ; ancl every man pretending to be
educated, has necessarily laid down
rules, even in the case of his corporal

health, which he will not permit any
physician to break through; and we
may lay it down as incontrovertible,

that the better a man is educated, the

more careful and circumspect will be

the conduct of his medical adviser.

Experimentum in corpore vili, is a signi-

ficant phrase, pointing out the devices

of ignorance, and teaching us what we
may expect from possessing the implicit

confidence of ignorance.

This fear and this opinion of the

Reviewer, arise from a theory which I

believe to be founded in error. He be-

lieves, if I mistake not, in the advan-

tages to be derived from an Aristocracy

of intellect. I have no faith in any

such Aristocracy. The best Govern-

ment, in my mind, and with that I shall

alone be content, is the Government of

the nation. It will be as good as the

national intelligence will permit, and

no schemes, devices, or machinery, will

make it better. I am not terrified by

the so -much -dreaded fickleness and

vagaries of the People; nor are my

suspicions to be lulled asleep by inge-

nious plans for giving intellect her

dominance. W'sdom is a good thing

when dire^d by probity ; you rob it

of tha* worthy counsellor when you

fpreit irresponsible power ; and by in-

ducing the People to have faith, you



pursue the most efficient means to this boldest political enthusiast can hardly

mischievous end. imagine. The history of France for

To me it appears that the Reviewer the last forty years is not the history of

also has been somewhat misled by the Democracy, neither are the errors of

rapid generalization of his French ad- the French nation at all likely to be

viser. M. de Tocqueville in going shared by the people of England. The

to America, did as all Frenchmen do, people of England are educated to self-

—considered France to be Europe ; and Government, and the rules that will

what he considered to be true as to suit them, will necessarily be unfit for a

France, he believed necessarily to be nation so little instructed in every thing

true of Europe ; and as Europe is that relates to politics as France. But

usually considered the world, he imme- even in France, I am willing to let De-

diately concludes respecting the world mocracy be tried by the test of delega-

at large. Many centuries have yet to tion, and believe, that the only way to

pass away befere Democracy will ob- govern the nation wisely, is to govern

tain, even in Europe ; and when it shall it according to the wishes of the ma-

have sway in Asia and Africa the jority. J. A. Roebuck.

CHARACTER AND SUFFERINGS OF THE IRISH

CLERGY.
The following is a copy of a letter which cuted—deserving, patient: such are

is stated to have been addressed by the the terms made use of by the Archbishop

Archbishop of Tuam to a Clergyman to present to us a vivid conception of

of the Church of England, through the sufferings and character of the Irish

whom a sum of money appears to have Clergy of the Established Church. The

been transmitted " for the relief of the first group has reference solely to the

distressed Clergy in Ireland'* :

—

condition of the Parsons ; the second

« Palace of Tuam, Oct. 10. superadds the idea of that condition

« My dear Sir,—Your letter of the 6th inst. being produced by the malevolent agency
has just reached me, covering a Bank post bill

of th whilst the last points chiefly
for Id/. Jos. bd. being the amount of a collec- * J

tion made in Carlisle Chapel, Lambeth, on the at the alleged exemplary humility of the

third centenary of the printing of the Bible in clergy under their great sufferings.
the English tongue, to be in addition to the OJ

fund for the relief of the distressed clergy in The WQrds « destitute" and " reduced
"

Ireland. 1 return you and your benevolent
congregation my own best thanks, and in their course relate to the important matter of
name those of a most injured, and persecuted, Are th j j^ Clergy as a bodyand destitute, and deserving, and patient body, ' v bJ ' *

for this mark of sympathy in their very reduced under-paid ? Let US endeavour to as-

^"i feel that I need not assure you that I re-
#certain

«
Here a vei7 sim Ple rul? Pre

"

ceive this money in the spirit in which I know sents itself, which will enable any one
it has been sent, a«d that (under God") it shall j ± i *i .i

be faithfully administ^d in l^^fiby t0 determine whether tbe average COn "

the humane contributors tn tn j s work f mercy. dition of the Irish Clergy ought or ought
" The Lord's grace be wit». vou Amen. u r- i ,* r tu

v , i c:. m «B * - . ,7,7 not to be a state of destitution, lhe
"Your's, my dear Sir, most*,

;

thfuiiy
« Power 1«~ Mj &c.

rule is this : Take the total revenues of

f Rev. James R, Pagb, the Irish church, divide by the number
8 Portland place, Clapham road." ^^^^ ^ re8uk^ ^^

Destitute, reduced—injured, perse- .^at ou ^\n t0 be the j r average condi-



tion. If the sum which results from

this process be sufficient to enable a

man belonging to the middle ranks to

bring up and respectably educate a fa-

mily, then the average condition of the

Irish Clergy should not certainly be

deplorable.

According to authentic documents,

the Irish Church Revenues amount to

1,426,587/. and the number of Clergy-

men of all ranks is 2,086, which would

give an income of 6841. on an average

to each individual. Even deducting the

whole of that portion of the revenue

derived from Tithes, there would still

remain sufficient to give an annual in-

come of upwards of 4001. to every Cler-

gyman in Ireland. But, although the

Revenues of the Irish Church be suffi-

cient to afford competent incomes of an

unnecessarily large body of Clergy, it is

still most true that some of their num-

ber are distressed. ' How is this? The

answer is simple. The division of the

revenues is fraudulent. A large num-

ber of the Episcopal Priesthood are

made to starve on inadequate wages,

that a few Archbishops and Bishops may

live in a state of Eastern pomp and mag-

nificence. A hundred shares are scarcely

sufficient to glut the inordinate appetites

of some two or three of the bloated dig-

nitaries of that corrupt Church ; and I

believe this very Archbishop, whose

canting epistle we have just read, doth

actually grasp a sum sufficient to sup-

port some three or four hundred of the

* Archbishops and Bishops - £220,000
Estates, &c. of Deans and Chapters - 250,000
Rectors, Vicars, and perpetual

Curates, namely :—
Tithes - -£590,450
Glebes - - 91,137
Minister's Money - 25,000
Church Fees - - 25,000 756,587

Total - - £1,426,587
For a full exposition of the corruption of

this most eorrupt church, I must refer the

reader to " The Extraordinary Black Book,"
published by Effingham Wilson. It is perhaps

the best practical commentary on the glorious

Constitution now extant. No politician should

be without it.

" inferior Clergy," as those meek imita-

tors of Christ, the titled Clergy, are

wont to designate their more humble
brethren. It is hard indeed, to make
an Archbishop believe in the test of the

needle's eye.

We are now able to understand by

whom the " destitute and reduced" Irish

Clergy have been " injured" and " per-

secuted." Is it by those who demand
that there should be a fair instead of a

fraudulent division of the revenue, or

is it by those who can permit the Work-
ing Clergy, who are frequently truly

pious and exemplary men, who would

receive more of public sympathy were

they not intimately associated with an

obnoxious impost, to rear a half-famished

family on an inadequate stipend, whilst

they themselves are rioting in a state of

luxury utterly destructive of their own
moral character, and in every sense per

nicious to the community? The answer

admits not of dispute or cavil, whatever

distress exists among the poorer Clergy

is chargeable on the proud and haughty

dignitaries of the Church. These evils do

not admit of remedy without the interven-

tion of the State. As the poorer Clergy

have no voice in the regulation of the

temporal affairs of the Church, it would

be absurd to hope for any reform with-

out such intervention. The superfluities

of the Bishop must be made to supply

the wants of the famished Curate, and

the lay portion of " the Church" must

be permitted to derive some advantage

in the shape of education from those

revenues, which, belonging to the whole

Church, have of late years been usurped

by that portion of the Church called the

Clergy.*

I now come to a sample of the

" patience " and meekness of the Irish

Clergy under their sufferings. Here a

single word should suffice to answer the

* For a better explanation of this last sen-

tence, see a Pamphlet published Jast week, enti-

tled * A Church, What ?"



Archbishop

—

Rathcoumack. With-

in the last few weeks, however, another

sample of " patience" has come before the

public. A Parson in the county of

Limerick being unable to collect his

tithe by ordinary means, applied to the

Irish Government for a supply of

bayonets to enforce payment. This

application the Government, after some

deliberation, refused. A Sunday News-

paper which has lately become a great

apologist for the Whigs, says, " this

deliberation is proper, for the case is

one of those where it is easier to see the

course to be shunned than the course

to be taken." This is an odd reason

for deliberation; "the course to be

shunned," was the entrusting ofbayonets

to the hands of a blood-thirsty Irish

Parson, and if that course were " easy

to see," it appears to me that it should

have prompted an immediate refusal.

However, the bayonets have been re-

fused, and I will not now complain of

Whig tardiness. It is to be hoped

that the " deserving, patient, suffer-

ing," Clergy of Ireland, will no longer

be permitted to value a few bushels of

tithe potatoes at the cost of the blood

of half a score of their fellow crea-

tures.

H. S. Chapman.

Postscript.—As an Appendix to

the above, the jcase of the Reverend

Joshua King deserves to be recorded.

This miscreant is a disgrace to any

Christian community. Out of a feeling

of pure malignity towards a landed

proprietor in his neighbourhood, we find

him occupied in destroying his game,

by means of poisoned wheat. The

Morning Chronicle has republished a

report of the trial, from whicli I take

the following extract from a letter ad-

dressed to his brother, detailing his

plan :

—

" A many by sprinkling a little (of the'poi-

soned wheat, be it understood,) along the edge

cops, contiguous to corn-fields, might in a fort-

night destroy every bird on Sir T. S—y's preserves.

But it will be time enough to try this experi-

ment on the partridges and pheasants, after the

spring corn is got up. I have tried the effect of

wheat, so prepared, upon sparrows, and it suc-

ceeds admirably, and have no doubt it would suc-

ceed equally well upon larger birds. The poachers

well know how to proceed with the hares, better

than I can suggest. To annoy the tyrant is

my determination ; and if you should thro'

have an opportunity of engaging any

idler to begin, in the course of six weeks, with

the foxes and partridges, I shall not regard any
expense, provided there be a fair prospect of

complete success. Every fox that is taken

should be sent with a label round its neck, ex-

pressive of my compliments to Sir T. S. If a

few dead partridges should be found, he may
also be presented with them in a similar way,

and must be taught, that however purse-proud

he may be, and with all his despotism, he is as

dependant for his comfort and amusements

upon the forbearance of others as they are upon

him. With kindest remembrances to all the

family,

" I remain, yours affectionately,

« J. King.

" To Mr G. King, Manesty lane, Liverpool."
-

It so happened that Sir Thomas
Stanley hated the Parson as much as

the Parson hated him. The result was,

that he brought an untenable action ; so

the Parson escaped punishment.

We now find this pure specimen of

a Christian divine— who, by the way,

enjoys two livings, worth about 1,500/.

a-year—attending a Conservative meet-

ing in South Cheshire, and in a speech

in answer to a toast, pouring forth a

torrent of the choicest abuse against

the present Administration. It is quite

impossible that the body of the Clergy

can be kept free from such wretches,

until responsibility, by means of the

principle of election, is introduced

among them. The most flagrant

immorality, the most vicious course

of life, and even the most disgusting

crimes, are not deemed sufficient to

deprive a member of the Church of his

emoluments. Can the Clergy reason-

ably demand the respect of the People,

if such men as Mr Joshua King are

permitted to fill the high places of the

Church. If the parish-clerk or the sex-

ton had been proved to have conspired



to destroy the squire's game, a very mitted to remain, as a sample of the

summary process would have deprived impunity with which an English Parson

the incumbent of his office ; but the may outrage the community.

Reverend Mr Joshua King is per- H. S. C.

THE LONDON REVIEW AND THE IRISH CHURCH
QUESTION.

The London Review is distinguished mate more highly than myself the mas-

from its cotemporaries by a peculiarity, terly expositions which it has already

which contributes much to the ease of contained; yet all this notwithstanding,

friendly critics. Every article is marked to some of the doctrines contained in

by a signature, and the individual writer some of the papers, I have serious

is alone responsible for the peculiar objections, and I am glad to be able to

doctrines which each article contains, state them, without it being even sur-

The general tendency of all the specu- mised that my remarks are directed

lations in the work is the same, the against the Review itself.

avowed purpose of the Review being to The striking articles of the present

forward the march of the great political number are those on the Reform of the

and social movement, which so eminently Law, on Democracy in America, on the

distinguishes the present time; but each Past Session, and on Miss Kemble's

individual writer is not bound down to Journal. To the article on Democracy,

all the opinions of his friends and fel- I have already made special reference;

low-labourers who contribute to the and I cannot, while mentioning these

work. Thus while they have all a com- particular papers here, do better than

mon purpose, and agree in the general earnestly recommend them to the pe-

principles of their moral and their po- rusal of all who wish to acquire sound

litical system, a certain stamp of indi- and comprehensive views upon the

viduality and originality marks the several matters to which they refer. The

various papers published under the article on Law Reform is by one too

name of the London Review. The ad- well known and too highly esteemed, to

vantage to a friendly critic is obvious, need my humble recommendation. He

He is not obliged at every turn to thrust has here endeavoured to let in the light

in saving clauses, in favour of the work of common sense and common honesty,

in general, while he objects to certain upon the dark and dismal domain of

doctrines which it may contain. The positive law. To me, indeed, he ap-

individual responsibility of the writer pears to underrate the difficulties at-

renders such scrupulousness respecting tending this reform, difficulties which,

the work in general unnecessary. in my opinion* are inherent in the sub-

For my own part, when about to ject itself; yet if any man would find the

speak of the third number which has labour light, it would be himself; and I

just appeared, I feel much relieved by should rejoice most heartily, if the time

this circumstance. In the general ten- should ever arrive, when an instructed

dency of the Review, and in most of the and provident Government endeavoured

leading doctrines propounded in it, I to obtain his aid in reducing the huge

most cordially concur. None can esti- and undigested mass of the law to the



order and form which reason and logic

require.

But the particular object I have here

in view, is to notice briefly a proposal

made and doctrines laid down in an

article on the Church of Ireland. The

article itself is written in a mild and

candid manner, and is by no means a

mean production, though in its stamp

and character very different from, and

somewhat inferior, to most of the papers

which had hitherto appeared in the

Review.

The writer of this paper objects to

the voluntary principle in the mainte-

nance of the clergy, and this because

he believes that the religion which will

thus be provided, will be a bad religion.

He believes this, because a preacher

who depends upon the voluntary offer-

ings of his hearers, he supposes, will

pander to their prejudices, and en-

deavour by various mischievous means

to excite them to pay. In order, then,

to prevent them doing evil, he proposes

that the State should maintain the

clergy of all religious persuasions

;

in other words, he proposes to bribe the

clergy into idleness.

. The writer, however, objects to its

being supposed that he desires to bribe

the clergy into indolence ; all he wishes,

he says, is to keep them out of mis-

chief, and to make them, at the same

time, industrious to good. But how

does he propose to do this ? The steps

are those long ago proposed by David
Hume, though the Reviewer wishes to

dissent from Hume's reasoning. If not

provided for by the State, and de-

pendent on the People, it is said the

clergy will mischievously excite the

People, and also pander to their preju-

dices. The object, then, is to keep

down this mischievous industry, and

you propose to do it by paying the

clergy by the Government. Now mark

the mode in which this is expected to

operate. The pay being certain with-

out the trouble of stirring up and ex-

citing the People, the trouble will not

be taken. But if the pay be certain,

what motive is there for good exertion ?

You have made the parson harmless by

making him inactive ; how now do you

propose to make him industrious and

yet useful ? The conclusion is clear ;

the real meaning of proposing to pay all

denominations of priests, is to make

them all idle, believing that their idle-

ness is less baneful than their activity.

Hume openly avowed this, and was

consistent. The Reviewer repudiates

one half of the conclusion, and destroys

the whole force of the argument.

There is a class of political reasoners

of the present day, who are ever endea-

vouring, by ingenious contrivances and

complicated machinery, to obtain a

better government than the generalin-

telligence of the People will furnish.

These reasoners are constantly in ex-

ceeding alarm respecting the excesses

of the People, and are exceedingly in-

dustrious in devising checks and safe-

guards by which to control the mis-

chievous tendency of the popular will.

The People, say these philosophers (I

take the case before us as an example),

if left to themselves, will be prone to

fanaticism and superstition : now fanati-

cism and superstition are, in our opin-

ions/exceedingly mischievous ; therefore

we will frame some machinery that will

counteract this evil popular tendency.

I take the whole of this to be wrong at

the foundation. If the People be igno-

rant, devise what plans, what forms

you please, you will never establish a

good government amongst them, unless

by external force. If you have the

nation alone to work upon, make what

drafts, choose what persons, erect what

classes, and concoct what schemes you

please, you will never make a better

permanent government than the People

themselves, with their supposed quan-

tum of intelligence, would create and
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maintain. If the People be prone to fanaticism and superstition will be the

fanaticism, you will not cure that prone- same, and dependent wholly on the

ness by bribing all the parsons. They degree of instruction existing among
will always find persons to administer the People. The People of America

to their fanatical propensities; and the are daily, with their voluntary system,

potent desire for consideration, as in the becoming less fanatical, because they

case of Voltaire's fakir, who chose are daily becoming more instructed.

to sit upon aboard full of nails, pour la The outrageous doings to which the

consideration, will ever be sufficient to Reviewer refers are now unknown in

keep up a full supply of ministers to the larger towns, as well as in the more

blow the coals and excite the flame. populous sections of the Union ; and as

Who will say that the fanaticism of the the country becomes more settled and

French, during the reign of Louis the thriving, other means of pleasurable

Fourteenth, was less than that of their excitement are placed within the reach

puritanical neighbours of England? or of the People, and the cheap and rude

who will say that the fanaticism and pleasures of fanatical exaltation are less

superstition of the Spaniards, with their popular and attractive. It should be

high-paid Priesthood, is less than that remembered also, that the people of the

of the Irish, who are under the guidance United States, particularly of New Eng-

of Priests depending on voluntary con- land, are descended from extremely

tributions ? The Reviewer appeals to devout and exalted progenitors. It was

America, and speaks of their revivals, to be expected, therefore, that they

and their camp-meetings, and ascribes should, for many generations, cling to

the fanatical mummeries of these the pleasures of religious enthusiasm,

exhibitions to the voluntary system. ancl indulge in the freaks of a disor-

The cause, however, is far more dered piety.

deeply seated. It is inherent in the But while, in my opinion, the results

nature of man ; and the love of as regards fanaticism and superstition

excitement which is thus evinced, takes are just the same under the voluntary

this form from the peculiar position of and the compulsory systems, there are

the American people. Any population, differences which deserve especial con-

thinly scattered over a wide territory, sideration. The Reviewer agrees with

living, for the most part, in great seclu- Mr Bentiiam in thinking that an im-

sion and in great quiet, and at the same mense advantage would be derived by

time pious and ignorant, will ever be placing in every parish an instructed

prone to the pleasures of fanaticism. teacher, but does not tell us how that

The camp-meeting is a species of thea- can be done under the system he pro-

trical entertainment, and in Switzerland poses. To me it appears that far

the whole business of religion may, greater good would be derived from

among the rural population, be seen to making the teacher responsible to the

be made a series of scenic representa- People, than from making him wholly

tions. The Crucifixion is regularly independent of them. It is true that

enacted in the open air, with thousands you cannot hope that these teachers

of people for spectators, and a live man will generally be greatly superior to

tied on the Cross. Is there anything in what the intelligence of the flock desires;

America beyond this? And yet this, but they will be active, industrious, and

surely, cannot be attributed to a volun- in some, and in no inconsiderable de-

tary system. The truth is, that whether gree, will excite the People to take an

the system be voluntary, or not, the active part in scanning the conduct of
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those who are appointed to teach and nation may be dragged from out of that

to guide them. Responsibility on the apathy and stupor which render it al-

part of the teachers, excites the People most impossible to rescue the great

to the labour of self-government—it majority of the human race from degra-

contributes to the all-important habit of dation and misery,

taking part in public or social concerns My remarks, however, have extended

—in other words, it contributes mate- beyond the length I intended; I will

rially to their political or social educa- therefore bring them to an end by again

tion. The business of religion is one recommending this able periodical to

in which even an ignorant People take the consideration of the enlightened

interest, and might be rendered one of friends of popular government,

the most efficient means by which a J. A. R.

THE " WE " OF THE HERALD.
Finding in the Herald of Thursday the person from whom you obtain your

the 16th an erroneous statement rela- Canadian information; and I would ob-

tive to Canada, which I possessed the serve, that your statements relative to

means of correcting, I addressed a note Canada are generally equally erroneous,

to the Editor, to the following purport, " I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

and as nearly as I can recollect (for I " H. S. Chapman."

kept no copy) in the following words :

—

It will be at once perceived that the

« Sir,—In your paper of this morn- tone of the above letter is such >s one

ing (Thursday) is a paragraph relative would adopt m addressing a gentleman.

to the state of Lower Canada, to the Jt seems
>
however, that this tone was

effect that, at a certain meeting held at woefully misapplied. The first notice I

Three Rivers, which you call < The Na- had of the ^ceipt of my note was in the

tional Convention/ certain resolutions following paragraph, which appeared in

had been passed, ordering communica- tne Herald of Saturday :

+:^v,„ *~ K~ ™«,i« +~ iM~«^L, Urr^T, "We have received a communication from
tions to be made to Messrs riuME, M. „ t, n , n „„ , .. ., .7 Mr rl. 1. Chapman, stating that we were in-

O'CoNNELL, and Other Members, and correct in leaving out the name of the cracked

~i ±~ *u tj ta n -\r A * JAR, M.P. for Bath, as one of the authenti-
also to the Hon. D. B. Viger, Agent

cated corresnondents of the mock convention

of the Assembly in England, but omit- at Trois Rivieres, in Lower Canada. Our in-

*;«,v. «li ™^~*:^v> ^f *u~ „„™~ ~t tvt„ formation was gleaned from a report of one of
ting all mention of the name of Mr

the most respec
b
tab ie Journa is in ^hatnob ie pro.

ROEBUCK. vince, upon which we still rely, but we shall

. have something more to say to Mr H. T. Chap-
" NOW this Statement IS full of error. man and his party, when our leisure suits us."

First : In every one of the four resolu- The above is a fair specimen of the

tions passed at that Meeting, Mr Roe- insolent and consequential tone which

buck's name appears. Second : No the anonymous " We" permits any ob-

other name is mentioned but that of Mr scure and insignificant person to assume

Roebuck. Third : Mr Viger has not with impunity. We hear constant corn-

been in England for twelve months at plaints of the stigma attached to those

least.* who are connected with the anonymous
"I mention these things to enable Press, and of the injustice of excluding

you to estimate the trustworthiness of them from decent society. We know

* tu r> i *• u « j • .i that all so connected studiously en-Ine Resolutions have since appeared in the J

True Sun of the 17th Oct. deavour to conceal the fact. They deem
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the contempt which they suffer an

injustice on the part of society, and can

never be made to understand that it is

the result of their own conduct, in

adopting, under the coward's cloak of

the anonymous " We," language which

they would seldom venture openly

to use.

Suppose, instead of addressing a civil

note to Mr Sidney Taylor, or Mr
White, or Mr Tarte (for the editor-

ship of the Herald has been attributed

to all these persons), I had met either

of them, and had said,—Sir, your state-

ments are erroneous ; such and such are

the facts, and therefore your informant

is untrustworthy. Suppose, further,

that he had replied in language such as

I have quoted ; would it not have been

treated as a piece of vulgar imperti-

nence? What, then, is the difference

between spoken and written words ?

None that I can perceive, except that

the latter being usually the result of

some deliberation, should certainly bear

marks of greater caution.

Perhaps it will be said that the co-

lonial articles are left to a subordinate

menial of the establishment. This I

admit. Still it appears to me that a

responsible editor should cast his eye

over the works of his subordinates, lest

they contain expressions calculated, by

their utter want of common courtesy, to

compromise the Editor's character as a

gentleman—a character to which, I be-

lieve, most Editors aspire, however few

succeed in attaining it.

I shall not at this time notice the

Canadian information of the Herald,

except to say that it is wholly derived

from the Aristocratic or Tory party, and

from persons connected with them. Its

value, therefore, may be left to the

reader to estimate.

H. S. Chapman.

THE TIMES.
The following exquisite specimen of

the mild, courteous, and gentlemanly

nature of the Times' Editor cannot easily

be matched :

—

u There can no longer be any doubt that Lord
Mulgrave, the King's representative in Ireland,

has invited and entertained to dinner Daniel
O'Connell, the rancorous-mouthed ruffian, who
publicly denounced His Majesty's brother as
• a mighty great liar,' and who, moreover,
after speaking of the Duke of Wellington, the
greatest of this, or perhaps of any other age, as

owing his well-earned fame to chance, described

the illustrious victor of Napoleon as one whom
nature had intended for a ' Stunted corporal.'
Now, we beg once more to impress upon the

reader this fact,—namely, that the circumstances
we notice here have no reference to politics, that

they are wholly beside all party considerations.

We further entreat the public to recollect that

they involve much higher and much more im-
portant considerations : for no state of politics,

no predominance of party, let them be ever so

much to one's taste and fancy, can render en-

durable that condition of society in which all

men, from the highest to the humblest, are sub-

jected to the foulest insults that the most
brazen bully will venture to utter in the security

of present and personal irresponsibility. And
yet to this complexion must English society

come, if the vast majority of its most influential

members do not determine to treat every man
who admits O'Connell to his house and to his

table precisely as they treat O'Connell himself.

The members of the club called Brookes's are

they upon whom the duty of taking the first

step in this matter imperatively devolves : and
we have no hesitation in saying, that if they do
not expel O'Connell, they will do more to-

wards degrading the character of English gentle-

men in the estimation of all civilized comu-
nities, whether at home or abroad, than whole
centuries will undo and repair. If a majority of

Brookes's still endure so coarse a brute among
them, which we cannot anticipate, we trust, at

least, that the minority will secede, and, making
way for the ' tail ' as well as for the ' head,'

communicate to the world the names of those

gentlemen who do not consider that an inveter-

ate habit of falsehood, the constant use of lan-

guage the grossest and the most scurrilous, and
a perpetual indulgence in personalities and abuse

that would disgrace a drunken fish-fag, are

sufficient to disqualify a man as their private

and personal associate."

I will indulge in one or two words

with Mr Barnes on this occasion.

Mr Barnes is the reputed Editor of

the Times Newspaper, and is deemed

responsible for what is therein con-

tained. Now, I would ask him, if he
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would be content to have the rule that

he desires to put into force against Mr
O'Connell, applied to his own case?

And I would further ask him and the

public, if he were willing to have such

impartial justice exercised, whether the

description here given of Mr CTCon-

nell does not much more correctly

apply to Mr Barnes? And further,

whether a fortiori Mr Barnes ought

not instanter to be turned out of all de-

cent society, should he, perchance, ever

happen to mix with any such ?

Now, let us take the peculiarly cour-

teous specimens of rhetoric indulged in

by Mr Barnes, and apply them to

himself.

First: is not Mr Barnes "a ran-

corous-mouthed ruffian ?"—See Times

passim.

Secondly: is not Mr Barnes '•' a

brazen bully ?" Doeshe not daily apply

the whole force of the Times, " the Thun-

derer," to frighten every one whom he

hates? and further, has he not shown

that his nature is of the brazen descrip-

tion by all his late doings since his me-

morable ratting ?

Thirdlv: is not Mr Barnes shielded

by his thorough l< personal irresponsibi-

lity V Let any man against whom the

Times contains foul language, call at

Printing-house square, and ask for Mr
Barnes, the Editor. Non est inventus

will be the answer. The Editor of the

Times is like the Grand Lhama of Thi-

bet—seen only by the Priests of his

altar ; the Printer's devils officiating

as Priests in his case.

Fourthly: is not Mr Barnes "a
coarse brute ?" Reader, you need go no

further than the article I have here ex-

tracted.

Fifthly : is not Mr Barnes notorious

for his " inveterate habit of falsehood ?"

Sixthly : does not Mr Barnes make
" constant use of language the grossest

and the most scurrilous ?"

—

Times again

passim.

Seventhly : is not Mr Ba rnes accus-

tomed " to a perpetual indulgence in.

personalities and abuse that would dis-

grace a drunken fish-fas:?"

And eighthly and lastly : are not all

these things " sufficient to disqualify

Mr Barnes from being the private and

personal associate of any gentleman V\

We need say no more of Mr Barnes.

J. A. R.

THE NEWSPAPER
The return of Newspaper Stamps made

use of by the London Papers, during

the two years ending June 1835, which

has lately been printed by order of the

House of Commons, must, by this time,

be familiar to every one.

The return is divided into half-

yearly periods, and consequently affords

ready means of ascertaining the in-

crease or decrease in the circulation of

the principal papers.

It must be borne in mind that this

return affords no test of the increase of

readers, inasmuch as the Unstamped

find no place in this return. Now, the

circulation pf the Unstamped Papers,

STAMP RETURN.
taken collectively, is very large ; and

when it is considered that it is within

the period comprised by the return

that the Unstamped have taken up their

present important position, it would

not be difficult to show that the num-
ber of newspaper readers has nearly

doubled within the period.of two years.

There are now published in London

four unstamped broad-sheets, besides a

multitude of smaller productions, par-

taking more or less of the newspaper

character. The four papers alluded to

are stated to circulate from 20,000 to

30,000 each. Taken together, their

circulation exceeds 100,000 weekly. For
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all the rest, including those in the pam-
phlet form, it is quite within the truth to

say, they circulate 100,000 more. Thus
we have a circulation of more than

10,000,000 annually to be added to

the total of the Stamp Return.

In the face of this vast increase of

supply, the Stamped Papers have not

only not fallen off, as they have occa-

sionally stated, but they have actually

increased, as the following totals will

show :

—

Half year ending January
1834 ... 9,958,807

June 1834 9,793,124

From the second to the third

half-year . . . 150,501
From the third to the fourth

half-year . . . 200,502

Total sheets 19,751,931

Half year ending January
1835 .... 10,058,458

June 1835 10,513,868

Total sheets 20,572,326

Increase . . . 820,395
Now, this increase of Stamped

Papers, in the face of the extending

circulation of the Unstamped, shows
that " increase of appetite doth grow
by what it feeds on/' The Unstamped
Papers have undoubtedly helped the

thirst for knowledge to develope itself.

They have enabled to become readers,

a very large class of persons who
never could have become so without

them. They are not deductions from

the readers of Stamped Papers; on

the contrary, if they have had any effect

upon the Stamped Press, it is to pro-

vide them with more readers. A latent

desire for reading developed by one

class of publications, is not likely to be

perpetually confined thereto.

It. is true that the circulation of many
of the Stamped Papers, daily and
weekly, has materially fallen off; but

this can be accounted for by peculiar

circumstances affecting the individual

paper, and having nothing to do with

the general feature of the return. A
few of these individual cases deserve

examination.

Of these the Times unquestionably

stands first, whether we regard the dire

extent of its sufferings, or the loudness

of its lamentation. The progressive

semi- annual decline is as follows :

—

From the first to the second

half-year . . . 21,494

Total in one year and a half 372,497
It has been estimated that the Even-

ing Mail, issued from the Times Office,

circulates about 10,000 weekly. Mak-
ing allowance for this, the average cir-

culation of the Times, for the last six

months, has been 7,353 per diem. The
Chronicle, however, very justly remarks,
that the great decrease has been pro-
gressive, commencing with the apostacy
of that Paper and of its Editor. On this

calculation, a circulation commencing
with 9,000, and averaging 7,353, would
give 5,500 as the present circulation.

It is very probable that this figure is

not far from the truth.

It is highly gratifying to reflect that

the shocking dishonesty of this once
influential journal has thus met its

reward. Not only does it answer all

the ends derivable from a lot of punish-
ment, but it affords evidence of the

moral feeling of the class of Newspaper
readers generally. The Times has been
loud in its complaints about the Un-
stamped. It has but little reason to

complain. The Unstamped may possi-

bly enjoy some of the former readers of
the Times, but it may be safely said the

Times of 1835 would not gain a single

reader were the Unstamped swept away
to-morrow. If any suffer by the Un-
stamped, it is the Liberal Papers.

The circulation of the Morning Chro-

nicle exhibits features the very converse

of those of the Times. Its average cir-

culation is 5,490 ; and, as it has been
progressively increasing, its present cir-

culation must be much greater—proba-
bly exceeding 7,000. This is sufficiently

satisfactory— for, although the back-
sliding of the Chronicle to Whiggism
has been such as, in a more moral con-

dition of the Press, would be deemed
highly disgraceful, it is still a paper of

considerable, though not spotless libe-

rality.

The Examiner is another instance of

decline, from a particular, and not a

general cause. The average circulation

for the year ending June 1834, was

3,690 weekiy ; the average for the year

ending June 1835 was 3,363, showing

a decrease of 327.
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The very marked change which has
taken place in the tone of the Ex-
aminer, may help to account for this.

The Examiner once enjoyed the high-

est character for stern independence.
Since the Whigs came into office,

that character, the Paper has cer-

tainly lost. The Examiner's constant
efforts to bolster up the policy of the

Whig Ministry has excited the surprise

of those who formerly had as high an
opinion of Mr Fonblanque's public

virtue as an intelligent critic in the

London Review (No. Ill, p. 273, note).

It is understood that Mr Fonblanque
is now attached to the Chronicle. If

such be the case, the Examiners altered

tone should no longer excite wonder,
though it may cause regret.

The decreased circulation of the

Herald is the result of utter inanity.

Not that it is worse than it ever was;
but other Papers have improved, and
thus the imbecility of this Paper has

become more conspicuous.

The decline of the True Sun may
perhaps be charged in part to the com-
petition of the Unstamped Papers. The
career of this Paper has been honest

throughout.

Various statements have been put

forward by the several Newspapers, as

an index of the progress of opinion

throughout the country. These state-

ments I shall now notice.

The Standard, with a view to prove

that Toryism is in the ascendant, makes
out a table of the circulation of the

Daily Papers, of which the following is

a statement of the totals:

—

Tory 1,023,500
Reforming 2,212,300

Majority in favour of the

Reforming press . . . 1,188,800
Taking Stamped (daily and weekly)

and Unstamped together, we have :

—

Reforming 10,062,050
Tory 5,048,002

5,114,048
But even this gives a view of the case

far too favourable to the Tories. The
above statements are from the six

months' return. To give the number of

subscribers to a given number of

Stamps, the Weekly Papers must be
divided by 26, the number of weeks in

six months; and the Daily Papers by
156, the number of publishing days in

six months. This process will give

—

Subscribers to Tory Papers,

Daily 25,798
Ditto Weekly ..... 39,365

Total 65,163

Subscribers to Reforming
Papers, Daily .... 18,915

Ditto, Weekly .... 85,088

Total . 104,003

Conservative

Destructive *
4,024,502

2,949,750

Majority in favour of the

Conservative Press . . 1,074,752

The Standard did not reflect that it is

not every body who can afford the

luxury of a Daily Paper, costing as it

does upwards of 9/. a year, or nearly

31. a year for an hour's perusal. The
Standard's view was also limited in

another respect : that impartial witness

positively forgot the Weekly Press.

The Sun, however, supplies the de-

ficiency/by furnishing a table, of which

the following are the totals :

—

* I will not quarrel about a namet

Majority of Subscribers to

Liberal Papers .... 38,840

In addition to these, the Unstamped
collectively enjoy about 200,000 sub-

scribers, which will make the proportion

between the two antagonist principles

very nearly five to one.
Now about Tory reaction. How is

this darling theory of the Conservatives

borne out? To this question the Suns
classification affords a satisfactory an-

swer, in a table showing the increase

and decrease of -each Paper. The fol-

lowing totals will answer all purposes :

—

Decreased circulation of

Tory Papers .... 343,497

Increased ditto . . . . 151,132

Net decrease .... 192,365

Increased circulation of Re-

forming Papers .... 778,450

Decreased ditto .... 87,000

Net increase . . . 691,450
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Thus the net increase in the number stamped with the Stamped Press, inas-
of Stamps used by the Liberal Papers much as it the Liberal Papers alone
is more than three times that of the would necessarily have felt such inter-

Tory Papers,—an additional piece of ference, had it existed,

evidence, by the way, against the doc- H. S. Chapman.
trine of the interference of the Un-

USE OF THE BAYONET.
Every week we hear of some fresh

outrage, arising from the practice of

permitting soldiers to go armed among
the People. Within the last fortnight

two cases have occurred, in both of

which a Private of the Scotch Fusileers

was actor. The first case is as fol-

lows :

—

" The man had drunk at a beer-shop, and
then, refusing to pay, threw down his belt and
side-arms, and left the house. Presently after-

wards he returned, demanded his side-arms, and
commenced a violent attack upon the landlord,

for the purpose of recovering possession of them.

By some means or other he succeeded in draw-
ing the bayonet, and would have stabbed the

landlord, had it not been for a policeman, who
arrested his arm. Here a fearful struggle took
place, and, as the bystanders feared to interfere,

the policeman would have been seriously in-

jured by the armed ruffian, had it not been for

the additional assistance of two other policemen.
Still he struggled, but at last was overpowered
and consigned to the station-house, whence he
was conveyed to his barracks by a Serjeant's

party."

The other case I shall give in the

words of the principal witness :

—

" Isaac Linton, private in the Scotch Fusileers,

was indicted for cutting, stabbing, and wounding
Joseph Trinde.

" Joseph Trinde, sworn : On the 1st of August
last, about half-past six o'clock, I was passing

down South Molton street, and saw the pri-

soner, another man, and an old gentleman, who
were standing near each other ; the old gentle-

man said to me, pointing at the soldier, • Look
at that villain, he has knocked me down !' I
told him to give him in charge to the police

;

the soldier then said to the man with him,
1 Well, I have knocked the old fellow down, and
if you will go and knock that one down (point-

ing to me) I'll stand a pot, by ' The man
came up instantly and knocked me down ; a

policeman came up, and the old gentleman called

him to take charge of the soldier and his com-
panion, but the policeman went on and refused to

inier/erej the soldier then addressed a woman
who was with me, and after calling her an im-
proper name, said, ' If you don't go on I'll punch
you ;' he struck her, and I said ' don't strike the
woman,' upon which he tried to strike me, but
I fenced off his blows; he then challenged me
to come out to fight ; I told him I would not, /
was a poor cripple ; he then drew his bayonet, and
without any more words ran it into my side, close

above the hip, with very great violence, so that he

drove me against the railings of the house ; the

bayonet stuck in, and was stopped by the bone

;

the prisoner pulled it out of my side, and after

wiping it across the sleeve of his coat
}
replaced it

in the sheath ; he then tried to strike me as I lay
on the ground, but did not reach his arms low
enough ; he was in the act of jumping upon me,
when a butcher came up, and seizing him round
the waist, threw him into the road; I called
' murder !' and the policeman came up.

" The witness's statement was further corro-
borated by other witnesses, when

—

'*' The Jury returned a verdict of Guilty, and
said they were of opinion that a bayonet was
not a proper instrument for a soldier to wear,
except when on duty.

" The Court, in consideration of the imprison-
ment already endured by the prisoner, sentenced
him to six months' further confinement and hard
labour."

There is a remarkable feature in the

above case, which requires especial no-
tice. It is that Policemen, Inspectors,

and Justices, seem to vie with each
other in screening the delinquent sol-

diery from punishment. In one case
the Policemen refused to act ; in the

other the Police, instead of keeping the

man in safe custody until he could be
tried by a proper tribunal, delivered

him over to a sergeant's party, to be
tried by a military tribunal, which only
takes cognizance of offences against
" the army regulations." In the case
brought before the Sessions the mild-
ness of the punishment forms a striking

contrast with the ferocious severity with

which petty delinquencies are occasion-

ally punished.

It is said that Lord Hill has issued

an order against the practice under no-
tice. If it be so, the constant occur-
rence of such outrages proves that the

order is not enforced ; in fact, as his

Lordship has the power, it proves that

he wants the will to enforce it.

It is not in England alone that such

disgraceful scenes occur. In Canada,

and in our other colonies, the News-
papers teem with accounts of similar

outrages. For these outrages the

remedy is simple. The soldier must

not be permitted to wear his side-arms.

If Lord Hill insists upon hugging the

abuse, his Lordship should be dispensed

with at the same time.

H. S. Chapman.
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WHIGS AND RADICALS

:

LORD JOHN RUSSELL'S

EXHORTATION.
•

-

Lord John Russell is reported a dangerous, and necessarily putting-

few days since, in answer to an Address into jeopardy the Monarchy itself."

presented to him in the West of Eng- The statements of his Lordship ap-

land, to have exhorted " the People to pear, on this occasion, to have been of

continue strenuous in their exertions two descriptions : one set having been

for Reform, but warning them at the addressed to the reason of his hearers,

same time not to seek reforms through the second to their fears. To be strenu-

means of organic changes in the Constitu- ous in favour of Reform is a good
tion. Such changes he stated to be thing; it is good also to take some
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means to attain this Reform. But there
'

are means proposed highly mischievous

—mischievous to the People, and mis-

chievous to the Monarchy. How mis-

chievious to the People and to the

Monarchy, his Lordship kindly left it to

the terrors of his auditors to determine.

This preachment of Lord John

Russell affords an admirable illustra-

tion of the difference between Whigs

and Radicals. The course recom-

mended by his Lordship is the Whig

course of conduct—the sort of reason-

ing he employed, if reasoning it could

be called, was thorough Whig reason-

ing;—and, as such, deserves special

consideration.

His Lordship was discoursing about

a given end, and respecting the means

to attain that end. After the fashion of

his party, he carefully shrouds the end

in mystery, by using a vague but just

now favoured phrase, to designate it

:

he calls it Reform ; and having thus at

starting pressed ambiguity into his ser-

vice, he adroitly endeavours to terrify

his hearers respecting the means, by aid

of various prejudices which he well

knew possessed the minds of the igno-

rant in this country.

To this Whig proceeding of his Lord-

ship, I shall oppose the Radical coun-

terpart, and test his oracular statements

by applying to them some plain common
sense.

First, then, what end was it that Lord

John Russell exhorted the People to

pursue ? Reform. Yes ; but what does

Reform signify? In this case it can

mean, if it mean anything, nothing

beyond what is signified by the terms

—good Government; that. is, such a

Government as shall secure to each

man the produce of his own industry,

and which shall procure for the nation

at large, those advantages which the

united powers of the People, acting

through the Government, can alone

attain.

So, then, it appears that the end pro-

posed by his Lordship, is still a means

to a further end. In other words, he

exhorts the People to persevere in their

endeavours to attain such institutions

as will secure them against rapine and

oppression, and which shall also ad-

vance the general interests of the

People.

When we have arrived at this point

of the inquiry, the question naturally

arises,—what institutions will secure for

us these ends ? It is plain even from

the exhortations of his Lordship, that

our present institutions have not at-

tained them. We are robbed, and we

are oppressed. He exhorts us to take

means to prevent this robbery and op-

pression for the future. The question

again comes round, what means? Our

present institutions are bad : what in-

stitutions shall we put in their stead ?

Hereupon his Lordship sets up a shout,

and cries out, " Beware of organic

changes— for you will thereby put

the Monarchy in danger."

But what may this phrase,—organic

changes, signify? It is allowed that

some changes are needed ; but it is said

that there is a set of changes, called

organic, that will work nothing but

evil.

At this 'point let us come to parti-

culars.

The People have hitherto been robbed

and oppressed, in consequence of hav-

ing trusted to defective institutions.

What institutions? Chief and purest

institution of all mischief

—

The Par-

liament. The Parliament has enabled

a small body of persons to domineer

over and fleece the nation ; and has

done this because it did not represent

the nation, and was not responsible to

the nation. The means by which rob-

bery and oppression have been prac-

tised, have been bad laws. We have

two things, therefore, to effect—first,

the repeal of these bad laws, and, se-
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condly, security against their re-enact- thus the more surely attain the one,

ment. The power by which this repeal end of repealing the mischievous laws,

is to be effected, is Parliament. In and also the other equally important

other words, the Parliament must be so end, of permanently maintaining good
composed as to desire the repeal ; and ones. You will not for ever be in a

not merely to desire it for the moment, state of combustion of terror and con-

in consequence of any sudden enthu- fusion— you will have trustworthy

siasm, or sudden fear, but in conse- representatives, [because you will have

quence of its feelings and principles the power of summarily punishing

being permanently that of the nation. them."

Organic changes are those which Lord John Russell, for example,

affect the constitution of this body, of says to the People,—"Strive strenuously

the Parliament. Every man who seeks for Reform." That is, set up a great

to render the Parliament identical in shout, make a great stir and noise,

interest and in feeling with the nation make great sacrifices at the next

at large, desires organic changes

;

election— alarm the Tories by your

every man who wishes so to frame the threats and denunciations, do what you

Parliament, as to make it by its own can with your present Parliament, but

nature spontaneously desire to repeal do not seek to change or improve it:

the bad laws, and permanently to main- God only knows what may be the con-

tain good ones in their place—every sequence! Heaven and Earth may come
such man desires organic changes. together, and Monarchy [be tumble^

We are now in a condition to per- headlong from its high places

!

ceive clearly the distinction between a I say, (and, for the moment, I will

Whig and Radical reformer. presume to represent the Radicals)

There exist bad laws ; and there also strive for Reform—strive for the follow-

exist the cause or parent of these bad ing particular Reforms, and you may
laws, the Parliament. hereafter feel much at your ease, as to

Both the Whig and the Radical your security from robbery and op-

acknowledge the existence of the bad pression.

Jaws—they both equally acknowledge Seek, 1st, for the vote by Ballot,

that they ought to be repealed. The Whig This is an organic change,

says, " Make a noise, set up a loud Seek, 2ndly, for an extension of the

cry, frighten the Parliament, and thus suffrage to all rated householders. This

you will constitutionally obtain the end is an organic change,

you desire/' The Radical says, " The bad Seek, 3rdly, for a revision of the mode
laws are but the symptoms of the dis- of registration. This is an organie

ease : you cannot hope to cure the change.

symptoms unless you go to the disease Seek,4thly,fora Reform in the House

itself. The disease in this case, is the of Lords. This is an organic change,

character and constitution of your law- If the People follow the advice of the

making body. Do not then set up a Whigs in this case, they for years will

shout and endeavour to frighten the be in a state of confusion and turmoil.

Parliament into repealing simply the If they take my Radical advice, they

bad laws ; go one step further

—

will quickly be in perfect security and

resolutely determine to have a good repose.

law-making body ; reform not merely And now, my Lord John Russell,

the bad laws, but the bad Parliament I should be glad to know, which of

which makes the bad laws. You will these several organic changes involves



the destruction of the Monarchy, and

if it do, why it does so ? All these

changes tend to make the Parliament a

more exact representation of the

nation—not of one part or section of

the nation, but more like the great com-

munity called the People of England ;

and are you prepared to say, that giving

power to the will of this nation wilt

bring on necessarily the destruction of

the Monarchical form of Government ?

Are you so ill informed inspecting the

opinion of the People as to believe such

an assertion ?—and if you do not believe

it, what makes you fancy that any

change in the Constitution which

renders the Parliament identical in

feeling and opinion with the nation,

will have a tendency to destroy the

Monarchy ? I would press my interroga-

tory one step further, and ask you, if

you really intended what you said, arid

whether you were not indulging in a

rhetorical flourish, which you believed

likely to tell with your delightful

auditors, or was your rhetoric, my Lord,

employed on this occasion, in making

a peace-offering to the Tories, by

making them believe, that you were as

prejudiced and as ignorant as them-

selves ? The labour I doubt not, was in

their opinion unnecessary, while the

4"est of the world will consider you only

too successful. You may succeed in

making your present supporters believe

you an insincere Reformer, but you

•will never conciliate the favour, or

gain the friendship of your opponents.

The times are dangerous for trimming

politicians. The People are far too

instructed not to detect insincerity,

and far too honest not to punish it.

It was once my fortune to witness a

proceeding in humble life, which bore a

strong analogy to the case before us.

A farmer, travelling to the " far West"

in America, from one of the Atlantic

States of the Union, found, after he

"had journeyed several hundred miles,

that neither his horses nor his waggon
were fitted for the task he had under-

taken. His horses were lazv and un-

willing, and his waggon was of a faulty

construction, as well as somewhat crazy

from age. After a long day's travelling

he put up at a tavern, worn out and

almost despairing. His journey was

not yet half accomplished, and the

more difficult and rugged parts of the

road had yet to be traversed. On
finishing his supper he entered into

conversation with two travellers, who,

like himself, intended to pass the night

at this tavern by the road-side. He
stated his case to his new-found friends,

enlarged upon the difficulties he had

passed, dwelled upon those he yet ex-

pected to encounter, described the state

of his waggon and his horses, and

ended by craving the advice of his two

auditors. Hereupon they all three rose,

and went out to inspect his travelling

apparatus ; and the following colloquy

ensued :

—

" I guess, stranger," said the elder

of the two listeners, " that your cattle

are none of the best, though they be

evidently strong, and capable if they

please : your waggon is of the old make,

and having seen a good deal of rough

travelling, may well be expected to bear a

good deal more. Have a good heart

upon it, therefore ; get a good stout

whip, and, as your voice is a strong

one, what by shouting and whipping, I

have no doubt but that you will get to

your journey's end in safety/'

The younger of the two advisers had,

during this speech, looked carefully

over the waggon, and appeared, by his

demeanour, by no means to agree with

the wise saws of his friend. His ad*

vice was asked, whereupon he said :

—

" Were I in your place, stranger, I

would get rid of that old crazy concern

entirely. The wheels are altogether of

a wrong make, the axle-trees, beside,

are worn out, and not over strong. The



road you have to pass is rugged, and that and his voice. By chance I heard

the creeks you have to cross full of the consequence of his determination,

stones and mud; you must have a right His waggon broke down in the middle

good waggon, and strong and smart of a rapid stream, his horses could not

horses, to reach the end of your jour- drag it out, his goods were spoiled, and

ney. Your goods, you say, are valuable, no help was now at hand,

and it is a matter of great importance If we follow Lord John Russell's

to you to succeed. If you do not change advice, it is more than probable, spite

your waggon entirely, at least get new of our shouting and whipping and

wheels and a new axle, and change driving the Houses of Lords and Com-

your horses.

"

mons, that our crazy state waggon may

The farmer, fearing the trouble re- break down when there is no help at

suiting from following this advice, got hand,

a new whip, and determined to trust to J. A. Roebuck.

A LETTER TO DR CHALMERS, AND OTHER MEM-
BERS OF THE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND, ON THE
SUBJECT OF A GRANT OF PUBLIC MONEY TO
THE SCOTCH CHURCH,
Sir, Aristocracy of Scotland. Your devout

The cause of my addressing this letter flocks, however, are unwilling to pay

to you is a speech which you delivered the hire of Ministers for these Chapels

;

before a special meeting of the General you therefore request the nation to en-

Assembly, convened for the purpose of dow them, and to build additional places

taking into consideration the Commis- of worship. Why should the nation

sion issued by Government, and which assist you ? Because the Scots prefer

seems to have been received with appro- the being without you to the paying for

bation by your brethren of the Church you? Are your countrymen, then, in-

of Scotland. The sentiments contained different to Religion? By no means;

in that speech deserve to be commented for they have built, and now support,

upon ; not on account of their being 800 places of worship by voluntary

your individual sentiments, but on ac- contributions ; in which number I do

count of their representing the senti- not include those 66 Chapels which are

ments of the class to which you belong, built, but which the Scots wont support.

My object in writing to you is to expose They are only indifferent to your parti-

to the nation a scheme which deserves culaj sect -

3 therefore the Dissenters of

universal reprobation ; I trust, how small / England, Ireland, and Scotland, ought

soever the share may be, yet that I may to be taxed for the want of zeal in favour

in some degree assist in causing that of your Establishment. You have, by

project to be scouted with indignation, great exertions, got petitions in favour of

You and your friends have caused 66 this proposition signed by 180,000 per-

Chapelsof Ease to be built; and65,000Z. sons. Men who modestly request that

have been subscribed;—a considerable the burdens which they themselves ought

sum : not, however, a very large one, to bear, may be borne by the nation

for your Church is supported by the men, whose Pastors and whose Churches
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have hardly cost them anything, now which to test the propriety of making

dare to desire that those who pay for any further grant."*

their own religious teachers, should like- First money—then inquiry, you say

;

wise contribute towards the Parsons of —but not even then inquiry into the

the wealthy and the powerful. disputed fact—whether money ought to

You were sent by your brethren as have been granted to you or not. In-

one of a Deputation to London, in order
(jeeci

)
sucn an inquiry would then be as

to induce the Government to consent to useless as to try if a man were guilty of

this scheme of pillage. The Govern- the crime for which he had been exe-

ment, who ought at once to have replied cuted, as the chance of extracting ill—

to you in the negative, determined how- gotten pelffrom the pockets of a Church-

ever to issue a Commission of Inquiry, man is much about the same with that

ere they granted money. This has of resuscitating a dead one. Either, you

marvellously excited your indignation. must allow, would be miraculous, where-

What ! doubt the word of a Churchman f the loan to the Irish Clergy is proof,

with regard to the necessity of aug- After the money was granted you would

menting the establishment? What! after have then consented to—ay, rejoiced at

66 Chapels have been built, and 65,000/. —an inquiry whether more money might

have been wrung from the pockets of not be granted ! ! ! Having tried the

the most notoriously penurious nation great moral experiment of putting one

in the world—what ! deny us a grant of hand into one pocket of the nation, then

public money? This, you state, was the propriety of inserting the other might

not the fault of the Deputation. I readily be investigated ! ! !

believe your assertion. " The Deputa- It is perfectly true, as you state, that

tion (you said) made no compromise with the People of England have expended

the Government; and if the measure thousands in a similar manner on

resolved upon was less favourable than a Churches in the Colonies,

multitude of Others that might be pointed « An honest man may take a knave's advice,

out, it did not result from any consent But idiots only will be cozen'd twice."

and acquiescence on their part. The We are not, I trust, such idiots as to

truth was, they could not get a more be cozen'd by the Church of Scotland

favourable measure. Nothing could be in the manner which you have recom-

more distinct and definite than the first mended.

proposition the Deputation made to The Government could not, even if

Government

—

an immediate grant of they would, have given you money;

money to all the Chapels of Ease and new there was a party in the house violently

Churches that are built, or now in pro- opposed to any grant. Petitions signed

gress of building, throughout the coun- by 130,000 persons have been presented

try. ***** against your application.f You may be

Along with this immediate grant for the well assured that the more the question

endowment of the Churches already in is discussed, the more determined will

existence, we were not only prepared be the opposition from the Dissenters

fully to acquiesce in the propriety of is-
. ~ *

. . P \ \ . . * Dr Chalmers' Speech, Morn. Chron. Oct. 5.
suing a Commission lor the ascertaining

. ,,T . . f; lL .-. A . To
j. With regard to these petitions the Lord

of all future cases as they may arise, but Advocate said, " They have come from a body

We Should hay_e rejoiced in its adoption, no* distinguished by any difference of doctrine

and morality from members ot the Church ot

and We should have considered the en- Scotland, but from those who dissent merely on

dowment of the Churches how in exist-
some point*

in House
fchee as a great moral experiment, by p&rliatnettt.

dowment of the Churches how in exist-
some Points rf Church Government."-Debate
in House of Commons, June 11 : Mirror of



of the United Kingdom. You are titions against a grant; and not one far-

mistaken when you think that you have thing will you get. You vituperate

merely to deal with " trimming and those who supported the measure

shuffling politicians,"* that you are only brought forward by the Government

resisted by i( lurking, low-minded, un- with regard to the Irish Church. Let

derlings of office,"f " hacknied practi- the majority on that measure admonish

tioners in politics, unencumbered by you that your hopes are vain,

delicacy, truth, or honour."! You, I The Commission, in my opinion, ought

find, like other godly Churchmen, can never to have been issued, for in some

indulge in vituperation, when baffled in slight degree it seems to sanction the

your attempts—and that with an energy principle, that in certain cases money

becoming a recent convert in favor of his ought to be granted to you. Now,

newly-assumed creed. You are, though the only reason alleged for granting

you seem much annoyed at being thought money is, that the poor wish to go to

so, " a simple and unexperienced Church, but wont pay for religion. If

man ;"§ and in the simplicity of your the wishes of the poor are to be con-

heart, have relied too literally upon the suited, it is evident that those ministers

saying, " Ask, and it shall be given to <>ugnt to be provided whose tenets the

you," poor prefer. Now, do all the poorer

Then, like the rest of your canting classes belong to the Church of Scot-

tribe, in addressing your brethren upon land? Certainly not. Though fashion

the subject of your disappointment, you brings within your pale almost all the

appear to have aristocracy and wealthy classes, except

« Turned th' outside of your eyes to white,
those whom the StiU m0re fashionable

Held up your affidavit hand"— Church of England has enticed away,
Hudibhas. do yOU asSert, then, that all the poor who

and poured forth abusive epithets innu- will not contribute towards the payment

merable upon the Government, the of their ministers, belong exclusively

Commissioners, and all who are op- to the Church of Scotland ? Do you

posed to you. || All in vain. The at- assert that the poor of all the other

tempts of yourself and your friends denominations readily contribute to the

will be successfully resisted by those support of their teachers ?—that those

bold and courageous men who, at their only of the Church of Scotland are

own expence, have raised as many places lukewarm in the faith of their ancestors ?

of worship in the United Kingdom as Either this is the case or it is not. If

those of the favoured Establishments, it be so, you and your brethren are to

who have filled them with devout and be blamed for the want of zeal and

eager listeners : a striking contrast to affection in your followers, and this

the oft-times deserted palaces of the fact would go far to prove you useless.

Church. Let them, I exhort them, heap Why, then, should more of you be

upon the table of the Lower House pe- hired by the nation ? If the con-

* Dr Chalmers' Speech in Morning Chronicle,
trai7 be the case-if there be poor of

Oct. 5. other denominations besides those of

I ibid'
the Scots Church, who will not con-

§ Ibi(J » tribute towards their pastors, they would
II Sir James Gibson Craig says, in speaking i i • i ^ ^ c

of Dr Chalmers, « There was not one abusive
haVe an ec

l
Ual r,Sht t0 a Sfant ° f

epithet in the English language, with the ex- money as yourselves. This might be
ception perhaps of thimble-riggers, which he „„ n „ *. - r c n
(Dr O had not applied to the Government

an arSument m favour of paying all

and the Commission."

—

Morning Chron. Oct. 5. denominations, of seizing the property
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of your Church, the English, aud the

Irish, and applying it generally to the

support of the ministers of the different

creeds, as the People might elect them

;

but it can never be an argument in

favour of a grant to an exclusive

Church.

With these difficulties to contend

against, I am somewhat surprised that

you did not hail the Commission with

joy. You are excessively enraged at

not having received money ; you are

still more enraged at the terms of the

Commission, and the persons appointed

as Commissioners.

In the Commission, you say, " there

were certain points of an obnoxious

and questionable character, for which

the deputation were not responsible.

They never gave their consent to the

inquiry into the ecclesiastical funds

which might be available. And they

were not consulted as to the appoint-

ment of the Commissioners, or the

terms of their instructions, notwith-

standing their well known anxiety for

both. They gave in a paper containing

what, in their opinion, ought to be these

instructions ; but of this no notice was

taken. It was painful to speak of the

policy which had been used against

them, but he would deliver a plain and

unvarnished tale."* •

A plain and unvarnished tale, in-

deed I One which, when told to the

people of England, will convince them

that you are as bold in your attempts

at filching as the rest of your pro-

fession.

I will, however, in order to argue

with you, assume as an hypothesis this

position (which, however, I most strenu-

ously assert is a false one), that there

are some cases in which money ought

to be taken out of the pockets of the

nation, to be put into your pockets.

What can those cases be ? Evidently

* Morning Chronicle, Oct. 5, 1835.

only when it cau be proved that there is

not money enough in your pockets. First,

therefore, it must be known what funds

you possess ; consequently, an investi-

gation ought to be made, prior to any

grant. This is so clear, that I cannot

conceive any set of men objecting to it,

unless they were convinced that the

result of such an investigation would

be against their wishes. " When rea-

son is against men, men will be against

reason." This saying will perhaps ex-

plain your conduct, and that of your

brethren, as your intellectual powers

are too well known and proved, for me

one moment to class you with such

men as Mr Buciian, of Kelloe.*

In order to investigate, persons must

be appointed ; these persons were to

determine what funds vou had, and

whether you ought to have more. It evi-

dently was of the uttermost importance

to you, if " reason was against you,

and you were against reason," that you

should have Commissioners appointed

by yourselves—it was your only re-

maining chance. Now, the value of

personal influence is well known to

priests of your description — so you

told your brethren :

—

" One gentleman, a Member of Par-

liament, in high favour with the Cabinet,

and who bad greatfavour for the Church,

was selected by us as a medium of

communication with the Government.

We suggested to him the names of

several Edinburgh gentlemen, friends

of the Church, and friends of the exist-

ing Administration ; and besides these,

we recommended , as connected

with the west of Scotland ; , on

account of his patrimonial interest in

* This gentleman, "amongst other things

which caused him to distrust the Government
and the Commission, could not but lament tha

this Protestant soil (Scotland) should be pol-

luted by such an impious man as Mr O'Cox-
nell, without one gainsaying word on the part

of the Government ! I /"— Morning Chronicle,

October 5.
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the West Highlands ; and ,* for

his interest in the North. We were not

told that these would be appointed, but

we were told that those to be appointed

would be equally satisfactory; we had

the strongest assurances that a fair and

friendly Commission would be appoint-

ed. You would not say what you felt

a few days afterwards, when the Gazette

with its catalogue of names, for the

most part before unknown and unheard

of, or known only for their hostility to

the Church, was spread before you."

"You then (says Sir James Gibson

Craig, whose undaunted conduct

amongst your assembly of bigots, de-

serves the extremest praise) resorted to

every term of reproach which the Eng-

lish language could furnish you against

Ministers." *

What are your objections to the

Commissioners ? That they were not

appointed by yourself:—a valid objec-

tion in the eyes of you and your breth-

ren, who wish to receive money; but 1

doubt much whether it will be one in

the eyes of those who would have to

pay it.

One of the Commissioners is, how-

ever, a Dissenter ! ! ! He is opposed to

the principle of any connection between

Church and State ! ! ! That is, one of

the eleven Commissioners appointed to

examine into the opportunities of reli-

gious worship and the means of reli-

gious instruction, not only for commu-
nicants of the Church of Scotland, but

for Dissenters. One of these men belongs

to a class which possesses 800 places

of worship in your country, whilst the

number of those belonging to the Estab-

* I have omitted these gentlemen's names,
because I can neither affirm of them indi-

vidually, nor deny their fitness or unfitness, as

I am unacquainted with them ; whilst I desire

to affirm generally of the class of large landed
proprietors, or who have great favour for the
Church, that they ought not to be appointed on
such an inquiry.

* Speech of Sir James Gibson Craig, in the
Morning Chronicle, October 5.

lishment does not exceed 1,100. At
this appointment you rave in a manner
unbecoming in any man, indecent in a

minister of him who was perfection in

meekness and humility. But, say your

brethren, ei The Commission, with very

few exceptions, does not contain the

names of individuals known to the

Church of Scotland as possessing that

knowledge and experience, or taking

that interest in the spiritual affairs of the

People of Scotland, which are necessary

to afford any security that the professed

objects of the Commission can be fairly

and fully carried into effect."* You and

your brethren seem to me to have made
a mistake with regard to the objects of

the Commission. The Commission is not

for the purpose of giving you money

;

but for the purpose of inquiring whether

any ought to be given you and how
much. Perhaps even the Commission

may find out that you have too much.

What specific objection have you to

these Commissioners, except that they

have not all the honour of being known

to you ? Are you, then, acquainted

with all the persons in the three King-

doms fit for such an appointment?

You say they are ignorant. Ignorant

of what ? Of the fact, I presume, that

you ought to receive money. Long may
they continue to be so. It is this fact

of which they are to be judges: you

surely do not mean to assert that they

are so ignorant and illiterate as to be

unable to determine the statistical facts

into which they are commissioned to

inquire. They are not sufficiently in-

terested in the spiritual affairs of the

People of Scotland, you say ; the lan-

guage of you Churchmen is now suffi-

ciently well known, so that I may easily

render this sentence into plain English.

* Remonstrance of the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland against the Commission
for, &c. ; from which remonstrance dissented

(to their honour be it told) Sir James Gibson

Craig, Wm. Bell, Esq., and John Whitefoord

Mackenzie, Esq Parliamentary Report.
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You mean, that they are not determined,

whatever may be the facts, to give

money to your Church, which Church

you presume to terra the People of

Scotland, though one half of them are

Dissenters or Catholics.

The nation will be convinced, by your

vehement outcries, that there is some-

thing wrong in the state of your Church.

Those who are conscious that all is

right never fear a public investigation.

You are dreadfully alarmed at the very

idea of any inquiry into the manner in

which you perform your duties. There is

not, in the whole Commission, one word

with respect either to the doctrine, wor-

ship,* government, or discipline of the

Church. You are, however, conscious

that if any stray questions on these sub-

jects were put, the answers would re-

dound to your discredit; you therefore

feel it necessary to resolve that " it

is not competent to the Commissioners

to put to individual members any

questions relating to the doctrine, wor-

ship, government, or discipline of the

Church."f You are afraid of the com-

parison which might be drawn between

yourselves and the Dissenters; you are

alarmed lest it should tend to establish

the principle which the Assembly de-

clare would be " subversive of this and all

other Ecclesiastical Establishments; viz.

that whenever religious instruction and

pastoral superintendence are found to a

certain extent, afforded by any sect or

denomination whatsoever, Catholic or

Protestant, then the services of an Es-

tablished Church are not required, and

may be dispensed with. [Then the ser-

vices are dispensed with by the People,

but it is the payment of them which you

mean ought not to be dispensed with.]

The Commission of the General Assem-

bly publicly and solemnly protest against

* The Commission is to enquire into the

opportunities of religious worship, &c.

f Resolution of General Assembly.

—

Morn-
ing Chronicle, October 5.

whatever had such a tendency [as to

prevent their being paid for unrendered

services], and declare that they consi-

der it to be the sacred duty of the Legis-

lature to support and to protect the Na-

tional Church and to secure accommo-

dation and religious instruction to the

People of Scotland, so that they may

attend regularly upon divine ordinances,

and may profit by the pastoral exertions

and superintendence of its ministers

[without in any way considering whether

the People of Scotland are inclined to

derive these advantages from the Church

or not, or examining whether they al-

ready enjoy them from other denomi-

nations of Christians.]"* You said, " a

territorial and endowed Establishment,"

to be paid for by the nation, would suf-

fice; and this you thought you would

have obtained, had you been able to

appoint your own Commissioners from

amongst those who had greatfavourfor

the Church, or possessed considerable

territorial influence. But why did you

wish to have men of large landed pro-

perty in the Commission ? It is said

that there is a considerable debt due

from them to you. You thought, per-

haps, if you were to demand the pay-

ment of that debt, they might become

your foes, and you would get nothing.

If, however, they were the Commis-

sioners, they would report in favour of

a grant, and the nation would pay in

their stead. This may explain the out-

cry which has been raised on account

of the Commission being appointed to

examine into the available funds of the

Church. I do not affirm, of my own
knowledge, that such a debt exists ;

my authority is Mr Robert Wallace,
who, in the debate on the subject of the

Commission, June 11, said :

—

" I have to tell the House distinctly,

that a large amount of the Church pro-

* Resolution of the Assembly. I have added

a few words, contained between the brackets, in

order to complete the sense of the passages.
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perty in Scotland is still in the hands of

the Landed Interest, who, along with

their forefathers, have had the good

Sense not to make over, for Church

purposes, more than one twenty-fifth

part, instead of one fifth part, which

they are bound by law to do, if it should

be required for the Church. I myself

hold Church tithes still unappropriated

in two parishes, and I should disdain to

put my hand into the public purse while

I have unapplied Church property in

my pocket. Will the Honourable Mem-
bers* opposite subscribe to the same

rule? * * *

I must, upon a review of all the

circumstances of the case, repeat my
Conviction of a Commission being the

proper and only competent means of

making an inquiry especially into the

teinds, of which a large amount will be

found where least expected, and especially

amOngst the most wealthy of the titled

Aristocracy , some of whom, although

liable, contribute little or nothing at

present to the maintenance of the

Church." f These seem to me sufficient

reasons for not forming the Commission

6f the Landed Aristocracy known to

you and the Church. Perhaps you

would say, " set a thief to catch a thief."

For the wisdom and institutions of our

ancestors no one has a profounder

reverence than myself; I am, however,

inclined to suspect the maxim was not

intended by them to apply to the case

of setting a thief to catch himself.

Why have neither you nor your friends,

in your speeches and resolutions, once

alluded to the question of these unap-

propriated funds? Do you think it would

be easier to draw money by the aid of

the Aristocracy from the pockets of the

poor, than to oblige the wealthy classes

to comply with the obligations under

which they hold their estates? Such

* Those who were in favour of a grant,

f Mirror of Parliament.

is evef the conduct of your tribe—syco-

phants to the rich, extortioners to the

poor.

One word of advice to you and your

brethren ere I conclude this letter.

Churchmen, says (I think) one o

our old writers, are a sort of ignorant

tinkers, who, in matters of their own

profession, such as is the mending and

soldering of men's consciences, have

made more holes than they found ; nay,

what makes them more unpardonable,

they are ever attempting, under this pre-

text of their trade, to put their hands

into the pockets of men's breeches You

are a Churchman, and are said to be a.

most potent mender and solderer. It is

not, however, as a repairer of con-

sciences that I have addressed you.

I have written to you on account of the

audacity with which you seek to pillage

the people of this nation. Of the three

corporations in this empire which are

composed of Churchmen, two (the

Church of England and that of Ire-

land) have enough to do in defending

the possession of their misemployed

property ; and success, I trust, will not

long attend their efforts. Now, in the

state of public feeling with regard to

these corporations, are you and your

brethren wise in attempting to pillage,

even under the pretext, that without the

nation hiring some like unto you, men

will leave their consciences unmended

and unsoldered? Are you wise in

making such an outcry, because you

are not permitted yourselves to deter-

mine the amount of plunder which you

are to receive ?

That you and your brethren may fail

in all these your efforts; that I may

have some small share in frustrating

your endeavours ; that I may ever assist

in unveiling you and others of the cant-

ing tribe, is the sincere and earnest

prayer

Of your humble servant,

William Allen*
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POOR LAWS.
As much misconception exists res-

pecting the opinions held on the subject

of Poor Laws, by a very large class

of Radicals, both in and out of Parlia-

ment, a few words of explanation may
not be wholly without use. In stating

my own opinions on this important

question, I feel confident that in this

particular, I represent the majority

of those usually considered the ultra

Liberals of the House of Commons.

In every community there will be

some persons who through want or

through infirmity, are unable to procure

for themselves the means of sub-

sistence; and every state has to deter-

mine these questions : 1st, Shall these

infirm and poor be provided for by the

law ; and 2nd, If the law have to pro-

vide for them, in what way shall that

provision be afforded ?

Every beneficent and provident state

will answer the first question in the

affirmative: Those who are unable to

provide for themselves, either through

infirmity, or from poverty, ought to be

provided for by the state ;—and this for

several reasons.

In the first place, humanity requires

of us that we do not allow our fellow

creatures to starve, if we possess the

means of sustaining them. It may,

however, be said, that private charity

will prevent this. To this I reply, that

the keeping a fellow creature from

starvation, ought not to be made a

matter of chance when it can be ren-

dered a matter of certainty. And
further I would remark, that any evil

which could be expected to arise from

giving the poor a legal provision would

also follow from voluntary charity

:

that the evil also would be increased by

the ignorance in which charitable in-

dividuals must necessarily be as to the

character and real necessities of the

parties claiming their benevolence.

Make the provision a legal one, and

precautions may easily be taken to pre-

vent the unworthy and the idle, from

assuming the character of the infirm

and involuntary poor.

But it may be said, that if you pro-

vide for all who cannotprovide for them-

selves, you will promote idleness, and at

last increase the number of paupers to

such an extent, that they will eat up all

the savings of the industrious.

To this objection the answer is two-

fold.

First : the provision for the poor is in

reality a matter of necessity, for if you

do not provide for those in want, as

paupers, you will have to provide for

them as criminals. Men will not starve

with plenty around them. They will

steal rather than die, and be maintained

in the jail in place of the poor-house.

As a mere matter of economy then,

laying aside any higher motive, a legal

provision for the poor is a matter of

necessity.

Second : though it be true that there

exists the danger pointed out by the

objection, still it is equally true that

such danger may be avoided by

judicious regulations, and here we are

brought to the consideration of the

second inquiry, viz : in what way shall

the law provide for the infirm and the

destitute ?

Before determining on the mode in

which relief shall be afforded, it is ne-

cessary to classify the parties requiring

it. These naturally fall into two

divisions.

In the first division we place the

old, the infirm, and children.

In the second, the healthy and able-

bodied who are unable to find work,

and who from this circumstance are

compelled to seek for relief.

Now, it is evident that the danger of

promoting idleness by providing for the

aged and helpless poor, is absolutely

nothing. Their state demands the
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greatest consideration, and every pos-

sible alleviation of their misery should

be afforded. A comfortable subsistence

should be provided for them.

The case of the children is one of

equal commiseration and equal safety.

Besides a comfortable subsistence, a

good education ought to be afforded to

them. Habits of industry ought care-

fully to be created in them, and they

should be made, by good training,

eagerly to desire independence, and to

consider it a duty to provide for them-

selves the moment they are capable of

doing so.

We now come to the more difficult

question of,—how ought we to provide

for the able-bodied paupers ?

Two dangers are before us. On the

one hand, if we do not provide for

them at all, we drive them to be cri-

minals; on the other, if we provide for

them too well, we create a tendency to

idleness, and thus rob the industrious

to maintain the idle. .

The dangers themselves point out

the remedy :

—

}st. We must provide some provision

for the destitute poor. Their condition

should be such as to shut out all in-

ducement to crime.

2nd. But the provision should not

make them as comfortable as the inde-

pendent labourer. They would thus

always have a motive to seek the means

of earning their own subsistence, and

the dangerous tendency to idleness

would be effectually counteracted.

Such, then, is the rule which wisdom

and true beneficence point out, and such

is the sort of provision which I propose

to afford the destitute.

To the aged, infirm, and to children,

I would afford not merely a healthy, but

also a comfortable subsistence ; I would

gratify as far as possible every innocent

desire of these helpless and wretched

fellow creatures ; I would 9eek to the

utmost to alleviate the misery of their

lot ; and to the children I would give

an education that would make them
industrious and honest.

To the able-bodied poor I would

afford a relief that should preclude the

possibility of starvation. They should

have a sufficiency of wholesome food,

warm clothing, and comfortable lodg-

ing ; but this their lot should not be so

pleasant as would be that of an inde-

pendent labourer, while it should have

no tendency to drive them to dishonest

courses.

And here I would pause, and ask,

what in this statement is there revolting

or absurd ? What in it, can the warmest

and most enthusiastic philanthropist

see, which deserves vituperation ? There

are indeed some so-called philanthro-

pists, who, in their solicitude for the

pauper, forget the rest of the com-

munity—who, in their zeal to make the

poor who cannot get work comfortable

and happy, utterly erase from their re-

collections the situation of the inde-

pendent labourer. No one can deny

that it is desirable that every one should

provide for himself—that none should

be dependant either on public or pri-

vate charity; if so, it must be evident

that we should be especially careful not

to adopt any mode of proceeding which

holds out a temptation to the indus-

trious to cease from their industry— to

the independent to hold cheap their

independence. But is it not clear that

you do create this temptation the mo-
ment that you make the condition of

the pauper receiving charity, more com-
fortable than that of the independent

labourer, who supports himself? Is

there no compassion for the hard-

working and industrious labourer ? Is

all this divine quality reserved for him

who demands our alms ? That is strange

benevolence that would render all man-

kind miserable

!

Look at the case, item by item; let

us picture to ourselves the situation of
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the independent labourer and the pan- punish it. In making laws, however, it

per. Supposing two labouring men, is necessary for us to look at distant as

each with a wife and four children;

—

well as immediate consequences; and

one of these unluckily is thrown out of while, in the name of the State, we

work, and is obliged to ask for relief, afford subsistence to those who cannot

While an independent labourer, he provide it for themselves, it behoves us

worked nearly twelve hours a-day, and to be watchful lest our charity lead to

his food, though abundant, was seldom mischief. If a beggar accost me in the

composed of meat ;—say that he could street, and demand of me charity, my
afford beef once a week, and that, for first impulse is to relieve the distress

the most part, what animal food he which I fancy I see before me : but if I

tasted was bacon. Suppose also that look up, I may chance to see a board,

beer with him was a rare luxury ; that carried about the streets at the expense

he indulged in it never beyond once a of benevolent individuals, bidding me
week. Suppose also that, though he not to give alms in the streets. Why
can afford his wife a little tea, his chil- is this advice given ? Because begging

dren live chiefly on bread and potatoes, has become a trade, and we are far

When times were hard, he has often more likely to be giving to thieves than

had a slice of bread and an onion for to deserving poor by affording indis-

his dinner, and consoled himself with criminate alms in the streets. A wise

the hope that better days were at hand, man, therefore, checks the first impulse;

He goes into the workhouse ; on a he refuses the charity demanded of him.

sudden, in consequence of the turmoil Is he cruel because he does so ? Is he

created by some benevolent but igno- hard-hearted because he refuses to

rant friend of the pauper, he and his obey the first impulse, and yields to the

whole family are treated daily with as voice of reason ? Every man will say

much meat as they can eat, plenty of that he has acted not merely wisely,

beer, tea, and no work. But all this but really benevolently. Thus the State

time this man's companion, who still must also listen to reason. The first

has work, labours on, and has no more impulse with us all may be, and proba-

than the hard fare I have described, bly is, to relieve every distress; but we

Now, I ask, what motive has the pau- find that this leads to dangerous con-

per ever to leave his condition of a sequences. All will, in the end, be

pauper ? And I also would like much to alike miserable, if, by our misguiding

know whether the labourer that is still benevolence, we foster indolence, and

independent has not every possible in- the long train of evils which indolence

ducement to leave his work, and follow brings with it. Rules like these may

the footsteps of his neighbour?—in appear rigid; they will in the end,

other words, to leave his hard fare and however, be found to be the dictates of

his industry, and live in idleness and true benevolence, and they who prac-

plenty ? Use them better deserving the name of

Hereupon a shout is raised by the philanthropists than he who, by his

pauper's friend, and we are loudly asked careless, hasty, and ignorant benevo-

if poverty be a crime ; and if not, why lence, under the name of charity, pro-

it should be punished ? Poverty, I an- motes idleness and vice,

swer, is no crime ; neither do I seek to J. A. R.
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A TITHE CASE.

The best, that is the most practical Now, there cannot be a doubt but

advocates for the abolition of Tithes that these reverend, godly men have a

are, most assuredly, the Parsons them- legal right to deprive the poor tailor's

selves. The obnoxious manner in ten children of their breakfast and
which they usually prosecute their supper, perhaps of their whole food,

claims, and their cupidity about insig- every tenth day. It may, however, still

nificant trifles will, in a short time, be doubted whether the proceeding be

render the impost impossible to collect.

Then will the Parsons themselves be-

come the noisiest abolitionists. We
shall be favoured with vivid pictures of

either humane or wise. The Parsons

are accustomed on all occasions to mix
up every act of theirs with the idea of

religion. If their conduct be objected

their distresses and sufferings, and of to, they are accustomed to raise up a

their meekness and humiliation under shout that " the Church is in danger,"

their afflictions. The haughty tone and and to assume that religion is covertly

bearing of the proud oppressor will be attacked through their sacred persons,

changed for the mean and abject de- Repeated acts of oppression, such as

meanour of the lowly beggar. There we see constantly recorded, will, in all

will be a studious concealment of past probability, prove disastrous to the body

sins, and, as among the Irish Clergy, corporate of Churchmen ; but to argue

we shall be reminded only of present thence that religion is in danger, does

woes. not appear to me so just or reasonable.

The following characteristic case has * remember once at school an unfor-

been recently exposed by a provincial tunate usher, who taught the little boys

Newspaper:

—

cyphering, happened to render himself

" Some time since a poor cottager, obnoxious by unnecessary severity. He

residing at Ripon, who is described by was accordingly boned; that is, he was

the local papers as a man of remark- assailed with all sorts of missiles—traps,

able industry and strictness of conduct, bats, inkstands, old shoes, candlesticks,,

declined to compound with the Dean m short, with anything that came to

and Chapter for a tithe of milk, prefer- hand, till he was compelled to retreat,

ring to pay in kind. Accordingly the and from motives of prudence, wa*

poor tailor—for such is his trade—is never thrust upon the boys again. Now,

taken at his word, and the following wul any body pretend to argue from the

amiable epistle is conveyed to him ;— expulsion of this poor insignificant

creature, that " arithmetic was in dan-

ger ? " To be sure not. Its promulga-

tion was rendered more certain by the

employment of a more amiable teacher.

Well, then, the Parsons' cry is equally

absurd. Religion is as safe as the rule

of three, or compound division, and the

sooner we begin to check the evil

doings of religion's ministers the better.

As for the poor tailor of Ripon, it

would add much to his comfort were he

to set out the tithe of each days
1
pro-

duce.

H, S. C«

" « Ripon, 23th September.

" l Sir,—As you wish the tithe of milk due

to the Dean and Chapter to be taken in kind,

rather than to pay any composition for, or esti-

mated value of the same, I am directed to inform

you, that it will be taken in kind accordingly ;

reckoning the evening's meal of Saturday, the

26th day of September instant, as the first, so

that the tenth evening's and the tenth morning's

meal (entire) wil be due, namely, on the even-

ing of the 6th ; and you will please to send me
notice at what place, and at what hour, it will

b« ready to be taken away. »

•J
' I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

u * Robert Robinson, Agent, &c.

«<ToMr;Wm. JOarnborougb, Tailor, Ripon/"
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PROGRESS OF DEMOCRACY.
" Shall we overturn the Peers?" is Tory Magazine opens with the strong

the title of the opening article in this language, " Shall we overturn the

month's number of the great Tory Peers?"

periodical, Blackwood's Magazine. The This is, indeed, a vital question for a

question put by Mr Roebuck was—- Tory; and the writer of the article, fully

" Of what use is the House of Lords?" sensible of the fact, has brought for-

Since then only ten weeks have elapsed; ward, to support the negative, a jumble

and during that time the nation has at which every well-informed man of

responded to the Radical question in the productive classes will heartily

such a manner, that even the "tip-top" laugh. For the amusement of those

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REYtfELL 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.



who have not access to the book, I shall

give an abstract of the article, with a

suitable comment.

It begins with a Radical proposition,

that " Every individual, or body of men

who enjoy unlimited power, are liable

to abuse it." [The writer should have

said, are sure to abuse it.] " The whole

theory of Representative or Constitu-

tional Monarchy is founded upon the

experience of the impossibility of en-

trusting unrestrained authority to any

man or body of men, and the necessity

of perpetually providing, in the watchful

superintendence of the People, a barrier

against undue encroachments of the

depositaries of power."

Here is a plain and full admission of

a great Radical principle, that the mem-
bers of any government, with unre-

strained authority in their hands, will

abuse it ; and that the only way to pre-

vent abuse, is for the People to super-

intend the acts of the Government.

Observe, the People, from ll necessity,"

must superintend, not look idly on, not

make disregarded calls for redress ; they

must superintend, and of course must

retain or obtain the necessary power

for superintendence. Why, it may be

asked, does this Tory writer set out

with such an admission? I will tell

you : He knows you will concur in the

admission, and having started you with

him, he hopes to lead you slily into his

path. For he immediately takes a step

away from the truth, and calls Radicals

" Revolutionists ;" and then, taking a

greater stride into falsehood, he says

that they want a Government consisting

solely of an unrestrained House of

Commons ; and he asserts that the

Radicals call this the " ne plus ultra of

social regeneration." Is not this Tory

nonsense really puerile and laughable?

No, no, the Radicals know very well

what they want : they want the House

of Commons to be actually responsible,

and the House of Lords also, if they

have one at all, to be also responsible

to the People,—in order that the People

may exert their " watchful superintend-

ence."

Blackwood gallops on—supposing he

has got his reader fully under weigh,

and takes his course at once to

Toryism. " In proportion," says he,

" as the Democratic party has acquired

influence in the State [Government], its

pretensions have become more exorbi-

tant, and its enterprises more auda-

cious." First, Democracy got Catholic

Emancipation ;
" no sooner was it con-

ceded" than it cried out for Parliamen-

tary Reform. Democracy obtained Par-

liamentary Reform, " upon the solemn

engagement that it was to be a final

measure;" " no sooner was this great

victory gained, than Corporation Re-

form—in other words, a democratic con-

stitution of all the boroughs, was carried

through." And then, merely because

the Irish Church Reform was defeated

by the Lords, " a loud outcry was

raised for the- abolition or modification

of the Upper House." All which, he

says, is to be used " as platforms from

whence to direct their [the Liberals']

attacks against all that remains of the

Constitution." Catholic Emancipation,

with Parliamentary and Corporate Re-

forms, are among these " exorbitant

pretensions ;" while attacks on the re-

mains of the Constitution are the " au-

dacious enterprises." It is really one

of the most absurd things in this

world to be eternally talking about the

Constitution. The Constitution ! Where

is it—Who has seen it ? Who can

tell us which way it will be twisted

next ? If indeed there be a Constitution,

bring it forth, exhibit it to us, let us see

it, let us know when it was made, how

it was made, and who made it. Trans-

late this Tory scribbling into plain

English, and read it thus:—Any further

correction of gross and misery-produc-

ing abuses are u audacious enterprises"



on the part of the People to serve Aristocrats is kept in check by the ex-

themselves, which, be it understood, the istence of hereditary descent, or heredi-

Peers forbid. tary legislation, this great argument in

The " use of the House of Lords/' favour of the Peers availeth not. The

or the answer to Mr Roebuck's writer in Blackwood, having quacked

question, is next given by our Magazine the virtues of this wonderful bond, cries

Tory. " It is hereditary descent which out triumphantly, "but this lasting

tempers the rigour and checks the and durable bond is totally awanting

selfishness of absolute power.'' Very with democratic leaders" [between

well ; but as there is no longer absolute them and the People], that is, between

power in any branch of the Government, the elected and the electors.

" hereditary descent " is no longer re- Then comes the old pretence against

quired for this purpose. But, say this elected Representatives, " that rotation

defender of the Peers, and he is, per- in office, so dear to popular jealousy,

haps, a distinguished Lord, " durability precludes the possibility of forming

in the connexion between the Govern- permanent plans for the amelioration

ors and the Governed, is the great bond of the State »' [nation.] Fifteen million

which unites together the higher of Englishmen across the Atlantic form

[Aristocratic] and lower [productive] a nation in which rotation in office has

classes, and checks the iniquity of the contributed to permanent and success-

former." By " durability " here, he ful plans for political and social ameli-

means perpetuity of the same titles, orations, beyond those of all other

&c, and life-continuance of the same nations. Even here in Great Britain,

men, having the same powers as Go- who are they,—the Peers, or the elected

vernors. This unchangeableness of Commons, even as they have been

the Governors, or the existence of and are elected—that have formed

hereditary Peers, he says, is the bond plans for political amelioration ? Why,

of union between the Aristocratic and it is for opposing plans of amelioration

productive classes. I do not know by the Commons that the question of

that I fully comprehend the learned overturning the Peers has been forced

Theban at this point ; he seems as if he upon our consideration,

intended to say, that the " Governed " After making out his case for the

or " Lower Classes," that is, the People Peers, the Tory writer treats us with a

at large, would have no respect or tirade against Reformers. He then

regard for their " Governors," unless becomes vehement upon the subject of

these were <c durable " Governors by revolutions, and tells us, that " all

" hereditary descent." Then, too, this revolutions are carried through their

strange sort of bond " checks the ini- last stages by the low, the base, the

quity of the higher classes." This is sordid." As, for example, by Wash-

what this Tory writer says; we ington, Franklin, Jefferson, Adams,

Radicals think, nevertheless, that the Rush, Hancock, and the host of similar

Aristocratic and democratic classes Englishmen, who carried through the

are not much united, and that the " ini- revolution of 1776, that gave them a

quity of the former " has not only been new patronymic—Americans,

wholly unchecked by hereditary des- The champion of the Peers, growing

cent, but has all along been promoted. -

more and more heated, repeats Mr Roe-
Until some one takes the trouble to buck's question " Of what use is the

prove that these classes are "united House of Lords ?" " In reply," says he,

together/' and the " iniquity " of the " we ask, of what use is the House of



Commons V He, generous Tory, does The Peers are told that if further

not wish to lay his finger on the Com- Reforms are demanded, they must be

mons ; but he prefers greatly an firm in opposing them. The Peers are

" Oligarchy" to a popular government, told that they " now possess the means

" If we are to have but one assembly," of making a very different stand T from

he cries, " give us that of Aristocrats." that in the times of Charles I, " their

That is natural enough. Until 1832, talents, energy, dignity, patriotism,

the Commons' House was the servant of which stand forth on the national the-

the Peers ; all was purely Aristocratic, atre, in proud and striking contrast to

and the Tories were glorious ; he affirms the vulgarity, selfishness, fawning on

that it was the control of the popular the multitude, and want of information,

assembly, which has " produced all which are so conspicuous among the

former liberty." Here the champion's Democratic party." The Peers are

passion fairly blazes forth, and he told, now for the second time in this

flourishes about the first French revolu- same Magazine, that the yeomanry and

tion, and the long Parliament of strong men of the country will fight for

England,^ almost to the end of his with them; and that the " Papists, Dis-

article. senters, Insolvents, scum of great cities,

His passion having put the Tory dregs of manufacturing wealth, and

champion off his guard, he forgets the drunkards," will alone make up the

proposition with which he begins the Demecratic ranks. The Peers are told

article; he declares that none but " shal- that " these classes are a more formid-

low politicians look to public opinion" able body, in point of numbers, at the

as a " barrier " or " check " to en- polls ; but in moral and physical

croaching authority. " Democratic strength, they constitute only a fraction

majorities," says he, " never can be of the nation," and could " soon be

restrained by popular opinion : as well crushed by the aroused indignation

might it be hoped that the public of the better [meaning Aristocratic]

opinion of thieves will check theft." classes." The Peers are told <e to be

Witness the Anglo-Americans ; witness Constitutional ; to reject or modify all

the growing control of public opinion, Bills sent up to them from the Corn-

even, recent as it is in this country, mons ; and to do this invariably with

over the House of Commons; see the every Bill which has a tendency to in-

great good which these Anglo-Ame- crease the already overcharged Demo-

ricans have obtained, and the growing cratic parts of the Constitution.
1
' The

good which the Radicals are obtaining Peers are toldto " stick to the Consti-

fot the people here, solely by the direc- tution as it is, with all its present faults,

tion of public opinion. These are the with scrupulous fidelity." The Peers

things that disturb the Tories ; these are told to " prepare Bills practically

are the things that make them rave in beneficial, but with no Democratic ten-

Blackwood ; these are the things that dency ;" that is to say, to " originate
"

produce Carlton Clubs and Orange As- in their own house "Sir Robert Peel's

sociations, and send high-flying Aristo- measures." There spoke the wisdom

crats to Kalish. of Professor Wilson. Alas ! poor man,

Next comes advice by the writer of he cannot see what every body but a

... ;. , , ., n >v nt, lT p„ ts „ c, „i- i
blind Tory sees and acknowledges—that

this article to the lory reers, which, ^ .- u n-u u* 7 the time is come when no Dili can be-
doubtless, was concocted at that very come law> unless it has a « Demo _

assembly of the arch-enemies of man- cratic tendency."
kind. Robert Hammersley.



THE LONDON REVIEW AND THE PERIODICAL

PRESS.

People are at length gathering cou- offensively correct. That those, who

rage enough to speak out respecting the are regularly connected with the news-

Periodical Press. The true estimate of
paper press, are for the most part

. . , . . .. . . excluded from what is, in the widest
the writers by whom it is conducted is

extension of the term> cal icd good s0 _

now continually laid before the public, ciety; or that, if admitted into good
and it will not be long before they and company, they are very rarely admitted

their anonymous criticisms will be pro- on a footing of equality, is a lamentable

t
• . i rrM c 1, i truth, familiar to every body who has

perly appreciated. The following ob- ' , . - . * > rwy XTr J
.

t . , , « any knowledge of the world. No one
servations [in the last number oi the can regret the state of things more than
London Review, tell the truth in a ourselves. That a class of men, of

straightforward manner, and deserve very which many possess the acquirements,

general and very attentive consideration. and entertain the feelings, which the

most liberal education can give, and
" The newspaper critics have exhi- who collectively wield so vast a power

bited, with a discreditable frankness, over the public mind, should be placed
the cause of their anger with Mi* in a social position so irritating to

Butler. Their severity is exercised by generous dispositions, so utterly dispro-

way of almost avowed retaliation for portioned to their political importance,
her disrespect to themselves. She has excluded from the enjoyments of po-
affronted them collectively; and has lished society, and removed equally out
learnt to her cost how staunch they can of the reach of its softening influences,

be in defence of their < order.' She ex- and of responsibility to its good opinion,
presses a general dislike of the writers appears to us a national misfortune,
in newspapers, whom she calls the But instead of impugning a notoriously
' press-gang/—says she makes it a rule correct statement, or wreaking their

never to be introduced to one of the vengeance on those who frankly express
body— wonders at the position they what all the world thinks, the writers
occupy in America, with a wonder by in newspapers would act wisely if they
no means akin to approbation, and de- would profit by the unwelcorae"informa-
clares her decided preference for the tion, and merit a higher and more corn-
English custom of not admitting gen- fortable position. For the fault of
tlemen of the press into good society. their ill-treatment is not so much the

" The expression of a participation world's as theirs. As literary men, to
in these feelings of contempt for a class be sure, they occupy no higher rank
of men, whose doubtful position in so- than that which the vulgar insolence of
ciety in many respects greatly resem- our aristocracy of money allots in the
bles that occupied by her own profes- present day to the whole class of au-
sion, comes certainly in not the best thors; and the sin of submitting to
taste from an actress. But we can such an inferiority is that of the corn-
hardly wonder at contemptuous indig- mon disregard of the whole class for
nation bursting forth in the writings of its own dignity. But that they are
one who had experienced so large a placed at the bottom of the whole
share of the infamous calumnies and class, that their measure of contempt is

venal praises of the newspapers, or embittered by aversion, is the effect of
blame her for shrinking from personal their peculiar delinquencies. The causes
intercourse with a class of men, whom are obvious. How can men help shun
she has had peculiar reasons for view- ning contact with men who have the
ing with all the distrust and aversion power of inflicting secret injury; and
with which they are generally regarded who are known to be in the habit of
m English society. For, furiously as using that power against the members
the gentlemen of the press have re- of society; who, to gratify the rage of
sented Mrs Butler's account of their parties, or the odious envy of the
social position in this country, it is vulgar, expose to ridicule the follies,

perfectly, obviously, and therefore most and even the misfortunes of individuals;
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aud who, under the shelter of anony-
mous writing, evade all responsibility

to injured personal honour, or the out-

raged opinion of the world ? Society

treats the gentlemen of the press much
as folks used to behave to witches. It

dreads their secret malice and irresisti-

ble power, and pays them off for great

injuries by petty spite and contempt-
uous exclusion. Nor can it respect

them more than it likes them. How is

it possible to respect men, who display

so frequent a disregard for morality or

moral approbation ; who, with the

power of directing public opinion, are

so rarely above a vile subserviency to

the prejudices and passions of their

readers; and who, dependent on the

will of persons having no higher object

in view than the success of a pecuniary

speculation, so often change their

opinions, in order to keep the favour or

increase the dividends of their employ-
ers ? How can society respect men
who show so little respect for them-
selves and for each other; who, when
their gains are threatened, can talk, it

is true, in a lofty tone about ' the high
character of the press of this country
for talent and integrity ; but who in

general are occupied in bandying with

each other the lowest slang of the pot-

houses, or imputations of gross dis-

honesty and dense ignorance? Society

treats the writers in newspapers as its

fears prompt, and as their conduct and
their own estimate of themselves in

some degree justify.

" Its unfavourable opinion aggravates

the mischief, of which it is the first

place the effect. Men of birth, refine-

ment, and sensitive pride, will not enter

into an occupation which lowers their

social position ; and if any such engage
in it, the illicit connexion is carefully

kept secret. The newspaper press is

thus degraded from the rank of a liberal

profession: the employment, and the

class engaged in it, sink ; and the con-
duct of our journals falls too much
into the hands of men of obscure birth,

imperfect education, blunt feelings, and
coarse manners, who are accustomed to

a low position in society, and are con-
tented to be excluded from a circle in

which they have never been used to

move. The exceptions to these state-

ments, in favour of the merits of indivi-

duals, are very many ; for we believe,

that of the writers in our newspapers,
a large part are actuated by higher
feelings, and free from the vices inci-

dental to their occupation. Some, but
far fewer exceptions, are to be made in

favour of individuals whose honour,
consistency, information, ability, and
taste, have been so evident, and so

generally acknowledged, as to keep
them free from being confounded in

the common aversion to their profession.

But, unhappily, neither class is suf-

ficiently numerous to give a tone to the

whole body, or to raise its character

;

and, as the influence of the newspaper
seems to have been most abused in

those instances in which it has been
greatest, the worst position in society

has generally been occupied by those

who had the greatest political power."-

Upon these remarks I desire to make

a few observations.

I would request the reader to observe

that the Reviewer asserts what I asserted

long since, and for the saying which the

Newspaper Press has been as virulent

towards me as towards Mrs Butler;

viz. " that the gentlemen of the Press are

not admitted into good society." This

statement was exceedingly offensive to

persons who are ever striving after the

name and condition of gentlemen, and

who on all occasions most ostentatiously

assume the character, however little de-

serving of it. The truth of the assertion

rendered it doubly painful, and the gen-

tlemen of the Press smarted severely

under the blow, while they were raving

loudly that they cared nothing about it.

Self-defence is the reason of this ex-

clusion The writers in the Newspapers

are amenable to no opinion ; they are

morally and legally irresponsible.

\Yielding the sort of power they do, no

one who at all regards his peace and se-

curity would admit them to familiarity

or confidence, for they would betray

both, and remain unpunished in spite of

their gross immorality. With men in

such a position, society could pursue

but one of two courses—it could either

condemn all anonymous writing, and



thus subject the writers of the Periodical good on all occasions, whether it be ap-.

Press, like the rest of mankind, to the plied to irresponsible governors of man-

dominion of public opinion ; or it could kind, to irresponsible slaveholders, or to

drive them utterly beyond the bounds the irresponsible purveyors to the public

of civilized society. Society, unfortu- appetite for news. To suit his own con-

nately, has chosen the least efficient and venience, taste, or whim, the ruler op-

most mischievous of the two courses open presses and pillages his people, the

to it. They have made outcasts of these slave-master flogs his slaves, and the

writers, in place of compelling them to Newspaper writer lies. They are all

yield obedience to the received morality three the creatures of a fatal necessity,

of the day. and, to use a grammatical analogy, are

This is the correct description of the vicious by position.

class, though it may not perhaps cor- The Reviewer observes, that in France

rectly apply to every one comprised in the Newspaper writers hold a very dif-

it. The Reviewer says, " The excep- ferent position. True ; and in France

tions to these statements are very many." newspaper writing is, in fact, not anony-

I do not agree with him. The excep- mous. The leaders of the political

tions appear to me to be lamentably parties do not disdain to write openly

few; and, in my opinion, it would be dif- in the newspapers; nor do they, by so

ficult to find half-a-dozen persons who doing, forfeit their rank in society. In

habitually, and for their livelihood, write England, unfortunately, the anonymous

in the Periodical Press, " who are free licence, combined with the social ban

from the vices incidental to their occu- upon the writers, has thrown this im-

pation." Let the Reviewer take a list portant class of writing into the hands

of our daily and weekly London News- of the ignorant, the vulgar, and the

papers, and let him point me out one vicious. No gentleman, no honest man,

that is not in the constant habit of sa- likes to be seen in such company; and

crificing truth to caprice, to party, or if, from any reason, he be induced to

to money. From the judicious Globe to contribute anything to a newspaper, he

the filthy Age, they all do this ; and carefully conceals his name, and shuns

though the vices of some Papers are publicity as he would shun being seen

more glaring and disgusting than of in a brothel.

others, yet are they all of the same lea- The evils of this state of things are

ven, and, to a certain degree, tainted enormous ; but I cannot sympathize

with the same corruption. with the Reviewer in his lamentations

The writers of the Newspaper Press concerning the generous dispositions

are precisely in the position of spies and and honourable feelings of the excluded

informeijp, and have the vices of their writers. They are properly excluded,

position. They are, moreover, irrespon- and properly punished : if the system

sible, and irresponsibility produces in were changed to-morrow, the indivi-

their case what it produces in all others, duals so long engaged in this most filthy

viz. an utter disregard of morality, business would still deserve exclusion,

Every one who knows anything of hu- and would still suffer it. We may

man nature must know, that if you ex- blame the law which creates and

pose a set of men to constant and pow- punishes smuggling, but we do not

erful temptations to vice, and at the consider smugglers honest men. So

same time render them wholly free from we may lament the state of things which

all chance of punishment, you inevitably has produced, and which maintains a

vender the class vicious. The rule holds body of writers like those of the Peri-
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odical Press ; but we are not to extend presumptuous proceeding. This abuse

our sympathy to the immoral crew most people dread ; and, as you always

which an unwise system has created. give the wall to a chimney-sweeper, you

If this system were altered, the writers are excessively polite and fair-spoken

would be changed also, and the writ- towards the Press. This subserviency

ing; and the new writers would take extends to all classes of persons con-

that position in society which persons nected with the Press : editors, repor-

exercising so important a function ought ters, penny-a-line men, printers' devils,

to hold. But the tribe that now revel are all dangerous people, and no one

in the pleasures of malevolence, perso- dares to speak ill of them. In the

nal and private slander, in backbiting House of Commons I am daily in the

and wholesale falsehood, would be de- habit of hearing the private opinions of

prived of their ill-employed and mis- members respecting reporters and edi-

chievous means of livelihood. They tors ; the thorough dishonesty, both of

would have to seek honest occupations, the one class and the other, is spoken

or starve ; and both sides of the alter- of in round terms, yet no one of those

native would, to such people, be equally who thus smart under the immorality of

painful. these newspaper gentry, dares publicly

One of the most painful effects of this avow his opinion. The very men who

mischievous system, is the humiliating will state boldly, and with perfect sin-

subserviency of the world generally to cerity, their opinions of every other

the hidden and obscure conductors of class in the country, who will disparage

the Periodical Press. You may say Lords and Commons, clergy, magis-

what you think of any other class with trates, and lawyers—who, in short, will

impunity,* but no sooner do you pre- dare to say what they think of every

sume to hazard an opinion respecting other body, will shrink from such an

the Press, than a hue and cry is raised, avowal with regard to the Newspaper

and every epithet of abuse supplied by Press. It is to be hoped that this

the language is used to designate your childish terror will disappear. The

* I saw a curious instance of deference to the abuse of the Press really does no harm,

Press some days since. In some verses laugh- and no one with a grain of sense need
inc: at the Orangemen of Ireland, all the names , -, , , . . c .

of persons were given at full length, including heed the rabid nonsense of an obscure,

those of most of the Orange Lords ; the only ignorant, vulgar, and dishonest scribbler.
name put in blank was that of a Newspaper , . p
Editor.

J ' A# tt°EBUC *-

THE ORANGE EXPOSURE.
" When rogues fall out, then will honest as Deputy Grand Master of England

men get their due." Within the last fort- and Wales, lately thought fit to excom-

night there has been a desperate " fall- municate no less than thirty-two De-

out" among the Orangemen of England, puty Grand Masters of the counties of

An important disclosure has been made, Yorkshire and Derbyshire. The alleged

which will most likely lead to others

;

offence of the excommunicated was,

and those who always claimed to be the that at a meeting of Orangemen, con-

very pink of loyalty and all Christian vened by themselves, " they had passed

virtues, are likely to be proved to be the resolutions most unwarrantable and dis-

greatest scoundrels now unhanged. graceful to themselves as Orangemen,

The facts are these;—Lord Ken yon, reflecting on the conduct of their illus-



trious, high-principled, and inflexible

Grand Master, and making declarations

inconsistent with the duty of every

faithful Orangeman."

To this vague accusation Mr Hay-
wood,, one of the expelled, has replied

in a letter of considerable length. From
this letter the real offence appears to be,

that the expelled refused to participate

in an Orange conspiracy to depose the

present Monarch, and place upon the

Throne that illustrious, high-principled,

and inflexible personage, Ernest Duke

of Cumberland. The following is the

pith of Mr Haywood's accusation :

—

" Xow, ray Lord, as exposition seems to be

the order of the day, I should wish to ask your
Lordship a few questions on the subject. Did
not his Royal Highness, as Grand Master, and
your Lordship, as Deputy Grand Master, know
what your missionary, Col. Fairmax, had done
on his first tour in 1832 ?—or rather, did he not

act under his Royal Highness's and your Lord-
ship's directions, and was he not under those

directions instructed to sound the brethren how
they would be disposed, in the event of the King,

William IV., being deposed, which was not im-

probable, on account of his sanctioning the Reform

of Parliament ; and if so, it would become the

duty of every Orangeman to support his II. H.,
who would then, in all probability, be called to the

throne ?"

Now, reader, before having perused

the above extract, could you have con-

ceived it possible that such madness

existed as these same Orangemen have

exhibited ? At the very moment they

were contemplating the deposing of

King William the Fourth, it is capa-

ble of being demonstrated that he was

the most popular Monarch the world

ever knew. The cause of that popularity,

too, was the conduct which the Orange-

men conceived would lead to his being

deposed. So it would, no doubt, could

Orangemen and Tories have had their

way. Never before was such ignorance

of the People displayed. Just before,

and for some time after, the passing ot

the Reform Act, the King was literally

idolized by the People. He lived in

their understandings, and therefore in

their hearts ; and even now that the

Monarch has been weak enough to nou-

rish in his bosom the serpent that would

sting him, the People desire no change.

They perceive the negative position to

which the selfishness of the Aristo-

cracy has reduced the Monarch.

They perceive with joy and exultation

that the Aristocracy, in stripping the

Monarch of the power of doing good to

his People, against the will of an evil-

doing House of Commons, deprived him

at the same time of the power of doing

evil when a good-doing House of Com-
mons shall be obtained. The People

feel secure that neither Whig nor Tory

dare to extend the Prerogative of the

Crown. For the most selfish of purposes

the Monarch has been reduced to the

condition of King Log in the fable, and

the People, taking warning of the silly

frogs, are too knowing to desire a King

Stork.

But if these stupid Tories displayed

ignorance of popular opinion in suppos-

ing that the People could be induced to

rebel against a popular Monarch, that

ignorance is magnified tenfold when the

person for whom we are to rebel is taken

into the account. The Duke of Cum-
berland 1 Is there a man in the whole

world more detested, more abhorred,

than this Duke? No words—except

such as are unfit for the reader's eye-
would be adequate to express the ineffa-

ble disgust which the People feel to-

wards him. The very women in the

streets would stone the illustrious per-

sonage to death, could they possibly

gain access to him. And yet it is for

him that the People are expected to de-

pose their King, and set aside the suc-

cession of an amiable and engaging fe-

male, who is believed by the People to

possess moral qualities deserving their

love.

One thing is certain—the matter can-

not stop here. Mr Haywood must be

called upon to substantiate his state-

ment, or suffer the legal consequences

of bearing false witness against his
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neighbour. If the charge be true, it

must be known to thousands of the

Orange fraternity, including, of course,

the thirty-two expelled Grand Masters

and the Chief Officers of the dissolved

London Lodges. The matter is of too

serious a nature to bear being delayed

till the next Session. It should be in-

vestigated at once. If an unfortunate

clod-pole be accused of a conspiracy

against .my Lord's pheasants, a rural

Magistrate's warrant overtakes him be-

fore the news of his accusation has time

to reach him. LordKENYON, Col. Fair-
man, and others, are accused of high-

treason., and yet they are still at large.

Strange contrast this between the Pea-

sant and the Peer !

H. S. Chapman.

PRELIMINARY REFORMS
OF THE PRINCIPLES
PAMPHLETS.

When only a few of the Political

Pamphlets had been published, but

when it was well understood that their

publication would be continued, a hope

was expressed to me by an intelligent

friend, "That Mr Roebuck and his

friends would take occasion, from time

to time, to explain to the public the

precise nature of the progressive reforms

which the Ultra-Liberal party, in and

out of the House of Commons, desired

to bring about."

I replied that I had no doubt but that

such would be the case : that in the

course of a reasonable time the views of

the Ultra-Reformers would, as far as a

few individuals can express the views of

a body, be fully expounded ; especially

on all Reforms affecting the Constitu-

tion.

" But," said my friend, " that is not

precisely what I want. Reforms affect-

ing the Constitution of Parliament will

be discussed, not in their logical order,

but rather as they happen to engage

the public mind. Moreover, they will

be mixed up with other questions —such,

for instance, as the Dorchester Labour-

ers and the Amusements of the Aristo-

cracy—questions of paramount import-

ance, I grant, but, still, somewhat in-

terrupting the chain which I desire to

see unbroken In short,"

— BEING A SUMMARY
ADVOCATED IN THESE

continued my friend, " I should wish

the view presented in one article."

There would be some difficulty, said

I, and more disadvantage, in this, inas-

much as each branch of Reform is of

sufficient importance to demand an ar-

ticle by itself. The Ballot, for instance,

should be continually illustrated. It

would not be sufficient, merely to glance

at it in a general outline of a scheme of

Reform, but it should be recurred to

over and over again, whenever an event

occurred to illustrate its necessity.

"To all this," rejoined my friend, " I

fully subscribe. I shall be extremely

glad to see each question worked out to

its extremest consequences, but still I

wish to see a general outline. I do not

undervalue a county map, with its hills,

its high roads, its rivulets, and its coun-

try-seats, because I desire to possess a

good general map of England, or even

of the world. If I desire to gain an

accurate conception of a country, I apply

to a general map. There I see its rela-

tion to other countries, together with its

broader features. With the general

conception thus generated in my mind,

I apply to a map of the country itself.

There I am made acquainted with its

more minute details."

I replied, that his illustration was both

apposite and forcible, and that if it were
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deemed not advisable to commence the Peers and their families. When
with the outline he desired, it would under the operation of the Reform Act

certainly be of service to present to the —" The New Constitution*'—it was

reader a recapitulatory sketch, inasmuch chosen by the middle class, it repre-

as the great evil incidental to a sketch, sented, and still continues to repre-

namely, vagueness and inadequacy of sent, the middle class. When at

conception, might be avoided by refer- some future, and I trust not very dis-

ence to the detailed treatises previously tant, period, it shall be chosen by the

published. great body of the People, it will then

In conformity, then, with the above represent the People : at present the

plan, I propose not only to indicate industrious and orderly classes are not

what has been detailed in the several represented.

Pamphlets already published, but also If it be true that the welfare of the

to fill up the outline where breaks occur, whole community and not that of any

By adopting this course, we shall be re- portion thereof, be the proper end of

minded of what still remains to be dis- government; if it be also true, that are-

cussed connected with the great ques- presentative body will promote the

tion of Radical Reform. interests of the class by which it

The object of Reform is to obtain is chosen, it follows, that good

good government; meaning by good government cannot be attained but

government, that which secures to the by an extension of the suffrage

great body of the People the greatest to the great body of the People,

aggregate of happiness. This end of On this question no distinct article has

all our efforts it has not been deemed been written, though the necessity of an

necessary to recur to on all occasions. extension of the suffrage has been shown

We are not now on the mere threshold in several of the Pamphlets ; indeed, it

of Political Science. We are advanced may be said scarcely ever to have been

to a position to assume the end to be lost sight of. It may be sufficient to

attained by Government as a means. refer to the articles entitled " Demo-
On this point few can now be found to cracy in America," " Whigs and Radi-

difFer : it is about the means that differ- cals," and " A Short Review of a Long
ence of opinion exists. Session," for|what?has been said on this

1. Of the several instruments of go- head,

vernment, by far the most important 2. Supposing, now, that the right of

in its effects upon the happiness of the suffrage be extended,say,to all household-

community is the body in which the ers, it must be clear that if the class out

power of making laws resides—in other of which the electors are permitted to

words, the Parliament. The Parliament choose be limited, it may amount to the

consists of the House of Lords and the same thing as a limited suffrage. The
House of Commons. Over the former Aristocratic Legislator can throw the

the People at present have no controul. powers of governing into the hands of

The latter they do in some sort influ- the rich in either of two ways. He may
ence. confer the power of choosing on rich

It is scarcely necessary to prove that electors only; or he may throw open
an elected body represents the wishes the elective franchise, and at the same
and opinions of those by whom it is time render all but the rich class ineli-

chosen. When the House of Commons gible, by means of a property qualifica-

was chosen for the most part by the tion. This subject has not been worked
Peers and their families, it represented out in any one of the Pamphlets hitherto
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published. The reader may, however,

consider it as a debt owing to him, which

our friend William Allen has pro-

mised to discharge.

3. Supposing the franchise to be

extended to the great body of house-

holders, and that they be not limited in

their choice by means of a property

qualification, the next object to be at-

tained is, that the elector be secured

in the exercise of his rights free from

all control. A great portion of the

people are more or less dependent upon

the wealthier classes. The tenant is, to

a certain extent, dependent on his land-

lord, the workman upon his employer,

the tradesman upon his customer. If

the exercise of the franchise by the

dependent class, contrary to the known

wishes of the class on whom they de-

pend, be followed by evil in any shape

—loss of custom or employment, for

instance—we may be sure that the de-

pendent class will vote, not a^ording

to their own opinions and wishes, but

in accordance with the wishes of those

who have the power of inflicting evil

upon them.

That this state of things exists in

England to a most grievous extent, is a

matter of common notoriety. For it

there is only one remedy : the vote

must be taken in secret by means of the

Ballot. The necessity of this mode of

taking votes has been urged and in-

sisted upon in several articles. In the very

first Pamphlet published (Postscript

to the Pamphlet on the Means of Convey-

ing Information to the People) it was dis-

cussed indirectly, in the form of strictures

on the conduct of certain traitors to the

principle. In two other articles, namely,

" The American Ballot Box," and

" House of Commons' Fallacies on

Ballot in America," some fallacies

hitherto, it is believed, untouched by

writers on the subject, were answered,

and the question will be found fre-

quently recurred to whenever the case

under discussion seemed to demand it.*

4. In the state of our political know-

ledge a few years since, almost any

man would have said that the above

measures would prove all- sufficient in

securing the genuineness of the return.

The Reform Bill Whigs of 1832 disco-

vered a new plan of excluding the

people from any important share in

election, by rendering the whole busi-

ness of giving a vote too troublesome

to permit them to exercise it except on

extraordinary occasions. This was

effected by means of a complicated and

difficult system ©f registration, which,

joined with the heavy expense of elec-

tions, would have shut the doors of the

House of Commons to all but the

wealthy, even had the suffrage been

made universal. The evils of the sys-

tem of Registration have been exposed

in the articles entitled " New Method

of Disfranchising Electors," " Legal

Wisdom of the Revising Barristers,"

" Whigs and Radicals," and also in

other places; and the expensiveness of

Elections has been condemned in " A
Short Review of a Long Session," in

which article the evils of the system of

Registration were also glanced at.

•5. With all these improvements, how-

ever, if the distribution of members

according to population and territory

be unequal, there will be great danger

of class representation. That the three

or four inhabitants of Old Sarum re-

turned two members while Manchester

returned none, would have been an evil,

even had those few electors not been

controlled by an Aristocratic borough

proprietor. The evil of unequal repre-

sentation still exists in spite of Schedule

A ; to equalize it by means of a new

division of the country, should engage

the attention of every thorough Re-

• See also * A Short Review of a Long Ses-

sion," " A Rotten Borough for Sale," " Whigs

and Radicals."
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former. This subject has not as yet

been discussed in any one of the Pam-
phlets.

The above measures are all that

seem necessary to secure a genuine re-

turn of members to the House of Com-
mons. Still this is but half the business.

A genuine return is of but little use,

provided matters be so ordered that no

security exists that members will con-

tinue to advocate the same views which

they expressed on the hustings.

This security is to be found in the

practice of electing a House of Com-
mons only for a limited time. If—to

suppose an extreme case—the members

of the House of Commons were chosen

for life, all the contrivances for securing

a genuine return would be useless. The
members would pursue their own sinis-

ter interests, and those of their class,

without fear of any evil consequences

occurring to themselves. They would

feel themselves in a situation to laugh at

their constituents the moment their seat

was secured. What is true with regard

to a seat for life, is true in a minor de-

gree with regard to a seat for seven

years. The average expectation of life

between the ages of forty and sixty

only just exceeds fifteen years, so that

the security for good conduct must be

weak indeed, when the period of ser-

vice averages half the life of a lar^e

portion of the members. We may be

pretty sure that a Parliament elected

for so long a period will riot in misrule,

in spite of a system of election well

calculated to secure a genuine return.

Even under the present faulty system

of election, with short Parliaments,

should we have had so many flagrant

violations of a sacred pledge? Would
not the Hobhouses, the Ords, and

the Joiinstones, have bethought them

of the revolving period of election ? and

would not the fear of losing the valued

seat have kept them honest, in spite of

the natural obliquity of their moral cha-

racter? With these views, the Ultra-

Liberals contend for a reduction of the

duration of Parliaments to a period

which seems to have been agreed upon
by common consent, namely, three

years. Whether this be found short

enough remains to be seen ; under any

circumstances it would be a great im-

provement.*

The question of Short Parliaments is

advocated in conjunction with a fixed

day of election, and of the meeting and
rising of Parliaments, in the Pamphlet
entitled " A Short Review of a Lone*

Session," pp. 3—4.

But all these constitutional re-

forms, all-important and all-efficient as

they may seem, would be of little avail, if

the people be kept in ignorance of the

doings of their representatives. It is

quite clear that a very small portion of

the people, even of London, could

know anything of the proceedings of

Parliament, if the only source of know-
ledge were the narrow gallery of the

House of Commons. To the millions

scattered throughout the land the Press
is the only means of information ; ac-

cordingly, the perfect freedom of the

Press—freedom from restriction or tax

of any kind—has been advocated with

more earnestness than any other ques-

tion of reform. While the Newspaper
Stamp remains, a knowledge of the acts

of the representatives can only reach a

* I take this opportunity of stating that my
own private opinion is in favour of annual Par-
liaments. The advocates for triennial Parlia-
ments keep in view that, hy the exercise of the
Royal prerogative, triennial would be reduced
to biennial Parliaments. If this be avowed, why
not make the time two years, and abolish the exer-
cise of the Royal, or more properly speaking, the
Ministerial prerogative ? (See " A Short Re-
view of a Long Session.") Some people have
talked of quinquennial Parliaments; this is

pure nonsense. The average duration of Par-
liaments is now only four years and a few
months. Any reduction, therefore, down to that
period, would be wholly inoperative. The argu-
ments against annual Parliaments I do not
think tenable, but it would be neither fair nor
wise to treat them in a note. I therefore con-
tent myself at presant, with simply enunciating
my opinion.
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small portion of the constituents. As

the question has been so fully treated,

I shall not dwell upon it, but content

myself by referring- to what has been

published in the foregoing Pamphlets,

for evidence of the importance which

Ultra- Liberals attach to this reform.

The titles of the articles will generally

guide the reader. I think it necessary,

however, to refer especially to the Pam-
phlets on " The Means of Conveying

Information to the People," and " The

Dorchester Labourers," for some strik-

ing illustrations of the subject.

We are now enabled to say what re-

forms the Ultra-Liberal deems necessary

to render the House of Commons an

efficient instrument of good Govern-

ment. To secure the genuineness and

efficiency of the return, he demands

—

1. An extension of the Suffrage to

all occupants.

2. An abolition of property qualifi-

cation.

3. Secrecy of Suffrage, by means of

the Ballot.

4. The abolition of the present com-

plicated system of Registration, and

the reduction of the expenses of elec-

tions ; and

5. A more equal distribution of mem-

bers, according to population and ter-

ritory.

To render the good which he con-

ceives would be attained by the above

means permanent, he demands

—

6. That the duration of Parliaments

be shortened ; and

7. That the Tax on Knowledge be

abolished.

With these preliminary reforms he

would be content, as far as the con-

stitution of the House of Commons

is concerned.

It must not be supposed that the

Reforms above specified, are set down

in the order of their importance. Of

the whole six measures, the Ultra-

Liberal deems the Ballot of the

greatest moment. The present limited

franchise, joined with the Ballot, would

be far preferable to an extension of the

suffrage without the Ballot. Indeed

many sincere Reformers consider an

extension of the suffrage without

the protection of the Ballot, a

measure fraught with evil to the

dependent classes of the community,

which none of the anticipated advan-

tages are likely to compensate. The

principle of the Reformers, however,

should be to take all they can get,

without caring for the order. It can

scarcely happen that the establishment

of one sound reform, will not facilitate

the introduction of another.

8. Suppose now, that we have gotten a

House of Commons to our mind, have we

obtained all that is necessary to the

making of good laws ? Most assuredly

we have not. Under the English

practice, the concurrence of a second

body is necessary to the making of a

law. This body is hereditary, and not

Representative. Moreover, it un-

fortunately possesses interests diametri-

cally opposed to those of the com-

munity at large. Hence, agreement and

harmony between the two legislative

bodies is out of the question. So long as a

majority of the House of Commons was

nominated by the Peers and their fami-

lies, disagreement seldom took place.

The moment the People acquired in-

fluence in the construction of the

House of Commons, agreement between

the two branches ceased. We hear

loud complaints of the obstructiveness

of the Lords. If the House of Commons
really represented the People, this ob-

structiveness would become more strik-

ingly apparent. In that case, want of

harmony between the two Houses would

be a fair test of the efficiency of the

Commons.

The subject of the vicious Constitu-

tion of the House of Lords has been

fully discussed in the preceding Pam-
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phlet. Those entitled "What is the

use of the House of Lords?" and

"The Evils of the House of Lords"

probed the subject to the bottom. Of

the soundness of the principles laid

down in these two Pamphlets, illustra-

tions are afforded in the articles

entitled, f Matchless Constitution"

"The Peers and the People" " Whole-

sale obstructiveness of the Lords," &c.

and the subject is again lightly touched

upon in the article entitled " Whigs

and Radicals."

The time has scarcely arrived for the

full discussion of the mode of remedy-

ing the evils attending two hostile legis-

lative bodies. During the next Session

of Parliament, I fully anticipate that it

will occupy a large share of public at-

tention. The measures already an-

nounced have been noticed in a Post-

script to the article on the " Whole-

sale obstructiveness of the Lords." In

the discussion of the remedies we shall,

I have no doubt, have ample illustra-

tion of the difference between " Whigs

and Radicals." The only Radical

remedies are abolition, election by the

People, or depriving the Lords of their

veto.

9. Besides the concurrence of the Lords,

the sanction of the Monarch is neces-

sary to the completion of a law.

Where so many evils of a more striking

character have thrust themselves upon

public notice, the Royal Prerogative

has not excited much of the attention

of the Ultra-Liberals. According to

the present theory, the Royal assent

is a mere form necessary to give validity

to a law, after it has passed both

branches of the Legislature. The"power

of witholding the Royal assent is not

allowed to exist. This is the Aristo-

cratic theory, invented when the Aris-

tocracy were omnipotent both in the

House of Lords and in the Commons.
It was designed to render the Monarch

the creature of the Aristocracy. It will.

henceforward be the Peopled protec-

tion. In the event of the two branches

of the Legislature being made more
democratic in their character, it would

become the interest of the Aristocracy

to overturn their theory. They would,

I have no doubt, attempt to give the

Monarch a veto, if the People be blind

enough to permit them. This, it will

then become the duty of the Liberals

to resist. The footing on which it

would in that case be desirable to place

the Royal Prerogative, is stated in the

article entitled " Compensation to the

Borough Town Clerks—Royal Pre-

rogative."

Such are the Reforms which would

render the several branches of the Le-

gislature an efficient instrument of good

government, in all such matters as the

general Legislature is competent to take

cognizance of.

10. It must be borne in mind, how-
ever, that the community at large com-

prises several smaller communities.

These smaller communities, inhabiting

cities and towns, require some sort of

rules for the regulation of their local

affairs. These rules the general Legis-

lature is scarcely competent to frame.

The Imperial Parliament, for instance,

cannot take cognizance of the gutters

and lamp-posts of the city of York, yet

it is expedient that such paltry matters

be cared for by some competent autho-

rity. Hence the necessity of Municipal

Corporations.

The principles on which Municipal

Corporations should be based, will be

found in " A Letter to the Electors of

Bath on Municipal Corporation Re-

form," and in the article entitled " The

Peers and the People."

From a perusal of these two Pamph-

lets, the reader will perceive that most

of the principles applicable to the Gene-

ral Legislature are good also as applied

to Local Legislatures. If this be

agreed to, it follows that much yet re-
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mains to be done to render our Munici-

pal Institutions an efficient instrument

of good local government.

Such are the Reforms which I have

called preliminary. I have called them so

because, though great in themselves, it

is for the sake of other Reforms that we

covet them. The Ultra-Reformers will

accept of no " final measures." If they

ask for a better law-making body, it is

because they want better laws. The

Reforms they desire are such as affect the

welfare of every member of the commu-
nity. They desire the destruction of

monopolies ; they wish for cheap justice ;

they call loudly for an efficient Magis-

tracy ; and it is for the purpose of ob-

taining these and similar ends that they

ask for the Reforms which I have indi-

cated. It is true that some of the minor

Reforms might have been procured with

our old and clumsy instruments. But

it would have been a fortunate accident,

rather than a happy contrivance.

Some few Reforms, not preliminary,

have been discussed in the Pamphlets

already published. The object of this

recapitulation, however, is merely to

answer the question of my intelligent

friend, mentioned in the first part of this

article.

H. S. Chapman.
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Before we can satisfactorily answer these

questions, we must have before our minds

the precise state of the contest, and the

condition and temper of the various

parties engaged in it.

The object we have in view is to

establish a National Government, that is,

a thoroughly popular one. We seek to

take away all power from every sect and

party, as such, and to confer the su-

preme direction of affairs upon the

People. This is our end.

At present a small section of the

People have enormous and undue power:

this section is thus constituted an Aris-

tocracy. While this power remains in

their hands, our object of a national

Government cannot be attained.

The abuses created and maintained

by this hitherto governing body, have

roused the People from a long sleep of

ages ; and increased knowledge for-

tunately has come to guide and assist

their efforts, in putting down the pesti-

lent faction which has for centuries mis-

ruled them. In this attempt, little more

than begun, one or two striking advan-

tages h*ve already been gained by the

People ; but there is unfortunately a

tendency greatly to overrate these suc-

cesses, and apathy is almost the certain

result of every partial improvement in

our condition. If, however, we care-

fully scan the real situation of the Aris-

tocracy and the People, we shall per-

ceive that great indeed is the distance

yet to be crossed before we can possibly

say that we have arrived at the object of

our wishes, viz. the complete destruc-

tion of all party power, and the esta-

blishment of a truly popular Govern-

ment.

Till within the last few years, the

Aristocracy possessed all the power of

the nation. None not of their class

or tribe partook of any share thereof.

We were slaves, governed by a widely

sxtended, a deeply ramified Aristo-

cracy

In saying that the Aristocracy pos-

sessed all the powers of the nation, I

do not exaggerate ; I pass not by one

hair's breadth the limits of the truth.

The whole power of making laws was

theirs. They administered the laws,

either directly in their own persons as

county magistrates, or by their tools

and puppets, the judges of Westminster

Hall. The internal government of the

counties and towns was wholly theirs

also. They used the national ecclesi-

astical property and the clerical func-

tions as an instrument of dominion ;

the army and navy served the same

purpose. The law, the church, and

the army and navy were all also em-

ployed as a means of pecuniary advan-

tage, and the People were well fleeced

though badly governed. i*#fch in 1830

was the actual condition of this country.

Since 1830 we have succeeded in

partially diminishing the power of

the Aristocracy to make laws. Our

success, however, was in this ex-

ceedingly imperfect, and has been ex-

ceedingly exaggerated. Of the two

assemblies who alone have the power

of legislation, one is still entirely in the

hands of the Aristocratic party; and

the other contains only a minority of

representatives chosen by the People.

It would be evil policy on our parts to

hide this fact from ourselves. We can

gain nothing by self-delusion, while our

enemies profit by every mistake we fall

into as to the relative position and power

of ourselves and them. I feel, then,

that I am but performing an imperative

duty, by insisting on the fact that the

People—that is, the nation—has not yet

deprived the Aristocracy of the power

of making laws even in the House of

Commons ; and that a majority, a very

large majority of that body, have in-

terests in common and sympathize inti-

mately with the exclusive or Aristocratic

class ; and that the wishes of the nation

are habitually by the House of Com-



mons sacrificed to the feelings and in-

terests of this dominant faction.

It may be asked of me, when I make

this declaration, have we gained nothing

by the Reform Bill? If, as you say,

the majority of the House of Commons
still be really of the Aristocratic party,

how comes it that many of their acts

have been of a popular character, and

have differed widely from that of all

preceding Parliaments?

I answer to this statement, first, that

it is incorrect to say that many popular

laws have been passed by the Reformed

House of Commons ; and, secondly,

that if such had been the case, the ex-

planation of the phenomenon is not to

be found in the change made in the

majority of the House, but must be

sought as well in the excited state of

the popular mind, as in the increased

strength of the popular minority of the

Commons.

In the first place, let me ask, what

have been the popular acts of the Re-

formed House of Commons? The sole

•answer that can be given to me is, the

Corporation Reform Bill. Of the ex-

tent of this Reform I shall have some-

thing to say immediately ; in the mean
while, let me ask, have the Commons
improved the administration of justice ?

have they shown any greater desire to

make justice cheap and easy of access,

than was manifested by the House of

Commons under the management of Sir

R. Peel ? It should be remembered

also, that an Unreformed House of Com-
mons repealed the Test and Corporation

Acts, granted Catholic Emancipation,

and passed the Reform Bill. Now what
has been done for the Dissenters or the

Catholics by the Reformed House ? and

what has that House done to improve

the composition of itself ? Ireland is

still under the dominion of the same
laws as before ; the spirit which pre-

vails in her Government may be differ-

ent, but the laws are the same. That
spirit is an emanation from the popular

mind—the laws are the laws of the Par-
liament. We should remember that as

regards the composition of the House of

Commons, Ballot has been refused
;

an improved plan of Registration has

been refused ; the repeal of the Rate-

paying Clauses of the Reform Bill has

been refused ; the abolition of a Property

Qualification in Members has been re-

fused ; Triennial Parliaments have been

refused. The situation of the Dissenters

is precisely what the Unreformed Par-

liament left it; of the Catholics the

same ; Tithe is still levied by law in

Ireland, and justice is unknown to her

People. Nothing has been done in

England to improve the present horrible

system of the administration of the law

;

the discipline of our prisons is the same
as before ; the Army is still an enormous
and an useless burthen ; the Navy the

same; and the Corn Laws still remain

a monument of Aristocratic folly and
cupidity: in short, I vainly look in the

acts of the Reformed House of Com-
mons for any manifestations of a Re-
formed spirit. I see, indeed, acts

performed under terror of the People,

which conduce to the People's welfare

;

but any proof of there being amongst
the majority of the House of Commons
an increased popular feeling, I vainly

look for ; I see no pretence, even, of

solicitude for the People's welfare, ex-

cept just in those cases in which the

People themselves have thrust the con-

sideration of their ills upon an unwilling

body of Legislators. There has been

no advance beyond the public ; no spon-

taneous inquiry into grievances, no vo-

luntary seeking^ after remedies. The
House goes only when driven ; it does

not guide, but follows. It does not rep-

resent the People ; but, when severely

coerced, sometimes obeys them. Herein

the character of the Reformed resem-

bles that of the Unreformed Parliament;



it sometimes does good upon compul- them also as instruments of govern-

sion. ment, they are as mischievous and bur-

Nevertheless, although the actual and thensome as formerly,

present power of .making laws is still, So, then, it appears that little has

with very little diminution, in the hands really been done to diminish, to check

that formerly held it, the Reform Bill or control the power of the party that,

was an advantage gained for the popular for the last century and a half, has ruled

cause. It, in the first place, introduced in England. That powerful Aristocracy

the fashion of change; it acknowledged which the Revolution of 1688 defini-

error to exist, where error was hitherto tively established, and for which that

asserted to be wholly unknown ; it di- change in the Government laid broad

rected the popular mind to the right and solid foundations, still remains in

point of attack ; and it erected the Ra~ almost all its original strength and

dical into a Parliamentary party. The efficiency; and they are grossly de-

popular minority is a growing power; ceived who believe that Reform has

it is a powerful engine which the People nearly reached that turn which reason

can wield at will, and with which they and justice demand for it. The work

will eventually beat down the Aristo- has indeed been begun, but all the

cracy. really efficient parts of it have yet to be

If we now pass to the consideration accomplished. We have not yet per-

of the other powers used by the Aristo- formed one tithe of the task which con-

cracy for their own purposes, we shall sists in pulling down, and we have not

find therein even a yet smaller diminu- yet applied our hands to the business

tion of their influence. The Ecclesias- of building up. Let no man, then, who

tical power is wholly unimpaired, and pretends to be a Reformer, fancy or say

completely in their possession. No that our labour is over, and repose

change, no reform, has been wrought allowable.

in this den of inquity—neither in Ire- But you have wholly passed over one

land nor England—and in Scotland great inroad on the Aristocratic do-

attempts have been made to render it minion made by the popular party. The

more mischievous than formerly. old dominion so long exercised in cor-

All the original power of the Aristo- porate towns is wholly uprooted, and

cracy in the administration of the law

—

to that extent surely great and perma-

a formidable, a terrible power— is still nent_advantage has been obtained,

theirs in all its pristine vigour and bane- That much has been done to break

fulness. No Reform has even yet up the old forms of power in the corpo-

touched upon the great strong-hold of rate towns I allow ; that anything per-

Aristocratic dominion, viz. their influ- manent has been done to prevent the

ence and power in the counties. But re-establishment of Aristocratic rule

while that remains as it is, good govern- therein, under new forms, I utterly

ment, and the fruits thereof, must be deny. The corporate constituencies

unknown to a majority of the English will prove far too narrow to maintain

People. popular control; while the intricacy

The Law, the Army, and the Navy, trouble, and difficulty of making out s

are also uninjured instruments of domi- claim to be a corporate voter, will be

nion in the hands of the Aristocracy. found to be so enormous as to diminish

To every purpose of influence and pa- materially and fatally the numbers o

tronage they all remain precisely where the municipal constituencies. More
the Reform Bill lefmhem ; and viewing over, t^e powers of these bodies are sc
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undefined, and,where defined, so circum- there is fortunately something more

scribed, that little good, either in the mighty yet, even than constituted au-

way of checking Aristocratic rule, or thority, we shall find them thus impreg-

establishing efficient municipal govern- nable only in appearance,

ments, can reasonably be hoped for Next comes the Whig party. The

from them. Here, just as in the case intentions and purposes of this body of

of the Parliamentary Reform, many of politicians are far more doubtful" and

the old dens of corruption have been indefinite than those of their long-

rooted out, but no efficient security has established rivals—the Tories. The

been taken to prevent the establishment Whigs admit that some change in the

of new ones, equally powerful and present Government is necessary; but

equally mischievous; and in both cases, to what extent this change must go,

if further and more efficient checks be and on what principles it is to be

not adopted, we shall soon need a effected, they unfortunately always

second edition of the Parliamentary and leave carefully wrapt up in mystery.

Municipal Corporation Reform Bills. Practically, the change they desire is

Such, then, is the actual condition of evident enough—just sufficient to keep

Aristocratic dominion in England. Now the Tories out of place and the Whigs

let us turn our thoughts to the con- in it. This is their object ; one suffi-

siderationof the several parties by whom ciently definite and precise. But as it

this dominion is to be defended and is impossible, by any rule, to determine

assailed. We shall then be able, not what may eventually be needed to keep

merely to state exactly what is needed the Tories permanently out of office,

by the People, but also how far, and in and to effect that other Whig object,

what way their wishes are likely to be desired with equal ardour—viz., per-

accomplished. manently to keep the Whigs in—the

First, then, comes the Tory party,

—

conduct of these politicians is necessarily

the open, unyielding supporters of the determined by passing events, is squared

old Aristocratic dominion. These men to suit the times, is vacillating, incon-

are the avowed enemies of popular sistent, contradictory, and wholly un-

government; their is no doubt or mys- directed by any guiding principle. We
tery about their intentions or their prin- may, nevertheless, determine pretty

ciples. When the Aristocratic power accurately the course they will pursue;

was supreme, and wholly without con- and may be able, at all times, to anti-

trol, they deemed the Constitution, as cipate the line of policy they will adopt

they called it, perfect ; every change in every ascertained aud determined

which goes to diminish or endanger set of circumstances. So long as the

this supremacy they deem mischievous. Tory party remain obstinately deter-

Change of every sort they hate, and mined to grasp at the whole power, and

will oppose. The power which they all the good things, of the State, to the

hold to prevent change is enormous, utter exclusion of the Whigs, so long

In the House of Lords they are para- will the Whigs endeavour to stir up and

mount; in the present House of Com- excite the People against Tory rule,

mons they are the most numerous of Why the People should dislike Tory

the three parties which compose that rule will never be accurately stated by

House; at Court they also reign su- them, lest the People should perceive

preme ; so that, as far as constituted that Tory rule is evil because it is

authority is concerned, they would ap- Aristocratic. Now, against Aristocratic

pear wholly impregnable. However, as rule the Whigs have no desire to excite
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the People. They seek merely to make

the People hate the, party which has so

long held this dominion, not to hate the

dominion itself—because, when it is

transferred from Tory to Whig hands,

it will at once be transformed from evil

into good. Every reform, therefore,

which will be proposed by the Whigs

will be inadequate for the purposes of

the People, while it will serve the turn

of its proposers. They will do nothing

completely ; every measure of theirs

will be inconsistent in its parts, inade-

quate in its scope—a piece of botching

and patchwork, devised to suit the exi-

gency of the moment, framed with just

so much forethought as is needed to

scare off an existing and pressing diffi-

culty, and no more. All that they will

do will, in a few years, have to be re-

done ; and all their vaunted finality

measures will be permanent only as

illustrations of the weakness or the

insincerity of their proposers.

The power of the Wings is far in-

ferior to that either of the Tories or the

Radicals. In the House of Lords their

influence is wholly overborne by the

Tories ; while in the Commons, the

smallness of their numbers renders

them entirely dependant on the Radical

section of that House. Excluded by

the Tories, they have thrown themselves

for support upon persons differing

widely in views, principles, and in-

terests ; and by professions of liberality

have been enabled to possess themselves

of the chief powers of the State. The

Radicals—not wishing power for them-

selves, but good government for the

people—forego the place to which their

numbers and powers entitle them, well

knowing that the Whigs would lend

them no support, would form no al-

liance, if they (the Whigs) were not to

gain office by the coalition. Moved by

the spirit which governs the Whigs, the

Radicals would desert them at once,

and the Tories would come into office.

The Whigs would rather see the Tories

in power than the Radicals ; and thus,

though they borrow aid from the latter

to maintain office for themselves, they

would go over to the Tory ranks, to a
man, were the Radicals to insist upon
taking the lead in the Government. The
Whigs, then, retain office by the suffer-

ance, as well as by the aid of, their

present allies ; and it should ever be

remembered, that Tory dominion is

warded off solely by the forbearance of

the Radicals, not by the patriotism of

the WT

higs.

As popular opinions gather strength,

the situation of the Whig party will be-

come more and more precarious. The

inevitable consequence of the present

tendency of opinions is to give to the

Radicals, even with the present defec-

tive constitution of the House, a majo-

rity in the Commons. So soon as this

Radical majority is obtained, the govern-

ment must be placed in their hands ;

the W7
higs will then go over to the To-

ries, and parties will be divided by one

broad line of distinction. Aristocracy

and Democracy will be fairly arrayed

against each other ; no middle party

will exist, and no middle course will be

pursued. The Whigs will no longer be

Aristocratic place-hunters, maintained

by Democratic supporters, but must join

the one party or the other, and be con-

tent with that subordinate position be-

fitting their power and their intellect.

We now come to the real and formid-

able opponents of Aristocratic dominion,

viz. the Radical party.

I have already stated, in general

terms, the intentions and the principles

of the Radical or Democratic party. It

is necessary, however, if we desire ac-

curately to appreciate their present

power, to scan somewhat more minutely

the various sections of which it is com-

posed.

One broad and very important dis-

tinction, is that between the Radicals of
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Great Britain and those of Ireland. And the Irish should bear in mind that

Hitherto these two bodies have acted in they alone are not sufficient to maintain

concert; but the time seems fast ap- the Whigs in office. Deserted by the

proaching when, if care be not taken, English Radicals, they and the Whigs

they will pursue different ends, and act united must succumb to the Tories; so

independently of each other. that the staving off of Orange domina-

To an Irish Liberal nothing is so tion depends as much upon the Radicals

hideous as Orange domination. The as the Whigs, and the Irish Liberals

evils brought upon the mass of the po- should be careful not to excite, by an

pulation in Ireland, by the mere exist- unscrupulous support of their present

ence of a Tory Government, can only Whig allies, distrust and jealousy in

be properly appreciated by those who that party which must eventually rule

have suffered the infliction of Orange in England.

rulers. The terror of this Orange do- The English and Scottish Radical

minion naturally overbears in the minds body is composed of somewhat hetero-

of the Irish Liberals all other fears. geneous materials; but the great leading

Their first great end is to ward off from interests of all being nearly identical,

their country this dreadful infliction

;

we may reasonably hope that harmony
and they feel that their only hope of will continue among them. They may,

doing so at present is, by adhering to as politicians, differ respecting the mode
the Whigs. The late sudden irruption of governing a nation under a Demo-
of the Tories into power excited extra- cratic Government, but they all agree

ordinary alarm in the minds of the Irish in believing a Democratic Government
leaders. They fancied two years since, indispensable. To this end, then, let

that the Reform Bill had stricken down them direct their efforts, and unite until

the Tory party for ever; they were they have attained the instrument they

therefore led by this fancied secu- desire, before they attempt to reconcile

rity to express with great asperity their differences respecting the mode of

their feelings against the Whigs. Sud- employing it.

denly made to see that their old and For some time to come the Demo-
dreaded enemy still retained great and cratic party must be in a minority in

dangerous power, they seek to ally the House of Commons. While such is

themselves to the Whigs, in the hope of the case we must be content with the

excluding the far more dreadful and partial Reforms which we may wring
hated Orangeman. While this terror from the fears of one section of the

remains the Whigs will have no keener, Aristocracy, and the hopes of the other,

no more thorough thick-and-thin sup- But, while we accept these half-mea-

porters than the Liberals of Ireland

;

sures, we ought, by no consideration,

and this out-and-out support of Whig be led to compromise one of the great

measures will induce the English Radi- principles which make the difference

cals to confound tke Irish and the Whigs between our political creed and that of

together. It is to be hoped, however, our opponents. As our power is a
that the true interests of the English growing power, as its growth depends
and the Irish will eventually guide the upon the increasing intelligence of the

councils of both. The English must People, and as what the People really

exercise forbearance towards their Irish and earnestly desire will eventually be

brethren, and not too hastily judge and granted, it behoves us, on all occasions

condemn a conduct which results from and upon every measure, to state,

a dire necessity, to them unknown, broadly and completely, the whole of
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•what the People ought to demand. Let 5. The qualification of members.

it be ever so certain that we cannot, at 6. The mode of election, and therein

the present moment, attain a tithe of of Ballot.

•what we ought to seek, still we ought to 7. The time for which the (represen*

set out the whole of our demands. By tative body should be elected, and the

this means we give to the People a defi- manner of its dissolution,

nite'and useful object of hope, and we Now, if some means were adopted

s^ow them the true end to which their by which a system embracing all these

endeavours ought to be directed. By particulars could be framed, agreed to

this means, also, we avoid all inconsis- by the leading Radicals of the House,

tency; all paltering, wavering, uncer- and published as their ultimatum, a very

tain, and unworthy conduct. We make short time would elapse before it be-

no pretence of being satisfied when we came the ultimatum of the People also,

have obtained only half of what we de- Could such a plan be propounded in

sire, and we prevent all accusations of this manner—be formally stated in the

treachery or unfair dealing. House of Commons, and published to

This rule, if steadily adhered to, would the world, more would be done for the

lead to important practical results, and Liberal cause in one session, than will

would hasten the progress of reform be effected during a dozen sessions by

beyond our most sanguine expectations, the detached and peacemeal efforts of

The political education of the public the Radical members, after the existing

-would be carried on with a rapidity at fashion of proceeding. The same re-

present wholly unknown, and a strength suits would follow in the important

and efficiency given to public opinion, matter of the administration of justice,

which would render it irresistible. from pursuing the same course. We
If, for example, the Radical leaders should quickly have the People ^nder-

of the House of Commons were at once standing

—

to demand

—

1 . The mode in which the courts of

1. The establishment of what they justice ought to be distributed over the

conceive to be a perfect system of re- country.

presentation. 2. What ought to be the times and

2. Also, the establishment of what mode of administering justice.

they conceive to be a perfect system of 3. What ought to be the manner

administering the law. adopted of electing and dismissing

3. The adoption of what they believe judges, &c.

to be a perfect system of administering Statements embracing topics of this

the Government. description, would really convey instruc-

Remark, now, what would be the re- tion to the People, and supersede the

suit, as respects these important sub- useless war of words, that now occupies

jects. the time of the House, and tries the pa-

A perfect system of representation tience of the nation. Mere personal

would embrace, among other matters, and party politics would soon be treated

the following :

—

with contempt, and personal invective

1. The extent of the constituency. and wrangling be utterly abolished.

2. The mode and incidents of re°;is- If in the coming session the Radicals

tration. of the House of Commons could com-

3. The division of the districts. bine > and direct their * ff° rt* t0 ends like

A rru u c *u .- these, they would well deserve the era-
4. .The numbers of the representative ^ and

y
admiration of their country-

body- men. J. A. Roebuck.
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revelation are outcasts from society.

Happily we are gradually learning to be

tolerant, to bear with opposite opinions

on all subjects ; but this desirable

frame of mind is being formed but

MR N. GOLDSMID AND MR JOHN BLACK, THE
EDITOR OF THE MORNING CHRONICLE;

Mr N. Goldsmid was lately pleased

to talk Toryism much to the discom-

posure, it seems, of the conductors of

the Morning Chronicle. He railed after

Tory fashion at what the conductors of

that journal admired, and thereby he slowly, and the curse of prejudice and

incurred their serious displeasure. vain passion still disturbs the judgments

That Mr Goldsmid talked nonsense of the People, and turns their minds

I can from old experience very well un- from truth, and honesty, and mildness,

derstand; but that for talking non- Is it not a painful thing to find one who

sense, he should have been assailed has set himself up for^a Liberal teacher,

doing his utmost to arrest the progress

of improvement here, by listing into

his service, to serve a petty and dis-

graceful malice, some of the most mis-

chievous and degrading passions of our

nature? The Morning Chronicle tells

us that Mr Goldsmid is a converted

after the brutal manner in which the

Morning Chronicle editor and scribes

have assailed him, I am by no means

prepared to admit. Mr Goldsmid

has a right to form what political opin-

ions he pleases, and having formed, he

is justified in openly avowing them. He

has done so. Thinking his opinions Jew. Why is this piece of information

foolish, I have no hesitation in saying given us ? To call into action the

that I think so ; believing that he has strong prejudice that still exists among

talked nonsense, I also state that I Christians against the Jews. Mr Gold-

believe so—but here it appears to m e smid is a Tory;—therefore, says the

good sense, and good feeling, bid me Chronicle, I dislike him. But it so hap-

stop. Whether. Mr Goldsmid be a pens that he is a converted Jew; I can

converted Jew has nothing to do with by stating this, make the vulgar dislike

his political opinions. He may be a him also. As for myself, says the

Liberal and tolerant editor of the

Chronicle, I care not whether he be Jew

or Christian—but to serve my turn, I

will call him a Jew, and make the

ignorant, the prejudiced, and the vulgar

join in my cry against him. This is

base, utterly disgraceful, and if Mr

bigot Christian ; be it so

—

that also has

nothing to do with his political opinions,

and I should hardly deem it in accord-

ance with my estimation of Liberal

doctrines, to use a vulgar prejudice res-

pecting the Hebrew nation, against a

political opponent. Indeed, indeed,

Mr Black, there are things which Mr Black have any shame left, is a pro-

Goldsmid might say and do on this ceeding of which he must now heartily

occasion that would make the blow repent.

recoil with fatal violence on some But it appears that Mr Goldsmid
heads, and it behoves us all to be wary is an intolerant Christian, as well as a

and scrupulous as to the mode in which converted Jew; and in order to punish

we seek to guide popular and vulgar him for his intolerance, the Morning

odium. Not long since, to have called

a man a Catholic would have subjected

him to horrible persecution ; until very

lately Unitarians were a proscribed

Chronicle uses the weapons of intole-

rance. Mr Goldsmid desires to ex-

clude the Jews from Parliament—the

editor of the Morning Chronicle assumes

sect—and even now, they who conscien- the credit of Liberality, and desires to

tiously doubt respecting the truths of admitthem. Now mark the consistency
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of the newspaper editor :—he does his

utmost to continue and strengthen the

prejudice which alone excludes the

Jews. In one breath he says, I am the

friend of toleration and of the Jews

;

in the next, he points the finger of scorn

against a man because he was born of

a Jew, and endeavours to make the

public hate him for the same reason !

The baseness of this proceeding does

not stop here.

The Morning Chronicle conductor

inserts aletter pretending to be a history

ofMrGoLDSMiD. This letter, Mr Gold-
smid says, contains false and malignant

statements, and desires thereupon to

know the name of the writer. He
writes a private note to the editor of

the Chronicle to this effect. The
editor coolly replies, that he requests

Mr Goldsmid to point out the specific

falsehood of the letter. Thereupon,
Mr Goldsmid very properly answers,

that is not the point : I assert that the

statement you have inserted is false,

and I desire to know the author. He
was quite justified in this. Mr Gold-
smid did not desire to erect the editor

of the Morning Chronicle into an umpire
or judge between him and the writer of

the letter—but he desired to know who
that writer was, in order to settle with

him the question of falsehood and

malignancy. His request is refused

because he does not point out the false-

hoods of which he complains. The
Chronicle then publishes the corres-

pondence.

' The first thing that must strike every

one is, that the correspondence is be-

tween N. Goldsmid, Esq. and

Esq. Now who is Esq. ? We are to

suppose the editor of the Morning Chro-

nicle; but why not state his name? He
has taken upon himself the respon-

sibility, whatever it be, of publishing

the letter against Mr Goldsmid. In

order to give weight to that respon-

sibility, it is requisite for the public to

know the man. Who is he? What
is he? What is his character? Can
we believe his statement on his bare

word? What is that word worth?

Again, who and what is he? These
are the questions which men naturally

ask, and the first thing that meets their

eyes is Esq.

Now Esq. must understand

that Mr Goldsmid has the follow-

ing courses before him

—

1. To beat Esq.; to drub him
soundly.

2. To call out Esq., and endea-

vour to shoot him.

3. To prosecute Esq., and try

what the law will do,

4. To content himself with saying

that Esq. has published lies, and

be contented with this.

Now calling Esq. Mr John
Black, it is evident that Mr Goldsmid
has little chance of gaining anything

by trying to beat the said John Black,

he being a strong, lusty, hard-headed,

and hard-fisted north-countryman, and

Mr GoiTdsmid being a slender, and

by no means a strong person.

In the second place, the said John
Black is a philosopher, and I feel

confident that to fight duels for the

Chronicle is not in his bond ; and I

suspect that the proprietor has not hired

a regular fighting man for the concern.

So that Mr Goldsmid's chance of

getting at that mysterious— Esq. in

this way is hopeless.

Mr Black himself, who has so often

and so forcibly written against our law

of libel, and the evils of our code of

procedure, would hardly recommend

Mr Goldsmid to stand the hazards of

the law.

So that Mr Goldsmid has no

other course to pursue than to publish

the Chronicle as a disseminator of lies,

and be content

It may be said that he may do more

—

he may prove the Chronicle to have
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lied. But is not this a hard case? Be- assertion in the account given respect-

cause a man chooses to hold opinions ing Mr Goldsmid. It is said that he

in politics, adverse to those of the con- has written foul libels against Mr
ductors of a paper, he is to be dragged O'Connell in the Times, under the

out of his privacy—his whole pedigree signature of Detector. I have not seen

is to be placed before the public, and these letters—nor have f any means of

every vile and vulgar prejudice is to be knowing whether Mr Goldsmid wrote

brought to bear upon him for doing them ; but he certainly owes to his own

what he had a fair right to do ! What character to give this assertion a formal

has the world to do with the name of Mr denial, He complains of an anony-

Goldsmid's father? What is his pri- mous attack—it is but just that he

vate history to ns? His own character should free himself from the imputation

is unimpeachable, and by that surely of having thrown the first stone—ofhav-

every man ought to stand and fall, ing lent himself to further party ends,

Would Mr Black like us to enter into and the vile means of which he now
his private life and arrangements, and complains. If he be Detector, he well

to drag them before the world? What deserves the treatment he has received,

would he say, if in answer to the ques- though they who have inflicted it, are as

tion, who is the editor of the Morning guilty still as he. His unworthy cou-

Chronicle ? a history of his private life duct (I speak always hypothetically)

appeared, holding it out to the world does not justify theirs; if he have been

only as it has been ? Would he deem an anonymous slanderer, that is no

such a proceeding a worthy one, or one reason why any one should imitate

at all agreeable to his own feelings ? If him. The thief who robs a thief, is

not, why has he allowed this letter to still a thief, though we do not sympa-

be inserted respecting Mr Goldsmid? thise for the one rogue who has been

One word, however, respecting an swindled by the other. J. A. R.

RAILROADS AND RAILROAD PROJECTS—MR GOUL-
BURN'S ANATHEMA.

The Right Honourable Henry Goul- of the long-eared and other monopolists

burn, at an' anti-railroad Meeting of of the road.

Sussex landowners, has made common The Right Honourable Henry Goul-
causewith the jackasses and other beasts BURN i s what philosophers define "a
of draught and burthen, by declaring rational animal." What a pity the

his animosity against all Railroads, as asses, and the horses, and the dogs who

interfering with existing rights. It is earn an honest livelihood by dragging

true he only mentioned the rights of the dogs' meat along « common roads," are

park and pleasure-ground owners, they not rational also ! They might then imi-

being the only interested individuals tate the Right Honourable Gentleman,

present
; but there cannot be a doubt, and declare their decided disapproval

when the Right Honourable Gentleman's of all such innovations,

sympathetic and benevolent disposition If the Right Honourable Gentleman
is considered, that he kept in ''his had raised his voice against the present

mind's eye" the prospective sufferings mania for Railroad projects, as being
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likely to lead to consequences fraught pressed as a nuisance. According to

with ruin to all who have embarked Mr Goulburn's rule, the general

therein—excepting, of course, a few comfort of the bald-headed would have

cunning rogues who know how to make been set aside to suit the convenience

dupes of their weaker neighbours—tiny of the holders of Bob wigs. In like

though his voice be, he would have de- manner, the obvious interest which the

served the thanks of the community. mass of the People have in a cheap and

But this he did not do. He made no expeditious means of transport would

attempt to separate the grain from the yield, in the Right Honourable Gentle-

chaff. He included all Railroads and man's estimation, to the interest of

Railroad schemes, present and prospec- those who profit in the present clumsy

tive, wise and unwise, possible and im- locomotive contrivances. He would

possible, in one sweeping anathema. care nothing for the practical halving

This course obviously precluded any re- of distances, for the opening of mar-

gard to the merits of individual cases. kets to distant places, and the augmen-

There was, in fact, no pretension to such tation of the sources of supply to exten-

discrimination. The only feature taken sive markets, or for the vast civilizing

into view was the interest, or rather the influence of constant inter-communica-

whim, of those through whose grounds tion. All these advantages, and many

Railroads do or may pass. more which scarcely require enumera-

Such are the views of a man who tion, would be made to succumb to the

would fain be considered a statesman. class interests of the owners of light

They are the selfish and narrow views post coaches and horses, and, above all,

of a class—views wholly wanting in that to the interest of the owners of the land

general regard for the interests of a thatgrowsthe corn, thatfeeds the horses,

whole community, which we are entitled that are likely to be superseded by the

to expect from one who aspires to influ- cheaper power—Steam,

ence the destinies of his fellow-men. But a Railroad and a Railroad pro-

A Railroad is a good thing ; but, like ject are two very different things. Men

all other good things, it may be pur- embark their capital in a Railroad, be-

chased too dearly. A good thing in cause they think it likely to afford them

pushing aside a thing less good, cer- at least the ordinary profits. Evenifthey

tainly produces some individual suffer- be disappointed, there is at all events the

ing, inasmuch as the owners of the lat- advantage to the public which the Rail-

ter have, perhaps, a large stock thereof road cannot but afford. A Railroad pro-

on hand, which becomes useless or un- ject, on the other hand, may be formed

saleable. This is an evil incidental to withoutthe slightest real intention of ever

all improvement, but it is no reason carrying it into effect, but merely as a

why there should not be improvement, vehicle for speculation. There are now,

If, for instance, the existing interests of I believe, two projects for Railroads

wig-makers had been consulted, Mr from London to Brighton. There is

Barr's famous patent light-spring nothing to prevent projects for half a

wigs would long since have been sup- dozen more. It is obvious, however,
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that the legislature will not grant a and so forth. These persons not being

charter to all, and it is probable that it constantly in the market have no op-

will grant a charter only to one ; hence, portunity of escaping with the first turn

all the rest would fall to the ground, of the tide, as the mere time-speculator

and all the money expended in applying has. The speculator is ever on the spot,

for charters, in paying solicitors, secre- ready to take advantage of the maxim,

taries, and office rents, and so forth, " The first loss is best," whilst the small

would be irretrievably lost. This is not capitalist, who had availed himself of

all the evil. Such is the present mania the "capital investment," is finally com-

in favour of Railroad stock, that any pelled to bear the loss. In his hands,

project meets with immediate sub- in fact, the bubble bursts,

scribers. It is not inquired whether This most unwholesome state of

the Legislature is likely to sanction the things exists, at the present moment, to

project, still less whether it is likely to a mos t alarming extent. There are be-

pay if so sanctioned. It is simply fore the public a vast number of Rail-

asked whether it is " likely to take," road projects, a large majority of which

that is, whether the almost universal wi ]j probably never receive the sanction

prestige in favour of Railroads will cause of parliament. Even for those which

the shares of the project in question to appear practical and judicious, charters

come out at a premium. If this be the cannot be obtained for years to come,

impression, the speculator A subscribes Many of these are at a considerable pre-

at once, and pays his deposit. Not m iuni) wn icn , under the most sanguine

thatheintendstoembarkcapitaltherein, calculation, is far from being warranted,

he has probably no capital to embark ; Yet buyers are to be found every day,

not that he even intends to pay up a sin- wno have no idea of holding beyond

gle instalment, but because he hopes tne time at which profit can be realized,

to sell to B at an advance on his de- There is no doubt but that great pro-

posit. B, too, comes in on the same
fi ts must nave been realized by specu-

terms. He happened to be too late to lators in some of these pro
j
ects .

get his name down on the original sub- These profits have been drawn from the

scription list, but is anxious to possess present holders, who, in their turn, ex-

himself of shares before they rise to the pect t0 rea iize from somebody else,

height which he feels sure they will at- Scarcely any of these holders have any
tain. He accordingly becomes A's pur- idea f realizing profit from the Railroad
chaser, and only parts with them to C

j tself. Many of them are perfectly

when his own cupidity is satisfied. aware that somebody must ultimately

Besides the persons who speculate in be left in the lurch. When it will hap-

projects, knowing them to be such, a pen no one pretends—no one is desirous,

vast number of persons are always un- to foretell. If the day could be named,

fortunately inveigled into the business, however distant it might be, it would

merely by being told that it is " a capi- affect the price, and this is what it is no

tal investment/ that it is " sure to pay," one's interest to do. All that each in-
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dividual has to see to is, that he him-

self be not the scape-goat ; and such is

the overweening opinion that most men

have of their own prudence, that it

would be difficult to find a man who

does not deem himself sufficiently know-

ing to get out just in time.

Everybody must remember the dis-

astrous period of 1825-6—the panic,

as it is called. In 1824-5 the over-

trading mania was universal. There

was scarcely an article to be found in

the prices current that did not advance.

The start was no doubt given by a

positive scarcity in the supply of some

important articles ; at last, it extended

to articles neither the supply of, nor

demand for which exhibited any feature

to justify advance. Brokers were even

accustomed to look through the pub-

lished prices current to ascertain what

had not advanced ; and when they dis-

covered an article which had been

overlooked, it was straightway dragged

from its obscurity and made the object

of speculation.* One of the features of

this speculative period was the vast

number of projected joint stock com-

panies. Some of these projected com-

panies were absurd in the extreme, yet

none were so absurd that they did not

find immediate encouragement. Few

of the speculators in those projects had

the most distant idea of a permanent

investment. They perceived plainly

enough that there was a prevailing

mania ; but each individual flattered

himself he was exempt from its influence,

and could take advantage of it. How

many were, finally, left in the lurch —how

* Tooke on the Currency.

few, in fact, escaped, I need not remind

the reader.

The mania is now, fortunately, con-

fined to Railroads, and to such under-

takings as would necessarily receive an

impetus from any increase in the num-

ber of Railroads. Still it has already

proceeded to an extent to ensure con-

siderable loss, at some period or other.

It is to be hoped that the period is not

very far distant. The sooner the public

come to their senses the better. When
a decline commences, the Press will be

ready enough to account for it, and to

show that the previous advance was not

warranted by any of the existing cir-

cumstances. The duty of a public

journalist, however, should extend be-

yond this. He should point out errors

before they have made great progress,

and endeavour to mitigate, if he cannot

wholly remove, the evil consequences.

In the present instance, individual cases

should be examined, and the fragile

foundation on which they are based

should be pointed out. In this way an

immense amount of suffering might be

effectually prevented.

Another evil attending such a mania

is, that really wise projects share for a

while the odium which is so justly due

to the majority. For some time sub-

sequent to the bursting of the bubble

—

and burst it must—it will be difficult

to induce people to embark in any

undertaking of the kind. Hence the

progress of improvement will be

checked. Landowners' pleasure grounds

will not be damaged
j
poor people will

not be enabled to ride so fast as rich ;

and the Right Honourable Henry Goul-

burn will for a time be satisfied. His

satisfaction will, however, be but short.

The time must come when we shall be

able to go to Brighton in a couple of

hours, for four or five shillings, in spite

of the long speeches of the Sussex

landowners. H. S. Chapman*
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THE NEWSPAPER STAMP RETURN—POSTSCRIPT
TO A FORMER ARTICLE.

It will be remembered that in my ob- you will acknowledge the moment I

servations on the Newspaper Stamp name it. It is that Conservatives, in-

Return and upon the comments of the eluding most of the very wealthiest in-

Press thereon, I showed that neither dividuals in the community, frequently

the return nor the several commenta- take two or more papers ; whilst the

tors gave any idea of the proportion Liberals, being less wealthy, take only

between Liberal and Conservative sub- one, which is moreover lent from hand

scribers, inasmuch as it required 1.56 to hand. Thus, if you speak of 'Sub-

daily and 26 weekly stamps in the half- scribers,' you must make a large cor-

yearly return to every single subscriber, rection in favour of the Liberals, and if

Dividing the return on this principle,, you were to take ' Readers ' into the

and adding the unstamped, I showed account, the argument would be

that the Liberal were to the Conserva- wonderfully enhanced."

live subscribers as five to one.
j think k wm a{ once be^^

A friend has since pointed out to me my Wend ;g righ( The middle ^
that even this enormous proportion is ;„,!„,.* •.„„ -i*..*. u ir r industrious classes are compelled to
far within the truth. His argument, p„nn .m : 7 fl

•
„"'

„o > economize in newspapers, as well as in
which appears to me conclusive

—

pv„rvt i,;n „ a i A , ~ ,rr everything else. A, who can afford a
the fact being well known— is as Q„nrljnr«o^^ l™ 1 •** d lto Sunday paper, lends it to B who cannot;

it ^ then dispatched to C in the country,
'< In your article on the Newspaper who , in like manner> accommodates D

Stamp Return, you show successfully I myseIf know morfi than Qne .^^
that none of the estimates give anv tv^p.o **** :«ai -a i

• • ^5 y C anj wneie two individuals join. Conserva-
conception of the vast number of tive «ih. r.'k^.
... , ,

tlve subsciibers may sometimes resort
Liberal, compared with Conservative to tU',a av „ a- l
xr ,

l

„„
&eivduve to this expedient, but they certainly do

Newspaper buyers. When you come u i7Tv ,

y so much less frequently than those of
to fix the proportion, however, you fall opposite politics.
into error from the neglect of one single

most important fact, which I am sure

•• The Letter of James Turner is unavoidably postponed to next week.
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MR ROEBUCK'S PAMPHLETS.

'THE following Pamphlets are Still
"** on Sale at tbe Office, 14 Tavistock street :

—

The STAMPED PRESS of London and its Mo-
rality, by J. A. Roebuck.

The AMUSEMENTS of the ARISTOCRACY and
the PEOPLE, by J. A. Roebuck. The American
Ballot-Box, &c, by H. S. Chatman.

PERSECUTION preached by the Parsens of the
State Church in Ireland, by J. A. Roebdck. Use-
lessness of the Guards in London, by T. Fal-
coner.

TRADES' UNIONS : their Advantages to the
Working Classes, by J. A. Roebuck. Fallacies of

the House of Commons on the Ballot in America,
by H. S. Chapman.

The TAXES on KNOWLEDGE, by F. Place,
Esq. The Morning Advertiser and Mr Waxley,
by J. A. Roebuck. &c. &c.

Of WHAT USE is the HOUSE of LORDS 1 Per-
secution of the Unstamped Press, by J. A. Roe-
buck.

ORANGE SOCIETIES, by T. Falcon IK.

The EVILS of a. HOUSE OF LORDS, by J. A.
Roebuck. Mr Spring Rice and the Taxes on
Knowledge; with a Postscript by H. .S. Chap-
man. Matchless Constitution, by T. Falconer.

The PEERS and the PEOPLE—Municipal Reform
—Corn Laws—Taxes on Knowledge, by F. Place.
—Wholesale Obstructiveness of the Lords, &c.
v-v H. S. Chapman.

The CONDUCT of MINISTERS RESPECTING
the LORDS' AMENDMENTS, by J. A. Roebuck.
Local Courts in Boroughs, by T. Falconer. &c.
&c.

A SHORT REVIEW of a LONG SESSION, by
J. A. Roebuck. Mr Grove Price and the Consti-
tution, by J. A. R. New Method of Disfran-
chising Electors, &c, by H. S. C.

A LETTER to the DUKE OF CUMBERLAND,
by W. A. A Letter to the Future Municipal
Electors of Bath, by J .A. R. Borough
Courts, by T. F. Liberal Construction of the
Reform Act at Leeds, by H. S. C.

HAND LOOM WrEAVERS and FACTORY
WORKERS: a Letter to James Turner, Cotton
Spinner, from Francis Place. COMMEMORA-
TION of the REFORMATIO M, by J. A. Roe-
buck. MR RINTOUL the "WE" of the SPEC-
TATOR, by H. S. C. The "GREAT UNSTAMPED"
ACKNOWLEDGED to be INVlNCIBLE,by H.S.C.

PARTIES in the HOUSE of COMMONS : DIS
SENSIONS AMONG the TORIES, by J. A. Roe-
buck. O'CONNELL and ENGLISH AGITATION,
by J. A. R. CONSOLATION and COMPENSA-
TION to BOROUGH TOWN CLERKS: ROYAL
PREROGATIVE, by H. S. Chapman. GENERAL
EVANS'S RULE of PROMOTION in the AUX-
ILIARY ARMY of SPAIN, by H. S.C. CONDUCT
of the AUTHORITIES TOWARDS the UN-
STAMPED PRESS, by H. S. C. The REGISTRA-
TION, by H. S. C.

A CHURCH, WHAT? A STATE CHURCH,
WHAT? by J. A. Roebuck. LEGAL WISDOM
—the REVISING BARRISTERS, by J. A. R. SO-
BRIETY of the WORKING CLASS— the GIN
PALACE FALLACY, by H. S. Chapman.

DEMOCRACY in AMERICA, by J. A. Roebuck.
CHARACTER and SUFFERINGS of the IRISH
CLERGY, by H. S. Chapman. The LONDON RE-
VIEW and the IRISH CHURCH QUESTION, by
J. A. R. The" WE" of the HERALD, by H.S.C.
lhe TIMES, by J. A. R. The NEWSPAPER STAMP
RETURN, &c, by H. S. C.

ft WHIGS and RADICALS: LORD JOHN RUS-
SELL'S EXHORTATION, by J. A. Roebuck. A
LETTER to DR CHALMERS, on the subject of
a GRANT of PUBLIC MONEY to the SCOTCH
CHURCH, by William Allen. POOR LAWS, by
J. A. R., &c.

PROGRESS of DEMOCRACY, by Robert Ham-
mersley. The LONDON REVIEW and the PE-
RIODICAL PRESS, by J. A. Roebuck. The
ORANGE EXPOSURE, by H. S. Chapman. PRE
LIMINARY REFORMS: being a SUMMARY of
the PRINCIPLES ADVOCATED in these PAM-
PHLETS, by H. S. C.

NOTICE.
1VTR COBBETT'S POLITICAL
-LTJ

- WORKS.—Several Publications having been
put forth under the titles of " Beauties," "Selec-
tions," &c, the Trade should observe that the S 3-

LECTIONS edited by Messrs JOHN andJAMliS
COBBETT, bear their names on the Wrapper, i >i
are published by A. Cobbett, at No. 10 RedLuu
court, Fleet street.

N.B.—The Second Number is now ready, price Cd.

CLASS MORALITY.
SUBJECTS OF SUNDAY^ MORNING LECTURES AT FJNSBURY
CHAPEL, by W. J. FOX, on Morality as modified
by the various Classes into which Society is divided.

Nov. 8.—The Morality of Poverty.
Nov. 15.—Aristocratical and Political Morality.
Nov. 22.—Mercantile Morality.
Nov. 29 —Military Morality.
Dec. C.—The Morality of the Legal Profession.
Dec. 13.—The Morality of the Press.
Dec. 20.— Clerical. Morality.

To commence, at eleven o'clock precisely.

DEDICATED TO THE YOUNG MEN OF
ENGLAND.

Price only 2d. (originally published at 4s. 6d.),

THE SPLENDID DRAMATIC
-- POEM OF WAT TYLER, in Three Acts. By
R. SOUTHEY, Esq., Poet Laureate to his Majesty.

" Every lover of his species should m ake an effort

to circulate this invaluable Poem."—Th a i »j.

Also, price Twopence,
THE VISION OF JUDGMENT

By LORD BYRON.
Price Sixpence.

[CAIN, A MYSTERY.
By LORD BYRON.

Also, price Sixpence.
POEMS ON HIS DOMESTIC CIRCUMSTANCES.

By LORD BtfRON.
With u Memoir and a Portrait.

London : Wakelin, Shoe lane (one door from Fleet

street), and by all Booksellers.

NEW BLACK BOOK!
Now publishing:, edited by WILLIAM CAR-
PENTER, lately one of the Editors of the Daily
and Weekly True Suns,

A PEERAGE FOR THE PEOPLE:
•*-^~ comprising Biographical Sketches of each
Member of the Hereditary House ; Anecdotes of

themselves and their Progenitors ; an Account of the

Places and Emoluments distributed amongst each

Family ; and all such addditional information as is

necessary to furnish an answer to the question of—
WHAT ARE THE LORDS ?—In Parts at Threej

pence, once a Fortnight.

London: Wakelin, 1 Shoe lane, Fleet street

;

18 Commercial place, City road; 21 Paternoster

row ; 12G Strand ; and all Booksellers.

LONDON :—Published by CHARLES ELY, for the Proprietors, at their

Office, No. 14, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden;

From the Steam Press of C. fc W. Reynell, U, 15, andW Little PuKeney WWtf# Haymarket
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PEOPLE ARE NOT TO BLAME

:

LIBELLOUS FALLACY OF THE EDINBURGH

REVIEW.

By H. S. CHAPMAN.

DECAY OF WHIGISM -PUBLIC OPINION IN BATH

THE RECENT DINNER.

By H. S. C.

THE WHIG CREED—LORD JOHN RU«SELL AND

THE BRISTOL DINNER.

By ROBERTS HAMMERSLEY.

FACTORY WORKERS AND HAND-LOOM WEAVERS

TEN HOURS BILL.

By FRANCIS PLACE.

EDITED BY

J. A. ROEBUCK, M.P.

[PRICE TWOPENCE.]

THE PEOPLE ARE NOT TO BLAME : LIBELLOUS

FALLACY OF THE EDINBURGH REVIEW.

The last number of the Edinburgh Re- and third, how much the People were

view contains an article entitled " Last to blame at the Election of 1834 for not

Session of Parliament—House of Lords," returning a larger number of said

devoted entirely to Whig glorification. Whigs to the House of Commons. In

The object of the article is to show, addition to this principal object of the

first, what a very virtuous set of per- Review, there are some nine or ten

sons the Whigs are; second, how very pages of fiddle-faddle about the Lords,

shocking it would be if the Tories should which, being far behind the present

regain possession of the Government ; state of public knowledge on the sub-

From the Steam Press of C. & W. Reynell, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.
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jecfc may be allowed to pass without

further notice.

The chief object I have in view,

is to show that the People are not to

blame for the result of the last Elec-

tions. . However virtuous we may deem

the Whigs— however great may be

the evils of a Tory Administration—the

decline of that virtuous party and the

near approach of the Tories to power are

events chargeable, not as the Reviewer

says, upon the " apathy" of the People,

but upon the Whigs' own Reform Bill,

followed up by their subsequent selfish

conduct,- and upon nothing else.

The preamble of the Reform Bill tells

us, among other things, " that it is ex-

pedient to extend the elective franchise,"

&c. Preambles do not usually give

reasons, but if the reader will turn to

the Whig speeches at the time, he will

find that the necessity of popular con-

t.roul, as a means of securing good go-

vernment, is perpetually kept in sight,

as a reason for the preamble's assump-

tion of the expediency. Now the whole

of the Reform Act gives the lie both to

its own preamble and to the speeches of

the time. Its machinery is devised to

throw insuperable difficulty in the way

of the exercise of the elective franchise

;

and it is a known fact, that the People

cannot return members of their choice

to Parliament, except at an enormous

sacrifice, which nought but the supreme

selfishness of a Whig could expect them

lightly to incur.

I will first bring up against the Whig
Reviewer the system of Registration.

The striking features of the system were

explained, with admirable force and

clearness, by Colonel Napier, in his

powerful and energetic speech at the

Bath dinner; and as the whole passage

is replete with instruction, I quote it

entire :

—

" I stand before you a disfranchised

. man. I am not permitted to have a

vote in the election of a representative,

who is to pass laws which 1 am, never-

theless, bound to obey; and inasmuch,
T am a slave. Gentlemen, I have been
disfranchised, not for any crime I have
committed—not for any negligence

—

not because I did not prize the right of

voting. No; I fulfilled every condition

the law imposed, and my qualification

is good. I voted at the first contested

election after the Reform Bill. I was
carried down from a sick bed to the

hustings, to vote for that venerable

champion of Reform, Colonel Gore
Langton ; and I do not mention this

as a merit, but to show you that I really

prized this right. I did not know
Colonel Langton personally, but l

knew his public character, and now I

cannot vote for him because an overseer

has forgot to put—not my name, but

his own, to a paper purporting to be a

list of voters, and I am, therefore, dis-

franchised by the Revising Barristers.

Gentlemen, about 50,000/. has been

paid to these Revising Barristers, and
for what? Has any one ever heard of

their seeking out coy, reluctant, or

ignorant voters, encouraging tnem or

instructing them how to assert their

rights ? They are, therefore, paid

50,0001. to curtail the franchises of the

People; and it might be well to con-

sider if there is any necessity or any

wisdom in paying this sum, when, to

use a Tory phrase, ' an unwashed arti-

zan' can do the trick without any cost

at all. (Loud cheering.) Trace the sys-

tem a little further. Plato defined man
to be an unplumed biped

?
and an over-

seer might, merely for illustration of the

argument, be defined a bribeable biped

;

and then comes the Carlton Club, with

plenty of money (that's the great ob-

ject), like a thief in the night, and

bribes these bipeds, until all the Liberal

counties are disfranchised; and if the

Liberal interest should also make up

a purse, they might bribe too, till all

the Tory counties were disfranchised

;

and so, under the Reform Bill, we
should arrive at the happy state of hav-

ing no voters at all. (Laughter.) What
manner of law, what manner of Reform

is this, which punishes the innocent for

the guilty—Reform which goes to the

destruction of all votes? Shall it be

said that this is an extreme case? It

is not more extreme than the absurdity

it is intended to expose. But is it an

extreme case ? Why, in East Somerset
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alone twenty-eight parishes have been

already disfranchised in this manner—

I

do not mean by bribery, but by the neg-

ligence of the overseers.
11 But I am told that in England

there is no wrong without a remedy,

and that I have my remedy—that I may
sue the overseer, and if I can prove to

a judge and jury that the offence was
wilful, I may recover 5001, that is, I

may sell my birthright for a mess of

pottage ; that I may ruin myself and

my children by the expense of an un-

successful suit ; or I may ruin a poor

ignorant man by the expense of a suc-

cessful suit ; and when I have per-

formed this notable exploit—when I

have sent the father to the gaol door,

and his children to the workhouse

—

I may have the conscientious satisfac-

tion of discovering that no election will

take place, and that the man has done

me no injury at all. Again I ask what
manner of law, what manner of Reform
is this?"

Very little need be added to the

above vivid and faithful picture, to

prove that the People are not to blame

for the result of the elections. I would

merely point out that the foolish man-

ner in which the Whigs have managed

the appointment of the Revising Bar-

risters, has served to enhance all the

evils of which the Whig Reviewer com-

plains.

Want of confidence in the People

almost amounting to fear, united with the

most bitter hatred of the Radicals, have

been long conspiring to drive the Whigs

fairly into the arms of the Tories. In

every department of State we find,

we still find crowds of Tory under-

takings. Every measure is so managed

as not to give too great offence to the

old opponents of the aristocratic Whigs.

Conciliation of the Tories occurs, I do.

verily believe, a hundred times for every

once that we witness conciliation of the

People. Is it strange that the appoint-

ment of the revising barristers should

have proceeded in the same spirit? No.

The Whigs did not even venture to

name their own men, under the fear, I

have no doubt, that a liberal construc-

tion of the act might go somewhat

beyond Whig desires, and tell in favour

of the hated Radicals. They there-

fore left the appointment in the hands

of the Tory Judges, relying sufficiently

on the state of opinion in the country,

to feel tolerably secure that there was

sufficient hatred of Tory rule, to give

them, the Whigs, a place-securing

majority ; and now that they find that

majority insufficient to make them in-

dependent of the Radicals on the one

hand, or secure from the consequence

of the treacherous defection of their

own selfish partisans, on the other,

they instruct their organ, the Edinburgh

Review, to revile the People for not

having endured oppression and tyranny

in every possible form, for the purpose

of enabling them to hold their darling

places without fear of disturbance.

But the system of Registration is not

the only feature of the Reform Act

which gives the lie to the Preamble.

Its great sin of omission far out-

weighs all its other defects. I

need not say that I allude to

the omission of the Ballot. I need

not enumerate the evils which the

People have endured from the want of

its protection. Every body knows

them—almost every dependant person

has felt them. I would merely mention

that the last Devonshire election brought

all these evils under Lord John Rus-

sell's observation, and yet he went

into the House of Commons, and led

forward his slavish troop of partisans

to reject the remedy. I am sorry I

have not at hand Sir William Moles-

worth's speech at the Devon dinner.

He pointe*d out to the Whig Lord the

enormous sacrifices which the liberal

yeomanry had made in voting for his

Lordship against the commands of their

Tory landlords, and he appealed to his

Lordship to give his aid in the House

to the only means of remedying the



evil. Of this great evil, no attempt was backed by majorities of four or five to

made to deny the existence, and yet one." Again, " In 1832, 1833, and

Lord John Russell was deaf to Sir 1834, they (the Lords) were quite aware

William Molesworth's appeal. Have that nearly as many of the Commons

the Whigs any claim upon the People's would have taken part against them, in

o-ratitude ? I say, no. They selfishly the event of a collision, as upon any of

demand of the People sacrifices which the contested measures ; in other words,

they possess the means of preventing

;

that they would not have had the sup-

which means they have hitherto neg- port of above one in six of the repre-

lected to employ, merely because they sintatives of the People."

foresaw that so doing might interfere I believe that the Reviewer has ex-

with their domination as an Aristocracy, aggerated the Whig majority in 1832,

Tory competition for the governing 1833, and 1834, little thinking it would

power, was, and is in fact, less odious tell against his own arguments. This

to them than popular control, be that much, however, is quite clear, that the

control ever so slight and imperfect. Whigs had quite sufficient power to

1 think I have said quite enough to give much of what we now want ; and

show that the People would not have the Lords, according to the Reviewer's

been to blame, had the Whigs been own showing, were then in a stale of

left in a minority in the very first di- mind unfavourable to what has since

vision of the session. been called collision. Why, then, did

Now for a specimen of Whig logic. the Whigs neglect to carry out the

The Reviewer tells us that "one thing Reform Bill to those consequences which

s quite certain— that from the one (that the People of right anticipated I Why
is, the Tory party) the country never was the doctrine of finality invented ?

gained anything but by compulsion; Why did not the Whig Ministry, and

whilst from the other (that is, the the Whig House of Commons, claiming

Whigs), almost every thing has been to represent the People, act for and

obtained which they had the power to w | th the People, and defy the Lords in

give."* A few pages forward, for- their lair? The answer is simple. They
getting he had just asserted that the

haye betrayed the pe0ple; they desire

Whig Ministry never possessed power
m)t Reform; their sole object ia to

to give reforms, he tells us that in 1833, hold er against a rj^, *sctiwi of
" all the measures of Reform were ^ AristQCracy>

* No. 125, page 185. H. S. ClI A P M A NT .

DECAY OF WHIGISM—PUBLIC OPINION IN BATH—
THE RECENT DINNER.

The state of political opinion in the intelligence on the principles of Go-

city of Bath, as exhibited at the late vernment.

Dinner, is precisely what it is desirable The gradual decline of juste milieu

should prevail throughout the country. Whigism is, without doubt, more or less

Whigism is there utterly extinct. As a apparent in every town in the kingdom,

class, the moderate Reformers do not but it is in Bath that the feature hath

exist. Every man is either a Radical made itself most conspicuous,

or a Conservative. This I take to be Whigism is certainly a most palpable

the natural consequence of increased anomaly. The powers of Government



must reside in the hands either of the

majority or of the minority. If I be-

lieve that the functions of Government

should be exercised by persons under

the complete control of the majority,

I am an advocate for Democracy ; in

plain English, I am a Radical If, on

the other hand, I believe that political

power should continue, as it is now, in

the hands of the wealthier minority, I

am an advocate for Aristocracy—in

modern parlance, I am a Conservative.

In England those who advocate the

continuance of power in the hands of

the few, divide themselves into two
s.

classes—Whigs and Tories. These two

sections of the Aristocracy differ from

each other chiefly in the degree in which

they are disposed to compromise. The

Tories have only recently shown any

disposition to yield to public opinion.

Sir Robert Peel was the first Tory

who professed a willingness to " reform

all poved abuses." The Whigs, on the

other hand, have long made compro-

mising their rule of action.

Naturalists tell us that the she tiger,

when pursued by the hunters, at first

attempts to escape with all her cubs.

Being hard pressed, however, she drops

first one and then, if necessary, another,

under the impression that her pursuers,

being engaged in securing the aban-

doned cub, will permit her to escape

with the rest. The policy of the Whigs

is precisely that of the she tiger. They

give up one thing only to secure the

rest. The only difference in the cases

is, that the Whigs, unlike the poor

tigress, give up that to which they have

no legitimate right.

A careful investigation of the princi-

ples of Government— an examination

of what we are really contending for,

must inevitably lead to the conviction,

that the struggle is between the Aristo-

cracy and the People—-between the

many and the few. So long as the

choice lies between a Whig and Tory

Administration, there may be good rea-

son for preferring the former. Still

there can be no reason for blinding

ourselves to the fact, that it is but a

choice of evihs— that, choose as we
may, we are still under the domination

of an Aristocracy, and that it is the

duty of all who believe that an exten-

sion of Democratic influence is the

only security for good Government, to

reject the arch imposition of the Whigs

—that they are the representatives of

the People.*

The Bath Dinner affords ample evi-

dence, that the intelligent electors of

that city have made the investigation,

and have come to the conclusion I have

described. Whigism is there, I repeat,

utterly extinct, and Toryism is reduced

to an impotent minority.

As the Bath Dinner was a most im-

posing scene, I shall take leave to de-

scribe at least its leading political fea-

tures.

In the first place, the number of

Electors present exceeded seven hun-

dred. The long tables were calculated

for seven hundred people. When that

number of tickets had been sold, the

Committee very prudently determined

to refuse all other applications. By
accident, however, some thirty more

tickets were disposed of. Still an im-

mense number were disappointed. Ad-

ding the Committee, there were not less

than seven hundred and fifty Electors

present.

Now let us inquire how matters stood

at the last Election. Colonel Daubeny
Was the Tory Candidate. Every one

who knows Bath must be aware that

the Toryism which there prevails is of a

very intense—a very ultra species. Even

those who have no personal acquaint-

ance with the city may easily convince

themselves that it must be so. Yet this

* I pray ihe reader to reperuse the Pam-
phlet entitled " Prospects of the Coming Ses-

sion—Views of the Radical Party." It fully

exposes the pretensions cf the Whigs.
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party, who never spare expense or

trouble to carry their point ; who, from

long practice, are well organized, and

who, on the occasion in question, made

more than their ordinary exertions to

place their Candidate at the top of the

poll, were, with all those exertions, able

to obtain only seven hundred and six

votes. This was the whole force of

the Conservatives at the late Election.

That portion of the Liberal Electors

who could attend the Bath Dinner, far

out-numbered them. In what position

is Toryism in Bath ? Most assuredly

in a minority.

Let us next look at the tone of poli-

tical feeling which prevailed at the Bath

dinner. What was the character of the

speeches delivered? Was there one

single sentence uttered that could be

interpreted into an approach to juste

milieu Whigism ? No, reader, not one.

Search through the speeches of the

Chairman, Mr Hunt, of Colonel Na-

pier, of Mr Roebuck, of Mr Hume,

as reported in the Whig Chronicle, and

you will find nothing but the plainest

enunciation, in various forms, of the

proposition, that Democratic influence

is the only security for good govern-

ment. Having thus noted what was

said, mark well how these Radical, or,

if you please, Democratic, sentiments

were received. When Colonel Napier

enumerated the various Reforms which

were necessary to make the Reform Act

not a mere dead letter, was there a sin-

gle manifestation of dissent ?—or were

his sentiments received even with cold-

ness ? No. His every word was hailed

with absolute enthusiasm. AVhen Mr

Roebuck denounced the House of

Lords, as at present constituted, as " a

nuisance," and added, " that like all

nuisances it should, to use a legal phrase,

be abated," was there even a doubt as

to the truth of the propositions ? No.

Not a single whisper was heard against

his words ; they were received with a

cheering burst of unanimous assent.

Again, when the Orange exposure was

mentioned, and Mr Hume was pointed

at and named as the originator of the

inquiry which led to that exposure, was

there aught in the reception of that tried

Reformer which could give a Conserva-

tive, whether Whig or Tory, the slightest

ground for hope ? Most certainly there

was not. The reception of the Honour-

able Member was such as to give joy to

every lover of his country.

On two occasions only was there the

slightest indication of dissent. I will

relate them, and then leave it to the

reader to judge whether Whig or Tory

hath any cause for exultation thereat.

The first was, where the toast " The

Duke of Sussex and the Royal Fa-

mily," was drunk. This toast was re-

ceived with cheers, mingled with an

universal cry of " No Cumberland."
The next occasion was where Colonel

Napier named the Duke of Welling-
ton as a Peer of whom he should

always speak with respect. The feeling

of dissent was, however, only momen-

tary. It was soon changed for an ex-

pression of generous sympathy with the

high-principled, gallant speaker; and

when he recommended the People to

say, *' Duke of Wellington, con-

queror in Spain, conqueror in Portugal,

conqueror in France, conqueror in In-

dia, conqueror at Waterloo, you shall

not be conqueror in England/' the loud

and protracted applause which followed

must have been cheering indeed to all

those who can appreciate a generous

emotion. Sincerely do I hope it will meet

the Duke of Wellington's eye. It

will show him that though the People of

England may know how to do honour

to his great talent, that, however much

they may admire—nay, even venerate

his military character, they never will

submit to be governed in conformity

with the political principles which he

professes and upholds.



Now then, reader, what is your

opinion of the state of Whigism in

Bath ? Am I not right in saying that

it is utterly extinct; that every man is

either a Radical or a Tory ; that, hap-

pily, the Radicals form the immense

majority ; and lastly, that the Radical-

ism of Bath is of the intense, and not of

the lukewarm kind? I cannot for a

moment doubt your answer.

But this is not all. In the spacious

galleries erected around the building-

were five hundred of the wives and

daughters of the men of Bath, who

evinced their sympathy for all that was

said and done by the waving of hand-

kerchiefs, and, above all, by their cheer-

ing smiles. It is generally supposed

that the influence of women is rather in

favour of Conservatism than against it.

This I doubt. I suspect the opinion to

have been formed on an observation of

the Conservative portion of society only.

A more enlarged field of observation

would, I believe, warrant a very diffe-

rent conclusion. The wife of an Aris-

tocratic semi-liberal Member of Parlia-

ment might, perhaps, still be found to

cry on her exclusion from the Lans-

downe House parties, in consequence

of her husband's semi-liberal vote, and

to urge him " to continue to vote always

with Ministers ;" and yet it may, never-

theless, be true that a majority of Eng-

land's daughters, as well as of England's

sons, hold political principles not incon-

sistent with the aggregate happiness of

thejcommunity. So, at all events, it is in

Bath. Whigs! let this feature in the

state of public opinion sink deep into

your inmost souls.

The division of the People of Bath

into the two extremes did not always

prevail. At the first election after the

passing of the Reform Act, in 1832,

Whigism did venture to rear its head.

It found, however, but a weak personi-

fication in one of the Hobhouse family.

At that time Toryism had been cowed

by a succession of events, beginning

with the Parisian three days, and ending

with the Reform Act. The ultra sec-

tion of the Aristocracy, therefore, did

not venture to put forward a candidate

of their own ; their support they gave

to the Whig, with a view, of course, to

exclude their common enemy the Radi-

cal. With all the lights of the Reform

Bill's glory shining upon the Whigs, its

authors, it is not wonderful that that

party's Representative on the Bath

hustings should get some of the votes

of the Reformers. That light, bow-

ever, has since been quenched by the

subsequent conduct of the Whigs ; and

at the last Election in 1834, all who

were not thorough Reformers—Radi-

cals, in short—enlisted, as I have before

said, under the Tory banner of Colonel

Daubeny. The battle between the

Aristocracy and the People was then

gained by a majority of three to two,

and the result of the Bath dinner shows

that public opinion hath made a great

stride since that period.

If only fifty cities and boroughs in

the Empire exhibited the same whole-

some state of opinion as the city of

Bath, the People of England would

not long have to complain of bad

government. The result would be

—

not a feeble, but a strong minority re-

presenting the People. The manner

in which this minority, backed by the

People, would urge on—would enforce

successive reforms, was shown in the

article on " The Prospects of the

coming Session." It is hopeda perusal

of that article will carry conviction to

the minds of all Constituencies con-

sisting of an ascertained majority in

favour of (i Liberal Principles," that it

is their duty to weigh well the sort of

Reform offered for their approval on

the hustings, and to reject the equivocal

kind called ic Whigism " and accept

only that which has for its object the

complete control of the People over both
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branches of the Legislature, and, by

means of the guardianship of the public

purse, over every department of govern-

ment. The nucleus of such a party exists

already, as the article in question shows,

in the House of Commons. It rests

mainly with the body of electors to

give it consequence and strength.

H. S. Chapman.

P.S. It may not be uninteresting to

the reader to run his eye over a slight

sketch of the material or visible, as

well as the political features of the

Bath dinner.

To accommodate so large a body of

People, it may easily be imagined, no

room could be found. A spacious

Riding school was therefore engaged,

and fitted up for the occasion. The

area of the building was, to appearance,

about the size of a large metropolitan

parish Church. Stretching along

nearly the whole length of the building,

were seven tables, each capable of

affording seats to one hundred People.

At the further extremity of the room

was a raised platform, on which was

placed the cross table where sat the

Chairman, the Committee, and the

guests, all facing<the assembled multi-

tude. The galleries, capable of accom-

modating three or four, or perhaps five

deep, extended round the sides and

one end of the building much like the

galleries of a Church. These, as I

have already stated, were devoted ex-

clusively to ladies. The decorations were

tasteful in the extreme. The roof of the

building was covered with lengths of

glazed calico arranged this : Blue in

the centre, and then white—crimson-
white—yellow to the right and left. Sus-

pended from the roof were two rows,

each consisting of ten gas-light devices.

Each device contained from 50 to 60

burners. Besides these, there were

stars at each end of the building,

together with two appropriate trans-

parencies over the cross-table.

The fronts of the galleries were

divided into compartments, whereon ap-

peared the names of the Representa-

tives and of other Liberal members,

and the whole was decorated with

festoons, and wreaths of green leaves

and artificial flowers, arranged with

great elegance.

The reader may now picture to him-

self the brilliant effect of this combi-

nation of pleasing sights—the multitude

of happy faces below, the galleries filled

with well dressed females—many of

them beautiful, and all cheerful, which

is beautiful—the bright colouring of the

decorations and of the dresses ; all

illuminated by the light of some two

thousand gaslights, but tempered and
softened by the combined effects of

atmosphere, and different degrees of

. distance, and he will have before his

mind's eye a tolerable conception of the

scene. If the reader have seen a

picture of Turner's, with all its bril-

liancy of light and colour, his con-

ception of the coup d'ceil of the Bath

dinner will be materially heightened.

h. a. c.

THE WHIG CREED—LORD JOHN RUSSELL AND THE
BRISTOL DINNER.

Last week the Whigs of Bristol gave subscriptions. Four hundred persons

Lord John Russell a dinner, upon the were present. The apartment was de-

occasion of their presenting to him apiece corated with artificial flowers, a trans-

of silver plate, purchased by sixpenny parency representing Fame bearing a



crown of laurels, and " a handsome star,

with the initial R in the centre." Every

thing was showy; in short, it was what

the Chronicle calls " a grand dinner."

And I am perfectly sure, that nothing

could be more instinctively correct than

their typical decorations. The canvas

Fame, holding forth a laurel crown in

her hand, is aptly symbolical of Whig

statesmen—holding out mystical pro-

mises, which, when examined, prove to

be delusions ; and the star with the

11 initial R," doth signify, that Lord

John Russell is *a most twinkling

genius, whose radiations at this grand

dinner it is my present purpose to

examine.

The speech of Lord John Russell

opens with the worn-out nothings about

want of words for gratitude— con-

science—approbation of countrymen,

&c. He then tells his auditors that

" he has the satisfaction to think he

has not obtained the honour (of the

dinner and plate) by his subserviency to

temporary opinions, or by his flattering

the prejudices, either religious or po-

litical, of any class of the community."

Never was there a purer Whig sen-

tence than this ; here he insinuates,

(otherwise there is not one particle of

sense in what he says) that the Radical

principles which he opposes are tem-

porary opinions, and, of course, erro-

neous ; while he denies that he has

flattered both the religious and political

prejudices of the Aristocratic class,

which he actually does in this very

speech. The opinions in favour of

Freedom of the Press, Vote by Ballot,

Extension of Suffrage, and Shortening

of Parliaments, he will find, however,

somewhat more permanent than those

slily introduced provisions of his,

which cramped and perverted the ope-

ration of the Reform Bill, and to which

he pertinaciously holds, thus removing

at least half of its " Democratic ten-

dency."

After talking a great deal about his

motives, and the honour paid him at

Bristol, he boldlv exonerates the Whiorg

before the Grey Administration, from

the blame of promising and not per-

forming. " Mr Fox," says Lord John,
" and others of his political principles,

never held the reins of Government

with the means of carrying their prin-

ciples into effect, the Tories always

driving them from office, as soon as

they began to show what their prin-

ciples led to." In 1780 was held the

great convention in favour of Parlia-

mentary Reform, and of other Demo-
cratic tendencies. Fox professed almost

open Democracy ; the popular party

made him their leader, and in 1782

he betrayed them by 'a vile coalition

with Lord North. Fox and all Whigs

won or lost office solely by that un-

principled political gambling between

them and the Tories, which Radicalism

seeks to terminate for ever.

Our lordly speaker then gives a very

long and laudatory history of the Grey
Administration; bestowing on his hear-

ers some account of Parliamentary Re-
form—quite an eloquent notice of Slave

Emancipation and the Poor Laws—

a

view of Lord Grey's foreign policy, of

the East India Charter, and that of the

Bank—and the information that " the

simple grandeur of Lord Althorp's

character" was above intriguing Earl

Grey out of office, if Lord Althorp
had not loved " Earl Grey's fame, as

he did, above all things/'

Then come the Melbourne Admi-
nistration and Municipal Reform. "It

was," says Lord John, " our opinion

that if we were to have any freedom in

our institutions, it was impossible to

allow self-elected corporations any

longer to exist. It seemed to us ne-

cessary that these bodies should be sub-

jected to vigilant popular control."

What is the great difference between

the interests of the People involved in
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Municipal Government and in Parlia- scendants from the loins of ignorant

mentary Government,, that makes vigi- and blood-stained ancestors ? There

lant popular control necessary for one are many sorts of slavery ; few of the

and not for the other? Will Lord John body, many of the mind. But the

explain this at some future dinner? The slavery of the People to an Aristocracy,

fact is simply this : that the People have when the People are far superior to the

viewed that portion of their concerns Aristocracy physically and mentally, is

controlled by corporations, in a com- a thing so monstrous, that if Great Bri-

mon-sense, correct manner, while those tain did not exist to exemplify it, man-
interests which have been mismanaged kind would treat the absurdity as an

by Parliament have had mixed with utter impossibility. The dullest men
their consideration, a thousand mystifi- now see why it was Lord John Rus-
cations; such, for example, as glory of sell narrowed the suffrage of the Re-

the country— Constitution—Church form Bill—he had not " full confidence

and State—Prerogatives of the Crown that the People might be trusted" in

—independent powers of the separate selecting a majority of the Commons
;

estates of the realm—powers of the nor will he trust those whom the regis-

Government, &c. Men are now, how- tration lottery allows a chance of voting,

ever, rapidly becoming tired of their with the liberty of using the Ballot, or

mental slavery in this matter; in a very the full liberty of printing and reading :

few years more every honest and think- these the Aristocracy have " vested in"

ing man will demand actual, direct re- the rich.

sponsibility, in all who legislate about Having finished his glorifying retro-

their lives, labour, and fortunes. spection of Whig Administration, Lord

" I !" thus speaks the present leader John speaks of Ireland, which, he says,

of the House of Commons—" I have in- " has been long under our rule ; in some

troduced measures of a popular kind, in respects," he continues, " we have ful-

the full confidence that the People might filled our duties to her ; but in others, I

be trusted with the powers I proposed to must say, we have criminally neglected

vest in them". Read this, Englishmen. them/' He " proposes to amend the

Lord John Russell says you may be moral evils" of our neglect—"aper-

trusted with the powers he proposed to verted sense of right and wrong" in the

vest in you. Know, then, that your Lords Irish, by " teaching them the great prin-

and Masters (and they are your Lords ciples of religion ;" and, as proof of the

and your Masters) are the fountains correctness of this proposition, or, per-

of all political power, and that they, haps, as an apology for it, he " contends

your Masters, are the proper judges to that this is only acting on the principles

know when, and how much, and in what of the Bishops—that it is the duty of

manner, you are to be trusted with the the State [Government] to take care that

management of your own concerns! religious and moral instruction be given

Yes; your Aristocratic Masters vest to the People."

you with " bit-by-bit" powers, " few What a silly quibble is this ! Lord

and far between," as they happen to John Russell knows that the Bishops

have confidence that you may be trusted. uttered this principle in a W biggish

Good God ! how can a nation of men sense only, and that their real principles

such as this, continue, year after year, were but too successful in keeping the

to be curbed in their actions, drained People ignorant in every way. The

of their earnings, cajoled, deceived, Bishops always opposed the education

and insulted by a set of drivelling de- ot the People ; they were venomous in
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their opposition to the Lancasterian

Schools, and when they ascertained that

these Schools could not be put down,

priest-like they set up those mockeries

called National Schools,* to counteract

what was good, and to keep the popu-

lar mind as long and as much as possi-

ble in ignorant slavery to them. In the

very same way the London University

provoked them to set up the priestly

King's College.

But Lord John continues as to the

funds for Irish education coming from

the Anglo-Irish Church Establishment.

He says his notion is, that where there

are flocks to be taught, the Parsons

should receive pay—where there are no

flocks, there should be no Parsons and

no pay ; and that Lord Stanley's no-

tion is, that, flock or no flock, Parsons

should be paid. After all, these two

Lords do not differ very widely ; they

are both the fast friends of Episcopalian

Priestcraft, while one is tolerant, and

the other intolerant of Catholic Priest-

craft.

Lord John next defends hiuiself

succesfully against the charge of

O'Connell's dictation upon the subject

of the Irish Church ; and very distinctly

gives Mr Hume the credit for having

originated the present partial project of

good, by his motion in 1824, that the

Irish Church should be maintained

with fewer persons and at less cost.

This motion Lord John supported. In

the discussion of the tithe question in

1832, Lord John said that " it was ne-

cessary to reduce the Irish Church,

even for its own stability." In 1833

he stated, " that the state [nation] had

a full right to dispose of the revenues

of the Church." In 1834 he stated,

* I am acquainted with a child of ten years
of age, who has been at a school in Lambeth,
under the control of the churchmen of the
parish, for three years, and she is still unable to
read or write. She is an intelligent child too.

H. S. C.

in the discussion of the tithe question,

" that the Church ought to be reduced,

and that a part of its revenues should

be applied to the general instruction of

the People." This proves the charge

of dictation to be false, but the proof

was unnecessary ; for the Tories no

more believed the charge true when

they made it, than sensible men believe

that Whigs or Tories care anything for

religious establishments, except as they

put money into aristocratic pockets,

and political power into aristocratic

hands. And when one considers the

whole priestcraft affair, of the " Con-

nexion of Church and State," in a

nation such as this now is, it is impos-

sible not to lament the gullibility of

man.

But Lord John is not satisfied with

mere defence—he attacks his enemies,

and asserts " that the Duke of Wel-
lington and Sir Robert Peex

opposed reason, defied and resisted

argument, and yielded and succumbed

to force; while we [the Grey ano

Melbourne Administrations] have

opposed ourselves most successfully

and decidedly to force, and yielded

and succumbed to reason." Lord John

in saying that the Grey and Mel-
bourne Administrations opposed

themselves to force, thus puts Lord

Grey at issue with himself, who in

1797 said in the House of Commons :
—

" I do not scruple to assert, that from

this House I have no hopes of Parlia-

mentary Reform. This House will

never Reform itself, or destroy the cor-

ruption by which it is upheld, by any

other means than those of the resolu-

tions of the People acting upon the

prudence [the fears of the members] of

the House." And in saying that these

Administrations yielded to reason, he

thus acknowledges the great truth that

the public meetings of the People and

the proceedings in their Unions during

the discussions on the Reform Bill,
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were reasonable. But perhaps there refuse outright to repeal this duty

;

never existed in any country a faction the Whigs acknowledge it is a

more practised and bare-faced in empty vile tax, bad in every sense ; they pro-

bragging than that of the Whigs of mise to take it off, and then they shuffle

England, and this sample places Lord and break their promise. The u sim-

Joiix high above all his compeers; the pie-grandeur man," Lord Althorp,
laurel should have been cut out of the promised, positively and unequivocally;

canvas, and he should have been the present Chancellor, Mr Spring
forthwith crowned the prince of the Rice, promised, last spring, in his

braggarts. Whigs and Tories alike, peculiar way; but the red mark still

have ever opposed the true welfare of remains, the witness of Whig faithless-

the nation, of the great body of ness and Aristocratic cowardice.

People ; they have opposed with all The Noble speaker, after bragging

their might everything calculated to of his " good fortune in having been

develope properly the human character, intrusted with the proposal for the abo-

and to diffuse general prosperity and lition of those disgraceful statutes—the

happiness. And these two Aristocratic Test and Corporation Acts," declares

factions have yielded only when they that " he will be happy, in the next

were forced to yield. The sole dif- Parliament, if he can be the means of

ference between them on this point is, remedying any of the yet remaining

that the Tories are bold enemies of the grievances of the Dissenters." This,

People, the Whigs crafty ones, who and the Irish Church question, are

succumb to less force, and little by the only prospective subjects he has

little. Look, for example, at the Corn touched; we know, then, what to expect

Laws, which tax the People 18 million, from the Whigs.

and this too against reason, urged in Lord John repeats his own expres-

unanswerable arguments. And then sion, quoted to him in the Address, that

there are the taxes on Knowledge ; for he was " pledged to the Constitution of

the continuance of which, Lord John the country, in all its branches, by

Russell's own Chancellor admitted feeling, by opinion, and by duty." He

there was no pretext left but that of the then adds, " I made the declaration,

revenue. Now it has been positively from the belief that the Constitution has

demonstrated, over and over, until within itself power sufficient for the

every boy understands it, that the ultimate remedy of any disorders with

revenue would not be lessened one which it may be affected." This is a

penny by the Repeal of the Stamp remarkably pure specimen of that Par-

Duty on Newspapers ; yet does this liamentary nonsense—that utter ver-

Whig Administration promise, shuffle, biage which fills half the speeches of

and evade, while they still continue this our Aristocratic House of Commons,

vilest of Aristocratic devices to oppress Now, there is no such entity as a

the People. Are not the People at this British Constitution, and' no one pre-

moment forcing—yea, forcing this brag- tends to tell what it is. But let us

ging Administration to yield this duty ? suppose, for the sake of argument, that

Is not the Stamped Press almost there really is a Constitution,—how can

ready to join in the rebellion against it be affected with disorders? Those

it, because the government can no who legislate by its provisions might

longer contend successfully on this create disorders in various interests

point with the weakest portion of society, and the provisions of a

of the community ? The Tories Constitution might bestow power to
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remedy this bad legislation ; or a

Constitution might contain provisions

that worked ill, and have within itself

other provisions by which the bad

parts might be changed for better.

But a Constitution for the government

of a country is not an animal, to

have disorders, and be cured by the

vis medicatrix natures ; a Constitution is

simply a set of fundamental laws, by

which all others are to be made. If

you apply the word disorders to it, it

can only signify that some of the fun-

damental laws are bad ; and to remedy

these, good ones must be substituted in

their place. According to Lord John's

words, the British Constitution is some

mighty and mysterious animal, affected

with disorders, but having power within

itself to remedy them, without physic.

The peculiarities of the English charac-

ter have been personified, and called

John Bull ; I recommend the Rhinoce-

ros to H. B. when he desires to bring

Lord John's British Constitution into

his caricatures. Does this Minister

imagine he can put back the current

now setting against the House of Peers?

If so, he is fit for St George's Fields.

The Address to his Lordship was

long, verbose, fulsome, and unintelli-

gible; yet it contained one expression

that deserves quotation. In allusion to

supporting the Members of the Admin-

istration, it says, " But, my Lord, they

will not expect from us what we cannot

yield—a blind confidence."

Roberts Hammersley.

FACTORY WORKERS AND HAND-LOOM WEAVERS :

TEN HOURS' BILL. .

I was pleased at seeing in the Man-

Chester Advertiser, Mr JamesTurne r's

reply to my letter, as follows :

"To FRANCIS PLACE, Esq.

" My Dear Sir,— I ought to have answered

your excellent letter before this time, but

having been from home for some time I have

not had an opportunity. I have read some
parts of it with very great pleasure, but there

are some things in it to which I cannot agree.

We have asked Parliament for a law to protect

those who cannot protect themselves ; we have

asked for a law to protect the children of the

poor from being worked longer than a con-

victed felon, or only two hours a day longer

than the adult negro slave. Our children at

present are not allowed any time for recreation

or instruction, unless they must have it after

eight o'clock in the evening, or before half-past

five in the morning: we have asked for an
effective law to secure to them these adrantages,

and that is all we have asked for ; and you turn

round and tell me in your letter that Parlia-

ment ought not to grant it. Where am I to

learn that the Parliament ought not to protect

the poor and needy against the oppressor (but

J must not call names) ; where am I to learn

that Parliament ought not to protect those

who cannot by any possibility protect them-

selves? Is there such a Parliament as this in

happy England ? If so, the sooner we are

without one the better, and let us return to the

days of barbarism and despotism, which would
be much preferable to such a system.

" You tell me in your letter that you never

saw a .Cotton Factory ; I knew that very well,

by some expressions you used in your letter.

'Tis true much has been told to you ; 'tis true

you have paid a great deal of attention to the

condition of the Working Classes: perhaps I

should not be saying too much, were I to say

no man in England has paid as much attention

to their actual condition as you have done, but

you ' have never seen the inside of a Cotton
Factory.' Then, Sir, you have not seen the

young children turned into these places at

seven years of age, at half-past five in the

morning (they are not suffered to be one
minute too late), and kept there till seven in

the evening, besides the time it takes in going
and returning, and this at the very best

regulated mills in the town, and in a room
artificially heated, sometimes as high as

84 degrees of heat. I have seen these things :-

you have never seen the children in the same
neighbourhood, who did not work in Factories,

to be as tall and as heavy at ten years of age,

as the children who worked in Factories at

twelve years, thus making a difference of two
years in their constitutions, when several hun-
dreds had been measured and weighed together

;

you have not seen the numbers of children who
work in Factories, brought up with very little

education. Hear what Mr Braidley says of

them ; I believe there is not a man in Man-
chester who is better acquainted with them
than he is, having been connected for many
years with the Sunday schools in this town, and
having paid particular attention to the children

;

he says (and I believe he is within the limits)

—

' There is not one-half of the children who
are employed in the Factories who attend any
Sunday school, nor are there one out of every

ten who attend any night school.'
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M Now, Sir, you may talk about the march of

improvement as long as you please ;
you may

talk about the People being wiser than they

used to be ; of these things I will not say one

word ; I tell you the facts—form what com-

ment you please upon them ; I defy any man

in England to disprove them. You have not

seen these things ; I have ; and because I have

seen them and felt them, I wish for Parliament

to interfere and protect the poor and helpless.

They have interfered for the poor blacks

(would to God our children were black). They

have interfered for the poor horse ; he is not to

be overloaded nor overdriven ; they do inter-

fere for any body but human beings.

" But you will tell me, nay, you do tell me,

to do it ourselves by a combination. Had you

ever seen the inside of a cotton-factory, and been

acquainted with all its internal movements, and

all the movements connected with it, you would

have known it was as impossible as for the

working people to say to the sun, 'Stand thou

still.' If such a union or combination could be

established, Government would be the first to

put it down hither, as they did at Lyons, or as

they did by the Dorchester labourers ; and if

they have no law sufficient to do so, they can

pass an Irish Coercion Bill in a very few days;

we know them of old, and we have no wish to

fall into their hands. The Working Classes are

not in a condition to form such a combination ;

they are not sufficiently instructed in those

tilings which would tend to their happiness.

Before they do this, they must have mutual

improvement societies established among them;

they must have persons lecturing to them; they

must be formed into unions or societies, and

hold evening meetings among themselves; they

must begin to study what will make them com-

fortable while working at their daily toil ; they

must have their moral and social duties laid

before them in a proper manner ; they must be

taught to know and feel that there is more real

enjoyment in pursuing moral philosophy than

sitting in a tap-room and wrangling with one

another about horse-races. Those are things

they must learn before they are in a condition

to form such a combination as you speak of;

but these things they never can learn while our

youths are confined so long as they are, and for

this reason I wish Parliament to interfere.—

I

hope you will excuse my plainness, and believe

me your sincere friend,
" James Turner.

« Ardwick, 28th October, 183.3."

On the matters contained in this let-

ter I will make some observations in

due time, before which I hope to see

the remarks in print of many other

workmen.

Mr Turner has very judiciously

brought prominently forward the prin-

cipal point—the Ten Hours Bill.

The Ten Hours Bill is a plain practi-

cal subject, and we shall probably be

able to do most service to the Working

People by making it the particular ob-

ject ofour investigation, and by consider-

ing, for the present, all the other parts

of the question relating to Factory

Workers and Hand -loom Weavers as

subordinate, and reserved for separate

examination, when the merits of the

Ten Hours Bill have been thoroughly

investigated.

My friend James Turner, as well

as a considerable number of Working;

Men who have from time to time taken

part in their own concerns, know well

enough that I have no personal, no

sinister interest of any sort to bias me,

no reason whatever for interfering in their

concerns, beyond a desire to do them

service. His letter to me is in a cor-

responding spirit with my own, a kind,

conciliatory spirit, which will, I hope,

be felt by every honest, sensible Work-
man, in the discussion of, to them, this

most important question.

I have before me a letter, published

in the Twopenny Dispatch, written by

Joseph Bramwell, of Preston. In

this letter I am sorry to observe indica-

tions of an unamiable feeling; it shall

not, however, on that account, be passed

over by me, but shall have due atten-

tion paid to its contents.

I have also, from the Manchester

Advertiser
y
certain Resolutions, and an

Address from a Meeting of Delegates

held in Manchester, signed P. Grant,

Secretary. The Address does great

credit to the Workmen ; its temper is

good throughout, mild, but energetic.

It gives excellent advice respecting the

conduct which should on all occasions

be observed by every Working Man,

and that, too, whether the object sought

to be accomplished be one likely to be

either serviceable or injurious to them.

It is their duty to themselves, and to

one another, steadily to persevere in

whatever they may undertake, so long

as they honestly believe that what they

profess is true, and consequently likely

to be useful to them. That they think
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the Ten Hours Bill will be useful to

themselves, and not injurious to others,

no reasonable man, who has attended
to their proceedings among themselves,

and their evidence before Committees
of the House of Commons, can have
any doubt.

The following are the Resolutions

and Address alluded to :
—

"THE FACTORY QUESTION.
" At a Meeting of Delegates held in Man-

chester, at which there were delegates present

from the following places:—Bradford (York-
shire), Preston. Chorley, Macclesfield, Bury,
Oldham, Ashton, and Manchester, it was re-

solved :—
" 1. That this Meeting will not recognise

and support any bill for the regulation of mills

and factories, that does not limit the hours of

working to ten hours per day for five days in

the week, and eight hours on the Saturday.
" 2. That this Meeting protests against any

alteration in the bill as regards the age of

children and young persons— that is, that they be

protected up to twenty -one years ; and that, for

the sake of the suffering children employed in

the factories, every means be adopted to bring
the ten hours' clause into operation in two years

at furthest, by reducing the time of lahour for

such children and young persons half an hour
per day every six months, after the passing of

the act, till it comes to ten hours.
" 3. That each delegate, on his return, en-

deavour to raise subscriptions for the purpose
of forwarding Mr Hinpley's bill through Par-

liament, and that such subscriptions be called

the t factory child's rent.'
(< 4. That each committee now in existence

form local committees in their immediate neigh-

bourhoods, to act in conjunction with them.
" 5. That the Manchester committee be ap-

pointed the central committee, where all com-
munications may be addressed; and that James
Turner be appointed Corresponding Secretary.

" 6. That each district forward to Man-
chester, within one month from October 17th,

twopence for each paying member; and at such

places where there are no regular subscribers,

they send one-half of all moneys collected.

" 7. That Messrs Fielden Brothers be

appointed grand treasurers
'* 8. That an address of condolence from

this Meeting be sent to Mrs M. T. Sadler.
" 9. That the Manchester committee be ap-

pointed to revise the bill of Mr Hindley, and
forward it as revised to the various committees

for their approval and amendments, before it is

considered finished ; and that they be request-

ed to introduce such holidays as they may think

proper.
" The following address was adopted by the

meeting :
—

" Friends and Fellow- Labourers,—In pre-

senting to your notice the above resolutions, we
beg most respectfully to call your serious atten-

tion to the all-important question of Factory

Labour ; and in doing so, permit us to remind
you that the future weal or woe of this measure
entirely rests in our own hands ; it only remains

for us to say whether or not a really useful and
practical Ten Hour Bill be carried through

both Houses of Parliament. Mr Hindlky
has now come forward, himself a very ex-'
tensive millowner, and declares that nothing on
his part shall be wanting to insure success, and
that, nothing but our own indifference ' and
apathy can stay the passing of the long looked
for and much required measure of protection
for ourselves and our children. Be up, then,
and working. Let not another session pass
without doing something to forward this good
cause, and let our motto be— ' Unity and deter-
mination.' Let all jealousies, if there be any,
be buried in oblivion, and with one simultane-
ous movement, let us burst asunder the chains
by which we are bound. Let no one depend
upon another to accomplish the task, but let
every one act as if success or defeat entirely de-
pended upon his own exertions. Provoke no
enemies, but seek to conciliate all. Invoke no
opposition, but wherever it arises or exists,
meet it with bold front, leave no means untried
to overturn it, and by temperance and perse-,
yerance, convince our opponents that our cause
is a good one, and that justice for ourselves,
and mercy for our little ones, is all that we ask
for, and that with nothing less we shall ever be
satisfied. Let fathers and mothers remember
that the future destinies of the fondling off,
springs of their bosoms, hangs upon the suocess
of this question. Let ministers of the gospel,
and disseminators of knowledge, remember
that their exertions are, to a great extent, ren-
dered nugatory and useless by the excessive toil
and protracted labour to which the juvenile
population of this unhappy country are subject

;

and let masters and capitalists never forget, that
it is their interest to be surrounded by a wise,
contented, temperate, and, consequently, a dili-
gent and industrious workpeople.

" Signed on behalf of the Meeting,
" P. Grant, Secretary."

[ have a letter, also, taken from
Cleaves Police Gazette, signed "Ciias.
Cole, Weaver." I have some doubt
that this letter was written by a jour-
neyman weaver, and that the name ap-
pended to it is fictitious. Its style is

much more like the off-hand writing of
a man used to Newspaper work, than
to that of weaving. I shall, however,
be much pleased to find that the signa-
ture is real, and I desire to make the ac-
quaintance of Charles Cole.

There was a very long article in the
Weekly Dispatch Sunday Newspaper, on
the subject. It appears as if written by
two persons, one much younger than
the other. The spirit of the paper is

altogether bad, and can do nothing but
mischief. The style of the latter half
of it is flippant, mean, loose, and abu-
sive. There is no name to it, and it

deserves no further notice.

All the papers which have appeared
in print, so far as I have any knowledge
of them, are cheering proofs of the great
advance in right thinking of the better
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informed among the Working People.

They show that using invectives, calling

of names, personal abuse, and the im-

putation of bad motives to those who
differ in opinion, are no longer thought

useful to their cause, and are no longer

used. They prove, too, a great ad-

vance in the body of the People, who
are quite as much disposed to attend

to reason as they were formerly to loose

assertions, abusive epithets, and lan-

guage more calculated to excite bad
passions than to guide their understand

ings.

This advance in right reasoning, and

dependence thereon, shows the elevation

the Working People are gradually at-

taining, proofs of the increase of self-

respect which is gradually progressing

among them, than which no one step

they can take is of more importance.

It will be recollected by many Work-
men in various parts of the Kingdom,

that about ten years ago there was much
discussion respecting a law to regulate

wages and fix the minimum, which was

not conducted in the same good temper

and decency of language which now
prevails. At that time many clever

Working Men took part in the dispute,

in which I also had my share. I have

now before me considerably more than

a hundred names of Workmen from

Scotland, and the North and West of

England, who came to London as De-

legates on matters relating to their con-

dition, which, from time to time, were

before Parliament, and with whom I

have had personal intercourse. Among
these are many clever men, very capable

of taking part in the present contro-

versy, and whose duty, it seems to me,

it is to take part therein, on either the

one side or the other, of the great ques-

tion, the Ten Hours Bill. The number

of such men is continually increasing,

and they know that there are Newspa-

pers enough in which the letters they

may write may be inserted, free of ex-

pense; and they also know that the

Editors of most of these Papers will

send me a copy of such of their Papers

as may contain any letters relating to

the subject, or they can, by a halfpenny

subscription, buy them and forward
them to me. I earnestly invite them to

exert themselves to show the advantages

and disadvantages of the Ten Hours
Bill :

1. Its advantages and disadvantages

to the Working People.

.2. The same to the Master Manufac-
turers.

3. The same to the Public.

4. The practicability, as it may appear
to the writers, of obtaining the Bill. •

And I beg to assure them, that if I

shall become convinced that it would
be for the advantage of the Working
People generally, and, consequently,

such a Bill as a wise Legislature ought
to pass, they shall have the whole of

my time and my best exertions to pro-

mote their object, as some among them
will recollect they have had for months
together on former occasions.

Francis Place.

Brompton, 17th Nov. 1835.

PS. I have received Mr Turner's
Letter, dated the 13th November, in-

closing the proof of a very long Letter

addressed to me by an Operative Spin-

ner, and the assurance that the " writer

durst not put his name to it, as it would

subject him to the loss of his employ-

ment."

It is really lamentable that a man who
is able to write so excellent a Letter

should be placed under such circum-

stances. It seems to me that the writer

does not take a sufficiently large view

of the nature of machinery, and has

misconceived one expression in my letter

to James Turner ; I, however, thank

him heartily, and will endeavour to do

him justice in the way Mr Turner
requests. F« P-

Mansion house, November 9, 183.1.
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DESPOTISM OF THE FRENCH KING : OPINIONS OF

REPUBLICANISM IN FRANCE.
The English public are at this moment rect conception of the remarkable fer-

exceedingly ignorant both as respects mentation that exists in France on all

the state of political feeling existing great political and social questions, and

among the people of France, and the are not at all calculated to give stran-

many atrocious attempts that are daily gers any the slightest idea of the out-

being made by Louis Philippe to rages that are daily practised by the

keep that feeling down. All that the present King against all rules, both of

public generally ever hear of what is morality and law. There has been much
going on in France is gathered from talk of late in the English newspapers

imperfect extracts from a few Newspa- respecting the tyranny, the out-spoken

pers. These convey but a very incor- tyranny of the Russian Emperor ; but
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the wily, and even yet more atrocious

cruelties of the double-faced despot

that now curses France with his rule,

are passed over in comparative silence.

The feeling that Englishmen entertain

respecting their fortunes and their con-

duct has an amazing effect upon the

minds of our generous and sensitive

neighbours. Any one, therefore, who

would place before the people of Eng-

land anything like a correct description

of the present sufferings of France,

would render that nation no inconsider-

able service. It is not enough that we

have a vague idea that an unjust des-

potism is exercised over them ; we should

be made almost to see and feel the

individual cruelties that are being com-

mitted, and be enabled to compare, by

individual cases, the relative condition

of the two nations. Such an accurate

and specific understanding of the state

of France, however, cannot be acquired

at once, or by one effort. The picture

must be painted stroke by stroke, and

the general effect must at length be

wrought out by a laboured description

of minute and individual details.

In the hope of contributing, in some

measure, to this effect, I am about to

give the reader a description of one

case of the despotism of Louis Phi-

lippe. The instance is not one of

outrageous cruelty. No horrid bar-

barity was exercised towards the persons

accused ; but it exhibits, in a very re-

markable manner, many important par-

ticulars :— 1st, the extraordinary au-

dacity of the French authorities; 2nd,

the utter absence of anything like a

regular and legal form of judicial pro-

ceeding; 3rd, the painful personal in-

security of every Frenchman at all dis-

tinguished from his fellow citizens
;

and 4th, the very remarkable and un-

settled state in which the minds of the

political leaders of the Republican

party now are, on the great leading

questions of social and political life.

The case to which I allude is that of

M. Armand Carrel, one of the most,

perhaps I may correctly say—the most,

distinguished political writer now in

France. It appears that, upon the

attempt of Fieschi in July last to as-

sassinate Louis Philippe, the French

authorities, after their accustomed

fashion, made a general sweep, and

arrested everybody whom they at all

disliked. So distinguished a person,

one so obnoxious to them as M. Car-
rel, was not likely, in such case, to be

omitted. He was seized the day after

the attempt, as a person suspected of

what the French authorities call com-

plicite morale, which, if we can find a

word in English for so curious a de-

scription of crime, may perhaps be

called being morally accessary to the at-

tempt,—the convenient nature of which

offence is, that it cannot by possibility

be defined, and may therefore be used

against anybody.

To seize M. Carrel was not enough.

He was only suspected of being suspected

(another curious description of persons

under the French law). Being thus

suspected of being suspected, they

seized his papers also, in the hopes of

finding therein something which might

justify this suspicion of suspicion. M.

Carrel was kept eight days in prison,

and was twice interrogated on his moral

participation (participation morale) in

the attempt of Fieschi.

Now to make an English reader feel

the atrocity of this proceeding, let us

suppose a parallel case in England.

Some time since a mad sailor threw a

stone at the King at Ascot, and struck

him on the head. Suppose that upon

this, the Ministry, without further ado,

had arrested all the Editors of all the ob-

noxious Newspapers of the time—had

kept them eight days in prison, and en-

tered their houses and taken away their

private papers—does any Englishman

believe that the Ministers themselves



would have been three days at liberty?

Do we not feel certain that they would

at once have been sent to prison and

severely punished for so gross a viola-

tion of the law? How different, then,

must be the state of France, in which

the Ministry can not only be guilty of

this atrocity with perfect impunity, but

also persuade the Chambers to pass a

law suppressing the Newspaper Press !

M. Carrel is the Editor of the Na-

tional
t

a paper that is in opposition

to the Government, but which is also

distinguished for its moderation, and

for the extraordinary talent and honour

with which it is conducted. A News-

paper in Paris is a very different thing

from a Newspaper in London. Tn Paris

the writers are all, for the most part,

well known ; they are persons who take

the lead in political affairs, and the paper

is the organ of a party in the State, and

is not, as with us, the anonymous screen

of a set of obscure and wholly uninflu-*

ential persons. Thus M. Carrel was

well known and highly respected ; he

was, indeed, almost deemed the head

of the Democratic party in France, and

it was well understood, that he could

have had no more participation in the

attempt of Fieschi, than he could have

had with the taking of the Bastile, which

occurred before he was born. For what

purpose then, it may be asked, was he

seized, and indignity so uselessly cast

upon him ? No person can understand

why he was thus treated who does not

know the view that French politicians

very generally take of the attributes

of a Government. They generally

sum up these attributes in one word
—Force ; with them every Government

must have force, that is, must have

the power of doing what it pleases ;

must not be shackled by the forms and

the tardiness of legal process, but must

be able to proceed directly to all its ends

in the shortest possible way. The

end the Ministers had in view with M.

Carrel was, if possible, to find some-

thing against him. In a well-ordered

State, they would be obliged to wait

until M. Carrel had done something:

which would have legally subjected

him to animadversion ; but in France,

where good Government is really un-

known, the Ministry, in their haste to

fasten upon a disagreeable opponent,

careless of forms and of law, seize him

and put him into prison. This is called

a manifestation of force ; and is greatly

applauded by those who do not see,

that such force is wholly incompatible

with that personal security, which is ab-

solutely needed for the quiet even of the

Government itself. Where the person of

every man is thus insecure, the State

itself is in hourly jeopardy— plots and

attempts against the Government must

be hourly concerting, and in self de-

fence all good men become conspi-

rators. The Government of France

will to their cost soon discover the truth

of this assertion, and will one day rue

the hour in which force became the god

of their idolatry.

Among the papers seized belonging

to M. Carrel, was one which he has

since published, and which he suspects

incited his enemies to keep him in

prison, and to subject him to interroga-

tion. This paper was certainly a re-

markable document, though by no

means such as to justify harsh or even

illiberal conduct towards its author.

It is more likely to excite wonder in

England than in France ; the sort of

speculations to which it refers being

far more common with our neighbours

than with us. Yet here in England the

very questions to which this paper

relates, are every day being more and

more forced upon our attention ; and it

behoves all wise politicians to be pre-

pared for their discission, and for act-

ing in the emergencies which the dis-

cussion of such topics must necessarilly

create. The paper of which I am now
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speaking, was written under the follow- terrogated me twice respecting the

ing circumstances :

—

moral participation which I might have

For these two years last past associ- had in the attempt of the 28th of

ations have existed in Paris and all July?"

over France, whose avowed object was After having given a list of his

to collect subscriptions for the mainte- papers seized, he makes the following

nance of Republican Papers, to found observation. " This is all they could

new ones when wanted, and to pay the find after a search of my papers, which

fines imposed upon such Papers as were lasted from three o'clock in the morn-
condemned by the tribunals. These as- ing to seven, as well at my own house

sociations were called associations for as at the office of the National"

the common defence of the liberty of Fancy in England a man's house

the Press. entered at three o'clock in the morning,

In the year 1833 there existed also his papers seized and carried to the

in Paris another Association, called the Minister and himself sent to prison.

Society of the Rights of Man. This London I suspect would have been too

society towards the end of that year hot for the Minister, so soon as this

published an exposition of its principles atrocity had been made known the next

and intentions. The Committee which day to the public.

acted far and represented the Society The paper thus seized, viz., the

of the Rights of Man, addressed in report which I have just described, is

November 1833, the central Committee that which M. Carrel has published

of the Association for the common in consequence of the seizure; and

defence of the Press, and prayed them this report, as an illustration of the

to declare publicly their agreement present state of feeling in France

with the principles lately set forth by amongst one and an important class of

the Society of the Rights of Man. politicians on questions affecting the

M. Carrel was requested to frame-work of society, I will now
frame the answer to this demand. He shortly describe.

says himself, "I rarely joined the The Society of the Rights of Man
meetings, or took part in the labours had imprudently, according to the

of the Committee for the defence of the judgment of many persons, adopted as

liberty of the Press. I nevertheless the expression of its opinio;], a rep

accepted the difficult task of expressing, presented to the National Convention

in a report upon the declaration of by Robespierre, in the year 1793. This

principles of the Society of the Rights adoption was imprudent on account of

of Man, the sentiments which this thefeeling everywhere prevalent against

writing had created in my mind, and the very name of Robespierre, and

which I believed to be shared by the of the ignorance which reigns every-

majority of the members of the Com- where, as to the actual views and iu-

mittee. tentions of that extraordinary person.

" The work that I composed for this The Society of the Rights of Man
purpose, and which remained among chose to be guided by the opinions ex-

my papers, because I did not then wish pressed by Robespierre, without

to publish it, is one of those seized at having reference to the horrid deeds of

my house on the 29th of July last

:

which he had been guilty. They

Ought I to believe, that it was after fancied this exposition of principles

reading this paper, that the authorities correct, and therefore did hot hesitate

kept me in prison eight days, and in- to say so, even though they execrated



the means used by Robespierre to

put them into execution. In order to

shew what the views of Robespierre

and his party really were, and thereby

to explain what the Society of the Rights

of Man sought to obtain, M. Carrel
gives a short but exceedingly instruc-

tive account of the progress and general

consequences of the French Revolution.

This history ought to interest the

People of this county at the present

moment, not because there is any

danger of the terrors of that Revolution

being re-enacted here, but because the

objects sought to be attained by the

parties then acting, are the very objects

for which political parties are striving at

the present day ; and the very difficul-

ties which checked and eventually

completely thwarted their endeavours

lie in our path, and must be overcome

by us, before we can say, that we

have attained the real objects of

Reform.

When the French Revolution broke

out, the nation was legally divided into

three orders, 1st, the Clergy ; 2d, the

Noblesse ; 3rd, the Tiers Etat. This

division however, says M. Carrel,
was not the division justified by the

actual facts of the case. " The nation,"

he says, u was really divided into those

who were privileged by birth, viz., the

nobles, the privileged parvenus, viz., the

bourgeois,—and lastly the proief aires,

or working classes of the town and

country, and this last division composed

the immense majority of the nation."

The powers of the Clergy and of the

Nobility were really destroyed in opi-

nion previous to the year 1789, and the

struggle that occurred upon the break-

ing out of the revolution of that year,

was merely a short and ineffectual re-

sistance to the legal establishment of a

long reigning opinion. The Bourgeois

and the Working Classes joined toge-

ther and put down the Clergy and the

Nobles. This was not a very difficult

affair. But so soon as these enemies

were off the field the real difficulties

attendant on the revolution began to

appear.

When the despotism of the Monarch

was destroyed, when the Clergy were

deprived of their exorbitant wealth and

unjust privileges, when the Nobles were

placed before the law in the same situa-

tion as the remaining citizens, and when

a Constitution was framed placing the

sovereign power in the hands of an

Elective Assembly, it appeared to the

Proletaires, or Working Classes, that

the revolution had done every thing for

the Bourgeoisie, and nothing for the

Working Classes. It had placed the

Bourgeois on a level with the Noble, it

had created for him a political existence,

and insured him security and peace

from the laws. But it had created a

new distinction in society. Hitherto

Noble and not Noble had divided the

nation, but now the division was between

rich and poor. The rich had every thing

—the poor nothing. M. Carrel thus

forcibly describes the situation of the

various classes of the community :

—

" The Noble, in abdicating his pri-

vileges, and receiving in exchange the

rights of a citizen, could say, 'If my
neighbour the lawyer or the merchant,

can make himself my equal, and dispute

with me a post to be obtained by elec-

tion, my chateau will have as much in-

fluence as his estate ; my intelligence is

equal to" his; and I have more know-

ledge of politics than he ; I shall still

have the command of the Army, and I

shall still be the Ambassador and the

first Minister of my country/ It was

not a Lafayette, a Larochefou-

CAULT-LlANCOURT, 0!' a D'ARGENON,

who had these thoughts; but there were

side by side with them among the dis-

tinguished revolutionary reputations of

the day, the Talley rands, Mont-

MORENCYS, VaUBLANCS, LaMETIIS,

Pastorets, and we should say a Mi-
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rabeau—if Miraeeau could have

told the Monarch any thing beyond his

passions, and if his genius had not re-

mained a national glory.

" The Bourgeois possessed of educa-

tion, even if without a fortune, perhaps

might have thought and said, ' I shall

be able to sustain the political contest

both with the Noble and the man of

large estate; I have not capital, but I

can find credit; and I shall be able to

find men who will lend me money, on

the ground of mv intelligence, and the

plain chances of my success. I will

reproach the Noble with his ancient in-

solence ; I will talk to the rich man of

the usury by which he has become rich ;

I shall obtain the suffrages of the Peo-

ple because I am of the People, and

because I alone can speak the language

that the People love to hear.' The

Bourgeois like Bailly, Petion, Ro-

land, did not make these calculations,

but how many names, which it makes us

melancholy to recall—names famous

in the Constituent Assembly, in the

Legislature, and in the National Con-

vention—manifested plainly the true

Bourgeois selfishness, and mingled from

a spirit of intrigue in all the events of

this first revolutionary epoch

!

" As to the proletaire, the working-

man, branded by the Constitution with

the name of inactive citizen (citoyen in

actif), having no credit, which would

enable him to borrow, in order to es-

tablish himself, or to* enjoy anything

beyond his daily gains, having no edu-

cation to compete with the noble or the

bourgeois— no near chance of inspiring

the legislative body with a desire to

make laws which should guard the

poor and impose duties on the rich

—

he was obliged to carry his hopes

beyond the principles and axioms of

the Constitution of 179i. He could

but smile at the idea of a Government

which took away from the classes

already rich the power of becoming

more so ; he desired an order of things

which should give his children a gra-

tuitous education, and which would

make them intellectually the equals of

the noble and the bourgeois, who had

received their education from the same

teacher.

ic Thus, in 1789, the tiers etat unani-

mously demanded religious liberty

against the clergy, civil liberty against

the nobles and the monarch, the liberty

of the Press and a Representative Go-

vernment against absolute power, po-

litical and civil equality against all the

privileged classes of the old political

and social order of things. But in

1791, at trie time when the Constitu-

tion was definitively passed and pro-

claimed, the bourgeoisie alone held on

to the principles of 1789, and alone

found it their interest to do so. The

People had lost their hopes, and saw

in the theories of those men of Consti-

tutions and balanced powers nothing

but deception, and they then reasoned

after the following fashion :
—

' What is

the use to us of the Liberty of the Press ?

The ancient privileged People will also

use it, and with more success than we

can do ? Of what use is the national

representation to us, since Aristocrats

in disguise will get into it, while we are

excluded from it? What good does it

do us, to say that the nation is sove-

reign, since we at the same time are

called the inactive nation (nation pas-

sive), the nation which pays, works,

suffers, and obeys? There are just as

many poor now as before the revolu-

tion, and there are the same number of

rich. Before any one can enjoy the ad-

vantage of all this liberty that they pre-

tend to give us, he must be rich. This

is a representation against, and net

for us.'

" Such was the language of the poor

under the Constituent Assembly, and

even under the Convention. So the ma-

jority of the Convention was not more po-



pular in 1793, than the majority of the friends and leaders of the Working

Constituent Assembly in 1791. In 1793 Classes of England,

the majority of the Convention, let them The friends of the Working Classes

say what they will, represented the in- in France, both in 1791, 1793, and at

terests of the bourgeoisie, and in the the present time, assume that any re-

year 3 of the Republic, acknowledged formation that can be proposed in the

and maintained the same principles of political relations of the People, will of

civil, political, and religious liberty,

—

necessity be insufficient to procure for

the same conditions of equality and the large majority of the nation, viz.

social competition as the Constituent. the Labouring portion, abundance and

The ideas and the interests of the De- happiness— they say, therefore, that

mocracy had as yet found no organs changes and reforms must be carried

and no representatives except in the into the social system, as the misery

Press, the clubs, and the commune of which now affects so large a number of

Paris, when Robespierre and St mankind, results almost wholly from

Just presented to the Convention their defects that exist in the social system.

doctrines of absolute equality, and their This it appears was the doctrine pro-

accusations, hardly disguised, against pounded by Robespierre and St

the principles of liberty established in Just to the National Convention, and

1789." both Robespierre and St Just were

In the whole of this statement of the so thoroughly convinced of the ineffi-

opinions and feelings of the Working ciency of any form of Representative

Classes of France at that remarkable Government, however Democratic, for

period, there is seen a curious coinci- working out the social amelioration

dence with the feelings and opinions of they desired, that they determined

the Working Classes of England at the themselves to effect it by means of a

present time. A revolution has lately Dictatorship. They determined, also,

been effected among us, very similar to as but too many had done before them,

that effected by the Constituent As- and have done since, that the end

sembly in 1789. Power has been taken sanctified the means ; so they resolved

from a few hundred persons, and placed summarily to get rid of every obstacle

in the hands of the bourgeoisie, while which might meet them in their

little or nothing has been done to give work. The reign of terror was the

political power to the large mass of the result. On this M. Carrel thus

nation— the Working Classes. This remarks:

—

revolution, too, has been effected by " Morality, indeed, desires that we

the same coalition which effected that should not allow a fellow-creature to

of France in 1789, viz. an alliance be- die of hunger or disease, while we are

tween the bourgeoisie and the Working giving ourselves up to pleasure, and in-

Classes ; and the discontent which dulging in good living. But the same

pervaded the Working Classes in 1791, morality forbids, in the very first place,

now pervades the Working Classes of one brother to kill another for a differ-

England. The discontent arises from ence of opinion. To establish frater-

the same causes, and many of the nity, by the proscription of every one

plans that were at that period sug- who should be marked out as selfish,

gested for the amelioration of the con- to pursue a humane purpose by exter-

dition of the Working Classes of France, mination, is a moral contradiction,

are now being propounded by the which may, perhaps, be explained in
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Robespierre and St Just, by [their

extraordinary and unheard-of position,

but everything which is to be explained

is not thereby rendered bearable."

The great difficulty, however, which

was thus pointed out, still subsists. Is

it possible, by any united effort on the

part of mankind, and by any regula-

tions or laws, to do away with the evils

that arise to the majority of [mankind

by the distinction between rich and poor?

That there must be rich, and must be

poor, to the end of time, appears (at

least to me) inevitable. That this cir-

cumstance is attended also with many

beneficial consequences, seems to me
equally certain. But I cannot shut my
eyes to the fact, that hitherto an over-

whelming balance of evil has resulted

from the distinction, and I earnestly

inquire if there be no means by which

these evils may be prevented, while the

benefits that have hitherto been derived

from the existence of a rich class may

yet accrue to the People. Any one who

reads the writings chiefly addressed to

the Working Classes will see that this

question now agitates every portion of

that numerous section of the commu-

nity. It will also be evident that much,

if not all of the misery that exists in

consequence of poverty, is laid at the

door of faulty political arrangements

—

that generally it is believed by the

Working Classes, and by those who

guide them, that permanent laws may

be made, which shall ameliorate the

condition of all the Labouring Classes,

and also permanently maintain them in

a state of comfort. For myself, I con-

fess I have not this faith in political

powers. I believe, indeed, that indi-

rectly much may be done by law per-

manently to better the condition of the

mass of the population. Everything

which shall prevent waste, everything

which provides for the equal distribu-

tion of property, everything which tends

to instruct the People, and improve

their morals and their habits, must have

a powerful tendency to better their

condition permanently. But the law

can only contribute to some of these

ends indirectly, and the ends themselves

are but indirect means to the great end

of which we are speaking. The chief

of these means is education. The law

may powerfully contribute to the im-

provement of education, and may thus

exercise an almost unbounded influence

upon the well-being of the People.

This, however, only indirectly affects

the distribution of wealth among the

People, and to this sort of influence, it

would seem to me, law must be con-

fined.

The Report of M. Carrel, which I

have so largely quoted from, comes

nearly to the same conclusion. But

while it does so, it also plainly acknow-

ledges the evil to exist which the So-

ciety of the Rights of Man insisted on.

M. Carrel is too profound a politician

not to perceive that by far the most

important distinction which now exists

among mankind, and the accuracy with

which he describes the difficulties re-

sulting from it, the moderation of his

tone towards those differing from him,

his thorough candour and impartiality

to all parties and sects, are equally re-

markable and equally worthy of admi-

ration ; yet this is the man whom the

French Government have selected from

his fellow-citizens, in order to insult

and to injure him. That the Members

of this Government, from the highest

to the lowest, may quickly receive that

reward which they so long have de-

served, is the earnest wish of one who

sincerely detests them.

J. A. Roebuck.

Note.—The work of M. Carrel, of which I

have here given a description, is entitled " Ex-

trait du dossier d'un Prevenu de complicitc

morale dans l'attentat du 28 Juillet."



WHIG APPOINTMENTS TO OFFICE : LORD AYLMER
EX-GOVERNOR OF CANADA.

The official appointments made by the

Whigs have frequently been the subject

of severe but just animadversion. Al-

though, in conducting the business of

Government, the Ministry must con-

stantly have felt the inconvenience

arising from the unwilling, and there-

fore incomplete cooperation of the

Tories in office ; yet no sooner does

an important post become vacant, than

it is immediately filled by one of these

canker-worms.

But few of the administrative func-

tions of Government are exercised by

persons of liberality—even of that

extremely moderate and equivocal kind

which would dispose them favour-

ably towards their Whig masters. The

officials are decidedly Conservative.

It is their every-day boast. They

make no attempt to conceal it ; and

when their Whig masters meet with a

temporary reverse in the political strug-

gle for place, their exultation knows

no bounds. Not only is their whole

power (and for this purpose it is dan-

gerously great) exerted to thwart the

designs of Ministers, but by their

sinister influence with the Court, the

Ministry could and would be turned

out at once but for the " disinterested

support" (these are Lord John Rus-

sell's very words) of the Radical

party.

This marked preference of the Whigs

in favour of those whom they are per-

petually endeavouring to persuade us

are the people's greatest foes, may ap-

pear strange to those who have not

been led to contemplate wherein it is

that Whigs and Tories differ, or—and

this, reader, is much more to the pur-

pose—wherein they agree. Those who

have read the articles ' Whigs and Radi-

cals,' Decay of Whigism,' ' Prospects of

the Coming Session/ and some others,

will have no difficulty in solving the

riddle. The Whigs are merely a section

of an Aristocracy, opposed by education,

prejudice, and especially by interest, to

the great mass of the People. There

is nothing they so much dread as the

growing intelligence and power of the

People, as subversive of the undue

political power of the Aristocracy.

Hence they would rather endure the

constant competition of the other section

of the Aristocracy, for place and power,

than hold office by means of popularity

bought by popular measures. Hatred

of their " disinterested supporters" is

one, and a very natural consequence of

this dread of the People. Surrounding

themselves with a phalanx of Tory un-

derlings, as a defence against the Peo-

ple, is another consequence. The two

rival factions of the Aristocracy are, in

fact, like shears

—

Which, tho' so keen,

Ne'er cut themselves,

But what's between.

Some of the Morning Papers of last

week contained a statement to the effect

that Lord Aylmer, the ex-Governor

of Canada, is to go to Ireland as Com-
mander-in-Chief. I hope it will turn

out that this report is untrue. To fill

so important a post, in a country dis-

tracted as Ireland is, a more unfit per-

son than Lord Aylmer could scarcely

have been selected. His Lordship has

already been tried in Canada, a country

circumstanced in some—though, fortu-

nately, not in all respects like Ireland,

and a review of his conduct there will

at once show how perfectly untrust-

worthy he is to fill a post requiring

unusual forbearance and judgment.

Ireland has been long under the

domination of a faction separated from

the mass of the People by religious

prejudice and hatred. Canada has also
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been ruled by a faction separated from

the mass of the People by a difference

of language. These two factions have

found sympathy in the Imperial Go-

vernment—the one by a similarity of

religion, the other by a similarity of

language. They have, consequently,

received the support of the Government

in all their oppressions ; and in both

countries, 1 am sorry to say, they have

not been few. In Canada the oppres-

sions of the dominant faction have been

so gross, that a majority of the British-

speaking population have made common
cause with their French-speaking fellow

subjects : the consequence is, that the

dominant faction is on the wane, and if

the present Commissioners act with jus-

tice and firmness, it will shortly sink

into utter insignificance.

In like manner, the conduct of the

Orange party of Ireland has served to

estrange from them a large number

of Protestants. Hence the domi-

nant faction is there daily losing

power, and for the peace of Ireland,

it is to be hoped will shortly be anni-

hilated.

Now, reader, this Lord Aylmer in-

variably supported the dominant faction

in Canada, and thereby goaded the

people of that country nearly to a state

of open revolt. A Tory himself, he

was appointed by the Tories, to ad-

minister an essentially Tory system, and

he acquitted himself in a manner to call

down the execrations of the people over

whom he ruled. Complaint after com-

plaint of his oppressive and partial ad-

ministration was forwarded to the Im-

perial Government, till at length Lord

Glenelg was compelled to admit that

Lord Aylmer was quite incapable of

carrying on the Government of Canada,

and he was recalled, having been vir-

tually driven from the country by the

outcries of an insulted people; and yet it

is this very man, disgraced by their own

condemnation, that the Whigs are about

to exalt to the command of the forces

in Ireland.

When Lord Aylmer first assumed

the government of Canada, he began

with what is called " conciliation"—
it should be called cajolery. This

same " conciliation " was a new rule

in the art of governing colonies, in-

vented by a Committee of the House

of Commons on Canadian affairs in

1828. High-handed Toryism had ut-

terly failed under the Earl of Dal-

housie, and this was hit upon as a

substitute.

The haughty tyranny of Lord Dal-

housie did much to forward the politi-

cal education of the Canadian People.

Before his Administration, oppression

and insult, though common enough,

were confined to the leading People who

came in contact with the Government.

Sir James Craig, for instance, sent a

party of armed soldiers and threw one

or two Judges into prison. Lord Dal-

housie went further : with the short-

sightedness of passionate impulse he

carried his tyranny to the peasant's

door. He dismissed the country Ma-

gistracy and Officers of Militia, for al-

leged political offences, and immedi-

ately the People were aroused. To such

an extent did their animosity towards

Lord Dalhousie's Government extend,

that they actually hanged his Lordship

in effigy, with every mark of ignominy

and contempt, on the public parade

ground, in sight of the assembled Mili-

tia at the annual inspection. The result

of his Lordship's increasing unpopularity

was, that he was recalled, and it was

subsequently admitted in the House of

Commons, by Lord Ho wick, that his

Lordship's Government had been most

disastrous. On his return the disgraced

ex-Governor was rewarded with the

chief command in India. But he was

rewarded by Tories, for faithfully exe-

cuting a Tory system, and not, as it is

said Lord Aylmer is about to be, for
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acting on principles which his Whig

masters pretend to condemn.

After Lord Dalhousie had been

expelled from Canada, by the force of

popular opinion— for this, reader, is the

true rationale of his recal— Sir James

Kempt was sent out, with instructions

to adopt *' a conciliatory line of policy

towards the Canadians." Accordingly

Sir James Kempt, who is emphatically

a courtier, invited the leading Cana-

dians to come about him, behaved

towards them with bland urbanity,

talked of his good intentions, and, for-

tunately for his reputation, beat a re-

treat before the first-fruits of those

" good intentions" were due. Sir

James's whole tone and bearing formed

so great a contrast with that of his pre-

decessor, that he acquired considerable

popularity, and it was not until his dis-

patches came to light that it became

evident he had played the hypocrite,

when, of course, his popularity ceased.

Lord Aylmeu came next. Like Sir

James Kempt, he began with "conci-

liatory" speeches. In his first speech

—

and a silly thing it was—to the Assem-

bly, he told them " that the first ques-

tion he asked himself when he arose in

the morning* was, * What can I do for

the benefit of the Canadians V " These

excellent intentions, however, were but

too soon lost sight of.

I have already said that the Admi-

nistration of this pet of the Whigs was

marked by a blind support of the domi-

nant faction of the Colony. The dis-

tinguishing characteristic of this faction

is, a bitter animosity towards the mass

of the People, in which feeling Lord

Aylmeii largely partook. I shall now
add a few details :

—

* The good-humoured Canadians, like their
witty ancestors, must have their joke even at the
lash uplifted to scourge them. In a song on
their political grievances, Aylmeii's declaration
is thus alluded to

—

" S'il ne pense aux Patriots

Que lorsqu'il met ses culottes."

&c. &c.

In 1832 there was a contested Elec-

tion for the City of Montreal. There

had been for some days occasional dis-

turbance about the poll, but nothing

greater than was often to be seen in

England on similar occasions, before

the Reform Bill shortened the dura-

tion of Elections, and so divided the

mob into insignificant portions. Still

the Tory magistracy saw enough to

call in the assistance of the troops,

and, in the afternoon of the 21st of

May, called in the Canadian Calendar

" the day of blood," the People were

fired upon, and three Canadians were

killed. Subsequently, the officers and

troops who killed the people were pub-

licly thanked by this same Tory lord.

Englishmen ! is this man fit to com-

mand the troops in Ireland, now that

the Whigs profess to desire to heal the

bleeding wounds of that country?

But this is not all. According to a sta-

tute of Lower Canada, juries are to be

chosen from the several parishes form-

ing a certain circuit about the cities,

called an arrondissement. This regula-

tion, if obeyed, must of necessity provide

an impartial jury. Unhappily, however,

the sheriff is an officer appointed by the

Crown— in other words, he is one of the

Colonial Tory faction. In pricking for

a jury, it so happened that he hit upon

persons belonging to one parish only,

called La Chine, inhabited chiefly by

persons attached to the dominant fac-

tion. Reader, was not this very strange?

I would allow you to prick for a jury

one thousand times a day for a dozen

years, and still you would not be so

successful as the Canadian sheriff. Of

course, he did not pack the jury—to

say he did so would be libellous. How-

ever, having by great good luck, or by

some other circumstance which does

not appear, got a jury to his mind, you

will not be surprised to learn that the

slayers of the people were acquitted.

The magistrate who granted his war-
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rant for the apprehension of the officer

who commanded the troops, a re-

spected and most respectable citizen

named Roy, who is now a member of

the Canadian House of Commons, was

by Lord Aylmer struck from the list

of magistrates. Irishmen ! learn from

this what you have to expect from

Lord Viscount Aylmer, should the

power of shooting you be placed in his

hands.

The troops in Canada have always

exhibited the utmost hatred of the

People. Collisions between soldiers

and private individuals are far from

unfrequent. On these occasions the

soldiers invariably resort to their bayo-

nets. The evidence given before the

Orange Committee explains this state

of feeling on the part of the troops.

In every regiment Orange Lodges have

been encouraged. There is one in the

regiment (the 15th foot) which fired on

the People on the memorable jour de

sang, the 21st of May. The People on

whom they fired were Catholics—chiefly

Irishmen and French-speaking British

subjects. On another occasion—that of

a horse-race, the soldiers went out to

the course armed (as in England) with

bayonets. A quarrel ensued, and a poor

Canadian, named Barbean, was stabbed

in the spine. He lingered for awhile,

and died. A Committee of the Ca-

nadian House of Commons investigated

the matter, reported thereon, and

prayed Lord Aylmer to offer a reward

for the apprehension of the murderer.

His Lordship took no notice of the

request, but, as if in derision of the

People and their Representatives, he

shortly after offered a reward of 100Z.

for the apprehension of the supposed

incendiary of a paltry barn. Again, I

ask, is this the man whom the People

of Ireland have a right to expect of the

Whig Government as a Commander-in-

Chief?

The above are a few of the most

striking of Lord Aylmer's acts as a

military chief : were I to go at length

into his Lordship's civil doings, I should

tire the reader. This I have no in-

tention of doing. I shall therefore

only add as much as will fully illus-

trate the culpable fondness of the Whigs

for the appointment of Tories to the

high places of the land, this being a

point which I conceive every man who

takes an interest in the government of

his country, should fully understand.

Contempt for the popular branch of

the Legislature and for the People, is a

necessary consequence of a connexion

with the dominant faction. Let the

reader test this proposition by the case

of Ireland, and he will soon admit its

truth with regard to Canada.

In 1834, Lord Aylmer, at the in-

stance, no doubt, of the persons by

whom he was surrounded, appointed

a person named Gale, one of the

puisne judges. This man had been an

active partisan of Lord Dalhousie's.

He came home in 1827, to give evi-

dence before the Committee of the

House of Commons ; and so palpable

was his animosity towards the People,

that it was understood he was marked

at the Colonial office as a person unfit

for office. Under these circumstances

it was stated in the House of Commons,

on the 9th of March last, by Mr
Spring Rice, that the appointment of

Judge Gale had not been sanctioned,

and that Lord Aylmer had been in-

structed accordingly. Now, I pray the

reader to mark the sequel, as it still

further illustrates the unfitness of Lord

Aylmer for the confidence of the

Whigs. Mr Rice's instructions to

Lord Aylmer were never obeyed. Mr

Gale continues to exercise the func-

tions of judge to this very moment.

For this I think I can account. No

sooner had Mr Rice forwarded his in-

structions, than the Ministry were dis-

missed. The instructions were most
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likely sent by the Government con-

veyance, by which letters take three or

four weeks longer to reach Canada,

than by the New York packets. Hence

the dismissal of the Ministry was known

by the way of New York, some time

previous to the receipt of Mr Rice's

dispatch, and the Tory lord, we may
suppose, did not scruple to dis-

obey the orders of his fallen Whig
masters. I beg here to state that all

this depends upon the correctness of

Mr Rice's statement in the House on

the 9th of March. If I wrong Lord

Aylmer in this matter, it is Mr
Rice's fault, not mine.

The undisguised manner in which

the newspapers virtually obedient to

the will of Lord Aylmer abused the

present Ministry, ought to pique them

against so improper an appointment,

even if they be not guided by principle.

The Quebec Mercury, the Editor and

Proprietor of which is official printer,

an office held at the pleasure of the

Crown (i. e. of the Governor) declared

that Lord Aylmer would not accept

of the office of Commander of the

Forces in Ireland, if offered, at least not

under the present Ministry. Let us hope

the Ministry will take his Lordship at

his creature's word ; the more especially,

as to do honour to an individual who
has just been recalled, from the Govern-

ment of one of our provinces for marked

incompetence, and under an accusation

of mal-administration, is certainly an

insult to the People, to conciliate whom
the Ministry have just appointed a most

expensive commission.

The appointment of such a man to

the chief command in Ireland, would

be but little in conformity with the

spirit which has recently animated the

administration of affairs in that country.

The Horse Guards may perhaps

persist in recommending the appoint-

ment, but it is the obvious duty of the

Ministry to advise his Majesty to dis-

allow it.

H. S. Chapman.

NOTE ON THE " GLOBE."
The Globe, when remarking on the

proceeding which took place at Bath,

and on some observations made by me
in a Pamphlet entitled 'Prospects of

the Coming Session,' fancies that it has

convicted me of an inconsistency. I

think, however, I can show the writer

in question that there was no necessary

inconsistency in what I wrote and said,

and I suspect if he will apply to those

friends of his most conversant with

parties in the House of Commons, they

will confirm my description of the

relative strength of Tories, Whigs, and

Radicals.

I stated that when I went into Par-

liament, in 1833, I found a small mi-

nority only, really friends of the

People, and sometime afterwards I

stated that the Radicals were a more

powerful party than the Whigs; and

this the writer in the Globe calls incon-

sistent.

The last Election, as is well known,

increased the number of the Radical,

while it materially diminished that of

the Whig party. These two parties

combined, nevertheless, form a majority

of the House. Still, either of them se-

parately would form a small minority ;

and in 1833 the Radicals did forma very

small minority ; they still are a small

minority of the whole House, though

they are greater in number than the
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Whigs. This is quite according to the writers of the Periodical Press al-

Cocker, and wants no very great stretch ways maintained this proper demean-

of mathematical acquirements to find our, my attacks upon them would not

out. navc been called for, and would not

As respects the other animadversions have been made. As it is, I perceive,

of the writer, I have no fault to find. that truth adds piquancy to my strie-

He thinks me wrong in opinion, and says tures, and that those who are extremely

so ; but while so saying, he maintains apathetic as respects the feelings of

that courtesy, and nothing but fair cour- others, are amazingly sensitive respect-

tesy too, which so many of his contem- ing themselves. So much the better:

poraries wholly lay aside when speaking obdurate roguery is the worst of all.

of persons from whom they differ. Had J. A. R.

THE ORANGE PLOT.

The statement made by Mr Hayward, not very probable, that the accused may

an ex-Grand Master of an Orange gain the day 3 in which case they will

Lodge, relative to the treasonable have abundant cause to rejoice that an

designs of the Orange party for the untenable accusation has been made,

purpose of setting aside the succession as they will take advantage of their

of the present line, and placing the innocence of one accusation to persuade

Duke orCuMBER land on the Throne, the public that all accusations against

must be quite fresh in the reader's re- them are unfounded,

collection. * ^ great wr i ter on the art of rea-

Colonel Fairman, one of the SOning warns us against attempting to

accused, has applied to the Court of prove
°

too much. A refuted argument,

King's Bench for a rule for a Criminal says ^ ought in fa irness to go for

information against the said Hayward nothing, instead of which it is made
for libel, so that the matter will be

t0 tcu as an argUment ngainst the

thoroughly sifted in a Court of Law, in person who employed it. This, I have

spite of the culpable neglect of the n0 doubt, the Orangemen will attempt

Ministry, who although ready enough t0 do> if> contrary to what now appears

to prosecute where a poor Dorchester probable, Colonel Fairm an should pre-

Labourer is concerned, have too much vail aga jnst Mr Hayward. Thus they

regard for the feelings of persons in wjplj if tne public permit themselves to

exalted places to do anything likely to be deceived by the fallacy, be enabled

damage an Aristocratic reputation.
to count the advantage at least, twice

It is scarcely to be credited that Mr and we sball hear f nothing but the

Hayward has no foundation for what
Sp0t iess purity of the illustrious Grand

he has written. No man would accuse Master, and the diabolical conspiracy

another lightly of so grave a crime.
tQ robluin f his fair fame.

The fear of punishment, one would ^^^^ remeniber> however
,

suppose, would restrain any man pos- ^^ ^^ folio yo]umes q( eyi .

sessed of a grain of sense from adopting
d ^ twQ careful|y dfawn reports>

so mad a course. However, as foolish

people do exist, it is possible, though « Dr Whateley—Elements of Logic.
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which Colonel Fairman's criminal in-

formation does not and cannot touch.

In this evidence there is quite enough

to show that the boasted loyalty of

the Orangemen hath no existence in

fact ; that there is, moreover, strong

ground for suspecting the existence of

designs of the character specified by

Mr Hayward, There is enough to

show that the Institution of Orangeism

is dangerous to freedom. It is also

proved that the spotless Duke is utterly

destitute of that distinguishing charac-

teristic of a man of honour—a scrupu-

lous regard for truth.

If the investigation should take the

turn which I have supposed possible, it

will be the duty of the Press to guard

against the fallacy I have mentioned.

An enumeration of the matters brought

to light by Mr Hume's Committee,

must be again placed before the public,

when it will be seen how much will

remain even should Mr Hay ward's

accusation fall to the ground.

H. S. C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Letters are occasionally sent to the Office in

Tavistock street, suggesting subjects to l>e

treated of, and occasionally indicating the order

in which the writers conceive subjects should be

attended to. In these communications great

difference of opinion is manifested, a circum-

stance which will serve to show that, after all,

the decision must of necessity rest with the

Editor.

The communications, in a great majority of

cases friendly, are, however, the writers may be

assured, carefully considered, though, for obvi-

ous reasons, the suggestions may for a time be

apparently neglected.

One or two important subjects have recently

been suggested, but it must be evident every-

thing cannot be done at once. Still, if Corre-

spondents and Readers will take the trouble 4o

look over the Table of Contents, they will find

a tolerably extensive field has been already gone
over.

Anonymous communications, intended for

insertion, are also occasionally sent. These
cannot, under any circumstances, be attended

to. All communications not intended to be
" inserted will be left with the Publisher,
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—

The STAMPED PRESS of London and its Mo
rality, by J. A. Roebuck.

The AMUSEMENTS of the ARISTOCRACY and
the PEOPLE, by J. A. Roebuck. The American
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PERSECUTION preached by the Parsons of the
State Church in Ireland, by .1. A. Roebuck. Use
lessness of the Guards in London, by T. Fax
CONER.

TRADES' UNIONS : their Advantages to the
Working Classes, by J. A. Roebuck. Fallacies ot

the House of Commons on the Ballot in America,
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The TAXES on KNOWLEDGE, by F. Place,
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TION of the REFORMATION, by J. A. Roe-
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CHARACTER and SUFFERINGS of the IRISH
CLERGY, by H. S. Chapman. The LONDON RE-
VIEW and the IRISH CHURCH QUESTION, by
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The TIMES, by J. A. R. The NEWSPAPER STAMP
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WHIGS and RADICALS: LORD JOHN RUS-
SELL'S EXHORTATION, by J. A. Roebuck. A
LETTER to DR CHALMERS, on the subject of
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CHURCH, by William Allen. POOR LAWS, by
J. A. R., &c.

PROGRESS of DEMOCRACY, by Robert IIam-
mcrsley. The LONDON REVIEW and the PE-
RIODICAL PRESS, by J. A. Roebuck. The
ORANGE EXPOSURE, by H. S. Chapman. PRE
.IMINARY REFORMS: being a SUMMARY of
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PHLETS, by H. S. C.

PROSPECTS of the COMING SESSION :

VIEWS of the RADICAL PARTY, by J. A. Roe-
buck. Mr N. GOLDSMID and Mr JOHN BLACK,
the EDITOR of the MORNING CHRONICLE,
by J. A. R. RAILROADS and RAILROAD PRO-
JECTS — Mr GOULBURN'S ANATHEMA, by
H. S. Chapman. The NEWSPAPER STAMP RE-
TURN—POSTSCRIPT to a FORMER ARTICLE,
by H. S. C.
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ENGLAND, A STEP-MOTHER TO HER SOLDIERS.

The English soldier, if we are to judge not know and love the blessings of free

of him from the descriptions of those nstitutions—if he does not knowandi

who know him best, ought to be noble, love the social happiness springing from

and daring, and generous,— bold in equal and just laws, how, in Gods

action, evincing unflinching fortitude name, is he to fight as the soldier of a

and patience under suffering and fa- free nation ought to fight ? Will it be

tigue, and mild and merciful as he is contended that his pay alone will sup-

courageous and hardy. " A soldier,
- * port his ardour amidst all the toils and

said one who is a pattern of what privations of war ? What if that should

a soldier ought to be, " should learn to fail ? What if the soldier's shilling

think and feel as his fellow-citizens should not be forthcoming at the ap-

think and feel; he should know whe- pointed day? Must England then fall ?

ther he is a rational soldier, fighting to Must her military glory, that lamp, that

uphold free institutions, or whether he light of ages and of nations, sink and

is a mere murderer, hired to slay and to be quenched, because the golden oint-

be slain. He should know and love ment which should have fed the flame,

liberty, for that nerves the soul to noble has run short for a moment ? Oh, gen-

daring; and he should hate oppression, tlemen, such never was, such never will

that he may not acquire that ferocity of be, the character of the British soldier !

heart which degrades the gallant, high- How many hundreds of these brave,

minded, national soldier, to the blood- these gallant-hearted men, have I seen

tained mercenary. If a soldier does toiling, struggling against want, fatigue,

FrniTl tllO fifaom T>x«r.<» «f P &- \XT O-n-mriT^T -, ^4 U .« 1 U T J*<1,» PnltonniT ofront Havmorta*.



cold, wounds, against all the horrors This is what Englishmen should wish

of war ; and only those who have seen

war as I have seen it, could tell what

those horrors were; but I have seen

British soldiers, hundreds of them— seen

them striving, bearing up with indo-

mitable courage under all its miseries,

nntil nature being quite exhausted,

they had dropped and died on the spot.

Died, but not with weak lamentations,

not with any wailing ; no, but with the

soul- stirring exclamation, that it was no

matter, because they died for the glory

of England ! And shall such men be

denied the right of knowing what it is

they so fight, so endure, and so perish

for ! What of England was it they re-

membered and loved so dearly in their

last moments? Was it the soil, the

dirt they had trodden under their feet ?

No ; it was England, free England

!

England, the home of their fathers!

their own home ! That England, whose

free institutions had nurtured them up

in moral dignity and manly pride, and

which they knew would protect their

children in their just rights, after they

themselves were gone. This it was

which made it a country to them in the

burning sertseof the word—which made

them endure to the last gasp for her

safety ; and this it is, gentlemen, which

will tnake free men victorious, in the

long run, over mercenaries and slaves.

The mercenary may be as good on the

field of battle—he may even be better,

for he may be more skilful, but he can-

not endure like the free man. Despot-

ism can make him fight, because it can

give him the choice between an honour-

able death on the field, or an igno-

minious one on the scaffold, but it can-

not keep up his heart. Money will not

repay him for his sufferings; he has no

ulterior object, his spirit flags, and he

is defeated ; while the free man, who

has an ulterior object, endures and is

victorious."—Speech of Colonel Napier

at Bath, Nov. 11.

to see English soldiers : and everything

we do for and respecting them should

have a tendency to render the soldier

such as their gallant historian here

describes him.

The authorities, however, who rule

over the destinies of our Army, would

seem to be guided by views and prin-

ciples wholly opposed to these ; and if

their conduct is to be considered as the

effect of forethought and consideration,

we have a right to say, that to degrade

the soldier, to separate him from his

fellow citizens, to deprive him of the

feelings of a citizen, to render him the

mere slave of discipline, wholly unaided

or governed by reason, to make him

brutal, ferocious, hostile to his brethren,

and, above all, to make him an obe-

dient machine, is the chief, grand object

of the rulers of the British Army. It

may be said—it undoubtedly will be

said, that whatever may be the result

of the regulations by which the army is

governed, the intentions of the framers

were not thus guided by systematic de-

pravity. It is strange, nevertheless,

that all their doings are connected and

regular, and tending steadfastly to one

end; that end, the one I have here

described.

Supposing them wickedly inclined,

and guided by a mischievous sagacity

as to means, their conduct would not

have differed from their present pro-

ceedings. Had they desired and in-

tended to degrade and brutalize the

soldier, to make him the enemy of his

fellow citizens, and a mere machine

under their own control, the regulations

of the Army would be the present regu-

lations. This is strange ; some persons

may term it a curious coincidence. I

deem it so curious, that I cannot be-

lieve it otherwise than intended: the

more so, as to frame these means to a

bad end required not a very high de-

gree of intelligence ;—a little practical



sagacity, combined with mischievous A constable, armed only with his staff

intentions, was quite sufficient for this of office, is obeyed among us in cases

unworthy task. which, among other nations, require an

In order to keep the soldier as sepa- armed soldiery to enforce the law ; and

rate as possible from the citizen, all thus, while we are as courageous a

means are taken to render the inter- people as any on the face of the earth,

course between them difficult and pain- we are not sanguinary, or even violent,

ful to both parties ; and where it is It appears, however, that this wise and

found impossible to keep them apart, sufficient defence, though ample for the

means are adopted to make these tern- citizen, is not deemed enough for the

porary meetings scenes of riot and soldier. He is thought to be in so

quarreling. much danger when he walks about

If you bring two men together, and amongst an unarmed and peculiarly

place one in a position conspicuously peaceable people, as to require the de-

superior to the other, you lay the best fence of his bayonet to keep him free

foundation for ill-will. If the parties from injury. It is evident that this is

are rude and uneducated, the superior- a pretence. It cannot be—all men see

ity on the one side will be evinced in a that it is not the real reason for keeping

contemptuous and insolent bearing; the soldier armed while off duty. The

and will be resented on the other with real reason is evident. It is desired to

violence and invective. This is what draw a distinction between the soldier

has been carefully effected, by allowing and the citizen, and to promote to the

the private soldiers to mingle, armed, uttermost ill-will and suspicion between

with the unarmed citizens. By the law them. The bayonet is effectual to this

of England it is made an offence to end. Sobriety, unfortunately, is not

carry any deadly weapon. The law the virtue of an English soldier; and
compels the citizen to confide for his when drunk, he makes but too ready

safety in the majesty of the law. Sur- an application of the deadly weapon at

rounding the person of the citizen with his side. The citizens naturally resent

this sort of sanctity, it becomes almost this—they learn to dislike and shun
a matter of religion to respect it ; his those who can inflict deadly wounds at

very defencelessness is his greatest will, and thus a line becomes drawn
security ; and thus, while we provide between the soldiers and the people,

for his personal safety, we elevate and But to separate the Soldier from the

ennoble his mind. That sense of secu- People would not, of itself, be sufficient

rity, sanctioned and provided by the for the ends of those who rule the

majesty of the law, of itself leads the Army. Being completely separated

mind to peace; teaches it to know and from their fellow-citizens, they must
to feel that there is a power superior to become thoroughly subservient to their

brute violence, quenches the rude de- rulers. Subservient they would not be,

sire for personal revenge, and induces if governed by any principle but that

a habit of confidence in the justice and of fear, or led on by any notion of
good opinion of mankind, rather than honour or glory. For the private
upon any physical strength, or any vio- soldier, therefore, in the English Army,
lent means of warding off insult or there is practically no promotion, and
injury. his offences, for the most part, are

This confidence in, and obedience to visited with the degrading punishment
the very name of the law, peculiarly of the lash. The soldier of France-
distinguishes the People of England, the merest private soldier—is a gentle-



man. The first Marshal of France

cannot hold his honour dearer than

does the most obscure private of the

Army. He is kept in the path of duty

by no fear of the degradation of the

lash. He is not an animal to be goaded

to his work, but a man of high spirit,

led by his sentiments to share in

honourable toil. But sentiment in a

British soldier would be treated by his

superiors with contempt and scorn. The

nearer a brute, an obedient brute, they

can make him, the better ; and nothing

but the civilization and intelligence by

which he is surrounded has saved him

from utter degradation. Spite of this

saving and healthy influence, much

brutality, much painful degradation

may yet be seen among the soldiers

of our Army ; and the people of this

country are daily tortured with accounts

of the savage conduct of the men, and

the still more savage and brutalizing

conduct of the authorities. Take up

a newspaper, and how often do you

find a paragraph headed

—

"Another
Bayonet Outrage?"
The immoral effects of such'proceed-

ings, and of the description of them, is

not, however, to be compared with

those resulting from the too frequent

details of flogging the soldiers. We
can form no adequate conception of the

mischief already produced by this de-

grading punishment, unless we make

inquiry into details shocking both to

our humanity and our reason. This

inquiry, however painful, must be

made, and the People must not merely

be disgusted,—they must be horrified

with the knowledge of the atrocities

that are committed. It is of the highest

importance to all of us that our Army
should be an intelligent, moral, and

honourable body of men. We want

gallant and noble defenders of their

country, not brute and blood-stained

mercenaries. It is the duty, then, and

interest of every one to protect the

soldier from insult and from desrrada-

tion.

What, then, will the reader say to the

following tragic history ? Does not

his blood run cold as he reads the hor-

rid tale ?—and is he not filled with

shame, and sorrow, and indignation,

while he hears the naked ghastly narra-

tive of England's atrocities towards her

gallant soldiers ?

CORONER'S INQUEST.

Alleged Death or a Soldier by
Flogging.—Yesterday an inquest was
held at the Marine Barracks, Woolwich,
before Mr Carttar, on the body of

Thomas Ramsay, a private in the Royal
Marines, who died in the Military Hos-
pital on Sunday last. Seventeen of the

most respectable inhabitants of Wool-
wich were summoned on the Jury.

The Coroner, after swearing in the

Jury, addressed them, and said that

they were called together upon a very

serious and important inquiry, touching

the death of a soldier in the Marines,

which had created considerable excite-

ment in the public mind ; but they must
dismiss from their minds every preju-

dice that might have been occasioned

by the rumours which had gone abroad.

He understood, from the informations

conveyed by Colonel M'Cleverty to

the constable of the parish, that the

deceased had been tried by court-mar-

tial, and sentenced to receive 150 lashes,

that is, 1350 lashes, in fact, each stroke

inflicting nine wounds. The immediate

cause of his death was said to be

locked-jaw, caused by some slight in-

jury-

Mr Burt, the Foreman of the Jury,

said it was not important to receive the

Coroner's opinion.

The Coroner replied, certainly not

as a dictum. Their object was to in-

quire whether the punishment had been

legally inflicted at the order of a proper

tribunal. They were not to be guided

by their private feelings. If it appeared

further that the punishment was admi-

nistered without the necessary caution,

the surgeon would probably have to

answer for it.

The Jury requested that before they

went to view the body they should have

a surgeon appointed to accompany them,



and one who was not connected with

the military.

The Jury having appointed Dr Tur-
ner, of Woolwich, to assist them, went

to view the body, which was lying in

the Military Hospital. It was laid on
the back, but the Jury ordered it to be

turned over, when the back presented

an appearance that drew forth an uni-

versal burst of horror from the jurors.

It was deeply excoriated, and was in-

crusted with matter and blood. The
Foreman measured with a rule the ex-

tent of the wound, which extended from

the tip of one shoulder to the other.

The left arm was also marked with the

lash in five places. The Jury waited

for Dr Turner about half an hour,

when it was announced that he declined

attending. On the return of the Jury
to the inquest-room, the Coroner said

they could not decide without the evi-

dence of a surgeon, and called upon
Messrs Wright and Smith, who were
present, to provide one. They imme-
diately sent for Dr Halifax, a physi-

cian, and Mr Butler, a surgeon, but

neither of the gentlemen was at home.
In the meantime the examination of the

witnesses proceeded.

David Buchanan, a private of the

regiment employed at the dispensary as

a dresser, was first examined : He stated

that about three weeks ago the deceased

came to the hospital, after receiving

punishment ; Mr Hunter, the surgeon,

and Mr Billings, the assistant, were

both present, and ordered witness to

apply the usual remedy, which was
wadding to the deceased's back, and to

put him to bed ; witness saw him from
day to day until he died ; at first he
seemed to do well; Dr Parkins also

attended the deceased, who eventually

had a locked-jaw ; the deceased had
been in the hospital three times during

the last twelve months ; he was there

about seven weeks ago, labouring under
a slight attack of syphilis ; he was as

well attended as his conduct deserved.

The witness was called upon to ex-

plain the last sentence : He said that

the deceased made use of obscene and
abusive language to his nurse, and on
one occasion, when witness gave him
his medicine, he threw it under the bed

;

be was very irritable.

At this stage of the proceedings all

other witnesses were ordered to retire at

the request of the Jury.

Buchanan examined by the Fore-
man and other Jurors : Other patients

had been cured since the deceased was
admitted to the hospital; never heard

him complain of his punishment ; he
could speak after he was seized with

locked-jaw.

By the Coroner : Patients came
into the hospital after receiving 400
lashes ; the deceased did not appear to

be more severely suffering than others

;

no flesh was cut out of his back.
A soldier in the crowd here murmured,

" He tells a lie."

The Coroner cautioned all persons,

whether soldiers or not, against making
any observation, or speaking to the

Jury.

Mr William Billings, assistant-

surgeon, deposed that he saw the pri-

soner when he came to the hospital, and
examined the back, which was a little

contused from the number of lashes he
had received, but it was not worse than
others he had seen ; the wounds, as

was customary, were dressed with wad-
ding only j he appeared to suffer much,
but made no complaint ; witness at-

tended him afterwards, as did also Drs
Parkins and Mr Hunter; at first

he got better ; when the wadding was
removed ulceration had taken place,

and everything that was necessary was
done ; a change took place on the

fourth day, and- the injured parts

sloughed off; the deceased was then in

a state of feverish excitement, and three

days before his death was seized with

locked-jaw ; the punishment was the

exciting cause, and the locked-jaw the

proximate or immediate cause of death

;

another exciting cause was his irritabi-

lity ; the jaw was locked so close that a
knife could scarcely be introduced ; he
could speak so as to be understood

;

the wounds were occasioned by the

lashes ; witness had been twenty-five

years in the division, and never before

knew of a locked-jaw proceeding from
flogging ; there were no symptoms be-

fore it took place; had seen men take

300 lashes.

By the Jury : There was no flesh

cut out of his back, upon which there

might have been as many as 950 lashes,

as the cat had nine cords ; the skin

was broken, and he bled freely; the
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deceased had been in the hospital be- John Course, Drum-Major of the

fore ; witness could not say whether he regiment, was present at the punish-
was in a fit state to receive the punish- ment, which took place in the rear of

ment ; cannot recollect what course of the barracks, and counted the lashes ;

medicine was prescribed when the de- the deceased received a hundred and
ceased was in the hospital before

;

thirty four, and four men were em-
could not recollect whether any patients ployed in flogging him.

had complained of the lovvness of their The witness here produced five or six

diet; the deceased was not bled until cats, which were inspected by the Jury.
symptoms of locked-jaw appeared, when They were formed of strong cord, each
16 oz. of blood were taken from him lash knotted. Those produced were
three different times. still stained with blood, though they

The Coroner then suggested that had been washed ; and the Jury gene-

before they went further, one point, viz. rally remarked, that from their appear-

the legality of the Court-Martial, ought ance they had done a great deal of

to be settled. service.

On referring to the Act for regulat- Sanderson, one of the Drummers,
ing his Majesty's Royal Marines, a man about 45, examined : The de-

passed last session, the Coroner ob- ceased dropped his head and fainted

served that it was necessary that the while I was flogging him ; we don't

minutes of the Court-Martial should be separate the lashes only at first!

confirmed by the Commandant before I have flogged men hundreds of

put into execution, and that there times. The witness pointed out one

must be five Commissioners to make a of the cats which he had used,

Court. and said, "I always uses that when I gets

Adjutant Bathurst, being sworn, it, because it' swings better than some ; /

verified the minutes, and stated that know it by the knot at the handle, and a

he read them to the battalion to which place where I can Jit my finger well to

the prisoner belonged, aud produced hold it tight."

the warrant ordering the punishment The business-like way in which this

signed by the Commandant. The pu- witness spoke, excited expressions of

nishment was given in the presence of disgust amongst the Jury,

the whole battalion. From the regi- Sergeant- Major Chapman was ex-

mental book it appeared that he had amined : Witness was present at the

been imprisoned seven days before the punishmentof the deceased, and checked

flogging, but he, did not receive all the the Drum-Major in counting the lashes;

lashes, being released by the surgeon he received 134; could not recollect

when 16 remained to be given. what number of drummers flogged the

The Coroner then observed, that deceased ; the flogging was the same as

as the Court-Martial seemed to have usual, and the man did not suffer more

been legally constituted, there could be than others, and did not faint,

no difficulty in calling Colonel M'Cle- Mr Wm. James Hunter, surgeon

verty. to the regiment, saw the back of the

Col. Robert M'Cleverty exam- deceased when he came to the hospital,

ined : Had full power to order a Court- It was slightly lacerated and bleeding.

Martial, and had done so in this in- By the Foreman : Did not see the

stance, but was not present at it; Capt. deceased prior to the punishment; on

Stewart was the President; witness the 19th witness was sent for at ten

approved the Court-Martial, and the o'clock at night, and found him labour-

signatures to the minutes were those of ing under pain in the chest and abdo-

himself and Capt. Stewart; witness men, and fever ; he had complained of

sanctioned the whole proceeding, and tooth-ache in the morning, but refused

was present at the execution of the to have the tooth extracted ; tetanus

sentence; the deceased was taken down followed, and the symptoms increased

at the order of the surgeon, but he did until he died; witness attributed his

not appear much exhausted or severely death to his violent temper preventing

punished, but witness had no power, to his recovery.

dispute the surgeon's order, and did Foreman: Would he have died if he

not ask the reason of it. had not been- flogged ?*-The Witness



said he was unable to answer the ques-

tion.

Co ron eh : Was it the cause of his

death ?—The Witness could not say.

Mr Henry Parkins, surgeon to

the regiment, saw the deceased punished,

and ordered him to be taken down when
he had received 130 lashes; two days
after his punishment he was so well as

to wish to be let out to walk about,

which was not allowed.

Mr Butler, surgeon, had examined
the body, but could not account for the

death of the deceased by the external

appearance, which presented some marks
of violence; could not ascertain by a

post mortem examination whether the

deceased had locked-jaw.

The Jury then retired, and after de-

liberating about ten minutes, returned

the following verdict :

—

'
' That Thomas

Ramsay came by his death in conse-

quence of a locked-jaw, arising from the

punishment received in pursuance of

the sentence of a court-martial held

upon him." (Cries of " Bravo !") A
person who used this ejaculation was
expelled.

The inquest lasted nine hours.
—Morning Chronicle, Nov. 28.

Painful though it be, we must dwell

a moment upon this ghastly spectacle.

A man killed by this slow torture is .of

itself an event sufficiently appalling;

but this is as nothing when compared

with the horrible effects of this punish-

ment, as exhibited by the drummer

Sanderson. Here we see a human
being, by constant employment in a

brutalizing service, degraded to a hard;

ened carelessness and ferocity abso-

lutely horrible. The man evidently de-

lights in the torture he inflicts:—"i
always uses that when I gets it (viz. the

cat), because it swings better than some

;

I know it by the knot in the handle,

and a place where I can Jit my finger

well to hold it tight." Would any one

believe that this unfortunate wretch was

speaking of inflicting cruel torture on

his brother soldier? * Fancy this man,

* The Parliament last Session passed a law
against cruelty to animals. Were a man to
flog his horse as England flogs her soldiers, he

thus hardened in cruelty, in an enemy's

country, and conceive what would re-

suit if he found a defenceless woman
within his power. Suppose such a man
to enter a peasant's hut—to see there

the young and beautiful daughter of

the peasant—suppose him to look on

her with brute lust, and the father and

the mother unarmed opposing him

—

would not such a man slay the father

and the mother, in order that he might

pollute the child? But is this the war-

fare that England seeks to wage ? • Are

such the deeds of glory that we wish to

have recorded? Happily for us we
have never known the horrors of war

;

but, nevertheless, we cannot be ignorant

of the miseries that war inflicts—atro-

cities that human nature shudders at,

have been committed by soldiers bear-

ing the colours of England—atrocities

over which the historian willingly draws
the veil, but which the moralist is

bound to drag to^ light. Any soldier

who was present at the ever-memorable

storming of Badajoz, will acknowledge

that the horrors of the storm were as*

nothing when compared with the horrors

of the sack. And by whom were these

horrors perpetrated ? By British sol-

diers. By men using the name and
authority of England for their deWs^1

and who are supposed to have shed a
glory and honour upon their country.

Would humane and civilized soldiers

have been guilty of this barbarity? How-
ever maddened by the gallant resistance

of the French, would civilized soldiers

have wreaked their fury and their ven-

geance on the helpless Spaniards, and
women and children, too, whom in name
they came to succour? Is it not our

bounden duty to avert the possibility of

such deeds? And can we suppose thai

we have done so, while' we allow a pu-

nishment to exist which produces hard-

would incur the penalty of a severe but just

law. We are merciful to our animals—cruel to

our »ol<fcjrs. Why did not Mr Psa§6 in mercy
include soldiers under the word " animal ?"
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ened brutality, such as this wretched

drummer exhibited ? Think ye, that he

would feel compassion—that he would

smother his anger, and make the hour

of victory the hour of mercy? May
the daughters of England never be ex-

posed to cruelty such as England has

inflicted on other nations ! Great has

been our guilt : let us hope we may
never receive retribution. In order,

however, not again to deserve it, let us

set ourselves seriously to work, in order

to rescue the soldiers of England from

degradation, and compel the Parlia-

ment, by the raised voice of the nation,

to put down and utterly abolish this

frightful and brutal punishment.

J. A. Roebuck.

*»* I do not mean by this to say that all

that is evil in the character of the British
soldier has been produced by this punishment.
But I do mean to say that it is one cause, and
a very powerful cause, towards that evil ; and
that if we desire to elevate the soldier's char-
acter, we must abolish flogging. It will be said
that the French soldiers, who are not subjected
to this punishment, have been quite as cruel
and brutal as the English True. I allow it.

But it is not proved by this assertion that the
English soldier would not be less brutal were
he no longer subjected to it. I do not expect
every good to result from the abolition of
flogging, but I do confidently expect some, and
that a great good.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

We daily experience the mischiefs re-

sulting from the imperfections of the

Reform Bill : Reports are constantly

circulated, and as constantly believed,

that the present Ministry is in hourly

jeopardy of dissolution, and we are

threatened in no obscure terms with a

Tory Ministry. Doubt and uncertainty

reign in all men's minds as to the

future. That security in the Govern-

ment, which is absolutely necessary for

the ordinary peace of society, is no

where known : and advance in all that

is connected with the permanent im-

provement of mankind is precluded, by

the constant turmoil and confusion

ever attendant on a weak and unsettled

Government. Our situation is analo-

gous to that of the early settlers in the

woods of America. The great business

of the colonist was to clear and improve

the land, and to provide for himself and

his family the means of subsistence :

but from these necessary labours he was

daily disturbed by the incursions of

marauding Indians. He could not

bend his mind to his business, because

he was obliged to be ever on the alert

against his insidious and cruel foes of

the forest. He was only half a farmer, as

well as half a soldier. His advance

was slow, and almost inperceptible, and

his life was one continued scene of

harassing doubt and dread. So it is

with us: Our business in life is to pro-

vide for ourselves the means of subsist-

ence, and to forward, each according to

his ability, the advance of science and of

art. But from these necessary vocations

we are daily hurried to the defence of

our political existence. The marauding

Tories threaten us with invasion, and

excite trouble, doubt, and confusion

throughout the empire. At the present

moment we learn from the Ministerial

papers, that a dismissal of the Ministry is

said to]be in contemplation, and another

Tory irruption after the fashion of

last November, is by the Tories them-

selves predicted with great assurance.

It is true that the chief Ministerial

paper, the Morning Chronicle, combats

this statement. In a long and laboured

article they last Saturday attempted to

demonstrate the folly of such an at-

tempt. But this surely is a strange



way, according to the principles of the

Chronicle, of disproving the truth of the

assertion that a change of Ministry is

intended. -Are we not taught to believe

that folly is inherent in Toryism ? Is it

not proved by experience that they (the

Tories) are utterly careless of the

ordinary dictates of prudence, and

headlong and precipitate in their career

after power and money ? They lose

nothing by rash attempts to disturb the

existing Government. Of the People's

opinion they are unmindful : the court

and they are one ; so that a throw at

this political hazard they seek rather

than dread. Suppose them to fail,

what then ? Is the situation of the

Tories at this moment worse or better

than before the last attempt made by

the Duke of Wellington to reinstate

the Tories ? I should answer, better.

It is true the Municipal Reform Bill

has been passed. But that would have

been passed even had that attempt not

been made, and probably a far more

efficient measure would have been at-

tained by aid of the last House of Com-
mons. What would the Tories lose by

another attempt? Nothing. The Whigs
would be harassed, their power would

infallibly be diminished by another dis-

solution, and the chances of Tory success

are by no means contemptible. Look
at the present House of Commons.
The Chronicle says that it will not

insist upon the fact of the House
of Commons being hostile to the

Tories. It is wise in thus abstaining

for I do not believe that the

House of Commons is so hostile.

As the House is now composed, if

Sir Robert Peel could place himself

in his position of last February, he

would have a majority, in place of

being in] a minority, of nine. The
Ministerial party lost by the elec-

tions — they lost by the Election

Committees—they have lost nearly all

the chance elections that have taken

place since the general election. Four

or five would have been enough to turn

the scale in February last, and more

than four or five have been gained by

the Tories. Who, then, shall say that

the present House of Commons would

refuse to act with Sir Robert Peel,

in case the King should again choose

him for his Minister? One thing is

quite evident, he could not be weaker

than the present Ministers ; and were

the Tories once made to understand

that the Whig Irish Tithe Bill is but

mere parchment, and utterly useless as

a law, they might defeat the Whigs on

every measure that could be brought

before the House.

Whose fault is this?— I answer His

the fault of the Whigs. The sup-

porters of the Ministry will, doubtless,

be angry with me, and assert that I am
betraying the Liberal cause, by thus ex-

posing the weakness of the Whigs.

This is an idle imputation, and results

only from their imbecility.

Do the supporters of the Ministry-

believe that the enemy does not tho-

roughly understand the present position

of the House of Commons ? Do they

believe that votes have not been accu-

rately counted, and the gains and losses

duly estimated ? Do they believe that

the gains of

Inverness- shire,

Devonshire,

Drogheda,

Canterbury,

Oldham,

Cork (County),

Devizes,*

* The following is a List of the changes that

have taken place during the Session, showing
the Whig loss and gain ; the mark * indicating

no change of political principle. The state-

ment is taken from Deacok's * Analysis of the

Proceedings of the Session of 1835,' a very use-

ful book, published by Simpkin and Mar-
shall:—

Places. Old Members. New Members.
Ayrshire . . Oswald . . . Dunlop ... *

Belfast . . . Mc Cance . . Dunbar ". '. .
*

Cambridge . Manners Sutton Law .... Loss|

Canterbury . Villiers . . . Lusbington . Lossj
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and others, are not appreciated ? And
if our enemies see all these things, why
should we not speak of them ? That

they do see them—that they do boast

of them, and that they count on them,

we all know ; it is like children, then,

in us, to attempt to hide the evil by

shutting* our eyes upon it.

For my part, I wish the People to

perceive the evil ; I wish them to know

in what it consists. The Reform Bill,

and a high degree of excitement, gave

the Liberal party a majority in the

House of Commons. Every day is

diminishing that majority, and, through

the imperfections of the Reform Bill,

the Tories have been enabled to win

back their way into the House of Com-

mons, and will soon be able to seize

upon the reins of government. The

Morning Chronicle, and other Whig

Papers, may shut their oyvn eyes, and

attempt to blind ours ; but this fact is

evident, that in ordinary and calm times

it will be almost impossible for the

Carlow . . .

Cashel . • -

Cork (County)
Cork (City) .

.

Devon (South)
Drogheda . .

Essex (North)
Inverness-shire
Ipswich . . .

Hull . . . •

Nottingham .

Oldham . . .

Pcole . . .

Staffordshire .

Stroud . . .

Tiverton . .

Waterford
Windsor . .

Vigors . . .

Raphael . .

Perrin . . .

F. O'Connor .

Baldwin . . .

D. Callaghan .

Lord J. Russell
O'Dwyer . •

Baring . . .

Grant (Glenelg)
Dundas . . .

Kelly
,

. . •

Carruther» . .

Lord Lumley •

Cobbet . . .

Byng . . . .

Lyttleton . .

Fox . . . .

Kennedy . .

Power . . .

Beauvoir . .

Bruen . . i
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enormous influence of a small quantity

of wealth—small, as compared with the

wealth of the community, when in

masses, cannot be withstood under the

present regulations. A very few rich

Tories in a small town, under the pre-

sent difficult system of Registration,

can, by careful management, easily dis-

franchise the greater part of the poorer

voters opposed to them, and the mis-

chievous and ridiculous strictness res-

pecting payment of rates, renders still

more certain and efficient the means of

this disfranchisement. Added to this,

the influence of the few rich in coutroul-

ing the opinions of the tradesmen in a

country town, is enormous, and cannot

be counteracted by anything but the

Ballot. But the Ballot and an improved

system of Registration, together with a

repeal of the Rate-paying Clauses, have

all been refused by the Whigs, and in

their retributive justice, has cast the

first, the evil consequences of this un-

just as well as impolitic repeal. The

Radical Members are generally returned

by the constituencies of large towns.

These constituencies^ from their num-

bers and superior intelligence, are less

affected by the imperfections of the Re-

form Bill, than are the smaller consti-

tuencies of the towns, and the subser-

vient constituencies of the counties, who
have hitherto returned the Whigs. The
consequence—the immediate conse-

quence—of the working of the Reform

Bill, has been a wholesale expulsion of

the Whigs from Parliament, and a very

few years will suffice to drive the small

remnant of that once powerful Whig
majority out of the House altogether.

The eternal glorification respecting that

magnificent measure of Reform which

Lord Grey carried, will then, I hope,

cease; and our ears be no longer of-

fended by the loud self-laudations with

which the Whigs so often afflict the

patient, and somewhat too good-natured

People of England.

It is said that the Tories are elated by

their recent victory at Devizes ; and

they have good reason to be so. The

late Mr Locke was an exceedingly Li-

beral Whig ; in his place is now seated

an Ultra-Tory. Moreover, this result

is an earnest of what we may expect in

all towns situated as Devizes is. The

registration there has brought in aTory ;

and this may be considered no bad spe-

cimen of what it will effect elsewhere.

Mr Locke evidently was returned by

local influence: so is Mr Estcourt.

Local interest is almost certain to be

against the People (Mr Locke's case

was a rare exception) ; for the powerful

gentry are almost universally Tories.

The tradespeople dare not oppose them.

It is to be hoped that Lord John Rus-

sell will learn the necessity for the

Ballot, before all the Whig Boroughs

have been won by the Tories.

Much good is expected to result to

the Liberal cause from the coming Mu-
nicipal elections. I have great doubts

as to these sanguine expectations. In

some of the large towns the triumph of

the Liberals may be complete; but in

the smaller places, where the. trades-

people dare not possess an independ-

ent opinion, they will blindly follow

their Tory masters. Here again is an

instance, of the blindness of the Whigs !

Here they would insist, as in the Re-

form Bill, upon having rate-paying

clauses, and also a three-years' rating.

What has been the result ? The con-

stituency for the Municipal is smaller

than that for the Parliamentary elec-

tions. The Whigs call themselves

statesmen ; they pretend to act upon

great acquired knowledge ; and are al-

ways laying much stress upon statis-

tics. Twice have they been grossly in

error in their expectations founded on

statistics. The present Parliamentary

constituency is far less than what they

stated it would be ; and the Municipal

constituency, which they expressly de-
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clared they sought to make more nume- blindness by being ousted from power

rous than the Parliamentary one, has by the very weapons they themselves

greatly fallen short of it. After this, have forged, and by which they hoped

may we hope that they will be less to win, and to maintain a permanent

braggart of their practical knowledge, dominion in the councils of his Ma-
and of their statesman-like acumen? The jesty. The old proverb, that " fools

result was predicted to them during even learn wisdom by experience," is

the discussions on both measures, and daily shown to be false. Wise men
on both occasions. They treated the are made wiser by experience; fools are

warning with contempt. They will fools still, in spite of it.

reach the reward of their obstinacy and J. A. R.

TORYPHOBIA.
The grand expedient on which the and, I may add, very naturally besets

present Ministry seem to rely, as a the Ministry, they are of course very

means of keeping a balance of public desirous of imparting to the country at

opinion in their favour, is, the excite- at large. Accordingly we are every

ment of what may be called Toryphobia, now and then treated with an article

or a dread of the return of the Tories with this especial object in view,

to power. They depend for their It is not long since I had occasion

continued tenure of place, not so much to notice the labours of the Editi-

on their own superior merits—though burgh Review to this end. A quar-

on that head their organs are by no terly review, however, is but a poor

means silent—as on the palpable de- instrument for innoculating a people

merits of their ancient adversaries. with amoral disease; so the task has

From the small numerical force of the since either been assigned to, or has

Whigs, and their consequent depen- been voluntarily taken up by the daily

dance upon the Ultra-Liberal party, advocate of Ministerial principles, the

whom they bitterly hate, the smallest Morning Chronicle.

indication of movement among the In the number of that paper dated

Tories is sufficient to throw them into Saturday, the 28th of November, is an

an ecstacy of fear. - This is not to be article of unusual length—of length

wondered at. United with the Ultra- proportionate to the magnitude of

Liberals against their rivals,—the Tory Whig fears—on the rumour of another

section of the Aristocracy, their major- dissolution. Of this supposed disso-

ity has never exceeded about thirty or lution the present Ministry are not to

forty. It has been only when united be the authors. " On the part of the

with their Tory competitors for power, Government, no such 'intention is al-

against their common enemy, on such leged (by the said report) to exist;"

popular questions as the Ballot, that but by several pointed allusions to the

they have been able to prevail by major- Tory " high priestess in the temples of

ities sufficiently large to impart a feeling Windsor and Brighton," to the " idola-

of security, and consequent ease, to tress," &c, the reader is left to infer

ministerial breasts. that the Tories contemplate a similar

The alarm which thus perpetually, coup d'etat to that of November, 1834,
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by which the Whigs found themselves This majority must be now much

for a short time out of the saddle, diminished. If the Registration be

What has generated this alarm on the as stated, in favour of Reform, what

part of the Ministry and their organs fear can the Ministerialists have of a

does not appear. " We cannot," says dissolution, beyond the inconvenience

the Chronicle, " expose the sources of of the contest to the People ? This in-

our information ; but there is a regular convenience is itself a great evil, and

stir amongst the Tory candidates and shall be presently noticed ; but it is not

agents, and their leaders are busy the evil which the Whigs apprehend,

everywhere in spreading confidential But, after all, the Tories may, not-

reports that opportunity and time are withstanding the apparently favourable

the only questions with respect to the Registration, obtain a small majority by

overthrow of the administration. Sir those means which they are known to

Robert Peel may be of another put into operation on such occasions,

opinion ; but even in his speech at Admitted. But who left them those

Tamworth he told his audience their means ? Who joined the Tories in ex-

time was not yet distant ; and his con- eluding the Ballot ?—The Whigs. Who
fidential friends are the most confident left Elections so expensive, that the rich

prophets of an approaching change." alone dare on ordinary occasions to em-

The evils, then, which the Reformers bark in them ?—The Whigs. Who
are to be prepared for are, a Dissolution, made the proof of the possession of the

united with a return of the Tories to franchise so difficult and tedious, that

place. Let us look these evils fully in none but the leisured classes can fulfil

the face, and perhaps we may be able the conditions of the franchise?—Who
to mark some of their causes and con- but the Whigs ? And now that the con-

sequences, sequences of all this are likely to tell

So long as the Tories cannot com- against themselves, the public are to be

mand a majority in the House of Com- frightened into more sacrifices in their

mons, it is clear they can only do as favour.

much evil as the Whigs will permit them The short Administration of the To-

to do. The time forapermanent junction ries certainly did more good than harm
of the Whigs with the Tories, for the to the cause of the People in the House

purpose of doing evil, is not yet come ; of Commons. It did good in two ways :

so that the danger which we have to it strengthened the ultra- Liberal party

apprehend from a dissolution, depends very materially, and it unfolded to the

upon a majority of Tories being returned public the real position of the Whigs,

to the House of Commons. It proved to the country, and to the

If the information which the Morning Whigs themselves, their utter depend-

Chronicle was at such pains to give the ance on the popular party. These are

public, during the progress of the revi- the sources of the excessive soreness of

sion of the lists, was correct—and, as the Whigs, and of their terror of a dis-

far as the evidence permits an opinion, solution. They are aware how com-
l cannot doubt it—we have really not pletely they have forfeited the good-will

much cause for alarm on the score of a of the country, and they fear a repe-

Tory majority with a new House of tition of thg features presented by the

Commons. The greatest Reform ma- elections of 1834, in a more marked
jority in the present House of Com- degree.

mons was 37. Generally the minister- The Ballot is the question, of all

ial majorities ranged from 28 to 31. others, which distinguishes the ultra-
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Liberal from the Whig. Among those

who zealously advocate the Ballot, there

may be many shades of opinion, but

they must all agree in desiring an

efficient popular control. In the last

Parliament the Members favourable

to the Ballot did not exceed 120 (only

108 voted; in the present Parlia-

ment they number at least 160, being

an increase of the popular party by

one-third. Now the Whigs are fully

aware of the progressive character of

public opinion—especially in political

affairs ; and they consequently perceive

that every succeeding election must

strengthen the ultra-Liberals at their

6XpenS€
\, • , u a • M *

It would certainly be desirable that

Tories instead of Whigs should make

way for ultra-Liberals, but the Whigs

have sown the seeds of their own

destruction in their own Reform Bill.

Matters were so ordered that only a

limited number of Reform constituencies

were instituted. These were enough

for the Whigs at the time ; but, as

opinion is progressive, Whigs will no

longer suit some of these constituencies,

and they will be compelled to give way

to more decided Reformers. After the

Reform Bill had been so strenuously

fought for and won, it does not appear

that its object was kept very clearly in

view by the electors. Various were the

degrees of Reform embraced by the

•word—from full Democratic influence,

dwindling down to something not far

removed from Toryism. This vague

conception of Reform is, however, gra-

dually giving place to clearer and

better defined ideas. Of this feature,

an account of the Bath Dinner was

lately given as an instance. That in-

telligent and sternly honest body of

men clearly perceive that Reform has

for its object the destruction of Aristo-

cratic domination, and the extension of

popular influence ; and this they have

no hope of obtaining from the Whigs.

A majority of the constituencies are

certainly in favour of Reform of some

sort. There is also abundant evidence

to show that they have advanced in a

knowledge of what Reform really should

be, since 1832. This increased know-

ledge should be brought especially to

bear upon the important business of

election in the event of a dissolution.

Taking the Ballot as the real test o

a thorough Reformer—and no man is a

thorough and sincere Reformer without

being favourable to it — it should be

deemed the first duty of the Electoral

body not merely to extort an unwilling

pledge in its favour, but to elect men
who really desire an increase of popular

controul, and who advocate the Ballot

as a means to that end.

If constituencies would strictly adhere

to such a rule, the beneficial conse-

quences would be far from equivocal.

There would be a very strong minority

in the House in favour of popular mea-

sures—the People's real Representatives.

This minority, firmly supported by the

People, would be enabled to enforce

much that is valuable in legislation. Its

duty would be to persevere in bringing

forward popular measures. These

would, at first, be rejected. Never

mind—bring them in again and again,

and at last they would be carried.

Every step thus gained would smooth

the way for another step. It was in

this way that the Combination Laws

were repealed ; the Test Acts and the

laws against the Catholics fell before

the same perseverance, even in a Tory

House of Commons, and a still more

Tory House of Lords ; and lastly,

the Reform Bill itself was carried, in

spite of difficulties almost insurmount-

able. With such a minority as the pre-

sent Reform constituencies are compe-

tent to place in the House, it is difficult

to say what valuable results might not

be effected.

One of the consequences of a deter-
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i^ination on the part of the electors to If these views be correct, no great

choose only thorough Reformers would alarm need be entertained by the pub-

be, that some of the Whigs would be lie concerning the return of the Tories

driven into the arms of the Tories. The to power. With a House of Commons

pliant Lord Palmerston, who has such as the present constituencies are

managed to find his principles adapt capable of returning, the Tories are not

themselves to those of every ministry, likely to be able to effect much harm,

from that of Mr Percival down to and the generation of a powerful minor-

the present, would be compelled to go ity favourable to the views of the Peo-

back to his proper position, namely, pie is, in itself, an object worthy of

the ultra-Tory ranks. Mr Thomas some sacrifices to attain.

Spring Rice is another of the same If the public were really deeply in-

class. He became a Liberal only when debted to the present Administration

he found his old friends going down in for a large number of important mea-

the world ; and he must go back to them sures, such as the People had demanded,

again if they will forgive his past there would be some good reasons why

transgressions, and receive him once sacrifices ought to be made to keep

more into favour. Of the more Liberal them in power ; but when it is consi-

Whigs—a small class, by the way

—

dered that the ink of the Reform Act

some will no'doubt embrace the popular was scarcely dry before the doctrine of

views, and swell the ranks of the popular finality was invented for the purpose of

minority. rendering the measure barren of results,

If the electoral bodies could be the Ministerial party must not be sur-

brought thus to act, we should see the prised to learn that the public have long

House of Commons divided into two viewed them with distrust, and are con-

great parties, the Tory or Aristocratic sequently indifferent to their retention

party, and the popular or Democratic of place.

party. The disguises which party now The difference between Whig pro-

casts around every measure would mises and Whig acts, and the magnilo-

cease. The measures of the Tories quence of their boastings, is beyond all

would be framed with a view to the former precedent There was, when

perpetuation of aristocratic privileges, they first attained to place, nothing

or to the prevention of everything which they would not accomplish. The slave

should interfere therewith. The mea- was to be free. The People were to be

sures of the Liberals, on the other hand, rendered intelligent and happy by a se-

would be framed with a view to the de- ries of practical Reforms, which a short

struction of such privileges, and to the time was to develope. Latterly, the

extension of the power of the People, party has become much more cautious

It is not impossible that aristocratic in its promises. They are never heard,

pretensions might sometimes be relaxed, in fact, but when habitual prudence

The Tory party might then (as now) gives way to alarm. In a moment of

deem it expedient to yield to the wishes panic we are told of the mighty things

of the People ; but the struggle would that are in preparation. " The Govern-

cease to be, as it is now, between mode- ment," says the Chronicle, " have to

rate and ultra-aristocratic measures ; it act their part as well as the public, and,

would be between Tory measures of we have every confidence, are preparing

some kind—and the more moderate for it. The Irish Tithe Bill without

the better—and popular, or democratic abatement—the Irish Municipal Reform,

measures. and the other Bills sent up late in the
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Session and rejected by the House of

Lords, and above all, real and substan-

tial relief to the Dissenters, &c."

The difference between the boastful

promises and the acts of the Ministry,

remind me of the story of a French

showman, which I will endeavour to put

into mother English for the reader's es-

pecial amusement and instruction :

—

" Walk up, Ladies and Gentlemen,"

said the showman, *• and behold the won-

derful serpent which you here see de-

picted on the canvas—the largest and

most terrific serpent ever exhibited in this

country. The charge is only one penny,

Ladies and Gentlemen, to see this fright-

ful serpent! Ladies and Gentlemen,

walk in ! walk in ! You need not

be afraid, Ladies, he can't get out of his

cage. Walk in! Walk in !"

At length the showman's eloquence,

aided by the portrait of the large and

terrific serpent displayed without, fills

the booth, when he again addresses his

attentive hearers :

—

" Ladies and Gentlemen,—Before I

show you this terrific serpent, whereof

I have just spoken, I must explain a

circumstance which hath lately hap-

pened. Either from a change of cli-

mate, or from the consequence of a long

and tedious voyage, or perhaps through

the effects of our glorious but appalling
f three days,' this immense serpent, of

which I have been speaking, has been

reduced to the miserable condition

which I am how about to exhibit."

Hereupon the showman produces a

little snake in a bottle, to the great

admiration and amazement of his open-
mouthed audience.

The Whigs promise us measures great

as the rascally showman's " enormous
serpent," but when we actually get

the measures, we find them dwindled

to the dimensions of the shrivelled

snake in the phial.

Of late the Ministry and their friends

have been extremely cautious of making
promises. The future is treated in the

most delicate and tender manner. It

is hollow ground abounding with pit-

falls, calculated to entrap Whig repu-
tations. The People are constantly re-

minded of the past, as proof of the vast

debt of gratitude which is due to the au-

thors of what the said authors intended

should be a final, and therefore a fruitless

measure. Lord John Russell's speech

at Bristol was precisely of this cha-

racter. He carefully abstained from
giving much information as to what the

Ministry intended to do. He dwelt

only on the past. He told his audience

how vast was the field of Reform which
the Ministry had gone over—how many
matters had engaged their considera-

tion; with all of which the eaters of

the Bristol dinner seemed vastly satis-

fied. A friend of mine compared the

Bristol speech to the boast of a barber,

who, when applied to cut effectually

a shock head of hair, should merely

clip an inconceivable fraction of an inch

off each and every hair, and then ex-

claim to the complaining owner of the

unrelieved head—" Sir, your hair is ad-

mirably cut ; I have touched every hair,

I have not neglected my duty : no, not

I, I have not left a single hair un-

touched." In like manner, Lord John
did not leave a subject untouched, but

as far as benefit is concerned, the

public are much in the condition of the

gentleman of the shock head*

H. S. Chapman. .
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(i Countess of Dysart's, Ham House, public life, must expect that his conduct

« Dec. 3, 1835.
-vvill be jealously scrutinised, and his

« < I am not mad, but speak forth the words motives often misunderstood ; and al-

of truth and soberness.'—Acts, xxvii, 26.
though few individuals have of late

"Sir,—I lately perceived, in one of been more frequently misrepresented

the newspapers, an extract from a pub- and maligned, I endeavour to pursue

lication of yours, in which it is asserted the even tenour of my way, and f exer-

that I am ' quite crazy.' In offering a cise myself to have a conscience void

few remarks, suggested by that ex- of offence toward God and toward

pression, I trust that I shall give you men/

no just cause of complaint, on the score " There are various kinds of folly or

either of personality or recrimination. madness, one of which is that of adopt-

It has long been a fixed rule with me, ing preposterous means for the attain-

neither to claim nor to concede what is ment of a specific end. Now, the

usually denominated < satisfaction/ I political objects which I have in view,

cheerfully admit that any man who are—1. The defence and extension of

takes any part, however humble, in the Protestant faith, as embodied in

From the Steam Press of C. & W. RjSYNELL, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket.



the creeds and standards of our national

Churches. 2. The preservation of these

two admirable institutions, in the full

and undiminished integrity of their

rights and revenues, as being the

faithful depositaries and best safe-

guards of Christian truth. 3. To
maintain inviolate the privileges of the

House of Lords, as intimately inter-

woven with the very essence of the

Constitution. 4. To redress every

grievance of which Dissenters, with

any justice, complain, and introduce

into our ecclesiastical and civil polity

every amelioration conducive to their

usefulness, and compatible with their

existence. For the accomplishment of

these great purposes, I have deemed it

my duty to co-operate with some of the

ablest, most virtuous, and most en-

lightened statesmen of the day—men

whose talents and attainments you de-

ride or depreciate, but on whose merits

a very different opinion, (entirely in

unison with mine) has been pronounced

by the bulk of those amongst their

contemporaries, whose judgment will

have the greatest influence in directing

that of posterity. In the wisdom and

integrity of Sir Robert Peel and

Lord StanleV, I concur with a great

majority of the most pious and intelli-

gent amongst their countrymen, in re-

posing the utmost confidence ; and if a

Government should be happily formed

under their auspices, every object which

I have in view would be realized, and

every essential and practicable measure

adopted for consolidating our national

institutions, removing every admitted

blemish, and, at the same time, vigor-

ously guarding them against the ag-

gressions of the anarchist or the infidel.

It does appear to me, that there is

* method in this madness/ and that I am
acting on the principles best calculated

to effect the objects which I have most

at heart.

" But now, Sir, allow me to ask whe-

ther the same maxim can be justly pre-

dicated concerning yourself and those

with whom you act ? I address you in

the spirit of perfect good-humour, and
I have a far greater respect for the

candour and plain-dealing of those

honest Radicals who have avowed and

definite purposes in view, than for the

crooked and vacillating system of other

politicians, whose doctrines are * fash-

ioned to the varying hour,' and who,

after acquiring office under one banner,

are willing to hoist the enemy's colours

for the purpose of retaining it. What
a contrast is exhibited between the

manly and uncompromising columns of

the Examiner,* equally distinguished by

* Mr Sinclair, fancies he sees a "contrast"
which does not exist. However, "manly
and uncompromising " the opinions of the

Examiner might formerly have been, these

peculiarities have ceased to exist, and with
them that exhibition of talent and ability

which gave them force. From a conceited

notion of personal influence, the effect of the

dereliction of principle on the part of the

Editor of the Examiner is not yet felt by him-
self though admitted and seen by the friends of
those principles which he formerly assisted in

supporting. Thesources of his praise and censure
have been poisoned. This dereliction of prin-

ciple—this "fashioning to the varying hour"
—on the part of the Examiner, the ultra-

Liberals have for some time perceived with
deep regret, and it has recently attracted the

attention of a Tory writer—Mr De Quincey,
the English opium eater—who has been per-

mitted to insert his view of the state of parties

in TaiCs Magazine He writes as follows

:

—M Take, for instance, the Examiner news-
paper. Two things I used to admire in that

journal — its extraordinary talent, and its

integrity. This latter quality I am now com-
pelled to doubt—or, at least, I see that it is

capable of descending to political trioks, and
to what is commonly felt to be a mode of in-

triguing— when I find him affecting a con-

fidence in Whigs, and an exultation in their

restoration to power, which his whole public

existence proves that he cannot really entertain.

It is convenient to dissemble at this moment

;

and he does so. But, formerly, I gave him-
self and his party credit for as little choosing

as, in fact, they needed to dissemble. To
him, I know that the difference between
Whigs and Tories is as the difference between

aristocratic anti-reformers, who disguise their

principles, and who do not disguise them."

It has been stated again and again, and

without contradiction, that Mr Fonblanque has

been for some time a paid writer in the

Chronicle. This explains the feature which

both Tory and Liberal now perceive.

No man can serve two masters. If Mr Fon-



the talent and consistency with which

it is conducted, and the shuffling equi-

vocations of certain Ministerial merce-

naries, who heap their daily invectives

upon such as contend that 'the Church

is in danger/ merely because ' the crib

is in danger,' in consequence of the

outcry so justly raised against their

employers ! But, Sir, I venture to

contend that you are not taking

the best means for the attainment of

your objects, which, I need scarcely

say, are extremely different from mine.

You and your friends have iden-

tified yourselves as completely with

the ultra-Whig Ministers, as I have co-

operated with their opponents. But

what progress are you making ? What
wishes of yours have been realized ?

Much has been promised,* but where is,

and where will be the performance ? It

is scarcely possible to repress a smile,

when one reflects how completely you

have been outwitted and cajoled. Be-

sides the entire exclusion of the Radical

confederates from every office—an ex-

clusion which, be assured, is intended

to be perpetual and without exception

—

you may rest satisfied that no measure

will ever become the law of the land

which does not, in all its principles, and

in all its details, receive the sanction

and approval of Lord Stanley and

Sir R. Peel. Your allies will, doubt-

less, indulge, or rather hoodwink you,

by permitting a few bills to pass through

the House of Commons by a small and

decreasing majority ; but the House of

Lords have learnt the secret of their

own strength, and the utter impotence

of their enemies to control or overrule

them. Their foes are like the giants who

blanque could have made the Chronicle, a " daily
Examiner" I do not hesitate to say, the public
would have been enormous gainers; but it must
be evident to all that the Examiner hath of late
become a mere "weekly Chronicle," and the
Liberal party and the People have therefore
lost a most able and efficient advocate.
H. S. C.

guarded the approaches to enchanted

castles in fabled story, and brandished

enormous clubs, which threatened death

and destruction to every presumptuous

invader, but whose weapons dropped at

once from their hands when any valor-

ous knight-errant set their menaces and

their flourishes at defiance. The House

of Lords, by a system of concession, only

lowered themselves in public estimation,

and encouraged the opposite faction to

more daring and more extensive en-

croachments.* But by setting at nought

the reiterated bravadoes which were in-

tended to appal them from the discharge

of their duty, they have regained that

high position from which, I trust, they

will never descend. After all the * hio-h

swelling words/ repeated in the House
of Commons usque ad nauseam, on the

presentation of petitions from day to

day, the House of Lords saw the Minis-

ters of the Crown lying prostrate at

their feet, and you, Sir, with all your

Radical coadjutors, licking the dust

before them, and receiving, with hu-

mility and thankfulness, such a Muni-

cipal Reform Bill as they, in the ex-

ercise of their unfettered discretion,

deemed it expedient to pass* And thus

it will be, and ought to be, with every

subsequent legislative measure :—
" ' take it,

We're all submissive—what you'd have it,

make it.'

"You will tell me that there are

notices on the books of motions for a
Reform of the House of Lords—and so

there are. I had the satisfaction of

contributing, by a question which I put

towards the close of the Session, to

facilitate, or rather necessitate, their

* There is a discrepancy between this and a
former part of Mr Sinclair's letter. He here
speaks of the present Governments " extensive
encroachments" being successfully resisted by
the Lords, though he has previously said they
have only " promised." In using the term,
" opposite faction," Mr Sinclair, perhaps un-
knowingly, calls his darling House of Lords H a
faction," a term which the People will not cer-
tainly gainsay H. S. C,



insertion. But will any of these bably were you : though I daresay we

threatened motions be brought on ? contemplate the results with very diffe-

Oh no! The Radical Cerberuses will rent feelings.

all be silenced, and that, too, without " I have only further to apologize for

either the possession or the prospect of having troubled you with so prolix a

a sop. For fear of dividing the * Libe- communication, which, if you are still

rals,' they will vote black to be white, publishing a series of letters, you will

and exhibit in succession, like accom- perhaps do me the justice to insert, and

modating chameleons, any tint which the favour to animadvert upon. The

may suit the purpose of the day. And existence of the Ultra-Whig party is

herein, if I may use the word without entirely dependant upon the forbearance

offence, consists their ' craze/ They and assistance of their Radical confede-

are quite certain that none of their rates. If the latter should secede, the

objects can be attained without an whole ministerial army will fall to

'organic change' in the Constitution pieces. The more moderate will enlist

of the House of Lords, and yet they under the Conservative banner ; the

unite themselves with the very poli- others will range themselves under

ticians who deprecate such an innova- Radical colours ; and the Machiavelian

tion, and who are just as willing to tactics of modern juste-milieu-ism will

avail themselves of Conservative aid thus terminate in discomfiture and

against the propositions of the Radi- annihilation,

cals, as they were to force their own " I remain, Sir,

return to office, by enlisting from your " Your very obedient Servant,

camp auxiliaries against the Conserva- "George Sinclair."

tives. Thus, even if you screw up your

independence to the sticking point, you " Christchurch, Dec. 5, ]83.r).

will see your proposition for Reforming « Sir,—I have to acknowledge the

the House of Lords rejected by an receipt of your letter of the 3d instant,

overwhelming majority; and this result which shall be published as you desire,

will be an additional though superfluous and with remarks. I have ordered a

incentive to that enlightened and re- copy to be sent to you on the day of

spected Assembly, to set at naught publication.

your powerless threats, and discharge, « Permit me, in the meantime, to state,

with unflinching courage, their duty to that your newspaper information, accord-

their country and their God. ing to custom, was incorrect, the precise

" It was, I must confess, my opinion words in question being, « Mr Sinclair
—an opinion, for entertaining which I seems crazy.' Allow me, also, to say a

may perhaps be justly denominated few words in explanation of the intent

' crazy '—that a complete junction had or meaning of the term ' crazy,' as used

really taken place at Lichfield House by me. I do so, I assure you, with no
between the Radical and w/Jra-Whig intention of giving offence, or of hurting

parties; that they were united for better you or wounding you. The term, was,

and for worse; and that they were perhaps, somewhat unceremoniously

determined to co-operate cordially in applied ; but I hope you will believe

effecting that Reform in the House of that I used it without ill-will, or any
Lords without which none of those ill-natured intention.

measures can be carried, which both " I believed you (and your letter

parties profess to have in view. I now confirms me in my belief) to be acting

see that I was mistaken, and so pro- under the influence of a religious excite-



ment, somewhat exceeding the bounds truth, how does he disprove the asser-

of ordinary religious feeling. This ex- tion by shooting at his accuser? Ac-

citement, it appeared to me, blinded cusations of disgrace or dishonour are

your judgment on worldly matters, and not to be disposed of by a show of this

rendered you incapable of weighing

conflicting evidence on political ques-

tions, when at all mixed up with reli-

gion. This, according to ordinary par-

lance, I termed, somewhat jocosely,

being * crazy.' We say of a person

much in love, that he is ' crazy ' about

his mistress, meaning thereby, that his

passion is so intense as to blind his

judgment, and to render him incapable

of forming any correct decision on mat-

ters wherein the lady is concerned. I,

sham courage. Ferocity is not truth

—

it is not honour. It may gain a license

for dishonour, but never serves as a

protection for the honest and high-

minded. Such is my opinion on this

head. But still, we are not by threats

of this species of assassination, to be

robbed of our right of judging and

openly giving sentence upon public

men. As the world now thinks and

feels, a refusal to afford this satisfaction

is but too quickly interpreted into evi-

iancying you in a similar state of exal- dence of cowardice, and the opinions of

tation, or excitement, on all religious- a man wanting courage are held of no

political subjects, and wishing to mark weight or worth. It is therefore the

why and to what extent I deemed your interest of the unworthy, if possible,

judgment of no weight, said, ' Mr Sin- when they cannot silence by threats,

clair seems crazy.' This excitement, slander, or vituperation, to endeavour

which, to me, appears mere hallucina- to fasten upon their opponents the im-

tion, by you, and many others, may be putation of cowardice. To maintain,

considered a piety, only somewhat more therefore, one's right to state opinions

fervid than usual, and just so much the openly, and also to vindicate for those

more worthy as it goes beyond the opinions their due value and importance,

bounds of common sense. You may a man may, without blame, yield to a

believe it, like that which was to the

Greeks foolishness, the very highest

wisdom, and may fancy me in a bad

way, because I consider this sort of ex-

altation much akin to craziness. Be it

so. All I desire is, that the world

should distinctly know in what our dif-

ference of opinion consists ; and this

difference I have endeavoured to ex-

plain in the remarks annexed to your

letter.

" As to your remark concerning the

asking * satisfaction,' I beg to assure you

that you cannot look upon the practice

with more contempt than I do. It is

prejudice and custom, which he thinks

contemptible, and not refuse that ' sa-

tisfaction' which he knows cannot pro-

tect his own honour, and which he sees

does not yield any safeguard to that of

his opponent.

" I must claim your indulgence for

these remarks, and beg to subscribe

myself,

" Your obedient servant,

" J. A. Roebuck.
" Geo. Sinclair, Esq. M.P."

REMARKS.
Mr Sinclair states his first political

clear that truth can in no way be aided object to be, " the defence and extension

by this sort of appeal; nor can honour,

about which talk is made on such occa-

sions, be at all protected by manilesting

a willingness to shoot and to be shot at.

If a man be accused of asserting an un-

of the Protestant faith, as embodied in

the creeds and standards of our national

Churches." On this object [ have two

bets of remarks to make

—

1. The defence and extension of a
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faith is not a legitimate political object, tion in the supercilious contumely of

Such an object is not sanctioned by un- the favoured sect—in the insolent and

assisted human reason, and is wholly beggarly demand of money from the

at variance with the authority of the unwilling, to support the favoured

founder of Christianity. clergy—in the exclusion of the despised

The emphatic declaration, " my king- sects from places of honour, profit, and

dom is not of this world/' tells us plainly education. Is it not persecution to ex -

that Christianity is intended to need, to elude the son of a Dissenter from our

seek no aid of earthly power—while the national Universities ? And if this per-

equally significant statement of " render secution be allowed and deemed just,

unto Cesar the things that are why should we not at once coerce the

Cjesar's; unto God, the things that Dissenters, apply the thumb-screw, and

are God's," marks that aheathen Prince prepare the faggot and stake? If, for

or ruler, a heathen and Jewish Priest- truth's sake, we may fleece and exclude,

hood established by law, were not deemed for truth's sake, also, we may surely

obstacles to the due extension of Christi- torture and slay : and the more so, as

anity. The weapons by which Christi- by the faggot and the thumb-screw we
anity is to be defended and extended may, as in Spain and Portugal, wholly

are not carnal weapons. Her success put down dissent, which, in our eyes, is

ought to be the result of spiritual not error.

temporal power. Mr Sinclair, by calling the exten-

If we use temporal power to extend a sion and maintenance of the esta-

faith, we hold out to the adoption of that blished creeds a. political object, means

faith, inducements beyond the truth of thereby to say that he would have the

the doctrines sought to be inculcated. We Legislature employ power to attain it.

thus pervert the minds of men, promote He means that in Scotland he would

hypocrisy, and sanction persecution. If give peculiar privileges to the believers

it be just to use power in the enforce- in the established Presbyterian creed;

ment of an opinion to any extent, then in England, and I suppose in Ireland,

is it just to employ it to every extent, to the believers in the established Epis-

and the Inquisition of the Catholics of copal creed. He means that he would

Spain is thus supported by the Presby- not allow these two creeds to depend

terian of Scotland. Swift, it would unaided on their own inherent truth,

seem, was not far wrong, when he but would enforce that supposed truth

said that Jack wonderfully resembled by Legislative penalties and Legislative

Peter. rewards. But what should we say to

If among varying and conflicting that legislator who should gravely hold

creeds the Legislature support one, it out punishments and rewards in favour

persecutes the rest. I use the right of a peculiar mathematic creed ?—who

word when I say— persecutes the rest. should regularly organize and pay a

The Legislature, by supporting the Pro- body of professors to support, or, ac-

testant faith in Ireland, persecutes the cording to Mr Sinclair's language,

Catholics of that country ; by support- to defend and extend one peculiar

ing the State Protestant Church in mathematic doctrine ? Should we not

England, it persecutes the Dissenters of say that truth would be likely to suffer

England. All persecution is not in- by such a plan ? And, moreover, what

eluded in the application of a thumb- should we say if the same legislator

screw, or burning at the stake. There hired and paid two separate sets of

may be, there daily is, bitter persecu- mathematic teachers, one for England,



and one for Scotland, and commanded clair's regard, why ^should he not

the one set to preach one mathematic stretch his liberality a little further,

doctrine in England, and the other to and give peace to England and to Ire-

preach another and opposing doctrine land, by this his own doctrine of con-

in Scotland ? Should we not in this case venience ?

say that the legislator was utterly care- Mr Sinclair will assuredly not as-

less respecting mathematic truth ? sert that the difference between these

2. This last question leads me to the two sorts of Protestantism are inconsi-

second set of remarks, which I would derable ; as by so doing, he would shew

"sake on this professed political object not merely that he was careless of re-

of our pious legislator. ligious truth, but also that he was
It is evident that religious truth is a wholly ignorant of religious doctrines,

matter of no moment in the eyes of The difference, in point of creed, be-

Mr Sinclair. What he favours is the tween the Scotch and English Churches,

Protestant creeds—not the or a Pro- is practically more important than the

testant creed, but Protestant creeds, as difference between the Church of Eng-
by law established. We have two land and Catholicism ; the real prac-

National Churches : the one an Epis- tical consequences from the doctrine of

copal Church, the other a Presbyterian predestination, as regards moral con-

Church, holding different opinions on duct, being of infinitely higher moment
on the doctrine of predestination, and than anything that can be deduced

the peculiar notions of election and from the difficult questions connected

grace founded thereon. But it appears with transubstantiation and the real

that Mr Sinclair is for supporting presence. On the other hand., the

and extending both these National Church Government of the Scots differs

Churches. He is for extending oppo- far more widely from our Episcopal

site creeds, and opposite discipline or Establishment, than does the latter

church government. In Scotland he is from the Roman hierarchy. Yet by
for supporting one sort of Protestant some curious mental process (I will not

truth, in England another; so far there call it reasoning) Mr Sinclair brings

is no difficulty. Episcopacy is error on himself to be a staunch friend to the

the north of the border — Presbyte- two differing creeds and discipline of

rianism is error on the south. So far England and Scotland, as by law esta-

we go smoothly—but what is to be done blished, and also to dread, with some-
in the case of Ireland? Is Episcopacy thing like the terror of a child, the

alone to find favour with the Legislature Roman Catholic creed and discipline,

in Ireland? or are we to aid the ex- He, however, cannot speak in stronger

tension and defence of the Scots' doc- terms of dislike of the Ptoman Catholic

trine also ? But if we are to aid both, faith, than do stout Presbyterians of

though opposite and contradictory, why our Episcopal abominations; and I

may we not aid also a third, viz. Ca- take it, that the sturdy Presbyterian

tholicism ? If we are to favour Church ancestors of the Scots considered alli-

of Englandism in England, and Pres- ance with our prelatical Church, as in

byterianism in Scotland, because conve- no degree less dangerous and detest-

nient, why not, for the same potent able, than a consorting with the scarlet

reason, favour Catholicism in Ireland? lady of Rome. If Mr Sinclair need

This surely would be amazingly conve- to learn what was thought of Prelacy

nient ; and as it is clear that religious by our own ancestors, let him turn to

truth is not the matter of Mr Sin- Milton's tract of " Reasons of Church.
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Government urged against Prelacy;"

and there in the splendid peroration

to that magnificent argument, he may

see the extent of the hostility formerly

existing between Prelacy and Presby-

terianism ; and may, perhaps, since he

has learned to face without trembling

the dangers and corruptions of our

bloated and unchristian Church go-

vernment, learn to view without alarm

the terrors of Popish influence.

From a consideration of the ends

Mr Sinclair has in view, I turn to

his taunts respecting the manner in

which the Radicals have been outwitted

by the Whigs—to his glorification as

to Tory prospects, and his apparent

confidence in the stability and firmness

of the House of Lords.

He thinks that the Radicals have

been outwitted, because they have not

got into place. This marks the nature

of Mr Sinclair's political morality,

and the real objects that he believes a

politician ought to have in view. He
thinks that to have forwarded what we

consider the cause of good Government

we ought to hold as nothing, because

we personally have not acquired profit

and power—that for the same reason

we ought to mourn, spite of the daily

advance of all our political opinions,

and the hourly strengthening of the

Dopular or democratic influence in the

Government—that we ought to hold as

nothing, the short gain to the dominion

of the House of Lords in popular

opinion, the partial improvement of our

Municipal Institutions, and the daily

rapidly increasing intelligence of the

People. All these things, which we, in

our folly,deem cheering and satisfactory,

we ought in the opinion of this pious

legislator to despise because we have

no share in the loaves and fishes.—Mr
Sinclair will, however, permit me to

say, that place and profit are not the

objects for which we have been sent to

Parliament. We have been sent by

the People,—sent to watch over the

People's interest, and not to seek after

our own personal advancement. As

servants of the People, our purposes

are obtained when we have secured

good Government, and our reward is

reaped when the People approve of our

endeavours. Speaking of myself, 1

think I may safely say, that I was not

chosen Representative of Bath in order

that I might obtain a place in the

Cabinet, but that I might contribute by

my vote and by my voice, to the beating

down of the power of the Aristocracy,

to the establishment of a responsible

Government, both general and mu-
nicipal, to the establishment of civil

laws and of an effective and cheap

system of legal administration : I

should suppose the People of Bath

would not deem me to have lost my
aim if I should aid in the attainment of

these objects, and finally see them ac-

complished; and none but a party poli-

tician of the old stamp would fancy me
to have failed because I was rewarded

only by the applause and the gratitude

of my constituents. Mr Sinclair

prophesies, upon the influence of I

know not what inspiration, that we the

Radicals are for ever to be excluded

from office ; and at the same time he

foretells that Sir Robert Peel and

Lord Stanley are sure to have the

reins of Government : and then he in-

forms us, what we might very easily

have guessed when we had learned his

expectations, that he has listed under

the joint banners of Sir Robert and

Lord Stanley. Mr Sinclair has

sanguine expectations; and as it is said

that they who hope are happier than

they who attain the objects of their

wishes, I suppose that I am not pre-

dicting ill fortune to him, when I say,

that I suspect he will long be an ex-

pectant.

What are these glorious prospects

for Toryism about which the Honour-



able Member is so exultant ? They all did not his gentle nature yield—not

seem to be expressed in one phrase : upon compulsion—oh no ! not compul-

The Lords are to be firm hereafter.

—

sion—but upon the same sort of per-

That is, after having been successively suasion under the influence of which a

driven from their post on the Test and boy takes off his coat to be flogged?

Corporation Acts—after having been He yielded ; and he has yielded also

compelled to give up their opinions on respecting the Dissenters ; and who

the Roman Catholic question—after knows to what extent this his pliant

having been fairly frightened out of spirit may carry him ? As for Lord

their house on the question of the Stanley, the attempt to frighten us

Reform Bill, and ,forced whether they with him is too ridiculous ; therefore I

liked it or not, to receive that unpalate- pass it by.

able measure— after finding it im- But has no measure passed that was

possible to maintain a Tory Ministry

—

opposed by Sir Robert Peel ? Does

after having been driven to give up Mr Sinclair remember the Reform

their darling Corporations—after all Bill ? If on that most important of all

these ignominious defeats, ignominious political questions Sir Robert was

because the battle was ignominious

—

opposed, and successfully, who will say

after all their truckling and yielding, that he is never again to suffer defeat?

they are suddenly to become valiant, I believe, indeed, that he will not again

and make a stand. What has infused so decidedly oppose the popular feelino-

into them this sudden valour ? It is as he did on that memorable occasion,

impossible to discover, unless we sup- and that he will attempt to shape his

pose that they have plucked up courage course to suit popular favour. He
on hearing of the defection to their will not succeed, however. He will

ranks of the once Liberal Member for ever lag behind the public, and yield

;

Caithness, who has lately brought to when by so doing he will gain neither

them an armoury of tropes and meta- power nor popularity,

phors, much spiritual unction, a strong The popular opinion at the present

affection to two opposing creeds, and a time is tending, with a rapidity hitherto

puerile terror of Mr O'Connell much unknown, towards Democracy. They
akin to their own. If such be the cause who confine their view wholly to the

of this new resolution, no wonder that interior of the House of Commons can
Mr Sinclair is elate ! know but little of what the People think

But we are threatened by Mr Sin- and feel; and politicians of this class

clair with Sir Robert Peel and Lord are always liable to extraordinary sur-

Stanley : no measure, it appears, prises. They think the House of

not sanctioned by them in all its prin- Commons is the world; when suddenly

ciples and all its details, will become a noise is heard from without, and
the law of the land. As respects Sir terror and confusion seize all within.

Robert Peel, at least, this is no very Then comes concession ; up to the

terrible denunciation, for it is difficult moment of abject concession there is

to say what he will not sanction. Oh ! nothing heard but braggart confidence,

exclaims the supporter of the Church, and insolent contempt of the People,

he will never sanction the principle of This state of easy, happy security

the famous 147th clause. Are we seems to possess Mr Sinclair respect-

quite sure of this? Was not the Right ing the House of Lords. He predicts

Hon. Baronet once just as vehement in (he is fond of prophecy) that no motion
his opposition to Catholic claims ? And will be made in the next session respect-
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ing a Reform of that hereditary House

of Legislators. And moreover, threat-

ens us, if we venture to prove his

prophecy false, with a contemptible

minority.

As regards his prophecy, I do assure

him that, provided I am alive, I will

certainly prove that his inspiration,

when he made it, was not of the right

sort. I shall press my motion.

But we shall all be in a miserable

minority! And what then? Has not

every great truth been put into a miser-

able minority ? Suppose the Roman
Senate to have been divided respecting

Christianity during the reign of Nero,

would not the friend of Christian truth

have been in a miserable minority ? In

the early years of Henry VIII, would

the Reformation have found anything

but a miserable minority in the House

of Commons ? A few years ago, were

not the friends of the Catholics, of the

Dissenters, of Reform in Parliament, of

economy, all left in miserable minori-

ties ? But in all these separate cases,

as time went on, and the People became

convinced, has not victory followed

defeat ? So, in the case of the House of

Lords, we well know that we shall be

left in a minority ; but wait a few years

(and but a few years are needed in

these times for great changes), and we

shall see the People compelling a ma-

jority in the Commons to vote down the

power of the Lords. The common

sense of mankind is becoming daily

more adverse to this instititution of

hereditary Legislators. In all depart-

ments of Government we must have

responsibility, and the People will not

much longer submit to Aristocratic

domination. We shall put down the

Lords spite of the aid rendered to

them by their new ally, Mr George
Sinclair.

J. A. Roebuck.

Postscript.—As the proof sheets

of the foregoing papers passed through

my hands, I have ventured to add two

notes, where Mr Sinclair's expres-

sions seemed to me to demand it.

It is satisfactory that men of all par-

ties seem to perceive the character and

position of the Whigs. Making due

allowance for the peculiar opinions of a

Tory, there is but little in the Tory esti-

mate of the Whigs that a Liberal need

cavil at. Mr Sinclair exults that the

Whigs have betrayed the People

with promises. Mr De Quincey,

the Tory writer, quoted in the note at

page 2, calls them u Aristocratic

anti-Reformers, who disguise their

principles."

The concluding paragraph of Mr
Sinclair's letter prophesies that the

Whigs are now in gradual process of

extinction, that " the more moderate will

enlist under the Conservative banner

;

the others will range themselves under

the Radical colours ; and the Machia-

velian tactics of modern juste-milieu-ism

will thus terminate in discomfiture and

annihilation."

No zealous Liberal will care how soon

this last of Mr Sinclair's prophecies

is realized. In Mr Roebuck's remarks

will be found an enumeration of some

of the important reforms obtained from

an Aristocratic Government by a strong

minority, backed by the voice of the

People. The People have certainly

to fear nothing from some of the

events for which Mr Sinclair hopes.

H. S. C.

-
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THE ENGLISH IN AMERICA.
The Americans, when called upon to

judge of English manners, are placed

in a position more favourable than that

of the English, who wish to form some

opinion of American habits. We
here in England are obliged to decide

upon the sayings of travellers. The

Americans are not reduced to this neces-

sity, but may j udge for themselves ; since

representatives of the elite of English

society cross the Atlantic, and exhibit

to the wondering eyes of our American

brethren, the amenity and matchless

graces of Aristocratic bearing. The

following extract from an American

Paper well illustrates the peculiar ad-

vantages thus accruing to the People of

the United States :

—

" All men are born free and equal."

Declaration of Independence.

The following Police Report, giving an ac-

count of the just and creditable manner in which
the Marquis of Waterford, Lord John Beres-

ford, and some other sprigs of nobility, were
treated by an upright Republican Magistrate in

New York, affords a practical commentary on
the above text, as well as a practical proof of

the soundness of American institutions. Let
the old country people peruse it, and compare
it with the sort of justice they were used to at

home.
POLICE OFFICE, PARK.

An Ignoble Termination of a Noble
Spree.—The public were some weeks since

advised, through the press, of the arrival, at

Boston, of a yacht, belonging to the Marquess of

Waterford, in which its noble owner and others

of the British nobility were passengers. The
arrival of these distinguished visitors in this

city was also duly announced, and the hospi-

talities of our citizens were not slow in being

tendered them. Yesterday, the Marquess of

Waterford, Hon. John Beresford, Lord Ross-

lyn, and Colonel Dundas, dined with one of

our most estimable citizens, and bore evidence

on leaving, we are informed, of his usual un-
bounded cheer.

The exhilaration of spirit imbibed by the

guests incited in them predilections for a
" spree ;" and sundry unfortunate wayfarers

who haplessly came in the way of their mid-
night migration homeward, received, probably

for the first time in their life, striking testi-

monials of a nobleman's passion. Passing down
Washington street, near Morris, they attacked,

unmercifully beat, and nearly denuded an in-

offensive passer by. Two street lamps that had
the presumption to stand by order of the

Mayor and Corporation, were next assailed

and demolished, as was also a neighbouring
window which, lacking a shutter, exposed its

nakedness to their heroic canes, stones, and

other missiles. About this time a plain Re-
publican watchman, named William Carter,

found himself suddenly in contact with these

noble revellers, and undertook to arrest the

progress of their demolitions, and the chivalrous

enactors.

This plebeian interference did not appear to

sit well on the noble stomachs of the gentlemen,

and they gave tokens of their dissatisfaction by
a copious discharge of hard names, angry oaths,

and peltings with their fists—at the same time

putting the offending Charley in the knowledge
who it was he was interfering with. The un-
sophisticated watchman, however, had never re-

ceived instructions to spare Lords or Marquises
of any kind whom he found trespassing, and
giving an alarm rap,* two others of the same
school came to his assistance ; but before they

arrived he had not only suffered much in body,

but also in mind, by reason of the comparative

nakedness to which the affray had reduced him.

When his comrades came, they made a simul-

taneous charge on the Marquis, the Lord, the

Colonel, and the Honourable, and compelled

them to fly. The latter, springing into a boat,

converted the oars into bludgeons, and resumed
the contest; but the watchmen proved too

many for them, and they were conducted,

prisoners of war fairly captured, to the watch-

house.

When the Police office opened this morning,

four silly-looking young fellows, somewhat the

worse for the night's debauch and encounter,

were placed before the bar, and the Marquis of

Waterford, Lord John Beresford, Lord Rosslyn,

and Colonel Dundas, of the Royal Guards,

answered to their names. The magistrate,

Justice Hopson, straightway informed them of

the offences of which they stood charged, which
they in no very mild terms denied, and made
some high toned remarks which rather served

to put the magistrate on his "reserved rights."

He soon made out a commitment for them,
and they were escorted to Bridewell by some
fifteen or twenty watchmen. Here the ill

brooked degradation led them into a squabble

with the keeper, in which the noble Marquis
was floored, as was also one of his companions.
Here they remained several hours; but were
finally liberated through the interference of his

Honor the Mayor and the British Consul,

after paying Carter the watchman twenty
dollars, for injuries received, and listening to a

most cutting rebuke from the magistrate

.V. Y. Times, Oct. 5.

Conceive the outcry that would have

been raised throughout England, had

some young hot-headed bloods from

Virginia, arrived in a yacht under

American colours at Cowes ; and there

on some fine night having become tipsy,

had exhibited the ruffian propensities

of Republicans, by levelling watchmen,

* The watchmen of New York pass an alarm
by two or three strokes on the pavement, with
the stick with which they are armed. The
sound is easily recognised from all others.
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and tearing down lamp-posts. The thies, who thus unworthily figure as the

Quarterly Review would have contained representatives of the English Aristo-

an article on it, from the pen of Mr cracy, giving opinions, ex cathedra, upon

Croker. The Standard would have American manners and institutions,

dealt in wise saws respecting the Hurt at the unceremonious treatment

brutalizing effects of Republican In- they received, and considering their

stitutions. The John Bull would have uncomfortable night's lodging all owing

whined out some lamentations respect- to the Republican nature of the Govern-

ing the absence of a State Church, and ment, they will probably speak bitterly

the Age would have talked morality. hereafter respecting the Americans. A

One and all would have found an gentleman who has taken a yacht to

argument in such doings, against a America, and sailed to various parts

Government responsible to the Peo- of the Union, and perhaps travelled

pie. through much of the interior, is neces-

I do not intend to follow such an ex- sarily, in the eyes of his admiring

ample; I shall make no attempt to friends, an authority; and should

prove that this drunken riot was the he delight in abusing the American

effect of our Church establishment

—

people, all his abuse will be taken for

nor endeavour to shew that it could be gospel. Some years since, three young

traced to the graduated hierarchy, to gentlemen (I think three was the nuin-

the unequally, but still over-paid ber) of high rank, and eventually des-

Church Ministry, to the pension list, tined to become English Legislators,

nor even to the existence of a House of determined to visit the United States

Lords. But I would draw from the and Canada. They also necessarily be-

relation a moral, nevertheless. Would came American authorities, Every one

the gentry of England wish the people fancied that these travellers must have

of America to form an opinion of their learned much respecting the countries

whole class by the conduct of the ob- they visited ; and implicit confidence in

streporous persons who figure in this fashionable circles was yielded to all

police report? Would they conceive which it might please them to utter

that justice had been done to them by on American manners. One of them

any hasty generalization upon evidence has been put to the test. His acquired

so exceedingly imperfect? Assuredly knowledge of the people whom he

they would have good reason to com- visited, of their laws, their feelings and

plain of our American neighbours if their manners, has been tried, and its

they had fallen into such an error. But, exact worth accurately ascertained. Lord

on the other hand, are we not daily Stanley was one of these inquiring

guilty of the same mistake ? Do we travellers—one of these great American

not, from single particulars which can- authorities—whose word was law, and

not justify any conclusion, draw the opinion a rule in all American ques-

widest inferences, all prejudicial to the tions. Chance made him Colonial Mi-

American character? And is not every nister, and he nearly succeeded, with

stripling who spends a few weeks in the immense fund of knowledge gained

running through the various States of by his peregrinations, in severing

the Union, deemed a judge, from whose the connexion which exists between

decision there should be no appeal England and Canada. He seemed to

when he decides against the Yankees ? have learned nothing, except the

It would not, indeed, surprise me to means of effectually insulting the Peo-

find, some day hence, these very wor- pie whom he saw ; he became apt
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only in the business of creating a

quarrel.

We ought, therefore, to be exceed-

ingly cautious how we put faith in the

hasty judgments of hurried and preju-

diced travellers ; and should shun all

temptation to judge of a whole nation

by partial evidence or individual in-

stances. I should no more think of es-

timating the character and manners of

the English Aristocracy by the story I

have extracted from the l New York

Times/ than of judging the American

People by the chance company to be

found in a steam-boat.

J.A.R.

INJUSTICE TO PRISONERS.

The following letter, addressed to the

Sheriffs of London and Middlesex, by

Mr Hume, in his capacity of Foreman

of the Grand Jury, exposes a piece of

flagrant injustice towards persons de-

tained on suspicion of crimes, butagainst

whom no bills had been found by the

Grand Jury :
—

" TO THE SHERIFFS OF LONDON AND
MIDDLESEX.

" Bryanston square, Nov. 28, 1835.

"Gentlemen,
" The Gentlemen who were on the

Grand Jury desire me to express my
thanks for the offer you made to accom-
pany them through the gaol of Newgate,
which they have visited, and received

from Mr Newman all necessary atten-

tion.

" We were informed that the prison-

ers, against whom no bills were found

on the 23d inst. and subsequent days,

were all in gaol at the time of our visit

;

and I was requested to submit to you,

who have custody of the prisoners, whe-
ther it is either just or legal to detain in

prison for days, or even hours, persons

against whom the Grand Jury have re-

turned no bill. The laws ought surely

to be the same for rich and poor, yet

we were informed that the Messrs Bay-
lis, against whom a bill had been found,

but who had been tried and acquitted,

had been discharged, whilst other pri-

soners who had also been tried and ac-

quitted, were still in prison.

"We saw Captain Marsh, of the

Cecil sloop, against whom no bill had
been found, in prison, and ignorant of

the result of the prosecution; whilst

Captain Fairbairn, of the Monarch,

who had been tried, had been discharged.

We therefore hope that it is only neces-

sary to point out these anomalies to

you, to induce you to apply for author-

ity in the proper quarter, to prevent, for

the future, such irregularities and evi-

dent injustice.

" We submit to you, also, the neces-

sity of having the prisoners, both tried

and untried, better separated and clas-

sified than they now are ; and it appears

to us to be in your power to enforce the

'Silence system' in each yard, and in

each ward, by which the danger of con-

tamination from the more guilty might,

in some degree, be prevented.

" We were sorry to see so few of the

youths, and none of the girls, under the

schoolmaster. I have the honour to be,

Gentlemen, your obedient servant,

(Signed) "Joseph Hume.
' "To Messrs Lainsox and Salomons, Sheriffs."

That which may be called the uni-

versal object of imprisonment is safe

custody. To this object, which is in-

separable from the idea of imprison-

ment, two others are, in certain cases,

added, namely, punishment and refor-

mation.

In the case of persons detained on

suspicion of having committed crime,

of course all idea of these last-named

objects should be excluded. " Persons

in prison, before trial," says Mr Mill,

" are persons of whom nothing is cer-

tainly known but that they are unfortu-

nate." They are, therefore entitled to
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all the benevolence which is due to the

unfortunate.

Detention is of itself an evil, but it is

an evil which is absolutely necessary

for the preservation of society. Still it

should be as light,—as little aggra-

vated as possible. Among the circum-

stances aggravating the evil of im-

prisonment, duration is no inconsider-

able item. Supposing detention to be

unaccompanied by any collateral incon-

veniences, the moment it is carried

further than is necessary to attain its

especial object, it becomes punishment*,

and is therefore oppressive and unjust.

The cases brought to light by the

Grand Jury were of this character.

The persons were detained under accu-

sation. Before a preliminary tribunal

the evidence adduced was not sufficient

to warrant an accusation in forrh, or a

trial. In other words, no bill was

found. In strict justice, the doors of

the prison should have flown open to

the accused. They should not have

been detained one moment after the

decision of the Grand Jury ; yet the

Grand Jury, in performing their last

duty of visiting the gaol, after all the

business of the court had been gone

through, found many of the unfortu-

nate persons who had been accused

without sufficient evidence, still in

custody.

The fate of these persons, " of whom

nothing had ever been certainly

known but that they were unfortu-

nate," was worse than that of those

against whom stronger grounds of sus-

picion had existed. Some of those

against whom there was sufficient evi-

dence to find a bill were sent to trial,

and being acquitted, were permitted to

depart in peace. But even here there

was partiality, and therefore injustice.

Though some had been discharged,

others had been kept in prison ; so that

the public will be at a loss to divine

the rule by which the conduct of the

sheriff's deputies is governed.

From the long interval which is al-

lowed to elapse between the sittings of

the courts of criminal jurisdiction, a

person erroneously accused of crime

at an early period of the vacation, may
suffer a more severe punishment than

the convicted offender. This is an abuse

in our judicial system which can only

be remedied by a more frequent sitting

of the courts. Indeed, the hall of jus-

tice should never be closed. The mo-

ment it is so closed, it becomes a nega-

tive instrument of injustice.

The abuses which Mr Hume's letter

points out, there is every reason to believe

are not of recent growth. They ought

to have come under the observation of

former Grand Juries. Moreover, there

is reason to suspect they are not con-

fined to the great Metropolitan gaol.

The bad state of our prisons has long

been notorious, and as it is quite time

that the present Administration should

give soms evidence of a desire for

practical improvement, the state of our

prisons would be by no means a bad

subject to begin upon.

It is not surprising that people are

constantly asking what the Ministry

have done that is practically useful.

The production of one or two important

measures per session, which are after-

wards submitted to the tender mercies

of the Lords, and rendered almost nu-

gatory, seems to be all that we are

permitted to expect from a Reform

Ministry ; and the numerous practical

reforms that they might carry without

difficulty, as involving no Aristocratic

objection, they sluggishly neglect. All

we are led to expect next session, is the

removal of some of the disabilities

which the Dissenters still suffer. Really

if the Ministry take things thus lei-

surely, the growth of new evils will far

outstrip the removal of the old.

In noticing the unjust detention of
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prisoners, the Chronicle suggests a re-

medy which, we fear, the sufferers are not

very likely to be able to take advantage

of. " It seems at first to us," says the

Chronicle, " that every prisoner de-

tained in confinement after the Grand

Jury has declared him innocent, might

seek for damages against the sheriff or

gaoler who detains him." This, I fear,

will afford but poor consolation to the

persons usually confined in Newgate.

It may do, perhaps, for Captain Fair-

bairn, of the Monarch steam ship, or

for Captain Marsh, of the Cecil sloop,

but for nine-tenths of the persons to

whom Mr Hume's benevolent letter is

applicable, such a course would be of

no avail. A pennyless victim of injus-

tice to sue a rich sheriff for damages

Admirable, indeed, must be the Chro-*

nicies conception of English law !

It is a fortunate circumstance that

Mr Hume's letter has been brought

before the Common Council. That

body has already acted on some of its

suggestions, and will, I understand, not

permit the subject to drop. If they do

find a remedy for the principal evil

I have noticed, I trust it will be of a

more practical character than a suit

for damages with all its terrors.

H. S. C.

WHIG APPOINTMENTS TO OFFICE -LORD AYLMER.
On a former occasion, I noticed the

vicious propensity of the Whigs to ap-

point their political opponents to office,

and I gave as an instance the appoint-

ment of Lord Aylmer as Commander-

in-Chief in Ireland. If a statement

which appeared a few days since in a

Morning paper be true, his Lordship

has given Ministers a capital hole to

creep out of, or, to speak more cor-

rectly, a means of counteracting the

Horse Guards, in this important matter.

The statement to which I allude was

to the effect that, " a difficulty had arisen

in the appointment of Lord Aylmer
as Commander-in-Chief in Ireland, in

consequence of his demanding a Bri-

tish Peerage as a condition of his ac-

ceptance of the office."

To understand this demand of Lord

Aylmer, it must be remembered that

he has but just returned from a Colo-

nial Government, in which he failed

most signally. His conduct in Canada
drove the People nearly to a state of

open revolt. The representatives of the

People formally complained of his

tyrannical conduct ; and, as I before

stated, the Government were compelled

to recall him, simply because he had

shown himself incapable of governing

any longer.

The great object of Lord Aylmer
is, of course, to get some expression of

approval from Government, however

indirect that approval be. By means

of the same interest which thrust him

on the people of Canada, he is now

sent to command the troops in Ireland.

This, however, is not enough for Lord

Aylmer. He knows that the public

are aware that the Horse Guards' au-

thority is still in Tory hands, and

although the Ministers culpably con-

nive at the acts of that department,

those acts are not considered by the

nation as emanating from, or as

being positively sanctioned by the

Government. Hence, Lord Aylmer
feels that something more is required

to free him from the stigma which

attaches to his name, as an unsuccess-

ful because odious Colonial Governor.

Will the Whigs give the sanction
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which Lord Aylmer hopes for, by be-

stowing on his Lordship a British Peer-

age? I trust not. Such a sanction

would be a deliberate insult to the

people of Canada, who have com-

plained of his Lordship's ill conduct,

and a bad omen to the people of Ire-

land ; whilst the refusal of the Peerage

would show that, although Ministers

dare not interfere with, still they do not

approve of, the conduct of the Horse-

Guards, in making the appointment.

I do not, however, believe the refusal

of the Peerage would really get rid of the

obnoxious appointment. Lord Aylmer
was, before he went to Canada, a very

poor Lord, and now that he is returned

he is far from a rich one. The Chief

Command in Ireland, is a matter about

which a gentleman in his Lordship's

circumstances should not be " more nice

than wise." His Lordship will there-

fore, without doubt, pocket the affront

of a refusal, waive his demand, and

command the bayonets in Ireland, though

I trust to a better end than he did in

Canada.

H. S. C.
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- PAMPHLETS FOR THE PEOPLE: a very
few copies of the First Volume (which is now com-
pleted) remain unsold. Price, in boards, SIX SHIL-
LINGS.—The following may still be had separately,
price Three Halfpence each, namely:—The Amuse-
ments of the Aristocracy.—Persecution preached by
the Parsons of the State Church in Ireland.—Trades'
Unions. —Taxes on Knowledge.—Of what Use is the
House of Lords I—Orange Lodges.—The Evils of a
House of Lords.—The Peers aod the People The
Conduct of Ministers.—A Short Review of a Long
Session.—A Letter to the Duke of Cumberland.—
Hand-Loom Weavers and Factory Workers.—Parties
i n the House of Commons.—A Church, What ! A
State Church, What?—Democracy in America
Whigs and Radicals.— Piogress of Democracy.— Pros-
pects of the Coming Session—The People are not
to Blame.— Despotism of the French King.— The
three last price Twopence each.

The Articles ou COLONY and on EDUCATION
reprinted from the Supplement to the Encyclopedia
Britannica, price Fourpence each.—The Articles on
the BALLOT, and on TAXES ON KNOWLEDCE,
from the Westminster Review, price Threepence'
each.
TRUTH VERSUS ASHHURST; or Law as it is.

Price Twopence.
A SKETCH of the ARISTOCRACY of ENG-

LAND, by ISAAC TOMKINS and PETER JEN-
KINS. Price Twopence.
A LETTER to a MINISTER of STATE respectingTAXES on KNOWLEDGE. Price Twopence.
MILTON'S (VISCOUNT) ADDRESS to theLANDOWNERS, on the CORN LAWS. Price

Three Half-pence.
Mr HUME'S SPEECH on the MALT TAX. Price

Twopence.
The BALLOT, in a Dialogue, from the "London

Review." Price Twopence.
The PRINCIPLES of LAW REFORM, from the

" London Review." Price Sixpence.

JOSEPH PRIESTLEY'S ESSAY on the FIRST
PRINCIPLES of GOVERNMENT. Price Six-
pence.
MUNICIPAL REFORM

Price One
CORPORATIONS

ACT, by HENRY S. CHAPMAN, Esq
and Sixpence.
Where, also, may be had, THE LONDON RE-

VIEW—Numbers I, II, 1 1 1, price 6s. each. Number
IV will be Published in December.
London : Charles Ely, 14 Tavistock street, Covent

garden.

FINSBURY LECTURES.
On Saturday, price Gd.

THE MORALITY of the MER-
CANTILE and MIDDLE CLASSES, being

the Third of a Course of Lectures, by W. J. FOX.
No. I. The MORALITY of POVERTY.
II. AR1STOCRATICAL and POLITICAL MO-
ALITY.

Charles Fox, Paternoster row.

The subject of the LECTURE next SUNDAY
Morning, at FINSBURY CHAPEL, SOUTH
PLACE, is the MORALITY of the PRESS.

To Commence at Eleven o'clock precisely.

THE COM hi

Now publishing, price One Penny, 12 pages, 12mo.

A TREATISE ON THE NATURE
-£*- AND PROPERTIES OF COMETS, with
Special Reference to the ' Comet of Halley, now
visible in England, comprising a precise description
of every thing connected with its History and Ap-
pearance, from the Observations of 1G82 to the pre-
sent year. Also, a Sketch of the Comets of Encke
and Biela, by Frederick Moore, Editor of " The
Voice of the Planets," with an engravin of the course
of Halley's Comet to February 7, 183G.

"This is the cheapest and best publication of the
kind ever offered to the public."—Morning Adver-
tiser.

London: Wakelin, 1 Shoe lane, Fleet street;

sold at IS Commercial place, City road ; 126 Strand :

G. Purkess, Compton street, Soho ; 12 Strutton

Ground, Westminster ; and all Booksellers.

LONDON :—Published by CHARLES ELY, for the Proprietors, at their

Office, No. 14, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden:

From the Steam Press of C. & W. Rbynkll, 14, 15, and 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarket

;
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HINTS ADDRESSED TO THE YOUNG MEN OF GREAT
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BY ROBERTS HAMMERSLEY.
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CHEAP LAW.
The necessity of altering the jurisdic- great as they are, connected with the

tion of the Courts of Law in this coun- present system of legal jurisdiction,

try, and of establishing or changing the When Lord Lyndhurst opposed

jurisdiction of Local Courts, has been the creation of Local Courts, he used

urged on many occasions, by able and this argument:

—

intelligent men, for upwards of two " People are very generally accus-

centuries. The House of Lords, how- tomed to say, referring to the expense

ever, presents an almost insuperable of legal proceedings, that it is a mon-

obstacle to any change. It appears to strous thing to be obliged to go to a

have the deepest abhorrence of cheap Court of Justice for the recovery of a

Law. Those who have witnessed the small sum, at the risk of incurring,

judicial proceedings in which the Lords comparatively, enormous costs. Now
engage can feel no wonder at the feel- to argue the subject thus, is to look at.

ings that influence them. After toler- it in a very confined and partial point

ating, year after year, the mockery of of view. One great object of the Law is,

appeals, it is impossible they can be to prevent litigation, and the law has,

anxious to remedy any of the evils, therefore, in this country, been laid down

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REYNELL, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Hayraarket.



so precise and so certain, that a man,

in a great majority of instances, is ena-
v

bled to know and ascertain his rights

without litigation."

If it is meant to be affirmed that the

Law should be precise and distinct in

order to avoid any doubt respecting it,

and that appeals to the Judge should,

by the distinct expression of the Law,

be rendered needless, the statement of

Lord Lyndtturst is intelligible. But

then this is the reason why the Law

should be made distinct, and is not the

object of the Law. Distinctness of expres-

sion is needed to avoid doubts, and it is

desirable to avoid doubts, in order to

prevent litigation, or, in other words, in

order that those who require the assist-

ance of Law should not be exposed to

expence, while they seek to interpret its

meaning. If the object of the Law was

merely to prevent litigation, the short-

est mode of effecting it would be to

close the Courts, and thus litigation

would be prevented by making an ap-

peal to the Law impossible !

It is a narrow view that includes

the expense connected with the admi-

nistration of justice ! So thinks Lord

Lyndhurst: and his opinion will be

assented to by those who gain in con-

sequence of the Legislature not having

endeavoured to make the access to

the Courts of Law cheap, and conse-

quently easy. Expense prevents liti-

gation, and the object of the Law, we

are told, is to prevent litigation. Thus

litigation is prevented, not by the Law

being distinct, but by the expense which

an appeal to the Law imposes. Admirable

contrivance! A contrivance which he

who makes the Law would not avow, but

which he, whose duty it is to interpret

the Law, does not hesitate to applaud.

An injustice is done, or supposed to be

done—the moral consequence of any

hindrance which prevents the demand

for redress is the same, whether an

injury is done, or supposed only to

have been done—the damage may be

estimated in money, but the value of

legal interference must, in nine hundred

and ninety-nine cases out of a thousand,

be of more value than any pecuniary con-

sideration. The mode of seeking redress

may sometimes exhibit a litigious spirit,

but is redress, therefore, to be refused,

unless at a great cost ? If a wrong-

doer be rich, protection is to be ex-

tended to his misconduct, lest many

persons may complain of the injuries

have been done them, and thus in-

crease the business of Courts of Law !

But the Law of England is precise

and distinct! If this be really so, how

can litigation prevail to any extent?

Men are litigious, because the Law may

be made an instrument of vexation

from the doubts it is supposed to

excite. If it be distinct and clear, a

judge can feel no hesitation in enun-

ciating the will of the lawgiver, and

nothing could be gained by an appeal

to him. When, indeed, we urge the

advantage of Local Courts, because

the Law is not so difficult to interpret

as rules of practice are difficult to

follow, we are told of the multitude of

conflicting decisions that might occur,

and the uncertainty they would pro-

duce. When it is suggested that this

evil might be checked, we are told that

the Law is so precise and distinct, that

appeals to a Court of Law can only

be made in order to harass and to

vex some poor defendant. But the

precision of the Law would prevent

any harass and vexation ; and if being

precise it now produces either, it must

evidently arise from the expense con-

nected with the administration of the

Law, and not from any defects in the

Law itself. Now the object of Local

Courts is not the amendment of the

Law, but the improvement of its admi-

nistration, in order to check that harass

and annoyance which the present

system encourages. The precision of
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the Laws, so far from being, as Lord

Lyndhurst represents it, a reason

against the establishment of Local

Courts, should operate very strongly in

their favour.

But great as are the evils which the

present system creates, there are evils, it

is said, which the patronage of new

Courts would create far outbalancing

those which are sought to be remedied.

The law, in the opinion of Lord Lynd-

hurst, ought to continue expensive,

and its administration to "be the cause

of gross injustice, because the patronage

of the Crown would be increased ! The

influence of the Crown, though the pa-

tronage it possessed was once regarded

with just jealousy, as it was considered

to exist to great extent for merely cor-

rupt objects. But would it be wise to

abolish necessary offices, because un-

necessary offices exist?—or to refuse to

establish a new office, if duties that

ought to be discharged cannot be well

discharged by existing officers ? The

Tories have become alarmed lest Minis-

terial influence should increase. The

moment when popular control over the

acts of the Government has become

strong, and the responsibility of public

servants has enormously increased, the

abuse of the powers of the Government

is to be a bugbear to prevent the utility

of the Government, by a better distri-

bution of its powers, from being ex-

tended. When there was reason to be

jealous of Ministerial patronage, who

so ready as the Tories to condemn sus-

picions of its abuse ? When jealousy

may sleep, the fear of the abuse of

public patronage is to deter us from

improving the means of Government

!

But to what extent would the Local

Courts extend the patronage of the

Crown ? The superior officers of most

of the Courts of Request in the king-

dom, are now appointed by the Crown,

and it is not proposed that Local

Courts should be much more numerous

than Courts of Requests. If danger

could arise from appointments of this

kind, it would be greatest when the

office is not sufficiently important con-

stantly to attract public attention to its

proceedings. Make the Local Judge a

responsible pefson, impose on him du-

ties of an important kind, and the dif-

ficulty of abusing the appointment will

be great.

Let every other objection, however, to

Local Courts be answered, one, the po-

pularity of which is much relied on, is

sure to be urged—" What, increase the

taxes of the county for new salaries?

Surely you do not consider the expense

of your new judges, and how will you

pay them." But the expense of the

new judges and the best mode of paying

them, have been considered. There

are fees payable to courts now in ex-

istence which, added to the fees the

new court might take, would amply

provide for the salaries proposed to be

given. The Courts of Requests in dif-

ferent parts of the country, produce very

handsome incomes to the officers con-

nected with them, while their duties are

exceedingly slight. Let the business of

these Courts be thrown on the new

Courts, and we at once secure a pro-

vision for new officers without the ne-

cessity for additional taxation. How
far this is practicable, the following

Table will shew. It is made up from a

return moved for by Mr Roebuck, and

shows the receipts of officers of some

of the principal Courts of Requests in

England.
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Eccleston ; and the Act that regulates it

has secured the patronage to the Earl

of Fitzwilliam. At a future day

the country will perhaps be called upon

to compensate these noblemen for tak-

ing from them a power which a Legis-

lature, careful of public interests, would

never have sanctioned.

It is necessary, however, that atten-

tion should continually be drawn to

the subject of Cheap Law. The

interests that are arrayed against any

change are powerful—bound together

by the strongest ties—and determined

to prevent any alteration. The Minis-

try are lukewarm on the subject, and

the People's Representatives are gene-

rally indifferent to the evils of the pre-

sent system. It is from without, then,

that opinion must influence— it is

not from within the Houses of Par-

liament that the demand for new Courts

and improved legal jurisdiction will

effectually be made. For two cen-

turies efforts have from time to time

been made to establish Local Courts

;

and every step that has been gained

has proved their utility and importance.

The reader may not be displeased to

see an account of one of the earliest

attempts to improve local jurisdic-

tions ; I give an extract from a work

written by John Cook, the Solicitor-

General of the High Court of Par-

ilament at the trial of Charles I. It

was his fate to be a Law-reformer ; and

he states that he was, in consequence,

exposed to a more severe professional

persecution than any man had suffered.

He went over to Ireland with Ireton,
as Chief-Justice of one of the provinces

in that country, and appears to have

greatly exerted himself in rendering the

law accessible to the poorest of the

population. His reform relating to the

administration of testators' estates was
very important. In reading the fol-

lowing passage from Cook, it should

be remembered that the period of the

Commonwealth was remarkable for its

legal reforms. Cook was among the

ablest of those who endeavoured to

effect the changes that were then made in

the Law. He was an eloquent and in-

structed man : but having, upon the

Restoration, been betrayed by Sir

Coote, he was brought to England

and executed at Charing Cross for

high treason. His reputation was

tainted in the opinion of those who

affected to be loyal, and his writings,

which possess great merit, have been

forgotten.

" My Lord Deputy (who is a blessed

instrument, and indefatigable in the

v/orks of holiness and righteousness),

for the great ease and safety of the

People, hath altered the Provincial

Courts into County Courts, that where-

as, before, the People travelled forty or

fifty miles, now their differences are

ended at home, in the nature of Assizes

or Sittings. And the Honourable the

Commissioners of Parliament, promot-

ing the true liberties and freedom of

the People, have given great ease to

them in taking away some needless

offices, and in matters of fees, there

being seldom twenty shillings spent in

a cause by all parties, unless it be in

counsels' fees, which are ascertained,

and but very small in comparison. I

do not, in the twenty shillings^ include

the charge of witnesses—which yet is

very small, not going out of their own
county—but the fees usual, which are

allowed to the officers, jury, clerks, and
attorneys (for the Court hath not any),

every man pleading his own cause, which

I observe to be a very good way for

discovering the truth.

"The form and method of proceedings

hath not, by me, been altered in any

point considerable; but, indeed, the

original constitution of the Court seems

to me to be excellent in four particulars.

" The first process of the Court hath

ever been a summons, in the nature of



a subpoena ; then an attachment, or dis- man hath got a plough, five or six

tress of the defendant's goods, not re- cows, forty or fifty sheep, all worth

straining his person but for matter of about fifty pounds; this poor man
contempt, or upon very just and reason- pays for home and corn, and begins

able cause. to grow warm in his business, but

" Secondly, it is a mixed Court, and comes an action of debt, like an

the Bill may contain both law and armed man, upon him, for fifty or a

equity, whereby half the suits in the hundred pound, contracted before, or

province are ended or prevented, but for his necessary subsistence during

hath no cognizance of pleas real con- the Rebellion. The plaintiff having

cerning land. long been out of his money, is very

"Thirdly, the cause is heard and stomach-full—blame him not for his long

ended as soon as it is ripe for hearing ; fasting;—and prosecutes with all rigour,

indeed, herein is some alteration, for, Judgment cannot be denied him. An

whereas, formerly there were but two or execution against goods as in other

three sittings in a year, the justices and Courts, issues of course, and what foi-

practisers attending the Upper Courts lows? The goods are sold at under-

at Dublin in the term time, and so rates, at 251. or 30/.,—for who will buy

causes depended long, now (having no his neighbour's goods so taken from

other business to do), we end the busi- him will be sure of a good penny-worth,

ness so soon as it is prepared for a And the fees and charges of the execu-

hearing, which some—how justly, let tion are so great, that the debt, if it

wise men judge—have censured to be were but 50/. is not half paid, and for

an innovation and precipitous justice, the remainder, the defendant is taken

and must as carefully be avoided as in execution, when he starves to death,

falling from a rock. But that is to hear and his wife and poor children beg from

and determine before both parties are door to door, unless relieved by the

ready, or had convenient time so to be

;

parish. But by the course of this

otherwise, when a cause is ripe for sen- Court, the defendant comes in, and

tence, why should not the Court put in prays an instalment, and a jury of indif-

the sickle? A speedy trial is the plain- ferent and impartial neighbours iflstal

tiff's joy, and just judgment delayed the debt to be paid by several gales,

may prove worse than an unrighteous and days of payment, as the defendant

sentence speedily pronounced. shall be thought able \ and if the jury—

" Fourthly, there is a great difference who certainly are the proper judges in

between the proceedings in England such cases, for it may be their own

and the ancient course of this Court in the next day—finds any fraud, deceit

the payment of debts. For debts are or violence, the defendant is imprisoned,

paid by instalments, as the defendants as he well deserves. By which means

—

are able to pay them. A most excel- it is an observation to me very ad-

lent and admirable composition of a mirable—though the People be ex-

Court. For the case of poor Ireland tremely indigent, there not being scarce

stands thus :—The poor English who, a tenth part of the money here, that

through God's mercy, saved their lives, there is in England, debts are, I

but lost their estates by the rebels, believe, ten times better paid here than

begin now, blessed be God, to return in England. For of 500/. or 600/.

to their possessions—and the protected debts that have been here owed,

Irish make a hard shift to live, paying some one county scarce knows ten of

great contributions—and many a poor them but are paid or secured, whereas,



if the reins of the Law had been let hours. The contrary practice of not

loose here, as in other Courts, in all installing debts as men are able to pay,

probability there had never been ten hath been the ruin of many families

debts of an hundred satisfied, for not that might have flourished to this day.

one defendant in twenty hath so much And by this means the contribution to

money by him ; and if either his the army is paid, and agriculture in-

person be restrained or his little flock creased with many families. All would

taken away, his friends leave him, and be quickly ruined if the farmers should

so misery quickly finds him. But give be unstocked by such executions,

him time, he works like a mole to* " The practice of this Court hath like-

keep himself or his goods from arrest

—

wise formerly been very profitable and

one friend—like one hand—helps an- easy to the People in matter of

other; he recovers some other debts Executorship and Administration, as to

due to him, and in a short space end twenty suits upon one Bill filed

becomes a noun substantive. I could against an Executor or Administrator,

instance in many that had actions The creditors are all called, and every

brought against them of 2000J. or 3000 J. man's part proportioned according to

value. It would pity a man to see the conscionable share of the debt,

more load laid on, as if they would be and not the whole estate swept away

pressed to death, yet by this way of upon a dormant judgment, to the de-

instalment, the man having a breathing frauding of many poor creditors— with

time, agrees first with one, then with some other equitable practices too long

another, and in a short space grows for an epistle."

into as good credit as any of his neigh- T. F.

HINTS ADDRESSED TO THE YOUNG MEN OF GREAT
BRITAIN, ON THE PROGRESS OF POLITICAL
OPINION.

In every nation throughout Europe the blind men who dream over ancient
domination of Aristocracy is giving records instead of reasoning upon the
way before the onward "march of De- plain matters of fact around them,
mocracy. Everywhere men begin to The last two periods of five years
set themselves against the political per- in this count have deducted mme
vers.ons and wasteful misrule of the from Aristocracy, and added more to
few ;-that few who arrogantly claim to Democracy, than the whole of the two
sway society because their fathers have preeeding centuries have done, although
been participator, in despotism. But those centuries are characterized by the
it * here, in Great Britain, that Democ- advance of civi ii2ation and reason . and
racy has made the largest strides ; it is every succeeding period of five years
here that Democracy is still pressing wm be marked with such transfers of
forward with a vigour and rapidity that power to a far greater extent,
no resistance can withstand, however There is but one imaginable of
that reliance may be directed by those arresting the movement, which i 3 , to
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annihilate the Press, to destroy all

machinery, and to sink every vessel fit

for commerce. When this is done,

Democracy may be arrested ; but not

before.

Aristocracy will continue to struggle

against the inevitable surrender of its

old usurpations ; but while its despe-

ration, and consequent denunciations

grow, as they will, stronger and stronger,

its power of resistance will soon dwin-

dle down to impotent Parliamentary

protests.

It is of little importance how many

may resolve that Aristocracy shall con-

tinue in this country,—still it must

pass rapidly away ; for, while men pur-

sue their individual interests, think

about the means of arriving at them,

and communicate their thoughts to

each other through the countless chan-

nels now opened, Democracy must of

necessity advance with a constantly

increasing impetus.

Democracy is not the result of spe-

culation ; it is not something to come

and go, as praise or blame may cause

it to be liked or disliked ; it is the

simple, necessary result of a nation's

developing her mental and physical re-

sources to a very great extent, as Great

Britain is now doing. This fact has

just been manifested by the passage of

the Corporation Reform Act. Imperfect

as it is, this Act is by far the most Demo-

cratic measure ever passed by the Bri-

tish Parliament. So evidently, indeed,

did discussion show forth its Demo-

cratic character, that Lord Melbourne
was forced, in order to support the Bill,

to declare in the House of Peers, that

Democracy was not only necessary for

local Government, but that we had ar-

rived at a period of intelligence, when

it was inevitable.* Now, what man, or

what association, or what class of men,

had taken steps to procure for this bill

* This is also the opinion, or rather the con-

viction of M. De Tocqueville, the author of
** Democracy in America."

a Democratic character ?—None what-

ever. Many days previous to its

introduction in the Commons* House,

the Ministers had not an article of the

Bill written; and what is more, Lord

John Russell did not fully compre-

hend the Bill, or foresee its tendencies

when he presented it. The Ministers

were compelled to take some great

popular step ; Corporation Reform had

been loudly demanded, and they adopt-

ed a draft of a Bill, with which an ac-

cident furnished them, cutting down,

according to their notions, its Demo-
cratic tendencies, as much as they

thought the intelligence and wants of

the town population would permit.

Ministers gave as little as possible, but

they knew that the population of the

towns would be highly dissatisfied with

less control over their own affairs than

the Bill gave them ;—hence its Demo-
cratic character. As it has been with

this, so will it be with other necessary

or Democratic measures. For all mea-

sures are Democratic which allow men

to manage their own affairs— all are

Aristocratic which give to a few men

the power of controlling the actions, the

business, and the purses of the rest of

the community.

Young men of Great Britain, look

around you ; observe well the develop-

ment of mind connected with every in-

terest in society ; observe the acuteness

of calculations and reasoning in busi-

ness, and tne untiring activity with

which men pursue their interests ; ob-

serve, too, how readily and efficiently

men combine, when this is requisite for

their interests. Then reflect how absurd

it would be to expect that this intelli-

gent and busy people could go back to

a state of ignorance and comparative

inactivity, to suit the country to an

Aristocracy, now that an Aristocracy is

no longer suitable to the country. Yes,

' reflect well upon this subject; and when

you have done so, review those plans



for the future which you all have more

or less distinctly formed.

Young men are apt to dwell upon

certain parts of history, and to wish

they had lived in bygone days, to have

been partakers of the great deeds they

admire. But the past comes to us in

false colours, dressed up and painted

by imagination and superstition. There

is little recorded in the past that, when

properly viewed, reason or humanity

can approve. We live now in days a

thousand times fuller of opportunities

to do great deeds, justly so termed ; to

aid in developing man's true character,

to aid in rendering him in every way

the intelligent, the virtuous, the happy,

and happiness-conferring being which,

under all obstacles, he is ever prone

to be.

Past struggles have been, in almost

every instance, the low contests of bar-

barism and semi-barbarism, or the mad

and demoniac ones of superstition. It

is true that liberty and freedom, God

and religion, were in men's mouths ; but

this did not make barbarism and super-

stition (he less productive of human

misery. The present struggle, in which

you may participate in great deeds,

rightly so called, is of a higher charac-

ter ; it is between political virtue and

political vice, between upshootingknow-

ledge and old incrusted ignorance, be-

tween principles that seek the happiness

of all—the misery of none, and princi-

ples that look only to the licence and lux-

ury of the few, at the cost of the misery

of the many; between young and honest

Democracy, and old, libsrtine, debased

and debasing Aristocracy.

And in this struggle you have not

only the opportunity of sharing in great

deeds, but the certainty of receiving all

merited reward. Happily the days have

passed, but hardly passed, when almost

everything that could tempt youthful

ambition was in the gift of Aristocracy

;

political distinction, wealth, fame, all

were dispensed by Aristocracy, for ser-

vices to the Aristocracy. In 1832,

however, there began to dawn, though

dimly, a new era in this respect. Po-

litical distinction, at least, must hence-

forth come from other hands—the hands

of the People. Those of you who are at

all believers in Aristocratically-written

History, do not be startled. Aristocracy

has told you many falsehoods of De-

mocracy, spoken repeatedly of what

Democracy has done, and slanderously

of what Democracy will do. But recol-

lect that Democracy, limited or unli-

mited, never did exist till after the year

1776, when it was established by En-

glishmen in North America. God grant

that the whole world may be as pros-

perous and happy as the Anglo-Ameri-

cans.

By the way, British Aristocracy tried

to crush Democracy after it was estab-

lished in America, and failing in the

effort, tried to make Englishman detest

it; and failing again, they, in their

political references, seem utterly to for-

get that young and flourishing England,

whose identity with us is showrn even in

her navy, which sails in proud equality

of excellence with our own.

In former days, during the high do-

mineering reign of Aristocracy in this

country, tradesmen, literary men, pro-

fessional men, politicians—all looked up

in slavish hope to the gold-filching

fingers of our titled masters; and oh

!

how painfully debasing must have been

the dependance of a man of talents on

the smile, perhaps, of an ignorant ani-

mal, with " a coat of arms, a motto,

and a name." But still worse was, and

is now, the inward condition of " those

who have risen from the ranks of the

People, and been adopted into the

Aristocracy." What a debased and

craven thing is an adopted Aristocrat,

and most of all, he who receives a title !

Let us view him a moment.

Born Aristocrats grow up in certain
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beliefs of their caste— absurd enough, politically wears the smiles of appa-

it is true—but which seem to them rent happiness. His days are filled

indisputable as the truths of reli- with degrading hopes and fears of so-

gion. Their associations are all of cial and political dependancy ; his nights

one colour ; recollections of childhood, bring him tormenting retrospections,

of youthful manhood, are all in har- that burn his cheeks with almost mad-

mony with their arrogant position in dening shame. What would he not

maturer years. Not so with an adopted give in those bitter moments, had he re-

Aristocrat. His early thoughts and mained an honest Democrat? who has

habits are all of a different hue • his nothing to be ashamed of before the

opinions and feelings are all to be world or alone, relying upon his own

changed. Recollections of his boy- intrinsic qualities, borrowing no das-

hood, of his young and innocent days, tardly aid from other men, standing

come but to mortify his pride. What erect, respecting himself and command-

to all other men, the Democrat and ing respect from Aristocrats themselves

Aristocrat, " is sweet as water to the —Aristocrats, whose titles he despises,

parched lip," is to the adopted Aristo- whose arrogance he contemns, and whose

crat bitter as black gall. Every tie, immoralities and miserable hypocrisies

however pure, however sacred, is broken he pities.

or loosened ; he is an unnatural thing, Happily, I say, the days have passed

striving perpetually to tear from his when Aristocracy had its uncurbed

breast that which all the rest of the course ; the young man of ability may
world cherishes with the fondest me- now aspire to distinction without de-

mory. gradation : by every step he takes

But to show how low, how servile, how he may increase his own happiness

ineffably mean, they become, adopted and independence of character, while

Aristocrats are, in many places, ashamed he contributes to the happiness and

of their best friends, of their nearest elevation of all around him. For

relations, and even of their mothers, as Aristocracy offers direct encour-

Think but for a moment of a man being agement to extrinsic qualities, and thus

ashamed of his own mother—of her of debases the human character, Demo-

whom he is ! I could curse the avoider cracy offers direct encouragement to

of his mother as the vilest reptile on intrinsic excellence, and thus developes

earth, if I did not know that such* a and elevates it.

wretch is ever doubly cursed, with the What a field for permanent and ho-

contempt of the Aristocrats he serves, nest distinction is now opening for the

and with the gnawings of his own cow- young men of Great Britain ! Every

ardly thoughts ; and if, too, I did not untitled young man, with a spark of

reflect that all such vileness is the natu- sympathy for the cause of human hap-

ral fruit of the existence of an Aristo- piness, or with the slightest desire for

cracy in any country. his own elevation, should mix himself

The adopted Aristocrat relies, before in the present political struggle, and

others, on the reflected consequence of manfully aid in gaining the great and

his Aristocratic association ; before peaceful victory of Democracy over

Aristocrats themselves he, having repu- Aristocracy. This every one may do,

diated Democracy, has nothing to rely to various extents, in many ways ; few

upon but subserviency to his superiors, persons, indeed, have any conception

and thus becomes a slave—downcast, how much may be done by any man

truekling, and miserable, while he hy- who resolves te exert himself ia honest
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sincerity, even the humblest and most

diffident. Listen to the admission of

De Lolme, that great apologist for

British Aristoeraey and Parliamentary

corruption.

He admits " It is not fortune, it is

nature, that has made the essential dif-

ferences between men : and whatever

appellation a small number of persons

[the Aristocrats], who speak without

sufficient reflection, may affix to the

general body of their fellow creatures,

the whole difference between the States-

man, and many a man from among

what they call the dregs of the People,

often lies in the rough outside of the

latter ; a disguise which may fall off on

the first occasion : and more than once

has it happened, that from the middle

of a multitude in appearance contempt-

ible, there have been seen to arise at

once, great men.

" Time and a more favourable situa-

tion, to repeat it once more, are there-

fore the only things wanting to the

People." Thus, in the last century,

did De Lolme prophecy, and truly

prophecy. The People have, since he

wrote, had time to improve incalculably

by the aid of the Press, fettered and

confined as it has been, and still is, by

the Aristocracy ; and the People of

Great Britain are at last in this " fa-

vourable situation" to show that it is,

indeed, not fortune, but nature, that

makes the essential differences between

men.

Young men of the People, it is now

your acknowledged and inviting privi-

lege to mix yourselves with all that is

going forward in the politics of your

country. Do so as brave, honest, and

intelligent beings. Read, study every-

thing political ; think for yourselves ;

associate together in every possible way,

and learn to speak in public. No man
knows what he is till he tries—ay, and

tries, too, after repeated failures. Every

philosophic man knows perfectly well

that the great cause, now the almost

sole cause, of any apparent inability in

the mass to handle well all great politi-

cal subjects, is the want of bravery to

try their mental powers. Then, once

more I say, associate together in every

possible way, speak out to each other

your thoughts ; many and many a man

will be surprised at his own powers.

In the true spirit of Democracy,

every untitled young man, who is

in a more " favourable situation" than

another, should aid that other to

improve himself; every one who has

more knowledge and more access

to sources of information than an-

other, should communicate that know-

ledge and diffuse that information.

Wherever he is, wherever he goes, he

should, in every way, encourage and

assist others to improve themselves.

The good to the cause of human hap-

piness that thousands of young men

have it in their power thus to do, will

grow up incredibly before their exer-

tions, and it will prepare them for still

greater, more extensive, and eminent

usefulness. But begin to do good to

your political brethren, and two facts

will very soon be evident to you : one

is, that great exertions in the cause of

political virtue are in nowise incompat-

ible with your regular avocations ; the

other fact is, that when you have once

tasted the pleasure of doing good to

others in brave sincerity, nothing on

earth can afterwards keep you idle, or

make you indifferent to the happiness

and improvement of those around you,

—beings who have the same wants, phy-

sical and mental, and the same capa-

bilities ^vith yourself.

Think, not, however, that you can

pursue without opposition the mild and

beneficent course to distinction which

I would recommend to you. No; be

assured that, in all your efforts, you will

encounter the opposition of that craven

set, the adopted Aristocrats, in even a
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greater degree than you would those of contact with Aristocracy, and then the

the Aristocrats themselves, did you poor apers tremble in idiotic abasement,

come in contact with them : obedient Treat both these sorts of creatures as

slaves are always more intolerant than they deserve ; give scorn to one, and
their masters. But it is from yet contempt to the other,

another class of beings that you will Byron says

—

meet the greatest amount of annoyance, « Man makes that great which makes him little."

a set of creatures too low to be much Untitled young men of Great Britain,
described, and almost too contemptible by your vigorous exertions hasten on
to be named—the apers of Aristocracy, the approaching day when that line
These things crawl after all that is Aris- shall be wholly inapplicable to your
tocratic, and talk of little else, though political condition,
never, but by accident, in the slightest Roberts Hammersley.

SHOULD POLITICS INFLUENCE MUNICIPAL

ELECTORS ?

Should politics influence Municipal chance of obtaining a Municipal office,

Elections ? Should the political opin- whose opinions on primary political

ions of candidates for Municipal offices questions are known to be opposed to

weigh with the new electors ?—These those of the majority of his constitu-

are questions which are likely to be ents ; and where other circumstances

frequently asked at the present moment, are nearly equal, political opinion will

It cannot be deemed out of place to generally decide the contest. The im-

assist in answering them. The old portance which the Americans attach to

Tory Corporator of course answers, the politics of those to whose guidance
" No!" With him it is a favourite they entrust their Municipal affairs is

theory that political opinions should noticed, and at the same time censured,

not be regarded. He is perpetually by Captain Basil Hall, in his " Tra-

reminding the new elector that the fit- vels in the United States." He says:*-

ness of the candidate for the office " The election of the President being

which he proposes to fill should be the one affecting the whole country, the

sole consideration. respective candidates for the office were

tu;* A„n t„\n „ „™„~f i ir u i .
made the butt at which all political

inis doctrine cannot but be palate- i /.. i j^ i- .

, , ,
. .

r shafts were aimed, and to which every
able to those who are conscious of hold- other e ] ec tion was rendered subservient,
ing opinions obnoxious to the majority not indirectly, but by straight and ob-

of the electors. They are every day vious means. It was of no importance,

made aware that their aristocratic apparently, whether the choice to be

u- • * c 4 ii • i made, at any given election, were that
biases interfere most sadly with a popu- '

•
J 5

, '«
.

i , , , i
of a governor, a member to Congress,

lar canvass; and that they should desire
or t0 the Legislature of the State; or

to remove from their shoulders this whether it were that of a constable of

great source of objection, is by no means the obscure ward of an obscure town

—

surprising. it was a^ tne same. The candidates,

t *i tt -4. i o, c k *i seldom or ever, that I could see, even
In the United States of America the c \ . . ,' ., . i- f „rntin .A „*...... * ... „ professed to take their chief ground as

political opinions of the candidates for the fittest man for lhe vacant ffioe .

all offices are held to be a matter of this was often hardly thought of, as they

prime importance. No man has any stood forward simply as Adams-men or
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Jackson -men,—these being the names,
it is right to mention, of the two gen-

tlemen aiming at the Presidency. Al-

though the party principles of these

candidates for any office, on the subject

of the Presidential election, could not,

nine cases in ten, afford any index to

their capacity for filling the station to

which they aspired, their chance of

success was frequently made to hinge
upon that matter exclusively. Thus
the man who could bring the most votes

to that side of this grand, all-absorbing

Presidential question, which happened
to have the ascendancy for the time

being, was sure to gain the day, whether
he were or were not the best suited to

fill the particular vacancy."

—

Captain

Hall's Travels in America, chap. 17.

Captain Hall makes it appear that

Elections in the United States, even

for a Constable or subordinate Muni-

cipal functionary, are made to hinge

upon a question which, in his opinion,

has no bearing whatever upon the indi-

vidual case.

I have witnessed Elections in the

United States, and I can testify that

Captain Hall's view of the matter is ex-

tremely superficial. It must be clear

to every body that it is quite possible

to find among all political parties

persons fitted to most municipal offices

from the important one of Town Coun-

cillor, down to the minor one of Con-

stable. Hence if political opinion be

worthy of consideration at all, it should

be regarded rather as a casting qualifi-

cation than as the sole qualification. In

the New England States, more of the

business of governing is performed by

the Municipal Corporations than in

other States, nearly every man of

mature age takes his share at one time

or other in public affairs, and although

I do not pretend to say, that there do

not prevail different degrees of fitness ;

still I am convinced the difference is not

great. The best men of course take

up their position as elsewhere, and as

these best men are of opposite political

principles, so the superficial observer is

led to think that the struggle isbased

on political principles alone.

Captain Hall, in another part of his

work, describes what the Americans

call a Caucus meeting, Where they got

the word, I do not know. What it

means, a few words will explain. It

will be seen that it ought to have helped

Captain Hall over his present diffi-

culty.

Previous to every Election—say for

the present purpose, of Town Officers—

r

meetings of each contending political

party take place. At these preliminary

meetings, known by the name of Caucus,

the best men of the party are selected,

or in short are elected. At the final

Election, therefore, the contest is for

the best men of either party. After

this preliminary " Caucus " the names

of the candidates selected are printed

on a card, and this caid, in the case de-

scribed by Captain Hall, would be

called the f * Jackson ticket," or the

Adams ticket,'' as the case might be.

A Presidential Election in the United

States is not a mere struggle between

this man and that. It is a struggle for

principles personified in individuals.

In the case alluded to it was a struggle

between Democracy and would-be-

Aristocracy, aiming at sinister influence.

Jackson-man was only another name
for a Democrat and Adams-man for

a federalist who was for " strengthen-

ing the hands of Government" by

means held in detestation by the

majority of Americans— namely a

standing Army, and a Sedition Law.

There was therefore nothing of what the

Americans very significantly call man-

worship in the circumstance related by

Captain Hall.

Since the Election to which Captaiu

Hall alludes the power of the Demo-

cratic party in America has become

almost irresistible. Still a struggle is

maintained very similar to that which

agitates Europe. There is, and ever
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will be, a rich class craving after influ-

ence on account to the possession of

wealth, and it is to resist the preten-

sions of this class which demands all

the vigilance of the Democratic party.

In this country, although the struggle

is between the wealthy and the indus-

trious classes, it presents quite a dif-

ferent aspect to that which I have just

described. The Aristocracy is in pos-

session, and the struggle on the part of

the People, is to dislodge them.

The Municipal Corporation Reform

Act professes to take a certain small

portion of the governing power out of

the hands of the Aristocracy. Where

is the power so taken to be placed ?—
This rests with the electors. If the mu-

nicipal electors replace the governing

power in the hands of the class from

which it has just been taken, the Act

in question will have been passed in

vain. Need it now be asked whether

political principles should be allowed to

weigh with electors ? I think it will be

admitted that they make all the differ-

ence between rendering the Act a mere

dead letter, and an efficient instrument

of good local government.

The object of the Act, as it finally

passed, undoubtedly was to create as

small a change as possible. The old cor-

porations could no longer be upheld,

and the next consideration with the Tory

party was to obtain the substitution of

corporations which would differ as little

as possible from the old abominations.

This object the first Bill defeated.

Though it was by no means what the

Liberal party desired, it would have

been a comparatively efficient instru-

ment of good government. Sent to the

House of Lords, it was robbed of some of

its best features, and when returned to

the Commons only a few of these fea-

tures were restored. Now, if politics

be not considered—considered, too, as

the principal ingredient of fitness, the

intention of the Peers will be fulfilled,

and the Act, as far as good government

is concerned, will be worse than a blank

sheet—worse, because it will produce,

by an expensive and troublesome ma-

chinery, what was before managed in a

much more summary manner.

The importance of considering po-

litical principles, applies to every func-

tionary, whether legislative, administra-

tive, or judicial—from the highest to

the lowest. The ninetieth section of

the new Act confers upon the "Town

Councils legislative powers of rather an

extensive scope. If the choice of the

Burgesses fall upon men who have in-

terests in common with their fellow-

citizens and townsmen, we may expect

the bye-laws which they may make to

be such as will conduce to the welfare

of the People ; if, on the other hand,

the choice fall upon men who want that

community of interest with the People,

their legislation will be framed in ac-

cordance with the narrow sectional

views which characterised the old cor-

porations, and rendered Corporation

Reform indispensable.

But itjs in its administrative capa-

city that the necessity for a thoroughly

liberal Council is most conspicuous.

The Council elects the Mayor (sec. 49),

Town Clerk, Treasurer, and other Of-

ficers (sec. 58). What sort of Officers

would a Council composed of Tories be

likely to elect ? Take only the case of

a Mayor. Remember, that Mayors are

to be Returning Officers at the Election

of Members to serve in Parliament (sec.

57). Is it not a matter of the very first

importance that the Returning Officer

should be a man of liberal opinions—

that, in short, he should not be a Tory ?

Yet a liberal Mayor cannot emanate

from an illiberal Tory Town Council.

The influence of the Town Councils

over the pockets of the Burgesses should

be another reason for attending to poli-

tical principles. Every body knows that

profusion is interwoven with the very
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existence of Toryism. The Act provides political principles of candidates as the

that the Council may order a borough very chief consideration. Political

rate in case of the insufficiency of the principles influence the administration

Borough Fund (sec. 92). In other of every possible office ; or, to speak

words, the Council 'may levy taxes. more correctly, every office may bead-

Now, this " insufficiency" is the only ministered according to either Aristo-

reasonfor ordering a rate; but an Aris- cratic or Democratic principles. The

tocratic Council would soon find means Municipal Act is, to a certain extent,

to render the insufficiency very obvious, of democratic tendency. To arrange

If the new Burgesses under the Act matters so that it is administered on

desire economy, not a single person of Aristocratic principles is to counteract

Aristocratic habits must find his way its tendency in every particular,

into the Council. Now let us take another glance at

The Council has the power of appoint- Capt. Hall's remarks. Because a candi-

ing all Committees (sec. 70), and among date for the office of constable is called a

them the Watch Committee (sec. 76). Jackson-man or an Adams-man, Capt.

Now, if the Council have a majority of Hall concludes that he is elected

the old Aristocratic leaven, these Com- solely on account of his being able to

mittees will ofnecessity be almost wholly bring so many votes to this or that

anti-popular. Under the Watch Com- individual. This is, no doubt, very

mittee is placed the whole Constabu- profound logic, but let us test it by a

lary Force, with all its arrangements supposed case nearer home. Suppose

(Sec. 76 to 84) ; so that the further we the citizens of London had the power

proceed—the lower we descend in the of electing their constables ; suppose,

scale of office, the more necessary does further, that it were the practice in

it seem that the Councils should be England, as it is in America, to make
thoroughly Liberal. use of a name to represent a principle

There is another circumstance which or a class of principles. In such a case

I have yet to mention, which puts the the Liberal candidate would be called

necessity of attending to the political the Grote-man, and the anti-Liberal

opinions of Municipal candidates in a candidate would be called the Lyall-

still higher light. I mean the influence man. Would it be a just inference to

of Corporations in Parliamentary elec- say that the constable was chosen, not

tions. Every inhabitant of an old Cor- because he was fit for the office, but

poration is painfully aware of the man- solely because he was a Grote-man?

ner in which they exercised their power Most people would say No! Captain

in influencing the return of anti-popu- Basil Hall would say Yes! But
lar candidates to Parliament. Every why should not Captain Basil Hall
instrument of bribery and intimidation carry this a step further? We know
was put into requisition, and in most that in England political parties are

cases with success. Now, if the same in the habit of making use of a
men, or men of the same political party, decoration—a^ rosette, for instance, of

be elected as Town Councillors by the coloured ribbon. An observer of

new Burgesses, who will be to blame if Captain Hall's class, going among such

the old influences continue to be ex- people, would hear them say, " I shall

erted at every succeeding Election ? vote for blue—I detest yellow princi-

In short, there does not appear to be a pies." Hereupon he would gravely write

single point, from which the subject can down that the People paid no regard to

be viewed, which does not exhibit the fitness for office—they made the colour
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of a man's decoration the sole reason for

choice, forgetting that the piece of co-

loured ribbon was merely a symbol

standing for a set of political principles.

Now in the case quoted by Captain

Hall, the names of the candidates for

the Presidency perform the same office

as the rosettes of coloured ribbon in our

Parliamentary Elections ; and "Jack-
son principles" in one country, or " true

Blue principles" in another, are quite

as well understood by those who use

them, as terms of more precise import.

Mind ! I do not defend the use of these

vague terms— I merely account for them.

One very good reason why their use is

to be deprecated is, that they may create

misconception in the minds of persons

not remarkable for acuteness of intel-

lect. I would therefore gladly see them

replaced by better defined terms. u De-

mocratic" and " Aristocratic '' princi-

ples are better understood. The former

term conveys to every mind a clear

conception of popular influence, and the

latter includes everything that is op-

posed thereto. If, therefore, the new

Burgesses desire to be governed as they

have long been, they will choose per-

sons of Aristocratic (that is, Whig or

Tory) principles. If, on the contrary,

they desire to gather fruit from the

Corporation Reform Act, they will put

trust in no one who is not an advocate

for democratic or popular influence.
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equal in understanding and knowledge

with well instructed men who have not

been trammeled with mean subserviency

and gross flattery from their births,

who have not been prevented acquiring

information by a mode of discipline

which necessarily induces small ac-

quirements to be taken for profound

knowledge, and consequently can

seldom do more, and generally not so

much as to produce a mediocrity of

understanding. A glance will show

that nearly all there is of knowledge

and understanding of a superior cast

in the House of Lords, is with the men
who on their entrance in life had no

expectation of being Peers.

In the Commons' House, there have

alwaysbeen some men of capacious, well-

cultivated understandings ; and were

not the House in consequence of its

great number of Members, a mere mob,

there would be many more such men.

As it is, I do not believe there is one

man in either House, whether Whig or

Tory, who may be classed among the

best informed, who does not acknow-

ledge to himself, that the 'Stamp Duty

on Newspapers, the interdict on

" News, intelligence, or information, and

remark and comment thereon, and on

any matter in Church or State," is a

disgrace to the Government. There is

not one such man, I verily believe, who

whenever he privately reflects upon the

Law and its consequences, is not

ashamed of himself. Yet there it

stands the disgraceful red mark, with

the words—" Dieu et mon droite.

Four Pence, Discount 20 per Cent."

And there stands the common in-

former, the Justice of the Peace, the

Commissioner of Stamps, and the

King's Attorney-General, ready to

pounce upon and crush whoever they

can catch, who may dare to "publish

news, or information, or intelligence, or

any observations or comment thereon,

on any matter in Church or State"

without the obnoxious red mark,—the

ominous French motto,—the Fourpence,

and the discount.

A reasonable and honest man—a man
who had any desire to promote the

well-being of his kind, would say, why
this information, &c, are the very

things which distinguish a man from a

beast, these are not things to be inter-

dicted, these are the things to be pro-

moted.

Thousands do, indeed, say this publicly

—many Members of the House of Com-
mons, and some even of the Lords,

hesitate not to say it privately ; yet few

indeed are they who will say it in their

places as Legislators.

How is this ? it may be asked. How
does it happen that such men, men
who are ashamed of the disgrace, make

so little exertion, or refrain altogether

from any exertion, to remove the dis-

grace? How is it that such men suffer

evil to be done continually, without

doing their utmost to remove the dis-

grace. How is it that they who are not

behind the well-informed men of the

age are thus supine? How is it that they

suffer ignorance to remain and degra-

dation and crime to follow in its train?

The answer is not difficult. They are

beset by others less intelligent but

generally more active ; .by those who

bolster up their ignorance with their

impudence, abash and benumb better

men than themselves who are unwilling

to be continually annoyed, outvoted,

and laughed at by their inferiors. And

thus it is that the Commons' House is

kept so far behind the better informed

men of the age.

There is one class, unfortunately a

large class, which must be noticed here.

It is composed of influential persons,

who care nothing for the common

People, who never speak of them but

with contumely, and never desire that

they should receive information on any

subject which does not tend to qualify
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them to pursue some employment

tending to the gratification or con-

venience of themselves ; this, according

to their notions, being the only possible

use of their existence.

These men when acting in a legis-

lative capacity are the bane of all good

Legislation ; they are the panders to

party, and one of the principal causes

of this country having since the Revolu-

tion of 1688 been governed by one or

other of the two great factions of Whigs

and Tories, between whom a careful

and faithful account of their actions

since the Revolution would shew the

difference to be very small indeed.

Circumstances have mightily changed

within the last few years. The Tories

felt the change, and to some extent con-

formed to it, but fell short of the

Reforms the change had made neces-

sary, and thus lost their power. The

Whigs, who in some respects had more

intercourse with the People than the

Tories, were willing to go somewhat

further, and this willingness obtained

for them the support of the People.

But since the passing of the Reform

Bill, even the good measures they pro-

posed have been accompanied by so

much of doubt, and such as been the

disinclination exhibited in respect to

others, and especially to the Amend-

ment of the defects of the Reform Bill,

such their apprehension of producing a

collision with the Lords, by proposing

measures favourable to the People,

that their popularity has declined.

Their supineness has made the People

but too careless of consequences, and

the Tories are every day reducing their

small majority in the House of Com-
mons, and will probably succeed in

destroying it altogether.

Conduct more energetic on the part

of Ministers, would have been met with

corresponding enthusiasm on the part

of the People, and fixed them firmly in

their seats. Happily, the onward

march of society will not permit the .

long continuance in office of the Tories,

should they succeed in ousting the

present Administration ; nor can any

Administration, however composed,

reasonably hope to continue in office

unless it be resolute in its determination

to promote Reforms, and that too,

with good will so unequivocally ex-

pressed, as to satisfy the People of their

sincerity, which a reluctant, wavering

conduct never can accomplish.

We must therefore expect continual

changes of men in office, until, by the

growing intelligence of the People,

material alterations have been effected

in all the political institutions of the

country.

It is the fear of promoting or favour-

ing these changes which causes the

imbecile conduct of the Whigs, who do

not appear to understand that such

conduct is much more likely to pre-

cipitate the changes they dread, than

would a straight-forward avowal of

their determination to promote such

Reforms as cannot much longer be held

back, let who will be Ministers.

Not long since, circumstances ap-

peared to many as particularly in-

auspicious; they are now acknowledged

to be much more auspicious, and the

power of the Tories to do mischief is

much less dreaded. Still it is quite

certain that whatever of good can be

gained must be at the expense of much

toil and trouble ; and it therefore be-

comes the duty of every one who wishes

well to his fellow men, cheerfully to

take upon himself his share of the

trouble, to endure the labour willingly,

and never to cease his exertions so long

as any real good remains unattained.

No one who admits the foregoing facts

will expect that any important

grievance will be removed until a dis-

position has been generally shown by

the People to desire its removal.

People are as yet much too credulous—
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good we desire is so obvious, that Par-

liament will be sure to adopt measures

to obtain it ; the evil is so enormous

and so conspicuous, that Parliament

will be sure to remove it: and thus, neg-

lecting to do their own duty, they leave

it to the Parliament, and it is not done;

thus they go on, experience failing in

these cases to " make fools wise."

Would but a comparatively small

portion of the community do their

duty to themselves and to one another,

their fellow citizens would at no distant

period lend their aid ; and if they then

acted wisely, attended to each impor-

tant matter separately, and resolutely

refused to be diverted from their pur-

pose, the good they would accomplish

would be great indeed.

The Repeal of the Stamp Duty on

Newspapers is one of those important

matters ; and as a nucleus has been

formed, let us hope that it will speedily

be surrounded by numbers of intelligent,

honest, active men, and similar proceed-

ings he adopted in all the principal

towns in the Kingdom.

In the month of April last, a number

of gentlemen, resolved to promote the

Repeal of the Duty on newspapers,

Opened a correspondence with many

places, and the result was, that up-

wards of three hundred petitions were

sent to Members of the two Houses of

Parliament, each of which prayed for a

Repeal of the Stamp Duty.

These gentlemen have now put forth

an address, in which they state the

reasons for continuing their efforts, and

appeal to the people to promote a pur-

pose so beneficial to all.

The business is to be conducted by a

Committee, consisting of :

—

George Birkbbck, M.D., Finsbury

square,

J. Roberts Block, M.D., Chelsea,

H. S. Chapman, Gray's inn,

Thomas Falconer, Gray's inn,

Thomas Gibson, Stamford hill,

Samuel Harrison, Great Ormond

street,

William Hickson, jun., Smithfield,

Archibald Michie, jun. Millbank

street,

Francis Place, Brompton,

Thomas Prout, Strand,

John Travers, St Swithin's lane,

John Crawford, Wilton Crescent,

To whom all communications must be

addressed.

When the Whig administration came

into office, it was expected that, in

consequence of several of its members

and other influential men, their friends

and supporters, being decided op-

ponents of the Taxes on Knowledge,

some effort would be made by them to

promote the repeal of those taxes. It

was, however, soon discovered that

with change of position they had

changed their notions ; that they were

not only determined to retain the Taxes

on Knowledge in particular, but to

maintain all the obnoxious acts relating

to the Press which had been inflicted

on the nation by the boroughmongering

House of Commons—acts which they

had reprobated and denounced in the

severest terms ; but to enforce them

with a severity never resorted to by

the Tories, and, as if to give a finish to

their disreputable intentions, to treat

with contumely almost every man- who

did not change his notions as they

had changed theirs.

Efforts were, however, made to in-

duce them to consent to the repeal of

all the acts which operated injuriously

on the propagation of Useful Know-

ledge ; and on some most important

occasions Mr Edward Lytton Bul-

wERtook a decided and a prominent

part. In 1832 he became the parlia-

mentary champion for the People on

this truly important subject.

Mr Bulwer has three times brought



the matter before the House of Com-
mons; each time with great ability

—

each time using conclusive arguments

for their repeal.

The last time he brought the matter

before the House was on the 11th of

August last. On that occasion he con-

densed most of the arguments he had

used on former occasions, and his

speech produced very considerable

effect.

He appealed to every member who
represented a manufacturing town, and

challenged him to say whether Jje

did not find the repeal of the Stamp
Duty on Newspapers one of the

most popular demands of his con-

stituents? To this appeal several re-

plied in the affirmative, and no one

ventured to say it was not so—no one

denied the fact.

He showed, from the papers printed

by order of the House, that the number

of petitions for the repeal of the Stamp

Duty on Newspapers during the ses-

sion, exceeded in number those pre-

sented in favour of the Municipal Re-

form Bill, and nearly doubled that for

the Abolition of Irish Tithes.

He showed that " the expression of

opinion in a periodical shape was con-

fined to the narrowest oligarchy. No
man could write periodically on the

news of the day—the debates in Par-

liament—on even domestic or foreign

affairs—unless he pay fourpence a sheet

in the shape of a tax, which has con-

fined the legal market to a monopoly,

and given the cheap market to the

smuggler."

He told the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, very truly, that " the pub-

lishers of the Unstamped laughed at his

law, at his tax, and sowed the seeds of

the revolution which had been made
the excuse for keeping on the tax, with

impunity ! You/' he said, " have

entered into a war with the Unstamped

Publications, in which you cannot suc-

ceed ; for no one can succeed—no one

ever did succeed—in putting down

smuggling, while the article smuggled
" was taxed two hundred per cent."

" I will not," said he, " quote in

detail the example of America, where a

single town supports as many daily

papers as the whole of England ; but

in England itself, in the year 1792,

before we had the present heavy tax,

there were published in London thirteen

morning and twenty evening papers,

though at that time the whole popula-

tion of England was much less than it

is now, and the reading population

was not one half of what it is at pre-

sent. It is in vain we talk of a Free

Press, when on this the only means

of generally expressing opinion, the

condition is a large capital, the result

a severe monoply.

" It has been said, if newspapers be

made cheap, and the trade opened,

they will be bad, useless—the moment
we open the market the commodity

will be deteriorated. Why, if any man
were to use this argument on any other

article of trade, we should call him an

idiot. It has ever been found that the

wider the market the better the com-
modity, the greater the competition the

greater the chance of excellence ; and
the analogy holds good with every-

thing which is bought and sold. It is

absurd to suppose that men will write

worse when they have a larger public to

address, and therefore a more powerful

stimulus to write well. Oh ! it is said,

if they address a multitude they will

pander to the passions of the multi-

tude. Will they?— you know little

about the multitude. Read the papers,

the books, the tracts, which please

them most, and you will find them to

be articles on science, trade, education

—subjects that seem tedious to us.

They do not require their bad passions

to be stimulated, but they wish to be

enlightened. They are industrious

—
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they live by their labour — and they To the objection which had been made

wish to know how that labour may be to a cheap press, that it would propa-

best directed. It is not they, it is the gate revolutionary doctrines, he replied,

idle rich—the lords of luxury and ease " that no doctrines were so likely to

who require a false and meretricious separate the different classes—to in-

excitement, who alone support the dis- cense the People—to weaken the Crown

graces of the Press, who alone encourage —to produce and hasten the causes of

the slander, the venom, and the frivolity, revolution as the doctrines of the Torj

which were first wrought into Sunday press. The term of dangerous doc-

libels not by a Radical—not by a trines had been used against every spe-

demagogue— but by one professing cies of enlightenment. Is it not for

Aristocratic notions, and dignifying this that you have had censors of books

with it the Tory cause. and inquisitions for opinions ? And
" What difference is there between what effect did such precautions ever

political writing and other writing

—

produce ? The French Court prohi-

between Newspapers and other works ? bited Voltaire, and Voltaire became at

Are they not both literature? subject once endowed with the power to shake

to the same laws, calling for the same old opinion to its centre. Geneva

intellect, demanding the same competi- burnt the Social Contract of Rousseau,

tion ? Only there is this difference and out of its ashes came the Phoenix

between them—that political, and par- of its influence. Paine had not sold

ticularly periodical writing, is much ten copies of his notorious work, when

more useful for all classes than any the Government of England thought

other kind of literature. If I were a fit to prosecute him ; and in a week

poor peasant or mechanic, and had from that date, 30,000 copies were sold,

never read The Rambler and The Spec- Government have never prevented —

tator, or Shakspeare or Milton, I they never can prevent—the propaga-

do not well see that I should have tion of dangerous opinions by prohi-

a greater chance of being imprisoned, bition, whether the prohibition be a tax

or transported, or hanged. But if I or a declaratory law. You only make

were a poor man, and had never read the opinions more dangerous, and the

the Newspaper—if I never knew what public more eager to receive them ; and

is legal and what is illegal—I should be if I wanted a new proof of this truth,

liable to suffer for my ignorance ; and I would take it from the very tax I ask

thus the fourpence which keeps me out you to repeal."

of knowledge, subjects me to crime, He adverted to calculations published

and exposes me to the gallows. Sir, in the Penny Magazine, to show that there

I can compare your preventing the would be no loss of revenue from the

poor from knowing the law (by hanging repeal of the tax.

it up out of their reach on the peg of a " You," said he, " owe something to

fourpenny tax, and then punishing the provincial press. With very few

them if they do not know what you exceptions, that press are united as one

prevent their knowing) to no tyranny man in asking for relief. They uphold

less monstrous than that of shutting Government nobly. Without their as-

up men in a dark room, full of all sistance, I doubt whether any Govern-

manner of obstructions, and punishing ment could have made head, especially

them if they chance to stumble against in the agricultural districts, against the

a single one of those obstacles which vehement opposition of three Morning

you do not allow them to see." Papers of great circulation ahd great



talents. Yet their exertions are cramped since the year 1830, up to this time,

by your narrowing the audiences they have given their support to his Ma-
address. You owe something to those jesty's present Ministers. And these

who, supporting opinions more—what are the people who are kept in darkness

shall I say ? —- more pronounced than by the imposition of these taxes. Turn-

your own, have yet assisted you frankly ing from those who are the sufferers, I

and generously. If ever any men acted would ask the House to call to mind,

from public motives, patriotically and by whom it was that these taxes were

disinterestedly, I do believe them to be imposed? Who were they who placed

those men who are called, whether in those shackles on the mind of the

praise or blame, the Radical party of People, and kept them in darkness? It

this country. But, above all, you owe will be found that it was by those

something to yourselves and to your whose object was directly the reverse of

own consistency." that of his Majesty's present Ministers.

Mr Bulwer's statements were, all of I ask his Majesty's Ministers not to

them excellent ; they were well put

;

throw away the millions who desire to

were conclusive for the repeal1 of the support them for the sake of preserving

Stamp Duty, and ought to have been a monopoly to a few who are determined

sufficient to induce any Administration, to oppose them. Ministers have been

whether Whig or Tory, to agree at carried into office by the People, and

once to repeal it. Yet this speech, so the People deserve this boon. It is,

good and so conclusive in these respects* indeed, impossible to enforce the laws

was concluded by as strange and absurd of the country, without sooner or later

a proposition, as ever was made by any acceding to this proposition ; and it can

man not in a state of fatuity. I shall afford Ministers but little consolation

have to speak of this presently. to think that Five Hundred and
Mr Hume followed Mr Bulwer. Eleven Persons have in so short a

He said his opinions were so well known, time been imprisoned for selling Un-
that he needed not detain the House by stamped Papers. I wish to see a News-
many observations. He trusted the ar- paper established in every locality en-

guments which had been so clearly and tirely free from any Stamp, and trans-

conclusively urged, would have the de- missible by post at a small rate of

sired effect. He alluded to a declara- postage, and I implore his Majesty's
tion made in the earlier part of the Ministers to offer no obstacle to its es-

evening by Lord John Russell, in tablishment."

praise of the honest support he had re- The Chancellor of the Exchequer,

ceived, and he trusted that if Ministers Mr Rice, followed Mr Hume. He said,

attached any value to that M honest sup- *' I consider it one of the greatest mis-

port," they in return
7would give those takes that can be entertained, both in

who had so magnanimously supported point of reason and in fact, to assume
them, the slight boon asked in the name that the cause of sound political infor-

of the People of England. That opi- mation and the character of the Press

nion had been sufficiently expressed. "I is to be kept up by a tax. I do not

do not believe," said he, " there is one think that either the one or the other

town, one community, which has not requires it. It is not by means of a

been, as it were, at the bar of this Stamp Duty that either can be main-

House, praying to have these taxes re- tained. The character of the Press de-

mitted. And who are the parties who pends upon the character of the People^

seek (his relief? Why those who, ever and he who supposes a moral Press can
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be procured—if I may[so speak—by the him believed a word of this " I cant

instrumentality of a Stamp Duty, com- afford it" No one believed this was

mits an egregious error in point of prin- the reason : no, no, the reason was the

ciple. I do not defend the tax. I re- hearty good-will with which the Admi-

pudiate it as to any protection it may nistration hug the power they possess.

be supposed to afford to the diffusion At least one-half of them have advo-

of political information." cated or approved of the repeal of the

Thus spoke Mr Rice, as he is re- tax; and if they were out of power,

ported in the Mirror of Parliament
t
and with no chance of being again restored

no more need be said by any man. to power, they would be on our side,

Well, then, he consented to take off the and " leant afford it" would no longer

tax ; he was prepared to take some be heard from any of them—they would

trouble, some risk, some responsibility, then "repudiate" the " I can 't afford it"

in a matter of such vast moment, even as Mr Rice did the tax. They would

if he were convinced that there would expose the fallacy, and demonstrate, as

be some deficiency of revenue, which it plainly as any fraudulent pretence ever

is difficult to persuade oneself could was demonstrated, that the tax was re-

be the case, more especially with Mr tained simply and only as an instrument

Rice, if be had taken the trouble to of power against the People,

examine the several able statements laid Mr Rice suggested, that if the Stamp

before him, and if he had read the ex- were taken off, it would be necessary to

cellent evidence of Lord Brougham, secure to the proprietors of Newspapers

given before the House of Commons* a copyright in such matter as they had

Committee, on the Law of Libel, on this taken pains to procure by their own

part of the subject.* He consented means and at their own expense. No

to take off the tax? Not he, indeed, honest man will object to this, the

Men not fully aware of the hollow pro- copyright being limited to a short period

fessions of those in office—men who in respect to articles of news.

have not accurately and continually ob- Mr Charles Buller observed, that

served the conduct of men in office

—

"after what had been said by Mr Rice,

men who have not had direct and indirect no one could expect the tax would last

intercourse with them, may be excused another year." This was propagating

for taking what is said as sincerely a delusion. Ministers will repeat the

meaning what the words used imply. same note in the next session, and " we

Such men (and they are very numerous) cant afford it" will be the answer to

would suppose that Mr Rice and his every application, until the House shall

coadjutors in office were desirous that act on the old maxim, " take off the

the tax he had so ably "repudiated" tax, and leave Ministers to make a re-

should be removed. They deceive them- duction how they can." Leave them at

selves. Ministers know that the tax ease on the subject, and there will be

answers their purpose as an engine of no repeal of the tax.

power against the People, and they will Mr Buller demonstrated to the

never repeal it so long as they can avoid House the immoral and mischievous

doing so. operation of the tax, and very properly

What said Mr Rice? What but this, joined in the deserved censure MrBuL-

mixed up with the usual fallacies—"J wer and Mr Hume had bestowed upon

cant afford it?" Not a man who heard Ministers for punishing persons for

- t> u,- u , i u ^ • * i * o- certain offences after they had done all
* Published at 14 Tavistock street. Price _±

One Penny. they could do, by means'of the Stamp
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Duty on Newspapers, to keep them in are the strong hold against the attack

ignorance of the law ; and argued fairly of the determined opponents of the pre-

and truly that the People were in a state sent Government, I think, at this criti-

when they might be fairly trusted with cal moment, such is the footing it ought

political power. to be put upon ; and that these grounds

Mr Grote was much pleased with alone should be sufficient to induce him

the liberality of sentiment of the Chan- to yield the measure."

cellor of the Exchequer, which Mr Buckingham said a few words

went so far beyond any thing which had on the same side of the question,

ever prevailed among official persons Mr Warburton spoke out man-

sitting on the Treasury Bench. " Ne- fully. He said, " If ever there was an

vertheless," said he, "I cannot but occasion on which I felt myself inclined

think the conclusions to which the Right to oppose his Majesty's Government,

Hon. Gentleman has come, are but ill it is the present. After two such im-

borne out for the continuation of the portant statements have been made, as

tax, after he had used every possible those we have just heard, relating, first,

argument against it. It appeared to to the general state of our internal po-

me that it required much stronger argu- licy, and, second, as to their views re-

ments than those he has used, to show specting the Stamp Duties (although no-

that the repeal of this tax could be re- thing certainly can be more satisfactory

sisted on grounds purely financial. I than the statement of the Chancellor
think it would be found that this tax of the Exchequer—that the present

was one of the reductions which would high duties on Newspapers can neither

not be attended with any actual loss, be defended on principle nor maintained

but would be attended with considerable in practice)—any idea of retaining these

increase to the revenue ; and I suggest duties, as a restriction on the circulation

to the Right Hon. Gentleman whether of Newspapers, is to be looked upon as

even the generous and liberal tone of quite abandoned by the Right Hon.

his animated speech will not increase Gentleman. But, Sir, if such a decla-

the discredit into which the tax has ration as this would incline me to vote

fallen. I think that he, after having with the Government, I must say, that

demonstrated, in so clear a manner, the on account of what followed it, and the

evils arising from the tax, ought to be annunciation that the duties must be

the last man to justify its continuation maintained on considerations of finance,

on any other grounds than on the clear I never felt more inclined to dispute

and indisputable proof that it was indis- the ground with them. It is notorious

pensably necessary for the preservation that, do what you can, it is impossible

of the public credit. to maintain this tax without prosecution

"I would," said Mr Grote, "impress and inquisitorial search, and the seizing

the Right Hon. Gentleman with my be- of Printing Presses, at a time when the

lief, that there is a strong feeling grow- People are longing after and desiring

ing up upon this subject, in all the large the very earliest communications which

and manufacturing towns in the king- they can receive by the means of these

dom, to an extent to which he, perhaps, engines of information. Even if it be

is not sensible. I should be ashamed, possible for Government to maintain

after the speech he has made, to rest this system for six months longer, I say

the matter on the narrow basis of party ; the fact will lead to very great doubt

but I would say, that if he wish to se- in the public mind as to the sincerity of

cure the affeetions of the People, which their intentions, for this is not the first
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declaration which has been made of

their unwillingness to remove or reduce

the Tax on Newspapers.

" The Honourable Member for Mid-

dlesex will recollect that three or four

years ago, he, with myself and several

other members of Parliament, desirous

for the reduction of this duty, waited

upon the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, who assured us that it was

only on account of the then state of

politics that he delayed to bring in a

bill for the repeal of the duty ; and

we have waited ever since that period

in the hope that our expectations would

be realised ; but, until this moment, we

have never had a parliamentary decla-

ration from a Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer of any such intention ; and

the only plea at present urged for the

retention of the tax is that of finance,

and this I think has been shown to be

an untenable ground. Let the Right

Hon. Gentleman but compare the diffi-

culty of maintaining the revenue from

this source, and the dissatisfaction pro-

duced in doing it—on the one hand

—

with the facility of maintaining the

revenue, and the general satisfaction

which will be produced by lowering

(taking off) the duty—on the other

—

and I think he will no longer hesitate

to take the latter step. The Right

Hon. Gentleman has spoken of it as a

tax which will only affect one class of

the community; but I should like to

know what class of society will not be

affected by it, and what class there is

which does not feel an interest in the

cheap and free circulation of News-

papers ? To take off this tax would be

a relief to all classes. 1 fully believe

that if the tax be taken off, something

should be done for the protection of

Newspaper proprietors ; but in this I

do not conceive there could be the

least difficulty. A conversation of one

hour long, between some of these

gentlemen and the Solicitor of the

Treasury, would be sufficient to settle

the point at once ; therefore I consider

this'is no reason for deferring the reduc-

tion of the tax."

Mr O'Connell stated, as a conse-

quence of the tax, " that in Ireland,

with a population of 8,000,000, the

whole of the Stamp Duty on News-

papers produced no more than 8,140/."

This must mean the gross sum returned

to Parliament. If the whole expense

attending the Stamping were deducted,

it is probable the net amount would not

exceed half of that sum ; and if all the

contingencies connected with it were

summed up, it is probable they would

amount to quite as much as now comes

from this source to the Exchequer ; and

that not one shilling extorted from the

People of Ireland, by this tax, is ever

applied to any public purpose.

Mr Robert Wallace, Member for

Greenock, said his constituents wished

for the repeal of the tax.

Mr Baines, of Leeds, said he had

been misrepresented, on a former occa-

sion, as one who supported the tax.

He said, (< the propositions of the

Newspaper Proprietors were perfectly

reasonable. They said to the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, l Wedo

not ask you either to augment or to dimin-

ish the duties ; all we ask you to do is,

to place us upon a footing of equality

with other persons engaged in the same

trade.* He approved of the suggestion

of a copyright, and that being done, the

reduction would be highly conducive to

the Revenue and to the interests of the

People."

The explanation of Mr Baines lays

him open to a charge of insincerity,

which is, however, of too little import-

ance to be commented upon.

Mr Robinson, Member for the city

of Worcester, said — " No one has

stood up in the House to defend the

Stamp Duties on Newspapers ; and I

can assure the House, that the respect-
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able and influential portion of my that a man must have had more reckless

constituents are among the foremost of hardihood than can be found even in

the advocates for the reduction of them, the House of Commons, to have at-

and have intrusted me with a petition tempted by reason to show that the tax

to present, and support the remission of was not as mischievous to the People,

the duties. I ask the Right Hon. Gen- and disreputable to the Government, as

tleman, the Chancellor of the Ex- it had been described to be: to argue

chequer, whether— after the strong its continuance on any reasonable

manner in which the case has been put ground, was clearly out of the question,

both by the Hon. Gentleman who More than this—and the case is per-

brought forward the motion, and by haps unique— no one was found to

himself—he will determine to maintain defend it by barefaced impudent asser-

the duty any longer ? I merely rose tions ; not because such conduct is

to ask the Government whether, in the rare, but because it was plainly to be seen

face of the declaration made by the that such assertions would have been

Chancellor of the Exchequer, instantly exposed, and he who made
they will any longer defendsuch a taxupon them be held up to merited contempt.

the principle of finance ?—whether such There, then, the tax stands " repu-

a ground is tenable in a country like diated" by the whole House, main-

this? I contend that it cannot be tained only by Ministers, on an ex-

maintained. I defy the Chancellor pioded fallacy, a pretended plea of

of the Exchequer to say in what way revenue, which even Mr Rice, who is

it can be even advantageously altered. I not easily abashed, must be ashamed
am decidedly of opinion, that if his of. Not ashamed because he attempt-

Majesty's Government direct their at- ed to bolster up his fallacy, for that is

tention to the subject, during the re- common enough, and seldom brings

cess, they will find some tax which may regret ; but because he must feel that

be substituted for it, in away more con- no one gave him credit for the smallest

sonant with the general feeling of the particle of ingenuity—because not one

public. I see that the Right Hon. of his colleagues would venture to up-

Gentleman is afraid of having his hold him—and because he no more than

money taken away from him ; but I any other shrewd man, likes that other

tell him, on the part of the trading in- men with whom he is compelled to

terest of the country, that the Exche- come frequently into contact, should

quer will not lose by such a reduction, by his own conduct be compelled to

I am quite sure that, eventually, the think him a simple, silly creature. Mr
public revenue will not sustain any ma- Rice must be aware that he has placed

terial loss by the reduction. But if I himself in this predicament,

am mistaken in this opinion, and should The plain statements, the accurate

a considerable defalcation occur, then reasonings of the speakers, ought to be

it will become the duty of the House to not only sufficient to induce every mem-
support the Chancellor of the Ex- ber who heard them, but any man who
chequer in imposing some tax to reads them, to do his best to put an end
make up the deficiency

.' ,

to the disgrace ; and no doubt need be

This was a very remarkable debate, entertained, that if the people take up

Not one of the 658 members of the the matter as it behoves them to do,

House of Commons ventured to defend they will be well supported within the

the tax. So plainly, so truly was its House, and the tax will be repealed,

noxious and obnoxious nature shown, I shall now proceed to take notice of
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the motion made by Mr Bulwer. It is

with great regret I find myself compelled

to dissent from and to condemn the

proceedings in this particular of the

proposer and his supporters. I shall,

however, adduce such reasons for my
dissent and condemnation, as must, I

think, convince every one of them, that

the motion if carried would have been

highly mischievous.

Mr Bulwer asked, " Does the his-

tory of literature, above all other his-

tories, tell you that men write well in

proportion as they are wealthy ?—that

the capital of their knowledge or genius

is in proportion to their stock in the

3 per cents. ? If you had req-uired

a man to pay 200 per cent, (which is

now the per centage on Newspapers)

upon all literary undertakings, you

would have put an extinguisher on

nearly all the best literature of the

country. What was it that put a stop even

to the Spectator? It was the tax of one

penny. The grace of Addison—the

wit of Steele—could not make head

against a Penny Tax."

He noticed the Penny Magazine

thus:—" In a calculation in the Penny

Magazine, it was shown that a tax of

one penny would decrease the sale of that

magazine to one-tenth of its circulation."

These were Mr Bulaver's clear elu-

cidations of the consequences of a

Penny Stamp, and then, in direct op-

position to his own showing, he pro-

posed "that the Stamp Duty on News-

papers should be reduced to one penny."

Mr Bulwer was well aware that if

the Stamp Duty were thus lowered, the

severity of the law would be increased,

and he therefore said, " If my right

hon. friend make this concession, he

will be justified in calling for new and

more efficient laws for the suppression of

the smuggling which now exists, the

result of which must be the bringing in

of all, or nearly all, of those very

slippery fish that at present creep

through the meshes in my right hon.

friend's net."

Mr Bulwer must have stultified

himself, if he did not see that, in sug-

gesting more severe laws, he was re-

commending increased, unmitigated,

continuously exercised persecution

—

that a tax of 100 per cent., as a Penny

Stamp would be on the Penny Maga-

zine, and on all penny publications,

could no more put an end to smuggling,

than the 200 per cent, of which he

so properly complained.

In his very excellent speech in the

House of Commons, on the same sub-

ject, made on the 15th of June, 1832,

he said :
—" He could conceive no re-

duction in the Stamp Duty, which

would not leave in equal, if not greater

force, the obnoxious principle — the

tempting premium and the unjust per-

secution. What could be so monstrous

in principle, as that any tax should be

requisite for a man to publish his

opinions. A tax on opinions is a per-

secution of opinions, and a persecution

of poverty also."

I believe Mr Bulwer to be an honest

man. That he is a liberal thinking,

generous man, in all that concerns the

improvement of the People, I well

know; and this knowledge and belief

makes his conduct on this occasion

utterly inexplicable to me.

The Chancellor of the Exche-

quer availed himself of the suggestion;

and the proposal to execute a worse

law with greater severity, seems to have

been as agreeable to the Honourable

Gentleman as such laws almost always

are to men in power. He bore evidence

to the fact that men in power hug that

power even when its exercise can pro-

duce nothing but evil.

If the Stamp Duty were reduced, such

laws as Mr Bulwer so unwisely re-

commended would soon be passed ; the

severest laws would be deemed the best,

and be enforced with unmitigated cru-
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eky. Could they be exactly and gene-

rally enforced, they would effectually

debar the People from every kind of

printed information ; and if the People

were to put up with such laws, they

would deserve the greatest miseries that

could fall upon them.

Mr Bulwer says, a Penny Stamp

extinguished the Spectator. A Penny

Stamp would extinguish the Penny

Magazine, and prevent the publication

of every cheap Periodical which was not

carried on in defiance of the law. A
Penny Stamp would effectually prevent

some of the best men in the country,

who would willingly exert themselves

to maintain the most useful of publica-

tions—of men who would, with equal

discretion and judgment, and with per-

fect disinterestedness, use their best

endeavours for the instruction of the

People, from being in any way useful

to them. A greater misfortune, a more

extensive evil than a Penny Stamp on

Newspapers, could hardly be inflicted

on the nation.

Let us examine this a little. The

Penny Magazine will serve as an exam-

ple. That paper is said to sell about

200,000 copies weekly. Put a Penny

Stamp upon it, and it will be extin-

guished.

The paper sells for a penny ; hence

its great sale ; and it is owing to its

great sale that it can be sold at so

small a price: a Penny Stamp would

more than double its price. The in-

crease of capital required to carry on the

paper would then be enormous ; every

sheet must be stamped before it was

sold, all the many thousands of back

numbers must be stamped, and the

outlay required could scarcely be com-

pensated at the price of twopence half-

penny; and thus a tax of a penny

would cause an increase of price of 150

per cent.

Every one can appreciate the opera-

tion of such a tax, and see at once that

no such publications could have a legal

existence.

Mr Bulwer's suggestion has been

anticipated. When Sir James Scar-
lett was Attorney-General, a scheme

was concerted to carry out the Castle-
reagh laws of 1819, and extinguish

all sorts of cheap publications, whether

printed for sale or distribution. And if

the tax were even reduced to one half-

penny, we should have the plan of this

Whig Attorney-General converted into

an Act of Parliamant, with a summary
mode of execution attached to it.

The proposition of Sir James Scar-
lett, as it was " printed by order of

the House of Commons," was

—

" PARLIAMENTARY PAPERS.
April 1830, o. 42,

Stamp Duties.

Table of Stamp Duties proposed to

be made payable throughout the United

Kingdom :

—

Page 130. Newspapers containing

public news}intelligence, or occurrences, or

remarks, or observations thereon, or upon

any matter in Church or State, with or

without advertisements (that is to say),

for every sheet, half- sheet, or piece of
paper, whereof the same shall consist, a

stamp o/fourpence."
" Page 137. Exemptions.

" 1. Any paperprinted and dispersed
separately, containing a single advertise-

ment, and not containing any other

matter/

"2. Daily accounts ofgoods imported

and exported.

" 3. The weekly bills of mortality :

provided they do not contain any other

matter than hath been usually com-
prised therein."

What, then, is a Newspaper ? Every

printed paper which contains :

—

1. News.

2. Intelligence.

3. Information.

4. Comments or remarks thereon.
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5. Anything relating to Church or penny or a penny stamp would be more

State. obnoxious to every one who wishes well

Thus Sir James Scarlett's propo- to the People, than the present Stamp

sition included, and was intended to ofFourpence.

include, every small publication, and to Before the Irish Emancipation Bill

subject every one who either sold or was proposed, the greatest obstacle was

gave away Unstamped Papers to the the reservation of the King's veto.

penalty of the proposed law—namely, When the Duke of Wellington had

" twenty pounds for every copy of such determined to propose this Bill, he

paper," besides the penalties of any cleared the way at once, and let no

laws not repealed. The propositions absurd lingerings after power remain,

included, and were intended to include, May we hope— I hope we may—that

every printed paper, no matter what the whenever the time shall come that the

subject, and whether periodical or oc- tax on Newspapers shall be dealt with,

casional, not specially exempted by the the Minister of the day will, like the

Act, and the exemptions were only Duke of Wellington, clear the way

three. right out, and that no vestige of the

The i strictness of the exemptions tax will remain to shame, disgrace, and

shews the intention. • annoy us.

That this was the intention is proved A few words must be said on the

by the very extraordinary exemption of strange conduct of the gentlemen who

the weekly bills of mortality. Who be- supported Mr Bulwer's motion,

sides Sir James Scarlett would have On the 18th of July last, a very nu-

called these bills Newspapers ? It is merous and highly respectable meeting

clear, when the law defines a bill of was held at the Crown and Anchor

mortality to be a Newspaper, that it Tavern, in the Strand, to pass resolu-

negatively declares small publications of tions expressive of their opinion of the

all sorts to be Newspapers. Tax on Newspapers, and to petition

It isproved, also, by the declarations, both Houses of Parliament for its re-

that every piece of paper containing peal.

more than one advertisement shall be a At this meeting Lord Brougham

Newspaper; and, notwithstanding there presided, and was supported by Mr

was a clause proposed to be enacted Hume, Mr Grote, Mr O'Connell,

which spoke of Periodicals, and their and many other well known respectable

being published within a month of each men. Mr Hume, Mr Grote, and Mr

other, to which the penalties attached^ O'Connell took part in the proceed-

the words, "every sheet, half-sheet, or ings, and moved, seconded, or spoke

piece of paper" would include every to one or other of the resolutions, in the

paper not specially exempted by name, whole of which they heartily concurred,

even if it were published only once. In the first resolution it was declared,

But this is not material—for our dispute that "The Stamp Duty on Newspapers

relates to Periodical Publications within tends to destroy the efficiency of that

shorter periods than a month. instrument, and to perpetuate the evils

If a Stamp Duty of one halfpenny of moral and political ignorance."

only were imposed, laws at least as se- In the second it is declared, that " If

vere as this proposed by Sir James any portion of this tax be re-

Scarlett would be enacted. tained, a very numerous and im-

Surely here is enough to convince portant class of the People, will continue

any one that the imposition of a half- to be deprived of that knowledge of
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passing events, without which none

can properly discharge the duty of

citizens; and that a mere reduction

of the Stamp Duty is to be de-

precated as a half measure which, by

lightening the burthen, would only fix it

the more firmly on the shoulders of the

People, without realizing the benefits which

would necessarily arise from a 'total

repeal."

The third contains the determination

of the meeting " To petition both

Houses of Parliament for the repeal

of the whole of the Stamp Duty on

Newspapers."

Petitions for this purpose were laid

on tables in the hall of the tavern, and

received more signatures than ever

before were affixed to any petitions at a

tavern meeting. Upwards of 1,600

were appended to that for the Com-

mons, and upwards of 1,500 to that for

the Lords. These signatures demon-

strate the large number of persons who

must have attended the meeting, as no

one will suppose that one in four amid

the bustle which prevailed, affixed his

name.

Here, then, was a demonstration of

opinion, as perfect as it could be made.

After such a demonstration it seems im-

possible to conceive that three such

men as Mr Grote, Mr Hume, and

Mr O'Connell, should as it were di-

rectly afterwards contradict themselves

as they did, and support a proposition

to levy a Penny Tax upon News-

papers. This was indeed a strange

infatuation.

Mr Warbuuton alluded to an ap-

plication made by him, Mr Hume, and

other Members, to Lord Althorp, for

the repeal of the Taxes on Knowledge

—the whole of the Stamp Duty in-

cluded. " They were told by Lord Al-

thorp that he only refrained from pro-

posing the repeal of the tax on account

of the then state of political feeling."

Subsequently upwards of twenty highly-

respectable, well-informed, influential

men, many of them well known for

their literary and scientific attainments

and their moral worth, and among whom
were Mr Grote, Mr Hume, and Mr
Warburton, Members of the House

of Commons, held meetings to arrange

matters for the publication of a cheap

Newspaper for the benefit of the Work-

ing People— a Paper to be made attrac-

tive to them, inasmuch as it was to have

contained "information" ll intelligence"

and advice, on such matters as might,

from time to time, more particularly

occupy their attention ; and thus, by

taking advantage of circumstances, lay

before them the very best materials for

the acquisition of knowledge when they

should be best disposed to receive it.

Profit was not the purpose of the pro-

jectors, and nothing which has ever

been devised could be of more real and

substantial service to the People than

such a Publication would have been.

It was imagined that, after the com-
munication of Mr Warburton, Mr
Hume, and other members, and Lord

ALTHORp'sdeclararation, after inquiries

had been extensively made, and infor-

mation respecting the publication and

transmission of Newspapers had been

exhausted, after this information had

been laid before Lord Althorp by

gentlemen who spent their time in col-

lecting it, partly at his Lordship's

desire, after the several favourable in-

terviews these gentlemen had had with

him, it was imagined that the time was

come when Ministers would, at the very

least, propose to parliament to repeal

the whole of the Stamp Duty on News-

papers.

A private interview was had with

Lord Althorp, as Chancellor of

the Exchequer, on the 15th ofJanuary,

1833, when his Lordship said the

Stamp Duty should be taken off; but

as the whole of his colleagues had not
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agreed to make it a cabinet measure, he the part of the Exchequer juggler can

would consult with them. scarcely be doubted by any one. That

It was understood that, on the first
tbe state of tne nuances was not the

open day, Mr Warburton should, reason for his refusal to repeal the tax

in his place in the House of Commons, is 4uite clear;—the true reason can

ask the question, and that an une- scarcely be mistaken. The Cabinet

quivocal answer should be given. From then as now
>
dreaded the increase of

the way in which this arrangement was knowledge among the People, and then

made, no doubt was entertained of a as now resolved to keep them as

satisfactory answer. ignorant as they possibly could.

Arrangements were accordingly made Here ended the efforts of the truly

*~ u„ ii *u* ~ ~~a , f™ ~.,ui,- rt ,>f.-~„ good men, whose desire it was to do
to nave all thmers ready tor publication &

. . » . . . ,, . . -° ^ _ r
, ... real service to their tellow-citizens. Jt

as soon as the Stamp Duty should be
should nQt haye been g0 . they shouW

removed, and money to meet the ex- have kept together, appealed to the

penses was in part provided, when the public, and never left the matter at rest

whole matter was abruptly put an until the stultifying act was repealed

;

, this will be done now ; and the tax

will at no very distant time be taken off,

On the 5th February Mr Warbur -
if the aid of the Peop]e been er&etically

ton, in his place in the House of Com- given as it ought to be given, as I doubt

mons, put the proper question to the not it will be given.

Chancellor of the Exchequer, to With aI1 these proceedings, and
, . , T , A .«* ii. i almost every other proceeding to pro-

which Lord Althorp with the usual .,
J

i * *u o* -R * n/rcure the repeal ot the Stamp Duty, Mr
finesse of a practised Minister said :— Charles Buller was well acquaint-

Every person acquainted with the ed; he had also given his concurrence

subject must be aware of the disadvan- and occasional assistance ; strange,

tageous effect of the tax. His wish therefore, strange almost beyond belief

.i •
i j it is, that he, too, should concur in sup-

certain ly was to introduce a measure to '. ., \ ', , . , , f
•

i .
porting the absurd and singularly mis-

amend the Law in this respect, but at chievous notion of Mr Bulwer for a
the present period of the year before Penny Stamp.

he knew what might be the result at The matter will be vigorously pro-

the end of the year, it was impossible ceeded with out of the House, and no
.1., ,, '

. ii ^ ,* one is more competent than Mr Bul-
that he could give any pledge on the . ,

r ... .. . „& J l
.

° wer to proceed with it in the House,
subject or any other of a similar des- but if he has succeeded in persuading
cription. Until he should know the himself that it is not advisable to take

State of the Finances, he could off the whole tax, it is his duty to

give no pledge on the subject. take Himself out of the way, and leave
"

This was about as perfect and as [[
t0 those who are publicly exerting

.... themselves to find some other member
impudent a piece of Jesuitism as ever whose opinions coincide with their own,
was heard, even in the House of Com- one who will not delay to bring the

mons. " The state of the finances'* was subject before the House early in the

well-known to him—they had been made next session, and then go boldly through

up a month before; and on the 19th
without an? sort of comPromi*e what-

ever.
April he stated the net surplus at Francis Place.
1,487,000/. That Lord Althorp played Brompton, Dec. 22, 1835.
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My Dear Sir, have expressed has led me carefully to go

I owe you thanks for the kind expres- over the whole question with myself, and

sions used respecting mvself in your I now lay the result of that investigation

letter to the Leeds Times, on the subject before you, with no arrogant confidence

of Reforming the House of Lords. I »« my own judgment, but in the hope of

owe you thanks, also, for the advice proving to you that the conduct I pur-

with which those kind expressions were sue is not the effect of passion, heat, or

accompanied. I beg you to believe impulse, but of deliberate consideration,

that I am grateful both for the admoni- and, even if erroneous, the result of

tion and the good feeling. careful thought and patient inquiry.

One observation, however, which you The expression in your letter which

then made, leads me to think that there led me to believe that this great and

exists a great and fundamental differ- fundamental difference existed in our

ence in the rules of action we have se- practical rules of politics, was the fol-

parately adopted as our guides in poli- lowing :—You observe that I may do

tical life, and I am desirous of pointing great good " if I will prefer practical

out to you wherein I conceive this dif- utility to theoretic perfection." lam not

ference to exist, and suggesting the about to cavil at the distinction which

reasons which induce me to prefer the you, with so many others, here draw

course I have hitherto pursued. Your between practice and theory—as if the

greater experience in the business of one were a thing opposed to the other,

politics, and your success therein, make I will not press this point, but endea-

you an authority. The opinion you vour to answer the objection which was

From the Steam Press of C. & W. REYNELL, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Hayraarket.
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really in your mind, though expressed

by these very inaccurate terras.

The objection, then, which I suppose

you really to have intended, was this

—

You believe, that confining my consid-

eration to the nature of man generally,

and not taking into account individual

and peculiar differences resulting from

time, place, and other circumstances, I

make an unbending, unyielding rule,

and endeavour to force all things to

conform to this my arbitrary standard

of perfection. This is one part of your

objection, and were I to do as here sup-

posed, I should deem it an exceedingly

valid and important one. There is,

however, something intended by your

expression beyond this—something that

may be expressed by the terms want of

policy. You fancy (and I am led the

more to believe this, as I see your own

conduct often governed by the opposite

rule) that, having conceived in my own
mind what I deem it right to seek after

and attain, I declare openly at once,

and, as you believe, unwisely, the real

extent of my desires— I place before

myself and the public the exact thing I

am aiming at, and am not content with

any declaration of opinion which does

not reach the point really intended, nor

with any measure which does not dis-

tinctly contemplate the attainment of

it. I plead guilty to this last charge,,

and I shall now endeavour

—

1st, To illustrate and more fully ex-

plain what this charge really intends,

and

2ndly, To justify the rule and the

course of action which results from it.

If we take a particular case, it will

be more easy to bring out and make
apparent the great practical differences

which flow from the difference in the

rules adopted. No case is better, as

matter of illustration, than that which

formed the subject of your letter : viz.,

Reform in the House of Lords.

Any unfavourable opinion which an

Englishman may form respecting the

English Constitution, is likely often to

recur to his mind, to be reconsidered,

discussed, and sifted. Almost all our

political books enlarge upon the excel-

lencies of our political Constitution, and

endeavour, in various ways, to set forth

and illustrate its extraordinary per-

fections. If, then, any one think other-

wise concerning it, he finds his own

views constantly challenged and called

in question, and is led involuntarily to a

constant reconsideration of the reasons

which first induced him to condemn

what others have so generally deter-

mined to approve and applaud. Such,

to speak of myself, has been the course

of reconsideration to which I have been

continually driven. Early in life, like

all other Englishmen, I received with

willing belief all the many praises

which our standard political writers

lavish upon the English Constitution.

While content with mere authority, the

study was easy, and nothing was to be

heard but songs of triumph and of

laudation. But by what I considered,

and do still consider, good fortune, I

was led to inquire more carefully and

search more deeply into the grounds

on which all this applause had hitherto

rested. While employed in this search,

I learned that there was a science of

Government based upon the science of

human nature. That the true experience

on which the conclusions respecting

Government rested, was not derived

simply or chiefly from the faulty

chronicles called the History of Nations,

but depended upon principles of our

nature which are invariable,—which in

every state of society, whether savage or

civilized, govern the whole conduct of

men, whether acting as individuals or

in society. However modified in ap-

pearance, however warped or hidden

by peculiarity of condition, I saw the

same passions, the same desires,

interests, motives, ever acting upon

mankind—and learned that, upon a



thorough knowledge of man's nature,

a knowledge derived from a considera-

tion of the individual, under all the

influences to which he is subject, rests

the true theory or science of Govern-

ment.

In different states of civilization, it is

true that the same institutions would

produce widely different effects. And
it is the business of him who studies

the science of Government to know

what differences will result, and why

;

to search in the nature of man for the

causes of these opposite results, and

thus to get at the means of producing,

under any circumstances given, the

effect he may desire. Upon the extent

and accuracy of his knowledge, that is

his theory, will depend the success of

those rules which he may frame for his

practical guidance. If he know human

nature well, he will be a wise politician

or legislator ; and this knowledge he

cannot attain but by accurate inquiry

into the nature of the individual. That

sort of knowledge, which is supposed

to be gained from the consideration of

what is termed history (which, in fact,

means exceedingly imperfect accounts

of what is done by men considered as

nations) is wholly insufficient for the

purposes of a Legislator. He must

indeed know what men do when acting

in masses ; but he must also acquire

from the observation of individuals

what is true, universally, of the whole

race of mankind.

Being convinced that this was the

right method of forming any theory of

Government, I set myself to inquire

after this fashion, what Government

would best suit the English People in

their present state of civilization.

While making this search I was not

content with any authority—that is, I

trusted to no man's expressed opinion—

What was, had ceased to be, in my
mind, the same as what ought to fee—

and what ought to be, was no longer,

in my opinion, to fee. determined by in-

discriminate praise, no matter by whom
awarded.

In this spirit of free inquiry, I

analysed the English Constitution—

and having constant reference to the

opinions and feelings of the great body

of the People, I endeavoured to learn

to what extent the form of that Consti-

tution was conformable to that Govern-

ment which a knowledge of human

nature would lead a Legislator to

adopt.

One of the very first subjects to

which my attention was drawn was the

existence of two separate, and by the

theory* (or hypothesis) of the English

Constitution independent legislative

bodies : and the following questions

necessarily arose—Is there any neces-

sity, supposing we pay no attention to

the peculiar feelings of any particular

People, for two independent legislative

bodies in a thoroughly well organ-

ized representative Government ? And
secondly in the present state of the

People of England, is there anything

which induces such a necessity as

respects them.

Now I come to the illustration of

the difference in our policy.

I came to the conclusion on both

these questions, not merely that no

second legislative body was needed,

but that such a body would be abso-

lutely mischievous, under the best con-

ceivable circumstances in which it

could exist. The reasons for this

opinion I will advert to immediately

:

at the present moment, I have to en-

quire why, having formed such an opi-

nion, such in fact being my " theoretic

perfection," why I should cloak or hide

it? Why I should say that I hold

another and a different opinion—and

declare that I should be content with a

reformation that would effect less than

a total abolition of the legislative power

* This word « theory " plays like most oth«r

words many parts. In the phrase, " the theory

of the Constitution," it really means frypgthms
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of one of these independent bodies ?

My notion, to use your own expression,

of theoretic perfection, is a single legis-

lative chamber, fully and fairly repre-

senting the whole People—and com-

pletely and closely responsible to the

People : This is my theoretic perfec-

tion. Now then, I ask what practical

utility would be served by aiming at

anything less—by saying that some-

thing very different would please me?
To put the thing shortly, what practical

utility would result from telling a false-

hood?

To this questioning, the following

answers may be, and are often given.

It is said, that the feelings of the

People of England respecting an Aris-

tocracy are such, that they will never be #

content with a single legislativechamber,

and that therefore to attempt to make

them put up with one chamber would

be to coerce them—in fact, to tyrannise

over them.

This, however, is no answer to my
question ; this, supposing the assertion

correct, would be an exceedingly good

reason for me to change my opinion, to

make my theoretic perfection different

;

but would be no reason, supposing that

I held the assertion, as I do hold it,

utterly erroneous, for my saying that I

thought a second chamber necessary.

It is said, and this is deemed wise

policy :—True, a second chamber is a

nuisance, but we must not now say so,

because we shall thwart our own en-

deavours to get rid of it. Let us

then praise a second chamber, let

us pretend that there is some use in

it ; we shall be able thus to make one

step against it ; when we have made

that step, then will be the time to

declare the whole of our opinions, and

aim at once at the very existence of

our Aristocracy.

To the whole of this system, to this

policy, as it is called, I utterly object;

I repudiate it first as dishonest, second

as unwise.

All the changes or reforms which we
seek, we attempt to attain by means of

the People. We endeavour, by laying be-

fore them the reasons for and against any

given institution, to lead them to approve

or disapprove of it; but if the reasons

we adduce are in our minds faulty, or

only half the truth,we are practising a de-

ceit upon the People; and our opponents

might well say in such case — " How
can you trust men who act thus? They

pretend one thing, but really seek

another. They tell you to-day that

they will be content with one change ;

to-morrow they will call for another.

The guides in whom you place confi-

dence are misleading you ; they entice

you one step in the hope of being able

to compel you to the next." There was

a class of politicians who throughout

the discussions respecting the Preform

Bill, pretended that they sought that as

a final measure. Then, as now, I objected

to such statements j I always avowed

that I sought the reform but as a

stepping-stone to further changes ', that

I deemed it exceedingly imperfect, and

only desirable because it enabled us to

make other advances. Thus, also, in

this case of the House of Lords : hold-

ing all irresponsible power to be in-

jurious, I declare that I never shall

be content till all irresponsible power

be put down ; — holding a Second

Chamber, even of the best descrip-

tion, to be a cumbrous, therefore mis-

chievous machinery, I also openly de-

clare that I shall never be content

till I see this country ruled by the

House of Commons, without the aid, or

rather the burthen, of legislative Lords.

My theoretic perfection being of this

description, my notions of practical

utility also lead me to state it openly.

I have no wish, when intending the

utter destruction of the legislative

power of the Lords, to appear to be

seeking only for a diminution of that

power.

But there are yet higher considera-



tions than these, which lead me to

repudiate this politic and practical

utility doctrine. Truth, in my eyes, is

above all things valuable ; and the

enunciation of an opinion I deem a very

grave and solemn matter. No notions

of policy or immediate expediency ought

to permit us to palter with the truth

;

while placed, as we are, in the front of

the nation, selected by large numbers

of our confiding countrymen to be their

guides and leaders, it behoves us to

remember that our opinions, as expres-

sed by us, in the authoritative and high

character of popular representatives, in

an important manner influences the

opinions and the conduct of millions of

others. Truth, then, suffers seriously

if we desert her. We ought to be her

ministers and faithful interpreters, not

tricking and glozing casuists. We ought

not to have one doctrine for this day,

and another for the morrow, shifting

and turning as this or that wind may
blow, but holding our course right on

—steadfast, straightforward—speaking

right out what we intend, labouring

honestly and zealously for the truth's

sake, and relying on her invincible

nature for the success both of her cause

and ours.

Objection may, however, be taken

here, that there are truths which the

People will not hear; and that, like

children who will not take disgusting

physic, they must be won and allured

by sugaring the cup. This is a dan-

gerous doctrine ; for private personal

purposes it may, perhaps, be conve-

nient; and Fontenelle, in that view,

might have been politic when he said,

" Had I my hand full of truths, I would

only open one finger at a time/' This

doctrine, however, perpetuates the evil

that it dreads. It fears persecution,

therefore plays the hypocrite, and min-

isters to the evil passions of the People.

It attaches guilt to opinion, and not, as

it ought to do, to the false expression

of it. If it were constantly impressed

upon the People that there is no guilt

or virtue in holding an opinion—if

we were steadily to set before them the

unspeakable advantages resulting from

attaching a solemn importance to speak-

ing the truth as respects opinions; and

more than all, if we acted up to our

doctrines, and confessed unto that we

believed, we should indeed do mankind

great service, and deserve their respect

and admiration. By playing the hypo-

crite, we may suit our own purposes,

and pursue our own ends; but never

can we forward the cause of mankind

by any such ambidexter proceeding.

We are not to confine our attention to

the present moment, and endeavour

only to learn what the single and first

effect of our conduct may be. It is

necessary to estimate the effects for all

time; to know what the one course and

the other would produce, if at all times

pursued ; what would result if we
habitually sacrificed all things to truth.

We should then see that, although a

partial advantage might follow any

given deviation from the strict rule, yet

that the benefit would soon be over-

borne by consequent evils, and that

even practical utility would best be for-

warded by the steadfast pursuance of

what we might deem the truth.

It may still be urged, that this doc-

trine of practical utility does not de-

mand any such sacrifice of truth as I

here contemplate, but that it requires

simply a modification of our views to

suit the existing feelings and prejudices

of the times. This, however, in a dif-

ferent form, is the same statement that

I have answered already. If it be

necessary to alter our views, our theo-

retic perfection would be the result of

those changed opinions. Our concep-

tion of a perfect government for a given

people is framed with reference to their

opinions and feelings. Perfection

means—suitable to the nation in ques-
- • •
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tiori. So that to say that I have only did not—I could not say—that I agreed

to modify my views in the case before with him in thinking that reform the

us, is distinctly to assert that my pre- best that could be conceived, or even

sent views, having reference to the feel- the best that could be attained. The

ings and prejudices, if you will, of the three years' voting, the paying of the

People of England, are faulty, and that rates, the open voting, were all, in my
I ought to change them. This, however, eyes, great and serious evils in the plan

is not to charge me with desiring and proposed ; and thus, while I voted for

following theoretic perfection, but with the measure, while I sought it as better

coming to erroneous conclusions; which than the olcr system, I never ceased to

is to say, not that I ought not to desire signalize the evils of the plan proposed;

and seek for what I really believe to be I never said I thought with Lord John

the best, but that I do no not seek the Russell, though I voted with him.

best, but have deemed that the right There are manifold advantages to the

which is really wrong. This distinction cause of improvement resulting from

is so plain that I need not further insist this course of conduct : advantages, the

on it. loss of which no partial benefit derived

But a politician may here say, acting from cloaking or suppressing opinions

and thinking are two things. We are can possibly compensate. When each

not inquiring into what we deem the man honestly sets forth that which he

best form of government, but are endea- believes, and zealously defends it, this

vouring to get the best that we can. friendly contest brings out the truth.

To that end we ought to be ready to The sifting and impugning the doctrines

forego, to some extent, our own indi- of each other sharpens and strengthens

vidual opinions, and be content to for- the understanding of all, and truth is

ward those views which, among liberal struck out by the collision of opposing

politicians, are generally preferred. Un- doctrines. To check this freedom of

doubtedly this is necessary in all cases expression, either by the terror of

wherein men act together j but while punishment or of ill opinion, or by the

thus foregoing an opinion, we are not lures of worldly policy, is to aim a blow

to belie it. If, for example, I should at knowledge and truth herself. " Give

come to the conclusion that all we could me," says Milton, " the liberty to know,

reasonably hope for would be the par- to utter, and to argue freely, according

tial reform in the Lords which you pro- to conscience, above all other liberties."

pose (of which I shall hereafter speak), His estimation of this privilege was

then it would be wise in me to direct correct. Where such liberty exists, all

my efforts towards the end at which others will soon come ; where such is

you are aiming—to co-operate with denied, none can remain long. However,

you, in short. But to co-operate with " there be, who perpetually complain of

you is one thing; to say that I agree schisms and sects, and make it such a

with you in thinking the reform the best calamity that any man dissents from

that could be conceived, is another. To their maxims. It is their own pride and

determine to act with you is not the ignorance which causes the disturbing,

same thing as thinking with you ; and who neither will hear with meekness,

until I do think with you, it seems to me nor can convince ; yet all must be sup-

criminal to say that I do. For exam- pressed which is not found in their

pie, while co-operating with Lord John Syntagma. They are the troublers,

Russell in endeavouring to attain the they are the dividers of unity, who neg-

Municipal Reform that he proposed, I lect, and permit not others, to unite



those dissevered pieces which are yet standard, or modify their expres-

wanting to the body of truth. To be sions after some set or established

still searching what we know not, by fashion. When men of indepen-

what we know, still closing up truth to dent minds meet, there necessarily

truth as we find it (for all her body is rises amongthem difTeren ce of opinion,

homogeneal, and proportional) this is When men think, they must come to

the golden rule of Theology (Politics different and often opposite opinions,

also) as well as in Arithmetic, and If indeed they are content not to think

makes up the best harmony of a Church for themselves, but give up their mind:-

(a State),—not the forced and outward into other men's keeping, there may

union of cold and neutral and inwardly easily, then, be uniformity of expres-

divided minds."

—

(Milton s Speech for sion

—

belief there will be none. " Well

the Liberty of Unlicensed Printing.) knows he who uses to consider, that our

No real tolerance of spirit can exist, faith and knowledge thrives by exercise,

till this rule be adopted and acted on as well as our limbs and complexion.

by all ; and no effective co-operation to Truth is compared in Scripture to a

good ends can be hoped for, till real streaming fountain ; if her waters flow

tolerance become part of our common not in perpetual progression, they sicken

habit of thought and feeling. into a muddy pool of conformity and

Such, then, being my creed upon this tradition. A man may be a heretic in

point, while I may be ready to co-ope- the truth ; and if he believes things

rate with you even in your endeavours only because his pastor says so, or the

respecting Reform in the Lords, I Assembly so determines, without know-

shall not consider that I do harm to the ing other reason, though his belief be

cause of improvement, if I express my true, yet the very truth he holds be-

dissent from you, whenever dissent arises comes his heresy."— (Milton, ibid.)

in my mind. Thus, though I may, I cannot believe that such is the con-

perhaps, become, for the present, con- formity that you desire ; your appeal to

tent to seek for your Elective House of Reformers to unite, cannot signify that

Lords (which, according to my existing they are to forego their individual judg-

opinions, 1 am not) I shall, nevertheless, ment ; neither ought it to signify that

deem it my duty to lay constantly before they ought to forego, even for one mo-
the People the insufficiency of such ment, the right, and the exercise of the

Reform. I shall not believe that I put right, of freely expressing what they

back the Liberal movement, by insisting honestly conclude. To any call which

on any theoretic perfection^ nor do I implies such abnegation of our dearest

dread that schisms of this sort will do privilege, I will not answer j neither

harm to truth. I conceive that any will the people of England, so long ac-

Second Legislative Chamber is an evil

;

customed to free thinking and free

and while endeavouring to diminish and speaking, on any plea of present expe-

alter the power of the present one, diency, be content to forego that grand

shall continually be submitting to the and elevating prerogative. " Consider,

People, the propriety of going one step Sir, what nation it is whereof ye are,

further and abolishing such legislative and whereof ye are one of the go-

power entirely. You call upon Reform- vernors ; a nation not slow and dull,

ers to unite—and I sincerely hope they but of a quick, ingenious, and piercing

will answer your call: but this unity spirit, acute to invent, subtile and
ought not to mean that they shall all sinewy in discourse, not beneath the

square their opinions by any one reach of any point, the highest that
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human capacity can soar to." Such a in agony, lest these divisions and sub-

people, to win even political liberty, can- divisions will undo us. The adversary

not so far forget their high estate, as to again applauds and waits the hour,

stoop to unworthy means, cannot be so When they have branched themselves

weak and foolish as to barter for any out, saith he, small enough into parties

supposed advantage the greatest of all and partitions, then will be our time,

earthly benefits. Fool ! he sees not the firm root out of

You seem to dread that our enemies which we all grow, though into branches;

will take advantage of our schisms:—let nor will beware until he see our small

me entreat your consideration of the divided maniples cutting through at

words of one, for whose wisdom and every angle of his ill-united and un-

virtue you must have unbounded admi- wieldy brigade. And that we are to

ration, however much on matters of re- hope better of all these supposed sects

ligion his conception of the truth dif- and schisms, and that we shall not need

fered from yours.—" Yet these are the that solicitude, honest perhaps, though

men," says Milton, " cried out against overtimorous, of those that vex in this

for schismatics and sectaries, as if, behalf, but shall laugh in the end at

while the temple of the Lord was build- those malicious applaudings of our dif-

insc, some cutting, some squaring the ferences, I have these reasons to per-

marble, others hewing the cedars, there suade me."

—

Ibid.

should be a sort of irrational men who Deeming it, then, my duty to express

could not consider there must be many and maintain a principle or doctrine so

schisms and many dissections made in long as I believe in it, I now proceed

the quarry and in the timber ere the very briefly to inquire into the advan-

house of God can be built. And when tages of the plan you propose for the

every stone is laid artfully together, it Reform of the House of Lords :

—

cannot be united into a continuity, it There are two conditions which ought

can be but contiguous in this world
;

to attend every plan of proposed prac-

neither can every piece of the building tical reform,

—

be of one form ; nay, rather the perfec- 1st. That supposing it adopted, it

tion consists in this, that out of many shall really be fitted to attani the end

moderate varieties and brotherly dissi- in view.

railitudes, that are not vastly dispropor- 2nd. That there should be some

tionate, arises the goodly and graceful reasonable ground for supposing that

symmetry that commends the whole pile it may be adopted,

and structure. Let us, therefore, be I will reverse the order in which I

more considerate builders, more wise in have stated these conditions, and first

spiritual architecture when great refor- take into consideration that which I

mation is expected. For now the time have mentioned last,

seems come, wherein Moses, the great You propose to make a second

Prophet, may sit in Heaven, rejoicing chamber by electing, by the People at

to see that memorable and glorious wish large, out of such persons as maybe

of his fulfilled, when not only seventy Peers, a certain number to constitute a

elders, but all the Lord's people are legislative body ; and you recommend

become prophets. No marvel though this plan, because it, you say, is in

some men, and some good men too, accordance with received usages, and

perhaps, but young in goodness, as is not so great a change as to startle

Joshua then was, envy them. They or alarm the nation. For my own part

fret, and out of their own weakness are I think in all this you deceive yourself.
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You will not make people believe that

electing a second chamber by some-

thing very like Universal Suffrage, is

the same thing as electing Scottish

Peers for the Parliament by Scottish

Peers, and Irish Peers for life by Irish

Peers. In all plans of representation

two grand incidents are,—the persons

from whom the representatives are to

be elected, and the persons by whom
they are to be elected. Now in the

case proposed, your plan contemplates

so large a change in the persons by

whom the Representative Peers are to

be chosen, that everyone at a glance

will perceive that the analogy you

advance is merely analogy in name.

Again, this election of Peers is the

exception to the ordinary method. The

ordinary method, that by which the

great majority of the House of Lords is

constituted, is by Royal creation; You
take the exception, and then fancy

that you are likely to persuade the

nation that you are acting according to

precedent and authority.

To the present House of Peers your

plan will be quite as distasteful as one

that proposed complete abolition ; and

the opposition to the one would not

exceed the opposition to the other. In

my political experience, I have re-

marked that persons having sinister

interests are ever as violent against one

change as another—that they oppose

half-reforms just as stoutly as com-
plete reforms ; that they fight just as

fiercely for the half as the whole of

their power :—and, in a worldly point

of view, they are wise. It is for their

sinister interest to maintain their exist-

ing state—change or reform ever hangs

over them, and is their evil genius.

One change always leads to some
other, so that they, in order merely to

insure peace, at the first symptom of

attack, go seriously to the work of
resistance. But while it is thus wise
in them to resist thus fiercely half

changes and reforms, it is wise in

reformers to fight the battle with them
for all, and not a half. If to gain only

half a victory you require the same
fight as to gain a whole one, strive for

the whole one at once. In reforms,

the rule always is, the more you de-

mand the more you will obtain ; there-

fore, and be assured that the plan is a

good one, ask for all at once, and
always. Never pretend to be pleased

till you are so in reality, and never be

so in reality till you have all you ought

to have.

As respects the difficulty of attain-

ing our pioposed reforms, I suspect

you will find, that in the one case

it will be as great as in the other,

and that the efforts needed to effect

yours, would also attain mine.

Neither the one nor the other will be

attained easily, or soon ; and for this

reason: as yet the nation are not so

convinced of the necessity of such

reform, as to run the risk of a revolu-

tion to gain it. I believe that the great

majority of the nation desire an effective

reform in the House of Lords ; but this

desire is not of that pressing and vehe-

ment nature, as to excite them to phy-

sical resistance. In the case of the

Reform Bill, this desire had reached

that point, and a very few hours more
of resistance on the part of the Lords,

would have raised the standard of revo-

lution in the North and in London.

Time, and an acute perception of the

evils resulting from the existence of

such an irresponsible body as the Lords,

will eventually produce the state of

mind needed to enforce the change we
seek ; and you may be assured that at

that time the complete reform of the

Lords will be a matter of no more diffi-

culty than half a one. You will not

get your half reform without a very

significant threat of revolution ; with

that threat you may, if you desire it,

attain the whole of what you ought to

have, ..

Before I proceed to say anything
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respecting the worth of your proposed tion of this great science of Legislation

plan of Reform, permit me to make one Almost his last published work was a

observation on your dread of schism letter to Lafayette on the subject of a

resulting from the Reformers proposing Second Chamber. In that letter h?

different schemes. If it were permitted advocated the principles which he had

to any one, at once thus to preoccupy put forward in his Fragment on Govern-

an important question, and having set ment, in the year 1776,* demonstrating,

forth his own doctrine, to warn off op- as I consider, the evils of a Second

position by denouncing schism, it is Legislative Chamber. If, then, I am
evident that great danger might, and to decide the question, and what

would arise to the cause of improve- conduct I shall pursue respecting it, by

ment generally. As soon as Reform authority, I should rather yield, in this

was seen to be assured, the enemy case, to that of my revered friend, Mr
would immediately get some one to Bentham, than to that of any other

play the part of a Liberal—he would im- man. But I am not willing to yield to

mediately propose some milk-and-water any authority— I am not willing that the

scheme, denounce opposition as danger- People should do so, but desire to have

ous, and thus delude the people into this great argument fairly set forth—to

being content with a partial and useless have it publicly and completely dis-

change. In the present state of politi- cussed, and to see the nation at large

cal education among public men, no one thoroughly understanding the merits of

can or ought to assume to himself the the whole matter. To no man will I

privilege of deciding for the whole Peo- concede the right of hushing up discus-

pie. By discussion we ought to bring sion under the name of preventing

out the desire of the nation ; to create schism. You have never seen me shrink

among them the right wishes"respecting from fighting the cause of your country

Reforms, by laying before them the against any opposition, and I hope you

reasoning and the facts necessary to a will find me as steadfast and bold in

correct conclusion. You say, upon maintaining the rights of the whole

consideration you have made up your People, as in vindicating those of the

mindy that two Legislative Chambers most ill-used part of them. Before we

are advantageous— and at once, and adopt your plan of Reform, we must sift

without consideration, you call upon and approve of it.

all those who have come to a different The inquiry respecting this, your Re-

conclusion, to give up their opinion. I form of the House of Lords, is twofold :

wish to be candid with you, while re- —1st, Is any Second Legislative Cham-

marking on this proceeding, and at the ber needed ?—2ndly, Is the sort of

same time I hope to give no offence. Chamber you propose the best fitted to

For your abilities as a speaker, as a

Parliamentary debater, as a leader of * Some time since there was a controversy as

. T • , r> i T'l. i ~A~\~n to who first proposed Reform of the Lords. It

the Irish People, I have great admira-
is evident ryJM £ever meant , though some sup-

tion, but there are men whose judgment posed you'did, to assert *that you first conceived

, . . ,. .1 . ,i the necessity of such Reform. All that I sup-
and sagacity in all that pertains to the

pose you J have intended was , that you were

science of Government, rcannot avoid the first person who of late years proposed such... j
* _ - -,. -. a scheme in the House of Commons. The Re-

placing above—yes, I may as well at
volutionof 1640 annihilated the House of Lords,

once sav it—far above VOUr's. . Among and there were not wanting persons to justify

.
J

T VZ .i narnci
"
f that Reform,—among others, Milton strenu-

these men, I may mention the name ot
ous ,y defended ifc ^Ir bmtham, above half

an old and esteemed mutual friend, a century since, advocated something very life*

T -o tr^ * ^ i ;1 this effective Reform i and to come down to

JlfcEMY BJFT1UM He spept a long
the J? yeafj y<m will gnd, that even my tdhtm*

and Very studious life in the investiga- was the Jirst mentioned in the Commons.
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answer the ends for which a Legislative

Body is constituted.

The first of these inquiries is not that

sort of question which can be so hastily

or so easily decided as you seem to be-

lieve. " It cannot be dismissed in a sen-

tence, or settled by one consideration.

I cannot pretend to discuss the ques-

tion in the space of this my present

letter, though you dismiss it after the

following summary fashion :
—" Upon

the fullest consideration I declare my
conviction of the utility of two Cham-

bers for Legislation. In the first place,

there are in existence two Chambers,

and I would not change more than is

absolutely necessary to be changed.

But, secondly, a Second Chamber dimi-

nishes exceedingly, if it do not altoge-

ther take away, the danger of legislating

from impulse, passion, or party. Even

a second House of Commons would

afford this advantage—a Reformed

House of Lords may, I think, be so ar-

ranged, as to be preferable."

Under the appearance of two reasons

for two Chambers, you really give but

one. You give, indeed, two reasons for

retaining the House of Lords, but not

two reasons for your general preference

of two Chambers. The reason you

advance is, that two Chambers dimi-

nish, if they do not altogether take

away, the danger of legislating from

impulse, passion, or party. Why the

Second Chamber should produce so

extraordinary an effect you do not tell

us. If we suppose, as we ought, that

in a well constituted Government the

House of Commons would represent

the whole nation, we are also justified

in supposing that they will act as the

nation desires, and this, to me, appears

sufficient j and I am not to be terrified

by a talk about acting upon impulse or

party feeling. The Second Chamber
would have interests either identical

with those of the People, or different

from them. If identical, then would

they be acted on as are the' People's

Representatives ; — if not identical,

then we may be sure that they will

pursue their own interests in oppo-

sition to those of the People. Does

the House of Commons at this present

time act upon these dangerous impulses

ever with the People? If they are rapid

and hasty is it not against the People ?

and are they not thus hostile to the

popular cause because irresponsible P

Make them responsible, and you have

the best and, in fact, only guarantee

for their acting in accordance with their

own duty, and the People's well-being.

If, then, the Second Chamber is to be

responsible to the People, to have the

feelings of the People, all that we can

say of it is, that it is an incumbrance-.

It subjects a law to the approval of

two Houses of Commons, in place of

one, and time, expense, and trouble,

are uselessly expended.

But, if the Second Chamber be not

responsible, then have we the evils of

the present Second Chamber. They
are mischievous because irresponsible

—they oppose us, they laugh at the

wishes of the People, because no
one can punish them for their ill

deeds. It is clear that this Second
Chamber must be either responsible or

not ; if responsible^ there is no increased

security for due consideration ; if not

responsible, they will necessarily be
hostile to the People.

But it seems that your plan is likely

to obviate these difficulties. The
Second Chamber being elected by the
People will be responsible ; but being

Peers, will not be subject to popular
and sudden impulses. Here there is

but a juggle of words. If they be not
subject to popular impulses, they will

not obey the People ; if they will not

obey the People, and for disobedience

the people cannot punish them, then

are they irresponsible. If, however, the

People can punish them, then are they
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subject to the People, and under po-

pular influences.

Let us, however, look a little more

closely into this supposed improve-

ment. Does it by its peculiar excel-

lencies, get over the difficulty attending

the Second Chamber? In choosing

the House of Commons, the People

and you also complain of a property

qualification for the members. Why
do you so ? Because the choice of the

People is thus narrowed, and the

chances of framing a Legislative Cham-

ber equal in capacity to the best

of the nation are greatly diminish-

ed. Now mark your inconsistency.

While complaining of the choice of the

People being narrowed, when seeking

for fit representatives in the Commons,

you propose to compel them to make

selection for their second body of legis-

lators out of a body still narrower. If,

however, this narrowing of the field of

choice, tends to deteriorate the mental

and moral capabilities of the House of

Commons, a fortiori this far more

effective narrowing of the field of choice,

as regards the Lords, will make that

Assembly very much the inferior to the

Commons, as respects probity and in-

telligence. Then what results? You

subject the decisions of a superior

assembly to an inferior one. You make

the decrees of the best men of the

nation subject to the supervision of

others far inferior. This argument ap-

pears to me utterly subversive of the

whole of your proposed scheme.

But, to confine ourselves to the sub-

ject of a Second Chamber—there is yet

this further consideration. All persons

who know anything of legislation, com-

plain of the numbers of the House of

Commons; and this for two reasons:

first, being so numerous, they act like a

mob; second, that being so numerous,

there is great difficulty in finding a

sufficient number of efficient and edu-

cated men for representatives. But if

this be so, as respects the one Chamber,

surely you increase the difficulty by

making two. If it be difficult to find

fit men for the House of Commons, it

would be still more difficult to find fit

men for the House of Commons and

the House of Lords. This is another

and no mean argument for one Chamber.

Here you may turn round on me and

say, " but you also propose to retain

the House of Lords—you propose to

give them the power of compelling the

House of Commons to reconsider their

opinions, and yet you object to a

Second Chamber." The answer to this

objection is not difficult. My own

opinion is, that not merely is a Second

Legislative Chamber not necessary, but

also that a titled nobility is little better

than a nuisance. With the first part of

this opinion, I believe that the People

of England will in my time coincide ;

I very much doubt whether they will

with the latter. I have, therefore, de-

vised a scheme which will in reality

annihilate the legislative power of the

Lords, while it will still leave them a

comparatively harmless existence.

I remain, dear Sir,

Yours very truly,

J. A. Roebuck.

CRUSADE AGAINST THE UNSTAMPED
MR BROUGHTON'S DECISION.

After a few months of repose, the

Whig authorities have again entered

the field against the Unstamped Press,

and the .result will, in all likelihood, be

another weakening of a weak but tyran-

nical Administration.

In the present crusade the Govern-

ment is merely the willing tool of the

another conquest over, and consequently Stamped Press, which, with some few
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exceptions,* has for a long time past

been goading the Administration to

adopt this course by twitting them with

their pusillanimity in not putting down

the Unstamped, and by threatening to

buy no more Stamps themselves unless

the laws be enforced.

The Tory papers have a double in-

ducement for thus urging the Ministry.

In the first place, they perceive that

there is no measure so likely to pre-

judice and finally to destroy their

rivals in the opinion of the public as a

systematic opposition to the emancipa-

tion of the Press ; and in the second

place they have the same pecuniary

interest in upholding the Stamp as the

papers which call themselves Liberal.

In defence of the opposition of the

Tory papers to a free Press, something,

though it be but little, may be urged.

To restrain the expression of opinion,

and to check the diffusion of knowledge,

are parts of their system ; so that, ac-

cording to the doctrine of the philoso-

phic ruffian, in the story of ' Paul Clif-

ford,' it is their system which is to be

blamed, and not they.

The " Liberal " (!) Press, however,

have not even this shallow excuse.

Their sole object— at least so far as

ordinary eyes can discover— is the pre-

servation of a most odious monopoly,

which protects the wealthy speculator

in Newspapers against the conse-

quences of a free competition with all

that talent to which a free Press would

open a field.

Nothing can possibly be more dis-

graceful than the conduct of the Liberal

Press on the subject of the Newspaper

Stamp. If they had done their duty by

demanding its Repeal, it is quite clear

that it could not have been maintained

till this moment. The Ministry was

far too weak, from the very commence-

ment of last Session, to risk a loss of

* The Sun, True Sun, Morning Advertiser,
and Sgeetutor,

. . . \ , -

the support of such advocates as the

Chronicle, the Globe, and the Examiner,

by a refusal to give up the Newspaper

Stamp, had those papers opposed its

continuance; so that the public may

fairly attribute to their shameful luke-

warmness, the prolonged existence, not

only of this odious tax, but of the

still more odious "gagging laws"

of Castlereagh, under which most

of the recent persecutions have taken

place.

In such a paper as the Times, where

the Editor, Mr Barnes, has permitted

himself to be sold with the types, the

Public are prepared for any degree of

political immorality ; but no man can

read without surprise an article in the

Examiner, extending to upwards of a

column, on the subject of the proceed-

ings against the Venders of the Un-

stamped, which contains no protest

against the tax (unless, indeed, the term

" bad law " can be so construed), which

positively urges persecution,* and

* The article in the Examiner of the 20th

December, is headed " Partial Application of

the Law." It contains various objections to

the method pursued by the Stamp Office,

some of which objections are put with Mr
Fonbcavque's usual skill, and it concludes

in the following words :—
" No doubt the Government feels the diffi-

culty of strictly enforcing the law against the

Unstamped Press ; but having re/used- to aboii$h

the odious imposts, it is bound to exact them from
all alike, and it cannot be permitted to make
exceptions where the Act by which it abides

has contemplated none.
'• If arguments of wisdom will not suffice to

procure the abrogation of a bad law, the next

best course is to allow of no tampering, but to insist

on the strict application, which breaks it down by
its own vice."

As a contrast to the above, let me recom-
mend to the reader's notice the following ex-
cellent observations from the Spectator of the
26th. The Examiner assumes, with wondrous
facility, that Ministers have " refused to abolish

the odious imposts," whilst the Spectator still

honestly and plainly tells Ministers that "to
abolish the tax" is- -the "one course :"

—

** The fact is, that no power of the Govern-
- ment can enforce the law against the sale of

Unstamped Newspapers. People are deter-

mined to have them ; and ah extensive and con-

stant demand for any article is always supplied in

England, without or with the consent of the

constituted authorities. Ministers may as well

give- up a contest in which they «ut a ver^r
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which only objects to the mode in

which that persecution is carried on.

Considering the position of the

Ministry— considering the aid they

require from the Press—the leading

Liberal papers have it still in their

power to force Ministers to make

the Repeal of the Stamp the very

first act of the coming session.

Under any circumstances, it appears

to me the Whigs should not have the

support of a Press making the welfare

of the community its guiding rule of

action ; but if that support be deter-

mined on, surely the emancipation of

the Press ought not to be considered

an exorbitant purchase money.

The plan of proceeding against the

real and supposed offenders out of Lon-

don is detailed in a letter emanating

from the Stamp Office, and dated 10th

of December, 1835.

This letter directs Distributors, first,

" to make diligent inquiry, in order to

ascertain the names of the Venders of

Unstamped Papers/' so that they may

be proceeded against " by information"

Second, " to employ intelligent persons

to make purchases of unstamped copies"

so that evidence may not be wanting.

Third, " to ascertain by what coaches or

other conveyances the Unstamped Pa-

pers are transmitted, and, if possible,

in what manner they are directed," so

that if the Stamp Office people deem it

necessary, " the packages may be seized,

either at the coach office in London,

or on their arrival in the country."

Fourth,—" To seek out persons who en-

courage this illicit trade, by regularly

purchasing the Unstamped Papers, par-

ridiculous figure, and which only serves to give

petty annoyance, occasion trifling loss to the

law-breakers, and to show how easily the law

may be set at defiance. The example is very

pernicious. By and by, perhaps, it will be

found impossible to collect the duty on gin.

" There is but one course for the Government,

if it means to do justice to all parties,—namely,

to abolish the Newspaper-tax: and then every

sort of newspaper will find ti$ proper readers and

its natural level

"

ticularly coffee-house keepers

cans, and others, so that information

be filed against them at the same time

as against the venders."

In the same production, we are given

to understand that the Board consider

"if due diligence be used, these pur-

chases (mentioned above, as being for the

purpose of obtaining evidence), might be

made in a fortnight."

So much for the mode of operating

in the country. Now for the town :

—

" Within the last few days an order has

been communicated to the Police Ma-
gistrates, setting forth that in future a

certain number of Officers attached to

the various Establishments shall on every

Saturday and Sunday use their best ex-

ertions in order to put down the exist-

ing evil, by seizing all the Unstamped

Papers carried aboutfor sale by the itin-

erant traders, who, on giving their names

and abodes, and undertaking to answer the

charge on thefollowing Monday, shall be

liberated ; but their property thus taken

from them will be conveyed to the Police

Office, and, after being marked with the

said Vender's name and address, as

also that of the Officer by whom he was

captured, the whole of the Publications

will be forwarded to the Stamp Office

Commissioners, who, if they think proper,

will cause one of their servants to attend

before the Magistrates to press for a con-

viction; and in the event of their not

doing so, the offender will be aequitted.

The Metropolitan Police are not in any

way to interfere as regards the Un-

stamped, unless by some violent con-

duct a crowd be collected, and the pub-

lic peace endangered."

Here then is a system of spying

worthy'of the worst days of the Liver-

pool Administration. The " intelli-

gent " informers of the Stamp Office,

are to poke their " intellectual nose*
"

everywhere, to discover those who

encourage this " illicit trade." Parcels

too are to be examined, and perhaps
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seized, here or in the country. No, not

here. The proceedings detailed in Mr
Pressly's letter, they will not dare to

carry into effect in the metropolis. It

is in the country only, that the spy

system is to be adopted. The fear of

an enraged multitude dictates another

plan for the metropolis.

This plan of carrying the execution

of obnoxious measures to a distance

from the seat of this mighty mass of

intelligence and force, is not by any

means new. The same course was

pursued in the case of the Dorchester

Labourers, and at a more remote period

in the case of Sir Francis Burdett.

At that time Sir Francis was so

popular that it would have been

attended with some risk to proceed

against him in town, so by a legal

fiction invented for the occasion, it was

decided that dropping a letter into a

box was a publication, consequently the

offence was indictable in the county

where the libel was put into the post.

From the anticipations of the Board

that the whole might be effected in a

fortnight, it was evidently intended to

make a mighty pounce upon the Un-

stamped at once—to inflict a blow on

all simultaneously—a blow from which

they should not easily recover. This,

however, has not been done, the pro-

ceedings of the Stamp Office have been

worse than contemptible, and the Un-

stamped remain precisely in the position

in which they were before the last

move.

The small effect of the recent pro-

ceedings is thus noticed by the Spec*

tator.

" Orders have been issued from the Stamp
Office to act with vigour. In one instance
thirteen, in another six, and in a third ninety-
eight papers, were captured. The weekly sale

6F Unstamped journals is estimated at about
200,000 ; and for all that appears not 200 have
been seized. This is the vigorous effort of the
British Government to enforce the law for the
protection of the licensed trader and the ex-
tinction of the contrabandist."

It will be seen by the extracts detail-

ing the London plan, that the Police

are to seize everything, and that the

Stamp Office people are to decide whe-

ther there be sufficient ground for pro-

secution. In plain English, punishment

is to be dealtout, first at indiscriminately,

and then, where offence can be proved,

a second dose of punishment is to be

administered. If there be no such

evidence, the Stamp Commissioners will

abstain from " causing one of their

servants to attend before the Magis-

trates to press for a conviction," and

the " offender will be acquitted," and

so saved from a second dose of punish-

ment. This proceeding is like that of

the country schoolmaster, who whipped

all his little boys every Monday morn-

ing, in case they should deserve it

during the ensuing week.

If the agents of the Police seize my
property, or break open my parcel, a

lawyer will tell me, that in this free

country I may have redress. Very true;

redress is open to me precisely in the

same way that a coach and six is open

to the poor man—if I can pay for it. In

this country it is a mockery to talk of

legal redress. The laws were made by

the rich for the rich, and there is not a

day that justice is not denied to the

poor; but the cases are so frequent

that we scarcely notice them.

The pretence of this proceeding of

Government is to vindicate the law. In

what manner is the law to be vindicated?

By breaking the law. Parcels are to

be seized and opened. But this I take

to be a mere idle boast. The feeble

Whigs dare not sanction so gross a

violation of law.

But to return to the question of re-

dress. Suppose we can afford to pur-

chase justice, are we the nearer to

redress ? I fear not. While such men
as Mr Broughton are permitted to

disgrace the Bench by their ignorance,

the law will be
?
not as it is written,
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but as any Magistrate may desire to

make it.

In the course of some proceedings

last week, Mr Broughton decided

that " discussing public events" con-

stitutes a Newspaper, and " that it was
not such by being continuous." !

This sapient decision would bring

within reach of the Stamp Laws, and
more especially of the gagging laws of

Castlereagh, every Pamphlet in Mr
Ridgeway's shop; it would include

almost every published sermon ; it

would render such useful and benevo-

lent works as Mr Fox's Moral Lectures,

liable to suppression at the will of any
ignorant Justice, who might conceive a

dislike for them ; and lastly, it would
include this Pamphlet, which is a mere"

Political Essay, wholly destitute of the]

essential features of a Newspaper, and

no more within Mr Broughton's
power, if lawfully exercised, than Mi
Peel's speeches, or the Reverend Mi
Ql'&ulli van's ultra - Protestant dis-

courses. Mr Broughton is no doubl

a reader of Mr Harmer's paper, the

Dispatch, and has been influenced by
that elegant, tasteful, and moral Paper,

which has always affected to treat the

Pamphlets which have been edited by
Mr Roebuck as "Newspapers." The
Times, too, has adopted the same
course ; but every body is aware of Mr
Barnes' little spite against Mr Roe-
buck, and as Mr Barnes does not care to

stick to the truth where his passions

are concerned, the reiterated statement

of what is false, cannot surprise. If

the doctrine of the Times and of Mr
Broughton are to be considered law,

there is not a bookseller in London who
would not be liable to arrest, and all

expression of opinion would be sup-

pressed in any thing sbort of a volume.

In that diluted form, the poison of the

pamphlet would cease to disturb the

equanimity of all evil doers.

Perhaps it will be satisfactory to Mr
Barnes to know that the legality of

the Pamphlets to which he has so very na-

tural an antipathy, has been recognized

by the Stamp Office. Entry has been

made of every Pamphlet, and the ad-

vertisement duty has been accepted,
which the Stamp Office could not do
on an illegal publication. Moreover,
the British Museum has demanded and
received its copies ; so that, as far as

all Pamphlet Publishers and Venders
are concerned, Mr Broughton's evil

intentions need give them no concern.

A word or two about prosecutions

under the " Gagging Acts." It cannot
be forgotten that Mr Rice declared he
retained the Stamp only because he
could not afford to give up the duty.

This fallacy has continued to maintain,

though it had been successfully shown
that the increased revenue from paper
would more than make up the loss of
revenue consequent upon a loss of the

Stamp. Prosecutions under the Gagging
Acts cannot proceed from a desire to

foster the revenue. Such prosecutions

are inconsistent with Mr Rice's decla-

ration. The only assignable motive is

Ythe desire to suppress discussion, and
I to check the dissemination of opinion,

j|
which affords ample proof that the

Whigs dread the increasing knowledge
of the People.

have recently heard, from authority

which I cannot doubt, that not only

has Government no intention of repeal-

ing the Stamp, but that they have de-

termined to resist its repeal, by every

means in their power. This, the reader

will say, is not consistent with Mr
Rice's declaration. Granted. But still

Dur experience of Mr Rice's former

declarations does not warrant the rejec-

tion of the above report without due
examination. The safe way will be to

act as though we had to contend

against the determination of Govern-

ment. Such at all events will be the

course pursued by the Committee to

which I belong.

Mr Rice's sincerity might easily be

tested early in the Session. Let a

question be put to him, requiring a

direct answer, to the following effect :

—

That in the event of his only objection

being obviated by a surplus of revenue,

whether he will bring in a Bill for the

abolition of the Newspaper Stamp.
H. S. Chapman.
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THE MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.
There can be no doubt but that the themselves may be as Tory as tbey

Liberal or Reforming party have been please, but they will be unable to acton

the victors in the late contest of the their Tory propensities. Their con-

Municipal Elections. A great change stituents will be their masters; and no

has taken place; and in every Town Cor- body of constituents forming a large

porate in which the Council have been section of the whole community, will

chosen under the provisions of the new put up with the corrupt doings of the

bill, a responsible (or partially respon- old Tory Corporations, For a while

sible) government has been introduced, the spirit of party may animate their

in place of one utterly irresponsible. friends and supporters, but, in the long

I say in every town, because this is run, the interests of the constituents

really the effect of the Bill, whether Re~ themselves will come to be attended to,

formers or Tories have been elected, and force these Tory popular represen-

It may be that in some places, members tatives to act honestly. So that to me,

of the old corrupt bodies form a large, looking to the distant and more perma-

in one or two the major, part of the nent effects of this great change, it ap-

Town Council, but they are no longer in pears a matter of secondary and very

their former position. Whatever be minor consideration, whether particular

their politics, they are elected by the towns have, at the present moment, a

people, or at least a large section of the majority of Liberal or Tory Councillors

;

people, and will be subject to their con- the influence of the responsibility de-

troul. This single but important fact rived from popular election will extend

changes the whole nature of their alike to councillors of all parties, and

power, and makes these Tory coun- the real interests of the People must in

cillors that which they so heartily de- .the end be attended to.

test—a popular Government. They This, undoubtedly, is the bright side
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of the picture—there, nevertheless, is us no good;—all which, being put

a danger, and one by no means to be into plain and intelligible language,

despised, which is connected with the means,—do not treat us as we treated

whole system—and the evil operates you.

equally in the Liberal and the Tory The truth, however, is, that far greater

towns. From the imperfect and com- peace and contentment will follow upon

plicated method of registration, the the popular Government, than could exist

constituencies will be kept up to their under the old corrupt dominion. At

present numbers with great difficulty ; first, doubtless, the newness of the thing

and every diminution of the numbers will be attended with inconvenience,

of the electors will diminish the bene- People not accustomed to self-govern-

ficial influence of the responsibility of ment will not employ their powers in the

which I have been speaking. With same manner as those who all their

this reserve (and to this point constant lives have been accustomed to it : and at

and close attention must be directed) first we may expect, that the Corpora-

we may look forward to the future with tions of England will not be as calm,

cheerfulness and hope. The Tory power and well governed as the Townships of

has been struck down ;
popular con- the United States. A short time will,

troul, and self-government pervades all however, create a habit of self-govern-

the large towns of the kingdom ; and ment ; and with that habit will come

the necessary consequence will be, a perfect contentment and comfort ;

—

rapid increase of Democratic feeling, the party and sectional dissensions,

The People, by experience, will learn which first arise will disappear ; and the

how well able they are to govern them- government of the towns will proceed

selves— they will understand how much with the same regularity and quiet,

mora of Municipal Government ought that attends the operations of a mer-

to be conceded to them, and will be- chant's counting-house. If the con-

come eminently dissatisfied with the stituencies are kept up to their present

share now allotted to them in the general numbers, responsibility will have its

government. As these feelings grow, ordinary effects; and the Councillors,

the demands for more completely popu- with improved habits of business, will

lar ^institutions will rapidly increase, acquire an acute sensitiveness respect-

and the death-blow will shortly be given ing the controul of the People. They

to all irresponsible dominion. will feel and know who are their mas-

We hear daily much affected talk ters ; and every act will be performed

respecting the dissensions and strife with reference to those masters* inter-

introduced by this Municipal Govern- ests. This is the right habit for a pub-

ment. They who, while they possessed lie functionary ; and until it be ac-

dominion, were utterly careless of what quired, he will never steadily and zeal-

heart-burnings and divisions and hatred ously perform his duty. A very short

they created, now, when they are time passed under the active superin-

thrust from power, become on a sud- tendence of the People will suffice to

den the friends of peace, and preachers create it.

of harmony. When ruling, they ill- It is difficult to put a limit to the

used everybody with utter recklessness effects of such a change upon the minds

—now, when undermost, and about to of the People themselves. One of its

be rewarded by a sound beating, they most beneficial consequences will result

cry out,—Oh let us be at peace: strife from the constant mixing together of

is a sad thing— dissension will do different classes of society. The gen-



tleman and tradesman, both elected by

the People, will meet together in the

Town Hall, upon an equality. This,

which, at first, may create pain in the

mind of him who has been accustomed

to deem himself superior, will soon

soften down asperities—will teach the

relative parties what is their real rela-

tive position, and will thus serve mate-

rially to diminish the unjust contempt

of the gentleman towards the trades-

man, and the somewhat exaggerated

hatred of the tradesman towards the

gentleman. When this Reform shall

have become so extensive as to bring

into the Town Council the artizan, then

another great benefit will follow. The

ill-feeling which now exists, and natu-

rally, in the minds of the Labouring

Classes towards those who are richer,

will gradually wear away, and by the

increase of real equality there will be a

great and important increase of good

will and confidence. So long as exclu-

sion exists, so long will dissension and

heart-burnings prevail ; and every day's

experience will press upon us the neces-

sity of so enlarging the constituency, as

to make it include all the rated inhabi-

tants, and of making the sole qualifica-

tion for Councillor the choice of the

People. Experience, also, will quickly

inform us, that if we wish to promote

peace and the good government of these

Corporate Towns, we must do away

with all distinctions between the Coun-

cillors—the Aldermen must be abolished.

This was a Tory, and a mischievous

addition to the Reform of our Corpora-

tion System, and will be a fruitful

source of strife and contention. The

end intended was to obtain a body of

persons possessed of power, and sub-

ject to imperfect controul. Six years

tenure of office, given to the Aldermen,

has effected this object; and round these

men will naturally group themselves all

the sinister interests of the towns— in

them they will hope to find supporters,

and through their aid to obtain favour

and protection. As the political edu-

cation of the People goes on, they will

become more and more sensible of this

great defect in the new system ; and

among the changes that will soon be

called for, one of the first will be an

abolition of this useless and mischievous

office of Alderman.

The nature of the Municipal Govern-

ment, as resulting from the extent of the

constituency, and the constitution of the

Council, must depend eventually and

mainly on the Parliament. They alone

can reform the defects which exist in

the present system ; and we must hope

that members will be chosen by the

Corporate Towns who are willing to see

introduced the requisite amendments.

Much, however, to forward the good

effects of this new institution, may be

done by the Town Councils themselves;

They have in their own hands the

means of increasing their efficiency to

an almost indefinite extent. If they be

men of business, and set zealously to

work to perform their duty, the benefit

they may render to their fellow citizens

is almost incalculable.

One of the first points to which each

Town Council should direct its atten-

tion, is the ascertaining the extent of

their powers, and the classification of

them. They must learn what by law

they are permitted to do ; having

ascertained that, they then ought to

separate and arrange the different parts

of their duty, so that they may be

enabled to do what the law permits.

All men are not fit for all things ; but

among the members of a Town Council

it will, indeed, be extraordinary if

persons, to perform all the functions

intrusted to them, cannot be found.

These functions are for the most

part mere matters of administration.

The judicial business will be almost

intirely in other hands ; but if any is

allowed to remain with the Town



Councils, it will come rather under the

head of police, than of ordinary

judicial business.

If, then, the Town Council were

separated into distinct committees

;

and to these committees the separate

divisions of the whole business of the

Council were distributed, it would be

found that it all would be vastly

accelerated, and every part far more

efficiently performed, than if done pell-

mell by the whole united Council. The

smaller the number of persons to

whom the management of any affair is

confided, the better all other things

being alike will the business be done.

This is a rule in administration to which

there is no exception. Let the manager

have as many instruments as he needs—

but let him be single if possible. Every

motive for exertion, for probity, for

intelligence, will then press upon him

with increased force. Having no one

to share the blame of failure, he will be

the more careful to avoid it— having

none to divide the praise of success, he

will be the more eager to attain it. The

pleasures of success are thus greatly

heightened, while the terrors of failure

are increased.

The Town Council having made a

careful division or classification of its

duties, should seek among its own mem-

bers for the most fitting persons to su-

perintend each department. Each head

would be subject to the supervision of

the whole Council, and would report to

them, but would be liable to interrup-

tion from none other. Time, trouble,

and vexation, would thus be spared.

Among the matters to which the

Councils should direct their immediate

attention, none equals in importance

the education of the People. By the

degree of attention which they severally

pay to this matter, we may estimate the

extent of their popular feeling. That

the People, who are really not repre-

sented in the Councils, nor in Par-

liament, eagerly desire education, no

one who knows them will deny. The

sacrifices which the poor daily make to

procure for their children the mere ele-

ments of knowledge, surpass the very

conception of the greater part of those

who are comfortably situated. I have

known a poor woman, whose husband

earned only a few shillings a week, give

sixpence a week merely to have her chil-

dren taken to and from school ; I have

known children sent in the country five

milesto school; the children walking the

five miles to and from their home every

day. Who will say, when they see these

things, that the poor are indifferent re-

specting instruction ? I greatly fear

the indifference exists amongst their

rulers, and not themselves. The Town

Councils ought immediately to open

schools for the poor, and have them

taught upon an enlarged and liberal

plan. No sectarian differences ought

to exclude any child, and no form ought

to be adopted which would have that

effect.

To this it may be objected, that in

every town there are many private and

public schools. My answer to this is

—in every town there are many who

remain untaught ; and that the schools

now existing are wholly inadequate to

their supposed end. Narrow and jea-

lous views prevail in all of them, and

exclusion is really the rule. They who

are admitted learn little that they can

understand ; and great care seems taken

to render useless the desire for instruc-

tion now prevalent among the People.

In every Corporate Town there are funds

which can be devoted to this most im-

portant object—funds which have been

hitherto abused and wasted—but which

the Town Councils ought now to guard

with the most jealous care, and apply

with perfect impartiality. This sacred

duty cannot be neglected without sub-

jecting the corporate bodies to the

gravest imputations. All other things
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shrink into insignificance when com- frequent meetings of large bodies of

pared with this ; and should the Town the People. Decorous habits follow,

Councils do their duty in this behalf, amenity of mind attends amenity of

that alone would render the late Muni- manners, and both together produce

eipal Reform the greatest blessing yet happiness ; and this, " our being's end

attained by the People of England by and aim," is still our aim, whether we

means of the Reformed Parliament. act as members of a community or as

The pleasures, amusements, and individuals,

comforts of the inhabitants, ought also, To this fruitful subject I shall again

as greatly affecting their education, to return. I cannot, however, close this

come under the cognizance and super- paper without a few cursory remarks

intendence of the Council. That is, the upon the immediate political cOnse-

Council ought, to the utmost, to pro- quences of this remarkable change in

mote ail healthful and cheerful exercises our Municipal system. As these coii-

and amusements; it ought to lend its sequences are in their nature decisive,

aid in maintaining peace and order they deserve regard, even were they not

while such amusements are going on, connected with the more important

and to give all possible facilities for the effects upon which I have been hitherto

enjoyment of them. The Town Hall remarking.

ought to be considered the People's One consequence of the late Elec-

Hall : a large, useful, and commodious tions, as to which all persons seem

building, in which the People ought to agreed, is, that the Tory party can now

have the right of assembling for business gain no accession of strength by a

or for pleasure. It might thus be ren- dissolution. If, then, we assume (and

dered an extremely efficient instrument respecting this assumption I shall speak

in the improvement of the manners and directly) that with the present House

habits of the People. Why should not of Commons, they cannot hope to re-

the Town Hall be used on all days tain power, their condition may be con-

of public festival or rejoicing ? Why sidered hopeless. In such circum-

should it not be at the People's com- stances, what ought the Ministers to

mand for lectures, for meetings, whether do ? Should they be content with their

religious, political, or of mere pleasure ? present majority, small and insignificant

If the public halls were used for these as it is—or ought they to attempt by a

and similar purposes, feelings of intense change, to strengthen themselves in the

affection would soon be associated with House of Commons? One thing is

our institutions, and the People would, certain : with their present power, they

for good reasons, learn to love their will be able to do nothing in Parlia-

country and their laws. Such observa- ment. By retaining office, I sincerely

tions may appear trivial to the super- believe they preserve Ireland from civil

ficial and careless observer: in the war; but no Legislative amelioration

opinion of him who knows human na- can be expected for that unhappy

ture well, they will assume a very diffe- country, with the present infatuated

rent character. Every well-constituted and bigoted Tory minority in the Cqm-
Government ought to contemplate the mons. We may, indeed, amuse the

constant meeting together, for purposes Irish and ourselves, by talking of their

of pleasure, of large bodies of the Peo- grievances and their miseries, but we
p\e. To soften the manners, to excite cannot hope to do anything by which

kindly feelings and generous sympathies, these ills may be relieved. Every mea-

there is no more powerful method than sure of relief will be strangled in the



House of Lords ; while the Commons risks the. peace of the whole nation

will not be led to any proceeding by This is a debt which it is to be hoped
which the Lords might be coerced, and the nation will some day acknowledge,

compelled to obey the voice of the na- and fully and properly repay. In the

tion. In Ireland, at the present mo- mean time we ought to be well aware

ment, there is really on many matters of the pernicious results of this much-
no law—the people are living together, lauded institution ; we ought to foresee

and going through the ordinary forms and guard against them. That their

of civilized or social life by mere habit

—

conduct towards Ireland will be such

the bond that unites them is a moral, as I here predict, every man in the

not a legal one. The question of Church three Kingdoms who thinks upon the

payment must be settled if we wish to matter well knows. They (the Lords)

establish peace in this important portion will reject or spoil every beneficial

of our empire. The whole system of measure, so long as a House of Corn-

justice must be remodelled ; and by the mons exists that will bear their inso-

force of the whole nation, by the ex- lence and their folly,

pressed determination of the English If, then, we can do no good with the

as well as the Irish, the political sec- present House of Commons, why
tarian feeling of that unhappy country should it be retained ? It will be said,

must be put down. The English have that the people are tired of elections,

at length become aware of the atrocious The people, let it be answered, are far

state of feeling existing among the more tired of bad government. They
Orange party. This must be destroyed, will understand the necessity under
The blind infatuation of these bigot and which the ministry act, and will cheer-

sordid politicians will otherwise raise fully aid them in purifying the present

up a civil war, and by their vulgar House of Commons,
cupidity the whole nation will be ren- Again, it may be said, that public

dered wretched. This faction have so business will be retarded. The answer

long possessed uncontrolled dominion is, not so much retarded by a dissolu-

in Ireland, that they are absolutely tion, as by a hostile House of Corn-

frantic on account of their present con- mons. As the House is at present

dition ; but they are a very blustering, composed, nothing will be done; and
though not a very steady or determined if it is not to be dissolved at once, the

race of men. They will quail and sink best thing the Ministers could do,

into oblivion if the national will be would be to pass all matters of routine

properly expressed ; but this expression and necessity without delay, and put

cannot be obtained from the present an end to the session. It will be use-

House of Commons, which does not less to keep them together wrangling

represent the national feeling for six months, in order that nothing

It is, moreover, certain, that if, in the may be accomplished,

first month of the Session, we were to But there is a danger existing, while

pass an efficient Corporation Reform this House exists, of which the people

for Ireland, the House of Lords would should be well aware. The majority

either spoil or utterly reject it. Among may become a Tory majority, and the

the mighty benefits derived from that present ministry actually destroyed by

body of hereditary Legislators, is the the very body that they are unwilling

constant and imminent danger of civil to dissolve. During the whole of the

commotion. For selfish ends this igno- last session, the ministerial majority

rant and unscrupulous Assembly yearly was exceedingly wavering and uncer-



tain. Since that time accession has

been made to the strength of the

Tories. If from some one of those

strange accidents, which no one can ex-

plain, the Ministry should be suddenly

dismissed, who is there that will say,

that he is certain that Sir R. Peel could

not obtain a majority. For my own

part, I am inclined to believe that he

could. I am also pretty confident that

confusion and civil commotion would

immediately follow ; but I have not

such confidence in the probity, either

of the Right Honourable Baronet or

his party, as to believe that they would

refuse power because civil war might

be the consequence. The supposition

here made is by no means improbable.

When we recollect who are about and

near the throne—when we call to mind

the character of many of the intriguers

who beset and besiege the purlieus of

the palace, we cannot, we ought not,

to wonder at any height of folly and

presumption to which their audacity

and their ignorance may impel them.

On all grounds, then, it would seem

that an immediate dissolution would be

advisable. I well know how unpalate-

able such advice is. Dissolution, whe-

ther parliamentary or physical, is not

an agreeable subject of contemplation

;

but in the one case and the other we

must learn to anticipate it without

emotion. Reformers should remember

that a new Election would really be a

triumph to themselves, personally, as

well as to their principles. In an im-

mense number of cases, the defeat, the

ignominious defeat of the Tories is

certain. The large towns, that by

corporate corruptions are nowburthened

by Tory representatives, would shake

off the yoke ; and we might hope that

Liverpool, Leicester, Norwich, and

York, would lead the van, in this demo-

lition of the Tory party.

There is, however, an objection to a

dissolution to which I have not yet

adverted, but which, nevertheless, is by

many believed to be the real and

effective one. It is thought, and some-

times said, that some of the Ministers

themselves do not wish a more Liberal

House : and that an infusion of new

and wholesome blood into the Com-

mons, would be as hateful to them as

to their enemies. It is also said, that

there are parties among the present

Ministers who wish to be relieved from

the support of the Radicals, and who,

for this purpose, desire a coalition with

the more moderate of the Tory party.

The present House, if such be their

temper and their expectations, is ad-

mirably suited to them. These persons

desire no further changes, and dread

the idea of an assembly that would

compel them to be stirring. The pre-

sent House will never exercise so dis-

agreeable an office ; and it is hoped,

that with a little manoeuvring, the Min-

istry may be kept in place, and the

Radical support dispensed with. That

such thoughts have passed through the

minds of some of the Ministerial body,

I have no doubt ; neither can I

hesitate to believe that these are

the chief motives which have led them

to decide against a dissolution. But

sure I am, that such politicians are

little fitted for their present position.

They must be blind indeed, if they

cannot see that Ireland renders coalition

utterly hopeless. Until the question

of the appropriation of the surplus

revenue of the Church be settled, no

junction can take place between the

Whigs and Tories without completely

destroying the character of one or both

of the parties. Sir R. Peel and Lord

Stanley on one side, Lord John
Russell, and Lord Melbourne, on

the other, are pledged as men of

honour to opposite principles. These

could not join under any conceivable

circumstances. There is indeed another

section composed of very different
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materials that look forward to a

junction, but these persons fortunately

have not influence sufficient to form a

Cabinet. Lord Grey on retring from

office did not—he luckily could not

—

invest his son with his personal influ-

ence ; otherwise we might have seen

flourishing at this time a Whig-Tory

Government.

No matter under what auspices such

a junction take place, Ireland will

frustrate all their schemes. That

country has come to such a pass, that

Reform or Commotion is the alternative.

Reform and Toryism are incompatible.

The People of England will not suffer

civil war ; so that the Tory dominion

may be considered destroyed. When 1

say destroyed, it is with this]reservation

;

with the present House of Commons,

they may make one more attempt to

seize upon office. If this Parliament

were dissolved, this attempt even could

not fye made.

The consequence then of the late

Municipal Elections, ought to be an

immediate dissolution of the present

House of Commons.

J. A. R.

THE WHOLE ART AND MYSTERY OF PEERAGE
SCHEMING.

Public opinion is setting strongly

against an hereditary House of Lords.

As an instrument of legislation—to

say nothing of its other functions

—

it has been found to be productive of

unmixed evil, and the call for its re-

form is becoming more urgent every

day.

Such being the state of the public

mind, it is not at all surprising that all

sorts of schemes and projects, for effect-

ing as much or as little of the object

as may suit the taste of the projectors,

should be continually thrust before the

public. The subjects, however, as we

shall presently perceive, is a fertile

one. To exhaust it would be by no

means an easy matter. Indeed, of the

changes of which it is capable, but few

have as yet been rung.

But why were not the Peerage

Schemers set a-working long ago'? This

has been often explained ; but as some

worthy people are still in love with the

Lords, and therefore cannot see their

defects, and as those who can see

them, but who will not, are ever on the

alert to perpetuate this blindness, it may
be as well to repeat a sketch of what

has been s ad, especially as it will help

to show, that out of nearly half a hun-

dred possible schemes of reform, it is

in reality only one that touches the point.

Those who at various times have

praised the co-existence of two legisla-

tive chambers, have rested their merits

on two very opposite grounds. On

one hand, the " admirable system of

checks" has been brought forward as

our glorious constitution's chief beauty;

on the other, " the admirable har-

mony" with which the several branches

of the legislature work together has

been dwelt upon with enthusiastic

admiration. Opposite as these two

" beauties " are in character, they have

not unfrequently found place in the

same panegyric. Of late years, how-

ever, at least up to the passing of the

Reform Act, the doctrine of checks

has been kept in the back ground,

whilst the harmony only hath been

ostentatiously paraded on all fitting

and unfitting occasions.

The thing to be admired then in the

Constitution " as it was " before the

Reform Act, was the " perfect agree-

ment " which generally existed between
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the two branches of the Legislature,

and the provision which the Constitu-

tion furnished, in the Prerogative of the

Crown, for reproducing harmony in

those very rare cases where disagree-

ment had arisen.

But how was this harmony or agree-

ment brought about? Simply thus:

—

The members of the House of Lords,

and the families to which they belong-

ed, contrived to control the election of

a majority of the House of Commons.

In some of the old Boroughs there were

only one or two voters. There were no

less than fifty-one Cities and Boroughs

wherein the average number of Electors

did not exceed twenty-five ! whilst, to

to say nothing of the influence of the

Aristocratic class in Counties, there

were upwards of one hundred and sixty

Cities and Boroughs in which Elections

were notoriously corrupt. The result

was, that what was said to be the British

Constitution was a mere thing of- the

imagination. There was no " Demo-

cratic branch" of the Legislature—no

People's House, consequently there was

no system of checks -, but there was

" harmony and agreement/' with few

and insignificant interruptions.

This state of pleasing concord was

produced by that which must invariably

produce concord; namely, a perfect

identity of interest between the two

branches of the Legislature. It does

not follow that this identity of interest

between the two branches had any the

slightest relation to the interests of the

People, It must be evident that it had

none. The Legislature, in fact, was a

league against the People ; the result of

which ma]j»be summed up in the ex-

pressions—excessive and unequal Taxa-

tion, and lavish expenditure — evils

whicn we are now daily striving to get

rid of.

When this most harmonious league

against the People had attained a height

which became almost unendurable, the

Reform Act came. The effect of this

Act was, that the Peers and their fami-

lies ceased to appoint the House of

Commons, which was thenceforward

elected by a portion of the People pos-

sessed of a certain amount of wealth, to

be ascertained by the house-rent paid

by the Elector. This class has large

sympathies with the mass of their fellow-

citizens, there is constant intercommu-

nication between them, and they are

especially amenable to the opinions of

the People. Hence the persons they

choose as representatives have not

that identity of interest with the House

of Lords which is necessary to the pro-

duction of harmony. The measures

which the People's representatives bring

in of necessity displease the Lords, which

displeasure is of course expressed by the

rejection of the measures in question.

When the Reform of the House

of Commons took place, by the intro-

duction of a more extensive class of

voters possessing some wealth, there

were certain practices permitted to

remain, which, in a very great degree,

weakened the effect of the Reform in

question. The open mode of voting,

for instance, was allowed to remain.*

This continued the influence of the

Peers and their families, and in a great

measure vitiated the choice of the new
Electors. The consequence is, that the

want of harmony between the two

branches is not so constant as it would

otherwise be, simply because the mea-

sures of the House of Commons still

keep most steadily in view the interests

of the Peers.

The greater the difference, then, be-

tween the Constitution of the two

branches of the Legislature, the more

frequent and the more intense will

bethe cases of discord. If the reformed

* There are other circumstances which aid
the influence of the Aristocracy in the House
of Commons, which the reader will easily allow
for, such as qualification, registration, and
seven years' duration.
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Second Chamber were chosen out of and of the demand for its reform ; which

the same class, and by the same body demand is in its turn the exciting

of electors as the House of Commons, cause of the various schemes of

there would be few or no contentions be- Peerage Reform, with which we have

tween them ; but if the franchise of the been treated, and of those with which,

electors of the House of Commons without doubt, we shall be treated,

were enlarged, or if the Ballot were ap- during the approaching session,

plied to the Commons' elections, and The defective constitution of our

not to those of the Second Chamber, House of Lords, and the only effectual

there would be no longer identity of way of remedying the defect, were long

interest between the two branches, and since pointed out by Mr Bentham and

the reign of discord would recom- Mr James Mill; but what they said was

mence. then deemed visionary and chimerical.

With the aid of a little thinking, the Nevertheless, of their visions, a large

principles above indicated will enable portion now form part of our every-day

the reader to judge of every scheme of political creed. All our doctrines of

Peerage Reform which may be put for- Parliamentary Reform are theirs. What

ward, they said long since of the defects of

The want of harmony produced by a Second Chamber, we have just be-

the Reform Act, did not excite the no- come convinced of the truth of. By

tice of the People till after the passage and by we shall be equally convinced

of the Municipal Corporation Reform of the correctness of their view of a

Bill through the House [of Commons, remedy. But in the mean time the

The House of Lords saw in this Bill the schemers must have their day. Plans

destruction of a considerable portion of of Peerage Reform, varying between as

their remaining influence. Their Rotten much as the most sanguine schemer

Boroughs were gone, and now their hopes to get, and as little as the most

close Corporations were threatened. If dishonest schemer, dares to propose

they gave up these, the county govern- that the public should be put off with,

ments and the magistracy would be will be passed in review ; and if any

their only remaining sources of corrupt one be adopted, it will be the result of

influence, so they offered the nation the a compromise, similar in principle to

alternative of a rejection of the Bill or that which I have described as having

its mutilation. The Commons, having operated iri the case of the Corporation

more sympathies with the Peers than Reform Bill. But on trial, such Reform

with the People, chose mutilation. The will be found ineffectual ; new changes

consequence is, that we have as good a will be found necessary, and thus, by

bill as we could get, or to look at it from a series of experiments, we shall ob-

another position, as bad a bill as the tain that which a careful and philo-

Aristocracy dare give us ; and this is sophic examination of what exists,

the kind of compromise which we may might long since have pointed out to

always expect, until we get a better be necessary.

House of Commons, with a congenial That the career of the s#lemers may

Second Chamber. be run through as soon as possible, I shall

The conduct of the Lords on the presently construct for their especial use

Municipal Bill, may therefore be con- a table of the possible changes which

sidered as the proximate cause of the may be rung on the various elements

present concentration of the public which co-operate in the construction of

gaze towards their Lordships' House, a Representative Chamber.



Here every one will be able to pick

out a species of House suited to his

interests, his prejudices, or his taste.

In the constitution of the Repre-

sentative Body we have to consider,

—First, the Electoral Body, or the

Choosers. Second, the class from which

the Representative Body may be chosen

—say, in one word, the Eligibles.

Third, the length of time for which

they are chosen. The mode of choice

is not of importance here.

1. The Choosers

1. The Crown. The Crown may

alone be invested with the power of

choosing the Members of the Second

Chamber.

2. The Titled Class. The choice

of a Second Chamber may rest with

that portion of the Aristocracy enjoying

hereditary rank.

3. The Aristocracy. The choice

may be extended to a wider Aristocracy,

to be determined by the possession of a

certain specified amount of property.

4. The House of Commons. The

choice may vest in the Lower Chamber.

5. The People. Lastly, the whole

People may enjoy the franchise, or if

there be a qualification, it may be so

low. as to include nearly the whole

People.

2. The Eligibles.

Persons capable of being elected

members of the Second Chamber

may be :

—

1. That portion of the Aristocracy

possessed of titles ; the power of adding

to them still remaining with the Crown.

2. The whole Aristocracy as indi-

cated by the possession of a certain

amount of wealth.

1 3. The whole People without quali-

fication.*

* If any curious person be dissatisfied with

the number of changes capable to being computed
out of the above statements, he may add sepa-

rate classes for age, religion, or any other dis-

tinction.

3. Duration of Service.

The last element in the construc-

tion, rather than the constitution of a

Second Chamber, is the time for whick

the members may be chosen. They may
be chosen :—

1. For life.

2. For an indefinite period, varying

with the will of the Crott%.

3. For a definite period, fixed by

law.

Either of the five classes of Electors

or Choosers may be associated with any

one of the three classes of Eligibles, and

these in their turn, with either of the

three classifications of duration. Thus

we have no less than forty-five different

modes of ministering the elements which

may conspire to the formation of a rep-

resentative body.

Here then is a field for scheming po-

liticians ! A couple of new plans every

week would not exhaust the list before

the end of the Session, and if all the vex-

atious contrivances devised by the au-

thors of the Reform Bill, to nullify their

own work, were introduced, the list

might be indefinitely extended.

Of these forty-five cases which are

possible, some, it will be seen, are

scarcely probable. Let us, then, mark

these improbable cases for rejection.

First. If it were proposed to permit

the Crown to choose from the whole

People, it must be quite clear that the

choice would fall upon that portion of

the People belonging to the Aristocratic

class. If titles continue, the choice of

the Crown would be accompanied by a

title ; if titles cease, then there would

be no titled class of eligibles. Under

any circumstances, the choice vesting

in the Crown, the eligibles may be

grouped together into one class.

Second. The Titled Class being the

Electors would of course elect only

such persons as would promote the

interests of their order. Generally,

they would elect only from among
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themselves ; and, like the Peers of Scot-

land, their choice would fall on the

least Liberal of their order only ; that is

upon those who are most completely

opposed to the People. Now and then

it might be, that one of the Second
Class of Eligibles would find his way
into their Lordships' house. If so, we
might assure ourselves, he would be
the servile tool of his electors. The
titled Aristocracy being the choosers,

we may in practice reject the two last

Classes of Eligibles, as they would
scarcely ever be resorted to ; and even

when resorted to, it would only be in

the case of individuals who had lost all

sympathy for the Class to which they

belonged.

Third. The same arguments apply

to the case of an Electoral body com-
posed of the whole Aristocracy, titled

and untitled, in relation to the last

Class of Eligibles. It is not very pro-

bable that a body of Aristocratic Elec-

tors would choose men of the People,

unless the individuals so chosen had
already abandoned those principles

which distinguished their Class.

Thus, of the fifteen possible cases in

which the " choosers" can be coupled

in the same scheme with the " eligibles,"

we may reject five as highly impro-

bable; whether the last class of
" eligibles " would furnish objects of

choice to a body of <( choosers" com-
posed of the House of Commons, would
depend on the constitution of that

body j at present that honourable

House would certainly not choose a

Second Chamber from among the

People.

On the three classes of eligibles,

I have but few remarks to offer. The
first and third class speak for them-

selves. The second class would run
insensibly into the third, as darkness

into light, which, though obviously dif-

ferent, scarcely allow us to say where
the one ends or the other begins.* The
arbitrary line is marked by what is

commonly called a " property qualifi-

cation," and this it is which may be
said to constitute an Aristocracy.

I now come to the case of duration.

I do not think it very likely that any
schemer of Peerage Reform, consider-

ing the present state of the public
.

* An illustration of Bentham's.

mind, would be very likely to propose
a choice for life. The evil to be gotten
rid of is—irresponsibility. The honest
schemer knows that a choice for life

would not provide for responsibility ;

and the dishonest schemer would make
too accurate an estimate of public

opinion on this point to venture the

proposition of so obvious a fraud. The
great effort of these last gentry will be to

put forward the " principle of election"

as a sure means of producing responsi-

bility, and then trust to a limitation

of the field of choice to provide for the

minimum of change. The more un-

real the mockery, the more boastfully

will the principle of election be pa-
raded. The People will be told with one
breath, that the franchise is to be
thrown open to them ; but this com-
fortable assurance will be followed by
an awful " but," which will usher in

the titled or untitled Aristocracy as the

only class of eligibles. Hence from
the possible schemes I reject the ques-

tion of a life Peerage, as not very likely

to be proposed. For reasons nearly

similar, we may reject all the cases of

which an indefinite period of service,

varying at the will of the Crown, forms

an element, confining the final summary
of probable schemes to a period fixed

by law.

We thus obtain the following Table,

which I think will be found to contain

all the elements likely to be found in

past, present, and future schemes for a

Reform of the constitutiou of the House
of Lords:

—

I. Choice by the titled Aristocracy.

1. From among the titled Aris-

tocracy.

II. Choice by the whole Aristocracy.

1

.

From among the titled Aris-

tocracy.

2. From among the whole Aristo-

cracy.

III. Choice by the House of Com-
mons.

1. From among the titled Aris-

tocracy.

2. From among the whole Aris-

tocracy.

IV. Choice by the People.

1. From among the titled Aristo-

cracy.

2. From among the whole Aris-

tocracy.

3. From among the People.
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On the foregoing table, three general

observations seem to be necessary :
—

First. All the combinations, except

the last,—namely, where the choice is

vested in the People, unrestrained by
any limitation of the field of choice,

—

would leave the main point untouched.

The House of Lords, or Second Cham-
ber, would still, as before, represent the

interests of the Aristocratic class, and
their whole tone of legislation would
be opposed to the interests of the mass
of the People. If the Aristocratic tone

of the House of Commons were kept

up to its present height, a Second
Chamber might, as I have before said,

be brought down to that point without

producing much benefit to the People,

though " harmony and agreement"

might be secured. The first Reform

of the House of Commons—and Re-
form must come—would destroy the

said harmony, and the same discussions

which we are now witnessing would be

renewed.

Second. Whether the House of Com-
mons would choose from among the

People would depend wholly on its

composition. In the case of an exten-

sion of the constituencies by which the

House is elected, or of the adoption of

the Ballot, or any other measure calcu-

lated to cleanse the franchise of the

foul influences, there cannot be a doubt

that the third class of eligibles would be

resorted to, but in the present state

of the Lower House the choice would
fall only on the two first classes.

Third. I repeat that the only legisla-

tive body, whether that body be a First

or a Second Chamber, calculated to

promote, to the full extent, the interests

of the great bulk Of the People, is one

chosen by the People without restric-

tion. The plans which have hitherto

been put forward, all lose sight of this.

They concede the right of choice to the

People, but at the same time they ren-

der that concession a mere mockery,

by limiting its field of operation to the

most objectionable portion of the Aris-

tocracy. Mr O'Connell proposes to

permit the People to choose one hun-

dred and fifty Peers out of eight hun-

dred titled personages. "The youngest

of the Tomkinses" proposes to permit

the People to choose one hundred
Peers out of four hundred of the

Nobility.* The younger schemer's plan

proposes a more extended franchise for

the electors of the Peers than for the

electors of the Commons ; the result

would be, that the Commons would

represent the Aristocracy of wealth,

—

the Lords, the Aristocracy of rank,

—

but neither would represent the

People.

H. S. Chapman.

Postscript.—The following obser-

vations have been handed me by a

friend ; I insert them as a Postscript to

what has gone before.

Among the many objects to be looked

for, as arising out of the Reform Bill,

there are two which are agreed to, I

think, by all Reformers. The one a

reduction of all the expences of the

Government which can be shown not

to be required for the purposes of good
government ; the other, filling, in the

most efficient manner, such offices as

are proved really requisite for the pur-

poses of good government. In other

words the objects looked for are

economy and efficiency.

The Whigs and the Tories, unitedly,

form the Aristocracy. Did the nation

afford sufficient spoil to satisfy the

Aristocracy in its collective form, we
should be unacquainted with any such
distinctive terms. We owe the divi-

sion wholly to a want of the means
requisite to gratify the whole body. In

the absence of such a division we
should have the People—the Demo-
cracy, as a body, opposed to the

priviliged classes—the Aristocracy as

a body. Under one of these de-

nominations I hope ere long to find

every man in the nation ranked, by a

coalition devoutly to be looked for,

and, I believe, to be expected, between
the two sections of the Aristocracy.

With a view distinctly to bring before

the mind of the reader the utter hope-
lessness of our obtaining the above two
objects, namely, economy and efficiency

—so long as our Government remains

in the hands of the Aristocracy, be it

* The Examiner of Nov. 15, 1835 (mind,
Reader, not 1834), advocates a House of Peers

elected by " a large constituency," from " here-

ditary eligibility," which it says " is tantamount
to this—that the House of Lords should be
composed of the best disposed instead of the

" worst dispos«d Peers." Stuff!
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the Whig or the Tory section, or in the

hands of the Aristocracy in a coalesced

form, it is necessary briefly to bring up,

and keep before the mind, the nature

of the Aristocracy, and the mode by

which it has |been maintained, and can

only be maintained.

The Aristocracy is perpetuated by

hereditary titles. The Primogeniture

Law, in all cases not otherwise willed,

hands all, or nearly all, the real property

to the eldest son. The Law of Entail, in

giving an individual but a life interest in

effectually prevents his squandering that

property. He may involve himself to

anv extent he can obtain credit, and the

creditors may obtain the life-interest in

the property ; but if he die the day after

they have so obtained it, there ends

their claims. The heir takes possession

of the property without regard to the

prior possessor's liabilities. Thus, then,

we have a concentration of the dignities,

and the properties in the person of a

single individual of a noble family.

Were the families which the Aristo-

cracy have, only sufficiently numerous

to sustain the hereditary titled class,

nothing of importance could be said to

be the effect of the Primogeniture and
Entail Laws, and the custom which so

largely encourages them. Certainly

comments might be justly made upon

the manner in which those laws aid the

fraudulent debtor in cheating his credi-

tors. Creditors, however, might avoid

these losses by refusing credit to per

sons whose property is subject to them,

and as they do not do so, it is evident

the system on the whole is profitable to

them.

The Aristocracy, however, it is noto-

rious, furnish an immense class desig-

nated " younger sons." Every one of

them is reared in the same extravagant

manner with the eldest son—their

wants and their habits are the same.

But the eldest son takes all the family

property, and providing for the younger

sons is the business with which we
have to deal. Certain it is we
never find any of them in the mighty

field of industry, which is equally open

to all—excepting so far as inequality is

produced by the present terrible ine-

quality in education. We have few in-

stances of Lords or Honourables being

found in any calling, the profit of which

depends on their own industry and inj

telligence—so few, that I might say
none. How, then, do these younger
brothers find incomes, the obtaining of
which, owing to the extravagance of

their wants, and the idleness of their

habits, would be impossible, did they
seek them in an independent manner ?

Look to the Government, in all its de-

partments, and the question is answered.

Take, for instance, the House of Com-
mons; what fills it with incapables ?

The influence of the Aristocracy

sends a host of younger sons there

under the name of Reformers—not of

Democrats — to sustain the system
upon which it will be seen the exist-

ence of the Aristocracy depends. Look
to the Ministry ; is it not composed
almost wholly of Lordi, &c, younger
members of the Aristocracy ? None
will say there are not men in this

country who, from intellectual cultiva-

tion, habits of business, industry, and
honesty, are better qualified for those

offices. Would such men be filling

such high offices if we had an efficient

and economical Government ? Look
to the Army ; do we not find, first,

that it is much larger than required ;

and, secondly, that all the most hon-

ourable and all the sinecure places are

filled with younger sons of the Aristo-

cracy ? Look to the Navy ; do we not

find the best places filled in like man-
ner ? It may be said, not quite to the

same degree. Why ? because promo-
tion cannot be had with the same fa-

cility in the Navy as in the Army, it being

necessary to undergo service demand-
ing some degree of industry. But let

the peace be continued sufficiently

long, and every place tolerably lucra-

tive will be filled with the increasing

number of the younger sons of Nobility.

Look to diplomacy abroad ; who are

the Ministers, Charges d'Affaires, and

Attaches ? Either the Aristocracy or the

younger sons. I may here speak of the

Church and other professions. Who
do we find filling the best offices in the

Church ? The answer is of course the

same. In the law we find a few of the

younger sons. In medicine none. Since

this last is a profession, why none here ?

Because the reward depends on the merit

of the individual, and his merit greatly

on his industry. It may be taken as

an axiom, that in the ratio of reward

depending on industry, will the absence
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of the Aristocracy be found. Some about rendering the Government eco-

will say this is not quite true. They nomical and efficient, in the right good
will say our "Reforming Ministers" spirit which we can imagine a really

undergo great labour. What is here Reforming Ministry doing ? The effect

meant by labour ? It can be but talk- would be, that the younger sons of the

ing for hours in the Houses of Parlia- Aristocracy would be placed in a most

ment. He who means more, knows grievous position. They are rendered

nothing about Ministerial labours. Nor incapable of living on incomes such as

is his ignorance warranted, since the would be deemed large by the Democ-
daily Court chronicle shews that Minis- racy ; and, under a competitive system,

ters occupy their time in amusing them- not one in fifty of such persons, now
selves by travelling about, which they monopolizing all the most lucrative

could not do, did they perform those situations, would get any kind of ap-

duties which we may justly expect at pointment. In such circumstances they

their hands. It is known that all the would thus address their fathers:

—

measures are prepared for them, and " You have reared us in the same ex-

while they talk about what they have travagance and idleness as our elder

prepared, nothing in fact has been brothers, you have thus rendered us

done. At the eleventh hour, they ac- totally incapable of obtaining office by
cept the work from other hands. This merit, and patronage has ceased: we
will account for the shameful crudity say, therefore, in justice, you ought to

of the measures, and the equally share your property among us." If

shameful ignorance exhibited by Minis- they yielded, there would be an end of

ters, when offering their measures to the the means of sustaining the dignity of

Parliament. I know Ministers could their " order/' If they refused, would
not do all the work, but they might not younger sons justly become the

superintend it. If they did so, their leading opponents of hereditary rank
duties would be arduous. If we had a and privileges?

cheap and efficient Government, they What we have supposed the Whigs
would find work to be done which to have done, ought and would be clone

would incessantly occupy them at least by a Democratic Government, but never
for five years. At the expiration of can or will be done by an Aristocratic

that period, they might justly enjoy that Government. It would be unreason--

ease which our Reforming Ministry has able to expect such to be done by them,

never forgone. for it has been made evident it cannot
Though the situations connected with be done without destroying that system

Government are deemed exceedingly which they avowedly will uphold,

highly paid by persons springing from It is evident that the people of this

the Democracy, yet they afford but nation will have to sanction one or

scanty means to younger sons of No- other of these propositions, both can-
bility, who, till they arrive at an age to not co-exist, for they are diametrically

be billeted on the country, participate in opposed. They will have to determine
the expenditure of tens of thousands per that they will have cheap and efficient

annum. This scantiness doubtless sug- Government, and abolish hereditary

gested the idea of sinecures. I can rank and privileges, and inefficient and
imagine Aristocratical scions saying, costly government.
" Since no one office will give an in- Since these principles cannot be re-

come sufficient to gratify the wants and conciled—since, in fact, it is evident

habits in which we have been reared, that they are opposed, is it not
we will have several places; and as we strangely inconsistent to find the Torn-*

cannot do the duties of all, we will do kinses, Mr O'Connell, and the i^awiinerj

the duties of none, but give a small advocating a system which must render
allowance to individuals to perform the an economical Government impossible ?

several duties of all." R
Suppose that the Whig Ministry set
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RADICAL SUPPORT TO A WHIG MINISTRY.
During the last session of Parlia- tion, whether the same reasons exist for

ment the Radicals of the House of the same conduct during the coming

Commons steadily supported the Whig session. What have we to dread

Administration. This steady support from the Tories ?—what to hope from

resulted partly from their fears, and the Whigs?—and what course under

partly from their hopes. They feared the existing state of things ought we

much from the in-coming of the Tories to pursue? Ought we still to forego

—and they hoped something from the our wishes, and take just so much as

Whigs. There was a constant cry of, the Whigs will condescend to give us ;

" Do not endanger the safety of Go- or ought we at once to stand out, and

vernment. If you press for further demand what we actually want ? In

and greater reforms, the Cabinet will order to answer this question, let us

go to pieces, and the Tories will come ascertain our exact position,

in. We shall get the Corporation Re- In the first place, it is evident that

form, if you wait and are willing to the Tories cannot, in the present con-

temporise. You will lose everything if dition of Ireland, hope to retain office,

you are obstinate and impracticable." Open war would be the immediate

These suggestions had their effect; and consequence of their coming into

we obtained the English Corporation power, if it were believed that they had

Reform Bill. It now becomes a ques- possessed themselves of a permanent
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parliamentary majority. This is now Ministers give an example of concession

so clear, that the Tories themselves to their friends. We have had exam-

must see it ; and, such being the case, pies enough of concession to their

it is equally certain, that the people enemies ; and also we have had exam-

of England would never permit them pies sufficiently numerous and impor-

to hold power upon any such tenure. tant on the part of the Radicals to the

A civil war is a subject of intense Whigs. Now, then, let the Whigs

horror to the people of this country

—

practice what they preach. Let them

they dread the very idea of it—and concede to us. What, it may be

would forego much that they them- asked?—Let them concede the Ballot,

selves desired, and thought right, and the Stamp Duties on Newspapers.

rather than run the hazard of so No doubt but that the Radicals would

terrible a contingency. The Tories, consider these concessions of great

then, cannot hope to come into office value, and their support of the present

permanently. Administration would then be hearty

But the Whigs, without the support and steady. The practical mode of

of the Liberals, are no match for the expressing these demands is

—

absence.

Tories : as a Government they would If the Ministers refuse this concession

be utterly powerless without our aid. to our wishes, when the question of

In such case, we are in a position to the Irish Church comes on, let all the

dictate to them. If we were to desert Radicals be absent. The effect would

the Whigs, things would stand thus :

—

be startling, and to the Whigs exceed-

The people would not allow the Tories ingly disagreeable,

to hold power—and the Whigs could Mr O'Connell and the Irish Mem-
not hold it. The Radicals, therefore, bers may exclaim against us for desert-

though not possessed of a parliamen- ing their cause. Our answer might be,

tary majority, are by fortuitous circum- " No, we do not desert you, you de-

stances enabled to dictate to the sert us. You have the power, if you

Government. I have no hesitation in have the will, to compel the Ministers

saying, that they ought to take advan- to make the concession we desire,

tage of this lucky state of things, and Use this power, and you shall, as hereto-

to make the most of it for the ad- fore, have our steadfast support." For

vancement of their principles and the sake of the whole empire, for the sake

power. of Ireland as well as England, we stand

The practical method of doing this out ; the demands we make are not

is obvious. We ought at once to come selfish, but are for the benefit of the

to an explanation with the Ministry, whole community. In no country is

and strike a bargain with them. If the Ballot more wanted than in Ireland

our support be worth having, then have — in no country is education more

we some claim upon the Ministry, needed. To enable the voter to act

They cannot stand by themselves, and according to his conscience, to have

ought to have some deference for the that conscience directed by reason, is

opinions of those by whose support the object of our present endeavours,

they are a Ministry. We are con- Ours then is no sectarian, party, or per-

stantly told, that concessions ought to sonal object ; if we take advantage of

be made ; that we ought not to be our position, it is for the benefit of all.

impracticable, but should forego some- We seek to confer a lasting and ex-

thing. Yes, we are willing to forego traordinary benefit upon the whole

something, but not everything. Let the nation,
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Some persons, however, may object

to the conduct here proposed, that it

would be ungrateful and ungenerous.

"The Whigs having given you Corpo-

ration Reform, you, because you have

no more to hope from their voluntary

concessions, take advantage of their

position, and endeavour to compel

them to grant what you desire. So

long as you expected anything from

them, you were quiet and obedient

;

now, when nothing more is hoped for,

you become restive, turbulent, and

craving." For my own part, I cannot

help wondering how this talk about

gratitude has ever been introduced into

such a matter. We were told, until we

became tired of the very sound, that

we ought to be grateful to Lord Grey.

What is the meaning of this? Did

Lord Grey, did the Whigs do any-

thing more than their duty? Did the

People of England receive anything

more than they had full right to de-

mand ? As Ministers, was it not the

actual, the bounden duty of Lord Grey
and Lord Melbourne to introduce,

the one, the Parliamentary, the other,

the Corporation Reform Bill ? These

two noble Lords, by introducing those

measures, showed that they believed

them necessary for the welfare of the

country. Lord Grey 'also thought

the Coercion Bill necessary. If, in the

one case, we ought to be grateful, so

ought we in the other. But the truth

is, that the idea of duty towards the

People is always studiously kept out of

view; everything is done in order to

shut out the hateful notion, that the

good of the People is a matter of right,

and that they who forward that good

as legislators, or Ministers, perform an

imperative duty. Gratitude to them

is not needed, neither should we be

persuaded to forego further reforms

necessary to our welfare, because we

have happened to have servants who

once did what they ought. I am not

desirous of Undervaluing the merit either

of Lord Grey or Lord Melbourne—
the latter, under the peculiar difficul-

ties of his position, deserves no small,

no niggard share of praise. But what

I contend for is, that this, their desert,

even were it ten times greater than it

is, does not entitle them to ask of the

People to delay one moment in work-

ing out all such reforms as are needed

for their own comfort. The Whigs,

as a party, have no claim whatever.

They did not effect either of the reforms

mentioned, which were the work, in

fact, of the People ; and it is some-

thing too much,, something monstrous

indeed, for the shreds and patches of

the Whig party, who now compose the

Cabinet, to assume a high tone, and
talk of their merits, deserts, and of

popular ingratitude. I will not pursue

this theme further, having no desire to

stir up strife; but it is to be hoped
that our patience is not again to be

tried by talk about gratitude to the

persons at present holding office; who,
with the exception of their chief, hardly

deserve even the common praise of

being industrious and zealous servants.

As for the accusation of want of

generosity, it is very much like that of

want of gratitude, the result of a com-
plete misconception respecting the

duties of the People's Ministers. Gene-

rosity here can only be intended to

signify, the permitting the Whigs to have

a quiet tenure of place. Why should

they have this ?—Answer, because they

passed the two Reform Bills. We
then are to put up quietly with burthens

that oppress us, in order that the

Ministers may have easy lives. For

how long is this to last? What term

will be sufficient to evince our gene-

rosity ? If we are to be silent, and the

Whigs happy for one year, why not for

two; and if for two, why not for three,

four, or any number ? From the ordi-

nary talk of official persons o» ques-



tions like the present, it would seem

that the regular and natural course of

Ministers is doing mischief— that doing

good is so extraordinary an effort, so

wonderful a proof of sublime virtue

and self-denial, that the People can

never sufficiently repay. Simple ap-

probation and respect are not reward

enough— something more solid and

more agreeable is required to re-

compense a virtue of this exalted

character. This something more agree-

able being the quiet enjoyment of a

lucrative office. An analogous case may
illustrate this position. Suppose the

Chief Justice of the King's Bench

to try to-day a case of libel against

the Ministry, — suppose him to sum
up distinctly against the Government

;

and suppose, also, that he did this,

in spite of the strong feeling of his

party and his friends. He would

thus do his duty. We should ad-

mire his conduct, and we should

respect him. But, should we continue

to do so, if to-morrow he were grave-

ly, in the following words, to pro-

pound the doctrine above combated :
—

" Yesterday I acted so as to obtain your

admiration and respect. I hope, now,

that you will be grateful and generous,

and, hereafter, let me lead a quiet life.

I shall not appear on the Bench for a

year ; and, for some years to come, I

shall let iniquity have sway in my Court.

The power to do this, I claim as a re-

ward for my service of yesterday ; and

you, by permitting me to act thus, will

evince your gratitude and generosity."

Every one sees the absurdity, in the

case of the Judge. What line can be

drawn between his situation and that

of a Minister?

Some persons, however, who may not

be willing to oppose the conduct I pro-

pose, as wrong in itself, will still ob-

ject to it, as attempted at the wrong

time. Their reasoning will be as fol-

lows:—" By temporising last year, we

got the Reform of the English Corpo-

ration,—by the same course, we may
get the Reform of the Irish Municipal

System this year. Support the Minis-

ters, then, in the way you did during

the last Session ; get what you can

peaceably; and when, at length, you

find nothing more will be done, act as

you now propose." This is plausible,

but not conclusive. We shall obtain

the Irish Corporation Reform, whether

the Ministers like it or not. That

measure no longer depends upon the

will of any party. To refuse the Irish

Reform when we have granted the

English, would be so glaring an

injustice towards Ireland, would so

clearly draw a line between the two

countries, as materially to aid the repeal

of the union. Well might Mr O'Con-

nell then exclaim

—

<l There is no jus-

tice for Ireland." Moreover, the grant-

ing of the English Reform, last year,

has gained that strength for the Liberal

party, which alone was wanted to make

their power permanent. That power,

now, cannot be shaken. A dissolution

would make us irresistible in the House

of Commons ; so that no coup aetat

of the sort played off in November,

1834, will again be tried. It is clear,

then, we shall lose nothing by the plan

proposed—and we have every chance of

gaining much. Ireland will be no

worse off; and the whole nation much

better.

It is the custom of politicians to

invest their proceedings with much mys-

tery—to pretend to great secrecy and

stratagem. There will not be wanting

many to laugh at me for openly pro-

pounding my scheme ; as it will be sup-

posed, thereby, to be utterly frustrated.

They, however, who act not for party, but

for national purposes, and whose strength

lies in the public support, ought to

court no secrecy, to affect no mystery.

Neither public nor private ends ought to

be sought by unworthy means. If we
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be ashamed of the means—if we dare

not openly avow them, we certainly

ought, also, to be ashamed of using

them. Neither can our means be dimi-

nished by publicity. It is by no skilful

manoeuvring, no artful combination of

individual forces, that we hope to gain

our ends. The ends, themselves, are

approved and sought for by the public.

The means we propose are, by taking

advantage of their weakness, to force

the Ministers to obey that public desire.

They are completely in our power ; and

justice to our country demands that we

should employ our power to promote

the national welfare. Were I to pro-

pose to accomplish this purpose by

intrigue,— if, underhand and covertly,

we were to attain our purposes, hack-

nied politicians would applaud our

policy. But, in my opinion, we should

degrade a good cause by any such

'artifice. The end is good, the means

are honest; there is no need to hide or

mystify them. J. A. R.

rJJ

TAXATION OF THE RICH AND OF THE POOR.

All representative assemblies are the

servants of those by whom they are

chosen.

In the United States of America the

several Legislative Assemblies are cho-

sen by the unrestrained suffrages of the

People. The consequence is, that the

legislative measures of those Assem-

blies are such as the mass of the People

believe to be conducive to their inte-

rests.

In the British House of Commons
this is still far from being the case.

Before the passing of the Reform Act,

the control of the titled and untitled

Aristocracy over the limited constitu-

encies was perfect. The influence of

the Peers, and of the families with

which the Peers were connected, in

returning, or rather nominating a ma-
jority of the House of Commons, was

notorious ; and the subserviency of that

Honourable House to the sinister inte-

rests of the ruling few was but little

affected by the inconsiderable number
of comparatively liberal men who were

the advocates, rather than the repre-

sentatives, of the People.

The Reform Act broke in upon the

dominion of the Aristocracy, but it did

not give the great body of the People

any direct share in the business of

elections. Whatever influence they

may exercise is indirect, and therefore

extremely imperfect. Such trifling

popular influence as does exist arises

solely from the effect of their aggregate

opinions on the conduct of the new

electors. It may be easily conceived

that this kind of influence must be

lamentably small and fleeting in its

nature. The very act of conferring the

elective franchise upon a portion of the

People destroyed the strongest source

of sympathy between the favoured class

and their unrepresented fellow-citizens

—I mean the fact of their being unre-

presented.

But even the new electors enjoy

much less influence in the aggregate

than the sanguine might have antici-

pated. The franchise was clogged with

restrictions and impediments, so that

the influence of the Aristocratic class is

still sufficiently powerful to destroy the

effect which would otherwise have

arisen from the sympathy of the new
electors with the mass of the People.

Thus the House of Commons is stiUYin



the main, subservient to Arigtocratic

wishes and interests.

If any one doubt this, let him exa-

mine the British system of Taxation.

He will there find, in a great majority

of cases, that the taxation of the indus-

trious classes is mercilessly severe,

whilst that of the middle classes is mo-

derate, and that of the rich extremely

light. Turn the matter every way,

place it in every possible light, and the

excessive unfairness of our taxation

will be made conspicuous. Articles,

used almost exclusively by the poor,

are singled out, under all sorts of pre-

tences, for excessive taxation ; whilst,

on those articles which are used by all,

the duties are imposed in a manner to

show that an Aristocratic Legislature

never loses sight of its own interests.

In cases where a principle of fairness

has to some extent prevailed, it will

presently be seen that fraud has sup-

plied the place of partial legislation.

But it is not in the levying of taxes

alone that the poor are made to suffer,

whilst the rich are permitted to be com-

paratively exempt. Taxation, in many

cases, is for the benefit of the wealthy

classes. Articles from foreign places

are taxed even to prohibition, in order

that certain of the wealthy classes may

enjoy a monopoly. Thus are the poor

and industrious subjected to a double

robbery. As members of the commu-

nity, they are robbed to benefit the

monopolist \ and, as poor consumers,

they are made to contribute an exces*

aive share of the whole amount of

plunder.

I shall begin with some of the im-

portant necessaries of life, such as

sugar, tea, coffee, &c. These, I am
aware, are called by Sir Henry Pau-

kell, " luxuries," and so they once

were ; but luxuries enjoyed almost from

birth become necessaries, and I am sure

Sir Henry Parnell would agree to my
amendment.

SUGAR.

Sugar is of many different qualities,

and is produced in various countries.

It is produced in our West India

Islands, in our East India possessions,

and in many foreign tropical climates.

In the East Indies it can be produced

and brought to the London markets at

several shillings a hundred less than

from the West Indies ; whilst, from

foreign places, it can be imported at

two- thirds the price. But the portion

of the Aristocracy interested in the

growth of sugar in the West Indies has

always had vast influence in the House

of Commons, in addition to which they

have made common cause with all mo-

nopolists, and have thus succeeded

in inflicting upon the People the evil

which I am about to illustrate. By

imposing upon East India sugars a

higher rate of duty than upon West

India, and upon foreign sugars a still

higher duty, they have succeeded in

confining consumption to their own

commodity. But this is not all. The

duty being thus skilfully contrived, to

exclude us from the cheapest shop, is

so managed as to drag the largest con-

tribution from the pockets of the poor.

It is, in all cases, a fixed duty of so

much per cwt., so that it is upon the

lower qualities that the bulk of taxa-

tion falls. The following statement

will explain this :
—

Per
Price.* Duties. ccntage.

s. d. <£'. s. d.

South American 27 3 3 233
Ditto (average) 30 3 3 210
Java and Manilla 31 6 3 3 200
East India . 31 1 12 103
West India . 36 1 4 66
Ditto, best . 44 1 4 54
Double refined . 61 2 3 3 71

Here we have those qualities of sugar

which would suit the circumstances of

the poor taxed to an extent amounting

to prohibition. Sugars are now above

their usual price. In an ordinary state

* The prices are taken from the New Price

Current of the 1st of January, 1836.



of supply, with an equalization of duty,

the poor might have excellent sugars

at about 50s. to 52s., instead of being

compelled to consume the commodity

of the West Indies at 60s. to 68s.

Thus, in practice, the above scale of

per centage taxation does not exhibit

what is actually endured. It only ex-

hibits the intention of an Aristocratic

Legislature. Of East India sugar,

however, some is consumed even at a

rate of duty nearly double that which

is imposed on the better kinds of West

India.

How the sugar of our Colonies in

the East came to be so highly taxed

is no mystery. In the first place, the

sugar of the East is not produced by

wealthy monopolists ; and its wealthy

carriers, we may presume, were in a

measure bribed into silence, by being

left in quiet possession of other and

equally profitable monopolies.

COFFEE.

The Duty on Coffee exhibits the

same features. On British Plantation

Coffee there is a fixed duty of 6d. per

lb. or 56s. per cwt. This, of course, is

an extremely heavy duty on the com-

mon qualities to which the industrious

poor are compelled to resort. This,

the following statement will show :
—

Price. Duty. per
s. s. centage.

Ceylon . . £56 84 150

West India Common 61 56 92
Jamaica 02 61

Do. Fine 112 - 50

So that, confining the statement to

the coffee produced in our own pos-

sessions, it will be seen that the poor

man is taxed just three times as

heavily as the rich. But a further in-

justice is inflicted upon the whole com-

munity in consequence of the monopoly

in favour of the British Colonists.

Excellent coffee, from foreign planta-

tions, can be sold without duty at 40s.

The duty of 6d., as upon West India,

would not exclude it 5 at 96s., with

duty, it would be extensively consumed*

Now this would amount to no less than

140 per cent., the rich consumer of

best West India, paying only 50 per

cent. But all foreign coffees are

charged with Is. per lb., or 112s. per

cwt.; which duty, if levied, would

amount in some cases to no less than

'280 per cent.

TEA.

In the duties levied on Tea, there is

some attempt, or rather pretence, to

discriminate qualities*. The lower

qualities are charged at Is. 6d. per lb.,

the middle qualities at 2s. 2d. and the

best at 3s. ; this, however, does not

obviate the evil, as the following state-

ment will show :

—

Description. Price. Duty. Per centage.

s. d. s. d.

Bohea and Fokien,
lowest . . .0916 200

Mean Price .10 „ 150
Congou and Twankey, 16 2 2 144
Hyson, Souchong, &c.

Mean Price .30 30 100
Best Quality .50,, 60

But even this discrimination imper-

fect as it is, will shortly be abandoned.

On the 1st of July next the above scale

of duties is to cease, and all teas from

ninepenny Bohea to seven times

ninepenny Hyson or Pekoe, are to be

changed at 2s. Id. The effect of this

change will be, that

The Poor Will be taxed 240 per cent.

The Middle Class . 138 „
The Richest Class . 42 „

This, be it remembered, is a specimen

of the legislation of a Reformed House

of Commons. It affords painful evi-

dence that the sinister influence of the

wealthy classes is still unimpaired.

The fairest method of imposing a

duty is a per centage on the value. It

has been objected that the necessity

of trusting to the importer's declaration

opens the door to fraud. It must here

be remembered that the great bulk of

importation is in the hands of mer-

chants of standing and character, and

that such frauds would be but trifling
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in their operation. Moreover, the

evil must be attributed to high duties,

rather than to the mode of levying

them. High duties induce evasion ; and
the falsification of invoices is only one

out of many methods of accomplising

the end. But, if the "ad valorem*'

system be disapproved of, a classifica-

tion might be adopted which would be

much more fair than anything we
have yet experienced. In the United

States, teas are charged with a specific

duty, ranging from about 5d. on the

lowest kinds to 2s. on the highest.

The Poor, then, pay between 60 and

70 per cent, duty, the Rich between

50 and 60. If our duties were fixed

at 6d. on Bohea and Fokien, 9d. on

Congou and Twankey, 2s. on Souchong,

and 2s. 6d. on Hyson and Gunpowder,

the average rate of taxation falling

on the different classes of the commu-
nity would be tolerably equal. It may
be objected, that dealers would evade

the higher duties by calling all greens

Twankey, and all blacks Congou : with

regard to the first there could be no
difficulty; competent examining officers

would detect it. With regard to the

last there might be a few cases of

doubt, but they cannot be sufficient to

afford a reason for the injustice of an

undiscriminating duty. Difficulty, of

classification is always a strong argu-

ment in favour of an " ad valorem"

duty.

WINES.

Formerly the wines of France and

Germany were subject to a much
higher duty than those of Spain and

Portugal ; at present, all foreign wines

are charged alike at 5s. 6d. per gallon.

The quality of wines, however, varies

no less than eight or ten- fold ; that is,

there are some wines which cost in the

London Docks ten times as much as

others. The consequence of this high

duty is that the cheap wines of the

Continent are not consumed in this

country, they are imported only to be

deposited for re-exportation to countries

where excessive and unfair taxation

does not prevail.

The following statement will exhibit

the inequality of the Duty on Wines in

its true light:

—

Per Per
Description. Gallon. Duty. Centage.

S. d. s. d.

Spanish Red . . 1 G 5 6 366
Tcneriffe Common .20 5 6 275

L. P. ..40 „ 137
Malaga .... 2 8 „ 202
Port 8 6 „ 65
Madeira .... 11 „ "50

Sherry 9 „ 61
Hock 20 „ 27
Claret 15 „ 37

The Aristocratic consumers of Hock
and claret pay only from 27 to

37 per cent, for their wines. The

wealthier portion of the middle

classes pay from 50 to 65 per cent,

for their Port and Sherry, whilst

the wines which might be brought

within the reach of the industrious

classes are taxed on an average nearly

250 per cent. This, of course, amounts

to prohibition. The light, but whole-

some wines of the Rhine, which ex-

hilirate without intoxicating, arc

denied to the People of this country,

in order that British spirits may be

consumed for the benefit of the

English landlords.

SPIRITS.

The duties on Spirits,—British, Colo-

nial, and Foreign, are also contrived in

accordance with the Aristocratic rule

of taxation. First, Spirits being con-

sumed by the poor, and not, to any

extent, by the rich, are all very heavily

taxed. Second, The consumption of

British and Colonial Spirits is encou-

raged by causing the weight of taxation

to fall on spirits of foreign production.

Third, low-priced spirits are unduly

taxed. Brandy and Geneva are charged

22s. 6d. per gallon : this amounts to'a per

centage duty varying from 500 to 800

per cent. Rum, being the produce of the

West India Colonies, is charged only



9s., which ranges from 2*25 to 400 per

cent. ; which, though moderate when

compared with Brandy and Geneva,

still leaves to the producer of British

spirits a decided protection in the home

market. I come next to

TOBACCO.

There is no article in which the un-

fair operation of an undiscriminating

tax is more conspicuous than Tobacco.

There are qualities of tobacco which

sometimes sink as low as 2fd. to 3d.

per lb-, whilst there are other choice

kinds, which seldom sink below 4s. or

5s., and are sometimes as high as 5s.

or 6s. Taking the prices at the com-

mencement of the present year, we

have the following scale of taxation :

—

Description.
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Aristocratic rule or canon. Cotton,

silk, and other important articles of

raw produce, rice, cocoa, spices, gin-

ger, indigo, fruits, &c, &c, all bear

witness that the People have hitherto

had but little share in the business of

nominating those who legislate for

them.

Of the revenue derived from Excise,

a very small portion only is furnished by

the wealthy. Out of 18,000,000*. in

all, malt contributes 5,000,000/.;

spirits upwardsof 5,000,000/. ; licenses

and hops together, upwards of

1,000,000/. more, so that together we

have about 11,000,000/. levied chiefly

upon the beverage of the poor ; whilst

on all wines and foreign spirits, which

form the beverage of the upper and

middle classes, the duty levied does not

much exceed 3,000,000/. Most of the

articles which are the objects of Excise

Duties fall most heavily on the indus-

trious classes, besides which, there is

the same undiscriminating feature

which pervades the Customs Duties.

Let us take soap. The Soap Duty is

a tax on cleanliness and health, and is,

therefore, iniquitous in the extreme.

Previous to 1831, it was 28s. per cwt.,

which was a tax of 40 per cent, on the

dainty dandy who indulged himself

with scented Windsor, and 80 per cent.

on the needy consumer of common

soaps. But this was not all. The

tallow of which the soap was made was

taxed 7 per cent. The resin which

enters into the composition of yellow

soap, 50 per cent., and the alkali, which

is an essential ingredient, 20 per cent. ;

so that altogether, this tax on comfort,

cleanliness, decency, and health, must

have amounted to about 100 per cent.

The same persons who taxed clean-

liness to the amount of one hundred

per cent, are in the habit of stig-

matising the People as " un-

washed artisans." In 1831, the duty

on Soap was reduced to 14s. Pre-

vious to this reduction, the duty

received from Soap amounted to

1,186,220/. Consumption remaining

the same, the revenue derived from

Soap should, in 1833, have been

593,110/. But did consumption remain

the same ? No. The " unwashed

artisans" proved that they appre-

ciate cleanliness quite as much even

as the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer does ; for, instead of falling to

about 600,000/. the revenue only fell

to a little under 900,000/. showing a

vast increase in the consumption of the

article. This tax could only be re-

tained by a set of insatiate extortioners;

the duties on Tallow, Resin, and Ba-

rilla, the raw materials of Soap, are

sufficiently high, without an additional

14s. on the means of cleanliness.

Of the numerous articles which are

made the object of excise duties, I shall

only mention one, which is the more

oppressive, as it goes to enhance the

greatest evil which was ever inflicted

on a community— I mean the excise on

Paper, being one of the Taxes on

Knowledge. This tax is 3d. per pound

on all papers used for printing and

writing. On the finer qualities of

paper, such, for instance, as are em-

ployed in printing a fashionable novel,

it is a mere trifle ; but on the commoner

paper used in cheap publications, it

amounts to a heavy tax, in some cases

amounting to about ten per cent, on

the sale price of the publication. The

whole revenue raised from paper

amounts to about 800,000/., a large

proportion of which is supplied by

cheap publications. In 1820, the

revenue from paper amounted to only

470,000/.

The " Stamps " and " Taxes " exhibit

the same undiscriminating features as

the Customs and Excise, and, more-

over, furnish the same evidence that

the interests of the great body of the

People find but little sympathy in the
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Reformed House of Commons. It was

not against the Taxes on Knowledge but

against the House and Window Taxes

that the first outcry was raised, in the

House of Commons. Why was this?

There are many taxes which are more

injurious to the community than the

Assessed Taxes, and yet they alone re-

ceived an opposition sufficiently strong

to lead to the reduction of the one and

the removal of. the other. The reason

for this is obvious. The Reform Bill

gave the elective franchise to the class

who chiefly suffered by the Assessed

Taxes—the 10Z. householders, and their

representatives, attended to their in-

terests before those of the great body

of the People.

In the House Tax, as it existed in

1834, there was some attempt at clas-

sification, and a show of charging the

houses of the rich at a higher rate than

the houses of the middle classes. The

houses of the poor were liberated from

this tax by an Unreformed Parliament.

When the rent did not reach 201. the

charge was Is. 6d. in the pound, or an

average of 1\ per cent. ; from 201. to

401. the rate was 2s. 3d., or Hi. per

cent. ; from 40/. it was 2s. 10d., or
14-J-

per cent. Beyond the rate of 40/. per

annum, the discriminating per centage

ceased. However, as it was a per

centage charge, it was not liable to the

strong objections chargeable on tea or

tobacco, as the individual's contribution

to the revenue increased with his in-

creasing enjoyment.

But this seeming fairness in the

House Duty was evaded by the fraudu-

lent rating of the houses of the Aristo-

cracy. I happen to know how this is

managed near London, where more

caution is used than in the country. A
gentleman in a high official situation

bought some ground, beautifully situ-

ated in the outskirts of London, and
built thereon a capital house, which

cost him upwards of 5,000/. ; when the

house was completed, he invited the

assessors to a good dinner. After having

crammed them into an excellent hu*

mour with their host, they were invited

to look round the premises. They did

so ; and the result was, that the gen-

tleman was rated at about one-third of

what his house and grounds were worth.

It .would have been ungentlemanly to

have rated highly the house of a man
who gave such excellent claret! But
this gentleman was not strictly speak-

ing of the Aristocracy, he belonged,

however, to that class which may
always be assured of favour at the

hands of men in authority.

Among the Aristocracy the matter

was managed in a much more barefaced

manner. The assessors, or surveyors,

are the mere creatures of the Aristo-

cracy ; they therefore connive at this

wholesale plunder of the public. The
magnificent castles and palaces of

our nobles are rated at infinitely less

than a few feet of shop window in

Bond street or Regent street. I take

the following statement from the article

on " Aristocratic Taxation" in the 41st

Number of the Westminster Review :*—

Proprietor. Seat. Tax.

tf

Duke of Devonshire
Duke of Buckingham
Duke of Marlborough
Marq. of Westminster
D. of Northumberland
Duke of Rutland

Marquis of Salisbury
Bishop of Chester
Duke of Leeds

Duke of Newcastle

Duke of Grafton

Chatsworth
Stowe
Blenheim
Eaton Hall
Alnwick
Belyoir

Auck-
Castle

Hatfield
Chester Palace
Godolphin
( Nottingham )

I Castle \
Euston Hall

400 56 13 4
300 42 10
1300 42 10

|

300 42 10

|200 28 8
200 28 G 8

Bishop of Durham
{$£<£$ } W« 6 8200 23

200 28 8
,150 21 5 o

150J21
5

100 14 3 4

100 14 3 4

Now, here are a couple of bishops

profiting by a system of fraud without

compunction or remorse. The plunder

of half-a-dozen unhanged thieves would

scarcely equal that of the Bishop of

* I beg to recommend the article in question
(to which I am greatly indebted) to the Header's
attentive perusal.
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Chester in one year ; and yet these

rapacious hypocrites are continually la-

menting the depravity of the People.
Where, I ask, can depravity be found
equal to theirs ? Whilst the bread of
the starving peasant is taxed for their

benefit — whilst they are positively

wallowing in luxurious living, they can
thus descend to the despicable mean-
ness of defrauding the revenue — of
defeating the intentions of the Legisla-

ture, thereby affording an example to

the whole world, of their contempt for

the dictates of that religion, which it is

their business to enforce.

In looking over the above list, the

Reader will not have forgotten that a
few years ago a fire, supposed to be
the work of incendiaries, happened at

Nottingham Castle. It was only an
inconsiderable portion of that splendid

edifice that was damaged, yet 20,000i.

was obtained from the county as com-
pensation. If justice had been done to

the Duke who owns it, the following

would have been the course pursued.
Two questions would have been asked
of the Duke's witnesses ; first, what
number of years' purchase money is

usually obtained for property in your
county ? second, at what sum is Not-
tingham Castle rated tin the county
books ? Multiplying he figure ob-

tained by Che second answer by that ob-
tained by the first, the result would pro-

probably have fallen short of 3000^. The
decision should then have been, that

the county was willing to assume the

whole property, for the valuation of
which the Duke had for many years

taken advantage. We may easily con-
ceive what the Duke of Newcastle
would have " done with his own,"

—

he would have kept it. However, the

House duty is abolished, so that the

advantage which the Aristocracy derive

from the unfair or fraudulent rating, is

confined to the Parochial taxes. The
French Aristocracy, before the Revolu-
tion, had much less skill than ours.

They obtained by open exemptions
that which ours obtain by covert fraud

—in both cases there is the same in-

justice to the People.

If the Reform Act had given po-

litical influence to the great body of

the People, instead of to the 10?.

Householders, discussion of the House
duty would have given place to the

more important question of the News-
paper Stamp. This is justly considered
by the People the most oppressive and
iniquitous of all the taxes. United
with the excise on paper, it effectually

shuts the gate of knowledge against

the People. This tax will be held by
the Aristocratic class as long as it can
be held. " Knowledge is Power." The
greater the average knowledge of the

community, the more knowledge will

the Aristocracy require to retain power.
Moreover, that power, when held from
a community possessed of knowledge,
must be equitably wielded. The power
of the Aristocracy at present depends
on the continued ignorance of the

People. This, both the People and the

Aristocracy feel. The People, conse-

quently, make the removal of the

Taxes on Knowledge their most press-

ing demand; whilst the Aristocratic

Commons resist it with a pertinacity

commensurate with its importance
to the People. The first article

in this Pamphlet will show that the

case of the People against the Tax
on Knowledge is by no means desperate.

A means exists, which will probably

force the Ministry, however reluctantly,

to yield the point.

It cannot be too often pointed out,

as it appears to be a feature which even

the foes to the Stamp are continually

forgetting, that it is the first Half-

penny that is the Tax upon the poor.

A Stamp Duty of a Halfpenny places

the Newspaper out of the reach of the

poorest classes. Every succeeding

Halfpenny of course limits circula

tion; but it is in the first that |the

great evil lies.

After the imposition of the first half-

penny or penny, the industrious classes

of the community have but little con-

cern with the'rest. Thus, the repeal of

three quarters of the tax would not be

of, the least benefit to them.* The
tax should therefore be abolished, or

should remain untouched^

It is quite melancholy to observe the

little that has been done during three

sessions of a reformed Parliament to

relieve the burthens of the People.

When the repeal of this most obnoxious

of taxes is demanded, Mr Rice tells

* In the forthcoming number [of the « Lon-
don Review,' will appear an able article in

which the case of abolition is well put.
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the House, that he cannot afford the loss

of 300,000/. or 400,000/. of revenue.

Those who are able to estimate the in-

creased demand for Newspapers, have

repeatedly proved to Mr Rice, and to

the world, that there would be no such

falling off in the revenue. Allowing,

however, that the revenue would be

affected nearly to the whole amount of

the tax, why is not the Ministry pre-

pared to make a saving in expenditure

to the amount? Is our extravagant

system—the parent of our unjust and
unequal taxation—never to be broken

in upon? Is the revenue to be per-

petually kept up to the enormous height

of between forty and fifty millions, for

the sole purpose of maintaining the

younger scions of the Aristocracy ?

The next Session will enable us to

estimate more perfectly the value of

the Reform Act, which I much fear will

be found to be quite inadequate to the

procuring of those material reforms, to

which the act in question was merely

intended as a means. Further prelimi-

nary reforms will be necessary. Till

the House of Commons is made a more
perfect instrument of good legislation,

by rendering it amenable to popular

controul, we must not begin to count

our gains. We shall also require some-
thing better in the shape of Peerage
Reform, than a scheme which is "tan-
tamount to substituting the best dis-

posed for the worst disposed Peers." * It

might as well be proposed to hand over

the flock to the best disposed instead of

the worst disposed wolves. The flock

would still be eaten in spite of the

reform. H. S. Chapman.
* Examiner.

MR LAING'S JUSTICES' JUSTICE.
The following report appeared in the

Morning Chronicle of the 11th inst.

The remarks which I make on this oc-

casion are made in the belief that the

report gives a true account of what
took place:—

Itinerant Street Singers.—On
Saturday, James Evans, aged 21, Wil-
liam Martin, aged 23, and James Hurd,
aged 20, whose appearance indicated

great distress, were brought before Mr
Laing, by two of the Mendicity Offi-

cers, charged with singing glees in the

street.

The Officers stated that they saw
the prisoners in Bedford row, singing

glees, and touching their hats to pas-
sengers, but they did not see them re-

ceive any money. They led them to the

Mendicity Society's Office, but they
were not known as vagrants. The
manner and demeanour of the prisoners,

while at the bar, were superior to the

common order.

Mr Laing ordered Martin and
Hurd to be taken out, and he then
questioned Evans, who stated that he
got his living by glee singing ; he had
sung at concerts, but latterly was ob-
liged to sing in the streets; frame-

making was his trade, but he was not

fit to work in consequence of the bad-
ness of his eyes, and he devoted his atten-

tion to music; Martin was brought

up to the stage, but misfortune com-
pelled him to sing in the streets j they

were not begging, but depending on
voluntary contributions; Hurd was
also a professional singer, and clever in

his line as a bass. He (Evans) first

met his companions on board the

Gravesend steamers, when they sang
songs, glees, and duets ; they had tra-

velled the country together, and visited

Salisbury, Portsmouth, and other places.

In reply to another question, as to why
he did not get work, Evans replied,

that his own brother would not employ
him, in consequence of his sight being

bad, and it was not likely strangers

would do so.—[His eyes looked very

weak.]

Martin was then called in. He
said that he sang at concerts, at the
" Royal Standard," and other places

of amusement, but latterly was obliged

to sing in the streets. He agreed with
the statement made by Evans, and
added (in a melancholy tone), in reply

to the Magistrate, that he had been
brought up to no trade, as his parents

were independent ; but at their death
he was left friendless and destitute, and
he made music his study : he was not

aware he was doing wrong by singing

in the streets.

Hurd was then brought before his
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worship, and boldly answered that he

got his living by his vocal abilities.

Mr Laing said he was an impudent

fellow, and he had a great mind to com-

mit him to the House of Correction for

three months.

Hurd hoped his worship would not

do so.

Mr Laing then asked him what
right he had to beg?

—

Hurd said he

was not begging, he was merely singing

part of a glee, and doing no harm ;

they were distressed and obliged to do

so.

Mr Laing said Hurd was the most

impudent of the lot, and he should

commit him to the House of Correction

and hard labour for one month, Mar*
tin for three weeks, and Evans for

fourteen days.

This unexpected decision seemed to

astound the prisoners, who were taken

to the lock-up by the officer.

To sing to the poor is plainly an of-

fence. An offence, too, of a very hein-

ous description, deserving no less a

punishment than a month's imprison-

ment during this cold weather. A sol-

dier attempts to stab a woman and he

is fined 20 shillings, and, if he cannot

pay the fine, is sent to prison for a

month. So that attempting to please

the ears of the poor by good singing,

and to stab a defenceless woman, are

equal offences in the eyes of the Lon-

don Justices. This is quite as it should

be. What business had these poor men
to be walking and singing in the streets?

Why did they not hire a room, and

have a respectable audience ? It may
be said that they were too poor—that

they were reduced—that they, to save

themselves from starving, attempted to

gain a few pence by singing in the

streets. If they be poor, that is of it-

self an offence ; what business had

they to be poor—and being poor, what

business had they to be afraid of starv-

ing? It is quite evident that they de-

served punishment for the one offence

as well as the other.

Also be it remarked, one of the men
was an impudent fellow—he actually

had the audacity to say that he got his

living by his abilities; and that, too, in

the presence of a London Justice. To
teli a London Justice that you live by

your abilities!— could any thing be

more impudent—more personal. The

man must have been sneering at this

Justice Midas. Midas was not only
offended, but throughout the proceed-
ing, he evinced a wonderful love of
order. He made the punishment

(l Small by degrees and beautifully less."

One is condemned to a month's impri-

sonment, ostensibly for being an impu-
dent fellow—but really from a lore of

order. The other two men had been
both of them submissive—had told their

mournful tale in a simple, humble, and
affecting manner — nevertheless, the

same degree of punishment was not

awarded for this same offence. One is

condemned to three weeks, the other to

a fortnight's imprisonment—and then

conceive the unheard of atrocity of

these poor fellows. They actually pre-

tended to be astounded at the decision

of the Justice.

The men, according to the report,

seemed in great distress; and " their

manner and demeanour were superior

to the common order." They were un-
known to the police, and gave a very

intelligible account of themselves. One
poor lad had weak eyes, and took to

singing as a trade. The present season

is unfavourable to this class of singers ;

and he, not knowing that there was any
thing wrong in it, and having nothing

to do, took to singing in the streets.

The second, Martin, it appears, was
brought up to no trade, and he himself

lamented this misfortune. " He was
not aware he was doing wrong by sing-

ing in the streets." Yet these two poor

boys are sent to prison, one for a fort-

night, the other for three weeks.

I should like to know what was the

offence ? I do not challenge Mr
Laing's law ; I only call in question

his justice. He had the power, cer-

tainly, to put these poor lads into

prison. He was cruel and unjust for so

employing it. Personal pique appears

to have impelled him to this unjusti-

fiable act. He was angered by the

manner of one of the men, and, by way
of setting an example of good manners,

calls the prisoner " an impudent

fellow," and, as an example of justice,

punishes the two others, who had not

offended him. Nothing can be con-

ceived more thoroughly conceited, arro-

gant, and overbearing, than these

magistrates. They ought, by their
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connexions and education, to be gentle-

men ; but it would seem that the

police-office soon changes their nature

—they become brutal, coarse, and
tyrannical— losing all .sympathy with

the wretched ; and, because they see

most vice, believing that all men
brought before them are vicious. This

evidently is the tendency of the circum-

stances by which they are surrounded
— this tendency must affect them all

in some degree—yet I am happy to

believe that some successfully resist

its influence, and preserve, in spite of

their situation, the kindly and good
feelings of our nature. The displays

that we constantly witness of rude, un-
feeling, aye, and bitterly cruel conduct,

by these sapient gentlemen, naturally

gives the whole set a bad name. The
worthy who figures in this report is

constantly bringing himself before the

public in some unseemly proceeding-
disgusting all men by his cruelty, and
astounding them by his ignorance. I

can promise him that this shall not be
the last he shall hear of this case,

—

His Masters shall hear of his doings,

and the People shall know what de-

fence can be made for them.

To talk of the offence of singing in

the streets as a nuisance, is sheer

falsehood. If good singing be a nui-

sance, I want to know what a barrel-

organ may be ? Any old woman may

—

Mr Laing may, if he pleases—put a

Maccaw out of her or his window, and
annoy a whole neighbourhood, and yet

is there no nuisance ; but let a poor
fellow, with his companion, come under
your window, and sing a duet, and you
clap him into prison. Of late years

the music in the streets has much im-
proved ; and every one who employs
his reason about the matter is delighted

that it should be so ; as thereby a

great improvement in the taste of the

people is indicated. This improvement
in the music is not only the effect of

an improved taste, but is also the cause

of it ; and much good will result from
it to the general manners and habits

of the people. Of this, however,
an ignorant justice, of the stamp of

this worthy—this Mr Laing, takes no
heed. What cares he for the. improve-
ment of the people? The law allows

him to call singing in the streets a

nuisance, and he therefore, being angry

because the men did not fall pn
their knees before him, sends them all

three to jail. "What right had you
to beg V Conceive any man with a
grain of sense in his head asking such
a question.

From the statement of the lads

themselves, the object of their singing

was plain enough. They wanted food,

and believing that by singing a song
they could gain a few halfpence to buy
food, they sang—and then this Justice

asks the wise question, " What right had
you to beg." If the boy had retorted

on him, and inquired, " What right

have you to take the public money
when so utterly unfit for your office/'

the Justice would have been at a loss

for an answer. He is appointed to

administer justice—he is paid for the
same. If this be not, after the experi-

ence of this judgment, a getting of
money under false pretences, I know
not what is.

J. A. R.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A letter, signed L. W. W. was addressed to

Mr Roebuck some time since, containing two

useful suggestions, both of which will, if possi-

ble, be attended to. In compliance with one of

these suggestions, a critical catalogue of the

best writers on the science of Government is

now preparing, by a writer fully competent to

the task. With regard to the second, the re-

publication of some of Mr Mill's articles, and

of other similar works, has been contemplated

for some time, and has only been delayed by

mere business arrangements.

The note of an intelligent writer, who signs

11 A Journeyman Hatter," has been received.

The subject to which it relates has, perhaps,

been rather too copiously treated in the various

Pamphlets edited by Mr Roebuck ; such, at

least, is the opinion of many intelligent readers.

Numerous other letters have been received,

some of which, as will have been seen, have been

handed over to the writers of the articles to

which they referred, and have been attended to;

whilst others did not appear to demand any

other than private attention to their suggestions.

The writers of all such letters are requested to

receive the Editor's thanks.

Articles which have been sent with a view to

publication, but of which the Editor does not

avail himself, will be left with the Publisher.

Such writers are, however, thanked for the

trouble they have taken,
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THE BIRMINGHAM POLITICAL UNION AND THE

HOUSE OF LORDS.
On Monday last a great meeting of the ledged abuses of the Irish Church ; 4.

inhabitants of Birmingham was held at For the passage of an Irish Poor Law

the Town-hall, in pursuance of a call Bill. The second object of the Meeting

from the Council of the Birmingham seems to have been, to stimulate the

Political Union. Its first object was country generally to take steps for prc-

to adopt an address to the King, curing the above measures, and to

and a Petition to the House of Com- place the finances ofth e Political Union

mons, praying, 1. For a restoration of "in an efficient state."

the Municipal Corporation Bill to the There are several circumstances about

state in which it was sent to the Lords
; this Meeting which intitle it to a very

2. For a Reform of the House of Lords
; particular examination, especially that

8. For the correction of the acknow- f its being the first public one, ex-

Frora the Steam Press of C. & W. Reynell, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Hayra rket-



pressly petitioning for a Reform of the all parties, and especially of those who
House of Lords. look with apprehension to the proceedings

The mere announcement of a town of all unauthorised bodies, who usurp a

meeting, by the Council of the Political power unknown to the Constitution,

Union, threw the Tories of Birmingham under the inconsistent pretext of guard-

into extreme alarm. Placards were ing" that Constitution from encroach-

stuck up over the town, and numerous ment." The hypocrisy of the Times,

hand-bills anxiouslycirculated, in which and the denunciation of the Herald,

all good people were assured that the equally manifest their fears, lest the

House of Lords was " the nation's bul- National Political Union should again

wark," and " the guardian of English- rear up its formidable head. Nothing

men's rights ;" that the Municipal Cor- can be more natural than these fears;

poration Bill "was not mutilated ;" that the machinery of government gives to

the Political Unionists were in a league the party in office a complete organiza-

with Papists and deserved no trust ; in- tion, and abundant means to effect many
deed, that those who favoured them of their purposes ; and the Tories are

would "be entrapped by their wicked- mad enough to believe they will again

ness and cunning" into two or three get the administration into their hands ;

horrible things, and that those who called but they are not such stark maniacs as

the Meeting were in truth " Papists, to imagine they could retain power a

demagogues, and infidels," " emissaries day in opposition to anything like a

of the Pope of Rome, needy men, insol- general union of the People. Four

vent tradesmen, and political adven- years ago they were taught a lesson by

turers," The coarseness of style in masters, who have since improved vastly

which these papers were written, and more than their pupils, and this they

the absurd assertions with which they know.

were filled, joined with the cowardice As to the Meeting itself, Mr Att-

which pervaded every line of them, ex- wood, from his-position as the principal

hibit a pitiable state of mind in the Bir- leader of the Birmingham Political

mingham Tories, and force one to lament Union, and as a Member of Parlia-

that men can be so blind, so abject, so liament, must be supposed to speak

lost to proper self-respect. But this advisedly, and therefore some things he

was not all, the alarmed Tories issued a has said upon this occasion are pecu-

formal protest against the proceedings liarly important.

of the Council of the Political Union. Mr Attwood tells the Meeting that

The report of the Meeting was brought " it was the duty of the People to re-

to London by express, and appeared in member, that without a majority in the

the two leading Tory journals on Tues- House of Commons they could do

day morning. Yet the Times declares, nothing." This is a very great error

;

in language even coarser than that of the People can do out of the House a

the placards and bills, that the Meeting great deal to obtain measures in the

" was composed only of the lowest of the House, as Mr Attwood certainly knows.

lowj the Hall presenting, on its floor, the But if one-third of the Radical Mem-
appearance as if all the smithies and bers in the House, though theirs is the

foundries in the neighbourhood had smallest of the three parties, wouTd but

vomited forth all their dirt and sedition." firmly and uncompromisingly support

But the Herald says, " it cannot fail, each other upon all great points, they

however, in the present circumstances could force the passage of many import-

of the country, to attract the notice of ant measures, without waiting for a per-



manent majority actually in favour of the Men belonging to the Aristocracy, or

People. Bat when one Member has the hoping to be adopted by and into it, may

honest boldness to speak out for the sincerely wish the continuance of here-

People, how is he supported ? When ditary legislators ; other men may have a

knots of Radical Members have talked political superstition in favour of such

largely to each other of what they will law makers and judges ; others again

do, how many of them take one single may hypocritically pretend to feel respect

step fearlessly in fulfilment? Is there for such born-wise and learned men; but

one Member who has been urged by his every thinking man, whose interest does

peculiar circumstances to make a de- not mislead his thoughts, cannot but be

mand for the People, who has not found perfectly sensible that the intelligence

himself almost alone? Nobody sup- and business of the nation must retro-

ports him, except, perhaps, by a damn- grade, or the House of hereditary law-

ing timidity, though out of the House makers must cease. How is it possible,

every Radical Member he meets most upon sober reflection, to expect that two

fully and heartily coincides with him. sets of men differing, as the People and

Yes, if Radical Members would use in the nobles do, in numbers, privileges, in-

the House a moiety of their hustings terests, habits, and thoughts, can

bravery, much would be done in the agree, the moment that one set ceases

present Commons for the People; and to be subservient to the other? It may
if they do not exhibit in future some- be said the People are not now sub-

what less fear of their Aristocratic asso- servient to the Lords. But their mis-

dates, the People may be compelled called representatives are,- and when

to seek out bolder men. By the way, they cease to be so, and really repre-

iri a year or two, it is to be hoped, the sent the People, then, the House of

working of the Municipal Corporations Lords would no longer be suffered to

Bill will develope many new and really thwart necessary national measures,

trustworthy representatives. Reform the House of Lords as you
The honourable speaker says, with may, it will harmonise with the Corn-

regard to a Reform of the House of mons, not by having similarity of views,

Lords, that " he is not prepared to say but from outward circumstances,

that the Council of the Union were These are sufficient now ; its repeated

ready to recommend them to enter yieldings will prepare its Members and
upon a crusade for the purpose of ob- prepare the People for its abolition,

taining the great object they had in which must come, though every man
view." I, at least, am glad to hear this, in Great Britain should dream other-

for if the Political Unionists were to wise. Lords are men like ourselves,

stir resolutely for a Reform of the and we should not inflict unnecessary

House of Peers, it would unquestion- misery on them ; do not degrade them ;

ablv be reformed, and no good under wait a little while and get rid of them

heaven can come from a Reform of that as Lords to make them men.

House. Reform after Reform may I regret exceedingly that such a

take place, and the House of Lords man as Mr Attwood should entertain

never will be able to keep pace with the and express pernicious political senti-

inevitably Democratic advance of the ments. He says, that the People about

Commons ; consequently, the same Birmingham have one half more corn-

Parliamentary difficulties and entangle- forts now than they had seven years

ments that now obstruct the public ago, and that, " if the Government

business of the nation will continue, gave the Working Classes full employ-



menf, wages, and prosperity, he was

the list mnn to recommend them fo

embark in any formidable combination

in order to force justice from their

hands." The more a Government in-

terferes in any way with a view of giving

employment to particular classes, or of

regulating wages, the worse is the 'Go-

vernment, and the greater the harm it

does. Governments never tamper with

such subjects without doing great mis-

chief. But here Mr Attwood teaches,

that whenever, in one neighbourhood,

there is want of employment and low

wages, the labouring men should com-

bine to force Government to supply

them. Let this doctrine be generally

taught and acted upon, and misery

would accumulate on the heads of the

unfortunate. Mr Attwood continues :

—" He feared the screw was going to

be put a^ain on the industrious classes.

Ar.d if it should be put on, if the mass

of the workmen were again to be

thrown out of employment through the

misconduct and errors of the Govern-

ment, then would be the time for the

Political Union to rise in all the

majesty of its stren
7^V^°''NWw]^s with

equal silliness; Parliament is thought

by many people to have power to do

all sorts of good and all sorts of harm ;

there could scarcely be a case of want

of employment or low wages that

would not be attributed to it 5 and,

eonseqnemly, here would be a fit occa-

sion for the Political Union to take
41 the dominion of the country."

"ihr *¥t%ood certainly alludes to

the contingency of the Tories getting

the reins of Government in their hands',

but that does not lessen the baneful

tendencies of such highly erroneous

doctrines.
lJ *° *JJon**o6

Mr Attwood shows how a conven-

tion could be formed, and the Political

Union get the dominion of the country

into its hands. When the Union num-

bers a great majority of the nation, then

this, doubtless, could be done; but

intelligence is somewhat too broadly

spread to permit any new minority to

rule; the old minority will not rule

much longer; every day will extend a

regulated representative self-govern-

ment. He hopes that the taking the

dominion into their hands " will not be

necessary ; but if it were, they would

soon legally and peacefully make a

thorough clearing out of both Houses."

I take Mr Attwood's speech from the

Times and Herald, and almost doubt the

correctness of the reports, which make

him put forth such startling proposi-

tions, not for grievances unredressed,

not for a just and extensive franchise,

not for actual representation, hopelessly

postponed ; not for the freedom of the

Press— the lever for all good, through

continual discussions; not for direct

responsibility of the governors to the

governed ; but to get employment and

raise wages if they should be wanted.

Mr At i wood talks of famine and

anarchy. Famine is not likely to visit

this land; and anarchy (in the common
acceptation of the word) is impossible.

If the present Government were annihi-

lated tOrmorrow, the business of society

would not be greatly interrupted. The

People would very orderly set about

instituting' another in its place ; though,

perhaps, of another kind. The Aristo-

cracy have for a long time been crying

out anarchy, anarchy, as a bug-a-boo to

the People ; Mr Attwood is, assuredly,

playing back the same game upon the

Lords. If so, it is unworthy of a man
in his position ; ^ood will ever be best

and soonest attained by fair and direct

means ; besides, there is not now any

need of exciting unkindly feelings in

any class towards another ; let men
think for themselves in political mat-

ters, express their honest convictions,

and act with firmness, especially those in

the House of Commons, and every politi-

cal amelioration will rapidly be brought
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about. Mr Attwood very justly ridi-

cules the idea that a civil war could be

excited in this country ; but his staiisiics

are not quite correct, when he places

200 Lords against 20,000,000 of other

men: there are only between 4 and

5,000,000 of adult males in the king-

dom, against a part of whom, if there

were a brutal contest, the Lords would

hire another part to fi-ht.

Mr Attwood thinks " a Reform of

the House of Lords is absolutely

necessary/' but he says that
J|
He

felt deep respect for those ancient

and noble branches of the Peerage,

who had fought the battles of the

People and Liberty, and he would

not hurt a hair of their heads." Nor

would he, I trust, hurt a hair of the

head of any man, merely because he

happened to be a Peer. But what

have "ancient branches" to do with

the just estimation of men's charac-

ters ? A teacher of the People insults

them when he offers for their adoption

any other standard of esteem than that

of intrinsic excellence. If forty ances-

tors had each been a philanthropist,

with a gifted and cultivated mind, be-

stowing numberless blessings upon so-

ciety, and the selfish, blockish, igno-

rant descendant stalked forth doing

harm, he should be esteemed and treated

as he himself deserved ; just as a great

and benevolent man should receive his

just esteem, though his father, his

grandfather, and a long line of progeni-

tors, had been the veriest scoundrels on

earth. It appears a little strange to

hear such superstitions from a man who

glories, as Mr Attwood does, in being

a friend and a leader of the Labouring

Classes. That there are men amongst

the Peers whose excellence of charac-

ter entitles them to high estimation,

there can be no doubt ; but the having a

forefather or two of equivocal distinction,

according to present modes of thinking,

is hardly a valid claim to our regard.

That Mr Attwood is sincerely the

friend of the Labouring Classes, I

firmly believe, and I respect him for

being so—especially as wealth has not

made him less their friend; and that,

therefore, he means well to them, I

am perfectly certain ; but no man does

the Industrious Classes a service by

strengthening their prejudices, or teach-

ing them violent and erroneous doc-

trines. And it is because my sympa-

thies and daily exertions are for the

Labouring Classes, that I regret to see

them injured by foe or friend. I would,

if I could, have every man to labour

so much with his body as to keep it

healthy and vigorous ; so much with

his mind 'as to develope all its powers,

that the greatest possible sum of hu-

man happiness should be attained by

every fellow being. To progress to-

wards this state, I would teach every

man, however humble, that he was just

as good as any tfther man, however ac-

cidentally exalted, except as one or

the other should possess more intrin-

sic excellence ; I would teach every

man to strive to obtain a voice in the

affairs of his country ; but, above all r

I would teach him to love knowledge

and truth, by which only the Industri-

ous Classes can ever elevate themselves.

In the petition of this meeting to the

House of Commons there is this pas-

sage,—"The House of Loids may, if

they please, continue long an integral,

an useful, and important part of the

constitution of the country— that great

and glorious constitution which their

ancestors cemented wnh their blood; but

never again can either open vidence or

secret fraud recover to the Right Hon-

ourable House a domineering influence

in the councils of the nation." This

seems to me written wholly for effect,

as a sort of bait to the Lords to yield

with a good grace what is n)w de-

manded; they are promised the preser-

vation of their House, that, is, their



hereditary privileges ; they are at-

tempted to be flattered by the allusion

to the blood of their ancestors cement-

ing what nobody has any distinct

notion about—" that great and glori-

ous constitution ;" but they are made

to understand that it is expected they

will be content, as they will have to

b;, with playing a second part to

the democratic branch of the Govern-

ment. Now, why do men thus avoid

the open, manly declaration of their

sentiments and intentions. It would

be better for both sides, there would

be less recrimination, and the settle-

ment of difficulties would much sooner

take place. As it regards the Peers,

they ought to know, and if they do not,

they soon will know, that they cannot

oppose successfully the House of Com-
mons; that, consequently, as the

Commons House becomes daily mor.i

democratic, they must surrender more

and more of their power. They may
think it very spirited to resist, and so

cause annoyance on all sides ; but a

little reflection, that it is true bravery

to meet becomingly all inevitable

changes, and that a prudent affection

for their children is a sacred duty,

would suit best their present circum-

stances.

Roberts Ham.meusley.

•bs*

MORE -JUSTICES' JUSTICE."

31 It REEVE'S STATEMENT.

" Tins afternoon (Saturday, 2nd Jan.)

I went out, a little after five o'clock, to

sell some of CruikshanTv's sheets

called 'The Christmas Dinner' to my
customers, and to inform them that I.

could not bring the Newspapers, as there

was a set of spies ready to seize me.

" I had not proceeded far, before I

observed all the gang

—

Smith, Hale,

Handley, jun., Bircuell, Dean,

and three others. Handley followed

me into the house of one my customers,

named Hutchinson, under pretence

of looking at some goods, but when he

found that I saw him, he walked out.

Another followed me into the Pear Tree

Wine Vaults ; he had half-a-pint of

beer. I said to a customer of mine,
1 Don't you want an Unstamped Paper

to-night V
" 1 had none of the Unstamped News-

papers with me. When I had been

into four or five shops, coming cut of

one, the whole gang pounced upon me,

pulling out their staves. Smith was

the first who laid hold of me, saying,

1 Now, damn you, we've got you atlas)..'

They then all surrounded me, dragged

me through the streets, robbed me of

my sheets of wood-cuts, tore my clothes

from off my back, and used me in a

most shameful manner. When they

had thus dragged me to the station-

house in Tower street, Waterloo road,

they examined my papers, and told me
they had no charge to make against

me. I then charged them with the as-

sault and robbery, but the Inspector

refused to take my charge. I next de-

manded the names of those who had

thus assaulted and robbed me ; the

Inspector refused to satisfy me, and

referred me to the office in Queen

square."

The above statement of facts deserves

especial consideration. Allowing, as I

do most willingly, that the Police Offi-

cers are bound to obey the legal orders

of their superiors, and allowing, also,

that if Reeve had offended, and that

the Policemen were ordered to appre-

hend him, they were in duty bound to

do so ; allowing all this, still I ask if

this be the right way of enforcing the
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law ? Suppose, for example, that the England, and the consequence is, that

man had sold Unstamped Newspapers, the People seldom aid the administra-

tis he at that moment had them in tion of the law. Attornies, and Consta-

his possession, is he for that reason to bles, and Police men, for example, are

be maltreated as well as apprehended— bitterly hated by the People. At all

to be forcibly and roughly dragged points, at which the law and the People

along the street, as if he were a robber come in contact, there arise hate,

or a murderer, who violently opposed jealousy, and suspicion. Thus, at the

the officers of justice? By this state- very point at which public confidence

ment it appears that the Officers called is most needed, there it is always

out, " Now, damn you, we have got you wanting. The difference in the vulgar

at last." Why was the man to be estimation of the Judges of Westminster

" dammed ? "—and why do the su- Hall and Police Magistrates, the

periors of these men allow them in the Quarter Sessions Justices and Justices

exercise of their powers to exhibit this of the Peace, is a strikingillustration of

passion, and this brutal violence ? this assertion. Attornies are univer-

These observations apply, supposing sally and proverbially deemed rogues,

Reeve really to have been in posses- while Barristers are often esteemed by

sion of Unstamped Papers—but, as it the People. Such must always be the

turned out, he had none. He was, case where the law itself is mischievous,

nevertheless, deprived of his property, or where it is cruelly administered.

and all redress refused him by the In- The ignorant are affected by that which

spectors, and by the Magistrate. The is nearest to them, and their passion

man is told, you have your remedy at and hate are often as unwisely distribu-

law. This is a cruel mockery. Mr ted as those of a child. An ignorant

Reeve 13 a poor man, he cannot afford man hates a constable more than a

to prosecute Policemen who will be magistrate-—the magistrate more than

defended by the whole power of the a judge, and a judge more than a

Government. It was the duty of the legislator. liis feelings are regulated

Inspector to have taken Reeve's by the distance. The constable he con-

charge — he, however, refers him to stantly sees, and in his person the law

Queen's square ; and when Reeve gets is personified to the poor man— the

there, the Magistrate tells him, wecannot legislator he seldom ever hears of, and

grant warrants against our own officers! cannot understand or trace his influence

This administration of the law does upon his well being. For this reason

enormous mischief. It sours the minds it becomes doubly necessary that the

of the People, and renders it impossible immediate execution of the law should,

for any one to make them believe that in all cases, be as gentle and considerate

the law is intended to be anything but as possible. No passion, no violence

a means of oppression. It is of infinite should ever be evinced. Unfortunately,

importance, as respects the morality of the reverse of ail this constantly takes

the great mass of the population, that place. The Magistrates are coarse,

all agents by whom the law is imme- vulgar, violent, and rude : like master

diately administered, should have their like man, the Policemen but too often

confidence and respect. The contrary imitate the conduct of their superiors.

of this has always been the case Iqi - dii4r ^isfysij

iiraoa .eqoffg 97B io ludt
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STOPPING SUPPLIES.

The following extract from a letter,

recently received from Lower Canada,

is especially applicable to questions

agitated in this country, and more

especially to that of Stopping the Sup-

plies :

—

H Lord Gosford's speech from the

throne does not promise us the Reform

we have so long demanded; namely,

a representative second chamber-, our irre-

sponsible life Legislators are still to be

permitted to obstruct the course of

popular legislation with perfect im-

punity. Nevertheless, we do not des-

pair. Let me remind you that we have

one Legislative Chamber where political

virtue reigns triumphant— where the

People's opinions and wishes are truly

represented and expressed. In our

House of Assembly; therefore, do we,

the People of Canada, put our firm

trust. Whilst they remain true we feel

that we are safe. Justice may be

delayed', but where it is asked by 80 out

of 88 of the People's Representatives it

cannot be perpatually denied, especi-

ally as the Assembly is determined still

to avail Itself of its " Constitutional

privilege" of stopping supplies, in order

to enforce the essential Reform, without

which all other Reforms are futile. In

short, an Elective Council mu?t be in-

stituted, or the business of Government

must continue, as it is now, at a staod.

won fi£ .docn^ileiDOJgTiA ns 1o gilusni

" The present plan of the Commis-

sioners seems to be to give up to the

People as many trifling, unimportant

points as possible, in order to wheedle

the Assembly into a vote of money,

Once let this be accomplished, and we

shall hear no more of Reform until the

officials are once more reduced to a

stateofc distress. Last year the intentions

of the Assembly, and, consequently of

the People, were completely frustrated

by the payment of 31,000/. out of the

military chest, under the authority of

Mr Rice. Lord Gosport now asks

the Assembly to repay this money !

asks them in fact to sanction an Act

which set at nought their Constitutional

powers and privileges. But it will not

be voted. Not one shilling will be

given, unless as the purchase- money of

an Elective Council ; unless, indeed, a

complete change take place in the tone

and temper of the majority of the

House of Assembly."

Here, then, is a lesson read to the

People of England, by one cf her dis-

tant possessions, numbering not more

than 700,000 people. The People of

Canada put their trust in their House

of Commons, because it is elected by

themselves. They demand the R.eform

of their mimic House of Peers, because

they consider it the parent of most of the

evils which afflict them. If the People

of England had, like the People of

Canada, a House of Commons in which

they could put their trust, it is quite

clear that no very grievous political evil,

could possibly assail them. Ministers

would cease to whine about the conduct

of the House of Lords, they would

pursue the same course as the Canadiaa

Assembly—they would refuse to vote

one shilling of suppl es until the result

of all popular measures before the

House had been ascertained..

2
^n England, it is a rare case, indeed,

for a proposal to be made to stop sup-

plies. As a proof that the use of this

" Constitutional privilege" is totally mis-

understood in this country, let it be

noted that the supplies are always voted

in Committee in the early part of the

Session, before the House can possibly

know whether the wishes of the People

will be at all regarded.

If the power of withholding supplies

enjoyed by the House of Commons be

really valuable to Englishmen, why is

not the question postponed unti the

Session is considerably advanced ? To
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be of any use it should clearly be the for Supplies until the end of the

last act performed. Session. If something of this kind be

I may, perhaps, be answered, that the not done, both the Committee of Supply

Appropriation Act, without which, ac- and the Appropriation Act become a

cording to Blackstone and other mere legalized form of spoliation.

" great authorities," the supplies voted I am quite aware, that while the

cannot be made use of, is so p)stponed. House of Commons is constituted as

True; but of what use is this in prac- it is at present, the Member who is

tice? Let the Reader find an answer in bold enough, who dares to propose

the decision of last Session. such a course, will be absolutely hooted

It will be remembered, tint Mr Hume by both the Whig and Tory sections'

proposed to suspend the passing of our Aristocratic House of Commons.

of the Act in question, until the Moreover, what is even worse than this,

conduct of the House of Lords on he will be met by a cold and discourag-

the Municipal Corporation Bill should ing silence on the part of those from

be made known. The House, here- whom he is entitled to expect support.

upon, formally decided that the Act Nevertheless, he will enjoy the approval

in question was a mere matter of and the gratitude of the People, and

form : that the vote in Committee of that, above all things, should support

Supply in a manner pledged the House him in his painful and difficult position.

(or something to that effect) to pass the Though the proposer of such a course

Appropriation Act. Thus, by a mere fie- beat first almost alone, we need not

tion—and an untenable fiction too—this despair of seeing him finally prevail.

boasted privilege of the House of Com- Let it never be forgotten that many

mons is rendered useless to the People. questions which are now supported by

On the occasion above alluded to, large and influential minorities, and

when this question was broached, I some, even, which have already been

endeavoured to show the absurdity of carried, had once—and that, too, at no

giving the force of law to the mere very distant period—but one or two

recommendation of a Committee. The advocates. In matters of Financial

object of a Committee is to settle cer- Reform, for instance, let the reader

tain details, and bring measures into a recollect the unenviable position which

more simple state, previous to final dis- that firm and undeviating friend of the

cussion. To contend that, on these People, Jos eth Hume, once occupied.

final discussions, the House is not com- Other questions, too, which drew down

petent to reverse the decisions of its upon him the contempt, and even the

own Committees, would be to render insults of an Aristocratic mob, are now

legislation a mockery. It would be listened to with the utmost complacency.

to permit a mere Clique of the House Let no one, then, despair of one day or

of Commons to usurp powers which other carrying a question which at first

can only be entrusted with safety to the he may stand alone in proposing. Ten

whole Legislature. years ago, a man would have been con-

If this decision of the House have sidered mad to have divided the House

the force of a precedent—if the passing on the Ballot. Now, that question has,

of the Appropriation Act at the end of PerhaPs
>
l60 supporters in the House.

. _ . , „ „ . In a few years it will be part ot the law
the Session, be a mere form for enregis-

of the^ g-£- Readerj wil , be the
tering the vote of the Committee of history of every question affecting the

Supply, it becomes at once the duty of interests of the community.

Liberal Members to refuse their votes H. S. Chatman.
-
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LORD GLENELG AND THE NEW AUSTRALIAN
COLONY.

Some years ago a set of persevering

men proposed to establish a New Co-

lony at Spencer's Gulph, in South Aus-

tralia, on a new, and, up to that time,

unheard-of principle. They proposed

to plant a colony, without entailing one

single shilling of expense upon the Go-

vernment and People of this country ;

and all they asked of Government was

to permit them so to do.

A few years before they made this

fair proposal, a couple of Sir Robert

Peel's nephews or cousins had

obtained the gift of immense tracts

of land in another, and not very

distant part of the same continent.

Moreover, to maintain these two

young gentlemen in the possession

of their lands, and to render those lands

the more valuable to them, a regular

Colonial Establishment was kept up,

expensive to this .country 3 and, if it be

at all like other Colonial establishments,

vexatious to the people, of the colony.

Reflecting on this expensive system

case of the Swan and Canning River

settlements. The poor were allowed

to emigrate to those twin Colonies with-

out any such solicitude on the part of

Government, although it might have

been foreseen, from the total absence

of caution on the part of the promoters

of these settlements, that distress, even

unto starvation, must, of necessity, at-

tend the early efforts of the Settlers to

force their Colony into existence. But

the Colonization Society knew that they

were not the nephews of a Minister, and

they, therefore, might reasonably expect

that the si parental solicitude of Go-

vernment for the welfare of the People"

would be brought into full and forcible

action in this case; although, in the

case already alluded to, it had been dis-

pensed with, or lost si^ht of.

All these difficulties, however, the

Society anticipated. In their ear-

liest proposals to Government, they

showed that the ordinary difficulties of

Colonizing could not occur. The land

of jobbing, the "Colonization Society'' was to be sold to the highest bidder,

-for that is the name which the asso-

ciated individuals to whom ^have al-

luded assumed—very naturally ima-

gined that their proposal would be

embraced with avidity by Government.

They expected to be told, *' Take the

uninhabited wastes which you propose

to subdue and cultivate, by all means.

All that we, as guardians of the People,

shall require at your hands is some

guarantee that your prospect of suceess

is fair. We cannot permit our Artisans

attd Labouring Men to be induced to

abandon their country until you can show
reasonable grounds for the expectation

that their condition will be somewhat

bettered by the act of emigrating."

This is the only check which the Co-

lonization Society were justified in ex-

pecting.

and the money which it produced was

to be expended in promoting the emi-

gration of industrious labourers.

This plan, it was anticipated, would

obviate the evils which attend new set-

tlements where land is given away.

Where there is nothing but land and

labour, distress must soon occur. To
cultivatedhe land there must be at least

.G tlL V/OlflJ
a twelvemonth's stock of food on hand.

The people must be fed between the

time of sowing and the time of reaping;

and the plan which the Society sub-

mitted provided for this feeding of the

People. Not only did their plan afford

advantages to the industrious labourer

who had nothing but his hands, but it

also afforded advantages to him who

had ploughs and oxen, horses and

Not that any such parental swine, and a twelvemonths food in ad-

care was evinced by Government in the vancc. In short, without explaining
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their plans at length, which I have

neither time nor space to do, it will be

sufficient to say that, in a very short

time, the Society were besieged with

applications from Capitalists and La-

bourers of all classes, who thus gave

their assent to the soundness of the

principles put forward by the Society.

S-ill the proposal of the Society,

backed as it now was by the people de-

sirous of emigrating, met with various

opposition from the Colonial office.

What could have been the reason for

this opposition ? The emigrants, many,

I may say most of whom were men of

intelligence and of sober-mindedness,

and therefore not likely to judge or act

recklessly, were satisfied with their,

prospects ; —the Government had been

brought to acknowledge the soundness

of the principles on which the Colony

was to be formed ; and the public were

to be relieved cf all charge—and yet

the final consent of the Colonial Secre-

tary was withheld. But as the Govern-

ment were to be put to no expense, of

course the Government were to have the

giving away of no places ; and to this

absence of patronage we must look for

the reason why the plan never found

favour with the officials.

When the plan was first made public

this omission was remarked by one who
is well acquainted with the workings

of our Government. " Your plan will

never do;" said he, "where is your

Government patronage ? Unless you

throw in a little patronage, you may
assure yourself of the opposition of the

whole tribe of Tory underlings, with

Hay at their head, and even of that of

Lord Goderich himself." By the

greatest exertion, however—by reason-

ing down opposition, all difficulties ap-

peared to have been overcome, and an

Act of Parliament was obtained au-

thorising the establishment of the

Colony so soon as the Commissioners

should fulfil certain conditions. &ne

of these conditions was the disposal

of land to a certain amount, This

has been done. The Commissioners

have also raised a loan on the security

of the future revenues of the Colony.

The conditions have, in fact, all been ful-

filled, and yet Lord Glenelg refuses

to perform the only act which is re-

quired of him—namely, to gazette the

Governor of the Colony.

It may, perhaps, be necessary to state

that persons connected with our other

Colonies have all along shown great

animosity to the intended Colony. They

perceive that the advantages of emi-

grating to the new Colony will be great,

and they fear this wholesome compe-

tition. With these gentlemen the

Hays and the Stephens es are inti-

mately connected ; and I have no doubt

that it is in some measure to their

back-door influence, that the extraor-

dinary conduct of Lord^GLENELG may
be'attributed.

It will be extremely difficult to

afford any conception of the inconve-

nience which will be inflicted upon

those who intend to emigrate by this

refusal. Several hundred persons have

been waiting the completion of these

arrangements for months, their hopes

being sustained by the conviction that

when the conditions should be fulfilled,

no power short of a Legislative enact-

ment could frustrate their wholesome

wishes. Some have been waiting for

years, having, with admirable perse-

verance, adhered to the project through

every difficulty and discouragement.

But if Lord Glenelg still refuse,

what is to be done. An obvious course

suggests itself. Let his Lordship be

set at defiance. Let the Colonists,

having complied with all necessary

conditions, proceeed at once to Spen-

cer's Gulph and establish their Colony.

If Captain Hindmarsh have their con-

fidence let them elect him their Go-

vernor for a limited period. Let them
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further, on landing, elect such other

officers and enact such simple laws as

their immediate wants require. In

the first instance, the community will

not be too numerous to assemble all its

male inhabitants to perform the busi-

ness of Legislation. After a time,

when the community shall have become

too numerous to manage its own affairs,

the simple expedient of deputing a

limited number to perform the duty

may be adopted. In this way it will

be of little consequence to the Colonists

whether they have or have not Lord

Glenelg's sanction, seeing that it is

not likely to be obtained without a pe-

cuniary sacrifice, which the Commis-

sioners would not be warranted in con-

senting to. ni

The colonies of New England, now

great, and powerful, and intelligent

as J hey are, were once but a few per-

secuted families, who managed their

own public affairs precisely in the

manner I have just recommended.

The <' Pilgrims "— for so they were

called—had difficulties to contend with

which the plan of the South Australian

Colonists effectually provided against,

and yet their own unaided energies

enabled thesi#,.st$, persevere through all

difficulties. Again, then, 1 repeat, let

the intending Colonists set the Colonial

Office at defiance. Let them obey to

the letter the provisions of the Act of

Parliament, as the New England pil-

blnow U ;a< .rn/jvi9<; ubiU

• muoiio lift ,08 bnr, ; g-jycl ihfft yn <

j

grims obeyed their charter, and a very

few years will set them far above the

whims of an indolent and mischievous

Colonial Minister.

iiisnuD odt H- s - Chapman.
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Postscript.—There is a circum-

stance connected with the government

of Canada, which will further illus-

trate the hatred of all official per-

sonages to the proposal of a colony to

pay its own expenses. Formerly the

civil expenses of the government of

Canada were, for the most part, borne

by this country. 1 think, in the year

1810, the Canadian Parliament pro-

posed to assume the civil expenditure

of the Colony. The proposal was po-

sitively treated as rebellious ! The

meaning of this was clear. The Act

of this Parliament passed in 179 1, con^y

ferring a local Legislature on Canada,

exempted the People from taxation

without their own consent, and gave to

the Assembly the appropriation of

public money. As the Assembly be-

came acquainted with its consti-

tutional powers, of course it evinced

a djbire to exercise them. One of

the concomitant^ of paying, is ssejng,

how the money is paid ; and, as in

Canada, it was paid extravagantly, it

was no wonder that the official gentry

objected to receiving their gains from

hands that would take care to egj0fl§j

service in proportion to paymenU10nwo

.lira Jsom srfa iol t eifi gJ89i9ini 9«odw

9t?"p t
pq?R^ smog ni thaa ,tonfa?.ib
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AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS—CORN AND CURRENCY.

Alo 88r,bfe
ANDLORDS AND LABOURERS.

"
Mi3» Nll

One of the questions of the approach- chiefly oflandowners, have taken place

ing Session of Parliament will, without

doubt, be the alleged distresses of that

compound class of persons, known

under the common term of '< Agricul-

turists." The note of preparation has

already been sounded from several

parts of the country. Meetings,

in the most agricultural counties,, and

a determination has been' very gene-

rally expressed to bring the matter

in various shapes before Parliament.

From a speech delivered not long

since, at Winchester, by Sir Thomas

Barikg, we are made acquainted with
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the remedies which the landowners, in to pay so many pounds for his rent, <u

their wisdom, are likely to propose. many pounds for his taxes, and so

" 'I'he remedy, in my opinion/' said many shillings and pence to his labour-

Si»rTno.MAsBARiNG, " is tobe foundln ing men, he will find himself a gainer

moderate alteration of the Currency, of precisely the difference between that

the introduction of Poor Laws into Ire- quantity of corn which it took to

land, and a reduction of taxation, as get the sum of money before the "mo-
far as may be practicable; for it must derate alteration," and that diminished

be borne in mind, that while we have quantity of corn which it would take to

a debt to pay, good faith to the public procure the sum after the alteration,

creditor makes it necessary that taxes The Farmer, then, will be content with

should be raised to discharge the the remedy. 1 XBIIJ

interest." The Landowner and the Tithe re-

What is here meant by a moderate ceivet, One would suppose, having a

alteration is a moderate depreciation of contract or agreement for a specified

the Currency. To whatever extent Sir sum, would have the same extent of

Thomas Baking and his friends may interest against the " moderate altera-

succeed in bringing about depreciation tion" as the Rent and Tithe- payer has

by means of excess, to that extent will in favour of such change; but it must

the price of Corn and other commodi- not be forgotten that both the Land-

ties be raised in the market. Whilst, owner and the Titheowner are in drs-

however, this advance takes place in tress from the impossibility of collect-

the price of all commodities, there will ing their respective dues— the Farmer,

be no corresponding change in existing in fact, cannot perform his contracts,

contracts. Hence the receivers of and the Landlord and the Titheowner

fixed nominal sums will lose to the are willing to receive the same number

amount of the depreciation. They will of pounds, shillings, and pence of7m
still received the same number of value, their power of purchasing being

pounds, shillings, and pence, but the considered, merely because this depre-

nominal sum will purchase a much ciated money would be more readily

smaller quantity of corn and other forthcoming. They consent the more

commodities. '*» bi*q saw ii ,n\ easily to this, as in all their fixed mo-

The Agriculturists, for whose be- ney out goings the depreciated money
nefit this remedy is proposed, consist of would answer the same purpose as the

three separate classes of persons, Land- metallic money. It would pay the in-

owners, Farmers, and Labourers, terest on their mortgages ; it would

whose interests are, for the most part, pay their servants' wages ; it would

distinct, and, in some cases, quite pay their taxes; and so, all circum-

opposed. stances considered, the receivers of

There are good reaso: .&• why the Rents and- Tithes will be content with

two first classes of Agriculturists the change.

should desire a " moderate alteration" But there is another class of Agri-

of the currency in the direction meant cultursts whose interests ought to

to be given to it by Sir Thomas be considered in the matter. I mean
Faring. The Farmer will receive the Receivers of Wao-es—the indus-

more money for his corn, but that mo- trious Labourers. It is a common trick

ney will be of rather less value. Up to of the Landed Gentry in preaching about

this point he will be neither a gainer Agricultural Distress, to make it appear

nor a loser. But the moment he comes that they have a common cause with

'ISC
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the Labouring population. Nothing can

be more fallacious. The Labourer has

an interest in a low average but remu-

nerating price, and in low rents. All

have an interest that the land should,

on the average, yield as much as pos-

sible; but wheu the division of the

whole produce comes to be made, every

class has an interest opposed to all

the rest — Landowner, Farmer, and

Tithe- receiver, have an interest in low

To the proposed remedy of

" moderate alteration," that is, depre-

ciation of the currency, the interest of

the Labourer is decidedly opposed. He

is one of the receivers of a fixed sum

in money, and the moment the altera-

tion had taken place, his condition

would be deteriorated to the extent of

the depreciation, by the advance which

would take place in the prices of all

commodities in which his wages are

usually expended. Lie would still re-

ceive his ten or twelve shillings per

week, but they would, perhaps, pur-

chase a tenth or twentieth part less of

food and clothing than before the altera-

tion took place. While this was going

on, he would not perceive the enemy by

which his substance was devoured. He

would complain of hard times—of dear

times, and although we might, perhaps,

hear of the " disturbed state of the

rural districts," or of the insubordina-

tion of the agricultural population,

—

although more Dorchester victims might

be banished from their homes—we

should still be gravely assured by the

Sir Thomases and the Sir Johns

that, on the whole, the Agricultu-

rists were satisfied.

But it may be said, wages would ad-

vance to the extent of the depreciation.

So they would ultimately.— But it must

be remembered that the process is slow

;

and in the interval the Labourer is sub-

jected to all the inconvenience which

must arise from a deteriorated condi-

tion. An advance of wages can only

t.tke place from an increased demand

for labour, or a diminished supply of

Labourers. It is clear that the altera-

tion in question would net pioduce an

increased demand for labour. The

general advance in the price of all com-

modities, including corn, would not in-

duce the application of more capital to

land, as capital employed in all other

ways would be in the same improved

condition. Corn can, by no currency

scheme that I am aware of, be picked

out for exclusive favouring. Hence

there would be no additional employ-

ment in any one species of production.

The Labourer would, therefore, have to

fight his way—not against diminished

money wages, for they would remain

the same—but against the diminished

purchasing power of those wages, with

this disheartening conviction, that his

actual condition would not be restored

to what it was before Sir ThomAs
Baring's moderate alteration, until

the number of Labourers had diminish-

ed to a point sufficient to raise their

money wages by the amount of depre-

ciation. And how would this be

brought about? By disease and death

—the result of their deteriorated con-

dition.

What has been here said of the Agri-

cultural Labourer, applies to all La-

bourers. They, above all other men,

should be opposed to any interference

with the integrity of the Currency.

They would suffer from dear food, fuel

and clothing; and it would be only by

a long and painful process, that their

wages could be forced up to a height

equivalent to the advanced price of

commodities.

One of the principal reasons why

this plan of depreciation finds favour

with those engaged in trade and pro-

duction, is because it would amount to

a general reduction of salaries. The

objection to this expedient is, that
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setting aside the immorality of pro-

fessing- one thing and aiming at another,

the Tax would be very unequally felt.

Our selfish Aristocratic system, while

its tendency has been to lavish enor-

mous salaries on those who enjoy the

high places of the Empire, actually

starves the men who do the work, on
salaries quite inadequate to the de-

cent support of a family. Whilst
the Lord Chan cello it enjoys his

14,000/., many of the poor labouring

clerks of the Public Offices have but

907. per annum.* Bishops, there are,

with 40,000Z. to 50,000*. per annum,
and Curates, poor souls—men who have
received an education to qualify them
for the most estimable of all occupa-

tions — that of Public Teachers, are

permitted to starve on 50/. or 601. per

annum !

The pressure of depreciation upon
the incomes of the poorer officials

would be grevious in the extreme,

whilst upon the rich sinecurist it would
be trifling. 1 have a distinct recollec-

tion of the effect of the excessive

depreciation during the period of re-

striction, upon the class in question.

The quartern loaf was at one time as

high as Is. 10d., or nearly five times

what it is at present. Those who, be-

fore the bank restriction, could just
" make both ends meet," could scarcely

live when everything " became so dear."

One of tbe expedients to which they

resorted was, not to eat bread till it

was stale enough to be unpalatable,

when, of course, it " went further."

It was further economised by limiting

the meals of children who were thus kept

in a continued state of pain. Any plan

for the reduction of the higher salaries,

and of imitating the fair and equitable

system of the United States, ought to

receive the sanction and support of

every Liberal man in Parliament;

but a scheme which would fall heavily

on the receivers of small salaries and
of "wages, and which would scarcely

be felt by the high salaried officials,

should, in my mind, be rejected at

once.

* I pray the Reader to mark the contrast

presented by the United States of America.

The highest officer of the U. S. Treasury, has

about 1,2.50/. a-year. The lowest Clerk, 225/.

—that is, the highest is only six times as great

as the lowest. In our Treasury the difference

is GO- fold.

With regard to Sir Thomas Ba-
ring's other remedy, namely, the

reduction of Taxation, it is unobjection-

able. It is impossible to remove a tax

without conferring benefit, either direct

or indirect, upon the whole commu-
nity, still it must be clear that there are

certain taxes, the evil character of

which gives them a preference as ob-

jects of abolition beyond all others. I

would here mention the Taxes on Know-
ledge, as claiming a preference over all

others in this respect. If a word be
said of repealing a tax, Mr Rice should
be reminded that, according to his own
implied promise, the Newspaper Stamp
must come first " I would relieve

you," said Mr Rice, " but I cannot
spare the money." On the first proposal

of Mr Rice to !1 spare the money " by
the repeal of any other Tax, his former

declaration should be brought before

him.

So much for remedies ; now for the

fact ©f Agricultural distress, and its

chief cause. That the Farmer is in

distress I can well believe. Being so,

he cannot pay his accustomed Rent,

and his Landlord is therefore distressed

also. The whole of the causes of the

distress of the Farmers would take

some time to investigate ; the most pro-

minent cause may, however, be indi-

°a

The chief cause of the Farmer's

distress, is evidently the over produc-

tion of wheat, increased by unusually

good harvests. The high prices of

1829-30, caused attention to be turned

towards the production of wheat in pre-

ference to other kinds of grain ; and

even had the harvests been merely of

average productiveness, distress would

have been felt, but when we add a series

of three harvests of more than average

productiveness, the distress must not

surprise us. Every individual Farmer

is of course the better off in proportion

as his fields are more productive than

those of his neighbours, but taking the

whole body of Farmers, they are bene-

fited by an unproductive harvest, for the

very simple reason, that prices advance in

a greater ratio than the diminution of

quantity ; so that the whole community

pays more money for 12,000,000 of

quarters than for 13,000,000 of quar-

ters. When the price of corn was

doubled, for instance, it did not follow
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tliat the quantity had diminished one- ness of price, though their tendency \i

half; it is notorious, in fact, that in

such cases of a Ivance, quantity has

only diminished perhaps one-fifth or

one-fourth. The Corn Laws, too, have

a considerable share in the present low-

to create a hi<»h average — but this is

not a subject to discuss at the end of

an article.

H. S. C.
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THE KINGS SPEECH, WHICH OI^GHT TO BE

SPOKEN.
My Lords and Gentlemen, steady improvement in the condition of

It is with pleasure that I meet you, all classes of the People. Their corn-

though it be so late as February, forts and their knowledge daily increase,

Hereafter, in order to satisfy the wishes and each succeeding year sees us a

and provide for the convenience of my more moral as well as a happier nation.

People, Parliament will regularly as- Many things, however, exist in our

semble on the first day of November, institutions, 'which tend to retard the

The pleasures of the chace must no progress of this improvement, and to

longer interfere with the business of diminish our welfare. The misery which

legislation". still affects large masses of the popula-

In the situation of our common coun- tion is, in great part, the offspring of

try, at this period, there are many sub- defective legislation, being produced

jects of congratulation. The harvest either directly by bad laws, or arising

of the last year has been plentiful; from the ignorance which bad laws

manufactures are generally active and have engendered. It is our duty to

thriving ; and there is a gradual but apply ourselves immediately to the task

-X—
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of eradicating these evils ; and I will

now lay before you the mode in which,

according to my judgment, you will be

most likely to reach the mischief, and

apply the remedy.

In all that relates to our connexion

with foreign nations I have determined

to adopt the wise policy of the United

States of America, and wholly to ab-

stain from any meddling or interference

with the internal disputes of the nations

of Europe, or with their quarrels

amongst each other. Our safety is best

provided for by taking care only of our

own concerns; while the chances of war,

and all its attendant horrors, are most

likely to be avoided by carefully refrain-

ino* from interfering with the concerns

of our neighbours. I shall watch with

great jealousy and caution over the

safety both of the persons and property

of my People. Everything needed for

their perfect security shall be provided

:

when that end is attained, our duty is

done. I shall therefore at once reduce

the whole of my costly band of Ambas-

sadors, and, by a well-regulated system

of Consuls, effectively watch over the

commercial interests of the People.

Existing Treaties unfortunately will, in

spite of this new determination, still

unwisely connect us with neighbouring

nations, and to a certain extent involve

us in their disputes. I shall, however,

to the utmost, withdraw from all such

alliances, and shall hereafter adhere to

the rule of letting every nation take

care of its affairs without my inter-

ference.*

*^ The policy of the United States on this

subject is thus stated by Washington, in his

farewell address:—
" The great rule of conduct for us, in regard

to foreign nations, is, in extending our commer-
cial relations, to have with them as little politi-

cal connexion as possible. So far as we have
already formed engagements, let them be ful-

filled with perfect good faith. Here let us stop.
" Europe has a set of primary interests,

which to us have none, or a very remote rela-

tion. Hence she must be engaged in frequent
controversies, the causes of which are essen-
tially foreign to our concerns. Hence, there-
fore, it must be unwise in us to implicate our-

Acting upon such a policy we may
direct our undivided attention to our

own internal affairs, wherein there is

selves by artificial ties in the ordinary vicissi-

tudes of her politics, or the ordinary combina-
tions and collisions of her friendships or en-

mities.

" Our detached and distant situation invites

and enables us to pursue a different course. If

we remain one people, under an efficient govern-

ment, the period is not far off when we may
defy material injury from external annoyance

;

when we may take such an attitude as will

cause the neutrality we may at any time resolve

upon to be scrupulously respected when belli-

gerent nations, under the impossibility of mak-
ing acquisitions upon us, will not lightly hazard

the giving us provocation ; when we may
choose peace or war, as our interests, guided by
justice, shall counsel.

" Why forego the advantages of so peculiar a

situation ? Why quit our own to stand upon
foreign ground? Why, by interweaving our
destiny with that of any part of Europe, entan-

gle our peace and prosperity in the toils of

European ambition, rivalship, interest, humour,
or caprice ?

" 'Tis our true policy to steer clear of perma-
nent alliances with any portion of the foreign

world ; so far, I mean, as we are now at liberty

to do it ; for let me not be understood as capa-

ble of patronizing infidelity to existing engage-

ments. I hold the maxim no less applicable to

public than to private affairs, that ' honesty is

always the best policy.' I repeat it, therefore,

let those engagements be observed in their

genuine sense; but, in my opinion, it is unne-
cessary, and would be unwise to extend them.

" Taking care always to keep ourselves, by
suitable establishments, in a respectable defen-

sive posture, we may safely trust to temporary

alliances for extraordinary emergencies.
" Harmony, liberal intercourse with all na-

tions, are recommended by policy, humanity,

and interest. But even our commercial policy

should hold an equal and impartial hand ; nei-

ther seeking nor granting exclusive favours or

preferences ; consulting the natural order of

things ; diffusing and diversifying, by gentle

means, the streams of commerce, but forcing

nothing ; establishing with power so disposed

in order to give trade a stable course to define

the rights of our merchants, and to enable the

Government to support their convential rules

of intercourse, the best that present circum-

stances and mutual opinion will permit, but

temporary, and liable to be from time to time

abandoned or varied, as experience and circum-

stances shall dictate, constantly keeping in view

that it is folly in one nation to look for disinte-

rested favours from another ; that it must pay,

with a portion of its independence, for whatever

it may accept under that character; that by

such acceptance it may place itself in the con-

dition of having given equivalents for nominal

favours, and yet of being reproached with in-

gratitude for not giving more. There can be

no greater error than to expect or calculate

upon real favours from nation to nation. 'Ti3

an illusion which experience must cure, which

a just pride ought to discard."



yet much to be accomplished for the

welfare of the nation at large.

Before we can hope to establish a

permanent good Government, we must

establish among the People habits of

self-government ; and we must also, in

order that these habits be usefully di-

rected, so instruct the People that they

may desire and know how to attain the

right. A well instructed People, ac-

customed to take care of its own con-

cerns, can alone hope for a permanent

good Government. It is our duty,

then, so to regulate our Institutions,

that the whole People shall be accus-

tomed to take part in the administra-

tion of their social affairs ; and at the

same time so to arrange the system of

National Education, that none shall be

without instruction.

In order, then, to attain these two

important objects, I would direct your

attention in the first place to the grand

business of perfecting our Municipal

Administration. The partial experi-

ment that has already been made upon

that subject should encourage us to go

further ; and we ought strenuously to en-

deavour to bring within the influence of

those institutions the whole population,

whether rural or of the towns. There

would be little difficulty in accomplish-

ing this, provided we have the will. In

all towns wherein the late Municipal

Act has power, we ought to make all

the rated inhabitants burgesses. We
should render the registration a matter

of great simplicity—and should esta-

blish voting by ballot. The remaining

portions of the country might easily be

divided into districts similar to the

Township divisions of the United States

of America, and each district would

be in fact a separate corporation. The

Administrative Officers and the Mads-
trates ought to be elected by the Peo-

ple, and the affairs of each district

should be under their control and

government,

The next subject to which I would

solicit your immediate attention is a

system of National Education. It is

not necessary that I should dwell upon

the importance of this matter, or point

out its utility. Believing that you

really desire the welfare of the nation,

I must also believe that you will not

delay an hour in establishing an

effective,, and liberal, and comprehen-

sive system of instruction.

There is, however, one matter con-

nected intimately with National Educa-

tion to which I must more particularly

advert. The means of education are

not confined to schools—nor is the

chief part of our instruction acquired

while we are children. Men must be

instructed as well as children; and

everything that clogs the circulation of

knowledge, and which increases the

difficulties of acquiring it, ought to be

deemed a national calamity. Thinking

thus, I would direct your attention to

the many incumbrances and taxes

which now lie heavy upon the circula-

tion of knowledge, in the hope that you

will at once relieve the People from

these mischievous burthens.

Some persons there are who dread

as a consequence of this measure, a

large and dangerous diminution of the

Revenue. I do not participate in these

fears. But were they well founded, I

would suggest to your wisdom, that

the last thing a wise legislator would

seek to tax—is knowledge. He would

never endeavour to increase the

Revenue by the propagation of igno-

rance.

Should it, however, so happen, that

a falling off of the Revenue should

follow this salutary repeal of the taxes

upon the circulation of knowledge,

there are means of supplying the de-

ficiency. Among others, I would bring

to your recollection much of the use-

less expenditure that is lavished upon

what is called the maintenance of my



dignity. My dignity, however, de-

pends not upon these factitious aids.

If my duties be well performed, I need

not seek aid to maintain my considera-

tion from the idle pageantry of war,

— from sabres or from bayonets. For

my safety the troops which are con-

sidered of my household are wholly

unnecessary. To my dignity they add
nothing. They are therefore a useless

expense. By immediately reducing

the whole establishment, a great saving

would at once be effected ; and we
could meet, without fear, any possible

loss that might arise from taking off

the burthens upon knowledge.

Furthermore, as belonging to this

matter, I would observe, that every por-

tion of expenditure connected with the

kingly office and the Royal Family is

excessive; and, considering the calls

upon the public money for objects of

vital importance, not merely excessive

but wicked. If it be proper that the

Royal Family should be provided for at

the public expense, all that is needed
is, that they should be provided with a

moderate income ensuring ease and
comfort. But when the Representa-

tives of the People believe that they

can allow no more than 20,000/. per

annum to the business of National Edu-
cation, it surely is an unjust use of the

People's money to give to the sons and

daughters of the King the enormous

incomes which they now receive. I

would, therefore, earnestly intieat of

you to inquire at once into the amount

of this expenditure, and, commencing

with myself, reduce it to what reason

and justice require.

Having thus provided for the due Mu-
nicipal Administration, and the Educa-

tion of the People, the next matter re-

quiring your anxious consideration is,

the constitution of the general Govern-

ment, viz. of the Parliament itself.

Much requires to be done before it can

be truly said that the House of Com-

mons represents the interests and feel-

ings of the People. Before this all-im -

portant end can be attained, there must

be a great enlargement of the Suffrage
;

the Registration must be simplified ;

the Rate-paying clauses of the Reform

Bill must be repealed, and the Vote by

Ballot established. In order, also, to

make the House of Commons an effect-

ive legislative body, its numbers ought

greatly to be diminished. To all these

subjects I earnestly request your imme-

diate and serious consideration.

But while thus anxious to make the

House of Commons really the repre-

sentatives of the nation, we cannot pass

over another legislative body which

cannot pretend to represent any per-

sons but themselves. It must be clear

to you, my Lords, that I refer to your

Lordships' House. That your Lord-

ships have outlived the People's liking

must be evident even to yourselves—
that the constitution of your House is

not in accordance with the rules which

a wise policy suggests, is now generally

believed. It was remarked by a great

authority, " that wise and prudent men

are to consider and see what is profit-

able and fit for the People in general;

for it is very certain that the same

form of Government is not equally

convenient for all nations, nor for the

same nation at all times ; but some-

times one, sometimes another, may be

more proper, according as the industry

and valour of the People may increase

or decay." * Your Lordships would,

therefore, do well to consider in what

way you can best fall in with the public

wishes, and fit your House to be a

useful instrument in the work of Legis-

lation—and if it should appear that

there is now no need for any further

existence of your House, I trust that

you will yield with true dignity and

wisdom to the public command, and

* Mii.to.v's D-f.'nce of the People of England.
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retire wholly from the position you now

hold. You will thus best consult the

public welfare, and your own honour

and reputation.

That our country has reached a high

degree of civilization no one can

doubt ; perhaps, we may truly assert,

that, in the history of mankind, no in-

stance can be found of a nation having

arrived at the point to which we have

attained. And yet all this, notwithstand-

ing, it must be confessed that, at this

moment the administration of justice

among us, is of the most rude and bar-

barous description. In truth we nmst

allow, that from the mode in which the

law is administered, from the diffi-

culties, delays, and expense, with which

it is accompanied, there is in reality

one law for the rich, another law for

the poor. Redress for injuries received

is beyond the reach of the poor man 5

and although there is great security

both for person and property among

us, this great blessing is attributable

not to the law, but to the morality of

the People. This condition of the law

calls for your most careful, earnest,

and immediate consideration. The es-

tablishment of Local Courts ought not

to be delayed beyond the present ses-

sion, neither ought you to defer the

commencement of the great and diffi

cult task of arranging the whole law

into a code. The law should be made

precise, definite, and clear} it should

be arranged so that men may easily

learn what the law is on any subject

;

the forms and business of procedure

should be rendered simple and intelli-

gible, and the redress of grievances

cheap and easy. All these things are

of paramount importance 5 and since

much time must necessarily elapse be-

fore they can be properly accomplished,

not a moment should be lost before we

commence the task.

The matters of which I have hitherto

apoken are of general import. The whole

People are equally concerned in them.

I now must claim your attention to the

situation of a portion of my People,

whose well-being, or suffering, has un-

fortunately become a subject of sepa-

rate consideration—although, indeed,

their happiness or misery must neces-

sarily affect that of the whole nation.

You must have already anticipated that

I am about to speak of unfortunate

Ireland.

It is to be hoped that hereafter no dis-

tinction will be made between Ireland

and the rest of the United Kingdom in

matters of Legislation. The law should

be made general, and common to all

parts of the kingdom, so that no dif-

ference should exist between York or

Dublin, Edinburgh or Cork. This is

what we should seek after, for until we

shall have thus fused the whole People

into one mass, we shall not have esta-

blished permanent securities for good

Government. The mode of accom-

plishing this desired object, is at once

to commence the assimilation of the

laws of the two nations, by granting to

Ireland every reform, and every privi-

lege enjoyed by the People of England.

In one thing, however, a distinction

must be drawn between the two People

The Tithes of Ireland are gone for

ever. I regret this, because the benefit

will not go to the People generally, but

only to a portion of them 3 still we

must bear with the loss, and at once

pass a law abolishing Tithe in Ireland.

A Tithe composition in that country is

now utterly impossible. We ought,

therefore, no longer to attempt any

collection of Tithe in any shape, but

at once and completely give up the

whole.

I must warn you against one danger.

It has been proposed to mix up Tithe

with Rent, and to throw the burthen

of collecting the Tithe on the landlord.

If this be done, Rent itself would be

endangered. The People will not be
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able to draw the requisite distinction tinction, whether of farour or disgrace,

between the one and the other, and, as must be made between them and the

the same person will collect both, the other members of the community—but

ill-feeling which now attaches only to nothing that is needed for the civil

one property, will shortly attach to welfare of the People should be clogged

both. Thus, while we are striving to with religious ceremonies, which may

save the Tithe, we shall lose both Tithe serve to render the civil duties odious

and Rent. to tender consciences. Thus the Dis-

Among the first of your proceedings senters, as well as all other persons,

during this Session, I hope, therefore, should be compelled to register the

to find a liberal Municipal Reform for births, deaths, and marriages, that

Ireland, as well as England, and an take place among them. But the re-

act providing for the complete abolition gistration should be purely a civil cere-

of Tithe. mony. The State desires to be made

In England, the subject of Tithe is acquainted with certain facts. All that

not surrounded by the same difficulties, is needed is, that security should be

and I hope, therefore, that measures taken to insure accuracy, and then the

will be taken by you to secure that pro- duty of the State and the citizen, as

perty to the nation at large, and that respects that matter, has been per-

some means will be adopted by which formed. If the parties wish to super-

it may be applied to purposes of general add religious ceremonies, they are at

utility. The time is fast approaching liberty to do so, according to their

when the voluntary system in religion liking. The State has nothing to do

must be adopted — when the State with the matter. To all these several

Church as an engine of political power subjects I invite your immediate at-

must be given up—when each sect will tention.

provide for its own religious teaching

—

One of the most serious evils arising

and when, consequently, the State will out of our present system of Govern-

not be called upon to pay any religious ment is the maladministration of the

teachers. The Tithe may then be ap- whole of our Colonial possessions. The

plied to purposes of general education, extent and distance of our colonies

and as national property conduce to the necessarily render it impossible for

national good. any persons in this country to under-

I also hope that immediate measures stand their various interests, or to

will be taken to relieve such portion of watch over and properly superintend

the People as dissent from the doctrines their concerns. Unfortunately as my

of the Church of England from those Colonial Ministers have not been very

vexatious burthens under which they willing to acknowledge themselves ig-

labour. When, indeed, the voluntary norant, they have but too often acted

system has been established, all privi- with haste, and done immense evil to

leges and favours to peculiar sects those who had the misfortune to be

rnust disappear ; the first step towards under their dominion. It would, how-

this good end will be to do away with ever, appear not impossible so to frame

the harassing distinctions of which the a Colonial system, that while the whole

Dissenting congregations complain. All local administration was confided to

duties, however, the performance of persons interested therein— viz., the

which is required for the public safety Colonists—a sort of federal connexion

and general welfare, the Dissenters and supervision might be maintained

must be compelled to perform—no dis- by the mother country. The evils



connected with the Colonial Govern-

ment are now becoming of so large

and dangerous an amount, that an im-

mediate reform in the whole system is

imperatively called for. I hope there-

fore that you will at once inquire into

the disease, and endeavour to discover

some effective remedy.

Gentlemen of the House of Commons,

The accounts of the ensuing year

shall be laid before you without

delay. I cannot, however, say, that

they have been framed with that at-

tention to economy, that the state of

the finances demands. As regards

myself, I willingly say, that I shall

cheerfully co-operate with you in all

possible economical reforms. To per-

form with efficiency the great duties of

my station is my chief desire ; and my
chief reward is the love and honour of

my People. I cannot hope to obtain

this love if I riot in extravagance or

permit others to do so. Neither in my
own heart can I say that I have per-

formed my duty, if I allow one penny

unnecessarily to be taken from the

hard earnings of my industrious Peo-

ple. My office exists but for their ser-

vice ; and I for one will not see that

office lowered in the estimation of good

men, by having its very name con-

nected with dissipation and profusion.

Little is needed to satisfy the desires of

a wise man, however, high his station,

and that little my People will cheerfully

afford. Everything beyond this is

spoliation— it injures the public morals,

and disgraces my station and myself.

I hope, therefore, out of regard to me
personally, ycu will, with unsparing

hand, cut down the extravagant expen-

diture of this country, commencing

with the highest, and ending only with

the lowest office in the Government.

It is time, also, that something was

done for the reduction of the National

Debt. While prosperous as we now
are, this debt is little thought of, and

the interest on it is cheerfully paid.

If, however, there should come a time

of distress, the same alacrity will not

be manifested, and cruelty combined

with injustice will suggest dishonest

means of ridding ourselves of the

burthen. By economy we might yearly

pay off some part of it. If the expen-

diture of the country were reduced as

it might be, by five millions, and the

present taxation continued, five millions

annually might be applied to the re-

duction of the debt. Every year would

increase our paying resources and dimi-

nish the load. If, added to this sum,

we were to collect together all property

belonging to the nation, not actually

needed for the public service, this

might also be applied to the same pur-

pose For example, the Crown Lands,

as they are called, could in no way be

so well applied. If the debt were owed

by a private person instead of by the

State, it would be deemed dishonest

not to apply all his property to the

payment of his creditors. There is no

difference in the moral rules for the

State, or for an individual in this case.

Therefore if we wish not to be held dis-

honest debtors, we shall at once endea-

vour to apply all our means to the re-

duction of this enormous burthen. We
have nothing now to do with the mode

in which it was contracted. The great

body of the creditors have brought the

debt on the faith of the national ho-

nour, and the poor, the orphan, and

the widow, are chiefly our creditors.

They must be paid in full, if we hope

to retain the good word of mankind,

and the sooner they are paid the better

;

the whole of our establishments, mili-

tary, naval, and civil, are all on a scale

of most unbounded extravagance. It

is your duty to check and reduce this

evil. Be assured that whatever you

may do in the way of reduction shall

receive my most hearty sanction.

Now,
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My Lords and Gentlemen,

! think that enough business for one

Session has been suggested to you. I

have only to hope that you will apply

yourselves to it with zeal, industry, and

care : that you will lay aside all mere

party and personal considerations, and

labour only for the public good. Much
of your time has hitherto been spent

in unprofitable wrangling, in personal

and interested contentions. I sincerely

hope that a new spirit will prevail

among you, and that at last, in obedi-

ence to the public opinion, you will be

honest, industrious, zealous, and intel-

ligent. You will thus best consult

your own honour, and provide for the

happiness of the People, whom you are

said to represent.

J. A. Roebuck.

COLONIES.
The forthcoming number of the West-

minster Review will furnish the public

with a very complete view of our Colo-

nial expenditure. As the facts it exhi-

bits are extremely important, I have

made a selection of such of them as will

" Of the total just stated, the greater

portion is avowedly Militavy expendi-

ture ; and this is made to amount to

a sum bordering upon two millions

(1,920,287/.). The particulars are

given in considerable detail, under no
less than sixteen heads. Notwithstand

serve to give a general view of the sub- ing tm * parade of accuracy, however,

several most material items are omitted.ject.

In the article in question, no less

than forty-three Colonies and Maritime

and Military Stations are enumerated

and described. Their united population

approximates very closely to 4,000,000.

Of this number about 2,000,000 are of

British Origin, 950,000 are of the Afri-

can race, 950,000 of the East Indian

race, and the remainder is made up of

various other origins.

The Revenue raised within the several

Colonies is estimated at 2,265,000/. It

does not meet half the Colonial expen-

diture. Their whole expenditure is es-

timated at 4,630,000/., which leaves, to

be furnished by this country, a balance

of 2,365,000/.

The expenditure on the Colonies, as

acknowledged by the Parliamentary

statements, has been shown to be

2,365,000/. But those returns are most
imperfect, and therefore calculated to

lead the public to believe the loss from

Thus the Military expenses of the Co-
lonies are not charged with a share of

the General Staff in England. The
charge of the Recruiting Establishment,

far more expensive for the troops serv-

ing in the Colonies than for any other

part of the army, is wholly omitted ;

and a still more material part of the

Colonial Military charges is forgotten,

the half-pay or military dead weight.

In 1833 the total charge of the effective

Army and Ordnance was 5,420,601/.

From the Official Return then, near

two- fifths of the whole effective Military

charge was incurred upon account of

the Colonies. The half-pay ought to

be in the same proportion. This, for

Army and Ordnance, in the same year,

was 3,141,568/. ; therefore the propor-

tion of this for the Army serving in the

Colonies, ought to be above one million

one hundred thousand (1,112,925/.)."

This, added to the preceding

2,365,000/., increases the charge to

3,478,000/. The foregoing extract re-

lates to military expenditure. The

subjoined furnishes the necessary cor-
our vicious Colonial system to be very

rections for the naval departments :-
much smaller than it is in fact. The „ „,, , , I .

fn1lniB ;n ff
• -

t jt > ,
"The naval charges incurred byfoltowmg i. an extract ,n point from the Great Britam ou acco

S
unt of the Colo-

estmm'ttr :— n jeS) amountl as they are given in the



Return, to about fifty thousand pounds
per annum. This constitutes by far

the most imperfect part of the Re-
turns ; and indeed it must be admitted,

that it would not be very easy to ap-

portion to the Colonies, with any de-

gree of correctness, the share of the

general naval expenditure with which
they ought to be charged. The real

expenditure is in all probability nearly

in the same proportion as the military

;

and, should this be the case, instead of

fifty thousand pounds, which includes

nothing but the dock-yards at a few
stations, we must place to the account
of the Colonies near two-fifths of our

whole naval expenditure, that is to say,

two-fifths of an expenditure which, in

1833, amounted to 4,878,634/., or near

two millions (1,951,454/.). But, that

there may be as little risk as pos-

sible of exaggeration in such a case, let

the estimated charge be taken at no
more than one million and a half, ex-

clusive of the fifty thousand pounds
stated in the Returns." The above
amount, added to the preceding,

makes 5,432,000/. annually.

The following extract will show the

reader the excessive laxity of our Re-

formed Parliament in agreeing to

grants of money demanded by the

Minister :

—

" The Returns for sixteen Colo*

nies, and for a population exceeding

six hundred thousand, with a computed
revenue approaching to half a million

(471,156/.), are altogether wanting.

In other words, the Minister comes to

Parliament yearly for grants of money
exceeding two millions three hundred
thousand pounds, without knowing,

within some half million sterling, what
local resources he has to rely upon

;

and in fact, without being aware, to

that extent, of what is expended or not

expended by the Governments under

his control. ' The Colonial Office ex^

penses, though properly chargeable to

Colonial expenses, and amounting to

30,000/. per annum, are altogether

omitted.

In addition to this grievous expense,

the country sustains an enormous an-

nual loss arising out of Colonial mono-

polies. The loss by the Timber mono-

poly granted to the North American

Colonies, at the most moderate corapu*

tation, is, annually, 1,300,000/. - The

Sugar monopoly to the West Indians

occasions a loss of 1,500,000/. more';

or, together, 2,800,000/. To this must

be added the interest on 20,000,000/.

raised to pay the West Indians for a

nominal emancipation of the slaves.

That interest amounts to 800,000/.,

which, added to the above 2,800,000/;,

makes 3,600,000/.

The following recapitulation is given

in the Westminster s article :

—

Civil, Military, and Naval

Expenditure, by Great

Britain, according to Par-

liamentary Return . . £2,364,309

Additions to ditto, as above

explained . . . 2,642,925

Estimated cost to the nation

of Colonial monopolies . 2,718,976

Interest, for ever, of money
paid as compensation

to the Colonial Slave-

owners, for working in a

cheaper and better way
than before ; the work
done being done at a loss

to the British people, and

forcibly taken from them

by means of a monopoly

besides . . *. 800,000

Expenditure from Colonial

Taxes . . . 2,266,270

Total Expenditure . . 10,792,480

As England does not pay the item

entitled " Expenditure from Colonial

Taxes," to show the annual cost of the

Colonies to England, it must be de-

ducted. Deducting, then, 2,266,270./.

from 10,792,480/., we have no less than

8,526,210/. as the approximate annual

cost of Colonies to England.

The plea for all this expense is, that

the nation is amply repaid by the mo-

nopoly of her Colonial trade. The

following will show how delusive is this

supposition :—By Parliamentary docu-

ments for 1833, whence most of the

foregoing facts are derived, it appears

that these Colonies took of ouv manu-
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factures to the value of 6,597, 196 J.,

which amount is less by nearly two

millions than our Colonial expenditure

lor the same year. The way duly to

estimate the loss from the monopoly we

enjoy, is to assume the rate of profit

usually derived from Trade, and com-

pare it with the expenditure on the

Colonies. The West India merchant

is satisfied if his capital yield 12| per

cent., or one-eighth, annually. This is

notorious. To prevent cavilling, how-

ever, I will double that rate, and sup-

pose the whole Colonial trade to be

equally profitable. The value of our

shipments to the Colonies has just been

stated at 6,597,000/., 25 percent, on, or

the fourth of which is 1,649,000/. To

secure the sole right, then, to such a

paltry amount of profit, this great

commercial nation annually expends

8,526,000/., or more than Jive times the

amount. If our merchants, for whose

benefit this enormous national sacrifice

is annually made, were forced to sus-

tain the Colonial expenditure for a few

years out of their own pockets, we

should soon lose sight of the merchant

princes, and their great Colonial in-

terests, about which they are so ever

ready to prate.

It must not be supposed that what

we lose is gained by the Colonies.

That does not necessarily follow. If it

did it would be some slight deduction

from the evils of such a system. Not

only does it not necessarily follow, but

to a great extent it could be shown not

to be the case. The space, however,

cannot be spared in which to make the

necessary explanations. The Colonics

are universally and justly dissatisfied.

They cry aloud against the limitation

of their trade, and, comparing their

condition with that of free states, prove

the evils of the monopoly system. The

Council to which they are subjected is

ignorant, and ignorant by necessity.

Since the time of Lord Rifon there

have been four Colonial Ministers

Their average tenure of office does not

exceed eight months, and there are

forty-three Colonies under Ministerial

control. Thus, then, the average time

which could be devoted to the study of

each Colony is about six days. From
this time, limited as it is, a large portion

must be deducted for the performance

of the routine business of the office ;

yet will a Colonial Minister, within a

week after he is in office, send dis-

patches to fifteen or twenty Colonies on

important subjects, and he will speak

on Colonial affairs with far greater con-

fidence than any man would do who

had devoted a life to the acquirement

of his knowledge. The Reviewer pro-

ceed to offer some consideration ou

remedies. He states that " the fol-

lowing retrenchments might, not rashly

or immediately, but in due time, be

effected in our Colonial expenditure:—

Retrenchments from civil and
military expenditure, for

the Sugar Colonies . . £871,985
Ditto, for North-American

Colonies . . . . 425,562
Ditto, for the Australian Colo-

nies 289,319
Ditto, for Ceylon . . . 113,340
Ditto, for the Cape of Good
Hope . . . . . 97,222

Ditto, for the settlements in

Tropical Africa . . . 19,697
Ditto, for military and naval

stations .

*

. . . 205,266

Total £2,022,391

If to the total sum here stated be

added the saving which would accrue

from the abolition of the Colonial mo-
nopolies, namely 2,718,976/., the total

benefit which would ultimately accrue

to the nation from acting on the prin-

ciples explained in the course of this

article, may be estimated at upwards

of four millions seven hundred thousand

per annum (4,741,367/.) ; a«d this too

without any reference to the share

which the Colonies ought to bear of the
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general metropolitan establishments, or

of the naval and military dead weights*

The following remarks ontfie malign

influence of Colonies on our liberties I

believe to be correct. That belief has

ever led me to feel that the loss of the

United States was one of the greatest

blessings which could have fallen to our

lot. Had ministerial influence existed

there to this day, melancholy indeed

would have been our prospect of Reform

at this hour.

" After what has been stated through-

out this article,—and probably it has

been stated to the public for the first

time so circumstantially,—the reader

will be satisfied of the vast and over-

whelming abuses which exist in our

Colonial administration, and the pro-

digious pecuniary loss to which the

public, foolishly fancying itself all the

while a gainer, is yearly subjected

through the mismanagement ot the

Colonies. But there is still another

evil arising out of the Colonial adminis-

tration, which merits observation. And

this is, the malign influence of the

Colonies upon our liberties and domestic

government, through the patronage and

power which they throw into the hands

of the Executive. Nearly two-fifths of

our military expenditure, as has been

already shown, is caused by the Colo-

nies ; and so much do the Horse-Guards

look upon the Colonies as their own,

that for years back, they have been in

the habit of naming almost every Go-

vernor and Lieutenant-Governor for

near forty Colonies,—a patronage, for

the vesting of which in the Horse

Guards, there does not appear a whit

more reason, than for vesting it with

the Twelve Judges, the Bench ot

Bishops, or the Victualling Office. The

Colonial Secretary possesses a vast

patronage ; he has, nominally at least

the naming of every Governor and

Lieutenant Governor, of every Com-

mander-in-Chief, of all the Judges and

Law Officers, of the Colonial Secre-

taries, and of the whole Ecclesiastical

establishment (which now includes

* The Colonies are not very likely to consent

to bear any share in these expenses. They

want no troops among them, and it lett to

themselves would not recognize the necessity

of the services whieh generate these expenses.

four Bishops), together with Collectors

(sometimes drawing enormous salaries

in England and performing their duties

by deputy), Post-masters, Stipendiary

Magistrates, Master-Attendants, &c.

&c.° These, however, are only the

great or considerable prizes ; and the

Colonial Office not unfrequently con-

descends to appoint such functionaries

as Vendue-masters, School-masters,

Land-surveyors, and Custom-House

officers. Of the Civil Expenditure of

upwards of four hundred and thirty

thousand pounds, made as Parlia
;

mentary grants, above three hundred

thousand consists of the pay and allow-

ances of Civil Establishments, the

offices of which are in the gift of the

Colonial Secretary. The patronage of

this officer is of course placed under

some restraint in Colonies having Re

presentative Legislatures; but in the

conquered Colonies, subject to^ the

Legislation of the Crown, he has it all

his
&
own way, either by naming to office

directly from England, or indirectly, in

the Colonies, through his Representa-

tive the Governor. Now, of these Crown

Colonies there are about twenty; of

which the gross yearly revenue at the

disposal of the Minister exceeds a mil-

lion and a half sterling (1,547,300*.).

As an example, the revenue of Ceylon

is put down at above four hundred

and seventy-five thousand pounds

(475,563/.). Here, the Colonial Secre-

tary names the Governor, all the Mem-

bers of the Council, the three Judges, all

the Law Officers, all the Clergy, and

the entire Civil establishment.

The evil influence of the Colonies is,

however, by no means confined to the

patronage which a wasteful and useless

expenditure places in the hands of the

Executive. The possessors of the

Colonial monopolies, are, as might be

expected, the steady opponents of all

Reform. The interests of this class m
bad government, are represented by the

extent of the Monopoly-tax which they

are the instruments of levying upon the

People; and which in this article has

been very moderately estimated at

above two millions seven hundred thou-

sand per annum. It can hardly be ne-

cessary to remind the reader, that the

parties here referred to, are the West

India quondam slave-holders, and the

troublesome and noisy Shipping interest.
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These are to be seen, through their

agents or their committees, brow-beating
and intimidating all ministries disposed
to liberality, and through their Repre-
sentatives in both Houses of Parliament
aided by the Representatives of the
Corn monopolists, voting and declaim-
ing against every popular measure.
Adam Smith, writing seventy years
ago,—and what he then stated is equally
true now, and has been ever since,

observed, that t under the present
system of management, Great Britain
derives nothing but loss from the
dominion which she assumes over her
Colonies/ The peace establishment of
the Colonies in his time amounted to
the pay of twenty regiments of foot,
with artillery, stores, and a ' consider-
able naval force.' But this, he says,
' was the smallest part of what the
dominion of the Colonies cost the
mother country/ He debits them
with nearly the whole expense of the
Spanish war of ]739, and with the
90,000,000/. which the Seven Years'
war, exclusively a colonial quarrel, cost
the nation. In our times the peace
charges, without any increase in the
number of our Colonies, have, in every
department, been at least doubled,
while the share of war expenses of the
American and French contests, incurred
through them, has been most exorbi-
tant. ' Great Britain,' says Smith,
4
is perhaps since the world began, the

only state which, as it has extended
its empire, has only iucreased its

expense, without once augmenting its

resources.' Has this resulted from
generosity or magnanimity? By no
means, but from sheer incapacity. The
Colonies, when founded, had nothing

to pay ; and when they became rich,

and had popular governments, they de-

clined, although much urged thereto by
tongue, fire, and bayonet, only the

more. Whenever there has been any-
thing to be had, and an unresisting

population, as in the cases of Hindostan,

Ceylon, and Malta,— Great Britain,

like Spain and Austria, although a

more enlightened tax-gatherer, has ex-

acted to the uttermost farthing, though
from extravagance, corruption, or mal-

versation, the tribute has never reached
the public treasury.

Such is a naked but true representa-

tion of those Colonial Establishments
which the vulgar, in understanding not
less than in station, have long fancied

to contribute so materially to the com-
mercial wealth and naval strength of
England. It is quite obvious, that in-

stead of doing either the one or the

other, they are among the heaviest

burthens which press upon our indus-
try, and among the chief obstacles that

obstruct the improvement of our insti-

tutions. We are a people who band
ourselves together, to seek general

poverty and not wealth ; or, at all events,

who make over our government to the

hands of those who have private inte-

rests in effecting the same result. Let
a Committee be by all means appointed,

on the very first day of the ensuing
Session, to inquire into our Colonial

Expenditure and management. Let
every Member of it, as soon as he is

named, peruse the present article with

the Official Papers before him, and en-

deavour either to refute its allegations,

or, failing so to do, to act honestly and
steadily up to its suggestions."

H. S. Chapman.

THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
If you desire to see the People ill-treated vants employed in them. Some days

go to some National Establishment. since, however, wishing to see how
For my own part, I generally keep the buildings at the British Museum
away from all places said to belong to were going on, I went there. The place,

trie. nation, because I am certain to be as usual, was crowded. : Every room
disgusted by the insolence of the ser- was full of eager spectators, and thejob
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of the British Museum was almost sanc-

tioned in my mind by the pleasure

which I saw around me. On coming

out, I met a mechanic and his wife

;

they were both dressed in their holiday

clothes, and were evidently enjoying a

holiday. The wife held in her arms a

baby carefully wrapped up, and fast

asleep. No sooner had she passed the

threshold of the Museum than out

jumps Cerberus from his box, and shout-

ing after the woman, roared out, " You

can't go in with that there baby." The

poor mother was somewhat startled by

this announcement, and cast an anxious

look towards her husband to inquire

what was to be done. On this, I stepped

up to the man, who looked very fierce,

and asked whether those were his or-

ders. " Yes," he said ;
" no children

n arms were allowed to be taken into

the Museum." The mother hereupon

said, " Sir, my baby is very quiet, and

will interrupt nobody." " You can't go

in" was the only answer. The woman
and her husband, with disappointment

in their countenances, turned round and

left the Peoples Museum, being refused

admittance because the mother was too

poor to pay a nurse.

What harm a child in arms could do

in the Museum is more than I can dis-

cover. The effect of such a rule it is

not difficult, however, to ascertain. The

wife of a mechanic, whose child is yet

in arms, must, like other mothers, have

her day of holiday ; but, unlike the wife

of the rich man, she cannot, for a price,

delegate another to perform the mother's

duties. She is obliged to carry her

child out with her. But by this sapient

rule of the Museum-lords all women
in such condition are excluded from the

pleasure of looking at the works of art,

&c, collected together at the national

expense. They may go into a gin-shop,

but the State cannot allow a mother,

holding her child in her arms, to come

into any building built with the People's

money.

Does anybody believe that this me-

chanic was not deeply wounded by this

arrangement? Do our rulers fancy that

such things, such insults, do not sink

deep into the minds of the poor ? And
can they wonder, when such things

daily happen, that the People hate the

rich ? Everywhere we see this spirit

of exclusion manifested by our rulers

;

and throughout the land, consequently,

th*poor hate and envy them. Immo-
rality in every shape is fostered by

such distinctions, and it would seem

that the rich actually laboured to obli-

terate kindly feelings from the breasts

of the People by their folly and their

insolence.

J. A. Roebuck.

STATE OF THE NEWSPAPER STAMP QUESTION.

It may, I think, be asserted with con-

fidence, that the crisis of the Stamp

question will not be delayed long after

the opening of Parliament. On no

other question, at the present moment,

is the t( pressure from without" ope-

rating with such intensity, and if only

half-a-dozen of the leading Radical

Members finally embrace Mr Roe-

buck's proposition, the Ministry will

be compelled, however reluctantly, to

yield.

Some persons appear to be alarmed

at the idea of any proposal which has the

slightest appearance of driving Minis-

ters to an extremity. What is the evil
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apprehended ? Resignation ! Does any

man in his senses imagine that the

place-loving Whigs would resign, rather

than that the People should acquire

Knowledge ? I cannot believe it. The

tax will be given up ; and thus the price

paid by the Whigs for retention

of office will, at least, be a boon to the

People.

Last Session, Lord John Russell

characterised the support which he

and his colleagues received from the

Radicals as unbought and disinterested.

This was an involuntary burst of sin-

cerity ; but it was strictly true. At the

same time it should be observed that,

considering the Radicals as emphatically

the Representatives and trustees of the

People, the remark conveyed a species

of hidden censure, as it implied that the

People had not been gainers by that

support beyond the equivocal ad-

vantage which the Whigs assure

us the People derive from their Ad-

ministration. It is certainly time for

the Radicals to exact some condign,

and surely no one will say they are

unreasonable or exorbitant in choosing

as that condition the abolition of per-

haps the most injurious, and, at this

time, certainly the most odious

of the taxes ever imposed in this

country.

If argument were wanting to prove

the utter impossibility of enforcing

the laws against the Press, the oc-

currences of the last six weeks

might furnish them in abundance.

On the 10th of December the war

was renewed against the^ Unstamped

Press by the publication of Mr Press-

ley's letter. We were told that it was

to be a war of extermination ; that the

Stamp Office " had determined to act

with vigour ;" and that the Unstamped

would certainly be put down. What
has been the result ? A few copies of

the Unstamped have been seized;* a

few lawful papers have been illegally

taken, whereby the Stamp Office peo-

ple have damaged themselves and their

masters most wofully, and a few of the

more timid venders have been fright-

ened out of the market to make room

for others that are bolder. Now for

the per contra side of the account. The

"vigorous measures" of the Stamp

Office people have created a strong

feeling on the part of the In-

dustrious Classes in favour of the

oppressed. This is quite charac-

teristic. They never abandon their

friends, which is a vice of their

" betters." To them it is unknown.

The consequence is that, in the long

run, the Unstamped will be the better

for the persecution. The People have

expressed their determination to buy the

Unstamped, and where there are buyers

sellers will not be wanting. Those

who have read the proceedings of the

several meetings that have taken place

will acknowledge the force of what I

have stated.

But this is not all. A^new " broad

sheet" has been sent forth to the world,

even in the teeth of the "vigorous mea-

sures " of the Stamp Office. I allude

to the New Weekly True Sun,f edited

by Mr John Bell. Bating some doc-

trines concerning free trade, which I

conceive are not in unison with the

spirit of the times, the Paper is a sound,

useful, and well-conducted Paper, quite

capable in " a fair field and no favour,"

such as I hope to see shortly esta-

blished, of sustaining a competition

* The seizures did not, in any week, amount

to One per Cent of the number published.

f I regret that independent, unborrowed

names have not been adopted by the conductors

of the Unstamped Papers. It would obviate

an objection which has occasionally been made,

and would add much to their character.
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with most of its contemporaries. The

establishment of this Paper at this mo-

ment is no proof that the " vigorous

measures •' of the Stamp Office have

been successful.

In the country the proceedings of

the Stamp Office agents have not been

more successful. They have sent a few

persons to gaol, but they have not

thereby destroyed their trade. It is the

practice of the People to reward the

victims of the Stamp Laws by rendering

their trade prosperous. In Leeds, the

proceedings against the venders appear

to have been conducted with more
" vigour " than elsewhere; but even

there the circulation of the Unstamped

is by no means extinguished. The

effect produced is merely personal suf-

fering, and not prevention of the offence.

This gives to the proceedings the idea

of being undertaken for vengeance'

sake, and the result is, the excitement

of popular indignation in the largest

degree. The Leeds Times, a short time

since, contained a sample of this feeling,

which the Committee for procuring the

abolition of the Newspaper Stamp have

reprinted for distribution. It would

have been inserted here, but that

space cannot be spared for the purpose.

The creatures of the Stamp Office have

certainly not gotten much by their pro-

ceedings at Leeds.

In Manchester all their attempts have

been defeated through an informality,

so that the Unstamped Papers still hold

their ground without the personal sacri-

fice which the venders at Leeds have

been called upon to make.

The obvious conclusion from all this

is, that the Unstamped Press is indo-

mitable—that the laws respecting Poli-

tical Publications can no longer be en-

forced ; and that, consequently, a wise

Minister would come forward to repeal

the whole of these laws with a good

grace, instead of being forced to do so

with ill-concealed reluctance.

There has been some talk of retaining

Id. or |d. This will never do. It has

been shown repeatedly, that the smaller

sum would be an effectual bar to the

diffusion of knowledge among the Peo-

ple. " But it is not intended as a tax ;

it is for the purpose of a postage that it

is proposed to be levied." Well, then,

let there be a postage, and there would

be no injustice entailed upon the buyers

of local Papers.

Mr Hume has a plan for the trans-

mission of papers which is unobjection-

able. It is, that the Stamp Office do

issue to those who choose to purchase

them, stamped slips of paper, at a half-

penny, to serve as franks for any

printed sheet of paper. It is quite

clear that the Post Office could not

easily take a halfpenny postage from

those who were desirous of paying be-

fore transmission, and this stamped

cover would obviate the difficulty.

Papers sent without the cover might be

charged with one halfpenny postage on

delivery. There should not, however, be

any compulsion ; papers should be per-

mitted to go by coach or other private

conveyance at the option of the sender.

H. S. Chapman.
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THE RADICALS AND THE MINISTERS.
Some short time since, I suggested a In the first place, let us distinctly

plan for bringing the Ministers to terms understand the exact position of affairs,

with the Radicals. The supporters of and more particularly the position of

the Ministry were naturally exceedingly the Radical Members of the House of

alarmed, and exceedingly angry—and Commons. I will then state fully the

some well-meaning Radicals were scan- exact steps intended to be taken, and

dalized. I have, nevertheless, found lastly 1 will attempt, according to my

that my plan is popular, and what is ability, to detail the reasons which, to

more to the purpose a sufficient number my understanding, fully justify us in

of Members of Parliament, to work out our intended course of proceeding,

the scheme, have approved of my design. There are three parties in the nation,

This last circumstance will fairly bring and in the House of Commons. The

the matter to issue—and as the course Tories, the Whigs, and the the

of conduct proposed will certainly be Radicals.

pursued, and pursued too with much The Whigs are at present in power,

success, it now behoves us to lay a full but could not retain office one single

justification of the proceeding before day, were they not supported by the

the nation at large. Radical party.

From the Steam Press »>f C. & W. Heynei.t, 14, 15, & 16 Little Pulteney street, Haymarfeet.
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Now, the quarrel of the Radicals down to. Thus are the enemies of the

with the Whigs is not that they, the Administration treated. On the other

Whigs, differ in principle from the hand, our complaints, our requests, are

Radicals. We, the Radicals, are pre- met with scorn, with undisguised con-

pared for this difference, we knew of tempt ; and when we seek for some

it when we consented to support the slight deviation from ministerial inten-

Whigs, and are willing fully to ac- tions in favour of yet more popular

knowledge the distinction between the courses, it is impossible to distinguish

two parties, aud are not at all inclined whose laugh of contempt and scorn,

to complain of it. and defiance, and refusal, is loudestand

The reason of our complaining, how- bitterest, that of the Tories, whom we

ever, is as follows :

—

keep out of, or that of the Whigs whom
The Whigs being in power, naturally We keep in office,

and properly attempt to carry into ex- If the Ministers held steadily to the

ecution the principles they profess. course which their own avowed prin-

They bring in measures expressly ciples require, we should have no just

founded on their declared opinions. cause to complain after the present

While so doing, they receive hearty fashion. We might then indeed say,

support from the Radicals, and meet fl^t we should be better pleased to see

with furious, and almost savage opposi- more Liberal Ministers, but we could

tion from the Tories. not blame them for not yielding to om-

it so happens, however, that although solicitations. But now we have full

the Whigs bring in measures in accord- right to complain. They do change

ance with their acknowledged princi- their plans upon solicitation ; they do

pies, they constantly deviate from their yield Up their own opinions ; and our

proposed intentions. As might have fair charge against them is, that they

been expected, the two parties on yield to their foes always, that they

either side of the Whigs endeavour to never budge one jot for their friends,

obtain concessions to their own views They are firm only against those by
and wishes; and the Whigs, good easy whose breath they are Ministers ; they

men, yield to solicitation. But now yield and cower to those who are hourly

comes the very pertinent question to seeking to thrust them out of office.

whom do they yield ? Is it to their fn SUch circumstances it is not won-
steady friends, or to their furious derful that we should ask ourselves why
enemies ; do they, in short, make Tory it is that this distinction is made ; why
or Radical concessions ? Mark well the we are ever denied ; why the Tories are

answer. Every concession made by the constantly favoured with concession ?

Whigs to different principles, to prin- The reason for this proceeding is ob-

ciples differing from their own, has been vious (there is another still more so,

in favour of their furious antagonists, and still more powerful, but this I pass

and not in one single instance to their over for the present) ; the Whigs be-

fast and ever ready friends. This it lieve that they have nothing to fear

is that makes us complain. We find from the Radicals. They fancy that

our enemies, and the enemies of the the terror of the Tories is so excessive,

People, ever considered by the Whigs ; that nothing will drive the Radicals to

their complaints are listened to with hazard the return to power of these old

patience, aye, and with complacency ; enemies of the People. They also be-

their reasons are carefully considered, lieve that the Radicals are exceedingly

and their authority actually bowed conscientious, They know they will

•



not vote against their principles for any

purpose, and that, by consequence, they

need fear nothing from the Tories. All

this is plain enough. Every one knows

that this is the daily Whig talk, and the

daily subject of Whig sneers and gibes.

Theylaugh with scorn at the virtue which

they thus make the tool of their own
party purposes ; and exhibit unbounded

contempt for the men who thus, by the

very steadfastness of their good princi-

ples, are made the efficient, though un-

willing instruments for advancing per-

nicious doctrines.

In this case it is matter of legitimate

inquiry, whether some means cannot be

honestly devised for rescuing ourselves

from an unworthy thraldom, and giving

to what we conceive just principles of

government their due supremacy and

control.

It so happens, that a dozen men may
turn the scale of parties. A dozen men
on the Liberal side could turn out the

Whigs to-morrow. The plan, then,

under these circumstances, which I

propose to adopt, in order to bring the

Whigs to a due sense of their present

condition, to force them to make some

concessions to their long-tried friends,

in place of their rabid enemies, is, for

a small number of determined Radicals

to act in the following manner :

—

First, I propose to go to the Whig
Ministers, and plainly state to them the

actual condition of affairs, and our own
very serious causes of complaint—and

then to require of them the two follow-

ing concessions to the Radicals.

1. That they immediately take off

the Stamp Duties on Newspapers.

2. And that they leave the Ballot an

open question.

If the Whigs consent to make these

popular concessions, we continue our

support. If they refuse, then I pro-

pose to inform the Ministers that we
shall at once proceed to the House of

Commons, and publicly declare that,

if the Tories should move a resolution

expressing that the House had no

confidence in the present Ministers, we

should be absent when the division took

place.

It is more than probable that the To-

ries will, in the House of Lords, move

and easily carry a resolution to the

same effect at the very commencement

of the Session. This the Ministers

will be obliged to meet by a vote of

confidence in the Commons. Here

again they are in our power. If we
be absent they will not gain this vote

of confidence, and their Ministry is

at end.

As my plan was originally stated, I

suggested that the question of the Irish

Church would be a good one on which

to act in this manner. Manv well-

meaning persons thereupon became,

very unnecessarily, much alarmed,

and exclaimed that this was not an

honest mode of proceeding. This be-

lief arose, I suspect, from their not

knowing the history of this Bill, or the

exact contents of it.

The Irish Church Bill was of benefit

because it contained one good clause.

This clause asserted the principle, that

the surplus property of the Church

was national property, and applicable

to national purposes. All the other pro*

visions of the Bill were mischievous, for

by them tithe and rent were con-

founded : the landlords were made the

collectors of tithe, and thus rent as

well as tithe was endangered.

The good principle we have enunci-

ated and supported again and again.

We could easily support it once more

—but by deserting the Ministers on

the Bill, we put their existence as a

Ministry into danger. I selected this

measure for that reason; but, as it

alarms some persons, and we might be

liable to misrepresentation, another

course has been chosen. If the Mi-

nisters will not grant us what we ask



we may fairly and correctly say, that

we have not confidence in them, and

may properly refuse to oppose a mea-

sure which shall express disapprobation

of their proceedings. If the Ministers

desire to gain our confidence, if they

wish that we should give them a ma-
jority against the Tories, let them do
something which shall be a proof of

good will towards us. They have often

given proofs of their affection to their

Tory opponents ; let them for once be

friendly towards their friends.

There is one class of politicians who
find fault with this course as inexpedi-

ent. They say, it is very true, that the

Whigs are bad ; but then it is also

certain that the Tories are worse : if

we adopt the plan you propose, we

shall turn out the less pernicious, and

shall establish the more pernicious

:

we therefore see nothing for the

Radical party but patient suffering :

we must take what the Whigs allow

us and praise them and God that it is

no worse. To this slavish doctrine I

am not willing to subscribe. Let us set

Whigs and Tories at defiance—strong in

the support of the People, we can meet

those parties face to face, and beat them

at open warfare. The Whigs are power-

less if once the People see through

their shuffling; their sole strength is

now derived from their aping the man-

ner and talk of Reformers. The Peo-

ple of England, however, will clearly

see that they are but mock friends

when, rather than grant to the poor

one great means of instruction, they

are willing to allow the Tories to re-

turn back to power. In my heart,

however, I do not believe that they

would act thus— 1 cannot believe that

for any cause, they would volun-

tarily give up the sweets of office.

From their tenacity to place, I argue

that they will not be over rigid with

us Radicals. Let us once plainly

show them that we are not to be trifled

with, and we shall see an extremely

different bearing in the Whigs : they

will truckle to any persons of whom
they are afraid, and we have in our

hands the means of striking terror into

their hearts. Resign, indeed, because

we want the taxes off knowledge !

They would hardly dream of resigning if

we were to ask for a half share in the

Government itself. They would grum-

ble, they would vapour and be savage

almost to desperation at the idea of

such a diminution of their share of the

good things; but they would only the

more closely cling to what remained

to them. They are like limpits ad-

hering to rocks, you may beat them to

pieces, but you cannot move them from

their places.

Suppose, however, that their fit of

anger was really a short madness, and

that, during their insanity, they actually

resigned. What then? Oh, the Tories

are upon us. Are we for ever to be

terrified with this outcry— are we to

lose all means of judgment, all resolu-

tion, all manliness, because the Tories

are likely to come back to place ? Did

we not drive the Tories from place even

with an unreformed Parliament, with

unreformed Corporations— and are we

now to believe that we are to be worsted

by them ? Has victory given us no

confidence ? Is it to be believed that

the People have learned nothing within

the last five years— and that when we

hear them boldly calling for a reform

in the House of Lords, that they will

permit the Tories in the Commons to

be paramount? For my own part,

I know that the public have made great

and permanentadvanc.es in their know-

ledge of politics ; that knowledge on

political matters has now reached many

classes who were a very few years since

wholly ignorant; I know that the in-

terest that all these classes now take in

the government of the country is in-

tense, and that every day is diminishing
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the influence of the Tory party. For

evidence of this, look to the doings of

the Tories themselves. What is the

course they now pursue ? They are

now all Liberals. In the city of Bath,

for example (and this is a good instance,

for more rabid and ignorant Tories

cannot be found than the Bath Tories),

they are compelled to call themselves

Liberals. They have formed a Liberal

!

—
God save the mark—a Liberal and Con-

stitutional Association.* They talk of

liberality—they preach not the old Tory

"spoliation doctrine, but profess every

desire to reform ; but according to the

old phrase, dread and deprecate revolu-

tion. Does this look like reaction?

Is it not proof to demonstration that

the popular feeling is so far advanced,

that the lagging politicians of the Con-

servative school have at length disco-

vered that they are left behind ? that

the People can no longer be dealt with

after the old Tory fashion, and that

many of the securities for good go-

vernment have been permanently esta-

blished ?

It is very generally believed that

there is a party in the Cabinet extremely

desirous of an excuse for making a

* This said association has issued a scur-
rilous address signed by a vulgar fellow calling

himself William Blathwaytk ; and, as if one
fool was not enough for such a purpose, ano-
ther worthy of the same stamp, called

Webb, has countersigned the precious docu-
ment. It is more than probable that these two im-
pudent impostors form the majority of the society
—and they, measuring other people's respect-

ability by their own, say that the respectability

of Bath is not represented. God forbid that I
should represent these two boobies, or any thing
like them—who cannot see that their insolence
towards their fellow-citizens is as plain as their

enmity towards myself. No one doubts that I

represent a very large majority of the People,
so large a one, that this wonderful association
are without power or influence to diminish it.

But if this be so, and yet the respectability of
Bath is not included, it is evident that the
great majority of the citizens, in the opinion of
these impudent libellers, are not respectable.

Let the Liberal association settle this matter
with my good constituents before they seek
their suffrages. When Nature made these
fellows knaves, she mercifully made them
fools, to render their roguery innocuous.

coalition with Lord Stan ley and some

more of the Indesciubables, in order

to throw the Radicals overboard, and

escape the humiliation of their support.

Mr O'CoNNELi^is also a great source

of pain to this section of the Cabinet

;

his support, like that of the English

Radicals, is deemed an humiliation,

and it is said (I believe with great truth)

that nothing would give this very small

party greater pleasure than some plau-

sible excuse for breaking with the Libe-

rals altogether, provided that a suffi-

cient number of the wavering Tories

could be broughtover. Now, such being

the actual state of the case, certain of

the Radicals say we ought not to afford

these hidden foes who are in the Cabi-

net the shadow of an excuse for going

over. We ought, in so many words,

still to truckle and be the humble ser-

vants of these pseudo friends of popular

measures. I should wish to know what

good is to be expected from these men.

Who in his senses can believe that they,

being disguised Tories, will give us

anything more in reality than the open

and avowed Tories themselves ? They

may talk somewhat differently, they may
indulge at times in liberal cant, but in

act they will, by shuffling, be as mis-

chievous as any Conservative. But if

this be so (and for the truth of the

assertion I appeal to the conduct of the

set of politicians here alluded to), what

mischief can arise from making them

declare themselves? Would it not, in

fact, be an advantage to have them dis-

covered, so that the People might truly

appreciate their character, and be upon
their guard against their machinations?

It is constantly said by the Radicals,

that an undisguised Tory is less mis-

chievous than these half-and-half am-
phibious animals. They speak truly

when they make this assertion, and
the assertion is quite as pertinent

to the Ministry as to the House of

Commons. But again, I ask, if so,



what harm can follow even should we

drive them to extremities? The only

real difference would be, that we should

have open, in place of disguised enemies

—we should hare enemies branded with

the hatred of the People, in place of

enemies supported and strengthened

by the popular favour. A coalition

of the sort here supposed would not be

formidable. The weight of Lord

Stanley's ill-name would sink his

new associates, and they would all

quickly go down to oblivion [together.

Nothing, in such cases as the present,

is ever gained by compromise, or by at-

tempting to conciliate persons who

cannot be conciliated. You cannot

tame a tiger—neither can you convert

a Tory into a friend of the People.

They may fawn upon you to-day, and

seem mild and harmless—give them

but an opportunity, and they will spring

upon you with all the rabid ferocity of

their race. Taking one of these Tories

into your councils, is much like making

plaything of a tiger cub. They who have

hazarded the dangerous experiment,

have ever been made to rue their folly.

The Radicals of the House of Com-

mons, if they continue their present

policy, will soon see that they form no

exception to this general rule, de-

rived from long and disastrous experi-

ence.

From this state of things then, which

is brought forward to induce us to be

crouching and servile, I am led to the

very contrary conclusion. For if this

section of the cabinet are so powerful

as to govern the remainder, and so ra-

bid in their hate of the popular party

as to refuse all, even the most minute

concession, then I say we can have no

hope of any really beneficial reform

from the existing cabinet.

To the plan I have proposed there is

yet another objection which is some-

times brought forward. It may be

stated thus :—If the Radical portion

of the supporters of the Ministry take

this advantage of the present balanced

state of parties, the less liberal of the

Whigs, who are now Ministerialists,

will do the same; and if upon such

compulsion concession be made to the

Radicals, these wavering Whigs, or

disguised Tories, will use compulsion

in the opposite sense. Thus the Mi-

nistry, assailed by contending parties

among their own supporters, must go

to pieces.

The answer to this objection is not

far off. The wavering Whigs or dis-

guised Tories have not waited for us to

set them an example. They have

already threatened and frightened the

Ministers. Who was it, but these

hidden enemies of the People, that

counselled and carried submission to

the Lords last year? To whom did

the Cabinet listen on that occasion?

Why the half-and-half, wavering, inde-

scribable gentry. Who so busy—who

so much attended to as Mr Evelyn
Den nison, for example? One of the

Derby Dilly, who got off that coach

somehow during the Session, and

mounted the Ministerial carriage. When
he cried Yield, yield, the Ministers ex-

claimed Listen to the voice of the wise

man. What did they think of his

voice when it was given against Mr
Abercromby— against the Amend-

ment to the Address—against the Irish

Church Bill ? Was his voice then the

voice of the wise man ? If not, by

what process did it so suddenly acquire

that character ? The facts of which I

here speak are notorious. The Radicals

murmured—some of them threatened

—

their murmurs and their threats were

treated with contempt, and the cry of

the waverer was hailed as the voice of

wisdom.

Let it also be borne in mind, that it

is one thing for the Radicals to attempt

this course, and another and a different

thing for the Tory Whigs to adopt it.



We shall be justified by the People.

Our object is the advancement of po-

pular measures—to push on, not retard

improvement. The Tory Whigs seek

the reverse of all this. If they desert

the Ministers, the cause of their deser-

tion will be known to be hatred of the

People—dislike of popular instruction

—a dread of intelligence—a sighing

after ignorance, and the safety which

ignorance creates for the vile and the

corrupt. For such objects, and under

such auspices, let them dare to desert

the Ministers, and the popular execra-

tion follows their conduct, and anni-

hilates their power.

Jn reply to this statement, certain

persons, who are able only to .compre-

hend one half of the consequences

deducible from moral rules, exclaim

that the conduct which is unjust in

the Whig-Tory, must also be unjust in

the Radical ; and thereupon they

quote the old rule, viz. : that good

ends do not justify bad means. The

rule is a good rule, if rightly under-

stood, and I have no fault to find with

it j but all I say is, that here it is

nothing to the purpose. Many means

are in themselves wholly indifferent

—

that is, considered by themselves, and

without reference to the ends in view

—

are wholly underserving either of praise

or blame. The end in view makes them

virtuous or vicious. As, for example,

the walking along the street is, paying

no regard to the end for which I walk*,

not liable to censure or deserving of

applause. But if I walk along the

street in order to be able to aid in

putting out a fire, the act is praise-

worthy ; if to assassinate a neighbour, it

deserves execration. So, in the present

case, the mere staying away from a

division is a thing that happens every

day, and no blame follows, because

everyone knows that no evil is either

intended, or will follow. But staying

away may be either mischievous or

praiseworthy. If by staying away I

force a bad Minister into good courses,

the act is praiseworthy ; if, on the"other

hand, by so doing I seek to drive him
into evil ways, the act is mischievous.

These moralists should also remem-

ber that acts in themselves hurtful are

rendered often absolutely necessary.

To put a man into confinement is to do

harm, because it gives pain to the indi-

vidual -j but for the safety of the com-

munity, it is often necessary to im-

prison, aye, and yet more, to slay.

Judging by the wise saw above quoted,

what should we say to killing a fellow

mortal ? Does anybody mean to say

that the end does not justify the means,

when I slay a man in self defence—in

defence of my property, of my family,

of my country ? The truth that lies

at the bottom of the saying escaped

him who used it in this instance j illus-

trating once again, for the instruction

of the reading public, the important,

truth, that it is one thing to talk about

the science of morals, and another to

understand it.

J. A. R.

SPEECH OF SIR W. MOLESWORTH AT BIRMINGHAM.
I insert the following Speech, spoken sued in dealing with the Ministry, and

by Sir William Molesworth at the also because the really important por-

late Birmingham Dinner, because it tions of the Speech were not reported

shows that I am not alone in the views in the Newspapers.

I take respecting the course to be pur« " I have excessive pleasure in attend-
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iug this vast meeting, and that pleasure our fellow-citizens which has been pro*

is increased by the enthusiastic recep- duced by the'late conduct of the House

tion which has been given to my Hon. of Lords with regard to the Municipal

and Learned Friend. I had long ad- Reform Bill. The greatest thanks are

mired him as the fearless champion of due to JYIr O'Connell, who, whilst

Ireland^ and voted along with him on these facts were still'rife in our memory,

almost every Irish question of import- came forward and exerted himself to

ance since I first had the honour of a impress * them most strongly on our

seat in the House of Commons. At minds, and from them demonstrated to

the present moment, however, it is not assembled thousands~the absolute ne-

merely on account of his exertions for cessity of making revery exertion to

Ireland that we owe him the deepest procure a reform of the House of Lords,

gratitude, but on account of his late Before, however, we can hope to carry

efforts in England, by which he has ex- such a measure, the House of Commons
cited the public mind on the subject of must really represent the wishes of the

the abuses which exist in the constitu- People, it must be made a really effi-

tion of the House of Lords, and given a cient instrument of reform. The popu-

raighty impulse to a question which, I lar party in the House is a strong one;

doubt not, most of us will see satisfac- it exceeds in numbers that of the Whigs,

torily settled. Wonderful, indeed, is but is inferior to that of the Tories,

the late change in public opinion with Now, in order to effect a reform in the

regard to this subject. A short time Upper House, the House ought to be

ago few there were who considered the filled with those Avho are truly the Re-

constitution of the Upper House to be presentatives of the People. This can

radically bad ; still fewer who dared to only be done by the Ballot : therefore,

advise or expect an alteration it it

:

in my opinion, the Ballot ought, at the

now, however, the reform of that As- present moment, to be the first and

sembly has become an acknowledged great object of our political exertions,

political question, and men's minds are for by it alone can the People be pro-

occupied wifeli determining the best tected in the due^exercise of their elec-

species of reform ; for men are now torat rights and privileges ; by it alone

convinced of the fact that the interests can they be secured against the domi-

of the Aristocracy are opposed to the neering authority of the Aristocracy :

interests of the People, and that, as it is vain to hope that men will, through

long as the constitution of the House a sense of their political duties, consent

of Lords remains as it is, the Commons to ruin themselves and their families,

will be degraded to the debasing office Without the aid of the Ballot, I know

of merely registering the edicts of the full well to many the privilege of voting

irresponsible Upper House, and of is now a curse, for it obliges them to

thankfully receiving such small portions choose between the sacrifice of their

of good as the Lords, in their wisdom, political principles or of their dearest

may think proper to grant to the Peo- personal interests. The Ballot, when

pie. Political writers have again and once obtained, will be the grand means

again demonstrated that such must be of overturning the unjust and undue

the case, as long as the Upper House is political influence of the Aristocracy,

independent and irresponsible ; yet ten and will be the first and great step

times ten thousand treatises upon this towards a reform in the House of Lords,

subject would never have produced one The People ought now, therefore, to

tithe of that conviction in the minds of make every exertion to obtain it; they



ought, in the event of a new election, to

consider it as the test of liberal prin-

ciples ; they ought, without scruple, to

reject every candidate who hesitates

upon this subject ; they ought to con-

sider that he mocks and derides them

when he talks of the rights of the elec-

tors., and at the same time refuses to

defend them by secret suffrage. No
question has of late made a greater

progress than this one. The majority

of the supporters of the present Admi-

nistration have voted in favour of it.

It is well known that there are gentle-

men in the Cabinet, and others con-

nected with the Government, who are

in favour of secret suffrage, who have

again and again declared such opinions

to their constituents, and who are, in

reality, as much bound and pledged, as

honourable men can be bound and

pledged, to support the Ballot. Now
the time is arrived when the Admi-

nistration ought to make the Ballot

an open question. The Liberal Re-

presentatives ought now to demand.

and the People ought to back them, in

demanding from the Administration

that the Ballot should henceforth be a

question, whereon all connected with

the Government may freely vote as they

deem best; and the constituents of the

gentlemen to whom I have referred

ought now seriously to recall to their

recollections their past promises and

professions. Jf the People will thus

act, the period cannot be far distant

when the Ballot will receive the assent

of the House of Commons, and we shall

then see whether the Lords dare to

reject it. Without some reform in the

House of Lords, really good measures

will hardly ever receive their sanction.

Session after session will pass away,

whose only fruits will be half and inef-

fectual measures. For these reasons I

expect that little, perhaps nothing, will

be done during next Session of Parlia,-

raent. I sincerely trust, however, that

Ministers will act with courage and

decision. They have but one safe and

honourable line of conduct which they

can pursue. They ought only to bring

forward measures which are really good

;

such ones as the vast majority of the

nation wiiLapprove of. These measures

they ought not in any way to modify,

in order to suit them to the prejudices

or interests of the Aristocracy. Let

them place these measures on the table

of the Upper House, to be dealt with

as the members of it may think proper.

Then, if they are rejected or mutilated,

as will probably be the case, let Minis-

ters immediately, without hesitation,

dissolve Parliament, send us back to

our constituents, and appeal to the

nation, and I feel convinced that the

nation will gladly respond to that ap-

peal by returning a vast majority of

Liberals ; and thus we may obtain,

from the fears of the Lords, what we

are now unable to obtain by our argu-

ments from their good sense or good-

will. Such will be the conduct of a

bold and honest Administration, and as

such they would well merit and receive

the support and confidence of the na-

tion. If they act otherwise; if each

measure is to be cut down and to be

frittered away, in order to please the

Aristocratic foes of the People ; if the

wishes of the People are to be disre-

garded, in order to conciliate the Peers;

if the Taxes on Knowledge are to 'be

continued for ever; if every person in

office is, without regard to his past

principles and oft-repeated opinions, to

be bound, by his tenure of office, to

vote against the Ballot; if, in short,

every concession is to be made to the

Aristocracy, and none to the People, I,

for one, must confess that I should

care but little for how short a time such

a feeble and nerveless Administration

may retain power. I am most desirous

to support the present Administration,

on account of its conduct towards Ire-
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land ; but in order that support may much more determined and much more
be afforded without compromise of straightforward manner than they have

principles, the Ministers must act in a heretofore done."

THE PAPER-MAKERS' GRIEVANCE.
The Paper Manufacturers have lately of industry. The price of the commo-
had a meeting to inquire into the dity depends on the quantity brought

causes of the depression under which to market, and if at any time supply

their trade has so long laboured. The increase or demand diminish, a de-

fact and its cause were thus stated by cline of price must occur; and thus is

the Chairman of the meeting :

—

capital warned out of the trade.

" For the last twenty-three or twenty- The paper-makers in one respect are

four years there had been a gradual in- in a much more fortunate position than

cessant, and uninterrupted decrease in many other producers. They are ex-

the price of paper, without one solitary empt from a decline of price, in conse-

instance of favourable reaction; and this quence of a decaying demand. The

remarkable fact he thought might well demand for paper must be progressive,

be accounted for by the baneful effects No earthly power can keep down the

of the Excise-laws ; congratulating the increasing demand for knowledge. The

meeting at the same time on the pros- paper-makers* worst foes—the Stamp

pect they could at least indulge in of a Office authorities—have tried to do so,

more equitable and reasonable modifi- and failed,

cation of them." It thus appears, that, inasmuch as

The Excise laws certainly inflict a it is by an excessive supply only that

great injury upon the honest portion, the paper-makers can be injured, they

and therefore, in all probability, on the in a manner hold in their own hands

larger portion of the trade ; but it is the regulation of their own condition,

only on one class of their manufacture For many years previous to the in-

that the evil falls. Paper is charged troduction of the machinery by which

with three rates of duty, 14s., 21s., paper is at present manufactured, the

and 28s. The classes are difficult, I makers were utterly unable, with all

may say impossible to distinguish ; hence their exertions, to keep up with the in-

the honest man who will not evade the creasing demand. It was no uncom-

duty, calls his paper what it is, whilst mon thing for a large London stationer

the dishonest maker is perpetually tak- to go into the country and sweep every

ing advantage of the difficulty, to pay 14s. mill of every ream he could find,

where he ought to pay 21 or 28s. But Prices had consequently a perpetual

this evil does not reach the paper used tendency to advance, and this pro-

in printing, writing, and drawing, about duced a run of prosperity to which the

the classification of which there is no manufacturers now very naturally look

doubt, hence the cause of the " unin- back with regret. This state of things

terrupted decrease in the price " of such of course stimulated invention, and the

papers must be sought elsewhere. result was the application of simple

The application of capital to the pro- machinery to the manufacture of

duction of paper is subject to the same paper, which totally reversed the fea-

laws as its application to other branches Mures of the trade.
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Instead of lagging behind demand, to be influenced by anything that they,

supply now fairly outstripped it. The an interested body, could urge on the

iramediatejconsequence was, that prices subject, while the report was a matter

had a decided tendency downwards, strictly, and in an important degree,

Such is now the facility of production bearing on their interests, and gave

in this important branch of manufacture, them a claim to apply to Government

that the moment the downward ten- respecting it. The majority of the

dency is checked, the manufacturers meeting concurred in these sentiments,

commence running a race to take advan- and after signing the memorial and pe-

tage of the improved appearance of the tion before referred to, and passing a

market, and of course the object is not vote of thanks to their Chairman, con-

reached. However prudent one manu- eluded a very long discussion, which

facturer may be, he cannot protect appeared to excite great interest among

himself against the imprudence of his the gentlemen present."

—

True Sun,

neighbours; so that none but the most The reason given by Mr Dickin-
sanguine have any faith in the perma- son for resisting the proposal of Mr
nence of an advance—and here they Lowe was certainly, considering the

are right—with means of production course which the meeting with his sanc-

quite unlimited. No advance, which tion adopted, an odd one. He opposed

will afford more than the ordinary pro- their advocacy of the Repeal of the

fits realized in other trades, can be per- Stamp because they were " an interest-

manent. ed body." The same objection lies

But although the paper- makers, like against their interference with the Ex-
other producers, can only control sup- cise regulations. "Interest" is the

ply, they can co-operate with other ground on which the paper-makers ap-

members of the community in a matter proach the Chancellor of the Ex-
which will have enormous influence on chequer, and in neglecting to ask for

the demand—-I need hardly say that I the abolitiion of the tax, it appears to

mean the Repeal of the Stamp Duty on me they completely miss their " in-

Newspapers. terest." It is one thing, however, to

The Newspaper Stamp is empl\ati- apply personally to the Chancellor
cally the paper-maker's grievance; of the Exchequer, and another to

yet from some hidden cause it appears petition Parliament. While they are ne-

to have been looked upon as a second- gotiating with Mr Spring Rice on
ary matter by those who attended the those matters which especially concern
meeting ; witness the following report them, there is no good reason why they
of what occurred :— should not swell the number of those

" There was one subject, introduced who demand of the Legislature the
by Mr Lowe, on which a short discus- total abolition of a tax which is injuri-

sion took place, but the proposition was ously affecting the welfare of every
finally abandoned. Mr Lowe seemed class of society.

to think that the paper-manufacturers One curious fact reached me subse-

should rather petition Government to quently to the meeting, that some of
abolish the Stamp-duty on Newspapers, the persons connected with the Stamped
which he thought would greatly in- Press have expressed great displeasure

crease the consumption of paper; but at the conduct of those gentlemen at
Mr Dickinson opposed the measure, the meeting who had advocated the
on the grounds that the subject was of repeal of the tax as a means of
too great importance for Government relief to the paper - makers. The
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displeasure of the proprietors of

the Stamped Press need not, how-

ever, alarm them much, inasmuch

as the removal of the tax would increase

the consumption of paper adapted to

the daily and weekly press three or

fourfold. The paper-makers, therefore,

should not hesitate to petition for the

total abolition of the tax at once.

I have never ceased to preach total

abolition, as opposed to partial repeal,

because the latter would'be no relief to

the Working Classes, among whom the

thirst for knowledge is so strong. A
good untaxed newspaper can be pro-

duced at twopence. Tax it one penny,

and its price is raised, not merely to

threepence, but to fourpence. The

reason must be obvious. A paper can

only be afforded at twopence, in conse-

quence of a very extensive circulation.

Raise the price above twopence, and

circulation is at once limited, so as to

increase the necessary price to four-

pence. The Stamp is now a very small

fraction more than 3^d., so that, if an

at twopence, of which I have no doubt,

untaxed newspaper could be afforded

the net amount thrown away by the

monopoly—a loss which benefits no

one—is no less than l£ on every copy

of a newspaper sold in Great Britain.

This is the mere money consideration

—

the loss of morality, and therefore of

happiness, to the community, who

among us can estimate?

A proposal to reduce the tax to one

penny, or one halfpenny, may find

favour in an Aristocratic House of Com-

mons, but those who sanction such a

measure must not think it a hardship if

they find themselves hereafter cata-

logued among the enemies of the

Working Classes.

H. S. Chapman.

P.S. — The total abolition of the

Newspaper Stamp is ably advocated in

the last (fourth) number of the London

Review. " We have arrived at a con-

viction," says the writer, " that a mere

reduction of the Stamp Duty, although

immediate, would be greatly more ob-

jectionable than the continuance of the

whole of this iniquitous impost for a

short time longer."

A mere sketch of the arguments used

by the intelligent writer of the article,

would occupy more space than can here

be spared, I therefore content myself by

quoting his remarks on the impolicy of

all attempts to put down the Unstamped

Press. The writer first remarks that

" there is no sign of the times more

truly gratifying than the marked im-

provement which has lately taken place

in the Unstamped Press. Nothing can

better demonstrate the growing intelli-

gence of the Working Classes. Not

only have the most violent of these

papers become more temperate in their

politics, and substituted, to a great ex-

tent, reason for declamation— but, as

purveyors of news, the quantity of

general information they collect and

diffuse (for the most part of an unex-

ceptionable character) is, considering

the price at which it is sold, truly asto-

nishing. There are now several un-

stamped weekly papers published at

twopence, far superior, in every quality

that a Newspaper ought to possess, to

the great mass of Stamped country

papers."

To the truth of the above statement

I cordially bear testimony. The writer

then justly adds :

—

" It is not only because of the im-

proved character of the unstamped

press that we would protest against

any attempt to put it down : we are

far from admitting that that it would

not be an evil to put down even the

most intemperate of the class. It is

no trifling gain to the cause of peace

and order, that the mere revolutionist

thinks more of influencing public opi-

nion than of appealing to physical

force. There are no demagogues now
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travelling about the country, and se-

cretly instigating the People to acts of

violence or open insurrection. We
may even look in vain in the columns

of the Unstamped for advice as inflam-

matory as that which was given by the

Times on the rejection of the Reform

Bill by the House of Lords. Is it not

an advantage to induce a desperate

man to put down the brickbat and

take up the pen? Literary men, how-

ever humble in their sphere, are not

the leaders of mobs. Readers are not

rioters. Would you prevent the Peo-

ple from assembling in crowds in the

streets ? Permit them to indulge their

democratic indignation at home ; or

shut them up in the reading-room of

a Mechanics' Institute. Would you

change the character of the incendiary ?

Teach him a better way of vindicating

his rights, real or imaginary. What if

he use hard words ? Are you hurt by
them ? if so, which is the weaker of the
two; he for employing them, or you
for permitting them to offend your dig-

nity ? And why are rich men, and
their tools, to have a monopoly of

hard words? By what right are the

People to be assailed with every possi-

ble term of reproach, and not permit-

ted to retaliate ? Why are the Whigs
and Tories to vilify those whom they

term the low Radicals, and the low Ra-
dicals not to be allowed to abuse WhiVs
and Tories? Why are industrious

Operatives to be trampled under foot

as canaille, and yet be denied the poor

privilege of a worm, to turn again ?
"

.

DEMOCRACY PREACHED BY " BLACKWOOD."
Blackwood's Magazine, the great Tory So, then, Tories themselves begin to

organ, opens this month with an lose faith in lordly greatness, in heredi-

article on Foreign Policy and Com- tary wisdom, and to talk seriously of

merce, in which the political despera- " self-government." Gentlemen in-

tion of the writer pushes him, unawares, spired with ability by looking upon the

into a bold step towards downright swords of proud, blockhead ancestors,

Democracy. and educated in all wisdom by attend-

" The great and now all-powerful ing horse-races, fox-hunts, gaming-

body," says this writer, " of the manu- tables, balls, &c, are really, then, not

facturing and mercantile classes, three- the fittest persons to manage the affairs

fourths of the intelligence and wealth of the first business nation in the

of which are with us [the Tories], have world ? Well, so most sensible people

not fought the up-hill fight of Conser- think, or ought to think ; but this, I

vatism on behalf of party, but of coun- believe, is the very first Tory declara-

try. They mean, hereafter, to aid in tion against hereditary want of wisdom

the labours of self-government; they on record. The Times lately declared,

will assist in the councils; they must in somewhat of a passion, that the

be called to the cabinet of their Sove- younger hereditary statesmen of the

reign ; had they been sooner there Tory party in the House of Commons
things would not have come to this had barely brains enough to vote as

pass." they were bid by Sir Robert Peel
;
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but Blackwood very coolly condemns is inevitable ; we must be decisive and

hereditary statesmanship altogether. save the privileges of wealth."

What, it may be asked, could have But listen to Blackwood himself, who

urged the least scrupulous of our Tory assures us that capacities of the highest

publications to say what I have quoted ? order abound in the untitled class,

I will tell you. There is a large class " equal to the grasp of any subject."

of wealthy persons in this country who And then he adds : "The Aristocracy

are operated upon equally by two strong [of birth] blind as it has been to the

passions—pride of purse, and craving comparative growth of intelligence, and

for alliances with the nobility. This purblind as still it is to consequences

class has sufficient acuteness to perceive inevitable of organic changes which

that the Aristocracy of birth is rapidly are in progress, has invariably sought

approaching its extinction, and that the its business men for office or legislatioa

Peers may, in their blind struggles, in one class (that of the bar), because

damage the Aristocracy of wealth, and the class has generally been found

suffer pure Democracy to gain the as- supple, and not frequently over scru-

cendancy. One may easily imagine the pulous. If they cannot comprehend

shrewder of this class saying to them- the signs of the times, and shape their

selves, "These proud Lords do not know course according, they [i. e. their privi-

what they are about—they must give up leges] are in imminent risk of being

their hereditary rights, that is clear cast away, and with them the remnants

enough ; there is no great prudence in of the British Constitution " [the privi-

marrying our children now into their leges of wealth].

class. But that is not the worst, if we On a former occasion, in a Pamphlet

do not stir ourselves, the hereditary edited by Mr Roebuck, I alluded to

will drag down in their fall too many the plain, staring fact, that the intel-

of the privileges of the Aristocracy of lectual development and irresistible in-

wealth. Indeedr we have followed terests arising from the business affairs

them too long, or things would not of a nation like this, were wholly in-

have come to this pass ; we have capa- compatible with a Legislative Aristo-

city, and nobles have not ; we must cracy, and must inevitably destroy it in

lead now, or Democracy will outstrip a short time ; I little thought I should

us ; yes, we are determined : we be so soon supported in my views by

1 mean hereafter to aid in the labours passages of a leading article in Black-

of self-government ;' we ' will assist in wood's Magazine. But before the close

the councils;' we 'must be called to of 1836, many a Tory may, possibly,

the cabinet.' Both Aristocracies are in think with Blackwood and me.
j

danger ; the fall of hereditary privileges Roberts Hammersley.

" CHEAP KNOWLEDGE THEY WILL HAVE "—

REEVE'S APPLICATION.
The following affords an additional Application to Recover Confis-

piece of evidence (printed in Italics) of cated Newspapers. —On Monday,

the impossibility of enforcing the laws after the police business had been gone

against the Conductors and Venders of through, an application was made by

the Unstamped Press ;— Mr Jambs Rest*, an extensive vender
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of Unstamped Newspapers on the Lam-

beth side of the water, to Messrs Bur-

hell and White, the sitting magis-

trates, to recover a quantity of Un-

stamped Newspapers which had been

seized by Smith and Hall, officers of

this establishment, employed by the

Stamp-office, on Saturday evening,

from one of his servants, in the Water-

loo road It will be recollected that a

week or two since Mr Reeve applied

to Mr Gkegorie for warrants against

several officers who had taken him into

custody without finding any Unstamped

Newspapers on his person. Mr Gre-

gorie refused the application, and Mr
Reeve then stated that he would

appeal for justice to a higher court.

Mr Burrell—Are you the same

person who applied to Mr Gregorie ?

Mr Reeve— I am.

Mr Burrell—Well, what is your

business now ?

Mr Reeve—I apply for the quantity

of papers of which my servant was

robbed on Saturday night, as she was

going to supply my customers, and for

which I paid the full value in lawful

money.

Mr Burrell—Were they Unstamped

Newspapers }

Mr Reeve—They were.

Mr Burrell—Then I have nothing

to do with it 5 the officers acted very

properly ; it was a legal seizure.

Mr Reeve— I wish to know whether

the magistrates of this office sanction

the robbery :

Mr Burrell—Certainly ; they are

illegal publications.

MrWhite—If he has any complaint

to make, we will hear it in the usual

form.

Mr Reeve—Then I complain of the

robbery. Were I to give over selling

the Unstamped, my customers declare

that they will get them of some other

person; as they were determined to have

an Untaxed Newspaper, even if they sub*

scribed among themselves to purchase the
materials for printing, for cheap know-
ledge they would have.

Mr Burrell—There is no robbery :

the officers took them as Unstamped
Newspapers, which you admit they
were.

Mr Reeve— I only wish to recover
the property I have been robbed of.

Mr Burrell—The magistrates can-
not interfere. If you wish to recover
your property, I should recommend you
to advise with your solicitor upon the
subject.

The applicant then withdrew, ob-
serving that he thought it very hard
that he should be harrassed in the way
he had been, while he was endeavour-
iug to gain an honest living for himself
and his family.

" Cheap Knowledge they will have."

This is now the starting point of all

discussion. It would be absurd to

waste words on any question preliminary

to this—the People will have Cheap In-

struction—no power can prevent it

;

and it rests on the decision of Parlia-

ment whether that information shall

be as good as open competition can

make it, or whether its sources shall be

impaired by the continuance of a

double monopoly,— first, in favour of

the rich producer for the rich reader,

and, second, in favour of those who
have been taught by the law's oppres-

sion to contemn the law.

Speaking of the proceedings in Lon-
don, and of the mock remedy which

the law holds out to the poor man, the

Examiner observes :

—

<e What injustice and mockery is

this ! The expensive remedy of an
action is as much out of the reach of
the poor as the sun in the firmament,
and is nothing less than robbery to

take from them their property, throw-
ing upon them the onus of proving,
by a process beyond their means, that

the seizure was illegal."

On the subject of the Repeal of the

Stamp, Ministers will be urged to give

a "Yes" or "No" early in the Ses-

sion, H. S. C.
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ARISTOCRACY.
The advocates of Aristocracy— who
are numerous, not without abilities, and
of whom there will be good supply for

some time to come—labour strenuously

to confound inequalities of fortune with

aristocratical privileges. And no won-
der they do ; for all the plausibility of

their sophisms is derived from this ex-

pedient. Were they obliged to speak
of aristocratical privilege, truly, as .it

is—power held by a certain narrow
class to do with the rest of the commu-
nity what they please—they would be
treated with the scorn, which a preten-
*sion so impudent and: hostile deserves.

While allowed, however, to practise

with the forked tongue, and talk of in-

equality of fortune and aristocratical

privileges as the same, they can hold
up the advantages accruing from in-

equality of fortune, and by a juggle 6£
language make them pass for advan-
tages of aristocracy.

This is the course which must always
be pursued when a bad thing is to be
vindicated. The praises of some other
thing, which is good, are cunningly
transferred to the thing which is bad.
When the object is to defend a useless

and most expensive ecclesiastical estab-

lishment, take notice that the praises of
religion are transferred to it. The two
ideas—that of religion in all its excel-

lence, and that of an ecclesiastical es-

tablishment, however bad—are blended
together by artful language, and so
closely associated, that ordinary minds

find it difficult to disjoin them. When
this association of ideas is pretty gen-
erally formed, the ecclesiastical so-

phists proceed at their ease. Their
business is only to declaim and abuse :—
'Basemen! would you destroy reli-

gion V Or, if in Ireland f Base men !

would you destroy Protestantism V
When all the while there is no question
about either religion or Protestantism,
but only about an ecclesiastical estab-
lishment which is inimical to both.

Take another example, in the abuses
of government. They who desire to

maintain in existence the causes of
evil strive to confound them with the
causes of good ; and by taking them
in the lump, apply to the causes of evil

the praise which belongs to the causes
of good. We are told of the advantages
of the constitution-: that is, in their

sophistical language, the benefits of
government in the aggregate. Well,
we are as sensible of the benefits of
government as they are ; but we will

not allow them to transfer the credit of
those benefits to things which are not
the causes of them, but the reverse

causes of evil, not of benefit. They
may compliment causes of evil with the
name of part of the constitution, as
long as they please ; we shall not be
inclined to surfer them any more on
that account. Those parts of the con-
stitution which we hold sacred are the
causes of good. By casting off the
things which are the causes of evil we,



think we are doing; service to the con-

stitution, m the only sense in which it

deserves a particle of our respect.

Reformers are far from thinking evil

of inequalities of fortune ; on the con-

trary, they esteem them a necessary

consequence of things which are so

good, that society itself, and all the

happiness of human beings, depend
upon them : a consequence of those

laws whence the generation and aug-

mentation of property proceeds. That
the prosperity of nations may advance,

there must exist motives to accumulate.

But these motives will operate on some
men more, on some less, on some not

at all. There will be different degrees,

therefore, of acgumulation :— and this

is the origin of all inequality of pro-

perty. Nor can the tendency to it be

checked, were it desirable to do so,

without checking accumulation, and all

the advantages which are to be derived

from it.

But, abstracting from the consider-

ation that we cannot have other things

which are good for us in the highest

degree, without having inequalities of

fortune along with them, we consider

inequalities of fortune as themselves

good—the cause of most admirable

effects. To have men of high intellec-

tual attainments, we must have men
who have their time at their command :

not under the necessity of spending it

wholly, or in greater part, in providing

the means of subsistence :—in other

words, we must have men of indepen-

dent incomes. And that we may have

this happy effect, in the desirable de-

gree, we must have them not few in

number; we must have them a more

than inconsiderable proportion of the

population. Where the only men who
are in circumstances to devote them-
selves to intellectual pursuits are few

in number, there is not sufficient stimu-

lus. There must be a public capable

of appreciating such attainments, suffi-

ciently numerous to give a weight to

their esteem, before a motive can be

generated sufficiently strong to induce

any considerable number of men to

take the trouble, long and laborious, of

making themselves knowing and wise.

Besides this first and all-important

effect, a class of men possessing leisure

is absolutely necessary for cultivating

the elegancies of life. This cannot be

expected from men absorbed in the
labours and cares of earning a subsist-

ence. A society composed of such
men would be necessarily coarse, and'
would have a tendency to grow more
and more so : a taste even for cleanli-

ness and neatness would be apt to be
lost among them. But the laborious

classes are prone to the imitation of

those who are in circumstances above
them ; and when they see elegance, are

fully capable of discerning its superior-

ity to that which is coarse ; they are

refined by imitation ; and it is of pro-

digious importance to have in each
community a standard of behaviour to

which they may look up ; and even of

household accommodation, which they

may strive to imitate— if not in the

costliness of the materials, at least in

the style of the arrangement, and even

the beauty of the forms.

Ingenuas didicisse fideliter avtes

Emollit mores, nee sinit esse feros.

And even to be conversant with the re-

finements of life, the simple, unaffected,

and true, is a kind of drawing into the

path of virtue.

But while we thus value the advan-
tages of inequality of fortune, we must
say a word for the prevention of a

common, but grievous mistake. They
are the natural inequalities of fortune,

not the unnatural, to which all these

advantages are attached. By the

natural inequalities of fortune, we
mean those which are the result of the

natural laws of accumulation ; not those

which are the result of unnatural re-

straint put upon the natural laws of dis-

tribution—that a man shall not leave his

property to whom he will, or that it shall

not go in equal portions to those

whose proximity of relation to him is

the same. The inequalities which are

owed to this source are mischievous in

every way—restraining the salutary

effects which flow from inequalities of

the natural kind, and operating other-

wise as a disease in the body politic.

A few reflections will make this evi-

dent ; and it is a truth which deserve

our most profound attention.

The first effect of those artificially-

made, unnatural inequalities, is to raise

up a small number of enormous for-

tunes, which stand by themselves, and

constitute a little class. We have only

to think of the situation of the persons



in whom those masses of property,

which cannot be used for any useful

purpose, are vested ; and the influences

which thence act upon them, at every

stage of their lives.

What motive have they to cultivate the

intellectual virtues ? or any other vir-

tues ? Their business is pleasure.

Distinction is created for them, by the

command which they have over the

things which all men desire.

Not acquiring the intellectual vir-

tues, it is their interest to profess con-

tempt for them, and to the utmost of

their power to prevent the esteem of

them from rising in the community.

They hate men of intellect, and drive

them away. Observe the character of

those whom, not distinguished by the

same gifts of fortune with themselves,

our English nobility raise, as they term

it, to their familiarity. Have men of in-

tellectual superiority been much found

among them in any age? The men
whom they delight to honour are

rhymesters, story-makers, pretenders

to literature but true parasites, singers,

fiddlers, dancers, painters, joke-crack-

ers, and bufToons.

The effect of this is very great in

keeping down the value of intellectual

acquirements in the nation—lessening

the motive to the acquisition of them,

and diminishing the number of those

who reach them ; for this class have

the power of setting the fashion, and

their example forms the general taste.

This is one deplorable effect of these

artificially-created and unnatural in-

equalities of fortune,—that they keep
down the standard of intellectual ex-

cellence in the nation ; in which they

are potently assisted by the clergy of

a vicious establishment, to whom the

prospect of growing intellect in the

community is despair.

Nor is their influence less potent in

preventing the general diffusion of

a taste for the elegancies of life. The
distinction of men overflowing to ex-

cess with wealth is not to have beauti-

ful things, but costly. A passion for

running after the costly things, in pre-

ference to the beautiful, is created and
diffused ; the universal emulation is to

put forth the gaudy signs of being rich,

to the ruin of many of those who enter

into this barbaric competition. Cost and

elegance becoming synonymous terms,

the very thought of seeking for ele-

gance—which in this sense they cannot
afford— is extinguished in the breasts

of those among whom it is of most im-
portance that the taste of real elegance

should be diffused : because from them
it descends with greatest ease to the

body of the popuJation.

It would be- very instructive to illus-

trate this observation in detail, and to

show how the operation of large for-

tunes tends to the corruption of taste,

in everything to which the word ele-

gance is with propriety applied. But
we must confine ourselves to a few in-

stances.

To begin with architecture, which is

one of the noblest of the fine arts, and
of which the creations, when really

tasteful, have the power of calling up
such a train of interesting associations

as constitute some of the highest of the

pleasures of imagination. By the

strength and durability of their mate-
rials, uniting one age with another—by
the charms of proportion, and the su-

peraddition of appropriate and harmo-
nious beauties to the parts essential to

the use for which the building is de-

signed—in the ornaments of which, for

every purpose of taste, the idea of

fitness, or the useful, must always pre-

dominate—trains of the most agreeable
ideas are incessantly renewed ; and
with this great advantage, that the

creations of architecture are of neces-

sity public ; and the enjoyment of
them, like the light of day, is as much
the property of the poor as of the

rich.

The unmanly and frivolous state of

mind which characterizes a class over-

loaded with wealth has actually extin-

guished architecture among us as one of
the fine arts. It has become a low trade

of mimicry, or rather apery—mis-

judging, misapplying—forming incon-

gruous monsters, revolting to good
sense as well as to good taste. Who
but people whose taste is gone would
have thought of erecting, as ornamen-
tal, a triumphal arch, in an age, and a
country, in which there are no trium-

phal processions, and in which the

reality of that barbarous and inhuman
exhibition would not be endured ? A
man of taste would as soon think of

ornamenting his drawing-room with

the thumb-screws and bootikins with



which the hierarchical churchmen of

Scotland tortured the Presbyterians, as

to ornament his street with a triumphal

arch !—not to mention the bright idea

of setting it astride, not a public street,

through which only would a triumphal

procession pass, but a by-path, leading

to a private dwellings

:. We have also some beautiful speci-

mens of the rich man's taste, in g-ates.

A gate is an opening through the Fnclo-

sure of an inclosed space. The gate of
a walled city is an opening into the city

through its wall ;— a gate into a park or

a field is an opening through the fence

of the park or the field, into the field.

But it is evident that there is no sense

in a gate higher or more elaborate than
the fence, of whatever sortit be, through
which it affords admission. Take, then,

as a specimen of congruity, proportion,

or good sense, the extraordinary piece

of stone and mortar at Hyde Park
Corner, which lets people into a green
field, through a paling four feet high ;—and, as another specimen, the thing

set before the palace at Buckingham
Gate, standing totally detached from
the building, like a pillar of salt, and
put there, it should seem, only (by the

superiority of its material) to make the

palace look dirty and mean.
But the thing which deserves most

reprobation is the despicable mimicry,

substituted for ornament, in the or-

dinary class of expensive buildings.

Every idea of appropriate ornament
seems to be abandoned, in order to

stick about them the appurtenances of

a Grecian temple. The men of Greece
did what men of sense and taste will

always do—they considered what were

the substantial, indispensable parts of

their buildings ; to these they endea-

voured to superadd such shapes, pro-

portions, and decorations, as harmonized

with them. The essential parts of Gre-
cian buildings, particularly temples, of

which almost solely any specimens have

remained for our inspection, were pil-

lars, and the roof which they were placed

to support. The chief thing which ad-

mitted of ornament here were the pil-

lars. What grace and beauty the Gre-

cian architects contrived to bestow upon
them is known to all. The substantial,

indispensable parts of buildings in our

climate are solid walls, with holes cut

in them for doors and windows. The

study of our architeels should, there-

fore, have been, the ornaments which
could be applied to solid walls, win-
dows, and doors—as well by variety

and grace of form, as by other congru-
ous decorations. But our architects,

under guidance of the wealthy man's
taste, have abandoned the very thought
of this, and have dreamed of nothing
but giving us the supports of a Grecian
roof, where all roofs are otherwise sup-
ported ; exhibiting mere affectation, and
the utmost barrenness of invention.

What an image is presented to a man
of cultivated taste, when he sees that

which is the appropriate support of the

roof of an open building stuck into the

heart of a solid wall, or standing a little

space before it, with something laid on
its top, to make a mock show that it

has get something to do!

Music, fortunately, it has not been
in the power of our rich man's taste to

spoil. It is not of home growth. The
man of wealth is obliged to take it as it

is made for him, in places more favour-

able to the wholesome cultivation of it

;

and one of his affectations is to profess

a delight in it, which is beyond both

truth and reason. In this, too, his con-

duct is very unfavourable to the pro-

gress of taste. The profession of the

intense in the enjoyment of the fine

arts, tends to working for the intense in

the productions of them ; and then

truth, and nature, and all that is of fine

relish in them, goes. There is a pecu-

liarity well worth remarking in our rich

man's concern for music : he hates that

the enjoyment should go down to his

poorer neighbours. Yet it is obvious

that this is a very desirable thing. In

the first place, it is an innocent plea-

sure; and in so far as it exercises

agreeably the vacant time of the labour-

ing man, it is a good per se, and more-

over a diversion from the pursuit of

pleasures which are otherwise than in-

nocent. But there is another effect of

still greater importance. Sweet music

i^ in unison with all the sympathetic

affections of the soul, and by drawing

out trains of such emotions tends to

make them habitual in the mind. A
really wise and beneficent legislature

would reckon it a great point to culti-

vate a taste for music among the com-

mon people, and to afford it to them of

a good kind. The conduct of our legis-
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lature, under influence of the rich man's

taste, and the churchman's hypocrisy,

is altogether its own. There never was

anything like it in the world. It treats

the common people as unworthy to en-

joy the pleasure of music. Latterly

the taste in music had so much improved,

that the strolling musicians, who prac-

tise «in the streets, had become no bad

performers ; and very tolerable music

might be heard in the streets. That

was the moment for declaring war

against it; and now it is all but pro-

hibited : as it is, in those only other

places, where it was in the power of

the common people to enjoy it—the

places of cheap resort. If there was

danger, as no doubt there was, of im-

proprieties in those places of unregu-

lated resort, what was to be done? Why,
to afford the same, or better amuse-
ment, in places properly regulated.

In painting and sculpture, the taste of

the man of wealth is notorious and pro-

verbial : it is pure selfishness. His

money is all lavished on old pictures

—

the reverse of encouragement to the

making of new—and on portraits. The
old pictures he carries home, where he

is proud of them as signs of his wealth,

and shuts them up from public inspec-

tion, which is almost their only use.

Portrait-painting, and portrait-sculp-

ture, the very lowest branches of the art,

are the branches which he really en-

courages : so that, in the higher depart-

ments, very few attempts are made ; and
the art in this country is stationary, or

worse. We do not, however, regard

this as much of a misfortune. To the

body of the population, pictures and
statues can never render very valuable

service : they are but poor arts ; and the

pleasures they give are but little con-

nected with any of those mental states

which we are interested in cultivating.

The exhibition of the human form in

its ideal perfection is the best thing they

do ; and that is something. The per-

fection of the female form calls up
ideas of love ; and of the male form,

ideas of dignity, or of force. But these

are states of mind which nature provides

for. In telling a story, to call out the

affections, the brush and the chisel are

very defective : their resources are con-

fined. Except by some hideous exhi-

bition, as that of Laocoontes, or Ugolino,

the emotions raised are faint.

In respect of this art, there is in the

behaviour of the men of wealth in this

country to the rest of the community,
something characteristic, and singularly

worthy of attention. Under pretence

of improving the taste of the people,

they get the community, as often as

possible, to buy certain articles, which

serve exclusively for their own enjoy-

ment; and while they are doing so,

exclude the people, about whose taste

they are so anxious, from the enjoy-

ment of the beauties of nature—a source

of the greatest improvement—by shut-

ting up paths, which -are the people's

right, and from which they are excluded
only by the right of the stronger, or, in

plain English, robbery.

We are accustomed, no doubt, to

acts of rapacity on a larger scale ; but

there never was in degree a more profli-

gate instance of the abuse of public

money than the purchase of two Cor-
reggios the other year, by money ex-

tracted from the pockets of an overbur-

thened population. Why did not the

men of wealth, if they wanted such

things— nobody else did— purchase

them with their own money? The pre-

tence that the purchase was for the

good of the people, even after all our

experience of impudent pretences, was
astounding. Our legislators gave

11,000/. for two Correggios, and had
but 20,000/. to spare for the education

of the people, and could not at all re-

lieve them from the taxes on knowledge!
Oh, brave !

We come now to an art, which is of

greater importance than all the rest

taken together, the art of conversation.

When a society exists, well-consti-

tuted for the pursuit of intellectual at-

tainments and of the elegancies of life,

a style of social intercourse is cultivated,

which whets the understanding, and
improves at once the morals and the

taste. Men of independent, but few

enormous incomes, sufficiently nume-
rous to form a class and a public, are

obliged to seek distinction among them-

selves by qualities which recommend
them to the respect and affection of

their fellows. These are, the high qua-

lities of the intellect, the practice of

virtue, the endearing affections, and
elegance of deportment in life. In the

social intercourse of persons so circum-

stanced, the principal ambition must be
to make manifest the possession of such

qualities. It needs but little stretch of



imagination to see the consequences.

Think what a society must be, in which

all that is respectable in intellect, and

correct in conduct, is the object of dis-

play: what effusions of knowledge,

—

what ingenuity of discussion,—what

patience with the ignorant,—what gen-

tleness in the contest of differing opin-

ions,—what tasteful disquisitions on the

slighter ornaments of life, and what

grace in the enjoyment and display of

them ! Social intercourse of this kind

is a school of all that is grand and lovely

in human nature. And where such is

the style of that intercourse in the lead-

ing class—a class not separated from,

but intimately mixed with, the rest of

the community, the imitation of it is

inevitable. The community becomes

intellectual and refined. Please call to

mind that this is the state of things

which a vapouring man, a needy depen-

dent of the Aristocracy, said was to

tread down all that is ornamental in

society " under the hoofs of a swinish

multitude : a formula which was gree-

dily taken up by those who thought

themselves made of a different clay from

the " swinish multitude ;" and actively

made use of, till they found it would no

longer do. The " swinish multitude"

now know that they are a potent mul-

titude ; and they will no longer be

trodden down under heels however

high-born and genteel.

We have now to consider the style

of social intercourse which is generated

by the circumstances of a society com-
posed of men of overgrown wealth. The
distinction of these men arises from

their wealth ; and for the most part

they seek no other distinction. This is a

fruitful source of consequences. High
mental qualifications, not being the

cause of distinction to such men, are

not possessed by them. They cannot

take part in conversations where these

are displayed. They therefore banish

them from their society. It is voted

ungenteel to be the introducer of a se-

rious subject; and the frivolity of the

conversation in the high circle is pro-

verbial and notorious. Pope, who often

hit off characteristic features with great

felicity, gave -a taste of aristocratic con-

versation, in speaking of the heads of

the aristocratic circle, Kings:

.
" Heard every lord declare

His noble sense of op'ras and the fair."

The writers of books of entertainment,

in verse or prose, and suited to the

aristocratical taste, also men who can
vent the cant of criticism, or who have
got by heart and can spout flashy pas-

sages out of books, and come out occa-

sionally with bits of knowledge or pre-

tended knowledge, are admitted into

this high society; but men of solid ac-

quirements are not there; and the others

are admitted on terms sufficiently hu-

miliating. Mr Moore, though one of

the most favoured of the admissibles,

complains that he was invited not as

part of the company, but as one who
could help to entertain the company.
Observe also the distinctions they make

;

who they are whom they favour, and
who they are whom they neglect ; they

make this man a pensioner, the other

man a baronet; and the only great poet

we have had since Milton, they made a

gauger.

So much for what is gained in intel-

lect by the social intercourse of high

people. Let us next see what is gained

in morals and refinement. Their con-

versation has two tones, and two only;

that of mockery, and that of vehement
admiration. These are the tones natu-

rally assumed by men who think them-

selves superior to all others, and that

upon the worst of grounds. To talk of

plain things in a plain way is below the

dignity of such people ; the herd of

mankind do that : they never talk but

to show what they think of themselves ;

that is, with contempt of all the rest of

the world ; and with strained admiration

of their own set, and the things which

distinguish it. How prodigious their

admiration of pictures!—because pic-

tures are a luxury confined to them-

selves; of expensive music, for the same
reason ; of fine houses, fine horses, and
fine dogs. The intense in admiration is

in itself bad; hostile in the highest de-

gree to the progress of taste ; and the

infallible criterion of a feeble under-

standing. When it is exclusively be-

stowed on frivolous objects, it is hostile

to everything that is valuable in the

human mind.

But if their admiring tone is thus in-

jurious, their disdainful tone is infinitely

more so. What is desirable above all

things in society is a spirit of mutual

benevolence ; a kindly feeling towards

one another pervading the whole com-



munity. To this the tone of scorn and

mockery is in direct hostility. Sympa-
thetic kindness does not inhabit the

breast along with contempt. Scorn is

the natural expression of the hostile

mind, where other manifestations of it

are not permitted ; and the indulgence

of scorn is the plentiful feeder of the

hostile mind. The hostile mind, there-

fore, is proved ; and that we do not

feel the more cruel effects of it, is only

because they in whom it exists dare not

attempt them. How deeply we are in-

debted to our power of striking terror

!

Jf it were not for this, we should be in

the condition of the most miserable of

mankind. Do you ask any further

proof than the nature of the case

affords? Look at Ireland.

It is thus evident that society derives

no improvement from the style of con-

versation and social intercourse which

take place in a class of men of over-

grown wealth. It is, on the other hand,

the main cause why the state of intel-

lect, of morals, and of taste, is in this

country at the low point at which, in

each of these respects, it remains ; nor

will there be any change for the better

till the influence of that class ceases to

be predominant.

We have as yet considered only the

effects upon society produced by a

class of men possessing large fortunes,

secured by special laws against distri-

bution, without political privileges.

We are now going, to consider what
effects are procured by the addition of

political privileges.

A privilege means, a beneficial some-

thing conferred upon an individual, or

class of individuals ; in which the rest

of the community are not permitted to

share. These privileges are always

some one of three things—money, or

dignity, or power. The privilege is the

most perfect when it combines, as it

commonly does, all the three. Let us

see how they, severally and respectively,

work.

By the money-privilege is not meant
the enjoyment of a man's own property,

whether large or small; for that be-

longs to every member of the commu-
nity, one as much as another. It is

money peculiarly allotted. The most
remarkable case of this which has been

actually exemplified, is that exemption

from taxes which formerly was one of

the privileges of the nobility in France.

The sinecure places in England, once

of great amount, reserved for distribu-

tion among the people of rank, is ano-

ther instance of the same thing. It is

not necessary to allude to more; and

it is very evident what this benefit in

the case of the few is composed of. It

is composed of oppression to the many.

There is so much taken from the many,

that it may without reason be given

to the few. This kind of privilege

therefore is always wicked. And we
must not permit the friends of this

wickedness to confound it, which they

like to do, with another thing which is

not wicked,—the reward of important

service. That is no privilege. What
is so bestowed by the people is bestowed

for their advantage, to secure them a

supply of eminent services ; and if

such rewards are honestly conferred,

any individual in the community,,
.
as

much as another, may aspire to them.

The reflections which apply to facti-

tious dignity are of kin to the above.

We say factitious dignity, because it is

that alone which has anything of pri-

vilege in it. Dignity, from its natural

sources, from superior wisdom, supe-

rior beneficence, superior elegance, is

open to the aspirations of all the com-
munity ; even the dignity which springs

from the associations we have with su-

perior wealth, the effects of which are

of a more mixed character, is not with-

held from any member of the commu-
nity who can manage to become rich.

The dignity we mean is the dignity

which is conferred by artificial distinc-

tions ; by titles, by precedencies, or

any of the other contrivances, by which,

apart from the natural causes of dig-

nity, elevation is given to an individual

or a class.

A reflection is called forth upon this

subject, which is of the highest impor-

tance, and which has been far too long

in attracting the notice which it ought

;

for, out of what is this dignity to the

one, or to the few created? The an-

swer is indisputable ; the degradation

of the rest. A man is elevated above

others, only by making others lower

than him. But if I am made lower than

another man without reason, that is an

injury to me : it is injustice and op-

pression. If another man's pocket is

filled out of mine, all the world acknow-
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leges the oppression ; but mv dignity is

dearer to me than my wealth. If then

my dignity is lessened to augment the

dignity of another man, I am injured

in a more precious part.

The contrivance to degrade a com-
munity for the elevation of a few is not

a happy contrivance : it is unrighteous

in the purpose, and it is grievous in the

effects. A degraded community is not
an object of comfortable contemplation.

It is a community, in which all the

valuable qualities of human nature are

in a lower state than they would be,

if that fatal cause of depression did not

exist.

When a man has attained to emi-

nence by intellectual acquirements, by
a course of beneficent conduct to his

fellow-creatures, by presenting a model
of what is amiable in his amusements
and tastes, or, lastly, by the honoura-

ble accumulation of wealth, why should

he be robbed of any portion of the

dignity which those merits are calcu-

lated to confer? But this robbery he
sustains, when a portion of dignity is

taken from him, in order to make an

addition to the dignity of somebody
else : when an elevation to somebody
else is created out of his degradation.

The motives to the highest degree of

well-doing in every line are then the

most operative when this well-doing

leads to the highest distinction. But
the highest distinction is to be at the

top. To whatever extent therefore the

highest degree of well-doing is pro-

hibited from reaching the top, to that

degree the motive to it is taken away ;

and to that degree is the virtue of the

community kept down. Then only

will virtue be at the highest when the

pramia virlutis are at the highest. But

artificial ranks are a contrivance to

prevent the prcemia virtutis to be at the

highest. To have a high rank, there-

fore, we must have a low virtue; that

is part, and but a part, of the price we
must pay for the article.

But of the kinds of privilege, that

which consists in political powers is by

far the most important. We do not

mean to enter into a detailed exposition

of its effects ; but the particulars to

which we shall advert will be allowed

to deserve the most profound attention.

. A privilege made of political power,

must be made either of judicial powers

administrative power, or legislative

power. In our own country we have
specimens of all the ways. The highest

of all our tribunals, the tribunal of last

resort, is composed of hereditary judges.

The whole of the administrative power
in a mass, is placed in the hands of an
individual by the rightof descent ; which

individual has also a great share of ju-

dicial power, in the exclusive right of

pardoning : and as the legislative power
in this country, according to the received

theory of the constitution, is divided

into three parts, two of the three parts

exist in the shape of privilege, and only

one is free.

No one disputes that there ought to

be no political power which does not

exist for the good of the community

;

and that if in any quarter there is a

single particle of it, in any shape, which

is not for the good of the community, it

ought to be abolished. And why r

—

not merely because it is superfluous ;

but because it is noxious. Political

power is the power of commanding ; and
that implies the obligation of obeying.

But why should I be subjected to the

degradation and the hardship, which

may be to any degree, of submitting to

the commands of any one, when it is

for no good ? Above all, why should

the millions composing the community

be subjected to the degradation and

oppression of obeying any one's com-
mands, when it is for no good?

But the most weighty consideration

of all yet remains to be stated. All

political power which exists in the

shape of privilege has a tendency to

be mischievously used. This in fact is

true of all political power; and there-

fore all wise men are for putting ade-

quate checks upon it ; that is, so order-

ing matters, that it shall be against the

interest of those who hold it, not to

make a good use of it. But all that

portion of it which is allotted in the

shape of privilege, is, to a certain de-

gree, placed out of the reach of check.

So far as it is so, it is most unwisely

allotted. It is a power put in the

hands of individuals, to be used for

their own advantage, at the expense of

the rest of the community.

But to set up a ctass or order of

men, by giving them powers which they

may use for their own advantage, at the

expense of the rest of the community,
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is to set up a body of enemies to the

rest of the community ; for they will be

sure to act like enemies; which is, to

prosecute their own advantage to the

utmost, regardless of the mischief they

do to the rest of the community. Their

constant endeavour will be, to give to

their power the most extensive operation

possible. It will be gilded with all sorts

of false colours. Writers will be hired,

some with money, some with smiles, to

serve it with all the powers of sophistry.

The writers who expose it will be pur-

sued with calumny, if there be no more
direct mode of persecuting and putting

them down. If there be, they will be

thrown into gaols, and robbed of their

property, till their ruin is consummated.
Such men full well know, that in the

attainment of good government their

power of serving themselves at the ex-

pense of the community will be taken

away. There is nothing, therefore,

which they hate with so much intensity

as any approach to good government,

and the men who are working with any
effect towards the attainment of it. If

they could poison all such men with

their looks, what a heartfelt joy it would
be to them ! In the meantime, they do
what they can jvith their pestilential

breath : they strive to poison their re-

putations. The man who appears as

an advocate for good government they

call a wretch, who wants to destroy go-

vernment and substitute anarchy; the

man who exposes the abominations of

an unwholesome ecclesiastical esta-

blishment they call an Atheist, and
would have us believe that he is as much
detested by the Almighty as he is by
them.

It is very unfortunate, when a state

possesses within itsejf a body of enemies

such as this. However, in committing

the folly of giving the powers which

make men the enemies of their fellow-

citizens, the greatest mischief is done

by giving legislative powers. So long

as the legislative power is well placed,

there is a remedy. The command of

the legislative power is the supreme

command; and it can set bounds to the

exercise of all subordinate powers, and

keep it within the path of utility— at

least, of harmlessness. But when the

power of legislation is put in the hands

of those who have an interest in using

it. for their own purposes, the descent

to evil is prone and irresistible.

In making these reflections, no man
can forbear turning his thoughts to the

situation of England in respect to its

legislature. Nearly one-half of the

legislative power is placed in the hands
of men who, by the tenure on which
they hold it, are of necessity converted

into a body of enemies, of the kind we
have just described. The great object

of their dread is, aswehave seen, every

approach to good government. Their

earnest desire, of course, is to prevent

it; and the fact is—a lamentable fact

assuredly—that they have it completely

in their power to do so.

The existence of this power is an
evil, so great, that all other grievances

in the state sink into nothing compared
with it. That a clear-sighted and reso-

lute people will not always endure it,

is not to be feared ; but how long it

may contrive to carry on its work, by
fair words, and by little concessions,

well-timed, it is not easy to foresee :

especially so long as those who take the

lead of the People in opposing them,
afford them so much encouragement, by
the faintness of their desire for the pro-

gress of good government, and the

feebleness with which they urge even
the reforms which they approve.

In the meantime, it behoves the peo-

ple of this country deliberately to ma-
ture their thoughts, about the mode of

meeting so great an evil, the removal of

which is a matter of necessity.

In taking measures for removing evils

in the machinery of government, it is

good to accomplish the object (if ac-

complished it be, for half measures
only indicate a weakness, which gives

boldness to resistance, and adds to the

difficulties of farther improvement)—
with as little change as possible. We
think that the power of the Lords to

effect the incredible mischiefs, involved

in their power of frustrating all schemes
of improvement, might be taken away
by a change very little perceptible. Let
it be enacted, that if a Bill, which has
been passed by the House of Commons,
and thrown out by the House of Lords,

is renewed in the House of Commons,
in the next Session of Parliament, and
passed, but again thrown out by the

House of Lords, it shall, if passed a

third time in the House of Commons,
be law, without being sent again to the

Lords.

t What is put forward, as the great,
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and almost sole advantage of having

two houses of legislation, is the security

which it provides for mature delibera-

tion ; for it never can be thought by
any man who has the blessing of reason,

that there ought to be two authorities in

a state, the one capable of barring what-

ever the other would do. This would
be a scheme to arrest the powers of

legislation, and set the whole vessel

afloat without a carpenter and without

a pilot. It is quite certain that if there

be two authorities, one or other must
have the means of prevailing in the long

run. The only question then is, to

which of our two Houses of Parliament

that power should belong. And this,

we believe, we may consider as a ques-

tion decided. We do not suppose that

the Duke of Wellington himself

would pronounce for the House of

Lords. Whether he would discern the

consequences may be doubtful ; but

this he would certainly see, that it would
not be submitted to. If anywhere
there be two legislative assemblies—one
under efficient obligations to legislate

for the good of the community, the other

under no obligations but to legislate for

their own good—the power of prevailing

in the long run, given to one or the

other, involves the whole of the differ-

ence between good government and
bad. The powers of legislation ex-

ercised for the good of the people is

good government; the powers of legis-

lation exercised for the good of any set

of men is bad government, and is na-

turally carried to excess ; for the good
of the set can only be pursued at the

expense of the community. The set

are, therefore, always in fear. Fear is

essentially cruel. Everything which

looks like opposition is savagely pun-

ished ; terror is the security in which

they confide ; and the reign of terror is

theirs.

The expedient which we propose

would be an effectual antidote to those

evils, and would at the same time afford

all the security against precipitate legis-

lation which can be derived from a

House of Lords. We are happy to

see that Mr Roebuck has taken up

the idea of this expedient, and has given

notice of a motion on the subject for

next Session of Parliament. We think,

however, that he has given too little

time for consummating the operation.

The evil will be alleged of postponing

good measures ; but on most of the

measures on which immediate decision

is of importance, there is not much like-

lihood of opposition between the two
Houses ; and on the great questions of

constitutional improvement a little delay

is not a great evil. Take, for example,

the questions of the ballot, of shorten-

ing the duration of parliaments, of

equalizing the constituencies—the in-

ternal which we propose between the

first passing of a bill for any of these

great objects in the House of Commons,
and the time for its becoming law inde-

pendently of the votes of the Lords,

would not have many evil consequences
;

and the strong attention which would
be kept fixed upon it in the meantime,

would make it better understood, and
more sure in its operation.

If we are told that this expedient of

ours would no doubt be effectual to its

end, if we could obtain it, but that to

such a measure as this the Lords will

never a'ive their consent ; we answer

that, in a case of necessity, what cannot

be obtained in one way must in another

;

and the probability is, that this being

seen by the Lords, they will not hold

out to' the last. But if they do, the

House of Commons have only to pro-

ceed a step farther, and declare that

Bills, as passed by them a certain num-
ber of times, and at certain intervals,

are law. This resolution the people

would hail with transport, and make the

enactments laws by their obedience

;

and from that moment the House of

Lords is blotted out. The thing would

be done as quietly as passing a money
bill. Collision ! What could they do?

They would draw the sword. So do a

gang of as many smugglers on the

coast; but this does not alarm the

nation.

We shall be told, perhaps, that the,

judges would not recognise such laws,

and would refuse to enforce them. A
good many of them would have an

itching that way, we have no manner of

doubt ; but they are men who look

which way the wind blows. When the

nation, and the nation's representatives,

in their determination to effect the re-

moval of an intolerable evil, have not

allowed the House of Lords to stand in

the way, the judges will not be slow to

infer that neither will they be allowed

to stand in the way. It is easy to sup-
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ply the place of judges who set them-
selves up against the legislature.

It has been hinted by Lord John
Russell (for he is one of those who
like to make themselves known by cir-

cumlocution, rather than by plain speak-

ing^ when their inclinations and those

of the community are not quite in ac-

cord) that there is no occasion for any
reform of the House of Peers; and in

this he has been copied, which was a

matter of course, by the Attorney-
General. To be sure, their argu-

ments are not calculated to make great

impression. The Lords, they tell us,

will grow wiser. We therefore have

their word for this great event, on
which so much of our happiness de-

pends ; and it much concerns us to

consider the value of it. First of all,

we must think who the men are who
call upon us for such a stretch of our

confidence, upon a matter to us of in-

finite moment. What if they are mis-

taken in their word, thus pledged for

the Lords ? Will it not be a great

satisfaction to us to find ourselves the

victims of aristocratic misrule, because

Lord John Russell and the Attor-
ney-General told us not to expect

it? Let us, therefore, deliberately ask

ourselves whether it is more likely that

they are mistaken in this word of theirs,

or the contrary ? If we should sup-

pose, with them, that the light which is

shining upon the rest of the community,
and which may be expected, as they

justly say, to shine every year with

greater and greater force, will not per-

mit the Lords to remain in the same
thick darkness in which they are as yet

immersed, will their greater degree of

intelligence render them less disposed

to pursue their own interests ? Is such

a supposition as this agreeable to our

experience of human nature ? Will not

the Lords like to have power, as well

after the wisdom of their inferiors has

forced itself in some degree among
them, as before? And will they not

like as well to make that power avail-

able to their own ends, at the expense

of the community ? It is not to the

ignorance of the Aristocracy that we
owe all our evils, but to a much deeper-

rooted cause— the preference which

every man has of himself to another.

Do Lord John and the Attorney-
General really advise us to submit to

the miseries of aristocratic misrule, till

the wisdom of the Lords gets the better

of this propensity? The shallowness
of the view in which such a thought
could originate is not the least remark-
able thing in this emphatic advice.

Lord John and his colleagues only ex-

pect this degree of wisdom to exist

among the Lords, when it exists to such
a degree in the community that they

cannot remain devoid of it. This im-
plies a state of things in which no man
prefers himself to his neighbour—

a

state in which every man values his

neighbour's good as much as his own

;

for assuredly Lord John and his col-

leagues will admit that the Lords are

the very last portion of the community
whom this angelical spirit will reach.

But is it possible Lord John and his

colleagues should not see, that when
the human mind has reached this stage
of perfection, every man governs him-
self accurately, according to the truest

principles of well-doing; and all go-
vernment by others becomes useless

;

government ceases to exist. It follows

with the force of demonstration, that

we may trust to the wisdom of the

Lords for their assent to good govern-
ment, then, when government alto-

gether becomes unnecessary, and not
one moment sooner.

There is only one other pretence we
can think of, which can be held up in

favour of Lord John's advice—that the

Lords will grow wise enough to see

the danger of resisting the will of the

people.

To trust to this security is not, in our
opinion, a wise scheme of governing

;

and to recommend it would assuredly
be a great inconsistency in Lord John.
Lord John is one of that class, or tribe,

or sect, who dread the people. The
impetus of the people is, according to
them, one of the great evils in society,

against which adequate securities can
hardly ever be taken; and yet it is here
proposed to make it an ever-actino-

power in the state. Where one power
is employed for the counteraction of
another, it must work whenever the
other works. But the will of the Lords
to benefit themselves at the expense of
the rest of the community is in perpe-
tual action ;—so then must the impetus
of the people, which restrains it. This,
in the opinion of reformers, is not a
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desirable state of things, even if wo
were to admit the inadmissible suppo-
sition that it could exist permanently.
It would imply a state of perpetual ex-

citement; and what would add enor-

mously even to that evil—a feeling- of

hostility between the higher and other

classes in perpetual and vehement ac-

tion. To be in this state is, as far as it

goes, to be in a state of anarchy. The
aim of all the arrangements of govern-
ment, so far as they have not grown
like trees, as Sir James Mackintosh
would have them, but have been made
under the guidance of reason, with a
view to public good, is to trust no im-
portant series of results to uncertain

causes—to impulses, which may or may
not have place.

Lord John, and they whose thoughts

run in the same channel with his, talk

to us loudly about institutions, as if

nobody had a regard for them but
themselves; taking care, a large pro-

portion of them, to include all abuses
under the name of institutions. Well,

then, we desire them to remark, that

we, whom they calumniate as the ene-

mies of institutions, because we are the

enemies of abuses, are for checking the

Lords by an institution
; just as we are

for securing all the other points of

good government by institutions, and
not by the irregular impulses of the

people. Our institution, too, is the

simplest thing in the world. It is

merely that the assent of the Lords to

a law deemed necessary for the public

good, by the nation's house of legisla-

tion, shall, after a period of refusal, be

unnecessary. Is not this better than

bringing down the people upon them

on every occasion? Does not Lord

John think enough, to perceive, that

the people have only two modes of act-

ing in such a way as to coerce a body

of powerful men? It is either by

violence ; or the prospect of violence,

so near as to be terrifying ; and this

prospect of violence, so near as to be

terrifying, is what Lord John proposes

to make the habitual medicine of the

state. Also we, the Reformers, who
wish to gain all our ends by institu-

tions, that is, by established organs,

adequate to the purpose, are the people

to be distrusted for their want of re-

gard to institutions. If, indeed,

nothing is to be institution, in the

language of our aristocratical revilers,

but established organs for preserving
aristocratical abuses, we are their ene-
mies, and will assuredly persevere till

we have destroyed them.

In taking away, however, from the
Lords such power of legislation as we
cannot secure from being used for bad
purposes we would grant to them other
powers, the mischievous use of which
we should have the means of preventing.

They should obtain both the right of
voting for members of the House of

Representatives, and the right of being
chosen members. We think that this

would be attended with several good
effects. It would hold out motives to

all the young men of that class who had
ambition for high place in the service of
the state, to cultivate the qualifications

which would give them pre-eminence in

the field of free competition, and re-

commend them to the highest trusts. It

would make a spontaneous change in

the education of that class ; they would
seek to become, and therefore would be-

come, intellectual men ; and they would
have adequate motives to cultivate the

good opinion of the people, by the prac-

tice of all the virtues which render men
valuable and acceptable to one another.

They would become men of. worth, in

the highest and most endearing sense of

the word ; and possessing the means of

doing good to others in a higher degree

than men of inferior wealth, they would

be more looked up to, and their wishes

would be more consulted. They would
still, if they chose, be the foremost men
in the state, and with a happiness of

which at present they have no concep-

tion.

We shall speedily, no doubt hear,

from those who make loyalty a virtue,

whether well or ill bestowed,—that is

to say, from those with whom in affairs

of state the good of the people passes

for nothing, but whom at last the

people have learned to know, and are

prepared, when the season comes, to

treat as they deserve,—a loud accusa-

tion.

We shall be told, that, by this

reasoning of ours, we destroy the

foundation of monarchy, as well as o*

aristocracy.

But those men, who have the mo-

narchy appetite, at least the cant of it,

for their virtue, and care for no other,
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are very shallow politicians; they never

see more of a thing than its outside.

We tell them, that monarchy rests on
grounds totally different from those of

aristocracy ; and they are the great
enemies of monarchy, who try to con-
found the two.

There is a great deal of foundation
for what was urged with so much
earnestness by the French Economistes,
and by the penetrating philosopher,

Hobbes,—that the interest of the mo-
narch, and the interest of the people,

are not opposite, but identical.

Let us take the leading particulars,

and look at them for a moment.
The greatness of a King, to begin

with that, is doubtless dependent upon,
and measured by, the greatness of his

people. What has made the King of

England for centuries hold the high
rank which he has done among the

sovereigns of the earth ? Not the num-
bers of his subjects. Not the riches of

his soil. What then ?—The riches,

that is, the productive powers of his

people; who
.
were prompted to exert,

themselves, because they knew that

what they produced, they should have
liberty to enjoy. Queen Elizabeth
appears to have had more than a glimpse
of this truth. When told that she

was reproached for being shabby, what
did she reply ?— <e My riches/' she said,
rt are in the pockets of my people,

where they are much better placed than
in mine ; and therefore it is my resolu-

tion to take out of those pockets, not as

much as possible, but as little."

Next, for his glory. Abstracting

from the greatness, the rounds of

which we have explored in the preceding

paragraph, what can that consist in

but the high qualities of his people

—

their copious possession of all that con-

tributes to well-being—their fame for

high intelligence, for their skill in all

the arts which supply the conveniences

or ornaments of life—their love of their

country, which gives them happiness

—

their social and domestic virtues ? To
be at the head of such a people, is to be
at the very summit of glory.

And what, after this, has a king to

wish for? A people, who themselves

abound in all the means both of com-
fortable and of elegant living, will con-
sider it for their own decoration that

their king shall be pre-eminent in this,

as in other respects. A King indeed*
placed in these elevating circumstances,
will be far above entering into a com-
petition, with his subjects in the
tasteless display of wealth, or thinking
any part of his dignity to consist in

being able to make more waste than
any other man in his dominions. He
has better means of distinction.

How is it then, it will be asked in

contradiction to us, that our kings of
England, for example, have always
been so much misled ? When have
they considered their greatness as
iden tiHed with the freedom and happi-
ness of their people ? When have they
considered it their glory to be at the
head of a people eminent for their in-
tellectual attainments and their moral
worth ? Experience, we shall be told,

is against us.

The account of this matter is (for
the fact, is not to be disputed) that our
kings have always linked themselves
with the aristocracy, and have com-
mitted the grievous blunder of thinking
the interests of the aristocracy the
same with their own. They have de-
graded themselves by becoming the
creatures of the aristocracy. They
have no independent power, because
they have separated themselves from
the people. The aristocracy, after
making them dependent upon them-
selves, have made a stalking-horse of
them ;—have talked in very lofty terms
of their authority, and the obedience
due to it, because they can employ it

all for their own use, and with the
vast advantage of having the king for
a screen. The power of the sovereign
has been converted into their power :

no wonder they like it. But till that
was brought about, how did they be-
have ? Let history answer the ques-
tion. They were the king's antago-
nists, and his oppressors ; and it was
only by the aid of the people that he
was ever able to make head against
them. What was the contest with
the Stuarts, but a contest to determine
whether the king was to be master,
or the aristocracy ? If the king could
rule without a parliament, the king
was to be the master, because the aris-

tocracy at that time made the parlia-

ment. In this contest the aristocracy
had the advantage, for the first time,
of drawing the people to their side

—
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gulled as they were by the name repre-

sentative—as if a man, because he was
called a representative, would take care

of the people's interests, though put

into parliament only to take care of the

interests of the aristocracy, and turned

out when he failed to do so.

This contest was decided against the

king for ever j he discovered that he
could not rule but in subservience to

parliament. And what, in consequence,

has he done ? He has put his neck

into the collar of the aristocracy, and

to this hour tugs like a pack-horse at

their waggon. He might have done

better for himself, and better for the

state '

}—he might have joined with the

people in rescuing parliament from the

gripe of the aristocracy ; and then he

would have been really subservient to

nothing but the public interest, which

he would have felt to be his.

Ever since the expulsion of the Stu-

arts, what has been the situation of

the King of England in the hands of

the aristocracy— his master, as well as

the people's? Read the authentic do-

cuments in Coxe's biographical works,

from Marlborouh to Pelham inclu-

sive. What was the government of

England during the reigns of William,

of Anne, of George the First, and

George the Second, but a disgusting

struggle among the aristocracy who
should have the power of plundering

the people ? without its being thought

necessary by a man among them to

make even the pretence that a regard

for the public good entered among his

motives. There is nowhere else to be

found such a display of immorality—of

the utter abandonment of principle

—

of hardened, unblushing rapacity, as

characterized the aristocracy in those

days. The business of a minister was,

by his intrigues, by his personal or

family interest, to get a majority of

those marauders to support him in

parliament. The man who had obtained

this, the king was, obliged to make

minister; and George the Second,

with great, bitterness, told the Chan-

cellor Hardwicke, that whoever was

minister was king in this country

—

not the cypher who bore the name.

There is no doubt that when a king

is afraid of his people, and believes

that he is only safe by being able to

crush them, he has cogent motives to

govern ill, and that in every possible

way j to hinder his people from know-
ing -, to hinder them from speaking ;

to plunder them to the utmost, for the

sake of gorging those whose profligate

assistance he may require ; and to sub-

ject them to the most atrocious revenge

for any appearance of a disposition to

dispute his will. But when a king is

satisfied that his throne is established

on the rooted conviction in the minds

of his people that it is good for them,

he has no fear to provide against ; no
blackguards to hire, either to debase

the understandings of the people, or to

shed their blood. He has no higher

ground of rejoicing than the blessings

in which his people rejoice—plenty of

the good things of life, with minds
sufficiently cultivated to use them all

to the best advantage.

And if it be true, that the interest of

a king is not irreconcilable with the

interests of his people, it is not yet

proved that his office is an unnecessary

one, or unattended with advantages

which in no other way can be so per-

fectly attained.

A first magistrate is necessary ; that

is a fixed and undisputed point. The
necessity of unity in matters of admin-

istration, the use of concentrated res-

ponsibility, and many other considera-

tions, seem to place the balance of

advantage on the side of the inviduality

of the first magistrate. He should be

one. and not two, or more-

But if so, the only question which

remains is,—whether he should be

hereditary, or elective.

The chief advantage urged on the

side of electiveness is the security for

talent. With an hereditary first ma-

gistrate, the degree of talent is a matter

of chance ; with an elective, a high

degree is tolerably certain.

If we allow this to be so, we have

still the question to answer, whether

the security for talent in the chief ma-

gistrate is a matter of much importance.

As it is very certain that he must go-

vern in subservience to parliament j and

as parliament will soon be chosen by the

people, and responsible to the people,

we should say that it is not in this

country a matter of much importance.

It is clear to reason, and well proved
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by experience, that when the chief ma-
gistrate attemps to act as his own minis-

ter, he does no good, but evil j and if he

chooses for his ministers, as in the above
circumstances he must do, men agree-

able to the parliament, he cannot go
far wrong : they will always be, if not

the very best men, among the best that

are to be had-

In these circumstances, there are ad-

vantages of a very solid nature, on the

side of the hereditary principle. The
choice of the chief magistrate, if he is

elective, must be given either to the

parliament, or to the people. The evils

are so obvious of giving the choice of

the great administrative organ of go-

vernment to the legislative organ, that

we believe it has never been seriously

contemplated. It would be the most
effectual of all contrivances to fill that

body with faction, to light up the evil

passions, and to engross the minds of

members with any thing rather than

the interests of the country, the care of

which, even in minute detail, is their

great and infinitely important duty.

The choice by the people is perhaps less

pregnant with evil. But the agitation

which must be created by so important
a choice as that of head of the state,

even for a few years, pervading the

whole mass of the population, and

carrying with it all the solicitations, all

the intrigues, all the misrepresentations,

all the calumnies, and all the estrange-

ments, which it "creates, is very un-
favourable to all that is good in the

minds of the people ; among whom
quietness and haimony, when they

know that the securities for good go-

vernment are firmly placed in their

hands, are most desirable for every kind

of prosperity—their prosperity in

wealth, their prosperity in intellect,

their prosperity in morals, and in all

the ornaments of life.

if ever the the King of England be-

comes clear-sighted enough to see that

he has been very ill-advised, in leaning

upon a corrupt aristocracy, and a corrupt

church, as the two crutches without

which he could not stand ; and that

he may rest with assurance on the solid

advantages to the people, inherent in

his office ; he will occupy a far more
exalted station in the social union than

he has hitherto done. He will feel

that he reigns in the reason and un-
derstanding of his people ; which is a

more steady reliance, than that reign-

ing in their hearts, which he has

hitherto heard so much about, and to

so little purpose.

P. Q.

ADDRESS TO READERS.
The Session of Parliament has again

arrived, and with it so great an increase

of labour, that I have found it impossi-

ble to continue this Pamphlet. The
alternative was, either to neglect the

duties which I had undertaken to per-

form, or to put an end to the present

publication I was obliged, however

reluctantly, to choose the latter course.

Some good, I hope, has resulted from

our labours. The views of one section

of politicians have been very openly

avowed, and are, I believe, now hardly

liable to misrepresentation. We may
be in error-^-we do not claim for our-

selves infallibility—but we do believe,

that the opinions we hold, and which

we have endeavoured to support, are the

result of a careful and honest inquiry.

Such as they are, they have been sub-

mitted without any disguise to the

reader—no attempt has been made to

win his assent by any dexterous ambi-

guity of phrase, or any other sophistical

artifice. We may safely say, that tho-

rough straightforwardness has at all

times been our doctrine and our prac-

tice.

One portion of our experiment has

certainly been eminently successful. I

had long believed, that the manner

generally adopted by those who ad-

dressed themselves to the Labouring

Classes, was mistaken and offensive.

It seemed to me, that, although a cer-

tain degree of simplicity, might be ne-
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cessary, yet any appearance of conde-

scension, any striving to bring one-self

down to an inferior capacity was unne-

cessary as well as disgusting. I had

remarked that most of those who profes-

sedly wrote for the People, but too often

assumed this offensive bearing. It was

our aim to avoid everything- of the sort.

We addressed the People as if they

were men, not children ; reflecting,

careful minded men, anxious after truth,

and willing to labour in order to attain

it. We have not been disappointed in

the result. Many intricate, and diffi-

cult questions of political iucrlility have

been discussed in the papers we have

published, the style adopted has dif-

feredlittle if at all from what it would

have been, had we been addressing

solely learned readers, and yet we have

reason to know, both that the subjects

selected have been deeply interesting

to the Industrious Classes, and that the

style of our disquisitions has not been

quarrelled with. We sought per-

specuity—just that perspecuity which in

every case the subjects required, and

never considered it necessary to bear

in mind whether we were writing for

the labouring man, or the scholar. The

chief part of our readers have been

labouring men.

One other matter is, I think, decided

by our Pamphlets; no attempt will

hereafter be made to put down political

discussion by law. The trash act is

virtually repealed. We have carefully

abstained from making the Pamphlet a

newspaper. If, therefore, there had

been any attempt to put it down, the

attempt must have been made under
the trash act, and not under the stamp
act. They who have so often declared

the Pamphlet illegal, who have called

it a contraband newspaper, knew well

that it was not a newspaper. They
knew that it was, what it professed to

be, essays or disquisitions on politics

—

not in any way liable to be taxed as a

newspaper, and if amenable to the law

at all (which I deny) amenable only

under the memorable Gagging Act of

Lord Castlereagji. It so happens
that, under this Gagging Act, there

never has been any prosecution; and
now, I think we may safely say, never

will be. We may also, I think, confi-

dently anticipate, that after this session

that odious enactment will not disgrace

our Statute-book.

I am happy to see that my plan has

been adopted in South Wales and in

Edinburgh. This proves that a desire

to obtain political knowledge is increas-

ing, and we may hope that the increased

interest created by the reform in the

Municipal Corporations, in all* that

concerns local affairs, will greatly

strengthen this desire, and guide it to

good purposes.

I must now say farewell to my
readers, deeming that I shall have

obtained my reward (the only reward I

ever sought, and certainly the only one

I shall ever attain) if my labours have

tended to render interesting to the

People the great sciences of politics

and morals.
J. A. Roebuck*.
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